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MMLITAR7 CURRICULLIM MATERIALS

The military-developed clirriculum materials in this course
package wv.re selected by the' National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemination to the six regicnal Curriculum COordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose Ofdisseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educatort.in the civilian setting.
The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitionets in the field, and prepared for
the nilitarrdissemination. Materials whidh were specific to
amitted or approcopyrighted
materials
were
either
were deleted/
val for their use was obtaihed. These course packages contain
cyrriculum resource materials whidh can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mlssiofl Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is.to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational problems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:
Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual progr&n needs
and outcomes
Installing educational programs andi
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

URTHER INFOIWATION ABOUT
WRITE
Pro

Curriculum Mnterials
ALL
rn information Office

T o ational Center for Research in Vocational
Ed cation
The S o Stat
niversity
ad, C lumbus, Ohio 43210
1960 Kenny
-3655 or Toll Free 800/
Telephone: 614
848.4818 within the continental U.S.

(mop Ohio)

Military Curriculum
Materials for
Vocational and
Technical Education

Information mid Field
Services Divirlion
Tho Pationni Confer for flosoorch
in Vocotionni Educption

Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . . .

{

k.

an activity to increase the aciessibility of
military developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military, curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Of lice of
Education and the Department of De'fense.
The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses

deemed applicable to vocational and teciinical education are selected fcir dissemination.

The Wational Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
nquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:
Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse
Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.

Project Director

Flow Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

What Materials
Are Available?
4
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One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided1 to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

nation..
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Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks apd technical

CUIMICULUM CDORDIIJA I l01.1 CIA I HIS

manuals.

EAST CENTRAL

Course

Rebecca S. Douglass

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Director
100 North First Street

Springfield, IL 62777

ervice

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction

Fo

Trades
Clerical
Occupations
Communications

M chine Shop
Ma agement &
ipervision
Meteorology &
Navigation
Photography
Public Service

.ft

Electronics
Engine Mechanics

21717820759

Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave,

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University
DI awer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325 2510

alth

H ating & Air
onditioning

The number 'of courses and the subject areas
represented will-expand as additional mate-

rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for disseminatiOn.

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park

Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D,
Director
225 West State Street

Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zano, Ph.D.

Director
1770 University Ave,
Honolulu,111 96822
808/948-7834
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Volume 1

Volume 2
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Volume 5
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1.6

Workbook
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33

Workbook
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Flexible
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Course Description
This course is designed to upgrade Approntice (semi-skilled) workers to the Specialist (skilled) lovel. Many of the tasks at this loyal &al with food
inspection. Several chapters dealing with military procoduhas and forms of inspection were deleted, The following aro the dutes of a Veterinary
Specialist:
.cos
Inspects civOicin ostabliahments supplying food products
Conducts procurement inspection and eroding
Inspects foods in warehouses
Assists in epidemiological and othor investigations:
Assists in veterinory. service animal activities
Properos and maintains veterinary records, reports, and correspondenco
Suporviael veterinary personnel

.

This courso consists of five volumos of text malarial, student workbooks, and supplements.
Volumo 1

The Veterinary Airman, Administration and Statistical Procedures contains a chapter on inspoction by attributes which explains
torma and definitions of sampline procedural, sompling techniquos, rocords and reports, and is accompanied by random number
tables and examplo records, Tho three additionol chapters in Volume I wore deleted because they referred to specific military
organization and forms.

Volum() 2

Veterinary Microbiology: Consumer Level Quality Audit Programs; Food Technology, Operational Ration end Egg Inspection
contains fivo chapter's. The first chaptor on Voterinary Microbiology discusses cells, microorganisms, sterilization, the micro .
scope, collocting and submitting spocimens for laboratory analysis, and common laboratory proceduros The third chapter
covers food tochnology. The socond cbantor on tho Consumer Levol Duality Audit Program, the fourth chapter on Operational
Rations, and the fifth chaptor on Egg Inspoction v:ere deleted,,

Volume 3

Meat Inspection contains three chtipters covering tho production, grading, categories, and processing of bepf. veal, la
sausage, and poultry, Tho first choptor discusses tho anatomy of food animak,

Volumo 4

Animal Service; Military Working Dogs; Fresh Fruits and Vegetables; Waterfoods, Dairy Products ,contains a chapter n procedures
relawd to quarantine and clinic oporation, and diseases related to small animals, The second chapter whic,h explains th riterioiflor
the soloction of military working dog3 and the principles for maintaining their good health has boon deleted The remainin hree
chapters discuss ways to assuro that fruits, vecetablos, waterfoods, and diary products are wholosome, and safely preserved an

pork,

packaged.

Volume 5

Support of the Aerospace Medicine Program contains a chaptor on the modical aspects of food handling discussing foodborno
illnesses, provontion of foodborno illnoss, food and bovorago vonding, medical inspoction of food service sanitation facittes, and
insact and rodent control Two soctions from Choptor 1 on flight (coding and action in disease outbreaks, and the' second chapter
on nucloor, biological and chemical wader() wow dolotod bocause of reforences to spocific mtary procedures and forms

Each chaptor contains obioctivos, readings, roview exercises and answers for studont selfotudy and evaluation, This courw was dougned f or use on a laboratory
or ontholob looming si tuition. It contains a variety of information on food tochnology and small animals, but has a definite bias towards the military function
of f ood inspection and procossing.

Due to a misnumbering during an early stage, there are no pages 3
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[hi* S'rs;

As preqcrihee

neceo'orattachmen/ 1 thc tasLs, knowledges, and Atud': refereren (CP
Stares in colurr
a.
oar\ for airmen to perform duties in ti'.e Veterinary ladder of the Airmar Medico:. Career FielJ.
ir
These are 176aed on Specialty Descript),ons effective 1 octoher

.

Indicates in columns 2A, 3A,-and 4A cf attachment 1 the minimum proficiency recommended for
O.
AFY SO-23 is the
each task or knowledge for qualificAtien at the 1, 5', and 7 skill level AFSCs.
a-thoritv to change the proficiency level during JP( development wher the local requirement lo
different from the akill level ohown in thio STS:
Showo in column 2A of attachment 1 the proficienco..actsined in Couroe )ABR90631 (PDS Code
Proficiency code for tho mirimur proficiency r4commended for the
described in AFM 50-5.
3 okill level AFSC an8 the proriciancv attained in the course iq the same.
c,

d.

Provideo baoio for ouperviooro to plan and conduct individual fJJT pregrams.

Provides a convenientirecord of on-the-lot training completed when.inserted in AF Form 623,,
e.
"Or-the-Job Training,Record, and maintained in accordance with AFM 5C-23,
2.

Pr

iciency Code Key,

Attachment 1 conrains the Proficiency Code Kev uSed to ohow proficiency

Aeve

Satisfactory completion cif CDC 90850 io mandatory for
croer Development Channel of CJT.
peroonnel training to AFSC 90650.
Personnel training to AFSC 9067c will obtain knowledge training
using applicable otudy referenceo lioted in this 5.T.F and fulfill management training requiremento
(See ECI Catalog and (wide, for current CDC identification number for
specified In.AFM 50-23.
ordering purposes.)
J.

Studv Guidance for Weighted Airman Promotion Cvotem (WAPS. Specialty knowledge lests (SKTO
SyTo for promotion to
icr promotion to E-s are based on 5 skill level AnowAedge requirements.
SKT quetons are based primarily'
L-F and E-7 are booed on 7 skill level knowledge requirementn.
Jr 'areer Development Couroes (CDCo) . However, sore gyetriont may 1,C2 4 wn from other referenceo
The CDCs for SFT study ore maintained in the CAPS
1iored in this Special/y Training Standard,
Individual
Other referanceo listed should be availatle In the work area.
(*tolv Reference Library,
responsibilities are outlined in AFM 35-8, chapter 19, paragraph 19-)g.
Recommendations. Report to A7C/ Sc. unaatiafactorv performance of individual graduates or
cee AFR Sc-1A.
Inadequacies of this STS. Refer to specific paragrepho of this SI'S.

EY ORDER nr THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

PAVI' I. :JONES,

15AF

chief of Staff

1ACY R. BENSON, Colonel, USAF

D4vctor 0 Administration

2 Artachments
1. Oualitative.Reqviremento
2. SYT Review Reference

Supercedop STS 908)0, :4 Januarv 1972; Change 1, 5 December 17 .2, Change
Change ;, 14 December 197); Change 4, 11 April 1974
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VETERINARY SERVICES SPECIALIST
(AFSC 90850)

Volume 1
The Veterinary Airman, Administration,
and Statistical Procedures

Extension Course Institute
Air University

r2z.

S.

,

51.

PREPARED OY

SCHOOL OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES, USAF ATC)
SHEPPARD AIR FORCE BASE, TEXAS
EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE, GUNTER AIR FORCE BASE, ALABAMA

COMPETENT PERSONNEL OF THE PREPARING COMMAND
THIS PUBLICATION HAS BEEN REVIEwED AND APPROVED BY
DIRECTIVES ON DOCTRINE, POLICY, ESSENTIALITY, PROPRIETY, AND QUALITY.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT

23
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Preface
rONGRATULATIONS on advancing to the point in the Veterinary Career

Field which qualifies you for enrollment in the CDC 90850, You are urged
to be enthusiastic, persistent, and conscientious in your studies. By doing so, you
will gain a greater knowledge, and more probably will qualify for AFSC upgrading,
Additionally, you will bc better able,to compete for 'promotion.
This course will include information concerning AFSC advancement, administrative procedures, statistical sampling, food inspection, microbiology. food establishment sanitation, laboratory analysis of food, animal service, and support of the
aerospace medicine program. In this volume you will be studying the Veterinary
Service mission; airman career advancement, duties, and ,responsibilities; and
attribute and verification inspection, including terms, records and reports, and
random sampling.

As you study. you will be required to refer to certain tables; these are furnished

in a separate pamphlet (Pamphlet of Sampling Plan Tables) that is included
in your course materials.

Printed and tound in the back of this volume is foldout 1,
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this
text, or recommendations for its improvement. send them to: School of Heahh
Care Sciences, USAF (ATC) (MSTW, 114), Sheppard AFB TX 76311.
If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
EC1's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study, Reference
(iuides, Chapter Review Exercise., Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer. training officer, or NCO, as appropriate.
If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFB, Alabama
36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.
This volume is valued at 18 hours (6 points).

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate. and current as of
September 1971.
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CHAPTER

3

Inspection by Attributes

ti

.A LL INDUSAIES, .especially manfacturing
industriei which .assemble component parts
into a finished product, need quality control. As
an example, automobile manufacturers buy radiators, pistons, batteries, tires, nuts, bolts, washers, springs, etc.,, from subcontractors. The manufacturers then assemble these various parts- into
whole automobiles. They, like most other producers of hard goods, such as washing machines,
lawn mowers, toasters, etc., have a need for some

type of quality control. In the 1930s industry
turned to the statisticians for the development of
some valid type -of quality control system,. The
statisticians' answer to this problem was the development of a statistical procedure for inspecting individual items and component 'parts. The
industrial application of this inspection system

was almost immediate. The system was then
widely applied to the huge military procurement

program of World War II. Items of ordnance,
armament, clothing, and equipment are. examples of military supply items inspected by statistical means.

2. Interest- in statistical, quality control, from
a military procurement point of view, waned from

the close of World War II until the Korean affair. The Department of Defense policy in 1950decreed that statistical methods of inspection
would be adopted in military procurement fields.
With this policy statement, Military Standard 105,
Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection
by Attributes, was devised and published. Eventually statistical inspection methods were adapted

to subsistence with canned goods becoming the
products to be inspected under statistical

first

standards.

3. Since the early 1960s many specifications
for all types of subsistence.have been redesigned
to employ statistical quality control methods. Today, itnspection by attributes is employed in three

chapter, you should have the knoWledge needed
to perform inspections employing attribute inspection procedures. First, get's 'review some
terms and definitions. -

13. Terms dnd Definitions
13-1. Listed below are sOme terms and deftnitions which you must know before you can understand the information given throughout the
remainder of the chapter.
Accept Number(Ac) - The number of defects
or defectives an acceptable produce sample is
allowed to-contain for a specific size.
Acceptable Quality Level (AQL) - A nominal
value .(a number) expressed in terms of defects
per hundred units (DHU) or percent defective
that for the purpose of sampling inspection can
be considered satisfaCtory as a process average
(PA).
Attributes - The characteristics or inherent
qualities of a product:Example: Paint is produced
in many colors. White paint has the specific attribute of being white. In food inspection, attributes in the form of defects are listed in paragraph 4 of the -Specificatiofi for the product
concerned.
Components and Raw Materfals

- They are
aterials which are shaped, treated, or as-embl d to form the end items. These materials
may be inspected at their source, upon receipt
at the point of assembly, or at any convenient
place along the assembly profess where the end
items are formed.
Critical Defect - A, defect that is likely to
result in hazardous or unsafe conditions io the
th

user.

Defects Per Hundred Units (DHU) - One hun-

dred times the number of defects contained in
any given quantity of ;a product divided by the
total number Of units of product inspected. Expressed as a formula:

types of food inspection: (1) component raw
material inspection, (2) evaluation of processing
methods, and (3) end item/finished product inspection. These are further explained later in this

Number of defects x 100
Number of units inspected

chapter. Whenqou complete your study of this
28
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Double Sampling Plan - Sampling inspection
in which the inspection of the first sample leads'
to a ,decision to accept, reject, or take a second
sample. The inspection of a second sample, .when

Original Inspection - The first inspection of a
product as distinguished from inspection of a
product which has been resubmitted.

Process' Average - The average percent defective or average number of defects per hun-dred units (DHU) of a product submitted by

required, then leads to a decision to accept or
reject.

End Items - Completed products that may -be
inspected before or after packaging and packing
' for shipment or storage.
Homogeneity - Implies that a series or group
of units of product are alike or similar in nature.
Units of product subjected to a specific inspection should be a single type, grade, class, style,
and composition, which is manufactured !ander
essentially the same conditions and at essentially
-the same time.

the suPplier for original inspection.

Percent Defective - The percent defective-of
any given quantity of units of _product is one
hundred times the number of defective units of
product contained therein, divid d by the, total
number of units inspected.
7)elid efectives
Percent defective .

and classification of the characteristics of a unit
as defective

of units inspected

Process Inspection - The type of inspection
where attention is devoted to such things as
proper boning. trimming, cooking times and temperatures, processing methods, selection of raw
ingredients, and fabrication of packaging and

Inspection by Attributes - The examination
of product

nurn

or nondefective, or

counting the number of defects in the unit of
product with respect to a given requirement or

packing material.
Product Inspection - This type of inspection is
not necessarily confined to the end product; com-

set of requirements.
Inspection Level - Influences directly the sample size or'number of sample units to be selected.
There are four special inspection levels (S-1,

ponents may be inspected at various stages of
processing. The bulk of inspection attention is
devoted to the finished product, and inspector

S-2, S-3, an S-4) and three general inspection levels (I, II, and III) for a total of seven

recornmehdations are rendered upon end 'product

levels.

compliance.

Inspection L1oz or Batch- A collection of units
of product maiufactured or processed under substantially the same condition from which a sample is drawn and inspected to determine compliance with acceptable criteria. The size of the lot
(batch) is usually determined by an agreement
between the Government and the contractor.

Quality Assurance Provisions (QAPs) - Specified AQL(s), inspection levels, defects, and the
examinations and/or tests required on a given
product, the results of which determine the product's acceptability.

Quality History - Information relative to the
quality of a specific product at a particular plant

Limit Numbers - The total number of defects'
which ten consecutive lots are allowed to contain
for a product to be placed on reduced inspection;

the number is based on the number of sample
units inspected and the AQL.
Major Defects - Any defect which is likely to
reduce materially the usability of a product for'

during a, given time.
RejecrNumber (Re),- The minimum number of
defects based on a specific sample size which will
classify a product nonconforming to specification
requirements.

Resubmitted Lot - A lot which, after being
found unacceptable on original inspection, is reinspected normally after being reworked by the
vendor. (The vendor, screens the lot removing
defective units.)
.

its intended purpose.

MIL-STD-405 - A Department of Defense
(DOD) standard which provides sampling procedures and reference tables for use in planning

Scimple - One or more units of product selected at random to be inspected.
Sample Plan - A designated sample size and
its accompanying criteria or requirements for acceptance or rejection. There are three types of
sampling planssingle, double, and multiple.

and conducting inspection by attributes.
Minor Defects - Any defect which is a devia-

tion from the specification and not likely to
materially reduce the usahility, ,of the product:
Multiple Sampling Plan - A type of sampling
in which a decision to accept or reject an inspection lot may be reached after one or more sam-

Sample Size - The total number of units of
product in the sample.

Sample Unit - A unit of product selected
without regard to the quality to be a part of the

ples from that inspection lot have been inspected.
A decision will always be reached after not more
than seven samples have been inspected.
Nonconformance - The failure of a unit or lot
of product to conform to specified requirements
for any stated quality characteristic.

sample.

-

Severity of Inspection - This is concerned with

the amount and extent of inspection applied to
a sample which is based upon the quality assurance provisions and quality history established
29
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for specific groups of characteristics. Sampling in-

snection plans provide for three degrces of severity of inspection: normal; tightened, and

in this column denote various lot ranges. Read
down this column until you come to the number

501 on the left and the number 1,200 on the
right (501 to 1,200). Our lot size 1,000 falls

reduced.

between these two numbers. Look again at the
main column headings of Table I and note that
the last column is entitled "General Inspection
Levels." Immediately below this are the num-

Yingle Sampling Plan - A plan which consists
of a single sample with associated,acceptance and
rejection criteria.
Unit of Product - A single item such as a can,

bers I,

a package, or a cut of meat which is. inspected
to determine the number of defects it contains.
The unit of product will be specified in the.specification.

Verification of Contractor Inspection - The
contractor is required to accomplish his own inspection system to examine and test his product.
The Government inspector periodically, verifies
the contractor's findings.

code lettert

14-6. You -should now be able to determine
sample size code letters. To make certain that
you are, test your knowledge by completing the

14. Sampling Tchniques
14-1. It would be impossible for the Air Force
to inspect every itetri it purchases and uses. The
statistical inspection technique allows you to inspect a representative sample. To make sure that

following exercise. Remember, when no inspection level is specified, use inspection level IL

the selected sample is representative of the lot
in question, you must plan the samplihg in detail.
14-2. Extracting Sample Plans. To properly extract sample plans, you must know certain facts
and follow definite procedures. You should accomplish the following steps in order.

(1) Determine the lot size.
(2) Obtain the inspection level.
(3) Determine the sample size code letter.
(4) Select the type of sampling plan.
(5) Establish the severity of inspection.
(6) Obtain the AQL.

II, and HI. These are the general in-

spection levels. Linder each of the generaL inspection levels are the sample size code letters.
To arrive at the sample size code letter, locate
the lot size in the first column, read straight
across Table I (a straightedge or ruler is recommendcd for this purpose) to general inspection
lever II. If your alingment is correct, you will
intersect the letter "I" which is the sample size

Lot Size

Inspection Level

12,000
300

S-3

160

125,000
27

Code Letter

Ifl

SI

If your;sarrile size code letters are not K, D, G,
P, and A, reread paragraph 1.4-5_ above and do
the exercise again.
14-7. Types of plans. The type of product being manufactured, the volume the contractor is

capable of producing, and the quality of

the

4'a product being produced pre the main factors that

(7) Determine the sample size and the acceptance and rejection numberts).
14-3. As previously explained in Section 13,
Terms and Definitions, the size of the lot is usu-

will be considered when the type of sampling
plan is sele4ed. Unless notified otherwise by
your superNisor, always use a single sampling
plan. Normally, the single sampling plan is used
for new contractors. Although double and multiple sampling plans have certain advantages, they

ally determined by an agreement between the
Government inspector's supervisor and the vendor. It will usually be the 'amount of product

are rarely used because of the administrative
difficulties that occus....when they are employed in

produced in one day or one shift.
14-4. Inspection levels. Inspection levels are
listed in paragraph 4 of the specification for the
product being inspected. If inspection levels are
not indicated, normally level.II is used. However,
level S-3 should be used at destination when
inspecting for condition and identity.
14-5. Lot sizes. To determine the sample size
code letter, you must know the lot size and the
inspection level. For purpose of explanation, let
.us assume a product has a lot size of 1,000 and
the inspection level for the product is II. Now
look at Table I in the Pamphlet of Sampling
Plan Tables. At the top of the first, or left-hand,

most subsistence contracts. Since these plans are
rarely used, we will not discuss their use further
during this part of your training.
14-8, Severities Cplans. Sampling plans provide for three levels of severity inspection. They
are normal, tightened, and reduced. Use normal inspection when starting your inspection on
a contract unless otherwise directed.
14-9. Sampling plans for tightened inspection
provide basicaHy what the term indicates, a

tighter' inspection. The number of defects allowed for tightened inspection is fewer than those

for normal inspection for the same sample size
and AQL(s). The sample sizes for normal and
tightened severity of inspection are usually the

column note the heading "Lot or Batch Size"
(we will use th eterm "Lot Size"). The numbers
30
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14-13, Extraction of the _sampling plan. De-

c for a given size tot. A tightened plan makes
it easier to reject poor quailty products.

termining the sample size and acceptance and
rejection numbers is the final step in extracting
a sample pl4n, and is done by proper use of the
data compired thus far. To...determine the code
letters and saMple size, let's use a lot size of.
1,000 with an inspection level of II. By feeding
this information' into Table I, you arrived at a
sample size code letter of "J." Let's continue
with the sample size code letter of "J" and use

COMPARISON BETWEEN NORMAL AND
TIGHtENED INSPECTIONS:
(Single Sampling Plan - Code Letter N AQL 1.5)
Normal
Sairip le

Size

Ac- A umber

Re Number

Tightened

500

500

14

12

15

13

14-10. Reduced inspection will be easier un-

the single sampling plan, Assume that the severity

derstood if you think .of it as reducing the inspec-

of inspection is normal and that you have only
onc AQL which is 1.5. For clarity, let's put this

tion. You are required to inspect fewer samples

and, in comparison to the number of samples

information in a format.

you inspect, the contraertor is allowed more de-

SS CODE

fects.

LETTER

COMPARISON BETWEEN NORMAL AND
REDUCED INSPECTIONS:
(Single Sampling Plan - Code Letter N - AQL 1.5)
Normal
500

200

Ac Number
Re Number

14
15

10

7

Tightened

Reduced

500

200

14

12
13

10

15

7

14-12. Obtaining the acceptable quality levels
(AQLs). The AQLs for a given product are

listed in the Quality Assurance Provisions paragraph (paragraph 4) of the specification for the
product concerned. The AQLs as listed therein
are legal and binding on both the Government
and vendor. One point to remember is that a
specification may have more than one examination and test that must be performed on the
product. For each examination or test, you must
extract a sa piing plan for each AQL. 1-et us
assume that iou are inspecting ,a product which
has defects sled in the following categories:
Major A, Ma
B, and Minor for an examination. Each of these categories may have a separate AQL. The terms Major A and Major B,
as used here, indicate major defects. The term
Minor indicates a .minor defect. To obtain the
AQL(s), you simply look them up in the Quality

the wrong table. There are 14 pages of these
tables, and each has a different purpose. The im-

portante of using the correct table cannot be
stressed too strongly. Take your,, time and continually check yourself when working with the
tables. Don't be guilty of committing this all too
common error.

14-15. Now, let's take a close look at Table
H-A and determine the sample size arid acceptance numbers. Reading Worn left to right, you
will note three main headingsSample,Size Code
Letter, Sample Size, and Acceptable Quality
Levels. These were explained to you earlier, so
no further explanation will be made here. Read
down the sample size code letter column until
you come to the letter "J" (the sample size Code
letter for the sampling plan you are extracting):
Place a straightedge or ruler on the table 'at this
point so that all' of the numbers in a horizontal
line with the letter "J" can be read. Next, locate
your AQL of 1.5 (the twelfth AQL from the left,
listed at the top of the table).

Assurance Provisions of the applicable specification.
Ac Numb, r

The maximum number of

defects

an

1.5

be referring to these tables frequently. To determine the correct or proper table to use, you must
know two things: (1) the type of sampling plan
and (2) the severity of inspection. As an example, the information given in paragraph 14-13 is \-that these two things are single and. normal.
Now, locate- Table Il-A in the pamphlet,, and
note that the title of this table, "Single Sampling
Plan for Normal Inspection," indicates that it is
to be used for single sampling and normal severity
of inspection. This tells you that you are on the
right table. One of the most common errors encountered in eOracting- sampling plans is using

COMPARISON BETWEEN NORMAL. TIGHTENED.
AND REDUCED
(Single Sampling Plan ;Code Letter N AQL 1.5)
500

AQ L

Normal

pling Plan Tables that you received with this
volume. Keep this pamphlet handy, as we will

using a lot size of 50,000 and an AQL of 1.5.

Normal

OF IN SP

Single

plished by feeding certain data into The proper
table of Military Standard 105. Reproductions
of these tables appear in the Pamphlet of Sam-

14-11. The following example illustrates the
comparison of the three severities of inspection,

Sample size
Ac Number
Rc Number

SEVERITY

14-14. Your !nit% step iS lo determine the
sample size and acceptance criteria. This is accom-

Reduced

Sample Size

TYE OF
SAMPLE (ILA N

acceptable

product is alio eed to contain
Re Numb The minimum number of defects which constitute
rciection of thr product.
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14-16. Immediately under the AQL, note the
terms AC (Accept) and Re (Reject) with a column of figures under each. After You have located this, return to the sample size column
(stcond from left). Read down this column (from
top to bottom) to the ruler's edge and you will
find your sample size of 80. To determine the
Lot
Size

1,000

lnsp
Level

SampoSize

Type of

Code Letter

Samp Plan
Single

_II

14-17. You have now extracted the Acces-

sary information for a single sampling plan. You
should follow these general rules when extracting
sampling plans.
,

(1) Extract a sampling plan for each AQL.
(2) Major defects plus minor defects equal
total defects. This category is used only when
there is an AQL expiessed as "TOTAL."
(3) When more than one AQL is present in
the same examination, the sample size of each

acceptance numbers for your sampling plan, read

down the 1.5 AQL column to the ruler's edge
and.if your ruler is properly aligned, you will
find your acceptance numbers to be 3 under the
Ac column and 4 under the Re column. Again
for clarity, let's consolidate all of the data we
have accumulated into a format.

A QL

Size

Ac
No

1.5

' 80

3.

Sample

Severity

of Imp
NorMal

14-20. Problem situation number 1. You are

plino, normal inspection. There art two AQLs0.10*and 2.5. The size of the lot' is 1.2,500. What
are the sample sizes and acceptance numbers for

each AQL if the general inspection level is I?
14-21. Problem situation number 2. Your
supervisor has requested that you extract the following sample plans, on single sampling, normal
,

inspection:

I. Lot size 1,150, inspection level S-4, AQL
4.0.
2.

L,ot size 15,000, inspection level II. AQL
0.1;0:

3. Lot siie 15,000, inspection level 1, AQL 15.
14-22. Solution to problem situation number' I.
Ac

Sample

14-18. In addition to the general rules, the

Size

AQL

So

125

0.10

0

Sample
.Size

AQL

A(
No

125

2,5

7

Remember, though the AQLs are different, the
sample sizes are the same.

following rules apply for extracting a single sampling plan.
(1) Inspect all the sample units in the sample
size. For example, if your sample size is 80, inspect all 30 sample units.

14-23. Solution to problem situation number 1
)11:

Sample

(2) If the number of defects found iii the
sample is equal to or less than the acceptance

Size

,4QL

So

20

4.0

2

Size

-1QL

No

500

0,10

I

(So arrows emoonteted)

Ac

2. Sample

number, the lot can be considered acceptable far
that particular AQL category.

(3) IL the number of defects found in the
sample is equal to or greater than the rejection

(Entered table at sample
size of 315,,but arrow
directed us down)

Size

r1QL

Ac
Su

80

15

21

3. Sample

nun*r, the lot should be reported as nonconformmg to contract requirements.

14-19. You will encounter a number of sym-

defined at the bottom of the table. Become thQroughly familiar with these symbols and, as y&I
encounter them in the body of the tables, always
check their meaning before proceeding.

4

preparing to inspect a product on single sam-

AQL will be the same.
(4) When an arrow is encountered pointing
down, use the first sampling plan below the
arrow. This includes the sample size(s) as well as
the accept and reject numbers.
(5) When an arrow is encountered pointing
up, use the first sampling plan above the arrow.
This includes the sample size(s) as well as the
accept and reject numbers.

bols as you work with the. tables of sampling
plans. The symbols that pertain to the specific
table with which you are working are clearly

Re

No

(Here the arrow directs us
up from code letter K and
a sample size of 1251

It iS unnecessary to hst the reject numbers when

extracting a single type and normal or tightened
always
v, severities of sample plans becuase they are
larger
than
the.
accept
number,
one number
14-24. Selecting Samples. Selecting samples in
the same nianner for every cdntract or lot is not
32

very reliable, and ce tainly not truly representative, This would result in inadequate protection
of the Gov ernment and, or possible unfairness to

050 because there are.50 units in the lot. The
sample units you would select from the prenumbcred lot for this particular inspection would be:

the contractor. Each and every sample unit should
have an equal chance of being selected from the

SAMPLE NUMBER

lot with no effort being made to select a good
or bad unit, or a unit from any particular portion

L NIT

(line 36
(line 38)
(line 41)
(line 52
(hne 75)

040
023
016
047
009

3

of a lot, In inspection bv attributes, a sample selection procedure known as random Sampling is
necessary. Thig method contains all of the above
requirements and allows you, with the aid of a
table of random numbers (see figs. 8a and 8b),
to select truly representative sample units without
regard to their quality. It can be use& to select
boxes, cartons, cases, layers from cafes, and individual -units from layers.
14,-25. Random sampling procedure. In discusSing the procedure to be followed, let us assume you have selected a sampling plan on' a

4
5

14-28, When drawing the samples, units with
obvious defects should not be deliberately included or xcluded from the random sample.
.14-29. Listed below are rules to remember
w hen selecting inspection samples.

Samples will be drawn at random without
regard to quality.

The manner of drawing *samples must be
such that it will not .compromise the interest of
the Government in case of dispute.

'given lot of a product and are now ready to

On origin inspection, the contractor, or his

identify and select your samples. You must first
know how many units are in the lot. Your next
step is to number each unit in the lot mentally
and physically. The number of digits to consider
is determined by the lot size. With lot sizes up to
1,000 units,. use three-digit numbers. To accommodate the numbers 1 through 99, precede them
with zeroes (i.e.. 001. 00'2, 003, 021, 022, 023,

authorized

representative,

should

be

present

when you coltett the'sample units.
The contractor should not have prior knowledge of your sampling pattern.
Your sampling pattern should always be in
writing and become a part of the history of the
contract.

Vary the samphng pattern each time sam-

and 024). when you reach the number 100,
drop the "0" (i.e., 100, 101, 102), When you

phng is conducted.

If,the lot is warehoused in such a fashion
that you cannot physically reach any part, you
may arrange for withdrawal of sample units ,by
an employee of the establishment under your

reath 1,000, use four-digit numbers (i.e., 1,000,
1,001, 1,002). You may start numbering the lot
at any point and in an y. direction you desire,
Most inspectors number from left to right or from
top to bottom. After you have accomplished this,
yon- are (eady to identify the sample -units you
are going to selem This-is accomplished by using
the table of random numbers.
14-26. Table of random numbers. Figures 8a
and 8b show the table of random numbers, Use
these figures to follow each step as we discuss

personal on-the-spot supervision.
Samples should be properly safeguarded to
prevent any possibihty of their being altered, violated, or tampered with.

When using the table of random numbers,
you may; start and/or read from any direction or

point (i.e,, top to bottom, left to right, or right.
to left),

the use of the table of random numbers, The
numbers 0 to 9 appear in the table of random
numbers an equal number of times, and are so

Remember,

the

numbers

appearing

in

groups of five in the tables of random numbers
have no particular significance lo you as the in-

arranged that each number has an equal opportunity of being selected. The numbers being in

spector.

groups of five art of no particular significance.

14-30. Sampling errors. The following are
some of the common thors encountered in se-

L./3e of the table can be illustrated by the following example: A sample of 5 is to be selected
from a lot size of 50 which has. been prenumbered 001 to 050. In selecting ,numbers from
the table, ler a pencil fall blindly at.some number
in the table and start at that point. Toss a coin to
decide which way to go: Heads, up; tails, down.
14-27, Referring to the table of random num-

lecting samples.

Samples are drawn by the contractor for the
Government inspector prior-to his visit.
Samples are drawn from the wrong lot(s).
Samples are drawn from only that portion
of a lot which is available,
Samples are drawn from morning production only to represent a full day's production,
Samples are drawn in a crowded warehlouse
from only the front row of the stock.

bers, suppose a pencil falls on column (5), line
(36), and he decision is made to read down,
taking only the first three digits in each group of
five. You only select the numbers from 001 to
33
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(

03

1))

11

10400
12168
141)0
42167
17570
77921
99562
96,01
09579
35475
28988

IA

3.855)

1/

09429
30)65
07119
51005
02168

18

01011

19

.24

52162
01056
48661
54164
126)9
29314

25

024043

26

01525
29676
00744
05166
94921
00502
00725

1

4

iiti

10

14

15
16

AO
GI

IL

4)

0

LI
20
49
10
11
32

Opii

19

15976
0976)
9156/
17955
46501
9415/

10

loll

34
3$
16
1/
JO-

41

9042!

44

14914

41
44

/0060
51976
76074

45
40,

4)
411

90715
'64164
00962

(4)

02011

46571
48160
91091.
19975
069d7
72905
41977
14)42
16857

01536
15595
21527
0624)
81817
11008
56420
05441
63661
51141

69378

88211

31276

40961

48215A.

91969
61129
97136
11765
23182
54092
51916
97628
91245
58492

52636
27529
71048
51821
52404

01427
92737
85689

15011

11)61
17001
31062

71195
20591
57)92
04213
16418
04711
69804
65795
57940
0147)
41595
56149
t0504
096)4
61765
07521
61976
26277
54914
29515
51110
67412
00150

31162

46369
33787
85828
22421
05597
87637
280)4
048)9

68086
39064
25669
64117
07917
61797
95876
29088
73577
27958
90999
10045
94024
15605
11162

88710
19475

06990
40980
81974
11119
11662

55)93
97265
61680
16656
42751
69994
07972
10281

51988

Imre
51259
60268
94904

sem
09998
14346
74103
24200
87)08
07151
96421
26432
66432
26422
94305
77341

56170
55291
88604
12908
30114
49127
49618
78171
81261

64270
22765
4647)
67145
07191
29991
11926
15)60

(3)

81647
30995
76393
07-136

06121

17756
98872
18876
17453
5)060
70997
49626
88974
48237
77233
77452
89168

31273
2)216
42698
09172
47070
13363
58731
19711

24878
46901
84673
44407
26766

42206
66324
18988
67917
10883

04024
20044
02104
84610
19667

016)8
344/6

17219
68150
58745
65831
14081
61642

161

91646
89198
64809
16376
91782
53498
31016
20922
18103
59533
79936
69445
33488
52267
1391i
163011

19885
04146
14515,

06691
30168

25306
18005
00256
92420
82651
20849
40027
44048
25940
35126
38071
27154
48708
18117
86385
39111
51010
82814
47358
92477
17012
5)416
81948

15774
18857
2441)
34072

171

69179
27962
15179
39440
60468
18602
71194

94595
57740
38867
56865
18663
36220

67689
47564
60756
55322
18594
83149
76988
90229

76468
94342
45814
60952
66566
89768
32032
37937
39972
74087
76222
26575

191

181

14194
5)402
24830
535)7
81105
70659
1173$
56869
84178

62300
05859
72695
17617
9)194
81056
92144
44819
19652
98736
13602
04734
26384
28716
15198
61260
14778
81536
61362
63904
12209
99547
36086

62590
93963
49340
71)41

49684
90655
44013
69014
25)11
08158
90106
52180
30015
01511
977)5
49442
01188
73565
23495
51851
59193
58151
35806
46557
50001
76797
86645
18947
45766

11500
81817
84637

08625

40801

18912

62271

28290
29880
06115
20655

35797
99730
20542
58727
25417
56107
90420
40836
25832
42878
80059

65424
05990
55536
18059
28160
44117
61607
04880
12427
69975
80287

0022
56071

66969
87509
94970
11398
22967
50490
59744
81249

81765
92351
35640

39911

55657
97471
56391

Figure Ka fable o( random numbers
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(11)

(12)

(11)

1141

.16207

10469

14095

52666
30680
00849
14110
21914
63111
18415
58678
16419
01547
12114
84115

49530
19174
19655
74917
06917
81815
21069
84901

91291
19615

90700
99505
58629
16179
54611
42880

1101

12081

57004
60671
15053
45640
60045
12566
1798)
11595

10647
08272
26156
85977
53900
65255
65030
64150
46104
22178
06646
06912
41135
67656
14700
12659
96067

66134
64560
42607
91161
59920
69774
41600
84855
02000
15478
42413
49510
45505
70002
94884
80267
96189

44947
11450
05590
90511
27156

61148
97752
01161
44194

3)70)
)061)

12952
12)07
56941
64952
78168
10121
74952

10614
41508
05565
18591

91610

6504

20285

29975

339868

29371
70960
64835

74461

38551
75601

90707
40719
55157
64951
35749
58104
32812
44592

51132
947)8
86916
30421

11524
17012
10367
32566

MOO
92259
64760
75470
91402
4)808
760)8
29841
13611

44952

19060
71708
56942

/5555
09656
46565
70661
19661

47361
A1151

14161

11720

89186
69154

35931

40)71

6)990
44919
01915
17752
19509
61666
15227
64161
07684
06679
8,074
57102
64584
66520
42416
76655
65655
80150
54262
17000
09250
81517
51109
21246
20101
04102
80861
71016
46634
34111
57175
041(0
45570

05944
91797
15156
25625
99904
96909
18296
36108
50720
79666
60428
96096
3469)
07844
62028
77919
11777

22851

16510
9493)
95725

25260
Tazsl
90449
69612
76610
66006
48501

335961

03547

18917
79656

81050

, 16103
'120562

15509

77490
46880
77775
00102
06541
60697
56211
43

26

7'1147

7)211
42791

87318
20468
11062

45109
69)48
66794
97809
59563
41546
51900
81788

(I)

(2)

95012

68179

52

15644
16408
10629

10491
81899
01951

5)

71115

55101

54

57491

16702
81946
15006

))1

(4)

91526
20492
04151
05540
47498
41167
2)792
85900
42559
14149

(5)

(6)

171

1111

191

1101

(11)

(12)

(II)

(14)

70765

10592

76461
59516

92177
0549)

91962
87627

047)9
99016

49121
14422

45021

11092
71060
11112
45799
32190
22164

17247
48221
11218
06416
20296
45195
74551
18440
19687
19124

14777
2291)

'1410

RIM

02549
27195

79401

44528
81652
92550
24822
71011
41015
19792

617)0

91112

04542
21999

29863

18191
S))8I

91754
04022
71924
11515
10429
)252)

71772
86114
15165
90911
70715
41961

18289
41040
91202
23499
44417

91491
19686

6010)
01)07
60112

59846
94125

1...)6

49
30
SI

SS
56

70405

47

58

7677)
58915

39

11624

60

70919

10206
64202
76184
19474

61

04911

5009

64
61
64

74426
09066
42110
1615)
11417

412711

65
66
67

68
69
70
71

72
71
74

75
76
77
78

79
00
AI

21301
55614
44657

91540
91127
50001

45190,
47404
17169
11500
17449
44515
40906
4)790
02406
41983
60116
4)917
97456
01291
79626
83616

1740)

2)6)2
57047
4i972
20795

009"
14426
08002
40742
57802
78095
66999
84979

87025
26504
29820
02058
81197
99)14
46949
11955

11191
10140
05424

66121
.

941)1
94051
70223
10162
101)1
91411

71958
8)944
19117
SIIII

64995
04446

98275
78985
82674
51165
27889
74211
10119
95452
14267
41744
96785
89728

84461
17949
84067
72161
81406
10571
00959
19444
04052
57015
215)2
44160
41418
64497
11564
46155
07100
55758
07785
65651

27022
19124
211601

41575
N 89612
111151

06694
85922
42416

54690
10529
58541

465111

097115

99454

014112

52667

100

10314

01715

9494,4

972011

01

RR
MI

90
91

92
91
94

95
76
97

111019

00164
77336
92608
2)904
09115
59017
42408
46764
014)7

92411

11100
78077
06411
454)0

07400
24010
8910)
05414
01474
475)9
61111
60627
04142
17072
40055
05908
26695
69082
6300)
55417

60115
14147
15454
290611

02414
15855
96106

3

91648
20979
81959
29400
17917

05010-

116591

OS
46

12906
90704
46091
61175
01221
04406

119917

51281
81772

90
79

01
04

15059
12148
05)00
6652)
44167
47714
6)445

317)2

67612
09060
51458
45560
16215
30902
17660
01129
06171
16470
14260
'12514
67006
97701
61247
61657
7)017
61281
61582

nt

-

166)1

12141

65640
15187
17075
12291

28395
69927
)41)6
11204
90816
14972
45600

97662
1141824

12544
22716
16815
14)69
00697
64750
17680
62825
32872
09552
64515
74240

69298

17621

13024
47075

24811
60561
61021
05462

86902
79112
4)997
35216

54224
35552
75)66
20801
39908
7)82)
88815
11155
56)02
14517
42080
60197
9)454
1526)
14486

095411

12151

061178

19147

25549
64402
65516
71945
64757

40544
71921
49071
05422
95)48
17069
06402
42065
64016

441))

64486
02584
17561

15665
45454
04508
65642
41-840

08619
16487
66499
5)115
15765

97161
14105
01991
21361

1002
78129
50076 .
51674
59089

44146
26445
25706
21742
26759
79924
02510

. 1)941

92041
92237
76020
11977
46609
16764

12989
31412

66117
98204
14827

121156

276911

02753
14106
76121
79100
16672
17147
90051
41774

.

00421
30842

97526
40202
88298
89514

1/.0

A6692
94710
187)5
80786
0998)
92712
15081

15970
76554
72132
05607
71144
16551
86064
000))
32710
9740)
16489

68876
80644
29891
91901
42627
16152
19702
11442
70662
45149
05174

*

71284
88662
51125
29472
67107
06116
48626
0)264
25471
4)942
68607
10749
4522),
05184
17095
70674
11161
61796
07901

92540

111511

00124

18611

51202
26121
03205
71099
47148

86567

21216

25631

71))25

2411)
74014
09011
10158
6)86)

99447
64708
07814
21478

62570
29787
54990

2.1215

00703
41814
41092
15275
901111

76016
12910

11951
55071

70426
86654
04090
51106
16600
49199
06517

Figure 8b, Table of random numbers (conid )
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11601
19159

05155
41001

15475
20201
90442
00420
60644
00511
41574
751/1
14640
99704
75647
70959
71571

55541
74406
41716

627)4

46751

59649
15090
25151
44811
60660
41017
11054
6)118
12614
14006
60011
00970
79)75
, 47609
77510
95140
60995
88525
91111
89201
41067
44405
57202
94142

0072
00910
25570
74492
97596
05974
70625
15957
41805
42786
'

15650
71795
14931
56007

94617
24199

021111

71401

114001

4491R
40245
01071

01451

66144
34119
00177
41070
59194
125)5
93414
10414
00101

58061
15909
426119

5/799
12111
715221

12241

871120

46920
99)78
66092

51905
16116
52460
40725
16372
15106
05269

1611)4

14191

06004
21597
92512

0572

11651

9951)
91496
02790
21772
84107
00215
91654
14911

49106
141110

0125n
51274
10115
14445
118/4

40093

9..076

1/RII

14121
13190
17619
0011/
98012
47541

I ,I4/

11711
33/in

91511

58400
02161
0144)
54440

40057
0/558

11601

15501

00717
9)072
165)6
10010
95107
04179

171190

511)2

19746

05001
10018

O1062
46611

76110
79745
00799
51201
06214
77540
19416

021111

11/61

1412 3

1017
71255
41645

42579
46170
/4119

,,

50501

05065
70925
07494
14923

40200
49894
52924
79860
46942
54410
R1556
03762
21541
11505
50146
75920
50605
91440
47900
75567
05/40
57011
85171

40129
19251
64419
810604

907)0

lull
46147

your previously selected samples in the first
cooler. VN here were you in error, and wht should
you have done?
14-33. Problem sititation number 4, The insiiec-

tor submits his sample of ground meat to 'the
laboratory for verification testing of fat conteht.

The lab report shows excess fat. The contractor
claims the sample was not representative and asks

for a retest of his product. By this time he has
produced a new lot of 5,000 pounds of product
from which the inspector draws a retest- sample
to settle the dispute. An error has been committed by the inspector. What is the error, and
Wicat would be the correct action?
14-34. Solution to problem situation number 3.

You were in error when you left part of the

sample unguarded, thus allowing the contractor
the opportunity to tamper with the sample units,
In addition you sampled cases left open by the
contractor for you, which may have doubtful
relationship to the offered supplies. Yoil should
established

a

3-Z

unless

inspection

&asses within an examination from normal to
all classes within the examination
should also: be swathed to tightened. Likewise
ihey all -Should qualify and be changed back to
tightened,

.

normal at the same time.
'14-37. When normal inspection .is in effect,
institute tightened inspection when two .out of
five consecutive lots have been rejected (based
upon the same AQL) on original inspection

(ignoring 'resubmitted lots for this procedure).
Table II-B. in the Pamphlet of Sampling Plan
Tables is the table for single 'sampling plans for
tightened inspection.

14-18. When tightened inspection is in effect,
institute normal inspection when five consecutive
lots have been considered acceptable on original
inspection (again, disregard resubmitted lots).

14-39, If ten consecutive lots (or such other
number' as may be designated by responsible
authority) remain on tightened inspection, discontinue inspection and contact your supervisor
for further jinstructions.
en normal inspection is in effect,
14-40. ,
reduced insp ction can be instituted, provided
all of, the following,. conditions are satisfied.

The preceding ten lots (or more, as indicated by the footnote to *Table VIII) have been
on normal inspection and none has been rejected
on original inspection.
Pie total number of defects in the samples .
from the preceding ten lots (or more, as indicated by the footnote to Table VIII) is equal to
or less than the applicable number given in Table
..
V III.
Production ts at a steady rate,
Reduced inspection is considered desirable
by the responsible authority. This authority is inested with PPSC and includes a Government
approved Contractor Quality Control system or
special procedures used for specified high value

sample

.

the contractor, and retained full control of sample. units,

14-35. Solution to problem situation number 4.
It is important here to realize that a sample was

drawn to settle, a point in dispute. The inspector should not have related the quality of the non-

confortning lot to the quality of another lot. By
doing this, the sample was not representative of
the lot in dispute. The inspector should have
drawn from the same lot as the original sample.
If the lot was not available to him for sampling,
he should have informed his supervisor.
14-36. Changing Severities of Plans. As previously stated, sampling plans provide for three
levels of severity which are normal, tightened,

items,

14-41. When reduced inspection is in effect,
institute normal inspection if any of the following
occur on original inspection.

A lot

is rejected,

and reduced. Inspection by attributes provides us
with a method whereby we may change from
one sev,Irity of inspection to another while pro&icing U product, when certain conditions exist.
This changing of seserity is called switching or
Twitching procedures. Three points to be re-

Table II-C.), if the number of defects found in

Membered as you study switching procedures
are these. ( I ) You should use normal severity

Nn's

Production becomes irregular or delayed.
On single sampling, reduced inspection .(see
bats
III Limot Ntombert oor Roductd In,orcnuo,
n 'n ,onscOlivc on) n onorc hared on
U
rsve
1Q1..
len
lou
(or
eMh
Inc
toll! nomber ,( "mpivs in
..11I 1f 'he defects found exceeded fht num
Inffinotr n r

rhk

tOtd/

plocO

36

410,

attribute

mal inspection before switching from tightened to
reduced, or from reduced' to tightened, (3)
Switching pRicedure determinations are applied
to each class of defects that has an AQL applied
to it. When there is a change in severity on

pattern to insure
random sampling, disregarded Cases left open by
have

on

otherwise directed. (2) You must return to nor-,

some problems where you will have to apply some

of these rules.
14-32. Problem situation nwnber 3. A packer
ofters you, the inspector, 248 cases of ground
meat for verification, The completed lot.has been
-stacked_ in two coolers. Several cases have been
left unstrapped by the contrac r for your convenience. You draw units from ch open case
While selectand from the adjacent closed cas
ing your samples in the second cooler, you leave

starting

when

14-31, Now, you- have just finished reading
onsl studying several rules for selecting samples
tor mspec!ion. Let's take a break and try,to work

Ahle
Ic k'Ct4

'-oed

.114/

io.kr

101.

,onLyrncd

,hr prodo,a ,annot

bu

a lot falls- etween the accept and reject numbers, accept the lof but return to single sampling,
normal inspection starting with the next lot.

results are to be entered cm the. -form while you
are performing the inspection. This means that
.you must have the DD Form 1714 at hand, and
tally the defects thereon as sou find them. If the
inspection is so- messy that the formwould become vers blood-smeared. for example, you may

14-42, Betore changing Severity of inspection,

remember w consider the three points we discussed in paragraph 14-36, whick were:
( 1, Use normal severity when starting on at,trilsute incpecuon unless -.otherwise directed by
responsible authority.
Return to normal inspection before switch-

have to ,redo the official copy later. However,'
always, and I repeat, always, retain and file the
original work copy.
,
15-4 Recording examination based on number of defects. When the inspector finds a defect
-dunng the examination of the product, he refers
to the classification Of defects (CD) found in the
Quail!) Assurance Provisions (OAPs) of the contract (usually Section 4 Of the basic specification)
.and records the identity_ of the defect -as described therein ;I-f-thedefects are listed in the CD
fly number as well .as -by definition, only the defect number need be indicated on the form, Defects which are health hazards, or which are

ing from tightened to reduced. or from reduced
to tightened.
(3 ) S++ itching procedure can be apphed to
each class of defects that has an AOL applied
to it, However. all classes within an examination
must he on the same severity; i.e., normal. tightened or reduced.
1.5

Records

rand

Reports

otherwise

15-1, There are two forms provided for our

,

use in inspection by attributes which you should
have become acquainted with during our 3level training in the resident school. Th
forms
are the Product Verification Record (D Form
1714), and the Quality Hittory Record (DD
Form 745. or other suitable local form). One
function of the Product Verification Record is to
record thc results of your inspection of a product
whde you are actually performing the inspection
and determining the acceptability of ;hat product. The Quality History Record provides you,
your supervisor. and other concerned agencies
with a ready and easy reference relative to the
quality of a specific product at a particular con-

a

single_ occurrence

(han 22 inches."
15-5. If a unit contains more than one defect,
the specification or contract will normally'he specific as to how the defects are to be scored; for
example, the OAPs for pa)lets list in the classification of defects for condition of deckboards,

Product Verification Record (DD Form
1714). Inspection by attributes, having so many
variables, necessitates that the inspection record
be adapted to various methods. You, as the inspector. will find it necessary to change column
15-2

headings, use the columns for other than their intended purpose, and possibly make other adjust-

"More than 3 deckboards with pith not firm or
tight.". Hence, for any one pallet, a defect is

ments to the form. You may also find it necessary to use asterisks to identify footnotes and
memorandums to the inspection record. and to

not scored until 4 or more deckboards are found

to contain the condition of "pnch not firm or
tight," and then only one defect is scored no
,

the form is .flexible. Figure 9 is an example of
a completA DD Form 1714, Because of the
rapid 'char ges in the DPSC manual. you should
refer to sabsection 20f1.1 of the Defense Personnel Support Center Subsistence Inspection
Manual for detail procedures for preparing the
DD Form 1714.
15-3

serious that

sence of Foreign Material" or "Vacuum Less

-tractor's establishment.

report findings which cannot be clearly explained
in other blocks. It is essential that you realize

.so

thereof is set forth in the OAPs.as cause for re"iection of the lot, shall be reported expeditiously
to your supervisor and then to the vendor and
Quality Assurance Element of the Procuring
DPSC Headquarters (see subsections 209.1 and
209.3 of the DPSC Subsistence Inspection Manual ) Discovery of a serious defect which is prohibited or restricted by requirements for the
product. packaging. labeling, packing, or marking, hut to Ouch no AQL has been assigned or
ho acceptance criteria listed, is reported without
delay to your supervisor and to the appropriate
DPSC Headquarters with a request for guidance.
Examples of defects of serious nature are "Pre-

matter how man), deckboards over 3 for that
pallet contaM the flaw. If some- OAPs are not
specific in this matter, the,following rules apply:
a. If a unit contains two or more types of defects, each type will be talhedsonce; for example,
a can hasing a serious dent and missing nomenclature on the label is considered to have two defeels.
h.

V+ hen you have the purchase instrument.

the

you can elter certain information on the form

If a unit contains, two or more defects of
same type, the .numher of defects to be

charged depends on whether or not the defects
are mdependent of each other. If the defects

before 'sou go into the establishment to start the
actual inspection 01 course. the actual inspection
37
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are unquestionably independent (that is, each
defect is obviously attributable to a ,differentcause
or operation), they should be tallied as many
times as they occur. To illustrate, if a pallet
stringer has two defects caused by distinctly different conditions; such as a cutout of more than

defects. should he tallied

e inches that just runs into a knothole, twO
pallet cicckhoard
If

DPSC Manual 4155.5 (SIM).
15-8. Quality History Record_ (DD Form 745
or Other Suitable Local Form). When contracts
cite MIL-STD-105, your supervisor- may require
the maintenance of a Quality History Record. It
is kept within the inspection, office to provide you
and your supervisor with a ready and' easy refer-

has -L.nad....split_w_hich..ts_fungcr...than-Ahe hoar()

ence _for.. any_ Information relative., to. _the _quality

wide and is not .,supporwd by addiuonal nail-

of a specific product at a particular contractor's
establishment. Separate qu lay history records

me, only one instance of defectivenqs should
ht.. Lounted The more serious defect o'f, the two

should be counted if there

is

a

are. mainained on eac pr uct a plant produces.
For example, let us ass me Bunk and .Company,
Omaha, Nebraska,, produ es frankfurters, bacon,

difference in

Iascifieation of the defects or instances of defectiveness. L se is made of the term "Instances of

and canned hams for th& Government. In this
instance, it will be necessary to Maintain three
quality history recordsone for each product.
----15-9. Before proceeding further with-our dis-

delectiveness" because several such described
splits arc required before a defect as -such is
.st.tred. in...Instances. .of .oncertainty.. the .i07
spec:tor sf`ould tally defects of the same type

cussion, it -is important that you. realize the quality
history record is maintained fOls.a product, not a

only once for example. two major dents may
he caused ,by the same circumstances or they
rnav have each occurred independently. Since

contract. You may have many contract numbers
recorded. on a single QHR Form, but you should
nevfr hase more than one product listed.
15-10.. The QHR should be maintained on a
lot-by-lot basis. As an example, after you have
compleied the inspection of a lot and recorded

there may be no way of knowing for certain
which was the case, only one defect should be
tallied. To cite another example, if a B-unit con, tains two broken crackers which were placed in
the unit by the same operator, again, only one

your findings, take the appropriate QHR from

defect should be tallied,,

your files .and transfer die required data onto it..

Over a pehod of time, this form furnishes you
with a running record of your inspection results,

15-6. Recording examination based on number of defective units involving AQLr expressed

or a quahty history..11 also aids you in the management of switching procedures, Since it is a
history of insrpection results, certain other information is recorded On the foirn. For example, if
a product had -been accepted by applkation of a
gallowance, you should indicate this in the Re-

as percent defective (r'; D.), Since the acceptability

of the lot in this case is based on the number
of defect's e units rather than the number of
defects, it is important that units containing more

than one defect be counted only once for, eaCh
class of defects found. To assist the inspector in

mIrks column, Certain information relative to

counting the actual number of units which are

Government verification of contractor inspection
is also recorded on the form.
15-11. The procedure for filling out the QHR
as a result of Government .acceptance inspection
by attributes can be found in subsection 216.2
of the DPSC manual.

defective, adapt the following procedure:
,a. The ins'tructions of paragraphs 15-4 and

15-5 'apply as to defects within .a sample unit,
b. When AoLs are expressed separately for
each class .of defects (that is, .when there are

separate AQLs for majors, for minors, or for
Major A's' and Major B's), the first defect of

15-12. Process Average. Process average, sometirries referred to as estimated process average,'

each class should, receive a tally "1"; thereafter,
defects of the same class in the same unit should
each receive a tally "0." to indicate that they are
not to be included in the final summations.
c. When AQLs are expressed in terms of one
class of detects, onl) one xlefect, the one which

the average nurrber of defects per hundred
units of defectives of a product found at the
time of original ins ction. This includes both
accepted and rejecte9 lots,- but not reworked
lots. Each class of d4ècts (Major, Minor, etc.)
is

.

rpose
computed sep
ely, The prim
of the proceis average is to estimate the av age
is

is most serious, should be tallied as a "1" for
any given unit.

quality of a contractor's product based on if

0-7. Upon completion of the examination,
only defects indicated by "1" are to be counted
in determining the acceptability of the lot. An
explanation of tallying defects under these two
systems ts -ncluded in DPSC Miinual 4155.18,

quality history. This becomes a permanent part
of his performance record. Although a process
average can be computed any time, we will computeand use it to determine comparability when
verification inspection is used. A separate process
39
-"

3

'

puted for each AM.. The following is an ex-

average b. computed for each AQL and is expressed in either defects per hundred units

ample of compudng the process average:
Substituting in the process average formula, we

(DFILI) or percent defective (%D). It is derived

have:

by multiplying the total number of defects or
defectives in the original samples by 100, and
dividing this by the total sample units in, the

%Lot
Number

original samples.
SUM OF DEFECTS FOUND < 100 DHU

2

SUM OF THE SAMPLE UNITS
= PROCESS AVERAGE (DHU)

1

4
5

SUM OF DEFECTIVES FOUND
SUM OF THE SAMPLE UNITS
= PROCESS AVERAGf (c'cD)
100

6
7

9

15-13. Rules th remember,. The following, are
rules to remember in computing process averages

10

,TaAL

(rounding oft). Always calculate (carry out) final

82

following the'decimal point is a 1, 2, 3, or 4,
'drop (cancel) it.

27

10
10
10

15

13

15

15
15

3

15
13
15

4

0
4$

82

100

_

1 82 and

145

,x

100

45-00

=

22

A

ex-

PAs).

ready to proceed,

15-15. When the third and fourth digits following the decimal point are 5 and 0 respectively,
then one is added to the second digit only if it
is an odd number, For example, 1.8150 rounds
to 1.82,

Lot
Vimther
1

2
3

Examples: 1.8150 = 1.82; 1,8350 = 1.84;
88;
1.8550 = I 86; 1.8750 =
1.8950 = 1.90,

5

1

Sample
Size
323
325
325
325
325

'

1QL 1 .0
Major
DelecK

.-1QL 6 3

Winor

Deleits

5

8

3

15

10

7

0

--

0

6

CORRECT PROCESS AVERAGES ARE
Mintr Defects
-Ma)or Defects
2 58
PA
PA = 1 48

15-16. If the third and fourth numbers following the decimal point are 5 and 0, and an even
number precedes the 5, drop the 5 and 0.

Examples: 1.8250 = 1,82; 1.8450 = 1.84;
1.8650 = 1.86;. 1.8850 = 1.88;
I 1050 = 1.10.

Samplc

AQL 0 23
Mann

IQL 0 6.5

Lot

Smnber

Size

Defect%

Defer rt

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

20

15

15

10

25
27

19
21

1

15-17. If, .on the other hand, the third num-

her following the decimal point is a 5, and the
fourth number ts any number other than a zero,
drop both and raise the second number following the decimal one number.

6

9

10

84;

400,
400

linor

30
13

$

2
21
7

16

4
5

t.ORRE(T PROCFSS \ VERAGES ARE
\,lajor Defects

is

15-

.

1

7

If you do not arrive at .the correct solution on
your first attempt. rcview the formula and the
rules, and keep trying, Xou may want to make
up some practice problems of your own. Once
you have mastered process averages, you are

Examples; 1,826 = 1,83; 1,827 = 1.83;
1,828 = 1,83; 1.829 = 1.83.

15,-18

25

15-19, Exercise. Complete the followi

and drop the third number.

1 8258 = 1.83
A ,eparate process average

450
450
450
430
450
450
450
450
450
450
4500

Minor

ercises by computing the process averag

17-14, If the third number following the decimal point is a 6, 7, 8, or 9,/ raise the second,
number following the decimal point one number

1

.Defec tc

109 = 8200 ÷ 4500 = L82 PA: 145 X
7.: 14500 ÷ 4500 = 3 22

82

1.82;
Examples: 1.821 = 1,82; 4.822
1.823 = 1,82; 1,824 = 1,82,

1 8354 =

nrfr( h

have.

four places past the decimal. If the third number

Examples- 1 8251 = 1.8,

Size

SubititutIng *In the proces> average formula, w

process -average three places beyond the decimal
point, unless the third place is a 5, then calculate

"u

AQL 1.5
Vlajor

.AQL 4 0

Sample

pA = 4 18

corn-

40

Minor Defects
PA

AZ

ci
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The tables in this pamphlet bear the numbers an,d
letters assigned them in the two LI,S,Government publications from which they were extracted. These tables are
not numbered consecutively because only those concerning this course of study have been included. Numbering
them in this fashion makes it easir for you to reference
them in their respective publications. Tables I through
IV andkVIII were extracted from MILTSTD-105, Sampling
Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes.
Tables A and B were extracted frocn the Defense Rersonnel Support Center (DPSC) Subsistence Inspection Manual.
1110

TABLE ISample size code letters

General inspection levels

Special inspection levels

Lot or batch size

-

S-2

S-1

/

S-3

S-4

A

,--.

,
/

I

H

III

B

_

to

8

A

A

A

A

A

A

9

to

15

A

A

A

A

A

13

16

to

25

A

26,

to

50

A

51

to"

90

91

to

151

281

C

,,

B

B

B

C

13

B

C

C

D

'E

Ei

B

C

C

C

E

F

150

B

B

C

4.3

D

F

G

to

280

B

C

D

E

E

G

If

to

500

B

C

D

E

F

II

.1

501

to

1200

C

C

E

I:

G

.1

K

1201

to

3200

C

D

E

G

11

K

L

3201

to

10000

,C

D

F

G

.1

L

M

10001

to

35000

C

D

F

H

K

M

N

35001

to

150000

,D

E

G

.1

L

N

P

150001

to

500000

D

E

G

.1

M

P

Q

500001

and

over

D

E

II.

K

N

Q

II

.

,

'

D

44

(Master table)

TABU II-A Single sampling plans lor normal inspection

441,1.14141r Q. .dtly Let I. 11 144mA on.ktet 14* n1

-

. imple
0

ow

0 02,

6111;

1,1444

II,

14

Ite

44

Ilr

14

Ilr

14

Or

1,

Or

54

Or

14

Or

5.

Al

11r

SC

11r

II.

54

4n

i0

25

15

10

0 65

0 40

0 25

u 15

0 10

0 063

0 040

114.

54 h

65

Ilr

44

,

1

II

1

1

,

1

11

i

,-,.""

1

<;

'11

0

0

6

"C,..7

No

U

I

I

<>

.e.

-""L" ,LJ-L

1

I

'.-5.--:

<1''.

I

2

2

r

II)

11

I"

1141

'j

9

12,1,

0

,...-....r:L,

--....1.2.->

I

2

2

I

0

i

...Cr.
'.j

I

I

1

^,.....-17-

2

1

2

1

2

.1

1

2
1

Ar

II.

44

I
2

2

1

1

i

1

1

5

n

7

li

`,

6

7

0

10

II

Ill

II

19

II

14

15

21

22

III

3

11

15 21

22

30

31

44 1% ,..".4..,

4

5

I.

7

8

13

21

22

21.1

31

44

45

II

44

4',

......"..N.

11

15

:1

21

22

...,'",.

1,

21

22

(1

II

II

I', 2I

I I

1) I i

11

22

I

1

5

6

7

Is

RI

II

11

1.+

21 22

...... .....

5

6

7,

4

R)

(t

II I) .1 :2

..,

<.,'1221.1?51,11$10

II

11

1)

2

1,1

I',

21

22

11

22

1

..-.1:?. '-,Nr,,7*
1

2

2

I

2

.1

1

4

i

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

4

4

5

6

11/

7,11

II

lu II

1

10

II

I) I.

10 11

14

:I 22 10 II
/5 21 n .4^,, 4^,j,,

15

7

44 45

0
11

11

III

II

7

14

0

1

10 31

8 10

Io t i
14

A ::

7

0 10

1

IS

6

7

I

14

5

10

i

11

4

/14

2

10

3

II

5

8

5

II

6

7

6

7

i

6'

4

10

I.

t'

14

13

,e'`A,.

22

...4--,

22

I

I
1

I1

_

I, I,

I ve f,i, 1.mphng plan behte fre

.

hse hrvil Aanyhng pIan 441,ove ffnm

11

aii pie sJet

erti, jel IP( )10( II Cur

Ir,

00 toll rot In vet hoe
7

= Ar eplent
H.

hepr( hen umber

46

45

Ile

1

0

f

2

5.

5

6

7

I

Or

4

7

t;

,fr I.,.

11, 4.

1

6

i

, cr,

A.

3

4

I

1."2e...r,....

..<",',

Ar U.

WOO

2

3

1

-.11'1>

Ar "11;

650

3

5

I

1

Ilr

.403

T

1

1

I

4n

250

2

4

1

I

lie AC Or

150

I

1

2

0

100

2

1

2

h-

ii

!

'Ion,

11

.,-11..?

1

0

,

ge i

N

II.

At

Ft

I

2

.N-..'"

.1141

I

0

-.4-jj"-,, 's!....,

I

1

i'

11/

1,

1

4"si

1

'1.7?

1

1

I

t,

1

he

Ar

I

11

I

'''' "'"

,

0

0

.7........,

11

I

16.

4C

65

40

25

15

1

.1-3.,
4C
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TABLE II-BSingle sampling plans' for tightened inspection (Mastet table)

Arrep Uhl, (XI Illy letrel it IRA 100604 teeperttool
%Ample

.11,.

c.s4.1
0 010

0 015

0 025

0 10

0 065

0 040

on

0 1$

o 40

10

1, 65

15

40

25

65

10

15

40

S

65

100

400

.O

150

650

IWO

le110,

A.

II. Ar

Ho

A.

Ile

Ac

Ile Ar Ile A.

Itr

Ile A.

At

Ile A.

16.

9p

1Ir

A. II.

Ar He Ar Re Ar Ile Ar Re Ar 11. Ac Ile Ar Ile

A

It

I

1

1

Il

r
I.

LA)

0

,11,...

0

0
I1

.4:1,17

20

0

50

1

00

A

171

I

:011

N

010

1'

Roll

0

I 5()

.
R

;onn

c

11 Ai

0

V

I.

11

%.,.."'
0

1
''C.7

t'"

.C,...."'

"c,..,"

--

0

0

0

0
0

.C.-7

I

I

. ...7

1

I

2

I

1

I

I

2

1

2

1

2

2
1

4

I

2

2

/

1

4

5

6

2

I

1

4

5

6

11

9

22314

1

6

n

9

12

II

5

n

9

I'

11

V

I

1

I

2

2

1

)

4

5

6

5

I

3

4

5

6

0

9

12

11

18

2

I

)'

4

5

6

0

9 12

10

19

21' 2n 41

20

41

2

3

.1

4

9

12

11

10

19

27

.1

4

5

6

0

9

1/

11

10

I"

27

NI

41

6

0

9

12

13

10

19

,,,tr .1,

IV

2

1

2

1

3

4

5

6

I

2

2

1

)

4

5

6

0

9

12

11

10

1

1

4

5

6

5

9 12

11

10

19

.4..**"..

5

6

0

9

12

I

In

19

4.''''''

9

I

1n

19

3

4

2

1

)

4

1

1,

12

I

I

4

)

6

0

9

32

11

In

19

5,

6

II

9

2

II

III

1'

...."....

In

19

9

12

11

III

19

0

1

.4"*"...

.^....

e>.

....._...._

:

1

0

2
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111
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2

2

:

0

Ile Ac

7

2

12,11
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1

2

1

fl

1

1

fl

1

1

1

fl

1

I

1

1

0

I
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TABLE II-C---Single sampling plans for reduced inspection (Master table)

Mused. la Quality Londe Induced iamecsioeIT

..

5.4,1e
one
cod.

,

Suck
asas

0 010

0 015

0 025

0 040

0 10

0.005

0

0.15

1'

n

0.40

0.65

LS

1.0

Aur O.

It. Ar ILI Ac Rs Ac Ils Ac Hs

4c

Ac ft.,

2

C

2

0

3

I.

5

4

\

..0.
0

0

'11.

100

65

25

50

ISO

06

0

(.

i)

11

20

1

C'
0

"
1

1

:11..

0

1

ea

43.

0

2

0

1

ji,

1

11

Z.

I

-Q

0 ,2

.0,,

1

2

2

3

0

2

1

3

2

4

1

3

1

4

2

S

3 S-56
3 6511

3

4

5

6

7

11

10

0

2

1

3

1

4

2,53

6

5

11

7

10

10

13

2

1

3

1

4

2

S

3

6

I

7

10

10

13

14

IT 2

1

3

1

4

2

5

36

10 10

13

L^3.

5

5 IT

II

14

4

V
oll).&

1

4

0

cj"o

0

I

2

1

3

1

4

2.

5

2

i

4
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"r---)"
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.--

-----£4

:010

1.
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1
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,'
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1
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1
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5

3
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1
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0
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p
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0
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TABLE III-ADouble sampling plans for normd inspection (Master table)
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TABLE VIII

Limit, Numbers for Reduced Inspection

i

Acceptable Quality Laval

,

ikatalser of

sample umt

4

,

t
..,

frail. Isi 10
lots or betches

-

.

s

0 010

0

ois

.

0 025"

0 065

0.040

t
1.5

.

.

0.15

0 10

0.25

0.40

0,65

1.0

,

2.5

4.0

6.5

25'4
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40
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n
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o

10 ..411
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3
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3

1
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0
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42
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'...
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0
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0
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0

0
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Denotes that the number of ssiiiple units from the last ten lots Of batches 13 mit soffit lent fur reduced inspection forth,* AQL. I. this instance more than lea lois or hatches may he used far the
cIruletion, pnivided that the lots or batches used are the most recent ones in sequence, dim they have Il been on oormil inspection, and that none Ws been rejected 'while on original iaapeetion,
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TABLE A, ..ALLOWANCES FOR PROCESS AVERAGE COMPARISON LIMITS
QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESEN IATIVE'S PROCESS AVERAGE (QAPA) RANGES

.

Number of Sample
Units Included
in Estimated
Process Average

0. 0

O. 056

0. 1 09

O. 165

0. 221

O. 280

0. 361

O. 440

O. 601

O. 700

O. 91

1. 10

to
0. 055

to

to

to

to

to

O. 439

O. 600

to
0. 699

to

0. 22 0

to
0. 360

to

0. 164

to
0. 279
s

O. 900

1. 09

to
I. 35

1

6-IZ

*

13-18
P 19-24
25-34

"*

,

O. 108

*
*

35-49
50-74
75-99
100-124

I. 36
to
1. 64

--)
4, 911

,

1. 334

2, 901

2. 9.11

2. 301

2. 1 01

2. 911

I. 801

4. 701

I. 501
1. 767
1.601
1.401

2. III

I. 000

1. 65
to
2. 20

5. 81

'

e,,

*

<,

,

4. 66
2. 66
2. 66

6. 94
4. 37
3. 70
3. 37

6. 38

2. 87
3. 03
2, 37

3. 41

5. 8.1

4. 47
3. 81
,.

125-149
150-199
Z00-249
250-Z99

0. 800
0. 750
0. 500
0. 400

300-349
350-399
400-449
450-549

0. 334
0. 287
0. 250
0.'223

550-649
650-749

0. 183
p. 309

7 50-899

O. 267
O. 223

900-1099

.

1. 562

1. 401

I. 500

1.141
0.841

I. 062
0.762

1.401
I. 001

1. 301

0. 722
0. 579

0. 641
0. 783

O. 531

O. 581

O. 641

O. 503

0. 447

0. 610

0. 752

0, 895 1. 067 0. 969 1. 101
0. 704. 0. 829 '0. 960 I. 101
0. 812 O. 901 O. 801 I? 101
0. 673 0. 956 6. 857 1. 1 01

.0. 382
0. 299
O. 370
0. 281

0. 508

O. 449
,

0. 550

0. 652

O. 550
O. 447
O. 336

O. 564
0. 441
O. 529

O. 638

t'

0. 225

.

O. 491

O. 388
O. 388

0, 628
O. 561

0. 673
0. 631
O. 601
O. 623

I. 301

2. 244

2. 66
2. 66

I. 511

2.16
I. 86

I. 244
1. 196

1, 911

I. 161
I. 133

2. 60

1.97

2. 81
2. 21

I. 66

I. 70

2. 14

I. 41
1. 16

I. 51

1. 81

I. 37

I. 56

I. 32

1. 48

1. 81

I. 27
I. 13

I. 62
I. 16
I, 08

0, 756

0. 919

I. 092

I. 20

O. 686
O. 769
O. 746

O. 793
O. 834
O. 767

O. 911
O. 911
O. 911

1. 12
1. 06

O. 574

0. 737
0. 524
0. 488
0. 458
0. 433

0. 627
0. 576
0, 536
0, 504
0. 477

0. 70
0. 64
0. 60
0. 56
0. 53

O. 77

O. 93
O. 87

0, 98

0. 77

O. 89

0. 71

0. 82
0. 76
0. 72
0. 67

.,

1100-12*

O. 183

0. 256

1300-1499
1500-1699
1700-1899
1900-2249

0. 232

0. 200, 0. 221

0. 2 00

0. 190
0. 186
0. 155

0. 176
0. I 58

0. 291

0. 236
0. 189
0. 205

0. 417
0. 319
0. 313
0. 507
0. 254

0. 358
0. 337
0. 322
0. 251
0. 300

0. 459
0. 333
0, 374

0. 471

0. 27 8
0. 32 5

0. 364
0. 351

0. 408
0. 361

0. 582
0. 477
0. 401
0. 401

0. 453

0. 532
0. 431
0. 405
0. 383

* Comparability is established only if contractor's process average is zero.

71

0. 66
0, 62
0. 59
,

TABLE A, ALLOWANCES FOR PROCESS AVERAGE COMPARISON LIMITS (tontinuel)
QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESE.NTATIVES PROCESS AVERAGE (QARPA) RANGES

Nurntier of Sample
Unita Included
in Estimated

2. 21

Procs Average

2. 79

,

2. 80
to
3. 60

k.

to

3. 61

to
4. 39

4. 40
to
6. 00

6. 01

to
6. 99

7. 0
to
9. 0

9. 1

11. 0

13. 6

16. 5

22.

28. 0

36.

to

to

to

to

to

to

tb

16. 4

22. 0

27. 9

36. 0

43. 9

33. 61
22. 49
21. 11
15. 96

36. 34
28. 01
23. 84

47.
27.
26.
22.

47. 34
36. 23

14. 7 4
11. 89

10. 9

13. 5

1

1

H

6-12
13-18
19-24
25-34

9. 2.2

26. 35

25. 35
25. 35

13. 07
14. 05

12. 28
13. 26

19. 01
11. 65

18. 01

17. 01

13. 60

12. 59

8. 65
5. 86
5. 50
4, 47

7. 86

11. 38
6. 53
6. 14

11. 41,
8. 57
6. 17
6. 34

9. 50

4. 49

8. 29
7. 52
5. 12
5. 30

6. 84

6. 83

12. 18
9. 28
7. 85
7. 41

3. 61
4. 41
3. 41
3. 21

4. 42
4. 95
4. 12
3. 22

5. 21
6. 01
5. 01
3. 01

5. 82

5. 58
5. 09

2. 23

3. 4Ft

3. 95

6. 12
5. 59
4. 84
4. 32

6. 63
6. 05
5. 24
4. 69

7. 41
6. 77

3. 61

6. 44
4. 43
3. 84

2. 74
2. 00

2. 37
2. 19
2. 05
1. 94

2. 75
2. 54
2. 39

2. 95
2. 73
2. 46

3. 95
3. 66
3. 42
3. 23

3. 71

4. 79
4. 43
4. 1 5

2. 41

3. 60
3. 34
3. 12
2. 94

4. 27

Z.-. 24

3. 14
2. 90
2. 72
2. 56

3. 49

3. 91

2. 92
2. 69
2. 60
2. 28

3. 16

3. 54
3. 25
3. 03
2. 77

2. 06
1. 90

2. 24
2. 06

L. 77
1. 66
1. 57

1. 92
1. 80
1. 70

.,,

35-49
50-74
7 5-99
1 00-124

1

125-149
1 50-199
2.00-249

250-299

8. 64
6. 22
5. 22
4. 43

0

3. 62
3. 88
3. 22
2. 42

5. 67
5. 72

..

300-349
350-399
400-449
450-549

2. 22
2. 07

35. 10 ,36. 51
22. 43 25. 39
18. 26 24. 01
15. 57 20. 51

25. 34
16. 03

26..3 5

1 5. 84

5. 11

6:35

8. 01
8. 29

4.41

I. 97

I. 87

1. 56

1. 76

550-649

I. 41

2. 03

2. 18

1. 30

1. 59
1. 47

1.75

6 50-749
7 50-899
900- P099

1. 61

L 36
I. 2'

1. 50
1. 37

1: 87
1. 74
1. 59

2. 01
1. 87

2. 32
2. 13
1. 99

1.70

1. 81

Z. 66
2. 45
2. 28
2. 08

1. 13
1: 04
0. 97

1. 24
, 1. 14
1. 06
1. 00
0, 95

1. 47
1. 32
1. 23
1. 16

1. 54
1. 42
1. 32
1. 24

1. 64

E 88

1. 51
1. 41
1. 32

1. 73
1. 61
1. 52

I. 09

1.17

1. 25

I. 44

1100-1299
1 300-1499
1 500-1699

1700-1899
1900-2249

1.

1

10
.

0

0. Z
0.J16
0. 0

0. 76

0, 91

0. 86

,

13. 04
9. 48

8.73

i. 95

2. 91
2. 71

2. 47

19. 18

9. 57
8. 29

5. 83
5. 24

2.
2.
2.
2.

50
30
14
01

1. 91

11

26. 51
22. 83

39. 44
33. 88
31. 11
23. 75

17. 01
12. 65
10. 36
8. 97

19. 11
13. 58
11. 09
9. 61

19.
14.
11.
9.

03
33
35
68

8. 59
7. 84
6. 79
6. 08

8.
8.
7.
6.

5. 18

5. 55
5. 14

8.
7.
6.
5.

11

66
27

4. 80
4. 49
4. 23

', 3. 83
3. 52
3,...

28

2. 99

2.
2.
2.
2.

71
49
32
18
2. 06

4. 81

4. 53

4. 10
3. 77
3. 51
3. 21

2. 90
2. 67
2. 47
2. 3S

2.21

37
04

46
93

88
11

02
28

5. 31
4. 97
4. 68

4.
3.
3.
3.

24
90
63
31

3. 00
2. 76
2, 57
2. 41
2. 28

.-4

74

73

(

.rt
TABLE B
SKLP-LOT VERIFICATION EXAMINATION LIMITS
A

(Used when veri(ications are performed at other than Level A)
END
RANGE

C

L L

L

-

2

2

0 19 -

2

2

-

2

3

3

4

3

-

4

-

5

5
6
7
8
9

0.20 0. 46
O. 47 10. 80
0. 81 1. 20
1.21 1. 64
1. 65 2. 12
2.13 2, 63
2. 64 3. 16
3. 17 3. 73
3.74 4. 30
4, 31 4. 89
4. 90 5. 48
5.49 6. 09
6.10 6. 74
6.75 7. 35
7. 36 8. 00
8. 01 8. 68
8. 69 9. 34
9. 35 10. 0
10.1 10. 6
10.7 11. 3
11. 4 12 C
,

0
0
0
0
1
1

2
2
3
3
3

6
6
7
8

9'
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

4 17
4 18
5

i8

5 19

7

6

20

12. 8 13. 4

6

0

18. 1

U

W

0. 02

G

0. 03

Iv) U

12

END
RANGE

U

U

W

W

-C

L

L

L

13. 5 14. 1 7
14.2 14, 9 8
15. 0 15, 6 8
15.7 16. 3 9
16. 4 17. 0 10

26
27
23 28
24 29
251` 30

17.1 17. a 10
7. 9 18. 5 11

26
27
28
29

18. 6 19. 3 11
19. 4 20. 0 12

20.1 21, 0
21. 1 22. 0
12
22.1 23. 0
23, 1 24. 0
13
14 j 24.1 25. 0
25.1 26. 0
15
26.1 27, 0
16
17
27.1 28, 0
18
28.1 29, 0
29.1 30. 0
19
20
30;1 31 0
31.1 32. 0
21
22
32.1 33. 0
10
11

23
24
25

L

33. 1

34.1
35.1

13
14
14
15

16
17
18
19
19

20
21

22
23
34. 0 24
35. 0 25
36. 0 25

11

2.2

31

32
33

30

34
36

31

37

32
33

38
40

34

41

36
37

42
44
45
46
47
49
50

38
39
40
42
43

44
45
46
48

51

52
54
95

END
RANGE

36, 1
37. 1
38, 1
39. 1
40. 1
41. 1
42. 1
43. 1
44. 1
45. 1
46. 1
47, 1.
48, 1
49
50, 1
52, 1
54, 1
56. 1
58. 1
60. 1
62. 1
64. 1
66. 1
68. 1
70. 1
1

37. 0
38. 0
39, 0
40. 0
41, 0
42. 0
43, d
44. 0
45. 0
46. 0
47. 0
48. 0
49. 0
50, 0
52, 0
54, 0
56, 0
58. 0
60. 0
62. 0
64. 0
66. 0
68. 0
70. 0
72. 0

L

END
RANGE

U
W

U

W

L

L

L

26
27
28
29
30

49
50

72. 1
74. 1

51

56
57
59

52

60

78. 1

53
55
56
57

61

84.1

62

58
59
60

66

82. 1
84. 1
86. 1
88, 1
90. 1
92, 1

31

32
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39

40
42
44
46
47

49
51

51
55
57

62
63

C

64
65
67

69
70

76.1

94.1

64
66
68

72

71

79

73
75
78
80

81

89

96, 1
98, 1
100, 1
105. 1
110. 1
115. 1
120. 1
125
130. 1

82
84
86

91

135.1

89

71

75
77

84
87

1

94 140. 1
96 145. 1
98

4,,

74, 0'
76. 0
78. 0
80, 0
82. 0
84, 0
86. 0
88, 0
90, 0
92, 0
94. 0
96. 0
98. 0
100. 0
105, 0
110, 0
115, 0
12000
125. 0
130. 0
135. 0
140. 0
145. 0
150. 0,

L

L

U

W

W

C

L

L

L

58

101
93 103
95 105
97 108
91

60

62.
64
65
67

100 110

69

115

102
104
106
109

71

73
75
77
78

111

113
115
117
119
125
131
136

80
82

85

90
95
99
104
108
112
118
122
117

117
119
122

124
126
129
131
137
142

148

141 154

147
152
158
163
168
174

'LWL - Lower Warning Limit
UWL - Upper Warning Limit
'UCL - Upper Control Limit
END

-

Expected Number of Defects

END

tt

Contractor's Proceos Average x Number of Sample Unite in Veri(ication Examination
100

41

17

113

GAIS,ALk. 032343570';

160
16
1

1

176
182
188

3-7
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Use the Guide as .vou complete the Volume Review Exercise and for Review after Feedback on the
After each item number 'on your VRE is a three digit number in parehthesis. That number
corresponds to the Guide Number tn this Study-.Reference Guide which show's you where the answer to
that VRE item can be found in the text, When answering the items l'n your VRE, refer to the areas in the
test indicated by these Guide Numbers. The VRE results will_be sent ,to yew on a postcard which Will list
the c,. rual VRE items you missed. Go to your VRE booklet and locate the Guide NuMber for each ite?ri
missed Lis! these Guide Numbers. Then go ba.ck -to your .textbook and carefully review the areas covered
2

Results.

by these Guide Numbers. Review the entire VRE again before you take the_cloSed-book Course
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3

Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the Course Examination. The CE results will be sent to
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CHAPTER 3

Objective To be able to define certain terms and properly apply inspection by attributes. To lompile
sample plans with the aid of certain d ta and tables and to use the proper procedure in selecting sampl
to be examined.
List the four special inspection levels. (13-1)

2.

Define the following: (a) Sample, (b).Sample,plan; and ( ) Sample size. (13-1)

3.

List the steps you must accomplish to extract,a 'sample plan, (14-2)

'4,

How is the lot size determined? (143)

5.

If Inspection levels are not indicated, what level is normally used? (14-4)

9

6, When you are doing destination inspection, what type inspection level should you use? (144)

Sore to student: To answer exercises 7, 8, 9, and 10, use the tables in the Pamphlet of Sampling Plan
Tables to determine the sample size code letters.
7`.

Lot Size
10

Code Let ter

Inspection Level
S-2

(14-5)

8. Lot Size
150,002

Inspection Level

9. Lot Size

Inspection Level

Code Letter

5-4

75

c,

Code Leter

1

(145)

10. Lot Size
3,202
(14-5)

Inspection, Level

Code Let ter

UI

11. What type sampling plan is normally used for new contractors? (147)

12. Although double and multiple sampling plans have cer tain advantages, why are they rarely used? (147)

13. WhatY are the three levels of severity inspection used with samphng plans'' (14-8)

14

What is the difference between tightened and 'normal inspection? (14-9)

15

Which pl (makes it easier to reject poor quality products" (14-9)

16

What type inspection allows the contractor more defects" 11410)

10

2

,d 3
17.

If more than one test or examination must be performed, how many sam le plans must you extract
if you hsve three AQLs? (14-12)

Note to student: To answer exercises 18, 19, and 20, ,use the tables located in the Pamphlet of Sarnpling
Plan Tables to extract the sarnple plans.

18. Given. Lot size-1150, Inspection I \IIS-4.:A.OL-4,0, andceventy oi mspectionnormal.
; and
. Ac
. Sample size
Find Sample siie code letter
Re

.

(1 4-13-23)

..z.

...

;

19. Given Lot size-150, Inspeetion levelII; AQL-6.5, and Severity of inspecliontightened.
and
; Ac
; Sample size
-Find, Sample size code letter
,

Re

(1413-23)

20. Grvery Lot size-275, Inspection levelII; AQL-6.5, Stid Seventy of inspectionreduced.
, Ac
, Sample size
Find. Sample sife code letter
Re

, (14-13--23)

,

and

))\,

21. You are rea'cly to select five samples from a lot of 100 cases which have been prenumbered 001 to

ipo You have let a pencil drop' blindly on column 5, line' 10 (53060) a the table of randotn
numbers and have decided to read down using the first two 'digits Of each hne. What.woyld your
sample numbers be? (14.25-27)

,
22. You are doing origin inspection on bsef steaks and are about to draw your samples. Who should be
present at this time? (14-29)

a

23, The samples you want to draw are warehoused in such a manner that you cannot physically reach.
them. What should you do? (14-29)

24. When y.ou change the seventy of inspection, what is this action called? (1436)

)25. &for changing the severity of inspection from tightened to reduced, or from reduced to tightened,
what must you do? (14-36)

n

26. The contractor is operating on normal severity of inspection and you have changed the severity to
tightened inspection because of the rejection of two out of five consecutive lots. Did you take the
proper action and why? (14-37)

o
27. When a contractor is on tightened inspection, how many lots must pass before he is returned to
normal inspection? (14-38)

28. When normal inspection is in effect, can reduced inspection be instituted if ten lots have passed
production at' an unsteady rate?,Why? (14-40)'

29. 'Reduced inspection of a contractor has been instituted when a lot is rejected. What must be done?
(14-41)

30. What forrh would you use to record the results of an inspection of a product? (15-1)

31. What manual would you use as a reference for detail procedures on preparation of DD Form 1714?
(15-2)

4

3?,.. You have just finished an inspection during which your work copy of DD Form 1714 became very
blood-smeared. What would you do? (15-3)

33. During an inspection yoii rmd a defect which is a health hazard. Where should Your report of.this
inspection be made? (15-4)

/Th

34. List two serious defects which are health hazards. (15-4)

35. If a B-unit 'contains twci broken crackers which were placed in the unit by the same oPerator, how
=

many defects yvould you record? (15-5)

36. When your exatnination is based on tiie number of defective units involig AQLs expressed as percent
defective,Nis the acceptability based on the number of delittive units or the number of defects? (15-6)

12

37: If you are assigned' as arPinspector at Grandy and Company of Omaha, Nebraska, who produces
bacon, canned hams, and sausage for, the Government, how many quality-history records will you'
have to prepare? (15-8)

38. On what basis are quality history records maintained? (15-10)

39. Define pr ocess aVerage. ''(I5-12)

40. When five AQLs are inVolved,' how Many process averaees will you compute? (15-12)

Complete exercises 41 and 42 by computing the process dberages (PAs).

41. Lot Number

Sample Size

2
3

4

.

170
170
170
170

Major A Def
AQL 4.0

Minor Def
AQL 2.5

-3

2

2

2

5

1

(15-12-19)f

42. Lot Number
..
1

2

3.
4
5

Sample Size
215
215
215
215
215

Major A Def
AQL 4.0

Minor Def
AQL 2.5

6

2

4

6
0

1

3
2

\

0
5

*(15-12-19).
tz,
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a?

I.

CHAPTER 3
.

SI, S-2, S-3, and S-4.

21,

s
2. (a):Sample: One or more units of product selected at random to be inspected. (b) Sample plan: A
designated sample size and its accompanying criteria or requirements for acceptance or rejection. (3)
Sample size: Thc total number of units of product in the sample.
3. (i) Determine the lot size.

(2) Obtain the inspection level.
(3) Determini the sample size code letter.
(4) Select the type of sampling plan.
(5) Establish Z!ie severity of inspection.
(6) Obtain the AQL.
(7) Determine the sample size and the acceptance aed rejection nuniber.
4. By an agreement between the Government inspector and the vendor.
5.

Inspection level II is used.

6.

Level S-3.

7.

A.

8, J.

9, C.

10. M.
I

1

.

12.

Single sampling plan.

Administrative difficulties occur when they are employed in most subsistence contracts.

13. Normal, tightened, ,and reduced.

14. The number of defects allowed for tightened inspection are fewer than those for normal inspection.
15. Tightened.
16.' Reduced.

17, Three.
a

18. Code Letter

19. Code Letter

20. Code Lefter

21.

Sample Size
20

Ac

Re

2

3

Sample Size
50

Ac

Re

5

6

Sample Size

Ac

13

2

Re
5

I. 53
2. 70
3. 49
4. 88
5. 48
22

4.

22. The contractor or his authonzed representative.

23. Arrange for withdrawal by'an employee of the establishment under your supervision.
24. Switching or switching procedures.

25. Return to normal inspection.
F.Yes: When normat-inspection
effect, tightened inspection shall be instituted when two out of
five consecutive lots have been rejected.
27. Five consecutive lots.-

28, No, production has to be at a steady rate.
29, Return to normal inspection.
30. DD Form 1714, Product Verification Record.
31. Defense Personnel Support Center Subsistence Inspection Manual, subsectiOn 2081.
,

32. Redo the official copy later, but retain and Me the original work copy.
33, Report it to your supervisor and then to the 'vendor and the Quality Assurance Element of the
Procuring DPSC Headquarters,

34.. Presence of foreign material and vacuum less than 22 Inches.

35. One.
36. Based on the number of defective units.
37. Three, one for each itern.
38. Lot-by-lot basis.

.39. The average number of defects per hundred units or defectives of a product found at the time of
the onginal inspection,
40, Five.

41. Major A = .1.76PA; Minor= 1,47 PA,
42. Major A = 1.49; Minor = 1.21 PA.
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VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

Chapter 3
41.

107) One hundred times the number of defects contained in any given quantity of a product divided
the total number of units of a product inspected is the defirution of
a. attribute inspection.
b. defects per hundred units.

c. computing comparability.
d. contractor's process average,

42, (107) How many special inspection levels are involVed in attribute inspection?

a. Four.
b. Five.

c, Six.
d. Seven.

43. (107) In extracting a sample plan, you find that there is no inspection level listed inthe specification:
You should use

a*. Inspection level S-2,
b. Inspection level II,

c. Inspection level S-3.
d. Inspection level III.

44. (107) What level of inspection should you use at destination when inspecting for condition and
identity?,
a. Inspection level .11.

b, Inspection level III,

c, Inspection level S-2,
d. Inspection level S-3.

45. (107) What type sampling plan would you use for a new contractor9a, Single sampling plan.
b, Double sampling plan.

c. Multiple sampling plan.
d: Double and multiple sampling plan.

46, (107) In inspection by attributes, how many levels of severity of inspection are there?
a. One.

c. Three,

b. Two,

d, Four.
34

AQLs. How many sampl
47. (107) During attribute inspection, you receive a contract containing four
plans should you extract/
t.

c. Three.

a. One.
b. Two.

d. Four.

48, (107) In inspection by attributes, a sample selection procedire is known as
a. selective sarnpling7`-

J. random sampling.

C. sampling by numbers_
d. representative sampling.

49. (107) Let us assume that you .have selected a sample plan on, a given lot of 'a jucL.ad you rnow:
e lo1, Your"bxstep ..
i
are ready to IdentifY., Your samples. You also know how many units are

.

LS

t O.

pull the samples,
b. number every other unit,
a

c. number each unit,
d. number up to 100 units only,

50. (107) You are about to draw, your samples at. origin inspection. Who should 'be present?
a. Contractor,
b, NCOIC, Veterinary Office,
c, OAL officer,
d. Contracting officer.

51. (107) Inspection by attributes provides, us with a method whereby we may
of inspection to pother. This changing of severity is called
a. reaccomplishing

rocedures.

b. exchanging proce ures,

c. changing procedures,
d. switching procedures.

52. (107) On original inspection, when normal inspection by attr butes is in
is instituted if out of consecutive lots

a. one of four is rejected.
b. two of four is, rejected,

change from one severity

effect, t ghtened inspection

c. one of five is .rejected,
d, two of five, is rejected.

be considered accep53. (107) If a contractor is operating on tightened inspection, how many lots must

table before returning .to normal Inspection?
a. Three,
b. Four.

c, Five,
d. Six.

reduced to tightened, what
54. (107) Before Switching from tightened to reduced inspection or from
action must be taken first?

a. Return to regular severity,
b. Return to normal seventy.

c. Return to reduced severity.
d, Return to tightened severity.

35

55. (108) If your DD Form 1714 becomes extremely messy during an inspection

ou should

a. reaccomplish the official copy and file your work copy.
b. re?ccornplish the official copy and destroy your work copy:
c. mtt reaccomplish the official copy because your work copy is the official copy.
d. reaccomplish your work copy after notifying your supervisor and the contractor that you are
going to do so.
56. (108) You have found a serious defect resulting in a health hazard and you have reported ,the incident to your supervisor and the vendot. Who else should be informed?
a. The local health officer.
b. The local USDA officer.
c. The ciintracting officer DPSC.
d. Th Quality Assurance EleMent of DPSC,
11101
contains two broken crackers which
were placed in the unit by the same operator,
many defects will you record?

57. (10f) If a
ho

04.
T/Wo.

58

c. Three,
d. Four.

(1,08) A separate process average is computed for each

a, lot.
b. AQL.

c. sample,
d, sample unit,

59'. (1)8) In attribute inspection, how many places beyond the decimal point are we required to compine process aveiages if the third plafe is not a five?
c. Two.
d. One,
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THIS CDC IS DESIGNED to expand your knowledge in all the duties that5are

performed by veterinary specialists throughout the Air Force. You are not performing
3
all the functions discussed in this CDC. Your next 'assignment may be with a c
operation, with a base veterinary service, or may be reStricted to military working dogs.
the job
Regardless of future assignments, discussions in this CDC will prepare you for
Air
to which yoli are' noikassigned, and for those that you wilt accomplish during your
Force Veterinary career.

41rhis volume is divided into five chapters. The first, Veterinary Microbiology,'
the microscope, collecting and
discusses cells, microorganisms, sterilization,
submitting specimens for laboratory analyses, as well as some common laboratory
procedures. The last chapter deals with egg inspections. The preservation, storage, and
processing of eggs will also be discussed. Located at the end of chapter 5 is a glossary.
back of this volume are foldouts I through 3. Whenever

Printed and bound in t
the back of the
you are referred to one ot these foldouts in the text, please turn to
volume and locate the roldout.
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Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 21 hoursc'18 points)
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of August
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CHAPTER 1

Veterinary Microbiology
MICROBIOLOGY may be defined&bt analyzing

the root words from which it is formedmicro

means "too small to be seen by the naled eye";
biology is "the study of living things.." Thus the
definition of microbiology is "the study of living
things too small to be seen with the naked eye."
2. There is no need for this text to try to teach you

all that is known about microbiology because there
are hundreds of thousands of microorganisms that
will be of no concern to you as a veterinary
specialist. There are, however, certain "microbes"
that you will be directly associated with and it is
these microorganisms with which we will concem
ou rselves.

3. When you have completed this chaptcr, you
should have a basic understanding of microbiology
and its relationship to food spoilate,,sanitation, and
the importance of proper sterilization and sterile
techniques as far as the veterinary service is
concerned. In addition, you should know the proper
procedures for preparing and submitting specimens
to the laboratory, and for performing some of the
basic laboratory procedures used in food analysis.

1. Structure of Cells
I-1. Before you can understand microorganisms,
you must understand the living cell, the basic unit of
all living things. Whether an organism be
microscopic or macroscopic, the smallest living unit
of the organism is the cell, The smallest

microorganisms are composed of only one cell,

and, of course, the largest of the plants and animals

are made up of many millions of cells.
1-2. Structure. In terms of structure, there is no
such thing as_ a typical cell; cells come in many
shapes and sizes. For example, somc cells are too
small to be seen with a light microscope, while
other's may be inches across. It is not necessary, for
our purpose, to discuss the anatomy of each of the
many kinds of cells, nor is it necessary to go into the

complete anatomy of cells. We will, however, look
at a few important structures that will enable us to
better understand how cells function.
1-3. Protoplasm. Protoplasm is the living
substance that makes up cells, This word isn't very
is composed of a
specific because living
wide vaiiety of intricately organized substances.
Protoplasm may best be regarded as a complex

mixture of protein molecules, fat globules, inorganic
salts, sugars, and amino acids in water.
1-4. There are two types of protoplasm:
cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. Cytoplasm lies inside
the cell membrane but outside the nucleus.
Nucleoplasm ls the protoplasm within the nucleus.

1-5: Cell Membrane. The cell membrane is a

structure through which materials pass into and out

of the cell. This membrane, like a strainer, is
selective; that is, it will allow some materials to pass

through, but will not allow -the passage of others.
said ,to be
The cell membrane is therefore

semipermeable.
1-6. Cell Wall. Plant cells have a rigid outermost
layer called a cell wall. This structure, composed
primarily of cellulose, gives the cell- its rigidity.

1-7. Nucleus. The nucleus is usually the most
obvious anatomical feature of a cell, standing out as
body slightly denser than the
a rounded
cytoplasm.
The nucleus contains
surrounding

chromatin, a complex material that is ultimately
responsible for controlling all activity of the cell.
Another function of the chromatin is carrying the
inheritance factors of a cell, enabling the cell to pass
its own special characteristics to its descendants.

1-8. Vacuoles. Membrane-enclosed, fluid-filled
spaces called vacuoles are found in many types of

cells. There are various kinds of vacuoles with a
corresponding variety of functions. One example is

the food storage vacuole. Another type, found in
some one-celled organisms, is responsible for
expelling excess water from the cell.

1-9. Plastids. The type of plastids of greatest
importance to us in our discussion of cells is that
which stores pigments, such as chlorophyl, used in
carryingput photosynthesis, Within these plastids,

energy from the sunlight is trappsd and used to,
produce food for the cells.
1-10. Mitochondria. Mitochondria are
sometimes referred to as the powerhouses of the,
cell. These oval-shaped structures, found
throughout the cytoplasm, have been shown to be
the site of the greatest amount of metabolic activity
within the cell. They break certain organic
compounds down into carbon dioxide and water,
releasing energy in the process.
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with flagella. The sole purpose of the flagella is to
provide a means of movement.
2-5. Another of the special structures that
develop in certain bacteria is the spore. Any time
these organisms find themselves in an unfavorable

2. Bacteriology
2-1. Bacteria. Bacteria are tiny, single-celled
organisms that _resemble plants in that they have a
rigid cell wall. Bacteria are unlike plants in that they
have neither chlorophyl nor organized, well-defined
nuclei. Since they lack "chlorophyl, and

environment, they concentrate their protoplasm
into a little round ball (the spore) and become
extremely resistant to the unfavorable condition.

subsequently lack photosynthetic, activity, they
must absorb food from their environment. The
chromatin, though not organized into a definite

When the spore is formed, you can clearly see the
rigid cell wall with the little round ball inside. This

nucleus, does function much the same as Chromatin

spore formation enables the organism to survive
Conditions that normally destroy bacteria. One
species, Bacillus anthracis, has been known to live
for as long as 40 years outside of the animal body,
and some organisms can withstarl boiling for as

in other cells. Figure 1 shows that bacterial cells
occur in a number of shapes: round, called cocci;
oval (or elongated into rods), called bacilli; and a
third group of bacteria are shaped like little coil
springs and are called spirochetes or spirilla. The
shipe of a particular bacterium is one of the main
criteria used in its identification.
2-2. Another major factor in identification is the

long as 2 hours-.

2-6. The Gram Stain. Bacteria, because of their
small size, are difficult to see seven with a good
microscope unless they are properly stained. They
may be staihed with almost any aniline dye, but the
most cominon staining reaction used in
bacteriology is the Gram stain procedure. It is used
because it slifferentiates between two major groups
of bacteri'a: Almost all bacteria may be placed in one

way the cells are arranged. or grouped together. An
arrangement grouped in clusters li e grapes is called

staphylo. Therefore, rounji ba eria (cocci) that
appear in clusters are
phylococci. Some
cocci arrange the
organisms are call

nto

pairs. Paired
thus the term
roup of cocci forms into

of two groups: Gram-positive or Gram-negative.
Those organisms that are Gram-positive have a

lo,

"diplococci." Still ano

long chains. These organisms are known as

substance in their protoplasm known as magnesium

strept °cocci. The bacillus organisms, or rod-shaped
bacteria, may align themselves into chains or pairs,

ribonucleate. The presence of this substance is
determined by the Gram-staining reaction. The

and these are called streptobacilli or diplobacilli;

however, these terms are not often used. The
spirochetes vary from a loose spiral to a tightly

organisms are first stained with crystal violet stain,
which unites with the ribonucleate. Next they are
placed in an iodine solution. The iodine serves as a

coiled spring. They may be short or very long. They
always appear as individual cells and do not form
clusters or chains.

stain to become fixed to the ribonucleate substance.
Ethyl alcohol is then flowed over the slide and the

2-3. The pairing, chaining, or clustering of

"unfixed" stain is washed away. Naturally, if the

mordant or fixative that causes the crystal violet

ribonucleate substance is not present, all the crystal
violet stain is washed away. If ribonucleate is
present, the fixed portion of the stain remains in the
organism. After the alcohol destaining process, the
organisms are subjected to a secondary stain which

bacterial cells is a result of the organism's method of
reproduction. The cells multiply by a provss called

binary fission (fission

is

to split; binary means

"two"). One organism splits into two organisms just
like the parent cell.

is usually safranine red. Any stain will suffice as
long as it contrasts well with crystal violet. Those
organisms with the ribonucleate substance are blue

2-4. In addition to different shapes and
groupings, some bacteria have special structures
that aid in motility or survival in nature. Many

or violet and are Gram-positive, while those without
ribonucleate stain red and are Gram-negative. Thus

bacteria possess an outer coating known as a,
capsule. The capsule may be so thin that it is
undetectable. Others nave a very thick, sticky

the Gram stain procedure not only stains the
bacterial cell so that it may be seen, but also aids in
its identification by placing it into one of two major
categories.
2-7, Cultivating Bacteria, It is almost impossible
to study or identify a single bacterial cell. Therefore,
we grow or culture bacteria in the laboratory under

capsule composed of a complex sugar-fat-protein
substance. It is believed that this capsule aids in the
organism's defense against the white blood cells irr
the body, and possibly some other hazards the cell
may encounter in nature. To enable them to move.
about, some of the bacilli have special structures
called flagella. A flagellum is..a hairlike appendage

controlled conditions. Bacteriaare cultured by
plating them into a nutrient substance at a

Still others have several flagella on one or both

temperature that meets their environmental
requirements. This substance is called a culture
rnediurn. It must contain the nutritional
requirements and proper moisture, and have

ends, while still others may be completely covered

sufficient buffers in it to eliminate some of the waste

that whips back and forth and either pulls or pusfies

the organism about, Some cells have a single
flagellum on one end. Others have one on each end.
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Figure I Morphology of bactena

liquid becomes cloudy. If the medium is a semisolid,
the organisins grow into a visible colony and may
look like those shown in figure 2. The characteristics
of the colony arc noted and are major factors used in
the identification of the organisms.
2-8. Selective media. We may add certain
chemicals to culture media that allow some bacteria

products produced by the bacteria. If all the
nutritional and environmental requirements arc
met, the organisms reproduce, some of them as

often as every 15 minutes. The organisms continue
to grow and reproduce as iong as the conditions
remain favorable. If the culture medium is a clear
liquid, the growth is obvious after a few hours. The
3
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presence of psychrophilic bacteria in milk, after
pasteurizat ion and cooling, indicates poor
sanitation during processing.
2-13. Mesophiles are those organisms that
require temperatures close to body, temperature.
Mesophiles grow in a temperature range of 50° F. to
113° F. They grow best between.90° F. tO 113° F.,

with normal body temperature (98° F.) the ideal.
From a public health viewpoint, mesophiles are of
particular importance because all known
pathogenic bacteria fall into this group.
2-14. Food should not, be kept at temperatures

that support the growth of mesophiles. Some
Figure 2. Bacterial growth colonies.

pathogenic bacteria grow quite well in certain foods
and, in turn, cause food-borne illnesses in hurnans.
As you will see in later chapters, great imp,prtance is

to grow and inhibit the growth of others. One
chemical additive is NaC1 (tabk salt). While some

placed on not allowing foods to be maintained at

organisms grow Well in high coneentrations of

temperatures within the "danger range" of 40° F. to
140° F., 'and certainly not for more than 4 hours.
This is lOng enough for bacteria to produce enough
toxins, or to reach sufficient numbers, to make the
food dangerous to eat.
2-15: Therrnophilic bacteria are not known to be
pathogenic. They grow at high temperaturei (104°
F. to
164° F.). Their optimum growing
temperatures are from 122° F. to 131° F. You will
find that thermophiles usually appear as "pinpoint"

NaC1, others cannot grow at all. This is also a factor

in an organism's identification. These chemical
additives are called inhibitors. When they are added

to a culture medium, the medium is called an
inhibitory medium or a selective mediummeaning
that it will sustain the growth of only select
organisms.

2-9. Differential media. Other Adia contain
chemicals that cause the bacteria to pr.Rduce specific
colors in the media or in the colony itself. These are

colonies on plates incubated at standard platecount temperatures (89° F. to 97° F.), because these
incubation temperatures are below the optimum for
t he t hermophiles.
2-16. Nutrients. Since a bacterium has no mouth
and absorbs its food directly through its cell
membrane, its food must be part of its environment.
Different kinds of bacterial organisms have
different nutritional requirements, so you can begin
to see why Some bacteria are found in one

known as differential media. Media production has
become so well developed, is so selective, and so
.differentiating that most pathogenic bacteria can be
placed in specific groups and some can be

completely identified by the use of culture'media
and the Gram stain alone.
2-10. Environmental Requfrements. We can
expect to find almost as many different
environmental requirements as there are different
kinds of bacteria. A particular bacterium, in order

substance, while other organisms are found in
another substance.

re. oduce or grow, must have the proper

to

2-17. Moisture. Bacteria require moisture to
mulitply and grow; in fact, to stay alive. This is an
important fact that is utilized in food preservation.
Foods are dried in a variety of ways, all of which
remove available moisture and prevent the growth
of bacteria. It is usually bacterial growth in food
that results in spoilage; by preventing the growth of

ture, nutritional requirements, moisture,
To all of these we must add the oxygen
ements. We will discuss these environmental
rements in general, without .being concerned
t specific organisms. We will, however, show

ow these factors relate to the problems of food
spoilage and food establishment sanitation.
2-11. Temperature. Temperature is a very critical
requirement for bacteria, so much so t.hat they are
classified according to their optimum growth
temperatures. The classifications of bacteria
according to 'their temperature requirements are:

bacteria, this type of food spoilage is also prevented.
2-18. p H. Another important factor in the

growth of bacteria is the pH (concentration of acid
or base) of the environment. Each type of bacteria
has a specified pH at which its growth is optimal.
This is another factor that is used in food
preservation. Susceptible foods are often protected

Psychrophilic Cold-loving.
Mesophilic Medium temperature-loving.
e. Thermophilic Heat-loving,
2-12. Psychrophiles, the cold
ing bacteria,
grow in temperatures from 32° F. tç 86°F. They
grow best at about 68° F, Tkese acteria, when
present in food, cause undesirable flavors to
do clop and decrease keeping qualities. The
a.

\ by being .made more acid, thus making them
incapable of supporting the growth., of most

h

bacteria,

2-19. Oxygen. Different microorganisms have
different oxygen requirements. Some organisms use
atmospheric oxy gen and are called aerobic
organisms. .-I naerohre organisms require an
4
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man. Yeasts (single-celled fungi) are used in the
manufacture of alcohols, cheeses, and some

environment where there is no air or free oxygen.
Facultative organisms are able to live under either
aerobic or anaerobic conditions.
2-20. Toxin Production. As the organisms grow,

antibiotics. You should also be familiar with the
role of yeast in the production of breads and other
bakery goods.
: 3-4. The fungi of primary importance to qs are

they produce waste products and somet imes excrete

other substances used in digestion. These products
may be poisonous to us; if so, we call them toxins.
Toxins produced by living organisms are called

the yeasts and molds. They have no roots, stems-, or

leaves, and no chlorophyll. Without chlorophyll

exotoxins. As bacteria die and break up, some of

they cannot produce their own food: therefore, they
must depend upon some other food sourcesuch as

them release toxins from inside the cell, and these
are called endotoxins. In either case, these are the
substances that make bacteria harmful. Organisms
may produce endotoxins or exotoxins that have a
direct effect on the cells of your body, or they may
infect a food substance and contaminate it with
toxins. When* we eat the food substance, the toxins
are absorbed and poison our bodies. Some of these

dead or decaying matter, a manufactured food
product, or a living organism.
3-5. Fungi reproduce sexually or asexually. The
asexual method is known as budding. A portion of
the cell swells to a certain size, then seems to pinch

off from thi parent cell. Yeasts reproduce in this
ttianner. In sexual reproduction the cells branch and
form male and female reproductive cells which unite
and cause the production of spores. These spores

toxins are destroyed by heat,and are known as
thermolabile. Some toxins..are not affected by heat
and are called thermostable, Cooking the food maY
kill the bacteria but docs not necessarily make itsafe
to"eat.

contain all the ingredients necessary to produce
another colony. Molds produce several types of
asexual spores, one of which is shown in figure 3.
Nctte the different appearance of the conidiophores
of the three genera illustrated, Aspergillus,
Penicilhurn, and Hormodendrurn, Some fungi are
capable of both sexual and asexual reproduction.
3-6. Yeasts. The yeasts are rpaid or oval and are
much larger than bacteria, They have a/-large

3. Fungi, Protozoans, Viruses,and Rickettsiae
3-1. There are simple forms of plant and animal
life you will be concerned with in your work. It is
important to remember that some of them -are

vacuole that takes up a good portion of .the cell

beneficial, and some of them are destructive to man
and animal.
3-2. Fungi. The fungi make up an extremely

usually there are a few large granules between the
vacuole and the cell wall. The internal
charaeteristics are of no importance in their
identification, because their identification is based

large group of plants containing thousands of
parasitic and saprophytic species. Some are
'parasites of animals. including man; many skin

almost entirely on the type of colony the yeast
produces. The colony may be rough or smooth; its

diseases, such as ringworm and athlete's foot, are
caused by fungj. Other fungi cause the spoilage of
bread, fruits, vegetables, and othcr food stuffs.

margins may be entire (unbroken) or irregular. It
may appear dry or moist, and it may be any color in
the spectrum. Some consideration is given to the
nutritional and environmental requirements of the

3-3. Not all economically important fungi are
pathogenic or destructive; many are beneficial to

ASPERGILLUS

WiRMODENDRUM

PENICILLIUM

Conidia

Conidia

Sterigma

Sterigma

Vesicle

Conidiophore

Conidiophore
Conidio ph ore

Figure 3 Asexual spores (comdia) arc produced at the tips of fertile hyphae
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rhizolds arise. Rhizoids are rootlike filaments that
BUDDING

arise at nodes and attach to the substrate. They are
found in Rhizopus nigricons. This particular
fungus, as shown in figure 5, forms rootlike hyphae

TRANSVERSE FISSION

5:)zo

(rhizoids), vegatative hyphae that penetrate the
substrate, and fertile hyphae that produce
sporangia at the tips of sporangiophores (spore-
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producing hyphae). Stolons are rootlike filaments
which connect individual plants. You can karn to
recognize some of the more common molds at a
glance, but it is best to leave the identification to a
qualified laboratory.
3-8. Fungi are very difficult to 4.ontrol. Spores
are found on everything; they blow around in the air
and can grow on almost anything that hints at being
a food substance. Some fungi even grow on wet
wood or paper. Temperature variation doesn't seem
to be too vital to them, though different
temperat ures change some of the colony

\
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characteristics. In some cases, a fungus will develop

as a yeast at one temperature and as a mold at
another temperature. Because of their prevalence in

nature and their association with diseases, food

Figure 4. Reproduction of yeasts,

spoilage, and industrial uses in food and medicine

fungus; however, these factors are not nearly as

production, they are of prime concern to the

critical as with bacteria. Yeasts reproduce asexually
(by budding, by transverse fission, or by
sporu lat ion) or sexually. The three asexual methods
are shown diagrammatically in figure 4.

veterinary service.

3-9. Protozoa. The protozoa are the simplest
form of animal life. A protozoan is defined as a onecelled animal. To be more specific, "proto" means

the firstor the precursor tothe first form of

3-7. Molds, As the molds,grow, they produce
flowery looking colonies of many colors. If you look

something, as prototype, "Zoa" is a combining form
to designate animal. In other words, a protozoan is
the first or most basic form of animal life, There are

very closely at one of these colonies, you win see
many hairlike structures called hyphae (hi fee).

many different species of protozoa that are freeliving in rivers, lakes, and ponds, but the protozoa
you will be concerned with are those of medical
importance.
3-10. Protozoa have some specialized structures
that were not covered in our discussion of typical
cells. Some of them have flagella or cilia that are

After a period of time, you will discover little
beadlike or podlike objects associated with the
hyphae. These "objects" are spores or packets of
spores. Some other morphological characteristics
of fungi are summarized below. Stolons are hyphae-

connected nodes from which other hyphae and

Figure 5 Rhizopus nsgrfcartj (the comrrion bread mold)
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organellae of locomotion. Some have a cytostome,
which is a kind of primitive mouth. Others have a

structure that is basically a primitive excretory

organelle. (An organelle is an organ or part of a cell
with a special function.)
3-11 Rarely will you be called upon to identify
protozoa in your work as a veterinary specialist.
There are many human diseases that are caused by
protozoa, but these organisms are of little
importance in the area of veterinaa science in the
military service; therefore, we will not discuss them
further. There are protozoa that are responsible for
diseases in dogs and cats; these are of importance to
you and will be discussed in ri later chapter.

3-12. Viruses. There is still another disease-

causing entity that we have not yet covered. These
are ultramicroscopic agents called viruses. In the
past few years, vast amounts of knowledge have

been gathered about them, but they are still a
mystery to peolile outside the field of virology. They

are so different from the other disease-causing
agents that they cannot be compared with !tny of
them. They are not known to be plants or animals
and only a few can be seen with an ordinary
microscope. They do not fit our present biological
definition of living" organisms, nor do the* die.
They merely inactivate or disassociate themselves.
They do not reproduce themselves, but cause a
living cell to replicate or reproduce them. They

or iodine. In milk, disinfection is accomplished by
pasteurination, a heat process you will study in a
later chapter.
4-3. Sterilization. To sterilize something is to rid
it of all living microorganisms. Pay particular
attention to the word all, because we are concerned
with more than just the disease-causing organisms.

Sterilization can be effected by any of threedifTerent
methods: heat, mechanical means, ,and chemical

means. Each of these can be divided into more
specific methods. We will discuss each of these

methods and show you how they' may be used.
4-4, Heat. Heat sterilization may be
accomplished by direct flame, dry hot air, or moist
hot air. Without a doubt, direct flame applied to the
microorganism is the most effective, though 'this is
not always practical. There are very few items that
can be sterilized in this manner. A bacteriologist
may llame" a loop or a piece of glassware, but you
cannot expose liquids, plastics, rubber, or fabrics to

fire without destroying them. An object can be

sterilized by direct flame only if it can be heated to
incandescence without causing damage. Size is also
a limiting factor here, so, once again, it is not too
practical a method,
4-5. Dry hot air is satisfactory for sterilizing such
items as glassware and metals. Then, of course, the
items must be protected from becoming
recontaminated before they are used. All items must

be wrapped in heavy paper or other suitable

covering and tied with string, then placed in a hot air

cause a wide variety of diseases, some of which are
sponatic, in plants, animals, and man. We will cover
some of these in a later chapter.
3-13. Rickettsiae. Rickettsiae are obligate
(oxygen is toxic to them), intracellular parasites of

oven at 338° F. for 2 hours. This method is not
satisfactory for such items as liquids, plastics,
rubber, and fabric for the same reason that direct

.

flame cannot be used. It's just too hot, so the moist
hot air method has been devised.
4-6. True enough, boiling water does not
sterilize, but if you apply pressure to steam, you can
raise it above the boiling temperature of water (212°
F.), This becomes a very effective way to sterilize

such arthroOods as fleas, lice, mites, and ticks.
Several of them are pathogenic for man and other
mammals. Transmission occurs through bites or in
the excreta of the arthropod vector. Their exact

nature is not known, but they are thought to be

almost anything. Objects are first wrapped or

intermediate between bacteria 'and viruses because
they have features of both. Rickettsiae do not form
spores, they are not motile, and are readily
destroyed by heat, dehydration, or simple
antiseptics. The pathogenic rickeitsiae are placed in
the following five groups: typhus, :potted-fever,

covered securely to prevent contamination. In the
case of liquids in sealable containers, the tops or
seals must be loose to allow the steam to enter. The
objects are then placed in an autoclave and exposed
to live steam under pressure. Naturally thc higher
the pressure, the greater the temperature. After
much experimenting it has been found that 250° F.
at 15 pounds of pressure per square inch for 15 to 20
minutes is sufficient to kill all microorganisms. But,

tsutsugarnushi, Q-fever, and Rickettsia/ pox. In
addition, there are rickettsiae that cause
communicable diseases of the brivine (cattle), the
ovine (sheep), and -the caprine (goat) species.

remember, you should not place anything in an
autoclave that would be harmed by moisture,

4. Disinfection and Sterilization
4-1. Now that you have a basic understanding of
microorganisms, we should devote some time to
methods of destroying them. Two methods,

pressure, or increased temperature. The autoclave is
the most common means of sterilization today.
4-7. /41 echanical. This method is by filtration and
naturally s confined to liquids. It is desirable in the
sterilizatj n of solutions of sugars, tissue extracts,

disinfection and sterilization, will be di:cursed here.
4-2. Disinfection. Disinfection is killing or

etc where extreme heat could have a damaging
effect, such as the caramelization of sugar. The
solution is forced through a filter into a closed

removing the microorganisms that could cause

infection. Disinfection is normally accomplished by
chemicals, such as phenol (carbolic acid), chlorine,
7

sterile container. There are a number of ceramic
filters available, with known densities. These are

c.

Wt'le observing from the side, lower the

objective with the coarse adjustment knob until the
objective is very close to the slide. When using the
oil immersion objective, lower it until it enters the
, oil.
d. Look through the oculars, and slowly raise the

used once, then thrown away. Because the pore sizes
are so small, the fluid n
be forced through them.

This is done by drawing a vacuum in the sterile
container that will catc the fluid or by applying a
positive pressure to t
le fluid. Either way is
effective, but i
more desirable to use pressure
with viscous ids, such as serum, to avoid foaming
on the sterile
of the filter. The most important

objective by turning the coarse adjustment knob
until the field comes into view. Never move an
objective -downward while looking through the

ocular, because it can damage the lens of the

thing to re
is that the container and filter
must be preste
re U3C.
4-8. Chemical. This is most applicable to large

objective or the slide.
e. Use the fine adjustment to get the best possible
focus.

surface objects, such as tabletops, floors, etc. There

j: Adjust the mirror and/or light.

are thnte terms you should be familiar with that
apply to chemical sterilization. They are
"germicide," "disinfectant," and "antiseptic." A

5-4. Precaut ions. A few very important
precautions you should always observe in caring for
your microscope are as follows:

germicide (germmicrobe, and cideto kill) is a

a. Always cover the microsope when you are

solution that will kill all bacteria. It is effective if it is

not using it.

used in the proper strength and as directed by the
manufacturer. The word "disinfect" means to kill
the infectious organisms; a disinfectant solution

b. Take care to prevent an parts of the
microscope from coming into contact with
substances that might corrode metal, damage the
lenses, or dissolve the cementing substances with
which the lenses are secured into the objective and

does not kill all bacteria. It rids an object only of the
pathogens and, even then, many spores remain. An
antiseptic solution does not necessarily kill bacteria.
It only renders them incapable of reproduction, and
it doesn't always work. Never assume something is
sterile because it has been cleaned with an

oculars.
c. Use only lens paper to wipe the lenses. Never

antiseptic. Never try to substitute one chemical

touch the lenses with yourrlingers because even
slight amounts of perspiration can damage them.

solution for another, and keep in mind that, as the
chemical solution dries, it leaves a residue that can
be harmful in some instances.

objectives.

Xylol is the only agent that should be used in
cleaning the lenses or in removing oil from the
d. Protect the microscope against direct sunlight
and moisture.
e. After using, always turn the nosepiece into a
position that brings the low power objective directly

6. The Microscope_

5-1. In historical perspective, one may say that
during the 17th century the microscope opened up

over the opening in the stage. This may prevent
accidental damage to the objective.
5-5. There are various types of microscopes.
They range from the single lens, which is nothing
more than a simple magnifying glass, to the very

the "microcosmos" (the world of small things),
whereas the telescope opened up the
"macrocosmos" (unierse). Scientists from many
lands made contributions to reveal these

complex and complicated electron microscope. All
microscopes are not operated in the same manner,
nor do they require the same care. Therefore, before

phenomena and dimensions.
5-2. Operation. Figure 6 shows the compound

microscope that is common to most, if not all,

attempting to use a microscope, take the time to
familiarize yourself with the parts, functiculs, and
the care required for that particular instrument.

veterinary facilities. Locate this figure now and refer

to it as we continue.
5-3. The microscope is primarily used to observe
objects too small to be seen by the naked eye. Any
object this small naturally must be held or mounted.

6. Laboratory Specimens
6-1, Collection and Submission. The most
common error made by vverinary personnel in
collecting and submitting liftatory specimens is
improper labeling and packaging. We cannot

Glass slides are used for this purpose. When
examining such slides, take the following steps:

a. Use the coarse adjustment knob to raise the
body tube,

emphasize too much the importance of;
(I) Labeling your specimens so there can be no
doubt about their identification when they reach the

b. Place the slide on the stage. Select the
objective to be used and turn it into line with the
oculars by revolving the nosepiece. When revolving
the nosepiece, observe closely to assure that
objectives do not come into contact with the slide or
other objects.

lab.

(2) Using proper and adequate containers. (For
example, if your specimen is a liquid, don't assume
the container you're placing it in is leak-proof; be
8
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MECHANICAL STAGE CONTROL
Figure 6..Paru of the compound microscope,

for submission to the laboratory, Read this table
carefully and conscientiously, and it will' most
certainly increase your knowledge in this area. We
must point out, however, that it is only a guide,
because laboratories vary in their instructions. You
may have specific instructions from the laboratory
in your area that conflict with those in this table. If
you do, of course you must follow your laboratory's

certain. Or if the specimen requires a stet*

container, it is essential that you make certain not
only that it is sterile but that it is kept sterile when
you are collecting your specimen.)
(3) Using proper and adequate preservatives,
and keeping your specimens at the proper
temperature before packaging.
(4) Making certain that your specimens are
securely packaged and properly addressed. If the
specimen is lost or delayed in mailing, or the
primary container is broken or crushedrall of your
other painstaking preparations were in vain.

instructions.

6-3. Now that you have read table I carefully,
you have discovered that not all of the specimens

you may need to collect and submit to the
laboratory are included. Such a table would be
nearly impossible to compile and would most

6-2. While we are on the subject, look at table I,
which is an excellent guide for preparing specimens
9
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TABLE

I.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMISSION OF LABORATORY SAMPLES

-,
SPECIMEN ANDTYPE
OF ANALYSIS

..

AMOUNT `

Bottled fluid dairy prod-

INSTRUCTIONS

Samples will be submitted in original unopened containers,

' Unopened container
(IA pint minimum)

ucts, fresh (includes
samples in paper con-

packed in cracked ice (not dry ice), so that the container remains

in an upright Position and no liquid 'reaches the lid or cap
SaMples will be delivered to 'the laboratory as rapidly al is

i

miner)*

practicable, within 4 hours of.aesuggested maximum expiration
of time between collection and delivery. Temperature of sample
should not existed 40° F.

0
,

Minimum of 3 slices

Bread

Sample should be packed in a sealed plattic bag and placed in a
protective outer container or be submitted at an entire unopened
loaf.

Chemical-

_..

'-

Minimum of 200 ml
in sterile container

.., Bulk fluid and frozen
dairy products, fresh

(6640-408-9195)

Fluid 'samples will be treated as bottled fluid dairy products
above and frozen deaserts will be treated as packaged frozer
i
desserts below.

.Bacteriological, chemical Ind/ or microscopic
Butter
Bacteriological, chemical
and/or microscopic

I pound in original con-

Samples shall be refrigerated, if submitted during warm weather,

tainer or sealed plastic
bags.

and no moisture allowed to enter sample container. If mailed,
container 8115-682-6525 will be utilized.

1/2 pound in original container inside of sealed
plastic bag

add a preservative. Sample may be shipped
unrefngerated or packed in dry ice (preferred method durtng hot
weather).

_

Cheese, natural and
-procesa

-

.

Do not

Chemical
Cottage cheese

,

Minimum of a 10-gram

Submitted in original container or in container 6640-408-9195,

sample

or similar container, either refrigerated or preserved with
formalin.

Chemical

Dry milk

.

A representative sample should be aseptically submitted to the

Onginal container or 1
pound in sterile container

laboratoq.

Bacteriological and
chemical
_

aporated milk
eriological and
c
kat

Two cans from each lot

Flour

Minimum of 50 yams in
original container or

Chemical

container 6640-408-9195

,..

.

Packaged to prevent damage during transit

'
,

Packaged to prevent damage during transit .

iii
Fluid and frozen dairy
products, preservative

Minimum of 120 ml in

A representative portion of the fluid sample will be uaed to

sterile container (6640-

added

405-6400

completely fill the bottle. The frozen sample will be melted and a
representative portion placed into the bottle. All bottl.a.zhall be

checked prior to shipment to insure that no air bubbibe are
present. Pre=nCe of preservative and quantity must be noted on
label. The preservative of choice LI !cc of 270 Merthiolate per 120

Chemical and ,' or intcroscope

Beef, ground or boneless
Chemical

cc of fluid milk.

.
1 pound in sealed plastic-

Collect portions at regular intervab, regrind with a meat grinder,

bag and outer mailing

mix well and-place .approximately 1 pound in airtight glass

CM

container Of plastic bags. To prevent decompositon during warm

weather, add 2 ml formalin per lb

rabies

Ihe head- of a suspected rabid animal shall be delivered by
riiiftenger; whenever possible, or expressed to the laboratory.

Biological

condilions

Animals suspected of

Entire brain

Maierial from rabies suspect anunals cannot be mailed under an)
,

10
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TABLE I (Continued)
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMISSION OF LABORATORY SAMPLES
----INSTRUCTIONS

SPECI ha% AND
OF ANALYSIS

AMOUNT

...
_

1. The head will be placed ma watert ight contamer which is thi
placed nude a leakprocif container. Sufficient toe should I
decompositu
. placed around the inner container to prevent
from oceurring. Use sufficient water ice, depending on leng
of shipping time The outer containers shall be labeled to
indicate its dangerous contents. Shipments will be arrangt

,

at
with the Express Company so ihat they wsll not arrive
destination on Sundays

/

ir
_
.--t

,

Otromargann

, Od, vegetable salad

.1 pound in 'anginal carton or sealed plastic bag

Paskaged to prevent damage in transit and it not submitted,
original carton, shipped in container 8115-682-6525 ft
protection of bottle

One container or 250 ml

Packaged to prevent breakage in transit.

1 pound or 6 links m

Sampk will be submitted in a tightly sealed container and, if

Chemical

Sausage, bologna frank-

furters, liverwurst, pork,

sealed plastic bags

and salami

preservative is necessary, 2 rnlof formal, n perlb of sample will t
uscd

Chemical \
Tomato puree

1 pint in original contamer or full container

Chemical

6640-408-9195

ozen dairy products,
fkimh, frozen

Unopened container
( Ih-pt minimum)

Packaged to prevent breakage in transit
t.

Samples will be submitted in original unoPened contain<

packaged m drnice so that the speclment arrive frozen and an
insulating material ut does not contaminate thc specimen

Bacteriological, chemical
and 'or microscopic

Specimens vs,11 not be allowed to thaw during transit Ttv
specimens are needed (or each sample submitted to enable bot

Two unopened containers

Homogenized milk,
frozen

bacteriological and chemical analysts

Bacterial, chemical

/3nd/or microicopic
41

Sarnpk should be placed in the glass container tightly sealed ant
packaged in container 81/5-682-6525 Metal containers shouh
not bc utilized unkss submitted in eriginal unopened container

Minimum of I pound in

Lard and shortening
Chemical

unopened container or
sealed ptastic bag

Mayonnaise arid salad

Minimum of 1 pint

Submit in unopened original container packed to prever
breakage

dresaing

Chemical

Meat and noodles or
meat and spaghetti

,

Packaged to prevent breakage in transit

4 ounces in original
,
container

Chemical

Bactenologlea

Submit sealed refrigerated container within 4 hours of coilect ;or

Sealed container

Milk containers

1

ts

II

1 trz

,

certainly be too large to include in this text.
However, there are four other types of specimens

that we should discuss briefly because of our
responsibility in caring for Government-owned
animals.
64, Bacterial Specimens. As you know, there are
many bacterlia and they are everywhere. When you
-,-collect specimens of animal tissue to submit to the
lab for bacteriological analyses, be sure to use sterile
instruments. The skin where you make the incision
4.

should be thoroughly disinfected. Remove the
,---testirBIting your best sterile technique. Place the
specimen

in

a wide-mouth jar and keep

it

refrigerated until it is delivered to the laboratory.
6-5. Hiatopathology Specimens. H istopathology
specimens are generally collected in blocks not more
than 5/ 10 centimeter thick. You should then place

them in a clean iiideettiouth jar of 10 percent
formalin. Allow the tissues to fix for 12 to 24 hours,
.Transfer the tissues to a clean polyethylene bag or
other suitable container, such as a rubber condom
containing 10 percent formalin. A word of

\cautionbe certain you submit such specimens to
.

the histopathology center designated for your base.
6-6. Toxicological Specimens. When poisoning
is involved, select stomach contents, blood, liver,
kidneys, urinary bladder, and parts of the intestines.

7. Laboratory Procedures

Securely seal them in a polyethylene bag and

7-1. Theree:Pare hundreds of tests that can be used
for the analysis of food items. They fall p arily
into two groups: chemical and bactericilogi . The

preserve them by freezing. When submitting these

specimens to the laboratory, pack them in a
generous amount of dry ice to assure their arriving
at the laboratory in a frozen state.
6-7, Virus Specimens. For viral studies, submit

number and type of these

tissms specimens preserved in a sterile solution of 50
percent buffered saline and 50 percenftlyctrin, and

packed in dry ice. Serum specimens should be
frozen immediately and should remain frozen until
they reach the laboratory. Before submitting these
specimens, make certain you are sending them to a

ones, In the latter case, you would no doubt be
sending food samples to a laboratory, requesting
that specific analyses be performed on them.
7-2. Chemical Analyses. Chemical tUts are used
to determine the presence of and/or concentration
of chemical contaminants or additives in food, the
pe rce n t a ge composition of eertain opmary

laboratory that has the capability of identifying
viruses.

by base

veterinary offices varies &Kay thro hout tht Air
Force, At one base you might be aske
perform
many different tests, some of them rath complex.
At another, you might just perform a few simple

,

6-8. You may be required to submit other
specimens to a laboratory for analysis. If so, don't
guess at the proper technique or method of

ingredients, or the pH of certain fd1t1 items. Many
of these tests _are performed by special laboratories
which provide this service to .Air Force veterinary
offices. You should be familiar with some common
tests that you might be called upon to perform.
7-3. Probably the greatest ust of chemical testa in
the veterinary service is in the analysis of certain

collection; be certain. In fact, you shoul+1 consult the
proper aut hori t y, before ju bm it t i ng all specimens, to

make sure that you comply with local or area
laboratory requirements. Someone's life could well
depend on the accuracy of the laboratory's analyses.

`.

properties of dairy products, such as aci ity and
,wecific gravity, Some of these will. bc6vered in
Nolume 4, Not all chemical tests, h
ver, are for
dairy products: The following tes is performed
'during the inspection of oysters.
7-4. Factors that determine the pH of oyster
liquor. The acidity of oyster liquor (liquid in which
they are packed) is tests to deteine
rm the quality of

a shipment. lot, or co taer
m of shucked oysters
(removed from the she 1). Shucking does not kill
oysters
12
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lately. The time they stay alive

i. Using a sterile 11-ml. pipette, trahsfer 11 ml. of

pouring each plate, sterilize the lip of the agar flask

the diluted' sample from dilution bOttle No. 2 to
dilution bottle No. 3. Discard the pipette, replace
the stopper, and shake the dilution bottle.
j. Using a sterile 1.1-ml. pipette, transfer I ml.
from dilution bottle No. 2 to a sterile petri

by xposing it to a flame.
n. Allow the agar in the petri dishes to solidify,

marked with sample number, date, and 1200.
Discard the pipette.
k. Using a sterile 1.1-ml. Pipette, transfer 0.1 ml.

from dilution bottle No. 3 to another petri dish
marked with sample number, date and 1/1,000.
1. Transfer the remaining I ml. in thepipette used
in step k to the third petri diih, marked with sample
number, date, and I / 1,000. Discard/the pipette.

m. Add about 10 to 12 ml. of liquefied agar (at
44° C. to 46° C.) to each plate. Pour 'dilution control

No. I, then the three rnilk dilution plates, and last

the dilution controls, No. 2, and No. 3. This

Invert them, and place them in an incubator at 32°
C. or 35° C. for 48 hours plus or minus 3 hours.
o. Counting procedures. Select plates containing
between 30 and 300 colonies and count all colonies,
including those of pinpoint size. Multiply_ the

number found by the dilution factor. ROW
colonies per ml. (_____.. samples) or
colonies per gm." (ice cream and frozen desserts).

7-9. For counts on solid foods (meats or
vegetables), weigh 50 gm. of sample into 450 mL of

sterile water in a sterile mechanical blender and
blend for 2 minutes; then let the blended material
stand for 2 minutes. Resuspen&the sample,.and
pipette an 11-ml. p4titinto 99 nil. of sterile water.
Prepare and plate I /
and 1/1000 dilutions. as
described previously and incubate the plates for 3 to

procedure will give a check on agar sterility before
and after pouring the milk dilution plates. Before

4 days, at 30° C. to 32° C; count all colonies and
express as
colonies per gam."
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CHAPTER 3)

Food Technology
MILITARY MISSIONS hinge upon

the

chemical, or radiological contamination, and this
spoilage may not always be easily detected:
Customs and eating habits influence food
acceptability. For example, limburger cheese and
aged beef are acceptable to some people, but are
violently rejected by others. In meeting our food
inspection responsibilities, we must consider not
only the aspect of acceptability, as represented by
the esthetic values of a food's appearance, taste,

availability of wholesome food for troops. But
much of the world's food is spoiled by microbes, or
is contaminated or destroyed by insects, rats, and

other vermin. So food preservation and other
aspects of food technology are important to you.
2. In -this chapter, you will learn to relate food
technology to the performance of your tasks. We
will discuss:

odor, and color, but we must give even greater
emphasis to the identification of spoilage or

a. Purposes of food preservation.

b. Methods of preservation (drying,

contamination that may cause illness. Let's look at
some significant factors affecting or causing

refrigeration, freezing, canning, radiation,
fermentation, curing, and using food additives).
c. Packing and packaging materials.
d. Cold storage practices.
e. Dry storage practices.
Inspection of canned goods.

spoilage.

11-3. Food composition affects spoilage. Dry
storage foods (sucb as flour, sugar, cereals, and
beans), which are physically inert, usually do not
spoil unless contaminated by vermin, water,

We will begin the chapter with a discussion of the
specific aims of food preservation.

radioactivity, poison's, or chemicals.

Sem iperishable foods (such as potatoes, apples, and
nuts), which contain water or volatile ingredients,
may remain unspoiled for relatively long periods if
they are properly stored. Because meats, milk, fish,
poultry, fruits, vegetables, and eggs contain bacteria

11. ?urp000s of Food Presarvation

II-1. The military services enjoy several
advantages from using preserved foods. For
instance, such seasonal foods as strawberries are

and their associated enzymes in a semiliquid

made available at any season of the year, at any

environment, they are considered perishable and

viorldwide base, surplus foods can be preserved for

must be either processed or refrigerated for storage.
Spoilage proceeds more rapidly in any food that has

use in years of shortages, and properly preserved
foods can be moved to geographical areas where

a relatively neutral pKor one that contains a high

these supplies are either short or nonexistent.

percentage of water along with medium to lo*

Members of the armed forces enjoy the luxury of
having meats, fruits, and vegetables in the freezing
units or in cans on the dining hall pantry shelves. In

amounts of sugar or salt. The chemical structure of

the food is yet another factor that may either
accelerate or decelerate food spoilage. However,
this depends upon the combinations and nature of
the food spoilage.
1 1-4. Microorganisms cause spoilage.
Microorganisms are an important factor in food
spoilage. The degree of spoilage and the rapidity
with which they can cause it depend upon several

order for this to continue, your knowledge and
actions must help do 4tese three things: (1) prevent
the spoilage of food, (2) preserve its nutrients, and
(3) prevent its contamination.
11-2. Prevention of Spoilage. The primary aim
of food preservation is to prevent food spoilage. But
what is spoilage? Food is considered spoiled when
microorganisms and enzymes have broken down

environmental conditions, such as the temperature,
oxygen availability, and humidity. When optimum

the organic material of its structures and have

conditions exist, microorganisms multiply very
rapidly; thus spoilage occurs at a very rapid rate.

altered it to such an extent that discriminating
people will not accept it for consumption. Yet foods

The principle of food preservation is to produce an
environment that is not conducive to the growth of
the organisms present.

considered as acceptable from a taste or esthetic
standpoint may be harmful because of microbial,
24
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in the most undesirable changes in food quality.

cases, molds use only the carbohydrate or sugar in
the food product.

Usually it is protein breakdown that causes a cheesy
or rancid odor, while the breakdown of

acidity is nearly neutral; yeasts can tolerate slightly

11-5. Bacterial decomposition of proteins results

carbohydrates produces a sour, gassy type of
spoilage. The type of decomposition (and its related
odor) results from the type of byproduct liberated
by the organisms as they feed on the food nutrients.
Bacteria convert protein into various nitrogenottS
compounds that have extremely obnoxious odors.
With regard to fat, bacteria separate the fatty acids,

and produce a variety of odors. Bacteria convert
carbohydrates into both acids and carbon dioxide
gas. In all of these instances, the decompositional
reactions are affected by the presence of moisture,
such environmental conditions as oxygen
availability and amount of light, and by various
chemical factors. Sometimes these latter factors

11-8. Generally, bacteria prefer foods whose

acid foods; molds can tolerate and grow in
extremely acid foods. For example, milk, meat, and
seafoods (pH 6.7 to 7.0) are most likely to be spoiled

by bacteria. Fruit juicp and other acid foods (pH
3.5 to 4.5) containing fermentable carbohydrate are
more subject to yeast spoilage, since the acidity
helps to prevent bacterial growth. Rhubarb,
cranberries, and similar hithly acid foods (pH 2.ftto
3.2) are more apt to be spoiled by Molds, since-this
extremely acid pH usually prevents the growth of
ycast and bacteria. Normally, pathogenic

organisms do not grow in those foods wits a pH
lower than 4.5 and often die in foods with a pH
below 4.5.

environmental factor concerning spoilage by

it.

11-6. To elaborate upon the mitigating factors in

microorganisms but don't be misled by the

food spoilage, you might begin with moisture

discussion of thNanger range (45° F. to 140° F.)

conditions. For instance, bacteria must have their

covered in the miCilobiology chapter of this CDC.
Although it is tkr that disease-producing
microorganisms V-CON At within this temperature
range, other microorganisms responsible for food
spoilage grow in foods at temperatures above and
below, as well as within, the 45° F.A6 140° F. range.

food in a soluble form. By removing available
moisture, you can control microbial growth. This
can be done either by reducing the water content in
the food product or by limiting its availability from

outside sources. In the lint situation, there are

-14
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1.1-9. Temperature is an important

hasten decomposition and in other cases they retard

several choices in the method to be used. Sugar or
salt may be added; this causes some of the water in
the bacteria to be withdrawn, therefore making it
unavailable to the bacteria. The food may be frozen,
changing the water to a solid and, again, reducing its
availability. In any case, you May reduce bacterial
action if you can keep the moisture content below 10

to 15 percent. This percentage varies widely,
depending upon the particular food product, the
amount of nutrients in solution, the interactions-of
integral chemicals, and othet environmental
factors. Generally, yeasts require slightly less
moisture than bacteria, while molds (fungi) require
only a very small amount of moisture. Molds can
often grow on a quite dry product if the humidity is
high.

11-10. Relatively high environmental
temperatures permit only the growth of
thermophilic organisms. Thermophilic bacteria
cause spoilage of milk held at high temperatures,
and of canned goods cooled too slowlyoaftep
processing. Thermophilic yeasts and molds are
few to present a special problem.

itt

11-11. Bad tastes and odors develop in milk from

the activity of psychrophilic organisms. Even at
-temPeratures of 32° F. or slightly higher, molds
grow in meats, eggs, cheese, fruits, and vegetablei.
Bacteria tolerant to low temperature usually grow
slowly. Yet, if adequate moisture is present,
bacterial slime may form on meats, eggs may rot,
and poultry, fish, and milk spoil in a matter of days
even when stored under refrigeration.

11-12. EnzymePspoil food. Bacteria produce
enzymes that cause food spoilage; but generally,

11-7. Let us consider further the application of
salt Or sugar to food products in an effort to control
bacterial activity. Certain concentrations of either
can control most if not all microbial growth. Some
bacteria are adaptable, and may grow in saturated
salt or sugar solutions. Generally, gram-negative
bacteria are inhibited by an 8-percent or stronger
salt concentration, while a few gram-positive types
will grow in saturated salt solutions. Most diseaseproducing or pathogenic bacteria are inhibited hy
15 percent ot higher salt concentrations, and by 25
percent or higher sugar solutions. Molds, on the
other hand, are resistant to higher concentrations of
sugar, since they do not require water in the food
itself but, rather, can extract it from the air. In such

when we speak of enzymatic spoilage, we refer to the

enzymes normally present in food rather than to
those produced as a byproduct of bacterial spoilage.
Enzymes are organic substances produced in cells.
They are capable of inducing chemical changes in
the substrate while remaining unchanged
themselves (a substrate is a substance acted upon).
Enzymes, like bacteria, are affected by such

environmental factors as temperature, pH, and

chemicals (including salts). Certain carbohydrate
foods contain amylase, an enzyme that can change
starches to sugar (for example, the enzymatic action

that softens apd sweetens Irish potatoes). Other
enzymes found in living cells arc called autolytic,
25
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which means that they act on the tissues of their
food, and cituse it to break down or spoil. Many

chemical release of carbon dioxide (not related to
bacterial growth) in canned syrups and molasses

enzymes can be controlled to perform useful

products; this causes tlw cans to bulge, yet the

functions, as in the case of the enzymes used to
tenderize beef in the process of producing what is

product is neither dangeroui nor unacceptable from
an edibility standpoint.
11-16. Preservation of Nutrients. So ffir we have
stated that the primary aim of preserving food is to
prevent spoilage. There are Qther secondary aims.
The nutrients of the food must also be preserved.
Included are carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins;and
fats. Carbohydrates are attacked by molds, yeasts,

called "aged beef." In the processing of dehydrated

foods, moisture is removed to a level whereby
enzymes do not act on the fat and other ingredients.
Unless the moisture content is well below I percent,

unwanted changes will be produced in the food.
However, such undesirable enzyme -activity can
frequently be prevented by other means, such as
blanching or heating the product slightly or by
adding acids to lower pH.
I 1-13. Oxidation-caused spoilage.

and bacteria. Bacteria or enzymes decompose
proteins. Heat, light, and oxygen tend to destroy
vitamins and make fats rancid. The rate at which
these nutrients are spoiled by bacteria, molds,

Another

cause of foot spoilage is oxidation, a natural

yeasts, and enzynrs is determined by the pH of the
food, amount of moisture and free oxygen
available, temperature, light, and chemicals added
to the food.

process in which oxygen combines with certain
chemicals in the food and gives the food an
undesirable flavor and color. The most noticeable
spoilage that results from oxidation is associated

11-17. Prevention of Contamination. Food
contamination can occur before, during, and after

with the rancidity of fats. Other oxidative spoilages

that often go unnoticed are decreases in vitamin
content, changes in flavor, and changes in color.

processing. When fruits or vegetables are first
harvested, their skins may already contain
contaminants deposited by birds, insects, rodents,
or other vermin. Furthermore, contamination may
result from putting foods into unclean boxes, crates,

Increases in temperature accelerate oxidation as do
increases of air penetration or other enhancement of

oxygen. Oxidation can be partially controlled
(though not completely) in certain foOds (fats, in
particular) by adding chemicals called antioxidants.
These work by preventing the combining of oxygen
with the food components.

.

11-14. Pathogenic food spoilage. Most disease-

producing organisms that grow in food do, not

or other containers. During the slaughter of an
animal, its meat may be contaminated by the
butchering tools or by the hands of employees.
While fruits, vegetables, and meats are being
processed, they can pick up additional
contaminants, particularly if insects and rodents are

noticeably affect its odor, color, flavor, or texture.

not controlled or if other appropriate sanitation

An occasional notable exception occurs with

measures are not observed in the processing,plant.
After it has been processed, a food can be

Clostridium botulinum. These orpnisms produce a

deadly poison and sometimes (but not always)
result in invisible spoilage of the food as well.

contaminated during transit or storage if rough
handling causes its container to break or if the

Though rare in commercially canned foods, many
other preserved foods do contain living disease-

container is penetrated by insects, birds, rodents, or

their excreta. Thus you see that the prevention of
food contamination requires continual vigilance

producing organisms. Even though they are not
spoiling the food nor growing, these disease-

throughout its procurement, processing, shipment,
and storage. This will become increasingly apparent

firoducing organisms live for some time. Then when

the condition of the preserved food is altered to
'hake the environment again acceptable to the
pathogeni, they resume activity and can cause

to you as we discuss the various methods of food
processing.

illness. One good example of this is the salmonella
organisms surviving in dried eggs. Once the dried

12. Methods of Preservation

eggs are reconstituted with water or milk, the
organisms resume growth and are capable of

12-1. Using ill available knowledge of food
spoilage factors, you cah prolong the life of foods.
You must also keep in mind that in preserving the
item, you can change its odor, flavor, or appearance
to the extent that the item is no longer desirable or
usable. Although other methods of preserving foods
also alter the item, the general public has learned to
ccept and enjoy the end result. Examples of items
that have been changed because of being preserved
and are then considered to be more acceptable than
e fresh product are pickles, salt pork, sugar cured

causing outbreaks of salmonellosis.
11-15. Chemical spoilage. The most prevalent
chemical reaction is that of an acid food reacting
with the iron in the san causing a hydrogen swell.
Highly acid foods, such as canned fruits,
sauerkraut, etc, are the most likely to be affected by
hydrogen swells. There are other lesser known types
of chetnical spoilage factors. One involves sulfurco ntaining foods (corn, for example) that turn black
because of the reaction of the sulfur with iron of the
can. Another fairly common occurrence is the

h ms, and raisins. Our discussion of the various
methods of preservation begins with drying.
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12-2. Drying. Being largely water, foods are
readily subject to spoilage, since bacteria, yeasts,
molds, and enzymes are active in a moist medium.
By removing water you can slow down or prevent
spoilage. For example, few bacteria and yeasts will
grow in food with a water content as low as 30
percent by weight. In a food with a water content of
no more than 10 percent, most molds will not grow.
With 1 percent water or less, the action of enzymes
in food will be greatly retarded if not inactivated.
The dehydration of foods, then, has a considerable
effect upon their ability to resist spoilage.

12-3. Water is removed from food by these
methods: atmospheric drying, vacuum drying, and
freeze 'drying. Associated with each of these
processes are such disadvantages as changes in the
porosity, flavor, and color of the food. Because of
changes in porosity, dried foods often take a long

12-8. To blanch means to expose to shot water.
Blanching fruits and vegetables makes them ealier
to peel, cleans them, shrinks them by removing gas,
and stops enzymatic action.
12-9. Sulfuring does not kill bacteria, but it does
have a marked bacteriostatic effect, and as we have
already pointed out, sulfuring also helps to reduce
ihe darkening of 'foods caused by drying.
12-10. Atmospheric drying. Drying in the air is
the oldest method of food preservation.
Throughout many centuries foods were dried in the
sun. Among these foods were the cereal grains,
fruits, and meats (in the form of jerky).
Atmospheric drying methods include sun drying,
kiln drying, tunnel drying; drum drying, and spray
drying.

12-11. Sun drying

is

our oldest method of

preserving food. Since grains are not harvested until

the sun has removed much of their moisture, they
are, in effect, sun dried for preservation. Other
foods are hung on racks or spread on trays so that
they are directly exposed to the sun. Dried apricots,
peaches, plums, and grapes are produced by this
method. The moisture conteni is reduced to 18-24
percent. Since this methodof drying is subject to the
whims of the weather, we have no positive control
over the process. Furthermore, sun drying exposes
foods to possible contamination.
12-12. In kiln drying, foodstuff is placed on

time to rehydrate. Becaust of the evaporation of
certain volatile substances, the flavor of food may
escape or may change during drying. Because of a

combination of amino acids and the reducing
sugars, fruits and some vegetables often darken

when exposed to air during the drying .process. To
reduce darkening caused by drying, fruits are often
treated with sulfur dioxide (sulfuring) or sodium
bisulfite (sulfiting).
12-4. As well as having similar disadvantages,
the different drying processes have many similar

slotted or perforated floors above a source of heat in
a room called a kiln. Potatoes and apples art dried
in this way. The moisture content is reduced 18-24
percent.

steps in processing (unit operations) that are
common. Let's discuss these before we take up any
of the individual drying processes.

12-5. Steps in processing. Included in the unit
operations are washing, trimming, dividing,
blanching, sulfuring, and packaging. First, fruits
and vegetables are washed to remove contaminants
and lower,theload of microorganisms. This renders
their preservation easier. Before eggs are shelled,
and before various fruits are processed, they often
are washed in a 0.5 to 2.0 percent lye water solution.
The lye breaks down the waxy or fatty coating on
the eggs or fruit and makes it much easier to remove
soil. In the case of fruits, it also makes dehydration

12-13. Tunnel drying takes place in a tunnel
about 35 to 40 feet long and 6 feet wide. The
foodstuff is placed in trays, which are Stacked on
trucks or on meshed conveyor belts at the tunnel

entrance. As the trucks or belts move slowly
through the tunnel, forced hot air is applied. The
moisture content is reduced 7-8 percent. This
method is used to dry fruits and vegetables.
12-14. Drum drying is used for liquid foods that
have the consistency of puree. It is spread in a thin
layer over the surface of a heated, revolving-drum.

easier. Such products as wheat, oats, and other

When dried, the food is scraped off the drum with a
blade. The drum may or may not be enclosed in a
vacuum chamber to reduce the drying time. Foods
dried by this method include milk, fruit juices, and
certain vegetable purees.
12-15. Spray d7ins is the most efficient method

grains are not washed during processing since they
are naturally dehydrated, and washing with water
would only ruin the preservation proceis already
accomplished.
12-6. Fruits, vegetables, and meats are trimmed
to remove bruised, wilted, and other undesirable
parts. The trimming process, especially if it is done
manually, is always a possible source of
contamination thr foodstuffs.
12-7. After fruits and vegetables are trimmed,
they are usually halved, sliced, or diced in
'preparation for drying. Cereal grains, however, are
dried before they are divided, that is, ground into
flour or meal. The dividing proceis, whether done

of dehydrating liquids. Foods in the form Of
solutions or suspensions are atomized into a stream
of heated air. This method is used to dry milk and
eggs. It reduces the moisture content to as low as 2
percent.
12-16. Vacuum drying. Low heat applied in a
partial vacuum is used for drying foods that would
be damaged by high processing temperatures. In
this process the food is exposed to a relatively low
heat in a closed chamber under reduced pressure.

manually or ty machines, is another source of
possible contamination.
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oxidative rancidity of the fat in meats. Thus,
unloading, nitrogen permeates the porous tissu
and excludes oxygen and water. Packaging the
product is still another critical process. The
packages must first be flushed with nitrogen or

Included in the foods dried by this method are
soluble coffee, fruit juices, and milk.
12-17. Reeze 'drying. In the freeze-drying

'process, the foodstuff is quick-frozen and the
resulting ice is transformed into water vapor by
sublimation (a piocess of converting water in the

carbon dioxide to remove oxygen. The packaging
material must be moistureproof and lightproof and
must be protective against abrasion from external
forces. Boxes should be packed with desiccants to
prevent the absorption of moisture.
12-23. Freeze drying appears to be the ultimate

solid state to water vapor Without its passing
through die liquid state). Sublimation is produced
by the proper control of temperature and pressure
during freeze drying. The steps jncluded in freeze

drying are freezing, vacuumizing and heating,
removing vapoi, breaking the vacuum, and

method of maintainine the functional taste and
storage stability of certain foods. Foods that may be
considered for pieservation by this method include

packaging.
12-18. The quick-freezing technique that freezes
the product occurs in a range from 0° C. to 5° C. in
less than 2 hours. Meat items frozen by this process

'various meats, many fruits and vegetables, and
numerous seafoods. This method is of great
advantage to the Armed Forces because it gives us

should not be over 1/2 inch thick. After the *duct
is frozen solid, it is placed in a chamber that is
vacuumized and heated to remove the moisture.
12-19. As we previously mentioned, freeze
drying is 'done through sublimation. This is the

food products that approximate canned foods in
storage stability and surpass them in quality. Freeze
drying also reduces transportation costs, since the

weight is lessened through the removal of water.
However, it seldom reduces space requirements,
because freeze-dehydrated foods usually have the

point where ice changes to steam. Sublimation
occurs when the temperature is 212° F. at an
absolute pressure of one atmosphere, which is
boiling at sea level. Under less pressure, as in a
vacuum chamber or at high altitudes, less heat is

same volume as do. their fresh or frozen
counterparts. An additional freature of this

processing method is that because their size is the
same, their rehydrated appearance is much closer to
that of the original product than is the appearance
of canned or other types of processed foods.

required to accomplish the same process. The actual
temperature used in freeze drying is determined by

the temperature that the food can tolerate without
being burnt or damaged. The temperature/pressure
combination at which 'sublimation occurs is not

12-24. To assist in a nutritional survey of freeze=
dried foods, begin by reviewing all contract
specifications doncerning the food and its
packaging and packing, plus any additional

easy to obtain for it must be within the piece of fuod
that is being dried rather than only in the

atmosphere surrounding the food.
12-20. Heat sources for freeze drying include
steam coils, steam-heated platens, infrared rays,
electric-heated plates, and heated drums. The
amount of heat added to the frozen food must be
strictly controlled and all the heat must be used in

documentary mateilal that may hae accompanied
the test requests. nce you are familiar with the
contract requirements, you can then evaluate the
adequacy of the packaging and packing materials,
the amount of waste during preparation, the flavor,
the rehydration characteristics, and the
acceptability of' the food by the consumer.

the process of changing the water from ice to steam.

No heat can be left to raise the food product

Rehydration should be performed in a manner

temperature. even the slightest degree until food is

suited to the particular food. Normally rehydration
of freeze-dried food occurs at a faster rate than it
does in those that were dehydrated by other means.
This characteristic is made possible by the fact that
freeze-dried toods are more porous and their cell

completely dry. All during this drying process,

moisture extracted from the product must be
continually removed from the chamber.
12-21. Two ways to remove %;apor from the
chamber are with the steam augmentor and ejector
system and with the internal refrigerated surface-

structure has suffered less damage or distortion
than in other means of dehydration used today.
12-25. When freeze-dried foods are rehydrated
they are subject to spoilage by bacteria, molds,

condensing system. The steam augmentor and
ejector system extracts the vapor directly from the
cabinet. The internal refrigerated surface-

yeasts, and enzymet This is true even if rehydration
occurs accidentally. Thus freeze-dried foods, as well

condensing S'ystem may be located within the
vacuum drying chamber or in a separate chamber.
With this system, vapors leaving the drier pass over
the condenser, and the water vapor freezes on the
outside surface. The vacuum must then be broken
so that the product can be removed from the drier.

as other types of dried foods, must be protected
from moisture and other causes of spoilage.
12-26. Packaging, protection, and storage.
During processing, fruits, vegetables, and meats are
enclosed in suitable containers o prevent damage,
contamination, and spoilage. nce dried foods are
hygroscopic (water-a bs
g), these containers

12-22. The vacuum must be broken in an
atmosphere of dry nitrogen because free oxygen
absorbed by the dried product will produce

must be waterproof. Containers should also be
28
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lightproof if the foodstuff has vitamins that are
destroyed by sunliOt. Dried food packages must
also be impervious to gas (oxygen). Packages are
made of various types of plastics, aluminum-plastic
laminates, wax paper, and cellophane-plastic
laminates. These packages are protected from

damage by various types of outer containers,
discussed later in this chapter. Further protection is
provided for these packages by storing them in areas
where they are safeguarded from moisture, insects,

rodents, other vermin, birds, excessive light, and
excessive heat. However, dried foods do not require

refrigeration for preservation, as do most foods.
12-27. Refrigeration. Food is often preserved by

refrigeration, with a resulting reduction in the
activity of bacteria, yeasts, molds, enzymes, and
chemical reactions. The oxidation and hydrolysis of
food and the evaporation of its water 'content all
occur slowly at cool temperatures. Bacteria, yeasts,

and molds grow slowly at 32° F. However,
enzymatic activity and chemical reactions do not
stop until the temperature drops to -40° F. or lower.

We see, 'then, that refrigeration of food offers
several advantages. Let's briefly examine the
methods pf refrigeration.
12-28. Ice is used to refrigerate rail cars and to
cool vegetables, poultry, and seafoods. Salt
combined with ice lowers the melting temperature
of the ice and thus increases its cooling capability.
12-29. Dry ice is solid carbon dioxide and has a
temperature of -110° F. It gradually passes from a
solid state into a gaseous state withOut becoming
liquid. It is used in ice cream and frozen food trucks
and may also be used to preserve perishable foods if
the compressor or motor of a refrigerator should
fail. If a large amount of dry ice is used in a chill Or
freezer room, leave the door open for a while before

you enter the room; otherwise, you may be
overcome by a shortage of oxygen because oxygen
can be partially excluded by a high concentration of
carbon dioxide gas. Remember this precaution
because it could save your life or the life of another.
12-30. You are likely more familiar with

mechanical refrigeration than with other types.

Except for size, mechanical refrigeratth are like the

family refrigerator back home and include such
-working parts as motors, compressors, and coils.
Mechanical refrigerators are used to keep foods
Chilled and to insure that frozen foods stay frozen.
12-31. Freezing. Included in the procedural steps
(unit operations) for freezing are washing,

protein. These burns result when the cold dry air of
the freezer dehydrates the meat and deposits its
moisture on the coils of the refrigerator. Such burns
can also result from air pockets in the packages
adjacent to and around the meat, allowing loss of
moisture in the form of condensation deposited on
the inside of the wrapper.
12-33. Procedures. Commercially, food may be
frozen by either blast tunnels or plate freezers. Blast
tunnels Use high-velocity fans to circulate frigid air
for fast and uniform freezing of the food: In plate
freez4rs, each package of food touches plates that
are ili contact .with cooling coils.

12734. Foods are frozen bY' either the sharp
(stow) or the quick method. In the slow process,
from 3 to 72 hours is required to lower the food to
-20° F. This slow method has some disadvantages.
One is that, as freezing progresses, water is

withdrawn from within

the cells

and forms

relatively large ice crystals between them. Upon

thawing, these large crystals melt and the resulting
water seeps out of the product more rapidly than it
can be rettbsorbed by the individual cells. Some of
the large crystals that form inside cells rupture the
cells and allow their liquid content to escape. This

or "drip" removes some of the nutrients
ers
the nutritional value of the product.
and lo
Also, t ere is excessive fluid loss during thawing
and the food will be drier than it otherwise would
have been. Another disadvantage of the slow
process is that it affects the cells walls that are
unbroken. Loss of intecellular water may cause

leach i-n g

minerals to become so concentrated within the cells
that they will not freeie; also, bacterial growth may
occur in the food during the freezing process,
because it takes several hours for the internal
temperature of the food to drop to 15° F. You see,
then, that the slow-freeze method has many

weakuesses,

l2-3,-.5f hese weaknesses are avoided with the
quick-freeze method, which freezes food in 90

minutes or less. In foods frozen by this method, the
ice crystals are small, so the cell walls of the food are

not ruptured. Furthermore, the internal
temperature drops below 15° F. so quickly that
bacteria have little time to grow. After this
processing, however, and while the food is in cold
storage, some deterioration of the food does occur.

12-36. Deterioration of frozen foods. Frozen

foods may deteriorate as a consequenee of too high

storage temperatures, fluctuating temperatures,
improper hum id ity, microorganism growth,
a
enzyme activity, chemical reactions, or
We
will
briefly
combination of any or all of these.
discuss each of these spoilage factors.
12-37. If frozen foods are to be stored for their
maximum stored life, the storage temperature must
be optimally low and constant. Temperature
fluctuation causes conditions very similar to those
that occur during slow freezing, since it produces

trimming, dividing, and packaging. These steps
have already been discussed in a general way;
however, we shall examine some of the special
considerations for packaging frozen foods and the
procedures for freezing the food.
12-32. To prevent freezer burn, the packages for
frozen foods should be gas-impervious and should

have no air pockets. Freezer burns on meat are
brown spots caused by the denaturization of the
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large ice crystals and the attendant nutritional
deterioration. Depending upon their extent, the
fluctuations may also accelerate enzymatic and
chemical reactions. In the case of variations in
relative humidity, when humidity is too low,
insufficient moisture ,dries the stored food. In

Storage Temperature

0° F,
5° F.

to control by any theans other than suitable
packaging. When the humidity is below optimum,
freezer burn results if the packaging is not intact.

While freezer burn is a harmless condition, it

1 year

5 months

10° F.
15° F.

6 weeks
3 weeks

20* F.
Above 20° F.

I week
2 to 3 days

freezers, the effects of humidity changes are difficult

Id /

Time Requited for Slight
Lessening of Qualtty
(Off-Flavor)

12-42. Before leaving the storage of frozen foods,

is

let'4 point out several additional important facts.

esthetically unacceptable and is irreversible.
12,38. At temperatures above 15° F., molds and
other organisms may grow rapidly enough to spoil

a. The longer the storage, the larger the ice
crystal, so remember FIFO (first in, first out) for all
frozen items.

food, but at temperatures below 15° F., most
bacteria, yeasts, and molds stop growing. Some

b. The greater the temperature fluctuation, the
larger the crystals, so make certain that freezer
doors are kept open no longer than absolutely

'bacteria may grow at 0° F., but not enough to cause
spoilage. Evert though.freezing can slightly decreass.
the number of vegetative organisms, their number
can increase again when the food is thawed if it is
not stored under conditions suitable for any fresh
product,
12-39. Freezing stops the action of most enzymes
but does not destroy them. When food is restored to

necessary.

c. Freezing food will not reverse damage already
done, so don't try to freeze partially spoiled food to

rejuvenate it. r
d. No microorganisms will grow in ice crystals,
but they will grow in the unfrozen fat of some frozen
Meats.
e. Any microorganisms that grow in foods while

normal temperature, the enzymes resume their
activity, Enzymatic action may lower the vitamin

content and food value and change the texture,

they are frozen are not pathogenic; they make the
food taste bad, but they are not injurious to health.
f In the freezer, nutrient loss is progressive and

appearance, and flavor of food.
12.-40. Chemical reactions are also reduced as

surebeef and nonfatty fish .are good for 6 to 7

food temperature is lowered. Such reactions include

months, and fatty fish are good for 5 months (under
ideal storage conditions).
g. Don't load an open-top (display-type) freezer,
unit above the load line arrow. The top layer may
thaw,
12-43, Defrosting. As we have already pointed
out, foods should be frozen rapidly so that the ice
crystals are small, cell walls remain unbroken, and

color changes, fat oxidation (rancidity), vitamin
destruction (by oxlidation or other reactions), flavor
changes, and many others. Remember that
chemical reactions do continue in frozen foods but
at a slower rate. This is the reason that even those
frozen foods stored under optimum conditions do

not retain their quality indefinitely, but, instead,

slowly deteriorate to the point where they are
unacceptable to the consumer. Both excessive
dehydration and freezer burn can accelerate
oxidation, since the removal of wpter from the
surface tissue permits oxygen penetration to a'

the cells retain most of their moisture. But what
about thawing? Frozen beef and pork should be
thawed slowly in the refrigerator so that the cells
have time to reabsorb any moisture they have lost
during freezing. Fish should be thawed rapidly,
preferably by cooking, since slow thawing may

greater depth within the food. Hence there may be
very pungent areas of rancid fat immediately under
the freezer-burn area. \gain the best prevention is

denature fish protein. Thawing by cooking is a must
for frozen vegetables and certain fruits. Some meat,
too, may be cooked from the frozen state provided it
is started directly from the frozen state,

optimally low and constant frozen food storage
temperatures.

12-41. Regardless of the storage temperature,
freezing cannot reverse damage already done to
foods. Food keeps its own historya cumulative

12-44. Now consider accidental thawing and
what you can do about it. On occasion, frozen foods

may thaw while in transit. In other instances,
thawing results froth electrical power failure or

record of damage done to it. In storate, the damage
continues at a greater or lesser rate, depending upon

from the mechanical failure of a freezer. In either

the storage temperature. As shown in the chart

event, if failure is likely .1/4) be prolonged, dry ice (if

below, the lower the temperature, the longer it takes
for a food to develop a slight lessening of quality,
(NOTE: The chart is a typical example only and
cannot apply to all foods, since many of them will
retain quality longer than 2 to 3 days, even though
stored above 20° F.)

available) should be used to keep the foods frozen.
If frozen foods begin to thaw in apite of precautions,

what should be done with them? Should they be

refrozen? No! The Air Force has freezers to
maintain previously frozen foods but does not have
blast freeze facilities to quickly refreeze foods.
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Thawed foods would have to be refrozen slowly and
would have time to deteriorate and to develop offodors.
12-45. What, then, should be done with thawed

foods? The answer to this question depends upon
the internal temperature of the foods, the length of
time they have been at this temperature, and the
type of foods. With nondangerous items such as
plain fruits and vegetables, or highly acid items like

sauerkraut, the length of time outside proper
storage temperatures is not as critical as it would be
for more dangerous food items. In this respect, such
foods as creamed meats and some creamed

vegetables are very dangerous and have narrow
margins of safety. If the internal temperature has

b ore the cans are sealed, is done either by using
y heated food or by passing the unsealed can
of o through a liot water bath or steam tunnel.
Preheating drives off gases to give a solidly packed
al

can and helps to blanch the food. After the can is
sealed, heat processing, or restoring as it is called, is
done by placing the sealed can in pressure cookers
and exposing the canned foods to various
combinations of temperatures and time. The
temperature and time to use depend largely upon

the pH of the food product involved. The usual
restoring time and temperature is 3 minutes at
approximately 250° F. if the food is not very acid.
For fairly acid foods, this time and/or temperature

may be reduced. Highly acid foods may not be
subjected to any heat processing. Heat processing
not only destroys undesirable microorganisms but

gone much over 40° F. for over 4 hours, condemn
the food.
12-46. When you know that the particular food is
one that would not spoirin the period of exposure to
improper temperature, the food should be forceissued and used within 24 hours as a chilled-food
item. If the food is still solidly frozen but its internal
temperature ranges upwards to 20° F., it should be
placed in another freezer and the temperature taken
back to 0° F. or to whatever is optimum in your

also cooks -the food to some degree and stops
enzymatic action. The time and temperature of 250°
F. for 3 minutes used in processing nonacid foods is

based upon the fact that this is the minimum
combination capable of killing the bacteria that
cause botulism.
12-51. Following the heat treatment, the cans are
flooded with cold water to cool them quickly. This
stops the cooking and drops the temperature of the

warehouse. The food should be identified by

suitable markings so that it can be issued ahead of
similar products that have not been distressed by
being partially thawed by fluctuating temperatures.
12-47. Forced issues can be authorized only by
the Base Commander upon the recommendation of
the Veterinary Officer or his representative. Such
actions should, of course, be coordinated with the

can to about 95° F. Even though 95° F. is warm
enough to help dry the cans, this temperature is too

low to allow the growth of thermophiles, which
grow rapidly between 115° F. and 125° F. When
canned foods have been adequately processed, they
are called "commercially sterile." This term means
only that under normal conditions there will be no
microorganism growth within the sealed can.

'Commissary Officer and/or the Food Service
Officer. This will insure that the product is used

"Commerically sterile" does not mean that all

within the time limit you specified.
12-48. Canning. Canned goods are the safest of
all preserved foods. Some advantages of canning
are:
a. Seasonal food surpluses can be preserved for
year-round consumption.
b. Foods can be preserVed and used anywhere in
the world.
c. The canned products are available for
consumption with a minimum of preparation.
d. The wastes are removed before canning.
e. Minimum storage space is required.

microorganisms have been killed, as would be the
case with surgical sterility from an autoclave.
12-52. Another form of heat processing now in
general use is called "aspetic canning." In this
process, the food is flash sterilized by being exposed

to surfaces superheated by steam to temperatures
close to 400° F. At the same time the food is being
flash sterilized, the cans and lids are also being flash

sterilized with superheated steam.' The food does
not leave the sterile chamber but is put into the
sterile cans while still in the sterilizing chamber and
the can is sealed under these aseptic conditions. The
result is a basically sterile product that has

12-49. Some specific military advantages of
canned foods are that individual rations have been
developed for use in the field and that the sealed can
protects foods from nuclear, chemical, and
biological contamination.
12-50. Foods to be canned must Ile harvested and
prepared under close supervision. Included in the
processing steps are cleaning, dividing, blanching,
filling cans, preheating, heat processing, and
cooling. Cleaning, dividing, and blanching have
already been discussed in this chapter. The cans are

extremely long keeping qualities. This process is
currently being used primarily to prepare sterilized
milk and other dairy products, such as ice cream
mixes.

12-53: Packaging. Canned food containers are
glass bottles or metal cifns made of tinned steel or of
aluminum. The use of glass is generally limited to
foods that are not highly perishable. The

advantages of glass are that it is cheaper and the

consumer can see the contents( Its disadvantages are

that it breaks easily and that food in it cannot be

filled either by hand or by machine. Preheating,
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processed under high temperatures and pressures.
Cans do not have these disadvantages.
12-54. Cans are manufactured from steel base
plate to which a thin film of pure tin has been coated

electrolytically. Various types of enamels may be
used to protect the interior surface of some cans.
However, many canned food -items are placed in
cans with no enamel coating. Enamels are used to
inhibit undesirable reactions between the metal and
the product. Such reactions may produce hydrogen
swells (hydrogen gas released inside the can) and
discoloration of the product. To be suitable for use
inside cans, the enamels must be nontoxic, must not
react with food, must withstand fabrication without
vhipping or flaking, and finist adhere firmly to the
tin plate.
12-55. Two types of enamel frequently used in
cans are "R enamel" and "C enamel." R enamel is
used for pigmented fruits and vegetables to preserve
their natural color. C enamel, which contains 15

percent finely powered zinc oxide, is used for
canned corn, meat, fish, and poultry products.
Without this enamel, the sulfidesreleased in protein
breakdown react with iron and tin to form black tin

product is not rendered completely sterile.
Perishable foods treated in this way have a longer
shelf life When they are stored under refrigeration.
Exposures of 1,000,000 rads cause certain foods to
lose quality. Large doses of radiation (up to several
million rads) have been used to sterilize some foods

but may cause softening of vegetables'and offflavors in meats and fats. Recent findings indicate
that if foods are irradiated at low temperatures, the
production of such off-flavors is reduced.
Furthermore, findings show that the use of gamma
rays or electrons do not produce radioactivity in
foods.

12-59, Fermentation. During fermentation, the
acid formed lowers the pH of the food and helps to
preserve it. For example, the natural sugar of a food

may be changed by microorganisms (bacteria or
yeasts) to lactic acid, then to alcohol, and finally to
acetic acid. Either lactic or acetic acid will act as a
preservative by lowering the pH of various foods. In
the majority of those foods preserved by
fermentation, the process is accomplished by the
formation of lactic acid rather than by acetic acid.
For example, chere, sauerkraut, olives, etc., are all

preserved by lactic acid. The pH resulting from

and iron sulfides. With the coating of zinc, the
sulfides,react with the zinc to form white zinc
compounds that are not objectionable in
appearance.
12-56. Before leaving our discussion of cans, let's

fermenting foods is adequate to prevent the growth
of all pathogens. It will not prevent the growth of a
few types of spoilage microorganisms, nor will it
effectively stop enzymatic activity, Hence, many

briefly consider the external coatings applied to
some cans to prevent corrosion and to provide

pasteurized and canned or bottle, if indeed they are

fermented foods, such as sauerkraut, must be

camouflage. There are three types of these coatings.

not actually heat processed. Here, let's discuss

Type I is a precoated camouflage paint that is
applied before the fabrication of the can. The side
scams of the can must be painted after retorting
(after the can lias been sealed and its contents

sauerkraut and cheese as examples of processing by
fermentation.

12-60, Sauerkraut production. Sauerkraut

cooked). Type 111 is a postcoated camouflage that is

applied after retorting. It may be applied by
brushing, dipping, or spraying, Type III

is

produced from cabbage. The cabbage is washed and
shredded and salt is added to a concentration of 2.25
percent to 2.5 percent. The shredded kraut is packed

in vats and weight is applied to submerge it in the
brine solution. The temperature is held at 70° F. to
75° F. during lactic acid fermentation. When the
right amount of acidity is produced, either heat or

is

precoated and -npigmented. Known as "gold
enamel," it mly be applied before or after restoring.
12-57. You see, then, that cans have been
carefully designed to protect food. Their excellent
design combined with the superb, modern

cold is used

to stop the fermentation. Most

siberkraut for the Armed Forces is canned and
subjected to heat treatment during canning.
12-61, Cheese, The principal function of bacteria
in cheese making is to produce acid. The action of

processing techniques now used in canning, has
practically eliminated the threat of food poisoning
from commercially canned products in this country,
12-58. Radiation. Preservation of foods by

the bacteria helps to curdle milk, expel whey, gather
the curd, and protect against putrefaction. Bacteria
and molds are responsible for the different flavors
of cheese.
12-62. Curing. Curing is a method of preserving

radiation is limited to the use of electrons and

gamma rays. Gamma rays and electron radiation
can be used to kill microorganisms and insects in
food. Electron radiation derived from electrolinear

or imparting a particular flavor to various meat

actuators and gamma rays derived from cobalt 60 or
cesium 137 have been used to keep potatoes from

products. Salt is the basic curing agent, but it may
be supplemented with other agents, such as sodium I
nitrate, sugar, spices, and many other
supplementary products. The primary objective in
curing meat is to prolong its keeping quality. This is

sprouting, to kill insects in grains, AO delay the
ripening of fruits, to speed the rlfmning of fruits, to
kill salmonellae in eggs, to kill trichinae in pork, and
to preserve bacon and various other kinds of foods.
A medium level of radiation (100,000 to 1,000,000
rads) kills nearly all' the microorganisms, but the

done by saturating the tissues with salt, which
eventually destroys most of the microorganisms,
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The salt does not destroy all pathogens; the curing
process will not make trichinae-infested pork safe.

12-63. Meat was originally cured in order to

preserve it. The need to cure meat for this purpose is
not ,as great today as it originally was, because
refrigeration is available now. Consumers have the
same eating habits they had before refrigeration was
developed, and they still demand the flavors-and
colors of cured meats.
12-64. Salt. Salt used in the curing formula may

,be used alone or with other ingredients. Salt is
basically a preservative, it extracts moisture from
meal, and imparts flavor. Salt also tenderizes foods,
especially the skin of vegetables. Salt in a 15-percent
solution will preserve foods, control enzymes, help
remove water; and prevent the preserved food from
absorbing metal from the can. When used on meats,

however, salt destroys their color. This is why
nitrates and nitrites must be added if a pink or red
cast is d esira ble.

12-65- Sugar. The preserving characteristics of
sugar are similar to those of salt, though sugar does
not have these characteristics to the extent that salt
does. Sugar adds flavor, removes some moisture,
tones down the brackishness of salt, and furnishes

food for growth of the bacteria desirable in the
curing process. Excessive amounts of sugar do not

enhance the keepinmuality of meat, but they may
cause it to turn dark red. Sugar is also used with
sodium nitrate in the curing of meaL There, the
sugar feeds bacteria that are essential to reduce
sodium nitrate to sodium nitrite.

12-66. Nitrates. Sodium nitrate and potassium
nitrate act as reservoirs for nitrites, thus

maintaining an effective level of nitrite for the

curing of meat products.
12-67. Nitrites. Nitrites are produced from the
action of reducing bacteria on sodium or potassium
nitrate. Nitrites unite with hemoglobin or
myoglobin to form nitric oxide myoglobin, which,
in the presence of heat, yields nitric oxide
myochromogen (a stable color). Nitrite salts.may be
added to the nitrates,to insure that there is enough
nitrite for color fixation. The quality of the nitrites
added is carefully controlled by APHIS to avoid
creating toxic effects.
12-68. Pickle. The term "pickle," as applied to
meat curing, means a solution of the curing agents.
A plain pickle is simply a solution of salt in water. A

smoked mainly to give it flavor and color. The
preservation is done by the curing process.

12-70. The objectives of smoking meat are to
retard bacterial growth by the removal of moisture,
to impart a desirable smoked flavor, to stabilize a
cured color, to prevent oxidative rancidity, and to
kill surface bacteria.
12-71. Use of Food Additives. In add itiOn to the
use of salt and sugar discussed in curing meats, we

use many other additives, some of which are

discussed in this text. For centuries man has used
additives to preserve food. A good example is salt
(sodium chloride), which has been used since
ancient times. Today, through advances in
chemistry and food technology, many chemical
compounds are added to foods to stop the growth of
microorganisms without injuring the roods. The use
of chemical preservatives in food is closely
controlled by the Food and Drug Administration,
which has enforcerrient responsibility for the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the act that
regulates foods that enter interstate commerce.
Some of the established criteria pertaining to the use

of chemical food additives are that ihey must:

a. Not injure the consumer.
b. Improve the food material.
c. Not reduce action of digestive enzymes.
d. Not react to form harmful compounds in the
body.
e. Be easily identified.
f Be proved safe before use.
12-72. Among the additives used in foods are
sugar, acids, salt, antibiotics, sulfur compounds,
oxidizing agents, antioxidants, enzymes, and food
flavor amplifiers. We will examine these allowed
additives and then briefly consider a few forbidden
add itives,

12-73,, Acids. Acids are used to improve the
flavor of foods and to help in food preservation.
Among the acids used in foods are the benzbates,
the propionates, citric acid or citrus juices, acetic
acid, and phosphoric acid. Acids are added to foods
to -attain a pH that is unacceptable to those
organisms that are present. While to some persons
they enhance food flavors, to others they harm the
taste. From a practical standpoint this information
may be useful to you. When potato salad is acidified
to a 4.5 pH level, it is much safer tb serve than is the

normal, rather bland potato salad or sweet potato
salad concoction. This is also the reason that
various fruit and lemon-custard-type pies need not
be refrigerated. They, too, have a low pH.
12-74. Benzoic acid in a concentration of 0.1
percent is fairly effective in preventiag the growth of
yeasts, Its bacteriostatic action is enhanced by such
products as phenylbutyric acid. Esterr, of vanillic
acid (a derivative of p. hydrobenzoic acid) are
effective against many microorganisms, including
molds and some heat-resistant, spore-forming

compound pickle contains salt, sugar, and/or

sodium nitrate and/or sodium nitrite. A pickle that
contains sugar-in some form is also known as sweet
pickle.
12-69, Smoke. Egyptians and ancient Sumerian
civillzations smoked meat. In North and South
America, the Indians smoked meat over the tops of

their tepees. The smoking had somi* drying and
preservative effect from the heat and the release of
pyroligenous acid in wood smoke. Today, meat is
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bacteria. The use of ethyl vanillate in World War II
made it possible to deliver acceptable foods to many

parts of the globe.
12-75. The salts of propionic acid (a fatty acid)
are nontoxic; they are Used to inhibit mold in bread
and cakes. Propionates are also used to inhibit the
growth of turfaet mold in cheese. Soft cheeses, sucks

as cottage cheese and cream cheese, may be
protected from mold by the addition of 0.15 percent
of caleium propionate.
12-76. Antibiotics. These are chemical
substances produced by certain living cells, such as

browning of the unprocessed cut surfaces of such'
fruit as peaches, apples, and apricots. Two percent
citric acid or 0.1 percent hydrocloric acid are also
used to prevent sliced peaches from browning.
. 12-80. Enzymes. These substances are used to
break down connective tissues and tenderize meat.

Tenderizing enzymes include papain, bromelin,
ficin, and asclutin, each of which is heat labile.
12-81. Flavor
ifiers. Included in ti flavor
fi
are monosodium glutamate -a
many
spices. With a few exceptions, these flavor
amplampliers

amplifiers are not food preservatives. Some spices,

such as
namon, are bacteriostatic to
bActedat, yeasts, and molds. They may prevent
so
degree, and so e are even bactericidal in
disease-producing or spoilage organisms from
ain situations.
multiplying, or they may kill them. Two antibiotics,
12-82. Artificial sw teners and miscellaneous.
oxytetracycline (or terramycin) and
Artificial sweeteners
e widely used in dietary
chlortetracycline (or aureomycin), have been
oods as weIl as in ma other foods consumed with
approved as antibiotic additives for chicken and
o dietary int6t. Arti i.
eetners Ji1V no food
whole gutted fish. Their use slightly extends the
preservation quality
sugar Ani t have.
shelf life for these highly Perishable products. It is
Consequently, foods t
been
debatable whether their use is really worthwhile,
preserved had they contained a high sug content
when weighed against such disadvantages as
ry solely by the addition o artificial
are not preseed
creating resistance to these antibiotics ilf"certain
bacteria. In the canning industry, two antibiotict\,.. eeteners. Thousands of other food additives are
a
roved for use under the guidance of the Food
that show promise in accelerating the speed of
and
Administration. All have specific criteria
killing spores are subtilin and nisin.
for use, a sbme are toxic if applied beyond the
12-77. Sulfur compounds. Sulfur dioxide and
limits interied for their use. Others have special
various sulfites are used in the preservation of acid
disadvantages
in'their use. Questions concerning
fruits and vegetables. They are effective against
additivl usage should be referred to the closest
molds but are not very effective against yeasts. The
Fpod and Drug Administration representative.
sulfur substances can reduce food palatability and
12-83. Forbidden food additives. Among 0may inactivate some vitamins. Fruits are sulfured
forbidden food additives is sodium sulfite, a toxic
by burning sulfur or by exposing fruit to sulfur
substance sometimes used illegally to redden stale
dioxide gas. Apples may be dipped in a solution of
meat. Also included are sodium nicotinate, salicylic
sodium bisulfite or sulfur dioxide.
acid, hydrogen peroxide, and quaternary ammonia
12-78. Oxidizing agents. Oxidizing agents are
compounds. Except' for use on poultry arid fish,
used in meat, fish, flour, fruit, and vegetable
antiobiotics are also forbidden.
preservation. Sodium nitrate and sodium nitrite are
used in meat curing. These are broken down to
13. Packaging and Packing
nitric oxide, which is a color fixative. Bleaching
agents are used to preserve' flour. Other oxidizing
13-1. Foods must be packaged (placed in an
agents include hypochlorite solutions to inhibit
individual container or can) and then packed
mold growth on fruits.
(several packages made ready for storage and
14-79, Antioxiddnti. Antioxidants are
shipment) in various ways so that wholesome foods

substances that are added to foods to protect them

can be delivered to military installations all over the

chemically against oxidation. A common form of

world. Your job will necessitate an ability to

oxidation is one type of rancidity of fats. This

recognize markings and labeling, and, in some
instances, the capability to inspect for proper

oxidation (oxidative rancidity) may develop and be
accelerated by light air moisture, heat, and
catalysts, such as copper. Among the antioxidants
used are the tocopherols, cephalin, gum guaiac,
propyl gallate, ascarbic acid, and citric acid. The

packaging and packing in terms of the contract.
ThFre is a tendency to overemphasize the inspection
of bod and to undereniphasize the inspection of the
package or container. In this section we will look, in
a broad general sense, into the purpose of
packaging, discuss the types of packages, and then

tocopherols (including vitamin E), come from
vegetable oils and are good antioxidants for animal
fats. Cephaliri comes from soybean lecithin, and is a

take a brief look at the materials used to pack the

good antioxidant. Gum guaiac is an antioxidant
and stabilizer for many fats, including dehydrated
fats. Propyl gallate, not to exceed 0.01 percent,

packaged products.

13-2. Purpose and Types of Packaging. Foods
for military consumption must be stored in all kinds

preserves lard. Aselerbic acid is used to prevent the
ranciditym onnaise and to prevent the

of climates. The package protects the food and
serves as a convenience in using and handling. The
34

package or container must protect the food from
moisture, evessive beat and cold, insects, rodents,
some pressure from weights in storage, acids.
alkalies, oils, and damage caused by rough handling
(it is'evident that the packii 'ng aids many of these
must not
protective functions). Y the container
..
impart any odors, tastes or toxi c material that the
food can absorb. A perfect package has not bcen
devdoped, but new developments tend toward

Ilwater pervious, It is oxygen and gas inipervious

until wet. Since meats must be pac)ted so that
oxygen can gel in and permit breathing', cellophane
is

often used because the, .meat juices wet the

cellophane enough to permit the p

ge of oxygen.

tensile strength, lighter weight, and
resistance to vapor, to temperature

er wrapping
Cellophane is often laminated t
Materials. Saran is a wrapping nfaterial impervious
to everything. Pblyethylene is ough, and water
impervious, but it is pervious to gases and is
shrinkable, On the ether hand, blyvinyl chloride is
m.ervious,
pervious to oxygen, is stron ,

variations, and to flammability. For convenience to
the military services, the weight, strength, and size
of the container are important: Consideration must
be given to- reduction in shipping costs. to shipping
problems encountered in moving pl-oducts from
warehouses to using facilities, and to the placement
of the products onto \shelves and into the
refrigeration equipment of dining facilities.
Individual containers must be easily opened with
standard Air Force dining hall equipment.
Packages must be labeled for proper dining hall

in the
wrappings used when foods are to be coo
package. It is the strongest, most resista of the
flexible packaging materials, is a chemical re llent,
and is water and gas impervious. Amino acids n
be synthesized into any meat of-container, creati
an interesting flexible packaging material,
Synthetic prbtein film.'When it is used tti wrap foo
(such as sausages), the consumer actually eats t
t.
package!
13-5. Purpose of Packing and Pscy1ng

increased
increased

and does not shrink. Mylar (s

small packages .or units into one larger unit or pack,

13-3. iThe individual packagei easily fall into two
general categoriesrigid and flexible. Tin cans are
still the most prevalent form of container used in

using such materials as are necessary tapr tect
against mechanical damage, loss, pilferage, rt,
contamination, moisture, and other conditions tha
may affect the ttliolesomeness or storage hfe of
foods.

packaging, but are being replaced by the aluMinum

can and by the glass\ container, which is also
classified as a can in a broad sense: "a jar for pabking

end at the

ot where the milk is' injected, An

exam ple. of tt

hole and cap is the Log Cabin Syrup

tck) is a

Materials. Packing is the grouping of a num er of

c9ntification.

or preserving fruit," Cans may also be classified as
to method of filling. An example of the vent-filler
can is an evaoraternijkcan, spot soldered on the

Ti h

13-6. The packing Materials used are paper,

.

cloth, wood, m&als, and synthetics. such

as

fiberboard Packs include -boxes, crates, bales,
bundles, sacks, bags, drums (metal or fiber), fiber

cans, wooden barrels and kegs, miscellaneous
packs, and palletized unit loads.

can or the W son Oil container. An example'of t-he
sanitary can is an ordinary can, for instance, a.

13-7. Marking for shipment and storage is in
aecordance with applicable Military litandards.but.

normal tin c.iin constructed of cold rolled steel

in general, for perishable/subsistence, it conveys this

coated with\ tin and soldered at- the ends, As has 4,
previously bleen pointed out, cans are enameled tii-

'information:

whose diameter (first three digits) is 4 and 1/16

a: Item descnption and grade (or 'brand).
b. Quantity, size, unit, and total net weight.
c. Gross weight and cube.
d. Date packed (month, day, year),
e. Contract or purchase order number; name and
address of contractor.
Special markings.

inches, and whose height (second three digits) is 4
and 12 '16 inches (4 inches), In the example "401,"
.....
note that the zero is used as a filler,
13-4. Flexible packaging materials are

The standard markings for perishable subsistence
do not apply to fresh fruits and vegetables. These
arkings are made as specified in the ,contract or

protect the product. Can sizes are usually satpressed
as two three-digit numbers, the first referring to the
diameter and the second to the height. The first digit
of a can size reflects the whole number of the size, in

inches; the next two digits, the fractional inches in
sixteenths. Thus, a can size "401 x 412" is a can

numerous Of interest is the imperviousness (not
allowing passage) of the material to light, gas, or
water vapor. Let's start with one of the earliest

hese order.

pu

14.

wrappers developed, waxed paper. If it is waxed on
only one sid,e. it is considered impervious only to
water vaplbr. Aluminum foil is impervious to vapor,
gas, and light but is not considered good as a

old Storage Practices

14-141ore than half of the military ration
consists of perishable items that "require
refrigeration, You will inspect the followingloods
in a cold storage environment: fresh and frOzen

commercial wrapper unless laminated to other

meats a'nd mcat products; fresh and frozen fish and
other waterfood products', poultry, eggs, and dairy

materials because- it loses imperviousness when
'wrinied (it cracks). Cellophane is not tough and,is
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prOducts; fresh fruits and vegetables; and other

should be Stored in the coldest part of the room for
no longer than 48 hours, and a good inspector will
be alert to guard against other practices
endangering the wholesomeness of the product.
14-6. Cooler rooms. On an inspection tour you
will normally find at least two cooler rooms: Dairy
products, eggs, lard, and lard substitutes are stored
in one room; while, to prevent the transfer of taste
and odors, fresh fruits and vegetables are stored in
another room. (This excepts those less perishable
items stored in the ventilated storage room.) You
should find both cooler rooms maintained at 35° F.,
dnd again the temperature should not be allowed to

frozen foods. To reflect job practices, we will briefly

review the functional parts of a cold storage plant
add will discuss general storage practices that are
essential for well-informed inspectors to know.
14-2. Parts of a Cold Storage Plant. Left visit a
typical cold storage plant and look at the freezer

storage room, the meat chill room, the cooler
rooms, and the ventilated storage room.
14-3. Freezer storage room. Ideally you will find
the freezer storage room maintained at a
temperature of 0° F. to -10° F. with a minimum of

temperature fluctuation. All food items that are
frozen when received are stored here. Especially
watch for subsistsnce items that deteriorate in
prolonged storage (such as pork, sausage,
frankfurters, ialami, precooked frozen- in-flight

fluctuate. Cakful control of the velocity of the
refrigtrated air is necessary. Dehydration and
damage to the stored food are points to look for on
inspection and could indicate excessive air velocity.

If your base does not have a ventilated storage

meals, TV dinners, and mit pies). These items must
be stored at temperatures no higher than -10° F. if
at all possible. If you notice food products stacked
with stripping (pieces of thin boards) between tiers,
it may indicate that the food product was received at
20°

room, or if it is not using it toottore such items as
cucumbers, eggplant, tomatoes, etc., make sure that

the fruit and vegetable cooler room mentioned
below is not held below 40° F. Temperatures below
40° F. can damage some fresh vegetables.

F. or above and was, therefore, specially

stacked to insure a circulation of cold air around the
containers. stacking will be furtherdiscussed later.
_Other foods received at below 20° F. are normally
piled into compact stacks without stripiiing between
tiers.

14-7. Ventilated storage room. You will usually
find the less perishable fruits and vegetables, such as

potatoes and apples, stored in a well-ventilated
storage room. Sometimes refrigeration is available,
although in cold climates it is at times necessary to

14-4. If you find the contents of a container

heat the room to prevent the. temperature from
dropping below 38° F. The room is preferably

removed and scattered, it probably indicato that a
product was received partially defrosted. It was
scattered so that it would refreeze quickly, as any
accepted partially defrosted item must be refrozen
without delay, You may find a fan being used to
circulate the cold air rapidly in such cases. If not,
recommend such practices if they are necessary.

maintained at 40° F. If white potatoes are stored at

a temperature below 40° F., they will develop a
sweet taste, so keep this in mind while inspecting.

Common foods that you may find stored

fruits, cucumbers; eggplant, dried 'fruits, honey,

You should also make sure that these refrozen foods
are always marked in some way so that the refrozen
lot can be issued before other products in the same

canned meats, honeydew melons, onions, parsnips,
pears, peppers, potatoes, pumpkins, squash,
tomatoes, turnips without tops, and canned

category are used, since those that were refrozen

have a markedly shortened shelf

in

ventilated storage are apples, avocados, beets, citrus

evaporated milk. The following points are of

life. Good

interest to you-as an inspector: food is stored here
only to lengthen its shelf life; temperature control is'

inspectors insist that frozen beef carcasses be hung if
at all possible. Under no normal circumstances do

involved as well as ventilation (honey, canned

wholesome practices permit fiods-tabe frozen in
the freezer room, since freezing -takes place too
slowly and results in a product of inferior quality.
14-5. Meat chill room. As we continue our
inspection ,tour, we enter the meat chill room- (or
rooms). Notice that the temperature is maintained
at 30° F. to 32° J. Suppose that an error has been
made, and the temperature held below 30° F. Slow

gpods, etc.); pinpointing caused by condensation.
formig on cans may denote enadequate ventilation;
and honey turning to sugar denotes improper (too
low) storage temperatures. Space availability is a
factor in placinga product in the ventilated storage
room.

14-8. Factors Affecting Cold Storage. What
factors that accelerate spoilage can you help control
in your inspection? They are:

freezing of the product would result, and you
could expect to find discoloration and loss of
'quality in the product; but this is a rare occurrence.

a. Lack of heat withdrawal from the product

Norwally, you can expect to find the following

shown when packages are not adequately spaced.
b. Rough handling Inot much you can do).

items stored in the meat chill room: fresh meats and
meat products, fresh poultry, and smoked or salted
ham and bacon. Fresh pork and pork sausage need
a lower storage temperature. If, as is often the case,
this is the only meat chill room available, the pork

c. Incorrect humidity (some items need more
othersif the situation cannot be controlled,

than

recommend that these items be issued at an earlier
time). '
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d. Mildew resulting from too much humidity

(recommend that the door be kept closed as much as
possible and if mildew is still a problem, scrub the
walls with detergent and water, followed by a plain
water flushingthen by a flushing with quaternary
ammonium compound or, if it is not available, with

clorox solutioa).
e. Lack of ventilation (control the height of the
stacks off the floor and the distance from the walls,
and use stripping).
f Crushing (recommend that bags not be stacked
more than four or five high).
g. Ensure stock rotation (this is probably the_
most important existing warehousing provision;

FIFOfirst in, first outshould be everyone's

byword).

h. Fluctuating temperatures (examine the

temperature records).

i. Defrost units (determine if defrosting was

adequate).
14-9. General Storage Practices. "lere are genera
practices and terms concerning stacking, dunnage,

Veterinary Service inspects storage °facilities for
sanitation and adequacy for the preservation of all
subsistence.

their contents and miff be sturdy enough to

withstand the weight of the foods stored. You must
also inspect another type of pallet, the box pallet,
which has a standard pallet base with a vertical and
top framework. This pallet is designed to store oddsized and odd-shaped containers, or containers that
are easily crushed, so observe them for evidence of
crushing. You need to check the air space under the

foods for adequate cleanliness and to see that
provision has been made to implement effective
rodent control. There should be enough space for

and ventilation. Stacking is the placement of

placing rodenticides but not enough so that rodents
can find harborage.

packaged items and carcass meat in neat, compact
stacks, with a space of 4 to 6 inches between the food

and the wall, and 18 inches between the top of the
stack and the ceiling. Floor dunnage (2 x 2-inch
strips of word or metal) is frequently used to keep
food products from touching the floor and to allow

15-3. Heating and Ventilation Facilities. Most
dry storage warehouses must be heated during cold
seasons. An inspector must be observant because

glass containers and liquid canned goods are
particularly vulnerable to freezing. Some dry

air circulation beneath them. The amount of
ventilation necessary depends upon the commodity

canned ',goods containers can withstand freezing.
Freezing, however, can cause undesirable changes
in appearance in the food, and can cause cans to
burst. On the other hand, in warm weather, storage
buildings must be adequately ventilated. This may

stored. For instance, fresh fruits and vegetables
require ventilation in the stack, although cases or
boxes can usually be stacked sb that there are ample
air spaces in the stacks. Shell eggs in wooden cases
-need not be stacked with wooden stripping if they
are stored only a few days, but if they are in
fiberboard cartons or are to be stored longer than a

be done with vents and windows; if necessary,
exhaust fans may be used.
15-4. Security. All dry storage facilities should be

few days, the tiers must be separated with wood
stripping. Tiers of boxes or cartons containing fresh
meat products must be separated with stripping of

thin boards or laths.
14-10. Frozen meats, meat products, poultry,
fruits, and vegetables, received at temperatures
below 20° F. and solidly frozen, are correctly stored
for stack ventilation if the dunnage on the floor is at
least 2 inches thick and the product is stored 4 to 6
inches from the wall. As it was indicated earlier,
items reCeived at temperatures higher than 20° F.
are correctly stacked with stripping.

locked when the building custodian is absent.
Loading and unloading doors should have an
overhead light for use during hours of darkness.
:Sensitive food items are usually stored in a room
that is kept locked. Outside windows are covered
with chain link security fenee or iron bars. As a

precautionary measure, you should have the
commissary building custodian's permission to

enter a building to perform your inspections. He or
one of his men should accompany you all the time
you are in the building.
15-5. Insect and Rodent Control. The first step in

insect and rodent control is to insure 'that no

15. Dry Storage Practices
15-1. Nonperishable subsistence can generally be
defined

Points to check when you are

inspecting nonperishable storage facilities are the
use of pallets, heating facilities, ventilation,
security, insect, and rodent control, storage charts,
markings, and epidemic spoilage. We will discuss
each of these items and some other general dry
storage practices.
15-2. Use of Pallets. Pallets are usually 40 x 48
inches in size. Cargo pallets wlpich may be used to
'store heavy materials may be 48'1(.72 inches. Pallets
are designed so tharngfts can move them with

subsistence is infested with rodents, weevils, or
other vermin. Such products as flour, dry beans,
rice, raisins, macaroni, spaghetti, noodels, and

as foods that can be stored without

particularly vulnerable to insect.
infestation. When performing an inspection, you
should check the housekeeping procedures, the
rodent-proofing, the frequency of stock rotation,
and evidence of insects and rodents. If insects and

cereals are

refrigeration and includes canned goods, sugar,
flour, condiments, Cereals, preserves, salt, and

dehydrated foods. The guide for dry storage
warehousing layout is in AFM 145=1, Commissary

and Subsistence Depot Operating Manual. The
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and C. Code A means prime quality; Code B means
intermediate quality; and Code C means the
product should be issued as soon as received and not
held for any extended period of time. The "during
storage" inspection (Class 9) is limited to ensuring

rodents are found, you should report this, along
with your written recommendations about their
control, to the Commissary Officer.

15-6. Storage Charts and Markings. Charts
showing ,the storage life of nonperishable

that the product is sound. We will discuss the

subsistence are found in AFM 145-1, Commissary
and Subsistence Depot Operating Manual. Food
packing._ date should be
containers _without
stamped to show the date that they were received.
This tells you how long the product has been in the

problem from the angle of

4 ur examination of the

individual can or the pr. ary container, and, as
necessary, of its contents.

o do this, we-1.1vill break

the examination into two phases: spoilage when
cans appear normal and spoilage when cans appear
damaged because of a majoiF or a minor defect.

warehouse and is a means of controlling 'proper
stock rotation.
15-7. Epidemic Spoilage. This is spoilage that
occurs when a can (or cans) in a stack of cases
ruptures and the contents leak on cases and cans

l6-2.. Cans Appear Nonnal. In any open-can

inspection, usually used in conjunction with
statistical sampling (covered elsewhere in this
course), you may discover the following defects:

that are stored below. The leakage spreads laterally
and downward in a bell shape. Whenever epidemic
spoilage is detected in a stack of subsistence cases,

a. Soured contents (flat souring, Usually caused

by thermophiles; contents develop excess acid

the spoiled cases and cans must be removed

without the formation of gas).

immediately so that further spoilage does not occur.
The spoiled contents of the ruptured cans will spoil
other cans when they spill on them.
15-8. General Dry Storage Points. Here are some

,

b. Black contents (caused by the reaction of
sulfur and steel, or of steel with sulfur-producing
bacteria).
c. Spangling (tin reacts with the food
.

general dry storage points that you as a food

components, appears as little dark blotches on

'inspector need to consider
a. Again, proper stock level control, along with
FIFO (first.in, first-out), are mandatory practices.

ingide of cans, does not aversely affect food, often
seen in cans of tomatoes).

d. Texture, color, or taste of food is "off,"

They must be conscientiously checked by inspectois
and followed-by warehouse personnel.

(evaporated milk must be rotated and periodically
inverted to prevent settling and appearing grainy).
e. Pinholes (small and at first ,invisible) mean
that the contents of the can are contaminated from
the outside. Gas, but not necessarily liquids, escapes

b. Don't stack too high.
c. Insects and rodents ruin the wholesomeness of
dry foods in storage.
d." Check for rtiptured cans and pyramids.
e. Check for mold.

through pinholes. Since pinholes usually occur
around the groove.of the seam, running the point of

f Stack 6 to 8 inches away from wall.

a ballpoint pen along this juncture will often

g. Don't stack closer to the ceiling than 18 inches.

puncture them or allow you to feel a defective area.
16-3. Defecffie Cans. A visual examination of a

h. Keep food stacks off the floor.

iAvokl_stackinvin_front of windows or any

primary container includes_its _type, style, size,
condition, exterior coating, and labeling. Dents in
cans are described by such terms as "body dents,"

other source of heat.
j. Close doors on wet days; open them in dry,
sunshiny weather.
k. Write to the company and secure its codes to
interpret the pack date of its standard brands.
I. Destructive sampling is at commissary

"end seam dents," "buckled seams," and "paneling"
(caused by excessive vicuum). You must especially
consider Major and mittor defects. A major defect is
one that can result in failure or materially reduce the

expense.

usability of the unit. A minor defect does not
materially reduce the usability of the unit; it either
limits its serviceabilituar is a departure from the

16. Inspection of Canned Goods

established- standard--a- departure that has no

16-1. Since you do not usually perform :.`Prior to

bearing on the effective use of the unit.
16-4. When you perform a during-storage
inspection, the primary consideration is the
condition of the product. If you are performing an
acceptance inspection, the percent of major and
minor defects becomes an important and
controlling factor. The AMS Handbook, Exterior
'Condition of Filled Food Containers, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Maketing
Service, pictures both the upper and lower limits of

Purchase" Class 3 Inspections (of canned goods)
you will not often follow a definite inspection plan
as is specified in an individual contract. However, if
you are performing a destination inspection (Class

4), inspect a representative number of units on a
statistical sampling basis. If more defects or
defective units are found than are allowed, notify
DPSC (Defense Personnel Support Center). When
inspecting canned goods on a Class 5 inspection,
remember that the invoices on these Governmentowned products normally designate a condition
code for the product. Three codes are usedA, B,

major and minor can defects. For instance, any
severe body dent (deep and sharp dents with sharp
38
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angles to the points) is classified as a major can
defect; so is a severe body dent involving an end

seam with possible disruption of the hermetic seal.
A moderate body dent involving an end seam is
classified as a minor defect. Your supervisor can
help you acquire skill in further identification of
body dents in cans.
16-5. Distended Cans. There are other defects

that relate to distended cans, all of which are
normally classified as major. The descriptive terms
"flipper," "springer," and "sweller" are used rather
loosely by the canning trade. A "flipper" is a can
that has too little vacuum. The can appears normal
until struck on a flat surface. The blow causes the

opposite end to distend until forced back into

position. The causes of this condition are
overfilling, insufficient exhaustion, or either

chemical or bacterial action. "Springers" and

"swellers" are more easily located and are
predominantly caused by gas formation. A springer
is a can with one end distended. If the distended end
is forced in, the other end will distend. A sweller can
has both ends distended. Varying degrees of internal

pressure are denoted by such descriptive terms of
visible-can defects as "soft swell," "hard swell,"

b. Carbon dioxide swells are usually produced
by microorganisms graWing in the canned food.
Ordinarily they are nonpathogenic; but,
occasionally,.as in the case of botulism, they may be
pathogenic.
c. Carbon .dioxide distension is a result of the

breakdown of the canned product. It is-a very

common occurrence in canned syrups and molasses.
For some unknown feason, but perhaps because of
the high carbohydrate -content, these items break
down and release carbon dioxide, which mks the
cans to swell. This type of sweller is not harmful and
does not make the product unaccepable.

d. Mechatiical distension means that internal
pressures caust,stress on the can. This can result in
bulging and, in severe cases, ruptured seams.
e. Filling errors produce cans that have been
slightly overfilled and/or that were not adequately
preheated to evict the' gas or were not adequately
vacuumized.
f Distension from differential altitude occurs
occasionally when small, flat-type cans (sardine
cans, especially) are filled at sea level and are then

shipped to a much higher altitude. This is not
harmful as far as product quality goes.

"bucked," "buckled," and "peaked." You must

determine the wholesomeness . of the canned
products where any of the above defects are found.
You rnust act according to regulations as to the use
or disposition of the affected cans. Some
amplifications that better explain the causes of
swelling are as follows:

a. Hydrogen swells are caused by a reaction
between acid foods and the metal can, releasing
hydrogen gas.

16-6. Dried Products. Many dried products in
the dry storage warehouse require inspection.
Examples are cereals, dried fruits, candies, etc. All
previous precautionary statements regarding
temperature, humidity, and stock rotation

(especially) apply as firmly to these productS as they

do to those in cans. The greatest hazard to dried
products is insect infestation.
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STUDY REFERENCE GUIDE
Use this Guide as a Stua5 Aid, It emphasizes all important study areas .of this volume. Use
the Guide for review before you take the closed-book Course Examination,
J

2. Use the Guide for Follow-up after you complete the. Course Examination. The CE results
will be sent to you on a postcard, which will indicate "Satisfactory!' or "Unsatisfactory" completion. The card will list Guide.. Numbers relating to the items missed. Locate these numbers in the

Guide and draw a line under the Guide Number, topic, and reference. Review these areas to
insure your mastery of the course.
Guide
Plumbers

Guide
Numbers

Guide Numbers'200 through 215
200

Introduction to Vetennary Microbiology;

209 Packaging and Paelcing. Cold Storage Prac-tices; pages

Structure- of Cells;--Bacteriology;.pages 1.5
201

Fungi, Protozoans, Viruses, and Rickettsiae;

Disinfection and Sterilization; The Micro-

210

Dry Storage Practices; Inspection of Canned
Goods; pages 37-39

scope; pages 5-8

202

Laboratory Specimens; pages 8-1 2

203

Laboratory Procedures; pages 12-15

204

Introduction to Consumer Level Quality *
Audit Program (COLEQUAP); Inspection
Procedures; Product Examination; Records

211

Introduction to Operational Rations; Inspec-

tion of Operational Rations; Interpretation
of Inspection Results, Disposition of Rations, and Processing of Reports; pages
40-44

and Reports; pages 16-23

Introduction to Food Technology; Purposes

Introduction to Egg Inspection; Quality Determination; Lot Grade Determination;

of Food Preservation; pages 24-26

pages 45-51

212
205

206 Methods of Preservation; Drying;

pages

26-29
207

Methods

of

Preservation:*

213

Report of Inspection of Shell Eggs (DD
Form 1237); pages 51-59

214

Frozen and Dehydrated Eggs; page's 59-60

215

Glossary; pages 61-62

Refrigeration;

pages 29-31

208 Methods of Preservation: Canning; Packaging; Radiation; Fermentation; Curing; Use
of Food Additives; pages 3134
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each
..exercise. Immediately after completing each set of exercises. check your responses against the answers for that
set. Du not submit yuur answers tu ECI fur grading.

CHAPTER I
ObjeLtives: To show ability to recognize certain terms and microorganisms as they relate to the veterinary
service: to dernonstrate an nderstanding of the various types of stenlintion: to Identify the purpose
and procedutes in the use of he microscope; to show ability to collecting and submitting specimens to the
be able to identify basic laboratory tests used for the examination(Of foods',
laboratory for analyses. and
1.

Define. protoplasm. (1.3)

2

What are two types of protoplasm? (1-4)

3. What is one function of the cell membrane? (1-5)

4, Cell membranes are referred to as semipermeable. What does this mcan'' ( I-5)

Briefly differentiate between a cell wall and a cell membrane. (1.5.0

5

6 What are two functions of chromatin'?

1.7)

7. What is one way in which bacteria resemble plants'? (2-1 )

8

What are two ways in which bacteria differ from plants''

2-1)

9 What are three shapes in which bacteria occur.' (2.1)

IO. You are viewing a slide under the microscope and see many bacteria shaped like little coil springs. What are
they called? (2-1)

1

I

What is the purpose or the flagella of bacteria' (2.4)

12. How do certain bacteria protect themselves from unfavorable conditions? (2-5)
"

13 How can you determine if Liactenal growth has occurred in a dear liquid medium' (2-7)

14 Ho% does bactenal growtli appear on a semisolid medium? (27)

15.

In what way can you use bacterial colony characteristics (2-7)

16 Why are selective media so nained? (2-8)

17, You have a bacterial growth on a culture medium and wish to identify it more specifically; what could be
added to produce an inhibitory medium or selective medium? (2-8)

18. For what purpose is a differential methugks e'd? (2-9)

19 When we talk about such things as moisture content, acid concentration. temperature. and proper oxygen
requirements in microbiology, to what are we referring' (2-10)

20. Define and list three categories of bacteria based on their temperature requIrements. (2-11)

21. Why should you be concerned with psychrophylic bacteria' (2-12)

t

22. From a public health viewpoint, why are mesophihc bacteria of particular importance' (2-13)

23. Why does the removal of water from food sometimes prevent the spoilage of that food item' (2-17)

24, Explain the principle behmd the preservation of food by altering the pH. (2-18)

25 How do aerobic and anaerobic organisms clIffer? (2-19)

3
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26. Describe the oxygen requirements of facultative organisms. (2-19)

27. Brie* descnbe the differences between endotoxins and exotoxins, (2-20)

28. If a toxin is not affected by heat, what is it called? (2-20)
cf*

29. Why does cooking food not always make it safe to eat? (2-20)

30. Explain the reason for the statement"Not all fungi are destructive or harmful." (3-2)

31. Yeasts and molds cannot'produce their own food because of the lack of a specified chemical. What is this
chemical and how do fungi obtain food? (3-3)

32. Explain the significance of the absence of chlorophyl in yeasts or molds. (3-3)

33. If you observed a colony of fungi with hairlike structures called hyphae, which type of fungi would 1:4'
represented/ (3-6)

34. Why are fungi of importance to the veterinary service? (3-7)

35. What are protozoa? (3-8)

36, How are rickettsiae transmitted to man? (3-12)

37. Define 'disinfection,. (4-2)

38, Define stenlizatton and give three effective means of accomplishing this process, (4-3)

39. What is the proper time and temperature for sterilization of glassware by use of a dry hot air oven' (4-5)

4
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40, What is the name of the piece of equipment you would use to sterilize items with steam under pressure?"
Describe the process. (4.6)

41. What types of products can be sterilized by filtration? (4-7)

42:- Differentiate between a germicide and V antiseptic. (4-8)

43. Explain the best way to avoid damaging the microscope objectives when viewing a shde. (5-3)

44. What ts the name of the only liquid agent which should be used tnclean the lenses or objectives of a
microscope?. (5-4)

45. What, and in what quantity, preservative should be added to ground or boneless beef in order to prevent
decomposition during transit to a distant laboratory in warm weather? (6-2; Table 1)

46. When collecting bacterial specimens for laboratory analyses, what precaution mustyou take? (6-4)

47. When submitting a serum specimen for viral studies, what method of preservation is tis'ed? (6-7)

48. 'What is the number and title of the form used to request a laboratory analysis of freshl,ork sausage?
(6-9)

49. Whatcategory of laboratory test would you perform to determine the percent of butterfat, a primary
ingredient of dairy products, in a shipment of ice cream? (7-3)

50. Why should a veterinary inspector be concerned with the pH of the liquor of a shipment of oysters? (7-4)

51

In a field situation, how should you deternune the pH of oyster liquor? (7-5)

13,1

52. If your veterinary office receives a food sample for testing, but you will not be able to run the tests

the next day, what should you do? (7 -7 ,b)

toi

L_
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CHAPTER 3

4

Objectives To show knowledge of purposes of food preservation. types of preservation use of food
addnives, packaging and packing of food, storage practices-and use of these faus in inspeknkin practices

L

1.

List some advantages of using preserved foods (11-1)

2

What is food spoilage' (11-2)

3

List the factors that affect food spoilage. (11-3-14)

4 Name and gwe four examples of a type of food which has a spoilage pattern that dcmands processing and/
or refrigeration for storage, (11-3)

5

During decomposition of a particular food, nitrogenous compounth with an obnoxwus odor arc liberated.
What class of nutrients is the source of this. orderl (11.5)

Brien) .relate how you would recogmze bactenal breakdown of the various foo nutnents

13

11-5)

7. Name`some factors that can be controlled to lessen food spoilage caused by bacterial action. (I1-4-9)

8. What is the source of the enzymes normally causing spoilage? (11-12)

9. Why are antioxidants often added to fatty foods? (11-13)

.,
10. Generally, how do disease producing organisms affect foods? (11-14)

,11. What are some of the causes of chemical spoilage foods? (11-15)

12. List the areas where possible contamination of foods might occur. (1.1-17)

13. A food has been preserved by drying and its water convt reduced to one-fourth (25 percent). Name two
classei of microorganisms that will not grow in this foo-d(12-2)

14. Name three disadv

ciated with atmospheric, vacuum, and freeze drying. (12.3)

15. Briefly describe the washing step during egg processing. (12-5)

16.. Which two unit operations involved in drying foods (bYany method) are of special significance because
they are a possible source of contamination? (12-6,7)

17 What is the purpose of blanching fruits and vegetables before drying? (12-8)

18. List the methods of atmospheric drying. (12-10)

19. What are the disadvantages of sun drying? (12-11)

8
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20. What types of produce lend themselves to sun drying? (12-11)

21. How much is the moisture content reduced during sun drying? (1241)

22. Which method of drying is usually used fbr the preservation of fruits and vegetables? (12-13)

23. What type of foods would be preserved by the vacuum drying technique? 12-16)

24, Name the six steps of freeze drying in ojder of accomplishment. (12-17)

25. Briefly describe what is meant by sublimation. (12-17)

26. What conditions are necessary for sublimation to occur? (12-19)

27. In freeze-dehydration, why is the vacuum usually broken in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen?. (12-22)

28. List the advantages of foods preserved by freeze dehydration. (12-23)

29.- What types of foods can be freeze dried? (12-23)

30. Differentiate between the time required for rehydrating a freeze-dried food as compared with one that
was dehydrated by other means. Why is this so? (12-24)

31.7Why is it important to prevent the accidental rehydration of freeze dried foods? (12-25)

I.
32 . What consideration should be made when selecting containers, for fruits; vegetables, and meats? (12-26)

IA3
33, What precaution regarding safety of personnel must be observed in the use of dry ice in the chill or freezer

room? (12-29)

34. Name two ways of packaging that will avoid freezer burn of meat. (12-32)

35. Contrast the quick method with the sharp method ofreezing foods as to sizc of ice crystal and Acterial
growth. (12-34,35)

36. What are the results of temperature fluctuations in frozen foods? (12-37)

37, What effect does freezing have on microorganisms? (12-38)

38 What effect doefreezing have on enzymatic activity? (12-39)

39. Why is it that frozen foods stored under optimum conditions do not retain their quality indefinitely?
(12-4Q)

40. With the food's condition being excellent, what is the determining factor as to which frozen foods are to
be issued first? (12.42)

'41, Contrast the thawing of frozen beefand pork with the thawing of fish and vegetables. Tell why they

differ. (1243)
1

42. Why does the Air Force not permit the refreezing of foods that have accidentally been thawed? (12-44)

43. What is the proper disposition of frozen foods that have thawed and whose temperature has exceeded 40°
F for 4 hours? (12-45)

44. In terms of individual rations, what is a benefit of canning as a means of food preservation? (12-49)

la I
45. What is the purpose of the heat processing step in canning? (12-50)

46. What is the benefit of asceptic canning? (12-52)

47. What food items are preserved using aseptic canning method? (12-52)

48. What are the disadvantages of glass food containers? (12-53)

49. Where, how, and for what is zinc used in the canning process? (12-55)

50. What two radiation sources are used to irradiate foods? (12-58)

51. What is the upper limit of exposure to gamma rays now used in food processing? Give a disadvantage of
its use. Give two advantages of using it on pork products. (12-58)

52. What change-in pH occurs in food undergoing preservation by fermentation? How does this change affect
pathogens? (12-59)

53. What is the primary objective of curing meats? (12-62)

54. How does curing prolong the keeping quality of meat? (12.62)

55. State a disadvantage of using salt as a preserving food additive. (12-64)

56. Why is sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate added to fresh meats to be cured? (12-66)

57. What effect does nitrite have-on meat color? (12-67)

JAC.
58. What are the objectives of smoking meat? (12-70)

59. Name three things that a food additive must do and three things that it must not do. (12-71)

60. How might some of the dangers of serving potato salad.be eliminated? (12-73)

61. Name two antibiotics approved for use on dressed poultry. (12-76)

62, For what are sulfur compounds used in the preservation of foods? (12-77)

63. What factors ma)% accelerate oxidative rancidkty? (12-79)

64, What governmental agency regulates and approves substances to be added to foods?

12-82)

65. Name a food additive (other than an antibiotic) whose use in meats is forbidden. Tell why it is forbidden,
(12-83)

66. What is packaging and what is its overall purpose?. (111,2)

67. The dimensions (in inches) of a can are 308 x 512, Which number represents the height and which the
diameter? (13-3)

68. Define "packing" and give several reasons for packing foods, (13-5)

69. Why are standard markings for perishable subsistence not placed on fresh.fruits and vegetables? (13-7)

70. What foods should be placed in the freezer storage room of a cold storage plant? (14-3)

12
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71. Why would you suggest refrozen food items be marked for identification? (14-4)

72. What sPecial precautions are to" be made when storing freshpork.aqVork sausage? (14-5)

73. Why are itentit such as dairy products, eggs, and lard stored separately from fruits and vegetables? (14-6)

74. Nhen stacking food items in a dry storage warehouse, what are the recommended clearances or air spaces
between the items and the floor and ceiling? (14-9)
1,

75. List the observable points to be checked while conducting an inspection of a nonperishable storage

facility. (15-1)

76. What products in a dry storage warehouse are particularly vulnerable to freeze damage during cold
weather? (15-3)

77. What dry storage products are most likely to be infested -with insects anel rodents? (.1 5-5)

78. What is epidemic spoilage? (15-7)

79. Gne the four codes (andt1;CC'Eindition-s that they indicate) which are used to designate the condition Of
foods examined on a Class 5 inspection. (16-1)

80. Contrast a major can defect with a minor can defect. (16-3)

81. Which rriajor defect concerning distended cans would be most difficult to detect? Name lour hkely
causes. (16-5)

1.44`)
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER I
Protoplasm is a complex mixture of protein molecules, fat globules.'inorganic salts, sugars, and amino
acids in water. Many consider it to be the living substance that makes up cells.
2,

Cytoplasm and nucleoplasm.

3

Allows for the selective passage oi materials into And out of the cell,
The cell membrane allows only certain 'M.:Aerials to pass through into and out of the cell.

,

5.

The cell wall of plant cells, made of cellulose, gives the cell ngidity. The cell membpne is primarily
a structure which controls the movement of matenal in and out of the cell,

6

Chromatin controls all activity of cells and carries inheritance factors of a cell.

7.

They have a rigid cell wall.

B.

A bacterium doesn't contain chlorophyl or a well-defined nucleus

9

Round (cocci), rod-shaped (bacilli), and spiral-shaped (spinlla)

10.

Spin Ila.

11.

It provides a means of movement.

l2

By condensing then cytoplasm into spores.

13

The medium turns cloudy.

14,

As a visible colony.

15.

As a means of identifying the bacteria.

16.

These media allow for the growth of some types of microorganism but inimbn the growth of othe

17,

NaCI.

18

Identification of the microorganism.

J9

Environmental requirements for bacterial growth

20

Psychrophilic (cold loving), Mesophilic (medium temperature lovmg), Thermophilic (heat loving).

21

When present in food, they cause Undesirable flavors and decrease keeping qualities.

22

Pathogenic bacteria fall within this group.

23

Bacteria, the cause of much food spoilage, require moisture to live.

22

14,i

.

24.

There is a narrow range of pH in which bacteria will grow. If the p11 is altered, the bacteria cannot

muluply,
Aerobic organisms require atmospheric oxygen to survive. Anaerobic organisms do not require
atmospheric oxygen.
1/
26

They can live in the presence or absence of atmosphenc ocygen,

Endoxins are bacteria that die and break up and release toxins from inside the cell, whereas exotoxins
are toxins produced by luring organisms.
28

Therrnostable

29.

Thermostable toxins could stdl be present in the food

30

Many are beneficial to man, the pro uction of some alcohols, cheeses, bakery goods, and antibiotres
are made possible by the action of fu

31

Chlorophyl. From dead or dying mauer, manufactured food products, ar a living organism.

32

Yeasts and molds have to attack dead or dying matter, manufactured. food products, or living matter

33.

Molds,

34

Fungi are very prevalent in nature And are associated with diseases, as well as food spodage, medicine

production. and industrial uses in food production.
3$

One-celled and the simplest form of animal life.

30

By the bite or the excreta of anthropod vectors.

3-

The killing or removal of microorganisms that could cause infection.

38

Sterilization is destroying all living microorganisms by using heat, mechanical means, or eh
means,

39.

Two hours at 338° F.
.

40.

Autoda,e it is used at 15 pounds per square inch of pressure for approximately 15 to 20 minutes, the
temperature being 250° F.

4L

Liquids

42

Germicicies lull ail bacteria present. whereas, antiseptic solutions only prevent re roduction and don't
always work.

43

Okerve Irom the side whde you are lowering the objective to a position close to the slide.

44

Xylol

23
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45.

To prevent decomposition during warm weather, all 2 ml formalin per pound.

46;

Use sterile instruments and your best sterile techniques.

47.

Serum specimens shbld be frozen immediately and should be kept frozen until they reach
the laboratory.

48.

DD Form 1222, R

49.

Chemical.

50.

The pH is measiired to determine the quality of the shipment.

51.

With use of a Taylor Slide Comparator.

52.

Refrigerate the sampIe between 0° C. and 4° C. or fr4eifithe sample is a frozen product.

t for and Results of Tests.

Liu
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CHAPTER 3

I.

Seasonal foods are available all year round, surplus foods can be stored for times of shortage, and foods
can be moved to areas of shortage or nonexistence.

2

Food is considered spoiled when microorganisms and enzymes break down the organic material of its
structures and alter it to such an extent that discriminating people will not accePt it for consumption,

3.

Food composition, microorganisms, enzymes, oxidation, and chemicals,

4.

Perishable foods including all meats, fruits, vegetables, milk, and eggs.

5,

Protein

Protein breakdown by bacteria produces nitrogenous compounds with obnoxious odors; carbohydrates
are actcd Updn to produce a sour, gaseous type.of spoilage; and fats decompose to cause a cheesy or
rancid odor.

Limiting moisture content (including dehydration), controlling acidity (pH), controlling salt content,
and controlling temperature and similar environmental factors.
8.

The enzymes are normally present in the food materials themselves,

9.

To reduce spoilage caused by oxidation,

10.

Very little, if any, change in the flavor, odor, or consistency.

11.

Highly acid foods reacting with the can, sulfur-containing foods reacting with other food components
and the release of carbon dioxide in canned syrups and molasses,

12

During harvesting, during the canning process, and during transit or storage if rough handling causes
ontainers,
damage, or insects or rodents p et a

13.

Bacteria and yeast.

14

Takes a long time to rehydrate, the flavor of food is lost or changed, and the color darkens.

25

\a,

/
15

Washed in 0.5 to 2.0 percent lye water,
11,

.

16.

Trimming and dividing,

17.

Makes them easier to peel, cleans them, shrinks them, and stops enzymatic activity,

18.

Sun drying, luln drying, tunnel drying, drum drying, and spray drying.

19.

The drying is subject to the whims of the weather, and the food is exposed to possible contamination.

20.

ApriCots, peaches, plums, and grapes.

21.

To a range of 18 to 24 percent,.

22.

Tunnel drying.
Those foods which would be damaged by high processing temperatures. for example, coffee, milk, fruit
juices.

24.

Freezing, vacmimizing, heating, removing vapor, breaking the vacuum, and packaging,

25.

Ice being transformed inlo a vapor without passing through the liquid stage,

26.

A rise m temperature under a controlled atmospheric pressure.
Because &oxygen is present, the fat in meats can become rancid.

28,

Equals the storage life of canned goods and surpasses them in quality, reduces transportation costs.

29

Meats, fruits, vegetables, and numerous sea foods.

30

Less time is required for rehydrating a food that is freeze-dried than one that is only dehydrated,
because freeze-drying leaves the food more porous and the cell structure less damaged and distorted.

31

Because spoilage will begin immediately.

32.

They should prevent damage, contamination, and spoilage. They should be 'waterproof and lightproof.

33.

Leave the door open when you enter the room, since melting dry ice liberates pure carbon dioxide and
causes a shortage of life-essential oxygen.

34

Select a gas-impervious package and avoid air pockets adjacent to and around the meat

35

In the quick method, bacteria have less time for growth, and small (instead of large) ice crystals are
formed. Large crystals cause breakdown ot cells, loss of fluid, and eventually (upon being thawed)
dry-tasting food.

3t)

Large ice crystal formation and acceleration of enzymatic chemical reactions

f
4- 0
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37.

Even though the organisms might stop reproclucing while in the frozen state, thcy will start again when
the food is thawed.

38.

Freezing slows the a...-tion of enzymes but does not destroy them, When food is restored to normal
temperature, the enzymes resume their activity.

39.

Bec..use chemical feactions ff the food continue even in the frozen state.

40

The date that the pruducts were received (first infirst out).

4

'Beef ..nd pork should be thawed slowly, rather than by rapid cooking. Slow thawing allows the cells to
reabsoro moisture lost during freezing. Fish should be thawed rapidly, preferably bY cooking. since slow
thawing may denature fish protein. Thawing by cooking la 3 must for frozen vegetables and certain

fruits.
The Air Force"only has freezer facilities to maintain previously frozen food, not to quickly refreeze
ihowed food. Thus, since the food would have to be slowly refrozen, it would have time to
deteriorate and to develop off-odors,

43.
44.

Condemn the food.
They can be e;sily preserved and used at any place, including in combat rations, and the sealed cans
protect the foOd from any type of contamination including nuclear, chemical, and biological
contamination.

45.

It destroys any undesirable microorganisms present, cooks the food, and stops enzymatic activity,

46.

A product with an extremely long shelf life (keeping qualities).

47.

Milk. and other dairy products such as ice cream mixes.

4

48. 'They break easilY and the food in them cannot be processed under high temperatures and pressures,
49,

Fifteen percent of finely powdered zinc oxide is used in Making a 1"C" enamel to line the inside Of cans
for corn, meat, fish, and poultry products to prevent objectionable formation of black tin and iron
sulfides resulting from protein breakdown%oacting with the metal.
...

$0

Electron radiation ancrganuna rays,

51.

1,000,000 rads can cause cettain foods to lose quality, but when applied to pork, it kills trichina and
preserves bacon.

-

52.

As a food ferments, its pH decreases, The pH of fermented foods is adequate to prevent growth of all
pathogens.

53.

It is a means Of preserving meat and giving a particular flavor.

54.

The tissue IS Saturated with salt, which eventually destroys most of the microorganisms.

45

It destroys the natural color of meat.

2714

56,

They act as reservoirs for nitrites.

57.

The nitrite unites with hemogio n to for nitric oxide-myoglobin which, in gie presence of heat,
e color.
yields nitric oxide myochromogen,

58.

Remove moisture, impart a smoked flavor, stabilize a cured color, prevent oxidative rancidity, and
kill surface bacteria.

59.

A fo94 alditive must improve the food, be easily identified, and be prov

60.

By the addition of highly acid substanees, therefore lowering the pH.

61.

The antibiotics terramycin and aureomycin may be used on poultry.

62.

They are most effective against molds in the preservation of acid fruis,and vegetables.

63.

Ught, air, moisture, heat, and catalysts suchis copPer.

64,

Food and Drug Administnition.

65.

Sodium sulfite is forbidden because it is tome,

66

Food is placed in an individual can or container to protect the food, and as a convenience in its use
and handling.

67,

Its diameter ts 3 'he, or 3 Y7 inches; its height Is 5

not injure the consumer, reduce action of digestive enzymes, nor react to
the body.

68.

saf before use. It must
harmful compounds in

6 or 5 3 4 inches,

Packing is the grouptng of a number of small packages or units into one larger unit or pack. Rea'sons for
packing food are to protect against mechanical damage, loss, pilfepage, dirt, contamination, motsture or
other conditions which may affect the wholesomeness or storage' life of fOods.

69

Ordinarily they would not be appropriate. Such mafkings as are specified in the contract or purchase
order are placed thereon.

70

All food that is frozen when tt is received will be stored here at a temperature of 0° F to -10° F which
is not (preferably) allowed, to fluctuate

71.

So that they could be used before the other foods that had not been refrozen,

72,

Since they require a lower storage temperature, they should, either be stored in a separate meit chill room
or in the coldest part of the beef chill roorn.for no longer than 48 hours
4,

3

Tcr prevent tl?e transfer of taste and odors

74

Four to six inches between the stacks and the wall and 18 inches between the top of the stat:k and ceiling,

75.

The use of pallets, heating facilities, ventdatiors; secunty, insect and rodent control,'storage charts,markings, and epidemic spoilage.

-00

3..r
7

.

Glass containers and liquid canned goods.

77.

Flour, dry beans, rice, raisins, macaroni, spagRetti, noodles, and cereals.

78.

This is spoilage that occurs when a can or cans in a stack of cases rupture and the contents leak on cases
and cans that are stored below.

79.

Code A means prime quality; Code B, intermediate quality; and Code C, that the product should be
issued as soon as received and not held for any extended period of time. Code X is given to those
products which are shipped to preclude a complete loss to the Government.

1

A major defect can result in failure or can materially reduce the usability of the unit (can and contents).
A minor defect does not materially reduce the usability of the unit, but either departs from an
established standard or else limits its serviceability.
flipper is a can with too little vactium, The causes are overfilling, insufficient exhaustiw, chemical
ction, and bacterialaction.

1
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Preface
AN IMPORTANT responsibility of the veterinarispecialist is the inspection
of meat to be used for human consumption. Meats requiring inspection are

beef, veal, iamb, pork, and poultry. The processing of these meats is the
primaril subject of this volume.

The anatomy of the food animal is discussed in the first chapter. In thee
succeeding chapters we will discualseef, veal (and calf), lamb, pork, sausage,
.
and poultry.
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency ,of the subject matter of
this text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to School of
' Health Care Sciences, USAF (ATC) MST/114, Sheppard AFB TX 76311.
If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any

of ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study
Reference Guides, Chapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and

Course Examination), consult your education officer, training officer, or
NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them to ECI,
Gunter AFB AI 36118, preferably oó ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.
This volume is valued at 21 hours (7 points).

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of
March 1973.
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CHAPTER 1

Anatomy of Food Animals

IN THE
UNITED STATES, the US
Department of Agriculture (USDA) usually
performs all antemortem and postmortem
insOgctions and Most of the meat grading for,
the Armed Forces. In oversee areas where
meats are sometimes procured from other

will refer to accompanying illustrations. For
complete understanding, examine
figures as the text indicates.

1. Skeletal and Muscular Anatomy

1-1. The smallest units of an animal body
cells. When they are bound by
intercellular substance, they form tissues.
1-2. Cells. There are fiVe types of !cells:
epithelial cells, connective tissue cells, blood

countries, it may be necessary for Armed

are

Fordes veterinary personnel to perform the
inspections or to evaluate the inspections of
the foreign oountry,

2. The anatomy of beef, veal, lamb, and

cells, muscle cells; and nerve cells.
1-3. Epithelial &Its. These' cells form
tissues that cOver and protect the body.

pork will be our primary concern here. We are
limiting our discussion to these because they

Examples are skin, hair, hoofs, and feathers.
These cells also form tissues that line body

are very simgar in those aspects of anatomy
that concern you in your inspection
responsibilities. Though "anatomy" includes
much more, it is essential that you have at
least an understanding of the skeleton, the

cavities, such as
mem branes.
1-4. Connective

and

we consider each anatomical structure, we
13 THORACIC
7 CERVICAL

the serous and mucous
tissue

cells.

These cells

hold specialiied cells together to form tissues
and organs. Cells forming the framework of
cartilage, bone tendons, ahd .figaments are

the nervous, digestive,
lymphatic respiratory, and urinary systems.
3. We ;rill concentrate On these 'areas. As
muscles,

these.

examples.

6 LUMBAR
5 SACRAL 18-ZO COCCYGEAL
ILIUM

ACETABULUM
ISCHIUM
PUBIS
FEMUR

NASAL BONES
SCAPULA
HUMERU
RADIUS

TIBIA

TUBER CALCIS

CARPUS

T ARSUS

METATARSUS

1ST, 2ND 3RD PHALANGES
Figure 1. Bovine skeleton.
1
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of these vertebrae. These are the first
vertebrae in the vertebral 'column.

1-5. Blood cells. These are mobile and
move through the bloodstream. Examples of

b. Thoracic vertebrae (T). Cattle have 13

these are red and white blood cells.
1-6. Muscle cells. These compose fibers
that constitute the muscle tissue.
1-7. Nerve cells. When nerve cells are

of these. Each vertebra has a rib attached.

c. Lumbar vertebrae (L). Beef cattle have

six of these. They are in the region of the

banded together, they form nerves. The

loin.
d.

nervei are of several types: the central system
nerves (brain and spinal cord); the peripheral
nerves, which supply skin and appendages; the

motor nerves, which supply muscles of
locomotion; and the sympathetic nerve

species their .number varies. Of the animals
hich we will study, the vertebral formulae
ow the greatest variation in numbers of

which provide automatic reflex action.
1-8. Tissues. In considering the tissues, we

vertebrae among the coccygeal vertebrae.

will briefly discuss the epithelial tissues and
the connective tissues.
1s9. Epithelial tissues. Epithelial tissues
may be categorized inp internal and external
epithelium. External epithelial tissue is the
skin (hide) of the animal. Internal epithelium
lines the cavities of the body and is divided
serous
and
membrane
into 'mucous
membrane. Mucous membrane lines those
body catrities -that have external openings.
These iticlude the digestive and reproductive
tracts. Serous membrane tines tile two

1-14. Vertebral formulae serve as useful
landmarks for learning cuts of edible meat,

and inspection points, of food animals. Below
are the vertebral formulae for the bovine, pig,
sheep, and chicken:
Bovine - C7 Ti 3 L6 Sa CY1 5.21
Pig - C7 T, 4,1 5 1_,16.- S4 CY2 0 -2 3
Sheep C7- T1 3 L6 ,7 S4 CY1 6 -1. ,3
Chicken C1 4 T7 L&S1 4 CY6

enclosed cavities of the body. The serous
membrane that lines the thoracic cavity is
called pleura and that which lines
abdominal cavity is called peritoneum,

Sacral vertebrae (S). There are five of

these vertebrae, collectively called the sacrum.
e. Coccygeal vertebrae (Cy) (Tail). There
are from 18 to 21 of these in cattle; in other

1-15. Ribs are long, curved, somewhat
flattened bones, which junction (articulate)
with thoracic vertebrae. Cattle have eight
pairs of sternal ribs and five pairs of asternal

the

1-10. Connective tissues, These vary in
consistency and chemical coniposition. Some

(floating) ribs.

1-16, The sternum is the breastbone; it
consists of seven bones called sternebrae.

examples are fatty tiasue (Such as tile fat
maxbling in beef), white fibrous "tissue (in

They are separated by cartilage in the young
animal, but are fused into solid bone in the

ligaments and tendons), yellow elastic tirssue
rin the ligamentum nucha (backstrap) in the
neck region), cartilage (in the buttons at ,.the
fend of the dorsal spine of the vertebrae), and
borie, the supporting framework of the body.
1-11. Skeletal System. In considering the
skeletal system, we will divide it into three
components: the axial, appendicular, and
joints. Refer to figure 1 as we discuss these
three components of the skeletal system.
1-12. Axial skeleton. This includes the

older animal.

The
skeleton.
1-17, Appendicular
a.ppendicular skeleton includes the bones of
the pelvic limbs and the thoracic limbs. The
thoracic limb .of an animal corresponds to the
human arm; the pelvic limb to the human leg.
1-18. Beginning with the bones of the
foreleg, the scapula- (bladebone) is a flat bone
that lies on the lateral anterior surface of the
thorax. The humerus (arrnbone) is a long
bone that articulates with the scapula and the
radius, The radius and ulna (forearm) are long
bones that articulate with the humerus and
the carpus. The ulna projects dorsally and
posteriorly to form a prominence called the
elbow. The carpus is commonly referred to as
the knee in animals. It consists of six bones
arranged in two layers and is the anatomical
/division between the foot and the leg. This
group of bbnes is comparable to the bones in

skull, vertebral column, ribs, and sternum.
The bovine skull consists of 29 bones, many

of them fused. The skull as such is not

especially significant in meat inspection, but
you must remember certain landmarks when
you are performing such necropsy procedures
as removing the brain for the. diagnoais of
rabies or listeriosiu.

1-13. The vertebral column consists of
irregular bones (vertebrae) extending from the
skull to the tail. This acts as i beam in

the human wrist,

1-19. The metacarpus (shinbone) is a long

.supporting the animal body. The column

bone that articulates- with the carpus and

surrounds the spinal cord and is,divided into

phalanges, The distal epiphyseal joint (break
joint) is cartilaffinous in iarnb and ossified in

five regions:

a. Cervical vertebrae (C), Cattle have seven
2

I

1-21. Joints. Our discussion of joints will
be brief, the objective being that of defining
them. All joints can be placed in two broad
categoriesmovable and immovable. Movable
joints are classified according to type of
construction and include the ball-and-socket,
hinge, pivot, and gliding joints. Ball and
socket joints are those in which the rounded

end of one bone fits into a hollow in the
surface of another. Such a joint permits a

greater degree of motion than do the others.
The hip joint is a particularly good example
of this type of joint, with the femur fitting
into a socket in the pelvis. Hinge joints, such
as the knee, permit movement of one bone
about the transverse axis of another. Pivot

joints allow one bone to rotate around
another that remains stationary. There is a

pivot joint between the first and second bones
of the vertebral column. This joint is partially
visible in figure 1. Gliding joints permit little

motion except that provided by -one bone
sliding a short distance over the surface of
another. The closely packed bones of the
carpus are an example of a gliding joint.
Immovable joints are fixed articulations in
which there is no movement of one bone

Figure 2. Voluntary muscle and muscle fiber,

mature sheep. The phalanges (digits) have six
phalanx bodies and six sesamoid bones. The

upon another, such as the bones of the skull.
They are fixed with the joint between them

third phalanx forms the hoof in the horse. It
is comparable to your middle finger. The
other phalanges compare to the bones in your
pelvis and hindleg, the pelvis consists of three

called the suture.
1-22. Muscular System, The muscular
system is composed of highly specialized
organs that contract when they are

pelvis. The fusion of this middle portion is

and involuntary tnot controlled by the will).

hand.

1-20. Turning now to the bones of the

stimulated. There are two classifications of
musclesvoluntary (controlled by the will)

pairs of flat, fused bonesthe ilium, ischium,
and pubis. The pubis is the middle part of the
called the syrnphysis pubis. When a carcass is
split in the middle, the symphysis is exposed
and this bone is commonly called the
ait.chbone. The ait.cllbone is an important

landmark in inspectian procedures, such as
for sex determination and proper cutting
methods. The femur is a long bone that has a
proximal articulation with the pelvis and 'a
distal articulation with the patella (kneecap)
and the tibia. The patella is a short bone that
articulates at the distal (remotest or farthest
from the point of origin or attachment)
extremity of the femur. The tibia is a long
bone. Its upper portion articulates with the

femur and patella, and its lower end
articulates *TM the tarsus. A rather long bone-

located laterally to the tibia anb not easily
identified (is a separate bone is the fibula. This

is a nonarticulating bone. The tarsusibrms
the backjoint and consists of five to seven
short bones. It is directly below the tibia on
the pelvic limb. Directly below the tarsus are
the metatarsal bones. They are comparable to

the tnetacrus of the front leg.

Figure 3, Involuntary muscle fiber,
3
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Figure 4. Digestive system of tho bovine,

striations. It is responsible for the movement
of the viscera during digestion and the action
of the blood vessels and glands. Cardiac

Refer to figures 2 and 3 as we discuss these
two components of the muscular system.
1-23. Voluntary muscles. When voluntary

muscle

muscle tissue is examined under a microscope,
it displays alternate dark and light bands
which run acro&s the muscle fibers. This type

is found only in the heart. Unlike

smooth muscle, it does have striations, but it
is still involuntary in action. It is responsible
for the pumping action of the heart.

of muscle is also called skeletal or stziated
muscle. Figlire 2 shows a voluntary muscle

1-25. Now, take a closer look at some

and a voluntary muscle fiber.
1-24. Involuntary muscles. Involuntary
muscle includes smooth and cardiac muscle,
Smooth muscle (fig. 3) does not have

important muscles:

a, Extensors and flexors. For every group
of muscles that produces a motion (extensor),
4

d. Diaphragm. This

another group produces an opposite motion

Cae.cum

a structure that

separates the abdominal and thoracic cavities.
When the diaphragm contracts, air is inhaled
into the lungs; when it relaxes, air is exhaled.
Since early deterioration may begin under the
diaphragm, this muscle is an important
landmark for checking the condition of meat

(flexor).
b. Back muscles. The development of these
muscles is important in food animals because
this area is the sourcc9f choice meat.
c. Abdominal muNdes. These muscles are
in
important in supporting viscera,
respiration, and in expelling feces.

Rectum

is

carcasses.

Pancre.a.

Liver

Oesophagus
Rumen (dorsal sae)

Ret iculurn

Duodenum
Rumen (ventral sac)

Small lni-estine

Orna.surn

Abornasurn

Spleen
Rurnen (dorsal sac)

Oesophagus
Lunt,

Rect urn

Rumen (dornal sac)
Spleen
Abomasum
Ret-kculuni

ReAlculum

Abornaourn

Rumen (ventral sac)
Rumen (vent-reil eac)
Figure 5, Digestive system of the bovine (cont'd),
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PULMONARY ARTERY

AORTA
'

PULMONARY
VEINS

PULMONA Y ARTERY

Nsib.

SUPERIOR

VENA CAVA

PULMONARY
VE1N$

.7
RIGHT

T ATRIUM

ATRIUM

MYOCARDIUM
LEFT VENTRICLE

ENDOCARDIUM

INFERIOR

VENA CAVA

EPICARDIUM

PERICARDIUM
SEPTUM

RIGHT VENTRICLE
Figure 6, Heart.

perform' in response to the sensations.
Appropriate signals are then transmitted

2. Nervous, Digestive, Circulatory,
Lymphatic, Respiratory, and
Urogenital Systems

through the spinal cord to the peripheral
system.

2-1. Though you may not realize it, your
responsibilities in meat inspection require a
knowledge of all these' systems. We will
discuss the nervous, digestive, circulatory,

2-4. Peripheral system. The peripheral
nervous system consists of the cranial nerves
and the spinal nerves. There are 12 pairs of
cranial nerves. The spinal nerves are arranged

lymphatic, respiratory, and urogenital systems
as they relate to meat inspection..
2-2. Nervous System. The brain is the only
nervous tissue that is used for food. A
knowledge of the nervous system is important
in identifying certain diseases in food animals
and working animals. The system is divided
into a central and a peripheral system.

in

pairs, and named to accord with their

relationship to the vertebral column. These
are cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and
coccygeal. The spinal nerves are connected to
the spina/ cord by a ventral root and a dorsal
root.

2-5. There are two kinds of nerve fibers,
Those that enter the dorsal root of the spinal

2-3. Central system, This consists of the

Wain and the spinal cord. The brain can store
and
thoughts,,
generate
information,

cord

are

the sensory, nerves, and carry

impulses to the Central nervous system. The

determine reactions that the body should

6

secrete 'saliva for the liquid and alkalinity in
the stomach. These glands are:
a. Parotid salivary gland. This is the largest'
gland, and is located in the upper part of the
cheek below the ear.
b. Mandibular salivary gland. This gland is
located.just back of the mandible.
c. Sublingual salivary gland. It is located
medial to the mandible.

motor nerves enter the ventral root and carry
motor impulses to all parts of the body.
2-6. Digestive System. The only digestive

system we will discuss here is that of the

,0
.

bovine. The bovine system includes the
alimentary canal, which runs from the mouth

to the anus, and the accessory organs (the
salivary

glands,

liver,

pancreas,

and

gallbladder). In this system, both mechanical

t

and chemical processes take place to make

2-9. Pharynx, esophagus, and stomach.
The pharynx is a canal that,leads from the

food usable by the body. The me anical
actions are chewing, swallowing, regur *tation
contraction
and
peristalsis
(alternate
relaxation), and defecation. The chemical

nose and mouth to the esophagus. When food
is about to be swallowed, the tongue pushes it

back, the larynx is closed by the epiglottis,
and the f od is passed into the esophagus.
s is the structure through which
The esop
food passes om the mouth to the stomach.

reactions are the breakdown of foods by
gastric jtOces and enzymes to make them
i

usable by the cells of the body. As we discuss
the following structures of the digestive
systern, refer to figures 4 and 5.

Food is moved downward by rhythmic
cohtraction of the mls ...ular wall of the

2-7. Mouth. Theymain functions of the

-It

mouth are pra-ension (grasping) _and
mastication (chewing) of food. The teethand
tongue help in both functions. The age of the

esophagus. The bovinglistomach consists of

certain characteristic changes that occur in

bovine is about 130 feet long. It has three
partsthe duodenum, jejunum, and ileum.
Digestive juices are secreted into the, small

four compartments: the rumen, retaulum,

omasum, and abomasum.
2-10. 'Intestines. The small intestine in the

animal can be reasonably determined by

the animal's teeth.
2-8. Salivary glands. Three maji* salivary

glands are located in the head region. They

intestine

from

pancreas,

the

liver,

and

MESENTERIC LGS

INTESTINES

SUPRAPHARNYGLAL LG

RENAL LG
LUNG

LUMBAR LGS

PAROTID LG
,

KIDNEY

01110

kgt

MANDIBULAR LG
TRACHEA

BRONCHIAL LG

MEDIASTINAL LGS

LIVER

GALL BLADDER
PORTAL LG

PREFEMOHAL LG
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Figure 7, Location of lymph glands.
7

gallbladder. The bile, which is discharged blood to the pelvic limb. Small arteries-rare
from the gallbladder, Converts raw fats to called arterioles. Capillaries are very minute
glycerol anti fatty.acids. The pancreatic juice ,vessels, which are. extensions of both the
from the pancreas aids in the digestion of arterioles and venules. These minute vessels
form a network in the tissues. Veins are
protein and carbohydrates.
vessels
that carry the blood back to the heart
2-11. The ingesta passes from the small
from
.the
body. They have thin walls and
intestine to the large intestine. Between these
intestines and projecting from the large one is valves to prevent the backflow of blood. An
'the. caecum (or cecum), where further exaMple is .the jugular vein, which, returns
blood from, the head to the heart.

'breakdown of food occurs. The large intestine

2-15. Lymphatic system. The lymphatic
systim contains lymph, lymph vessels, and
lymph nodes. Refer to figure 7 as we discuss

is about 35 feet long. Liquids that are not
absorbed in the small intestine are absorbed
here.

this system.

2-12. Accessory organs. These organs are
the most important in ,the digestion system.
The liver secretes bile, which is stored in the
.gallbladder. It converts Sugar to glycogen for.
storage, and it changes waste products to urea
for elimination by the-kidneys. The pancreas
secretes insulin, which controls sugar in the
body. It also secretes pancreatic juice, which
digesta.protein, carbohydrates, and fat.
2-13. Circulatory System. The circulató'ry
( system carries oxygen and food\ to the cells,
and carbon dioxide and waste from the cells.
This system is'made up of the blood vascular
system and the lymphatic system. The blood
vascular system is the heart and its blood
vessels (arteries, capillaries, 'and ,veins). The
heart, shown in figure 6, has four chambers. It
is divided vertically in the middle by a
septum, and is divided horizontally into the

2-16. In the lymph system, lymph fluid
contains cells and' is very similar to blood
plasma. It is derived from blood. Lymph
carries food to individual body cells and
removes their wastes.

247. The lymph

vessels are superficial

vessels that cotiect lymph from the skin and
subcutaneous tissue. Therei are deep lymph
vessels, wh'ich collect lyriaph from deep
tissues. 'An intricate system of lyniph vessels
can be found in nearly every part of the body
except in muscle hers, nerves, and blood
ph through vessels is
vessels. The flow of
inflUenced by differenès. in pressure, by
muscular movements, and by.valves that limit
flow to Ne direction.
248. Lymph nodes are generally oval
shaped and are located alonrithe course of

_

.

lymph v6sels. They are closely

upper and lower halves. A fibroid tissue called
the pericardium surrounds the heart.

crhecked

during meat inspection. Close examination of
lymph nodes can reveal tuberculosis and other

Structures of the heart wall are the outer
layer {the epicardium), the middle or
muscular layer (the myocardiutn), and the

abscess-forming diseases.

2-1a. Respiratory System. The main parts,
of the respiratory system are the nasal cavity,
pharynx, larynx, trathea, bronchi, and lungs.
The exchange of carbon dioxide for oxygen

inner layer (the endocardium),-The tissues
that make up the valves between the atja and

takes place in the lungs. The oxygenated

the ventricles are from the endoardiiTh,

blood is returned to the left atrium of the

2-14 Blood vascular system. The blood
three
of
consists
systern
vessel
subsystemsthe pulmonary, systernic, and
portal. In the pulmonary system, the blood is
passed from the right ventricle through the

beart (Or circulation to tissues of the body,
2-20: Urogenital System. This system

contains the organs of the urinary tract and
the reproductive tract.

2-21. Urinary tract. The urinary tract

pulmonary artery to the lungs for
oxygenation. The oxygenated blood is

is

composed of .the 'kidneys; the ureters, which
drain the kidheys; -the bladder, which stores
the unne; and the urethra, which is the tube
thrgugh which urine is excreted.
2-22. Reproductive tract. In the female,
the tract consists of ovanes, fallopian tubes
uterus, and vagimd. In the male, the trac
consists of the testes, vas deferens, prostate

returned through the pulmonary vein to the
left'atnum. The systemiC system recovers
oxygenated blood through the left atrium to
the left ventricle. The left ventricle pumps the
blood through the dorsal aorta and its
branches to the tissues of the body. The

portal circulation system drains blood from
the digestive tract and carries it via the portal
vein to the liver. The artenes are the vessels
that carry the blood away from the heart. An
example ,is the femoral artery, which carnes

seminal vesicles, and penis, Adult animals tha .

have not. been castrated and animals witl
impart a stroni
testicles
undesirable odor and taste espeoially to pork
undescended
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Beef Inspection

0/THE enactment of thv
Wholesome Meat Act in 1967, your job in
beef inspection* reduced. This law requires
all meat items and facilities used to prepare
BEtAUSE

unsound carcasses. This provision is necessary

to make sure that unfit products are not
accepted for military -use. To fulfill thest
responsibilities, the command veterinarian
must exercise control over sanitati
requirements
and
antentem
postmortem inspections. Thitrontrol

them to be inspected by the USDA or a State
Inspection System that has been declared to

be equal to Federal Inspection. Prior to the

carried -out by veterinary personnel wh

Wholesome Meat Act, the procurement of red
meat from. State Mspected_plants was limited,
and additional requirements had to be met by

perform or supervise such inspections.

4. 'is in other areas of food inspection,

you in your role as beef inspector are
primarily concerned with wholesomeness and
quality. To determine Ahem standards, we will
concentrate in this chapter on carcass

these plants. The enactment of this law has
made

meat

all

eatablishraents equal

in

inspection quality. Hence, the -mtary. can
cOnsider all plants for procurement on the
same

criteria.

procedules

Such

grading,
processing
and
inspection, and fabricated beef.

as

wholesomeness and sanitation , insptctions
performed within the plant are within
military

3. Beef Processing
3-1. Beef processing, until evisceration
(removal _of internal organs) is completed, is

requirements for plant approval,

although approval- is eanted on individual
plants processing meats for the military.

2. The USDA uses the Manual of Meat
Inspection Procedures as its guideline in the
inspection of meat and meat products. These
regulations

also

requirements

specify

the

essentially the same as for pork, lamb, and
veal. We shall first explain the processing of
beef from the point of evisceratipn until the
carcass is stored -in the cooler; then identify

sanitary

fbr meat processing
establishments. The responsibility for these
inspections rests with the Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service of the USDA.

classes, styles, and weights; and cojaclude the
section with general inspection requirements.
FrOm Processing Line to Cooler. After

the animal is skinned, ft is eviscerated. The
organs (viscera) maintain their identity with
the carcass from which they were removed.
The carcass is then split longitudinally witha
large power-driven saw into equal halves
(commonly referred to as sides of beef). The

However, as a military veterinary inspeet.or,
the only time you may expect to assist youir
base veterinarian in performing an inspection
of a red meat plant is oversew, and then we
use Q Military Standard as our directive.

3. All meat processing plants in ovetsea

operator starts at the posterior end of the
carcass and saws through ito entire length,

areas supplying the US Armed Forces must be
inspected and approved by the military.
MIL-STD 1481, Sanitary Standards for Meat
Processing Plants imOver ea Areas, establishes

splitting the vertebral column. Following this,
each side is shrouded.
3-3. Shrouding. Shrouding is simply
covering the exterior surface of a side of beef

the general sanitary req irements for meat

with heavy muslin. The cloth is wrung out

plants in
versea areas. The
veterinarian of each major oversea command
processing
is

either in plain, hot, potable water at a
temperature of 120° F. to 125° F., or in a 20
percent potable hot salt water (brine) solution
at, a temperature of about 115° F. These
shrouds. are held in place by large (about.-4

respdTible for providing and enforcing

s a n itati on

standards

for

surveillance

slaughtering

establishments and for issuing directives for
the reporting of diseased or otherwise
9

1

inches long) wooden or, metal pint, and

remain .on the sides 'Of beef until the beef is
:completely chilled, Chilling time varies with
the size of the sides, but usually lasts from 12

to

,24

hours. The primary advantages of

shrouding are:

-

shrinkage.

Normal

a. Reducing meat
shrthkage is about 3 percent for unshrouded
sides, but for shrouded sides, it is
approkimately ,1 to 11/2 percent:

b. Reducing external contamination.
c. Molding the external fat.
3-4. Chilling. Chilling should be done as
rapidlf as possible:However, care should be
taken that the sides are not" subjected to too
Extremely cold
a temperature.
cold
temperatures may, freeze the' exterior surface
and preve,nt adequate . rapid chilling of the
internal meat. Therefoie, a cooler (chill box)
temperature of 32° F.. to 38° ^ F. is
recommended. The product should .be chilled
to 40° F. or under and sho'uld not be frozen.

Observing two simple rules will further assure

proper chilling: (1) do not permit sides to

product and maintaining it in a wholesome
state should be your concern throughout the
entire processing operation. For this reason,

the temperature of the bolding room(s) is
very important These facilities must be
capable

the

maintaining

of

constant

temperatures required by both chilled and
frown beef.

3-6. Freezing. Chilled beef, both cam*

and cuts, must be chilled to a temperature of
32° F. to 40° F. Frozen beef is first chilled
and then placed in a iharp freezer maintained
at a temperature no higher than.10°. Frozen
beef for US Armed Forces procurement must
not normally be held in a frozen state longer
than 180 days.
3-7. Classes, Styles, and Weights. Federal
Specification PP-B-221, Beef, Fresh (Chilled
or Frozen), is the authority for classes, styles.
and weights. It is the authority for ow
discussion of these aspects of beef processing.
3-8, Classes. Beef classes are really little
more than sex groups. There , are three
principal classes with ^ which you are '
concerned: steer, heifer, and cow. This means
that you must be able to determine the sex of

touch each other, allowing for maximum air
circulation and (2) do not permit cooler doors a carcass in order to classify it. The classes are
aand open, causing temperature ore fully defined and described as follows:
to
a. Steer ,(class 1) beef is from male bovines
fluctuation.
3-5. Too. little humidity will produce that have been castrated before cpaching
excessive carcass shrinkage and poor cooling. ,sexual maturity, and before developing.,
On the other hand, humidity that is too high characteristics typical of bulls and stags.
b. Heifer (class 2) beef is from 'female
will cause the carcass to become slimy. The
best humidity for beef chill boxes is from 75 bovines that have not attained full sexual
to 85 percent. Preserving the quality of a maturity.

'1
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Figure.S. Sex determination factors.
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spot), gracilis muscle, and cod 'and dug fat.
Figure 8 depicts these landmarks in the heifer
and steer. Refer to this figure as we discuss

c, Cow (class 3) beef is from relatively
mature female tovines.

3-9. Sex determination factors. For our .each of the sex determination factors.
3-10. The pizzle eye is the remnant of the
purposes, there are five anatomical sex
base attachment of the penis. It is usually 'oval
determination factors or landmarks. They are
thèaitchbone, pizzle eye, pizzle eye cap (bald in shape and varies from ih inch to 11/4 inches
11

161 ;

in size. It is usually larger in bulls than in
steers, and is located at the posterior end of
the aitchbone, surrounded by the pizzle eye

3-15. Style 1, *Carcass (quartered), is the
four matched quarters from a single carcass.

cap.

The quarters are produced by splitting the
carcass down the back into two sides. The
sides are separated into forequarters and

male, the posterior portion of this muscle is

and heart fat usually present in the lower
thorax (brisket and short plaie) are closely

3-11. The pizzle eye cap (bald spot) is the
lean meat muscle of the penis surrounding thee hindquarters by cutting between the 12th and
pizzle eye in t.he male. There is no visible bald 13th ribs ("ribbing") as defined in the Official
spot- in females because the fat has "folded US Standards for Grades of Carcass Beef. The
in" and no lean shows at the posteriar end of carcass must conform to the following:
a. The skirt (diaphragm), when specified, is
the aitchbone.
removed,
but if not removed, the tendinous
3-12. The gracilis muscle extends from the
portion
is
removed
so as to expose lean meat
cod or mammary fat to the posterior end of
along
the
entire
length
of the diaphragm.
the aitchbane. In the female, the exposed
b. The thymus gland, mediastinal tissue,
portion of this muscle is bean-shaped. In the
coliered by a V-shaped piece of fat.
3-13. We find cod 'fat in males and dug fat

in females. "Cod fat" is the packing house
term for the scrotal fat of steers. It is very
rough and knobby, and tends to fill the

scrotal sac, assuming the shape of the
scrotum. There is seldom any evidence of cod
fat in bulls; in stagp, there is very little,
depending on the elapsed time since

castration. "Dug fat" is a packing hause term
for the mammary gland or mammary tissue of
cows and heifers. Dug fat is more extensive in
heifers than cows, and more smoothly
rounded than the cod fat in steers.
3-14. Styles. Style refers to the method

'used

to cut up a beef carcass. Figure 9

illustrates the wholesale cuts of a side of beef.
Study this figure as we discuss each of the five
styles described in Federal Specification

PP-B-221. The five beef styles are: Style I;
Carcass (quartered); Style II, Side; Style III,
Forequarter; Style IV, Hindquarter; and Style

removed.

c. Not more than two tail (caudal)
vertebrae should remain on the round.
d. An identification number is stamped on
each quarter, or a tag having a stenciled of
printed number is placed on each quarter to
identify each quarter with a specific carcass.
For example, all quarters shipped from
carcass number 20 are identified by a 'number
20.

e. Udders from heifer beef are removed
by the supplier) prior to
wrapping and shipping. Udders (glandular
(and retained

tissue, open milk ducts, and adjacent fat) are
removed in a plane' generally parallel to the
adjacent ventral abdominal wall so that the
fat remaining on the abdominal wall does not
exceed 1 inch in thickness. When specified,
trimmed . carcasses have the kidney knobs,

pelvcc, and ltimbar fat removed from the

hindquarter. After trimming, the fat
remaining on the applicable thoracic, lumbar,

V, Wholesale and Fabricated Cuts.

HINDQUARTER

FOREQUARTER

Figure 10, Major wholesale market cuts,
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SHANK
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Fir,

rp

FORESHANK & BRISKET

Forroart or,

Figure 13. Separation of shank from brisket.

and pelvic areas should !iot exceed ,1 inch in
thickness (measurement to lie made. 1,, ow
quarter inch). When ,;,pecified, the hanging
tendeç is removed s() that not more than
one-fourth inch of hanging tender ti.;sue
remains on the hindquarters..
'3 16.. Style

11.

sid,

of One

consists

matched forequarter and hindquarter from

The severance is made and the hindquarter is
triinnied as specified for Style I above,
3-19. Style V, wholesale and fabricated
cuts, mnst conforrn to the applicable
requirements defined in FeCleral Specification
PP-B-221. Because of the large number of &its
i» this class, only the major wl7olesale market

cuts will he discuss9d. See fure 10. These

one-half the carcass prepared and stamped or

major cuts are the basis for many of the other

tagged as described in Style 1 above.
3-17, _'Style .111. lorequarter, is all of The

.cuts of Style V. 1n many cases these other
cuts are nothing more than two or three ofs
the major cuts processed so that they remain

anterior portion of tlie side remaining .3 fter
severance between file 12th and 13th ribs.
The severance iS made and the forequarter is
triMmed as.specified in .Style lahove,
3-18. Style IV, hindqiiarter, is all of the
posterior portion of the side remaining after
severance between the- 12th .and 13th ribs..

in one piece. If you desire further information
pertaining to these undiscussed cuts, you may
obtain it from the specification.
3-20. The buck consists of the rib, prii4a1,,,
and the. square-cut chuck in one iiece. See/
figure 11.
3-21. The rib, primal, is tha portion of the
forequarter remaining after the rein( val of the
square-cut chuck, shank, brisket, ind, short
plate. See figure 11.
3-22. The square-cut chuck is th,it portion
of ule forequarter remaining after th .! removal

*1

of the shank, brisket, short plate, and rib,
primal. See figure 12:

The foreshank is that portio if the
3
foreleg (shank) remaining" intact 'atter ae
removal Of the brisket; short .plate, and
square-cut chuck from the forequarter. See
figure 1,1.

3-24, The brisket is that portion of the

forequarter remaining after the remoVal of the

SQUARE CU1 CHUCK

short plate, foreshank, and square-cut chuck
(see fig. 13).
.3-25. The short plate is the venti al portion

CROSS-CUT CHUCK
Fuzu,

11 2.

Sepprotion r,f

qupre-cut

of the sixth through 12th ribs (see fig. 11).

chuck from

3-2A The hindquirter, trimmed consists

brsko ,nr4

,

1.3
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-FULL LOIN

of the round, primal. amI the fulh loin in one
piece. See figure 14.

3-27, The round, priniql. is that portion of
the hindquarter remaining after the full loin
has been removed (see fig. 14).

3-28. The loin, full, trimmed, is that
portion of the hindqUarter remaining after the

removal of the primal round, flank, hanging
tender, kidney, knob. and excess fat from the
lumbar and sacral regions. See figure 15.
3-29. The short loin. regular,' is

the

anterior portion of the trimmed full loin. The
full loin is At. perpendicular to the lumbar
vertebrae and just anterior to the pelvis. See
figure 16,
3-30. The sirloin (loin end) is the posterior

FLANK

i_portion of the 'trimmed full loin. The cut

13th Rib

separating the sirloin and the short loin was

Figure.15, Separation, orflank from full loin.

described in the previous paragraph.
3-31. Weights, There are five weight ranges
for each style of *fresh chilled beef. Because of

fu'rther. If more information is desired, refer
to Federal Specification PP-I3-221.
3-32. General Inspection Requirements.

the wide variationi in styleS and hinges for
each style, this topic will not be discussed

ROUND, PRI

When it is procured for military use, fresh
beef, chilled or frozen, must be sound,
quartered beef
well-dressed, split and
carcasses, or sound, well-trimmed wholesale
market cuts. The beef should be prepared and
handled in accordance wiegood commercial
practice and meet the requirements of each
respective style, class, gade, state of
refrigeration, and specified weight range. You

AL

should be alert in your inspection, for such
requirewnts, and refuse to accept beef from
bulls or stags, andlbeef cuts that have been
excessively trimmed to -meet specified

SIRLOIN
(LOIN END)

FULL

SHORT LOIN

LOIN

TRIMMED FULL LOIN
F

P

t4

Figure )6, Trimmed full loin,

1 lin,v1 tiartw
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weights. In fact, beef that is substindard for siiecifying destiriation inspection only are
any reason should be provisionally rejected: 'being -prepared fur shipment hy the
3-33. Beef should also have a good color.. Con tractla. there is an additional marking
A,hich is not normally :required
It should haVe no objectionable odors, requirement
for
other
styles.
The cup tra-ctor must. number
or
Mutilations,
clots,
blood
bruises,
in a way -that assures its
quarter
each
discoloration..lt should be free of detrimental
superficial
edges,
ragged
blemish-es,
appendages, and deep cuts. There should be
nu evidence of refreezing, freezer burn,
mishandling, and other deterioration or
damage. In other words, the beef must be in

identification with a specific carcass.

excellent condition. It should possess the
quality and other characteristics associated
with the 'style, class, grade, and condition

every verification inspection, and the scope

4. Beet 61ading--

4-1. USDA quality grades are a Part of.
and backwound of beef grading are necessary
tools of sucli inspections, The overall
desirability of ean.as-es and cuts of beef varies

specified in the purchasing instruments whep
it is delivered to the US Armed Forces. The
Federal Government and the contractor are

over a 'wide range. At the upper end of the
the meat has a very appetizing
appearance and is extremely pleasant to the
taste. The carcasses and cuts that are least
desirable have little appeal to either sight or
taste. Between these two extremes lie
carcasses with varying degrees of desirability.
The USDA has developed and established a
system for classifying beef into a few
definable groups according to its desirability.
The USDA describes this system fur grading
in its publication Offlcial United States
range,

respqnsible for making the inspection that
with
these
compliance
determines
requirements.

3.34. The procuring agency of the Federal
authorized
or a duly
Government,
representative, makes the inspection at a time
and place designated by the procuring agency.

It may be at the site of preparation (both
during and after preparation), at a suitable
point in transit, or after delivery at
destination. Unless otherwise specified, the
final inspection is normally made at the time
of delivery to destination. In the final
inspection, it is important that you

Standards for Gradcs of Carcass Beef. This

publication has been adopted .as an official
guide by the US Armed.. Forces.

4-2. The standards of the grading system
are

remember:

a. The approval of any detail of processing
or material does not relieve the contractor 9f
r
responsibility for faulty workmanship
materials, which may be discovered at áfiy
time before final acceptance,

the basis

frir the development of the

different grades. Our objective in this section
is to identify the standards for particular
grades and the carcass characteristics that. you
-should be.able to recognize.
4-3. There are two grading systems used by.

the USDA in determining the acceptability of
a beef carcass. guidily grades indicate the
tenderness. taste. and appearance of the beef
eareass. Culability.orYwId grades indicate the

b. The contractor should be required to
assure that the product conforms to all

contract requirements before it is subriiitted
to the US Armed Forces fo m acceptance.
c. If the finished produ4 is inspected and
passed at a point other thakdes,tination, the
contractor should request that the product be
inspected at destination for condition, count,
identity, and temperature.

percent of trimmed, honeless, major retail

cuts derived from a carcass. Carcass beef may
be purchased by specified quality grade, yield
grade, or both

4-4, Quality Grades. USDA qual ty wades

of beef are prime, choice, good, standard,
cornmercial, utility, cutter, and ean ler. They
decrease in quality in the brder li,ted, The

3-35. As we have already stated, the
supplier or contractor is responsible for
meeting all the provisions of the specification

lower wades of beef are seldom purchased by
the US Armed Forces. Therefore, our
discussion win be concerned to a gr( at extent

under whith the product was manufactured
before he offers the product to the ,US
US
Government for acceptance. The
es
the
right
to
perform
any
Government res
of the inspecti,ons set forth in the
specification unde'i which the product was

with- the better grades, However, ii you are
ever required to inSpect the lower grades of
meat, the same principles of wading and
evaluation apPly.
4-5. Quality grades of beef ate determined
subjective evaluation of certain
a
of the carcass. These
characteristics
into
separated
are
characteristics

purchased, if such inspections are considered
necessary to assure that supplies and services
conform to prescribed requirements,

3-36. When beef quarters on contracts
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conformation factors and quality factors. A

conforrouticm ,,f tho ritY, because° the loin is

carcass that has a high-quality grade possesses
and displays all of these factors to the highest
degree. The absence of, or existence at a lesser

MOM VidWilfle

percentage ut thc carcass 00 1,,
iinplies a high
4-8 Superior ronion
Ione and a high
own:1.4)1i of neal t
tlw car(ass (:)1,proportion of the kven;ld,
cue) in its more valuable pdrls. 11, is reflected
in carcasses and ctil.s thAt arc very thickly
muscled, are very full and thick in relation to
their lengthi, arid llao a wry plump, fun, and
Inferior
well-rounded appearance,
-conformation hophes d loi% proportion of
.meat to bone And lot,. proportion of the

degree of, /these factors lowers the gade of
the carcps<
4-6. onformation. Conformation

is

the

repatri of formation of the carcass or primal
cut: The conformation descriptions included
in each of the grade specifications refer tu the
thickness of, the carcass and its various parts.

The carcasses of primal cuts that have the

required thickness of muscling specified for a
grade are considered to have a conformation
adequate for that grade, despite the fact that,

because they lack fat, they do got have the
overall degree
described.

of thickness and fullness

4-7, You should evaluate conformation by
taking an average _of the conformation of the

various parts of the carcass or primal ,rut.

d

out and i,on tains a geater

weight of the (arcu,s (of cut,) in the more

valuable parts. Inferiol rnfyrrnation is shown

in Carcasses and cuts thJI are very thinly
rmliSded, are very nafrow and tliin in relation
to length, and have :1 oerv angular, thin,
sunken appear)anee.
i ors
Although
conformaylon should ni-.0c he taken lightly, it

hat qality
truyu

kv precedence
d uo:,
ou are determmioc the overall grade or
d %;arcas.,, While th, oourorwatior of a carrais
ronteols the ainount of LII meat ay4ah1e.
the quality 'actors giv the car' os, its pleasing
appearance., taste, ano toudornes,, which ate
f.)od products, The
ot inmost im poi t.anco
factors Pvalthitod in ii.torki,ning quality
include- age, as dotomitted hy hone character:
and marbling, texture, alio color, as mdicateo
by the ribeve rn
Ttn 7rfaturilS, uf Iht
,1-10.

Consider each part with regard to its weight in
proportion to the weight of the whole carcass.
In addition, compare the general value of each
part with the other parts. Although the chuck
and round .have nearly the same percentage uf
carcass wejghr, the round is considered a mure
valuable cut, Therefore, in evaluating the

when

ovetall conformation of a carcass, you .give
the development of the round more
consideration than the development uf the
chuck Similarly, the conformation of the loin
receives much more consideration than the
16

to their beef, and anY deviation from this

carcass is determined by the size, shape, and

ossification

of

the

bones

results in a lowering of the grade.
4-14. Quality Divisions. Beef quality
grades pertain to three classes of beef. These
classes are based strictly on the characteristics
of the beef for a particular grade:
Section 1steers, heifers, and cows.

and

cartilagesespecially the split chine bones. In
the split chine bones, ossification changes

occur at an early stage of maturity in the
posterior portion of the vertebral column
(sacral vertebrae) and at progessively later

Section 2bulls.
Section 3stags.

stages of mdurity in the lumbar and thoracic
vertebrae.

4 -11 . Marbling.

Marbling

is

the

intramucular fat found within a beef carcass.
It is We source of miich of the juiciness of a
cooked piece of beef. The degree of marbling
is determined by observing the exposed ribeye

(eye of the beef) after the carcass has been
ribbed, The relationship between maturity,
marbling, and the quality grade is shown in
table 1. The table indicates that as maturity

increases from A to E, the degree of marbling
must be higher to award a high-quality grade.
It should be noted that those animals from C.
to E are not eligible for the top four qualiit
grades, regardless of the degree of marbhng.
4-12. Texture. Texture is the term used to
describe the size of the muscle bundles of the

4-15. Section I beef. Steer, heifer, and
cow beef (section 1) is further desigmated as
any of eight grades, as shown in table 2. These
grades are prime, choice, good, standard,

commercial, utility, cutter, and canner. In
sections 2 and 3 (bulls and stags), there are
only six subgroups. These are choice, good,
commercial, utility, cutter, and canner, which
are also given in table 2.

4-16. After a carcass is given a section

desigiation, grading within sections is based
strictly on the characteristics of the meat and
bone. Although beef in all grades is produced

and processed, only the better grades are
usually procured for the use of the US Armed

Forces. For this reason, you should become
thoroughly acquainted with the
characteristics of prime, -choice, and good

beef carcass. It is usually determined by an
evaluation of the ribeye after the carcass has

been ribbed. A finer texture or smaller muscle
bundle usually indicates a more tender

grade beef.

4-17. Most of the beef procured for
personnel is in section 1. A

carcass.

4-13. Color. The color of the lean tissue

military

condensed description of the conformation
and quality requirements for all grades is
given in table 3. Refer to this table and note

does not indicate the overall quality of a beef
carcass as much as the previous three factors
do; however, consumer acceptability depends
to a large extent upon the esthetically
pleasing color of the beef. Most consumers
have come to expect a bright"; cherry-red color

the differences in characteristics between

grades. Even though the characteristics for
each grade are definite, it will be easier for

Table 2
Market Classes and Grades for Dressed Beef

Section I

Grade

Sections II & III

Steer, heifer
and cow*

Prime
Choice
Good
Standard
Commercial
Utility
Cutter
Canner

Bull and Stag

Grade

Choice
Good
Commerciaft

Utility
Cutter
Canner

(*Cow beef is not eligible for Prime Grade.)
17
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Table 3
Beef Palatability Characteristics

,

Quoitsg
Grads

Comformnsinm
Thoracic
Vertebrae

Chime Dane

Tripe

Thickly muscled
th-lughout.

Cartilaginous
ends show

Slightly red
end fait.

(Loins

and ribs thick
end full.
Rounds plump,
carrying well
down to th,
Thick
hocks.
Mocks
chucks
and shanks
teed to be

Lumbmr
Vertebrae

Cartilaginous
sada nearly
completely

Ribeye Muscle

Rib Sonia

Slightly wide
mnd slightly
flat.

ossified.

Light red ln color.
finely textured.
and moderately
firm:" Minimum
degree of narbling
requirvd in
with advancing

aturity throughout
this :roup from
minianin slight

abundant to
nun slight ab

dant.

.

short.)
ly
Mod
thick muscled
throughout.
ly
Kod

fused.

ossifying
(hardeming)
to partially
ossified.

im relation to

Choice

Conpletely

vidence of

Cep and thick
length.

Sacral
Vertebras

r
Slightly red
and slightly
soft.

Cartilaginous
ends show
ovidenco of
ossification

Coapletely
fused.

Cartilaginous

nds nearly
toopletely
ossified.

Slightly wide
and slightly
flat.

Moderately light
rid in color. finely
textured. and slightly

Niobium dip***
firm,
of arbling requIrid
Inc 000000 with edvanc.

wide mild

O:sUri:da"Y

thick in re.
Italia to

ing maturity throughout this group from

ininum odeet

,

lemeth.

mount to a maximum
modest mount.

(Loins sod
ribs *odor.
misty thick
sod full.
Rounds end
chucks soderately plunp
and nod o
r
Mocks
thick.
and shanks
tend to be
ly
mod
short,)

Son

Slightly thick
muscled
throughout. At

Slightly red
mad slightly
soft.

,

lisst moderst-

Cirtilegenous
ends show evi
dence of ass!
ficetlon to

Completely

Cartilegonpirightly aids

fused.

ends neirly
completely
ossified

d slightly

flat.

oderately

ly symmetrical
and unifore

diem of marbling

ossified.

required Intl, sssss

is COlftauf.

(Loins and
ribs are
slightly thick
and full.
Rounds tend to
be slightly
plump. Mocks
and shanks
tend to be
slightly long
and thin.)
Standard

.

_
.

with idvancing
maturity through
out this group
from typical tracos
to a typicil slight
amount.

Thinly musciod
throughout,

Slightly red
and slightly

Slightly ruir.

soft

row and thin
in relation
to their
length At
lisst oodir
stets symmet.
rical and
uniforo in
fLoins
contour
and ribs tend
to be fiat and
slightly thin
fleshed

Slightly light red
finely
in color
textured. end mod
erstely soft to
soft, Minimum

Cartilsgenous
ends show

Completely
fused.

videnco of
ossification
to moderate
ossification

Cartilaginous
ends nes-iy
completely
ossified,

Slightly wick
and slightly
flat,

Slightly dark red in
color, tinily tisituriid,
and soft to moderately
Minimum degree
soft
'of mirbling riquired
tnc ssssss with

advancing maturity
throughout this group
from minimum practicall
devoid to PWRiMUM
practically devoid
.

'llounds Snd
to oe thin
and

slightly

concave
)

Chucks tnd
to be flat and
thin fleshed.

G/

you to learn to recoglize the required degree
of conformation and quality for each grade

characteristics, as bull beef and stag beef, in
accordan'ce with the standards for bulls and

bulls and stags is graded, according to its

tor class as "bull" beef or "stag" beef. No
grade of bull or stag beef can compare in

When it is graded and identified
according to grade, this beef is identified also

stags.

by observing the differences in actual
carcasses and cuts.
4-18. Section 2 beef. Beef produced from
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Table S (cont'd.)
Con!or.otton

Credo

Owolctm

LOIne Son.
COTX.OTC141

Slightly thin

from mo or

uscled through. ately
'

Oat

44C 1.1144(

r

toner

usually soder
stely heavy fel
covaring, the

shut to

carc sssss tend

white in

to be slightly

color

From p
tically

c

MOT4CIC

MKT'S)

Vertebrae

VOTtObTOO

Cartilaganous
ends show
considorable
ossification
The outlinas
of the cart.

VOTIOCIT44

Completely
fused

Ribero Muscle

Rib bones

LaabliT

'

Csrtilagenous
ends naarly
completely
ossifi.d.

.

pro. node,

*ram oderately

ately wide
and flat to'
wide and flat.

dark red and
slightly coarse In
texture'to dark
red and coarse,
and froo slightly
firm to firm
Min.
imum degree of
marbling required

.

lisps sr
from barely 9
visible to
visible

thick but

rather rough
and irregular
in contour
(Rounds tend
to be thin
and slightly
concave
Loins
tamd to be

Inc ssssss with

advancing aturity
throughout this
group from a min.
iclla *Mall 4.0y4t
to a maximum small
amount
La

mo
ly
wide but
slightly
sunken an0
hips are

.

rather pro.
rnent. Ribs
tand to be
*lightly thin
and the plates
end briskats
are wide and
'spready
Mocks and
shanks Are
slightly long
and thin

\

4

.

v

iltilm

Thinly musclad
throughout
Very narro
in relation
to length
Docidedly
rangy end
angular in

llightiy red
nd slightly
soft, to hard
nd whit.

Cartilaginous
ends hers
sone evidence
of ossifies
tlon.

Completely
lus.d.

Cartilaginous
ends are

Slightly flat
to wide and

naarly cosi,

flat,

plotely
ossiftad.

The

outline of
the certi
logos ere
barely visible.

COMMIT

Slightly dark red
and fin. in
Slightly firs to
soft, to the touch,
end may be slightly
wstery.
DoVoid
to maximum saall

.

amount of arbling

Usually thinly
flashed,
(Loins and

i

n.

ribt OTO flat
and thinly
fleshed
Sounds tend
to be very
concave
Chucks Ire
thin and flat
Mdcks and
shanks are long
and tapering
Nips and shout
der Joints era
prominant

...

44.,

COT( sssss With
In the full
range of

asturity class

-

Med as beef
i

are included in
this grade )
.

C014T

Thistly uscled
throughout.
Rangy, angular,
and Irregular

Slighthy rod
and slight**,

CartIlag.nous
ands heve

soft to hard
and white,

of ossifies.

soma evldiukce

in contour

tIon.

Vary thinly
fleshed
(Loins end
ribs STO
very f(at,
thin and
@hollow Mocks
and shanks ar.
very long sod
tsparing Nips
and shoulder
Joints 4TO
very prom

outline of
the cavti
lege* sr.
barely visic

2

.

Cospletely

Certilagenous

fusad

ends nalirly

completely
ossified,

Stightly wide
and slightly
(let, to
wide end flat

The

Slightly dark red

and floe, 6 varY
dark rod and Coarse
...Devoid

to practically
devoid of marbling,
Soft and watery,
to very soft and
watery.

bl..

.

-

imtimt.)

0

Th. rang.
im maturity
ds to
includ. Car
fros
the oldest

\\..._.......,..

mnisals pro
ducal for
Deaf

Canner

hot a e Inferior le conforaetion arid quality to the minimum roquIrimen s
.r. graded Canner
Car

'

specIfiad for Cuttar Crade

palatability grade of any beef carcass. You
must use these principles when you are

quality with the same grade of beef from

steers, heifers, or cows. Neither is the quality

performing beef grading and inspection
duties.
4-24. Determining Quality Grades. To

'In a designated grade of bull beef Comparable
with the same designated quality of stag beef.
4-19. Choice bull carcasses have excellent
quality, finish, and conpmanation. Rounds,
chucks, and necks are thick and very heavily
muscled. Loins and ribs are broad, but tend to
be.

shallow

determine the quality of a beef carcass, it
must be properly "ribbed." This is done by

and are relatively small in

proportion to the rest of the carcass. The
exterior surface 'is well covered with fat,
which, although rough, is not gobby nor

excessively deep at any point. Interior fat is
plentiful but is somewhat lacking in firmness
and brittleneas. Usually, iasuch carcasses are
derived from young, well-fed bulls, although

,

occasionally 'carcasses of older bulls meet tfie
requirements of this grade. The flesh generally

cutting the carcass into two sides by splitting
it down the back. One ,side must be partially
separated inio a hindquarter and forequarter
by making a saw cut perpendicular between
the 12th and 13th ribs. Any other method of
ribbing can prevent an accurate evaluation of
characteristics.
grade-determining
the
Therefore, carcasses ribbed by other methods
are eligible for grading only if accurate grade
'determination is possible.
4-25. When you are examining the ribbed
carcass, remember that the requirements for'

is ly a medium dark-red color, which is firm
marbling increase progressively with evidences
but comparatively dry.
4-20. As with carcasses in section 1, there of advancing maturity, indicated n the
maturity groupings (A through E) of table 1.
is a gradual decrease in 'quality -and
Notice carefully the relationship of these
grades.
conformation through the .remaining
maturity groups and the nine degrees of
extremely
Canner grade bull carcasses have
marbling. The degree of marbling and other
Visible
finish
is
generally
poor characteristics.
lean characteristics specified for the various
thin
absent. These carcasses are very
grades are based on their appearance in the
thin,
throughout. The round and chucks are
ribeye muscle, which is exposed by proper
and
flat
or
and the loins and ribs are very thin
sunken. There is no exterior or interior fa , ribbing. Although no consideration is given
for marbling beyond maximum abundant,
and the flesh is soft and dark.
superiority
in one characteristic ot quality
in
4-21. Section 3 beef. Like the carcass
(such
as
marbling)
can sometimes compensate
the
sections 1 and- 2, there is a decrease in
quality and conformation from choice grade forlideficiency of another characteristic. the
4-26. Compensation. Superiority in
stag beef (section 3) through the other five
the lean is permitted to
with
characteristics
grades. Because you are unlikely to work
will
for a deficiency of conformation.
stag beef carcasses to any extent, we 040,30compensate
The rate of compensation must be on an
describe dilly the characteristics of the ch
grade. In cutter grade 'stag beef, quality and equal basis. For example, a given degree of
conformation are definitely deficient, and it is superior quality (above the minimum required
for a specified grade) can compePisate for the
seldom even found on the market.
4-22. Choice grade stag carcasses have game degree of deficient conformation. In a
excellent quality, finish, and conformation. similar way, superior conformation can
Rounds are thick, full, and bulging. Loins and compensate for deficient quality in all grades
ribs are moderately thick, and chucks are except prime, choice, and commercial,
substitution of conformation
thick and heavily fleshed. Necks are However, the
is
limited
to_a compensation of
moderately short and thick, The exterior fat for quality
one-third.
The
conformation
must be at least
although
slightly
covering of the carcass,

minimum
the
than
more
one-third
grade
the
for
required
conformation
concerned. The one-third liimitation for

rough, generally extends well over the carcass.

Intenor fat is plentiful in the crotch rind on

the breast, and the kidneys, as a rule, are well
covered. The flesh is firm and fine grained for
the elms, and shows some intermixture of fat
along the muscle seams. ts color varies from
medium to dark red.
4-23, At this point in our discussion, you
should have a good knowledge of the
recognizable characteristics of carcasses in the

deficient quality is to keep the quality from
being too low,

are
you
When
4-27, Compliance.
determining compliance with the maximum'
maturity limits for prime, choice, good, and

color and
lean
only
when
the other
texture of the
standard

grades, consider the

maturity-indicating factors indicate just

various beef palatability grades. There are

a

slightly more advanced degree of matunty

other pnnciples, which you should learn; that
concern tile procedures for determining the

than
20

is

specified

as

maximum

for the

1 101

applicable grade. The same principle, in
reverse, applies to determining compliance
with the minimum, maturity limits of
cornmercial/grade.

4-28. You-should realize by now that the
final grading of a carcass or primal (wholesale)

cut is based on a Composite evaluation of its

(nr.formation and quality. Since relatively
lew

carcasses

or,

cuts

have

identical

development of conformation and quality, it
is obvious that each grade includes various
cornbinations of the development of these
two characteristics. Vou will find that many
carcasses or wholesale cuts whi-Ch qualify for a
particultir grade have some characteristics that
are more typical of another grade. For

example, a carcass that has choice quality
may, have conformation pf good and still

remain eligible for the choice grade. You must

also realize that some of the wholesale cuts
produced from a carcass may`not be of the
same grade as the carcass. When this occurs,

the grade of the wholesale cut(s), not the
carcass,

has

precedence.

Your

full

understanding of the grading of carcasses for
quality can only be reached with actual
experience in grading. The principles and
characteristics presented in this section,
however, represent the basic information you
will need for such work.
4-29. Cutability Grades.r A beer' carcass
I consists of lean flesh, fat, and bone. The lean
flesh furnishes the edible portions to a very
great extent. Certainly, marbling of the lean
with streaks of fat is highly desirable, and a
certain amount of other fat is also palatable
and acceptable. But large deposits of external
and internal fat on i carcass are not desired
and must be trimmed away. Bone, q,lthough a
fun( tional necessity to the animal, is surely
not edible and must be considered as waste.

Therefore, only a part of a carcass is,bbth
edible and palatable. As we previously
mentioned, this part can be described as a

fat (to the nearest tenth of an inch); the

percent 'of kidney, peptic, and heart fat; the
hot carcass weight; and the cross-sectional
area of the ribeye muscle (expressed in square

inches). A high yielding carcass will have k
cutability grade of 1 or 2 and will exhibit a
minimum amount of external kidney, pelvic,

and heart fat and a large cross-sectional
ribeye.

4-31. The. amount of external fat on a

carcass is evaluated in terms oi the thickness
of the fat over the ribeye muscle. The ribeye
fat is measured .perpendicular to the outside
surface at a point three-fourths of the'length

of the ribeye from its chine bone. This

measurement can be adjusted, as necessary, to

reflect unusual amounts of fat on the other
parts of the carcass. Four-tenths of an inch of variation in fat thickness over the ribeye
makes a full yield grade change.,

4-32. The percent of kidney, pelvic, and

heart fat considered in determining the

cutability .grade includes the kidney knob

(kidney and §urrounding fat), the lumbar and
pelvic fat in he loin and round, and the heart
fat 'in the c uck and brisket area. This fat is
removed wh n closely trimmed retail cuts are
made. The amount of this fat is evaluated
subjectively ahd expressed as a percentage of
the carcass weight. A change of 5 percent in
these amounts makes a full yield grade
change.

4-33. Hot
determining

carcass weight
the cutability

used in
grade. The'
is

percentage of retail cuts will decrease as the
carcass weight 'increases. An increase of 250
pounds will lower the cutability grade by one
full grade.

a

4-34. The area of the ribeye is determined
at the point where this musCle is exposed by
ribbing. It is usually estimated subjectively,
although it may be measured. An increase in
the area of ribeye proportionally increases the

amount of retail cuts. A difference of 3

square inches in ribeye area changes the grade
by one full cutability grade.
4-35. Cutability grade formula. The overall
cutability, grade is determined by. a
carcass
four
combination\ of the
wnsiderations mentioned. The USDA Official
gtandards for Grades of Carcass Beef
mathematical formula to
a
furnishes
de3er11iine the cutsibility grade. The formula
es five constants (numbers that never vary),

percentage or ratio of the whole carcass and is
referred to as the "cutability" of the carcass.

This ratio is determined by four objective
evaluations of measurable data from the
carcass which are placed into the USDA
cutability formula.

4-30. Evaluation factors, A carcass with
good conformation is expected to yield a high
percentage of trimmed, boneless beef, but this
is not always true. For this reason, a separate
evaluation of a carcass is made to determine
its cutability (or yield). There are five
cutability or yield grades (1 through 5). These
grades are determined by four variable

our of which are coupled with

variable

factors representing the four considerations
that we have just discussed. The remaining

constant is used along. The result of the
computation is the grade designation.
4-36. When you are determining the

factors. They aresthe thickness of external

21
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4-41. With this explanation of the formula,

cutability grade of a carcass; you must first

we will compute the cutability grade of a
sample carcass. Assume that the carcass,

make.an evaluation Of each of the-four grade

variables. If unusual conditions exist, you
Jilay need to adjust the estimate or
measurement .of one or mOre of these
variables. After you have determined the
numerical value of the Variables and have

which weighs 500 pounds befoie chilling, has
0.2 inch of adjusted external fat. Also assume

that the kidney, pelvic, and heart fat makes
up 2 percent of the carcass weight and that
the area of the ribeye is 11.5 square inches.

adjusted them as necessary, you are ready to
substitute them in the mathematical equation

We will find the.,cutability grade step by step,
as follows:

fOr cL,abi::'..y grades.

4-C7. If the thickness of the external fat
must be adjusted, pay particular attentioo to
.the amount of fat in such areas as the briAtet,
plate, flank, &A or udder, inside _round,
rump, and hips in relation to the actual fat
thickness over the ribeYe. If a carcass is fatter
over other areas than over the ribeye, adjust
the measurement upward. If a carcass hasless
fat over other areas, adjust the measurement
downward.. In many carnasses, no adjustment
is necessary, but an adjustment of one-, two-,
or three-tenths of an inch iS not uncommon,

Step 1. Th constant, which is
with a variable
not couple

represent

a

g

characteristic,
computation:

is

set

cutability

for

down

2.50

Step 2. The second constant is

multiplied by the adjusted external
fat thickness (2.50 x 0.2 0.50),
and the result is plated under the
constant .of Step

in a column:

\ ,Step 3. Tlje third constant

haultiplied by t e percent of kidney,
pelvic, and he t fat (0 20 X 2
0.40). and the r ult is placed in the
column:

in determining the cutability grade. If you

must use the chilled carcass weight to

multipliedlby the hot carcass weigNI
1.90), and 0+6
(0.0038 X 500
result is placed in the column and
the sum is computed;

chilled carca_m weight by 102 percent.
4-39. You must measure, or closely

multiplied by the area of .nbeye

Step 4, The fourth constant is

determine. the hot carcass weight, you must
compensate for the shrinkage that occurs
during chilling. To do this, multiply the

(0.32 X 11.5 3.68), and the result
is placed in- the column under the
sum of the results through Step 4.
The difference is taken and the
fraction to the right of decimal parl
is canceled out or dropped:

Ntk,:'th other devices designated by the USDA.

4-40. The formula for determining the

where:
Thickness of external fat (in tonths of inches)

2.50
.50

.40
1.90
5.30

5.30

-3 68
1.62

Therefore, this carcAss is cutability grade 1.

You can use this method to determine the

cutability grade takes the following form:

2.50 + 2,50T+ 0.20P+ 0.0038W
- 0.32A

2.50
.50
.40

Step 5. The fifth constant is

estimate, the area of the ribeye. Express the-,
measurement in square inches (and fractions
in tenths). This measurement is made with a
ril'd calibrated in tenths of square Loches, or

Cutability grade

+ ,50

is

or an even greater adjustment' may be

necessary. the measurement of external fat is
made in inches or fractions of an inch (usually
in tenths).
4-38. Y.ou must use. the hot carcass weight

1'2.50

cutability of any carcass.
4-42. The same -Formula is used to
of
grade
the
cutability
d e termine
loins
forequarters,' hindquarters,T ribs,
full-61mmed, and short loins trimmed.
.However, before applying the formula to

these cuts, you must first determine the hot

Amount of kidney, pelvic, and heart fat (in

carcass weight of the carcass from which they
are produced. This is done by multiplying the

percent of carcass)
Hot carcass weight (in pounds)

chilled weigtit of- the cut by an established
constant. The constants for the various cuts

Cross-sectional, area of ribeye (in square
inches)

are as follows:

When you are solving this equation, the

3.90
4.25
22.75
12.75
29.10

Forequarter
Hindquarter

cutability grade is expressed by the whole
number in the ansWer. (Any fiactional part to

Rib

the4 right of the decimal of the answer is

Loin, full-trimmed
Short loin, trimmed

dropped,) For ex.ample, if the computation
results in an answer of 3.9,: the cutability

For

grad, is 3,
22

example,

you

can

assume

that

a

forequarter weighing 150 pounds after
chilling has been cut from a carcass whose hot
carcass weight was 585 (150 X 3.9) pounds. If
the chilled weight of ribs is 32 pounds, the hot

Carcass SO

Thickness of external fat
Kidney, paWkand heart fat
Hot cardur weight
Area of ribeye
Cutability grade

carcass weight(can be computed to be 728
(32 X 22.75 riounds.
4-43. In addition, when you are determining
the curability grade for trimmed forequarters,
t..mmed forequarter csuts, trimmed hindquarters, and trimmed hindquarter cuts, standard
percentages for kidney, pelvic, and heart fat

gmmed Quarter.

Thickness of extanal fat
Chilled weight
Area of ribeye
Cutability grade

Percent of Kidney,
Pelvic, and Heart Fat
4.5
3.5
2.0
4.0
2.0
1.6

Utility

Cutter and Canner

I

Forequarter
USDA Choice Grade

follows:

Prime
Choice
Good
Standard
Commercial

1 3.5 square inches

4-46, Problem Situation Number 2:
Compute the curability grade of the following
trimmed beelequarters:

are used. They vary with t e quality grade
of the quarter or cut concrned and are as
Grade

1.1 inches
6.0 percent
800.0 pounds

0.9 inch
143.0 pounds
8.8 square inches

Trimmed Quarter 02
Ffindquarter
-11SDA Choice Grade

.

Thickness of externariat
Chilled weight
Area of ribeye
Cutability grade

4-44. You now have the principles you
need for determinini the çutability grade of

carcasses) arra cuts. You have been given the /1--\,4-47, Solutions
constants that you must use and have learned Amber 1:

0.4 inch
.204.0 pounds
1 6.3 square inches

to

Problem

Situation

how to use" them in the forinula. Take one

step now to make sure that you
understand, and that you can 'put your
more

Carcass a I

knowledge to work. Here are a few problems

2.60

computations, check your answers and
procedures against 'the correct solutions,
which follow the problems.

.90 (.20 x 4.6)
1.90 (.0038 X 500)

for you to solve. After you make yoar

Cutability grade4

4

Carcass 02

Thickness of )aternal fat.
Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat
Hot carcau weight
Area of ribeye
Cutability grade

2,60

1.0 inch
4.5 pertent
600.0 pounds
9.0 square inches

(Conagn;..)

,76 (2.50 x .3)
.50 (.2 x 2.5)
1.90 (.0038 x 500)

(T)

(P)
(W)

6.65

(.32 x 11.5)

(A)

1.97

Cetability grade c. 1

,

Thickneu of external fat

-

0.3 inCh
2,5 percent
500.0 pounds
11,6 square inches

Carcass' 53

2.60
1.00 (2 60 x .4)
,50 (.20 x 2,6)
3.04 (.0038*x 800)
7.04
-5,12 (32 X 113,.0)
1.92

Caicos, a3
Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat
Hot carcass weight
Area of ribeye
Cutability grade-

(A)

4,92

Carcass 01

Thick nos of external fat

"

7.80

4-45. Problem Situation Number 1: The

Kidhey, pelvic, and heart fat
Hot carcass wiitght
Area of ribeye
Cutt bility grade

(P)
(W)

-2.88 (.32 X 9,0)

following carci-rses are USDA Prime.
Calculate the cutability grade for each:

Carcass 02

{Constant)
(V)

2.60 (2.50 X 1,0)

0,4 inch
2.6 percent
800.0 pounds
16.0 square inches

Cutability grade

23

17)

(Constant)
(T)
(F)
(W)

(A)
1

-0*

include the inspection points and.cOnditions

Carcass #4
2.50

(Constant)
(T)

2.75 (2.50 x 1.1)
1.00 (.2 X 5)
3.04 (.0038 x 800)

.(P)
(W)

9.29

(A)

-4.32 (.32 x 13.54
4.97
Cutability grade 3',4

4-48. Solution

Problem

to

Situation

addition, any other standards that are
necessary to determine contract compliance
and wholesomeness of the product.
5-2. When you are inspecting for contract
compliance, you ;should have a copy, of the
contract in hand. Be thoroughly familiar with
that document and all the'related pubjications
it cites, such as articles, clauses, and
specifications. Your inspection of the product
should include an examination of grade,
weight,

Number 2:
Trimmed Quarter #1
2.50

-2.25 (2.50 X .9)
.70 (.2Q X 3.5)

211 i.0038 x 3.9 x 143)

7.56
-2,81 (.32 X 41.8)
4.75,
Cutability grade

(Constant)
(T)
(P)
(W)

(A)

1.00 (2.5 x .4)
.70 (.2 x .3.5)

3.28 (.1:1038 x 4.Z5 x 204)
7748

(Constant)
(T)
(P)
(W)

(A)

-5.21 (.32 x 16.3)

the product al being sound or

excellent condition and in" compliance wi
jor
the contract: An understanding of
carcass defects and , areas of deterioration is
necessary to assuring a product that is wholeSbme tor issue- and of quality equal to the
price paid by the Government.
5-4. Skirt, ReiStricted air circulation under

the skirt causes it to become slimy to Ile

touch. The skirt is the part of the diaphragm
remaining on the forequarter of the carcass

2.27

Cutability grade

temperature, and markings. Also,

heck the cleanliness and temperature of the
Vehicle used to transporf the product, as well
as the cleanliness and temperature of the beef
holding or storage rooms. When inspecting the
product for wholesomeness arid soundness,
you should be alert for the presence of slime,
mold, and "off" odors.
5-3. Condition Defects' and Deterioration.
The purpose of inspection at destination is to
verify

4

Trimmed Quarter #2
2.50

c,

that we will explaih. You . must apply, in

2

4-49. You should now understand the

principles, of beef grading and pe able to
recOttlize the c aracteristics of carcasses and

wholesale cuts of the vatious cu bility
grades. Further. you should know low to
determine the c bility grade of a particular
carcass or wholesale"' cut b,y estimating or
measuring the four variable characteristics
that may change the grade. In the discussion
of surveillance inspections that follows, you
should realize the application of such
requirements as specification' terminotogy and
USDA gradinEp systems in theo4irification of

after it has been dressed.
5-5. :Flanging tender. The hanging tender is
another:.area Yob" should inspect for slime. It
tends to- deteriorate rapidly because of &the
amount of expostd muscle tissue, and because

of blood-and ''s§rum drippings from other
parts of the carcass. The hanging tender is the
muscular pillars of the diaphragm found in
the hindquarter.

5-6. Jugular furrow. The path-s-ria;kof the

large blood vessels in the neck is another area.
The vein that is stuck in bleeding the animal
during slaughter is located in the ,jugular
furrow. Blood seepage and serum in this area
promotes the gmwth of spoilage-causing

,

carcass beef.

bacteria. The presence of off 'odor is a good

.;

indicator.
0
5-7. Exposed cut -muscle surfaces. These
our
or deteriorate faster tban
purposes, refers mainly to beef cftrcasses, tend to spoil
Sliming,
fat.
with
covered
surfaces
sides, and quarters. <This inspection is elehydration,
decomposition
bacterial
performed- just before the product iushipped
occur in these' area earlier than in other parts
and immediately after it arrives, at its
First examine the gracilis
destination. Surveillance inspection is also of ttiC carcass. to >the aitchbone) for 'this
muscle
(dorsal
performed on beef in , storage. This kind of condition and then the eye muscles.
,
inspeittiwn cis not necessarily limited to the
eruises ?n 'the
5-8.
Bruises.
Superficial
this
in
discuss
informdtion that we ,will
of minor
section. However, your procedures shOUrd surface of the product are
5. Surveillance InspectrOn,
5-1. SurveillanceS inspection, /for
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hazardous but should be considered for
rejection because of reduction in quality..

significfnce. However, those that penetrate
into' the meat could be cause for rejection.

d. Sore or scarthis appears as a small

5-9. Sour round. Sour round (bone taint),

off-white water spot (cystlike sore) in the eye
muscle. This condition represents a reduction
in quality; therefore, rejection should be
recommended.

as inditated bY its name, is located in the
round. It can usually be traced to the
ball-and-socket joint. YoU -can detect sour
round by smelling a meat trier immediately
afttr it has been removed from the

ban-and-socket joint. If the sour.. condition is
present, you will detect a n,oxious odor. This
condition results from improperly chilling the
product, allowing bacteria to grow, and from
the production of propionic acid (odor
causative). Improper chilling, is due to poor

e. Abscessesthese appear as pockets of
pusslike material of varying size, scattered
throughout °the ey,e and possibly other parts
,

and

heavy

of the carcass. Rejection should
on
the
grounds
recommended
unwholesomeness and reduced tivality.

be

of

5-12. The above-mentioned conditions are
excellent eitamples' of unwholesomeness

spacing of the carCasses in the chill room,
poor ventilation or air circulation, poor
cooling apparatus,
carcasses.

and/or reduced quality, as they appear in

(meaty)

carcass beef. If these conditions (defects) are
after Governthent acceptance
and/or the, expiration of the warranty period,

discovered

5-10. Carcasses with sour round should be
recommended for rejection. If this condition
detected after final acceptance, the
is

do not recommend destruction as unfit for
human consumption unless it is obvious that
tbe entire carcass is affected. Recommend
that ,the portions of the carcass (such as the
eye muscle) be thoroughly trimmed out and
the remainder be used for its intended

procurement agency concerned should be
n6tified so that possible redovery action

involving latent defects can be taken. Latent
defects are those. that are not detectable by
inspection. 'If the beef is
normal
Government-owned and is to be retained, the
rounds should be split to the bpne so that-lou

purpose.

5-13. Vehicle and Product Temperatuse.

One of the first steps performed at destination is the taking and recording of

can examine the surrounding tissue for a

discoloration.. If the grayish
discoloration is present, it should be trimmed
away and ccarded, and the remainder of the
hindquarter should be allowed to air out in a
chill room. If no discoloration is present,
airing-the product in a chill room overnight
grayish

vehicle

and

temperature

product

of the

temperature.

vehicle is

The

often not

applicable, but the internal temperature of
the product is very important. Product
internal temperature should be no higher than

40° F. for chilled beef and 0° F. for frozen
beef. It is important to maintain this

will probably destroy the off odor and off
flavor associated with sour round and the

5-11. Eye of beef. The eye of beef was
explained when we discussed grading. It is
significant here in regard to soundness and

temperature; therefore, keep the vehicle
secured untikoffloading is begun.
5-14. Inspict the vehicle in which the
product is transported for Ovqall cleanliness

\ observed either on the hindquarter (loin end)
or the forequarter (rib end):The following off
conditions *(someiimes latent defects) are of

not assume that the floor is clean. Doors

meat can be used for its intended purpose.

and off odors. The ceiling, walls, and floors
should be clean. If floor pallets are used, raise
them and inspect the floor of the vehicle. Do

wholesomeness. The eye of beef can be

should close tightly to prevent dust and other
outside foreigii material from contaminating
the product and to assure adequate
temperature control.
5-151' Except where we have pointed out
specific differences, surveillance inspection is
basically the same at the contractor's
establishment and at destination. It is
important for you to realize that the

particular significance in the eye muscle:

a. Dark cutterthis is a condition in which

the lean tissue

is

Ho

very dark in color and

usually soft, sticky, and gummy to the touch.

This condition is not a health hazard but is
considered to be a reduction in quality and
therefore rejectable. USDA meat graders

usually downgrade such carcasses one grade.

b. Two-tonedtwo definite shades of red
exist in the eye musele. The condition iknot
hazardous but should be considered as below
quality and therefore rejectable.

inspection may be performed at either or

both places. For example, the weight of the
product is checked at the contractor's
establishment before shipment and after

c. Spottersevidence of this condition is

at destination. When you are
performing surveillance inspection of beef in

hemorrhage areas (spots) of yarying size
throughout the eye 'muscle. It is not

arrival
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6. Beef Roasts and Steaks, Boneless,
Frozen

6-1. In an attempt to eliminate the waste
of carcass beef, a product known as fabricated
beef has been introduced and improved.to the
point of replacing carcass beef in troop issue
subsistence. Fabricated beef was first

introduced to the US military during World
War I. It was during this period that the
foreshank and hindshank were removed,
primarily for easier handling and to conserve
space. Later the beef industry began boning
out complete carcasses, and the end product
was known as no-bone beef. We now have a
product of this type which is known as Beef
Roasts and Steaks, Boneless, Frozen,

commonly referred to as 'gab beef." The

specification which governs the production
and inspection of fab beef is MIL-B-43813,
which will be discussed in terms of
classification of boneless cuts, processing

requirements, the production of ground and
diced beef, and requirements of inspection.

6-2. Classification of Boneless Beef. Fab

Beef is identified by type and style. Type
refers to the general category or use of the
cut. This includes oven roasts, pot roasts, grill

steaks, tenderloin steaks, swiss steaks, and
minute steaks. Style refers to the individual
cuts found within a certain type.
6-3. Because of the length, and complexity
of the specification governing fab beef, only
major points pertaining to the production and
inspection of the product will be discussed..It
should also be pointed out that MIL-B-43813
is a new specification. Because of this, several
changes should be expected as the weaknesses
of the document become known. It is
suggested that you refer tO the specification
as you read this section to make sure that the
material is still valid.

6-4. Type I, oven roasts. Oven roasts are
cuts from the carcass which are of sufficient
tenderness and contain enough intramuscular

Figure 17. Location of boneless beef cuts.

fat to allow the cut to be cooked with dry

storage, you should be primarily concerned
with are
product's
condition
and

heat. All of the oven roasts are obtained from

temperature. Also, consider holding-room
and
storage
sanitation,
temperature,
techniques. If the product shops signs of
deterioration, recommend the' appropriate

disposition. For example, trimming spoiled

areas in the carcass may be indicated, or
immediate issue and consumption may

prevent a complete loss of certain carcasses.
Before leaving this subjecta word of caution.

When you find an off condition in stored
beef, consult with your supervisor before
making any recommendations as to its

the hindquarter. The cuts of meat that are
categorized . as oven roast and some of the
rnjor requirements for each are as follows: I

a. The knuckle (style 1) is the meat just

anterior to the stifle joint. Figure 17, number
6, shows the location of the knuckle. If the
cut weighs more than 10 pounds, it must be
divided into equal halves by a slice parallel
with the long axis of the cut of meat.

b. The inside round (style 2) is obtained
from the medial portion of the hind leg. It is
number 3 in figure 17. You will note that the
inside round lies underneath; number 5, the
outside round. Each whole insidle round must

disposition unless Stou are absolutely certain
you are correctly evaluating the product.
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be divided into equal halves by a slice parallel
to the long axis.
..---

c. The eye of round (style 3) is only one
the semitendinosus. Figure 17,

a. The ribeye (style 1) is that portion of
the longissimus dorsi muscle (eye of the,beef)

number 4, shows that it is located at the

which is located on the forequarter. It is cut
from the sixth to 12th primal rib. See number
16, figure 17. The ribeye cover, wiiich is the

in figure 17. It must be divided into equal

ribeye, must be removed. The backstrap must
also be removecN
b. The top sirloin butt (style 2) is removed

muscle,

extreme posterior Part o the round.
d. The outside round. style 4)is located on
the lateral side of the ro nd and is number 5

halves by a s ice parallel with the iong axis of
thekl, cut. I must also be mechanically
tenderized. The method by which this is done
will be discussed later.

6-5. Type II, pot roasts. Pot roasts are cuts
from the carcass which are not as tender or do
not have as much intramuscular fat as do type

I, oven roasts. For this reason, the cuts must
be cooked with moist heat. This means that

water or gravy must be added during the
cooking pr6cess. All of the pot roasts are
obtained from the forequarter. The cuts of
meat that are categorized as pot roasts and
some of the major requirements for each are
as follows:

. The chuck roll, blade end (style 1), is
obtained from the anterior portion of the
neck.

Figure

shows

17

the chuck roll,

neckend, as number 24. The backstrap must
be removed from the cut.
b. The shoulder clod (style 2) is located
just posterior to the midpoint of the scapula.
It is number 21 in figure 17. It must be
divided lengthwise through the center into
equal halves andcte free from tears which
weed 3 inches in any dimension.

c. The chuck roll, neckend (style 3), is

located posterior to the chuck roll, neckend

fat and thin muscle that covers the aetual
from the sirloin region of the carcass. See
number 8, figure 17.
c. The loin strip is that portion of the
longissimus dorsi muscle which is located
between (the 13th rib and the fifth lumbar
vertebrae of the hindquarter. See number 12,

figure' 17.

6-8. Type IIIA, grill steaks (formed). The
same cuts Of meat -that were used for type III

are used for type IIIA. The only difference

between the two is that type HI steaks
maintain their natural shape, whereas type

IHA steaks are molded into a uniform shape.
Each style of grill steak has a particular mold
shape. The shaping of each steak is

accomplished by first freezini the unsliced
boiled cut to approximately 0 Z.dand then

tempering it to a temperature of not less than
24° F.'and not greater than 28° F.1The cut is
then pressed (formed) into the shape of.that
particular style and sliced.
6-9. Type IV, tenderloin steaks (regular).
Type IV steaks are obtained from the

tenderloin muscles (psoas major and psoas
minor) of the carcass. The tenderloin is
located ventral to the lumbar vertebra in the
hindquarter. See number 9, figure 17. The
-

and medial to the shoulder blade. It is number

tenderloin
is
the most tender and
cOnsequently ihe most expensive cut of meat

removed from this cut of meat.

on

23 in figure 17. The backstrap must be

6-6. Type III, grill steaks (regular). Grill
steaks are the cuts from a carcass which
possess

enough

marbling

and

sufficient

tenderness so that artificial tenderization is
not required before frying or broiling the
meat.

Because of

their high-quality and

palatability, grill steaks are one of the most
expensive categories of fab beef.
6-7.- Because all grill steaks are very similar

in *nature, many requirements pertain to all
styles. All gill steaks must be sliced at right
angles to the grain of the meat. Each steak
must weigh between 6% and 7M ounces. No
steak may be less than one-half inch in
thickness, and they cannot be butterflied. The
cuts of meat which compose the grill steak
category and some of the requirements
peculiar to each cut are as follows:

the beef carcass. When preparing the

tinderloin for type IV steaks, the anterior end
(thin end) of the muscle and the major blood
vessel that lies dorsal to it (dorsal aorta) are
removed.

6-10. Type

IVA,

tenderloin

steaks

(formed). As was in the case of the grilled
steak category, the only difference between
type IV and type IVA is that the latter is
frozen, tempered, molded, and sliced. Type

IV Maintainspe natural shape of the cut.
6-11. Typr V, swiss steaks (regular). Swiss

steaks are derived from the same cuts that
compoSe.. the oven roast (type I). The

difference between the two is that whereas
the knuckle, inside round, eye of the round,
and outside round are purchased in the whole

or unsliced form for oven roasts, they are
sliced to a thickness of not less than 3/8 inch
nor more than 1 inch for swiss steak.
6-12. Swiss steak cuts ar4 not mechanically

4

and will not support the weight of that cut

tenderized or butterflied. They must be cut at
right angles to the grain of the meat and must
weigh from 51/2 to 61/2 ounces. The length of
each steak cannot exceed the width by more

when the cut is lifted by grasping the extreme
one-third length of the semiattached fat or tag
end.
6-19. All bruised or discolored tissues,

than 11/2 inches.

lymph glands, and blood clots must be
removed. All bone and cartilage greater than
one-fourth when measured along the greatest

-6-13. Type VA, swiss steaks (formed). As
was the case in type.III and type IV, the only

difference bet-seen type V and type VA is
that type V retains the identity of the beef
cut from which it was obtained, while type
VA cuts have been frozen, tempered, and

length must be removed. No deep cuts, scores,
Or fractures are allowed, A deep cut or score
is a slice in a cut of meat which penetrates the
lean from the original lean surface in excess of
Iiinch and *greater than 2 inches in length or

molded prior to slicing.
6-14. Type VI, minute steaks iregular).
Minute steaks are derived from the four cuts

width. A fracture is a cradk in the surface of
the lean tissue of a steak which penetrates
more than one-half the thickness of the steak.
6-20. Ground and Diced Beef. Even
though ground and diced beef is a form of
fabricated beef, it is not a part of-the Beef

of the oven roast category (type I). As was
the cast for swiss steak, these four cuts axe
sliced during processing. Minute steaks dafer
from swiss steaks, however, in that they
and have been mechani
smaller
tenderized. This tenderization process is by
the needle (blade) method.

Roasts

and Steaks, Boneless, Frozen
specification MIL-B-43813. Instead, ground
beef is purchased using the specification
MIL-B-3854 (Beef, Ground, Frozen), as the
guideline for proce3sing and inspection
procedure. Diced beef is purchased using

6-15. The whole cuts to be utilized for

minute steaks are tenderized prior to freezing

and slicing. The meat is tenderized by the

repeated insertion of several knife-like blades
into the cuts. This breaks up and shortens the
length of each muscle fiber. The boneless cuts

MIL-B-43698 (Beef, Diced, Frozen).
6-21. Ground beef. Ground beef

are tenderized by first conveying the cuts

is

prepared from chilled, freshly dressed beef

thro/tigh the tenderizing machine, fat-side

carcasses, sides, quarters, or wholesale market

down. The cuts are then turned over and run
through the machine. The cuts are once again
turned fat-side up and run through the
tenderizing machine. This process is also used
in tenderizing the outside round when it is to
be placed in the oveh roast category.
6-16. Minute steaks weigh. 3 or 4 ounces,
depending on. the contract. There may be a
tolerance of plus or minus 1/4 ounce. The
length of each steak should not exceed the

cuts of USDA utility grade or better. The
bone-in beef must be in excellent condition at

the time of boning and shpw ho signs of
off-condition. The internal temperature at the

thickest portion of the carcass, quarter, or
wholesale cut must be between 28° F. and
40° F. at all times atter initial chilling and
prior to boning. The beef may not be from
bull or stag carcasses. There is no carcass
weight limitation.

width by more than 11/2 inches. Separate
pieces of lean or fat may n,ot be knitted

6-22. Ground beef must be free of serous
membrane, kidney, lymph glands, thymus

together, and the tenderized sfeak should not
ped at any point one-half
fall apart when
inward from ehe edge and lifted from a flat

glands, dehydrated tissue, brusies, blood clots,

surface.

inch in any dimension are not allowed. The
fat content of ground meat must not exceed

backstrap, and hanging tender. Bone and
cartilage segments greater than one,fourth

6-17. Type VIA, minute s&aks (formed).
Type VIA steaks are processed in the same
manner as are type VI steaks except that the

22 percent as determined by the thermal
extraction

tenderized cuts are frozen, teitpered, and

molded prior to slicing for the produceion of
the formed minute steaks.
6-18. General Considerations. There are
certain criteria that pertain to all fabricated
beef cuts and can be disctssed without
referring to specific types or styles. No cut .
may possess more than one-half inch of
external (surfate) fat. All seitiattached fat or
tag ends must tie removed. These are pieces of
fat or muscle tissue exceeding. 1 iiich in
length, which remain attached to a major cut,

method.

The

procedure

for

performing the thermal extraction method
can be foundltn the ground beef specification.

6-23. Only the major criteria for ground
beef

production

have been diAcuased.
and
destination
freezing,

Packaging,

requirements can be obtained by'referring to
the specification.
6-24. Diced beef. Diced beef is commonly
referred to as stew meat. The meat is sliced
into pieces not more than 3 inches in length
along any surface and weighing between 1/2
and PA ounces. The meat must come from
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1/Domestic and overseas addresses need be.
Completed only when specified in
the contract
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Refer to specification as described

in contract for detailed guidance on
labeling,

Figure 18. Labeling and marking the shipping container.

fresh chilled beef cuts of steers, heifers, or
cows of a USDA grade eqtal to or better than
that specified in the contract. Beef cuts from

assurance provisions of Military Specification
MIL-B-43813, the supplier (contractor) is
responsible for performing all required
inspections. He may, unless otherwise
specified, use his own or any other inspection

not less than 28? F. or more than 40° F.

facilities and services acceptable to the US
Government. Even so, the US Government
reserves the right to perform any of the
inspections indicated in the aforementioned

stags or bulls should not be accepted. The
meat must be in excellent condition at the
lime of boning and processing and have an
internal temperature at the thickest part of

6-25. The .only cuts of beef that can be

processed into diced meat are the primal rib,
square-cut chuck, primal round, and
full-trimmed loin. Diced beef cannot contain
shank meat, protruding ligaments and
tendons, backstrap, hanging tender, lymph
glands, deckle, discolored or dehydrated
tissue, or bone and cartilage in excess of
one-fourth inch in length. There is no
maximum fat content fof diced beef but no
individual piece of meat may exceed
one-fourth inch in thickness measured from
the edge of the lean.
6-26. Inspecting and Packaging Boneless
Beer. Fab beef is prepared only in
establishments that are under the inspection
of the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Seryice, USDA. One of your responsibilities
before the processing of the carcass into fab
beef is to verify the grade-, which is normally
USDA good. To be acceptable, the carcasses
must also carry an impression of the USDA
"inspected for wholesomeness" stamp. This is
an opportune time to verify weight ranges and
classes (sex) with the orchasing document,
and to look for other defects, such as bruises.
6-27. In accordance with the quality

specification. These inspections assure us that
the product and services conform to
prescribed requirements.
6-287 The examinatiop system evaluation

(ESE) also comes into use. This ha; already
been discussed in detail in Volume 1, so we

will not explain it again hee. Fab beef is
inspected by attributes according to the tables
of examination in the specifications. It is
impractical to expect you to learn al' of these
tables. Also, certain requirements ipecif,jed by
these tables are rapidly changing.

6-29. Labeling and marking individually
ped or packaged meat cuts within the
shi ing containers is not required, Labeling
and narking the shipping container, usually a
fiberboard box, is illustrated in figure 18.
Again, the contract, specification, and related
.

documents should be checked to make certain
that the container's labeling and marking are
correct. For the most part, figure 18 is
self-explanatory, although I; few items deserve
comment.

6-30. The circular area on the erd of the

box, which is marked INSP. LEGEND, is for

the USDA stamp impression. The category
29

identification, in the lower left corner of the

end of the box, should also appear in the
same position on the unmarked (opposite)
end panel ,of the box. The cajegory and
subcategory are identified by thk type and

c1as 3,iñspection of boneless beef. If you are,
then t is chapter will not be complete enough

for youo effectively perform your job. It is
expected that you will study the
specifications pertinent to your inspection
responsibilities to gain the requirements not

style printed on each box. For example, type
I, style 1, ,Aaced on the box would indicate covered in this chapter.
6-32. If you are not involved with the,class
.that it contains oven roasts and each roast is a
3
inspection
of boneless beef, but insteiid see
If there is no subcategory to a
knuc.
parti-Ailar category, then only the type will be it only at, destination, then this chapter has
placed on the box. For example, since there iB given you some understanding of the basic
no style to type V, swiss steaks, only type V -tgquirements for the production of these
will appear on the box. Fab beef is normally products.,The inspection of any form of fab
beef at destination involves the standard
packed in 50-pound boxes.
6:.31. So far we have discussed the major inspection 4procedures that you would
requirements and criteria for the production perform on any frozen food product. Freezer
of all forms of boneless beef. It is realized burn and evidence of thawing and refreezing
that not everyone will be involved with the will be your prime concern,
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CHAPTER 3

Veal, Lamb; Pork, and Sausage Inspection

age of these animals is difficult to dAermine,

VEAL, LAMB, pork, and sausage inspection
will be discussed in this chapter. Our
discussion of veal will also include calf. Veal

no specific age limit

and calf are both derived from bovine, and
you must learn to distinguish between them.

dairy breeds of cattle develop acceptable veal
or calf if it meets the USD k grade
requirements. However, the beef tyT es have a
grading advantage over dairy types because
they generally display superior conformation.
Regardless of this fact, most veal is produced

of refrigeration, and weight range.

2. Lamb represents over 90 percent of the
sheep marketed for slaughter in the United
but only

limited

quantities are

from dairy breed males because (lairymen
market their males at an early age a id retan
many of the females (heifers) to increase,

cbnsumed by the US Armed Forces. Lamb
and ith grouping into claases, gades, styles,
and weight ranges will be covered here. We
will also explain the refrigeration processes

maintain, or improve their herds.
7-3. Carcass Processing of Veal and Calf.
The processing (dressing) of carcass veal and

required in handling lamb, and the telescoped
Iamb and frozen boneless lamb procured by
the Armed Forces.

calf is similar to that of beef. The skinning
process most often used for veal and calf

3, Pork products constitute a very large
portion of the meat included in military

carcasses is cold skinning. This is als D known

rations. As a veterinary specialist, you must
know the principles for properly processing,
grading, and inspecting pork. We will discuss

as round dressing and hog dressing because
the skin or hide is not removed until after the
carcass is chilled and presented for .mle. The

styles, weight ranges, some major market cuth,
and the storage of pork and pork product's.
4, Sausage is meat that has been

hide helps to retain a fresh appearance
(bloom) by controlling loss of moisture.
Dehydration (shrinkage) occurs rapidly in veal

comminuted (reduted to small particles) and
further processed. Many of the lower priced
cuts of meat and trimmings are used. for the
production of all types of Gausage producth.
Since sausage is procured in great quantities
by the military, we will discuss the
components of sausage and processing and
inspection of the product.

because of the high moioture content of the
immature flesh. Normal shrinkage of cold
skinned veal is about 2 percent and the weight
loss assigned to the hide is 10 perc...mt. This
results in an average weight loss from the hot
weight (before chillingVf 12 percent

7-4. The method used during tho "grub"
season is called hot skinning. In hot ikinning,

the hide is removed at the time of ilaughter

7. Veal and Calf
(Chilled or Frozen)
7:1, The USDA defines the typical vealer

as an immature bovine which is under

established as the

7-2. The offspring of either the beef or

You will learn about processing veal and calf.

As an inspector, you must know their class,
item number and product name, grade, state

SItates,

is

dividing line. Because of their immaturity and
lack of fat covering, both .veal and calf
carcasses are more perishable than be-af.

and

dressing.

This

method

allows

for

inspection and the required trimming and is
used for the processing of beef.
7-5. Differentiation Between Veal and Calf

3

Carcasgbs. As we previously mentioned, a

months of age and has subsisted largely on
milk. Calves are usually between 3 and 8
months old and have subsisted partially or
entirely on foods Other than milk. Since the

vealer is primarily milk-fed, whereas a calf has

consumed more of other feeds than milk.
These diets cause different development in
31
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TABLE 4
Veal and Calf Grades and Grading Facton

'road, compact build teeda to be
'sickly fleshed vith a rather plump,
veil-rounded appearance. Rounds
land to b. thick and bulging. Lola
and back toed to be full and plump.
sailv-s and breast tend to'be

Choice

Mod
ly blocky mmi compact, and
broad In proportion to length. All
parts
mod
ly thick
fleshed, rounds are slightly
bulged and thick.

--...

is

Quaitty

Finish

Comforsatio.

Orads

prime

A thin covorlas of firm fat over
rump, loin, and beck @steadies
over the, tops of the shoulders
and the outsides of the Legs.
Modest let eeeee king on inside of
flesh muscles, and modest fat
covering over the diaphragm. Planks
ere thick and firm. Itideey and pelvic fat is firm end sod
r
abundant.

Cut surface of lean is
mod
ly fire. finely
textured, grayish pink for
veal or greyish red for
calf. Texture is velvety
to sight and touch.

A very thin covering for reel and .
mod
ly thin covering for-telt
over beck, loin, tops of shoulders
end over the outsides of the legs,
fat coverinf over the
Mod

ly fire, finely
.Mod
textured, and light greyish
red in calves, light greyish

s sssss and nod

pink in veal cart sssss .

----------- ---NN_

efisso=

in.the inside of flank
Plonks ars firm, full, and thick.
Kidney mad pelvic fat is firm and

oderately abundant.
'-

Good

Standard

Sitghtly broad, compact, 'sad
blocky.
Slightly thin flashed
vtth little or no evidence of
plumpness.
Loin, back and
reunds are slightly thin end
nearly flat.

Thinly flashed, reegy, angular, and
narrow lo rOIS[100 to its litigth.
'founds are thin, tapering, sad
Loin snd beck
slightly concave.
depressed
Shoulders enA b
aro thin

bitremely thin fat covriag over
beck end loin, vith practically no
fet over tops of shoulders or out.
sides of lags. Only traces of

Texture at lean iii fine bVS
slightly 'loft and dark ln
color. Cut surface is
rather eolst to sight and

fat sssss king the flank and cover.
Smell amount ot
Ing diaphragm.
kidney and pelvic fat.

touch.
..

Maternal tat usually lleited to
-very thin patches over the loin,
bock, end base of tell. Practically
no fet sssss king the inside flank
muscles end over the diaphragm.
Planks ere tbin and soft. Only
slight amounts of pelvic and
kidney fat.

Tho cut surface of ths
loon la finely textured, but
ly soft, moist, snd
nod
slishily dark. Greyish pink
In color.
/

.

are

the body, which can be used to identify their

purchased

in

two

states

of

carcasses after slaughter and dressing.

refrigerationchilled and frozen.
7-10. Chilled, During the preparation of
chilled veal or calf, the internal temperature
of the thickest cuts must not exceed 42° F,
The packaged product must have an internal
temperature of not less than 30° F. nor more
than 40° F. at the time of shipment and

grayish-pink color and is very smooth and

delivery.

7-6. The differentiation between veal and
calf carcasses is mt.e primarily on the basis of
the color of the lod , although such factors as
, the character of the
the texture of the
fat, and the size and lor of the rib bones are
also considered. Typical veal lean has a

7-11. ,Frozen. During the preparation of

velvety in texture. Veal also has slightly soft,
pliable fat, and narrow, very red rib bones. By
contrast, the lean of a typical calf carcass id a
distinctly reddish color; the fat is harder and
flakier; and the rib bones are somewhat wider,
with less pronounced evidences of red color.
7-7. Classes. Class determination is based
on the apparent sex condition of the animal
at the time it is slaughtered. Veal and calf are

frozen

-and

calf,

the

temperature

circulation at a temperature of -10° F. cr
lower. The product must be distributed f r
rapid freezing so that surfaces are not
direct contact. After freezing, the proa
must be maintainecLia 0° F., or lower, during
storage, shipment, and delivery.

classed in the same way as beef animals or
carcasses are classedas steers, Iltifers, and

7-12. Product Identification. The state of

bulls.

dress of the carcass and the wholesale market
cuts are assigned item numbers for
identification. For a complete description of
each of these items, refer to Federal
Specification PP-V-191 as amended.

7-8. Grades. The Armed Forces bu veal
and calf in US grades prime,- choice, -..od,

standard, and utility. At least half of

veal

requirements of the chilled product must be
met. Within 4 hours after preparation, the
product mpst be quick frozen using forced air

e'

carcasses purchased are choice or better. Y
purzn
t
always .consult
should
document, because it states e grade io be
purchased. The US grades are determined on
the basis of three general grading
factorsconformation, finish, and quality.
Each of these grading factors is explained by
grade in table 4.

7;13. Veal and calf carcasses must he

sourfd, chilled, and unsplit, without the hide
Di caul faC. Sides and wholesale market cuts
must come from such fresh-dressed carcasses.
The internal temperature at the thickest
portion ok the carcass, side, or cut must be in
the range of 30° to 40° F. Bone-in veal or calf

7-9. State of Refrigeration. Veal and calf
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TABLE 5
Types. Categories. and Yield Percentages
of Boneless Veal

a

Category

Type

.

Percenta e Yield
Maximum

1/11

111/1V

Minimum

1

-

Slices

--

37

2

: Roasts

--

25

I - Ground

38

--

1

- Slices

2

-' Ground

SS

.7

.showing

any

comply with the specifications and the
00
purchase order.

evidence of off-condition,

including off-odor, stickiness, rancidity, or

7-18. Boneless, Frozen, Fabricatkd Veal.
Boneless, frozen, fabricated veal is prepared

discoloration, or showing evidence of previous
freezing or thawing ?is not acceptable-

from chilled, fresh-dressed veal or calf
carcasses, sides, or matched quarters (fore and
hind). It is derived from USDA grades prime,
choice, good, and standard. The grade of the
carcasses for a specific contract must be equal

Trimming cuts for the purpose of meeting

specified weights is not acceptable.
7-14. Weight Ranges. The weights of veal

and calf are divided into three ranges, as
follows: range 1, light weight; range 2,

to or better than the grade stated in the

medium weight; and range 3, heavy weight.
The weights for each range of veal and calf
may be found in the specification.
7-15. Inspection. Veal ancf calf must be
handled and delivered under the same sanitary
conditions that govern the handling and

contract. The temperature in the thickest part

of the bovine veal or calf is required to be
between 28° F. and 40° F. before boning.

The permissible wholesa)e cuts and maximum

acceptable bonein untrimmed weight for
each is as follows:

movetnent of similar products within and

establishments maintained under
Federal meat inspection standards. Sampling

between

Wholesale Cut

( for inspection is done in accordance With

Hindquarter
Forequarter
Leg, with sirloin
Leg,iwithout sirloin
Square-cut chuck

specifications and MIL-STD 105, and at any

time you 'may withdraw samples of the

product or of the materials, components, or
constituents entering into the preparation of
the finished product, to determine contract
7-16. You may inspect the products at the
site of preparation, both during processing
and after processing when the product is
ready for shipment. An inspection may also

for a category, as,pecified in this table, is not
mee, additional wholesale bone-in cuts may be
obtained. These additional cuts must,

however, be of the grade stipulated in the

contract, or igetter, and meet the other
requirements regarding temperature and
condition. For the boneless cuts assigned to

an unsatisfactory product, which may be

each category, study table 6. Both tables 5

-discovered at any time before final acceptance

and 6 ard self-explanatory. Be assured that the
information they contain is important to you

by the US Government. Contracts usually
deSignate inspection points.

as an inspector of boneless veal. Do not

is

merely read these tables. Study thein. Military
Specification MIL-V-43299 gives additional
detailed requiAments for processing boneless

delivered in commercial protective wrappers,
coverings, or containers, suitable or applicable
to the particular cut and its state df
refrigeration. The wrapping and marking must

veal.
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S

80
65
52
57

the minimum percent of yield requirement

be made at a suitable plaCe in transit or after
delivery at destination. Passing the product as
satisfactory does not relieve the contractor of
his responsibility for faulty workmanship or

\Sr'

80.

. 7-19. The types, categories, and pereentage
yield requirements (Minimum and mal,..-aum)
for boneless veal are shown in table 5. When

com pliance.

7-17. Unless otherwise specified, veal

Max. Wt. (lb)

TABLE 6

_

"Veal, Cuts

c
)Category Assignment for Bolik

Assigned

Cnegnry
-

.

Knuckle
Sirloin Rump and But t
Flank Steak
Back (Rib and Loin)
Tenderloin

Sl ices

.Heel
.4

1

2

- Roasts

.,
Chuck Roll
Chuck Tender
Any cuts listed for Ca tegoTy 2

,
.er

Top (Inside Round)
Clod.

0

Bottom (Outside) Round with or without heel
Chuck Roll with Chuck Tender attached

..

3

Ground

Any cuts aneaUthorized trimmings remalb'ing
from carcasses used in fulfilling Category
1 and 2 requirements.
Any cuts listed for Categories 1 and 2'

'7-20, Boneless veal for freezing must be
packed and in the freezer within 24 hours
from the time boning starts. Veal slices must
be in the freezer within 4 hours after being
tenderized. Ground veal must be in the

freezer within 4 hours after grinding. Veal

roasts must be placed in the freezer within 4

hours after being packaged and packect
'7-21. The freezing equipment in the
proyessing establishment mtmt consist of a

bst freezer, or its equivalent, to provide

forced air circulation. The packaged product
should be arranged in the freezer in the same
way prescribed for the freezing of boneless
beef. The freezer must 17e capable of reducing

the temperature in the thickest part of the
packaged product to at least 0° F. within 72

characteristics of lamb are -unexcelled-by the
edible meat from other animals. Two of these
characteristics are the exceptional- degree of
ita tenderness and the fine texture found in
the better grades and classes of lamb.
8-2. Classes, We do not differentiate
between ovine sexes as ram, ewe, or wether
Classes represent age groilps of maturity of
the animaL We purchase three different
classes or age groups: lamb, yearling mutton,,
and mutton:
a, A lamb is an immature ovine, usually
under 14 months of age, that has not cut
its first pair of permanent incisor teeth
b. A yearling mutton is usually between
and 2 years old, and has cut its first pair
of incisor teeth but has riot cut its
1.

second pair.

hours from the time it is placed in the freezer.
Further, the internal temperature of the

c. A mutton is usually over 24 months old
and has cut its second pair of permanent
incisor teeth.

product cannot be higher than 0° F. at the

time of shipment. The veal must be

in

excellent condition at this time, showing no
evidence of thawing or refreezing up to and
including the time of acceptance at

8-3. When

you

are

determining

the

maturity class of ovine carcasses, you must
give more consideration to the characteristics
of the flesh than to the characteristics of the

destined. on .

8, Lamb
8-1. What is commonly called lamb is in
reality. ovine. Ovine (sheep) includes all ages
of the species, and lamb refers to only the
Certain
species.
the
within
young

skeleton.

To

help

you

determine

age

differences between lamb, yearling mutton,
and mutton, observe the four basic
characteristics listed in table 7. You will
notice that in order to be classed ail lamb, a
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TABLE 7
Basic.Chracteristics of Age Differentiations for Ovine Carcasses

Either break joints
or "spool" joints on
front shanks

Break joints on
both front shanks

Fore hank

Mutton

Yearling Mutton

Lamb

Spool ,ioint

on

front shank
,

.

Pre'
Rib bones
Lean

Conformation

no red

Narrow, much red
marrow

Moderately wide,
little trace of red

Wi1:1e,

Light red, fine
texture

Rather dark red,.

slightly coarse

Dark red and
coarse

Smooth and regular

SlIghtly'irregular

DefinitJly

marrow

irregttlar

carcass must have break jointi on both its

front shanks. Yearling mutton carcasses may
have either break joints or spool joints.
Mutton carcasses alnlys have spool joints.
#3-4. Foreshank Inspection. The inspection
of the foreshank for break joints and spools
should not be the only determination of age
you use, but it does provide good information

to Combine with the other characteristics.
Figure 19 illustrates the different conditions
of the Carpal joints on the distal end of the
shank after the front feet are broken off. In
the young animal the bones are soft. As the
animal ages, the bones ossify and harden. The

carpal joint in a lamb is soft and the distal
ends of the ulna and radius break off when
the

feet are

grows older, the bones become harder, and
more and more of the knob remains attached
to the bone after breaking. When the vimal
reaches maturity, t4ie entire knob remains
attached to the batie when the feet are
removed :
Break j

break joint, fo

t. For a joint to be classed as a
rows of toothlike projections

each row. The

ctions are velvety to the

must be esh t.ited, with two projections on

touch and rgddish in appearance in young
carcasses. As the animal's age increases, the
reddish color diminishes, and the projections

become rougher and eventually disappear
because of ossification.
b. Yearling joint. When the feet are twisted

removed, leaving a rough

SPOOL JOINT

projection called a break joint. As the animal

YEARLING JOINT

Figure 19. Distal end of an ovine foreshank separated from foot,
35

BREAK JOINT

off a yearling, part of the knob remains on

choice, pod, utility, and cull. Ow discussion

jOint in figure 19 part of the head is attached
'
to the bone.
c. Mutton spool joint. In a spool joint the

carcasses may not be graded prime.

the bone and part is attached to the foot. will be lirlaited to the top three, because they
Notice that on the left side of the yearling are the grades usually procured. Mutton

1 71,

8-10. Ovine grading is similar to beef
grading. Lamb, yearling mutton, and mutton

entire knob remains attached to' the bone

carcasses

during separation of the foot.

are

graded

on

a

composite

evaluation os the two general grade factors.
conformation and quality, as shown in table

8-5. you might inspect .czçasses minus

8.

both tlie spool and break Joints (front
shanks). In such instances, you should assume

8-11. Styles and Weight Ranges. Besides
being identified according to class and grade,
ovine meat is further divided into styles, cuts,
and weight. There are three styles:

that the carcasses had spool joints before
removal of the shank. Because of this, you
can classify these carcasses according to their
other characteristics only.
8-6. Color and texture of the lean.
Another important age-determining factor is

Style Icarcass.
Style IIfabricated carcass.

IIIwholesale
Style
fabricated cuts. ,

\the color and texture of the lean meat. This
factor is determined primarily by examining
the flank muscle. Carcasses from younger
animals exhibit light pink, firm flesh in the
flank muscle. In comparison, older animal
carcasses exhibit Jvery dark red, soft, and
watery flesh'in ti4 same area.,
8-7, Conform ion, Conforniation is also
an age-determine factor or inItication of
maturity. However, certain aspects of
confwmation are too often ,rnisused in the
determination of age or stage of maturity.
Sharp shoulders, long' tapering legs, and
narrow thin backs are not directly associated

,market

and

The 17 different meat cuts in style III are
listed in the left-hand column of table 9,

which also gives the weight ranges for each class.

8-12. States of Refrigeration. Ovine meat
may be procured either chilled or frozen. The

chilled product must be thoroughly chilled,
but not frozen, to a temperature of 40° F. or
lower at the bone in the thicker portion of
the leg or shoulder, promptly after slaughter
in accordance with good commercial practice.

The product must' be in excellent Condition
and in a thoroughly chilled state at delivery.
The lamb mist not show evidence of freezing

with the maturity of lamb, but rather are
more characteristic of certain breeds.

or defrosting.
such-1
containing
8-13. The frozen product must be
carcasses
Therefore;
conformation are ndt uncommon. The aspects thoroughly frozen in a sharp freezer, or in a
of conformation that are important to us in wind tunnel, in suitable and reasonable

uniform temperatures not higher than 0° F.
Products thus frozen must be maintained and
delivered in a solidly frozen state. The

determining maturity, are the "spreadiness'
through the forequarter and, to a lesser
extent, the "barrelness" of the body as

viewed from the back. There is a distinct
tendency for a lamb to. become more

products

must

defrosting,

shoir

no

refreezing,

evidence of
freezerburn,

contamination (chemicals, ammonia, brine,
rodents, insects, dirt, rust, etc.), or any other
or
blemish, deterioration;
deta-imental

"spready" through the forequarter anti,/ ore
mal
"barrelly" through the body as the
matures.

8-8. Fat couering. Little expladation is
needed abOut outer fat coveting, which is the
final age-determining factor to be considered.
This fat is more evenly distributed in young
lamb carcasses. In older carcasses, the outer
fat LS unevenly distributed and is also patchy,

dam age.

8-14. Wholesale Cuts and ,Fabricated
Lamb. Because th4 amount of lamb procured
is not large, it is unlikely that) you will need to

know how the wholesale market cuts (style
III) are obtained from the carcass. You do

especially over the loin, pelvic, and neck

need to know, however, that Federal
PP-L-92
contains
this
Specification
information, along with other detailed

regions.

8-9. Grades. Not to be confused with

market classes (lamb, yearling mutton, and
mutton) are the grades of lamb and mutton

requirements, Always 'have aP copy of this
specification and related documents in hand

established by the USDA, though these grades

when you are inspecting lamb._
8-15. Telescoped laMb Frozen telgsAped
lamb differs from carcass and wholesale cuts

include some of the same requirements that
differentiate between the market classes.
There are Bye USDA lamb gradesprime,
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TABLE 8

0'3

Grade5 of Lamb Normally Procured by( rhe US Armed worces
,

Cnforec.1

Grog.

Iroalri
jome
-

'tar

Ifterlal rimish

lta,i.

.

-,...

Compact, blocky wth

,rime

full leak
Tate9Wide and' It.v
%moulders thick,

.

,

smooth and 'full

ock "hoc. and
ics
.

red and olightlx. hairow

Rod, moist, porous
to rather dry and

Mod 00000 t

heed.

led

del narrow to slightly
rattier

A

Inside flank muscle
firm to very firm
light pink th dark
pink color, modeot to

.

slightly bundant

egtensive ;pothering
between the ribs. Small
to moderste amount of
overflow (at over the
inside of the rib,
adlacent to the backbones.

Quantity of fat
king
Flanks
full and fire to aerri
full and firm

1

,

Molt.

Lightly compact,
with slightly plump
full

legs

back

slightly wide end
thick
Saouldars
'slightly wide and
full
Neck sliihtiy
short and thick.

led and narrow to slightly
red and slightly wide.
Small to mod
SSOUt
'of feathering between
Slight to
the ribs.
smill amount of over
flow of fat over Ihe
'Meld. of the ribs
edjecent to the backbone.
rs

led, moist, porous

Ontide flank u.cif7

to ,rether dry and
%
hard

slightly dark pink
to dark pink in
cblor, alight to
small amount of fat

.

00000 king

Moderately tAnAZ

Rad and DAM!! le ellahtly

end slightiy sing

red and' allohtly side.

.ier, with slight

TrAtom to slight *Mount
of feathering between
Practically
the ribs.
no overflow fat over
Wyk ribs adjacent
to the Deckles.,

ly thin, tapfr 1 ng'

i

logs, lack slight
ly thin and marrow
Shoulders slightly
thin end narrow.
Neck mod
ly
long and thin.

I , rm

o lied

-

.

Flanks

/

slightly full and
fire to moderately
full and fink

w
Coot

ly

Mod o

(

.

led, moist. porous
to slightly red,
but rather dry sad
hard.
-

Inside !left uscle
dark pink toAlight-

Slightly

ire

m0der-

ately fin

ly dark red in
Practicallr
color.
mo fat 00000 king ko
trace of fat
Flanks
ing.
aligktly thin and
sofl to slightly

-

'full and firm.
.

A

of foreign material, such as dirt,'

only to the extent that it is cut differently. It
is prepare'd from lamb joarcasses weighing

be free

desired, The name "telescoped" means that
the entire carcass 15 procured but it has-been

market cutq and their maximum allowable

sawdust, and insects,

.

8-18. Weights. The permissible wholesale

between 30 and 60 pounds, of the grade

untrimmed *eightA are as follows:

prepared in such a manner as to make it more
com pact.

Wholesale Cut

8-16. The lamb carcass is first chilled, and
then the lower foreshanks are removed at the
knees. The hind legs are separated from the

Maximum Weight (lb)

Forcsaddle
Chuck, double
Shoulder, double
Hindsaddle
Legs, double

carcass by a cut in front of and close to the
hip bones. This cut is made perpendicular to
the chine bone, The lower hind shanks are
removed at the hock joiht. After removal of

HIndsaddle, long cut, regular

the shanks, the hind legs are placed kiside the
carcass and pushed forivard (telescoped) into
the chest cavity. Finally, the carcass is tightly
tied with a strong cord, which is run through
each flank with a needle. The product is then
placed into Ei sharp freezer or wind tunnel to
frozen. The temperature
rapidly
be

33
23

16
33
23
42

Whole carcasses, from which the wholesale
market cuts are derived, can weigh no more
than 65 pounds, Cuts are derived from the
carcass as described in military specification
MIL-L-43510.

8-19. Temperatures.

internal
The
lamb should be

requirenxnts for telescoped lamb are the

temperature of bone-in

same as fo\-frozen carcass lamb.

chilling and before boning. Other temperature
requirements are as follows: The temperature

between 28° F. and 40° F. after the initial

8.17. Boneless lamb Like beef and veal,
lamb may'be processed to remove the bones,
Lamb, boneless,,trozen, fabricated, consists of
type I, leg roasts, and type II, shoulder chops,
They are produced from carcasses which
grade prime or choice. The product, before
boning, must be 'fresh, chilled, dressed
carcasses or wholesale cuts. The lamb must be
in excellent conditionat the time of boning,
There should be no evidence, of such
conditions as off odors, stickiness, rancidity,
souring, or discoloration. "Furthel, it should

in the thickest part of chilled, boned lamb
may not exceed 42° F. upon completion of
fabrication and placing in the freezer. Both
type I and type II must be completely

processed, including wrapping and packing,
and be placed in the freezer within 24 hours
from the beginning of the boning operation.
An exception is when boneless shoilders are
sliced. Before slicing, they should be frozen to

0° F. The shoulders are then removed from
the freezer and sliced. The sliced ihoulders
37
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TABLE 9
Weig(liaages for Styles I. U. and III Lamb
Range
Laaib

Carcass
0
11 Carcass, Fabricated
III Wholesale Market 6
Fabricated Cuts
. Foresaddle
Bracelet (double)
Motel Rack, Trimmed
I

(double)

30-41
30-41

4S-60
45-60

15-21
5-6

23-30
7-10

If

Chuckp (double)
Shoulders (double)
Shoulders.(boned,
rulled, tied)
Breast and Shank
Ilindsaddle

Mutton

L4Mb.

42-53
42-53

61-76
61-76

76:95
7o-95

54-65

-77-92

-54-65

77-92

2)-27
0-6

31-58

3848

8-11

11-14

27-33
0-10

39-46
11-14

Lamb

55-75
55-75
28-38
8-11

(doub1 e)

'

Legs (double)
Leg, Oven-Prepared
Back, Regular
Hack, lrimmed

3-5

5-7

6-8

5-6

12-16
11-14
8-10

18-28
16-20
12-15

6-8

22-30

17-21
15-19
11-131

27-3S
23-27
16-19

30-38

5.4

4-6
15-21

'4-6
7-10
23-30

t)-8

S-6
3-4

1926
14-19

,

8-10

Yearling
Mutton

Yearling
.

Mutton

Lamb

96-115
96-115

66-75
66-75

48-58
14-17

.

.33-38
.16-12

Mutton

.Mutton

92-104
92-104

116-136
116-110

46-52
14-16

58-65
17-19

6-7

9-11

11-13

7-8

10-12

13-14

36-43
28-32
19-22

38-46
34.40
24-29

26-30.

19-24

22-26
19-23
14-16

44-49
32-36
23-26

46-52
41-46
29-43

5-11
31-38

8-10
11-13
38-48

6-7
8-9
27-33

8-10
10-13
39-46

48-58

10-11
33-38

10-12
13-14
46-52

12-2o
16-18
58-65

)1

27-33.

23-27
17-19

6-8
8-11
28-58.

21-27

7.9

8-11

7-8

8-11

11-14

8-10

11-13

14-17

10-11

12-14

5-7

'4-5

5-8

19.23
8-9
16-40
11-13

7-8
23-27
9-11

8-11,

23-27
8.10
17.22
14-15

8-9,
28-33
10-13
23-28
16-19

,10-12

15-11

8.10
27-33
11-13
23.29
15-19

5-7

16-22
7-8
13.1i
9-11

6-8.
19-26
8-10
17.23
11-15-

20-33
13-1S

8-10
34-38
14-16
29-34
20.23

20:27

28.36

56-49

27-14

36-48

49-62

35-12

49-60

62.75

44.49

61-74

17-25

24-29

30-41

23-29

30-41

42-52

30-36

42-52

53-63

36-41

53-63

.

4-6

6-7 ;./

11-14
4-6
9-12
6-8

.

10-12,
13-16'

7-8

r

6-81
13-10

Ilinilsaddle, Lung-

Cut, Regujar
hindsaddle, LungCut, Trimmed

Range IV

.

Loin, Regular
Lo in, Trimmed
(double)

Range III

Yeerlini
Mutton

Mutton

Chucks and Plates
(double)

/

Range II

1

Yearling
Mutton
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6.-

'' 34-40

14-16
29-35
19-43

.

17.- 20

.

12-15
41-46
16-18
35-39,
43-26

75-85

,,,,

must be returned to th freezer within 2
hours.
8-20. Brast freezers ( r the equivalent),

capable of providing for ed air circulation
while maintaining a free r temperature of
10° F. or colder during t e freezing process,

arp required. The packages hould be arranged
in the freezer so that their surfaces are not in
t! _et7t. :ontact for at least 4 hours after the
starc of the freezing pr cess. They may
'thereafter be restacked in more convenient
arrangement. The product must remain in the
freezer until the temperature is no higher than

0° F. in the thickest part of the lean. After
frozen

being

and

until

delivered

at

destination; boneless lamb, frozen, should be
kept at 0 F. It should be in excellent
condition when delivered, showing no
evidence of thawing or refreezing.
" 8-21. Lamb for boning must be processed
in establishments that are operated under the
Regulations Governing Meat Inspection,
USDA. The contractor, unless otherwise
stipulated in the purchasing document, is
responsible for all in-processing inspection.

consumed as a "fresh" product; the others aie
cured.

9-3. Do not misunderstand! Pork is still

included in the diet of the average person, and

pork products constitute a very important
part of the meat in military rations. You will

need to know the principles, for properly

processing, grading, and inspecting pork. Also,
because most of these products are cured, we
will discuss the methods and procedures used

in the curing process. With this information,
you should be able to recognize the
charactehstics of both acceptable- and unfit
pork.
9-4. The processing of Xrk is much the
same as that of beef with the exception of

scalding and skinning. After stunning and
bleeding, pork carcasses are immersed in vats
of scalding water at temperatures of 136° F.
to 140° F., for 4 to 41/2 minutes, to loosen the
hair. Dehairing is accomplished by machine or
depilatory methods. Eviseration and washing

are similar to procedures ,used in beef, but
shrouding is not required prior to chilling

the skin is not removed during
processing. Splitting and removal of the head
the
to
according
accomplished
are
specification styles, which are discussed in the
since

However, the US Government reserves the
right to perform any of these inspections
whenever necessary to assure that the
products and services - conform with

following paragraphs.
9-5. Styles. There

,

prescribed requirements.

are

two styles of

porkstyle A is carcasses and style B is

market cuts. Style A is graded, and style B is
divided into either selection 1 or selection 2.
9-6. Style A carcasses are of the US grade

9. Pork
9-1. Examine the following statements:
Pork products generally have a high ratio

specified in the contract. They are dressed
"packer-style," which means that the heads,
food.
plucks (liver, heart, lungs), kidneys, ham
Cons mption of saturated lats, such as facings, and leaf fat, as well as the lumbar,
lard, ontributes to circulatory problems pelvic, and heart fat, and the mediastinal

of fat to lean and are sources of high

and heart trouble.
Trichinae can infect fresh pork.

tissue are removed. Each carcass is separated
into two halves.
9-7. Style B market cuts are derived from
style A pork carcasses. The list of the market
cuts with their weight ranges may be found in
the specification.
9-8. Grades and Grading Factors. Federal
carcass grades for style A pork carcasses are

Does the information presented in these
statements stimulate yu,ur taste and desire for
fresh pork? Probably not. Other consumers,
as well, have bees encouraged to eat less fresh
pork. The amount of uncured pork purchased
in-recent years has declined drastically. At the
present time, probably less than one-fourth of
all pork porducts are consumed as fresh meat.

determined by the relationship between the
average thickness of the backfat, the carcass
length and weight, and
muscling.
.

the aupunt of

9-2. Changed requirements in the industry
9-9. Backfat. Backfat is the fatty layer
have even caused the breeding *of different.
types of hogs. The "lard" type of hog, which found dorsal to the loin. Table 10 shows the
produces fat cuts of meat and large qukntities relationship between backfat and length. To
of lard, is no longer desired. Instead, the long, use this grading factor chart, first measure the
lean,0 "meat" type of hog demands the khickness of the backfat, then the ) carcass
premium price, for it produces the most leuth, and apply them to the chart. Find the
bacon, ham, and loin. These are the cuts that intersection of a line drawn on the chart
are popular and are, therefore, more valuable. vertically from the carcass length and the
Of these cuts, only th'e loin is ordinarily dashed horizontal line from the inches of
39
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TABLE 1,0
Pork-Grading Factors

if

.4./

Hot Carcass Weight (pounds)

Average Thickness
BaCkfat'finches5.1./

2.2

I

255

205

165

120

U.S. No.

4

U.S. No.

3

4

2.1

1

2.0
1

1.9
1

1.8
1.7

1.6

.

U.S. No.

2

No.

1

1.5
1.4
1

1,3.
1.2

1.1

t

1.0
27

28

30

29

31

32

13

34

35

36

Carcass Length -(inch'es)l/
1/

2/

3/

\dluding the skin
An average of thr ee measurements in b'S.and the last
first
and
last
ri
made opposite the
It also reflects adjustment, as
lumbar vertebra.
ompenS'ate
for vari ations - from
appropriate, to c
\
normal fat distri bution.
Carcass weight is based on a hot pa cker style
carcass.
Carcass length is measured from the anterior point
dge of the
of the aitch bone to the anterior e
first rib.

but there
backfat listed in the left-hand column. When that attempt to show the muscling,
If
you
qesire
is
no
substitute
for
experience.
the intersection falls, anywhere between the
consult
muscling,
on
information
more
solid
first
bottom of the chart and the
diagonal line from the bottom, the indicated Marketing Bulletin Number 49, USDA Grades
for Pork Carcasses.

grade is US number 1, but the third factor
(muscling) must be included before a final

9-11. Compensation. In each grade, a
superior development of muscling is
permitted to compensate for a greater average
backfat thickness at the rate of one-tenth inch
greater backfat thickness for a full degree of
superior muscling. Eicept for the US number
1 grade, the reverse type of compensation is

grade is reached.
9-10. Muscling. The degree of muscling for

each grade decreases progressively from US
numberl. The degrees of muscling applied to

the carcasses are: US number 1thick; US
number 2moderately thick; US number

3slightly thin; and US number 4thin.

also permitted at the same rate. In the US

These definitions of muscling are subjective,
and USDA graders learn them through
training and experience. There are pictures

number 1 grade, this compensatibm is limited
to one full degree of inferior muscling.
40
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9-12. Grade descriptions. Hogs within the
US grades are described below:

a. US number 1 slaughter hogs have a

degree of finish and yield
high-quality pork cuts. The carcasses have a
relatively high ratio of lean to fat and yield
niore than 50 percent of their weight in the

minimum

major lean cuts: hams, loins, picnics, and

in the cutting room, the skin, attachments
between the two sides are severed and the
gambrel cord is cut, permitting the sides to
drop separately on a moving conveyor line.
The posterior is removed first. To form this
portion, a line is cut perpendicular to an
imaginary line drawn through the center of
the shank to the tip of the aitchbone. The
perpendicular line should be 21/4 to 23/4 inches

P-.:sto.; butts,
b

below (anterior to) the aitchbone, or about
the ;width of three fingers. The Posterior
portion is then divided into three partsthe

.!-.. US number 2 pork carcass may be
fatter than necessary to produce

s1ight:1y

higkoquality pork, and the cuts require
considerable trimming. Such
carcasses

ham, tail, and foot.
b. Middle. The middle portion is Pirmed by
the removal of the anterior portion from 'the

normally yield from 47 to 50 percent of the
..

major lean cuts.

rernainder of the side. A cut is made by a

c. US nilmber 3 grade pork carcasses are

large circular saw on a line perpendicular to
the chine bones, leaving not less than one nor
more than two and a half ribs on the anterior
portion. The loin; spareribs, and belly come
froth the middle portion. After the back fat is
removed from the loin, it is referred to as
"fatback."
c. Anterior. The anterior of the carcass is

from overfat hogs that yield a low proportion
of lean cuts and a high proportion of fat. The
yields of the lean cuts are usually less than 47
.
percent.

d. U ..),0 number 4' hog carcasses have an

quality ot lean but a lower
expec d yield of le* ctits than carcasses in

acceptab

US number 3 grade. ii-,

+

the part tItat remains after the middle and

e. The lowest grade, US utility, is given to
a carcass that exhibits smaller developments
of lean quality than the minimum described
for the first four. Also included in this grade
are all carcasses thit do not have acceptable
belly thickness and all carcassesregardless of
their development of other quality-indicating
characteristicsthat are soft and oily.

posterior portions have been removed. About

one to two and a half ribs are left on the
anterior portion. It is then divided into the
Boston butt, picnic, hock, jowl, and 3igs feet.
See figure 21 for the shoulder cuts.

9-15. Pound for pound, bacon and ham
procurement

9-13. Wholesale and Market Cuts. When a
pork C8SC-nss is divided, it yields nine
wholesale cuts. These are shown in figure 20.
Examine this illustration thoroughly so that

exceeds

all

other

pork

procurement. It is necessary, then, that you

know the military requirements for these
products.

Curing

and

smoking

will

be

discussed later. The fresh market cut that is
prpeesse d into bacon is the belly. This cut is
strate in figure 22. Before curing, it is

you can easily recognize each cut. Some of
the wholesale cuts can be trimmed or cut in
several ways. For instance, a regular ham can

belly.

be processed witlie shank on, with a short

called a gre

shank, or with the shank off. Shoulder picnics
can be processed in a similar way, and bellies
are processed with the skin on or off. These
variations are identified by a number with the
code letter. For axample, the short shank and
shankless varieties of regular hams are coded
as "a-1" and "a-2" respectively.
9-14. Cutting . Procedure. After hog
carcasses are thoroughly chilled, they are
delivered to the cutting room where they are
divided into market cuts. Accurate cuts

9-16. Bellies (bacon). Bellies are of two
kinds, skin-on and skinless. The only

from hot carcasses can become distorted trom

belly is separated from the fatback on a
straight line, not more than 11h inches beyond

difference between them is evident in their
names. The skin-on belly is the part of the
pork side middle after the removal of the loin,
fatback, and spareribs. The belly is boneless,

and the major cartilages of the sternum and
the ribs are removed closely and smoothly.
Practically all leaf fat and other abdominal
surface fat of similar character are removed.
The sides of belly are straight and parallel,
and at right angles to the shoulder end. The

depend on thorough- chilling. Cuts formed

shrinkage. Each side of a pork carcass is
divided

into

the anterior,

middle,

the outermost curvature of the scribe line

and

(pigint of separation of ribs from belly). The
ham end of a belly may be cut on an angle so
that-the flank side is about 1 inch longer than
the fatback side. Any enlarged, soft, porous,

posterior portions. We will discuss these

portions in the order in which they are
removed from a carcass:
a. Posterior. As the chilled carcass arrives
41

SPARERIBS

HAM
Butt end

BOSTON BUTT
Boston butt roast

Shank end
Center slices

Blade steaks

Long shank'

Regular plate
Clear plate
PICNIC

Short shank
Hock
LOIN
Loin chops
Rib chops

Picnic. roasts

Arm steaks
JOWL
Jowl bacon square
HOCK (Shoulders)

Loin and nb roasts
Canadian Style bacon
Tenderloin

Shank

Backfat

PIGS FEET

BELLY
NOTE. The shoulder is comprised of the Boston butt, picnic, and hock
picnic is comprised of the picnic and hock together
Figure 20. Skeleton of ihe pork carcass,
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The shoulder

1

Boneless Butt

Picnic

Boston Butt

-

Nro.

ff

Regular Plate

Blade Butt
Clear Plate
Figure 21, Pork shoulder cuts.

4

seedy mammary tissue, and the pizzle recess
of barrow bellies are removed. The bellies
must not be less than 8 inches nor more than
11 inches wide. In addition, they must not be
less than 1 irich thick at the thinnest point
nor more Than 21/4 inches at the thickest
point,
9-17, After the belly is cured and smoked,
it is processed and proctired in two forms and
two classes of bacon. If the side of bacon is
left uncut, it is form A, slab, When it is sliced,
it is form B. The class is determined by the
kind of refrigeration used to prevent
deterioration. Class 1 bacon is chilled, while

9-18, Ham. There are six different vitrieties
of ham. Figure 23 illustrates the various parts
of a ham. Consider this illustration carefully
as we discuss the characteristics of each
variety of ham.

9-19. The regular, shank-on ham (code a)
is, as it.s name indicates,- a revlar ham with
the- shank and skin on. It is separated from
the hog carcasS at a point ranging from 21/4 to
23/4 inches anterior to the exposed knob end

of the aitchbone. Unless otherwise specified

the procuring documents, hams with
exposed bone marrow are acceptable. Of
in

course, the tail and tail bones are removed,

class 2 is frozen,

FAT BACK EDGE

AM
A

.,AVAAAArgrA.

BOOT JACK
BUTTONS
,

FLANK
POCKET

BRISKET ENDf.
I.
1

FEATHER ;3,tr

0.

-. Z

1/4

'4'#1'''

'

1

BONE LINE Iiia,"v

"

ol

SEEDS

Figure 22, Bacon.
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4

3

I vf

SHANK END
SKIN SIDE
FACE SIDE

FLANK EDGE

CUSHION
VT.

"o

AITCHBONE
BUTT IIND
Figure 23. Ham.

cantiot be more than 15 percent of the

9-20. The ham with a short shank (code
a-1) is identical to the regular ham (code a)
with one exception. The short shank does not
extend more than 2 inches from the junction
of the thick meaty 'cushion of the ham. The
shankless ham (code a-2) is a sldn-on ham
conforming with the requitementh of the
regular ham except that the shank bone is

distance from the center, at tbe edge of the
butt, to the stifle joint. Partially skinned,

shankless hams (code b-2) must comply with
the requirements for code b-1 hams, with the
shank portion removed to conform with the
requirements for code a-2 hams.
9-23. Cured, smoked hams are either type
I, standard, or type II, special. Military
Specification MIL-H-1287 lists the differences
between type I and type II. These differences

removed at the stifle joint.
9-21. The partially skinned, shank-on ham
(code b) is the same as the regular ham except
that it is partially skinned on the back, leaving

lie primarily in the areas of skin, shanks,

a smooth skin collar at the shank. This skin
collar cannot exceed 45 percent of the entire
back (skin side) surface of the ham. You can
rmd the percentage of the back surface that is
, covered by the collar by determining its
proportion of the lengthwise measurement
from the approximate center at the edge of
the ham butt to the extreme outer tip of the
shank end. The fat must be neatly beveled so
that it meets the lean meat at the butt end of

moisture, fat, and salt percentages. Standard
hams are processed only as chilled (class I)
hams, while special hams may
chilled (class I) or frozen (class 2).

be either

9,24. State of Refrigeration. Fresh pork is
either chilled'ere'frozen as specified by the
purchase instrument, If this is not specified,
fresh pork is in a chilled state,
9-25, Chilled. Chilled pork

must be
thoroughly chilled, but not frozen, promptly
after slaughter to an internal temperature
range of 28° F, to 40° F, at the center of the
thickest pieces. It must be kept in this

the ham.

9-22. The partially skinned, short shank
(code b-i) must comply with the
requirements of the shank-on ham (code b),
with the same removal of the shank as for
code a-1 hatrii. The skin collar of b-1 harns
ham

well.chilled state (not frozen) and be
excellent condition at the time of delivery.
44
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9-26. Frozen. Frozen pork must conform

to the requirements of chilled pork before the

freezing press. wever, within 4 hours
after plick.inz. it m st be frozen in a blast

with fore, d ah circulation that
4 Lire of -10° F. or colder.
.naintains a tern
7:.t packages ust be arranged so that,their
irleces are not in direct contact for at least
temperature in the
the lean meat reaches 0° F. or
-)ar'
at this temperature
,uwer. and must
freezer

well-rounded. They should show no evidence
of thawing, refreezing, or freezer burn.
9-33. The following carcasc, nortinns must
be removed and excluded from loins used for
both type I and type II fabricated pork:
Flank meat, tenderiom, anu nInde meat
frneat lying over the black lior.t
Bone, cartilage, blood clots, bruises.
semiattached fat, or tag eriPc

,

during storage and srupment.
9-, Time limits The

time

between

manufacture and consumption of chilled,
standard hams is limited to 3 to 4 weeks.
C;,iLed special hams may be retained 4 to 5
reeks before, being consumed. If special hams
are :Tozen, tnEy may be consumed up to 6-9
months after manufacture.
9-2F Boneless Pork, Frozen. Boneless
pork, frozcr for military procurement

purposes, consists of the pork loin further

processed into roasts and slices, Type I is the
identifkation for roasts, and type II for Slices.

Tne pork loin is the only market cut that is
prepared as boneless pork.
9-29, Requirements for

Surface fat in excess of one-fourth inch
in thickness.

Now that you have an understanding of the
requirements for the pork loin, let's discuss
the boneless cuts that are derived from it.
9-34. Type I, roasts. To preclude any
possible misunderstandi , the reqt-irements
for pork roasts, fabricate (boneles ), as we
addition to the
discuss them from here, are

requirements for the loin..First. poek roasts
must be cylindrical in shape, They must be
free from deep and undesirable cuts end tears.

The fat surface of the trimmed loin must be
on the outside of the roast. Either continuous ,
or individual string ties are permitted to
produce an intact, com15act roast. It Is well to
mention here that Military Spec ification
specific
th P
contains
MI L-P -3509-8
requirements for boneless pork rcasts and
slices, and includes the requiierrents for
string-tying roasts. As in other meat products,
there is a weight range requirement (or type I

loins. The fresh,

chilled bone-in pork loins-must be in excellerit

condition at the time of boning. They must
show no evidence of such conditions as
off-cdor, slight stickiness, rancidity, sourness,

or discoloration. The loins, before boning,
must be full-cut, and trimming the lean from
the

loins

to

meet

the

weight

pork roasts, They must weigh not :ess than
41/2 pounds nor more than 101/2 pounds per
roast. Other requiremInts, sUch Etf,, binding
agents, which apply to both type I ard type Il

range

requirements of 12 to 20 pounds is not
permitted.
9-30. The internal

pork, will be discussed later.
9-35. Type II, slices. Pork loins foefurther

temperature of the

bone-in loins, at the thickest part, must be
between 28° F: and 40° F. from the time of
initial chilling until they are boned. The

processing into pork slices (type LI) must
meet the same requirements as for roasts
(type I). The boneless fabricated loin slices

maximum internal temperature at the thickest

part of the chilled pork loins, after boning

should also comply with the 'ollowing
requirements: the.slices are cut in such a way

the freezer, cannot exceed 42° F,

that two slices are always left ate ched. In

and until the fabricated product is placed in

other words, when the loin is sliced, only the

9-31. The color of the bones ranges from
red

to dark pink, with the color of the

cut between a pair (every other Cut) c ontinues

exterior surface of the rib bones showing at
least a slight red color, Cartilage must be in
evidence. The split chine bones, spinous
processes, and crosscut sections of bones
should be porous and not brittle or flinty.
9-32. The exterior fat of the loin must be
firm and white. The lean should be
fine-textured and firm, with at least a alight
amount of marbling in the blade and ham
ends. The lean meat possesses a bright,

completely through the meat. The alternate
cuts leave each of a pair of sl ees well

greyish pink to bright red, and the flesh must

slices, Because of the shape of th loin at
these pointh, the slices may consis, of one

attached. The pairs of cuts can then )e spread

and flattened to becettiv one slice with an
area of approximately twice that of the cross

section of the loin. You can make i test for
intact slices by lifting the entire sli,e with a
fork inserted at the approximate center of
one of the halves (after it has been pm-fried).
The two halves must remain intact as one
piece. An exception is aiade with facing (end)

uniform color, ranging from light pink or
not be dark, gummy, or oily. Finally, the

single slice rather than a pair that arc half-cut.

pork loins must 12e thick, uniformly full, and
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9-36. There Must be at least '75 percent of
lean on each side of the two major surfacps
formed by the slicink; operation. At the time

of slicing, the boneless pork loins must be
solidly frozen to the extent that there is no
soft area in the slice imthediately after it is
cut. Pork slices must be packed and returned

to the fuezer within 2 hours- after being
sheer'. Cs:ine j. ti;sts the slices must not

that the product .CPmplies with the provisions
of the contract. Generally, the final

acceptance inspection is done at destination.
If the finished product has been inspected at a
point other than destination, it;should then
be inspected at destination for condi:to
identity only.
9-41. With the realization that fresh porlo
is very perishable, always be on the alert for
s signs of decomposition and spisilaga. Bruises

show evidence of softress (nonfrozen areas).
Each box of the packaged finished product is that involve lean and fat tissue axe major
allowed to contain not More than 10 percent defects. Market cuts exhibiting bruises are not
facing slices by weight. Let us now consider acceptable on military contracts; though
the qualifications that are common to both surface bruises that merely involve the skin
are considered to be minor defects and may
types of fabricated pork loine,
9-37. Requirements for types I and II. The ,-ise accepted.
characteristics of lean pork meat are such that " 9-42. When you are inspecting pork
a binding agent is necessar/ when theloin is products, you should consider certain
processed into boneless rousts and slices. The ,conditions as undesirable. The presence of
purpose of the binding agent is to hokl the hair roots indicates poor workmanship in 'the
interior surface lean together. The best time scalding and dehairing operation. Seeds, or
mammary tissue, are of three colorswhite,
to apply the binding agent is before
red, and black. White seeds indicate a gilt
boneless
its
into
loin
the
processing
Specification
(young female) carcass in which the
components. Military
MIL-P-35098 indicates that powdered vital mammary gland has never been active. Red
wheat gluten or other binding agents seeds indicate a sow (mature female) in which
rendering a satisfactory finished product must the mammary gland has been active. Black
be used. Whatever binding agent is used, it seeds indicate an old sow. These seeds should
must conform in every respect with the be trimmed, so that they are not evident.
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Odors not associated with fresh pork are
unsatisfactory: For instanCe, old stags and
Cosmetic Act and ita regulations.
boars (males) have a distinct odor associated
9-38. The blast freezers or equivalent with their sex, which is not acceptable. The
equipment that are used to freeze fabricated color of fresh pork should be uniforin and
pork loins must provide forced-air circulation bright. Carcasses that are dark in _color, or
while maintaining a, freezer temperature of those with deposits of pigment on the skin
minus 10° F. or colder during the freezing surface, are rejected on procurement
process. The product must be -properly
inspection. Scoees exceeding one-half inch
packaged before it is placed in the freezer. into the lean are not acceptable. Pork cuts
filled boxes of product should be
be trimmed free of frayed -ends, but
ged
2:n in the freezer so that for at least 24 should
excessive trimming of Pork cuts to comply
hours the bOx surfaces are not in direct with weight ranges is not permitted.
contact with each other, After this time, the
9-43. Surface molds are no problem,
boxes may be restacked according to
convenience. The product must remain in tlie because they can be wiped off. If the mold
quick-freezing process until the temperature growth is not inhibited, however, it can
in the thickest part of the lean meat reaches penetrate cracks and crevices throughout the
flesh. Molds do not usually impair health, but
0° F. or colder.
9-39, Once frozen, the product must stay they impart undesirable flavors to the meat.
at a uniform temperature of 0° F. or lower.
9-44. When you are iQecting any food
The internal temperature in the thickest part product, always have copies of the pertinent
of the lean should be no' higher than 0° F. at specifications and purchase documents at
the time of shipment. Of course, it should be hand. Remember that for fresh pork you
in excellent condition and show no evidence must use Federal Specification PPP-00571.
of thawing or refreezthg when it is examined
9-45, pue to consumer demand, a large
at destination.
9-40. Inspection of Fresh Pork. The proportion of pork slaughtered undergoes
contractor is responsible for inspecting the 'additional processing into cured and smoked
product for contract compliance, The US pork. The military procures large quantities of
these meats. Therefore, you need a knowledge
Government, however, reserves the nght
perform any inspection necessary to assure of curing agente, curing processes, and
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smoki techniques, which we diseuss in the
..
next s tion.
_

.
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10. Cure: and :=moked Pork

10-1. The curing, process was developed

refrigeration was
in order to improve the keeping
r f the meat. The need for curing as a
die.hod is geaUy reduced now that
tne proaucts cn be satisfactorily chilled and
frozen. However, the popularity of the flavors
and colors of cured Teat has remained. The
materials used as curing 'agents distinctively
change the flavors and colors of the treated
products. Cured ham and bacon, as breakfast
meats for Americans, have practically become
an instituti . Also, the relatively high
proportion of fat and its even distribution in

k1r,1

before

adequate

,pork makes it an ideal meat for curing.

Therefore, a large amount of pork Continues
to be cured.
10-2. Methods of Curing Meats. There are
many methods of 'applying curing agents to
the- fresh meat. Three are1considered basic:
pickle curing, dry-salt curing, and dry curing.
Other methods are either yariations or
combinatiohs of these basic procedures. '
10-3. Regardless of the curing method: the
procedures

must

apply the fundamental

sanitation .1 and
good
principles of
refrigeration. Good sanitary practices reduce

bacterial contamination and growth. Bacterial
growth is further rftarded by refrigeration at

low temperatures until the curing process is
complete. Ideal euring temperatures are 36°

F. to 38° F. Lipase, which is one of the
principal causes of enzymatic rancidity, is
inactivated at temperatures below 40 F.
Remember, however, that reducing the

temperature of the product increases the time
required for the curing process.
1010-4. Pickle curing. In pickle curing, the
curing agents are first dissolved in water, and
this solution is then applied to the meat. The
solution formed is referred to as the pickle. If
it is a simple solution of salt (NaCI) in water,
it is a plain pickle. A compound pickle

contains salt and water with one or more

'other curing agents. When sugar is added to
the pickle, it is called sweet pickle. A pickle
of any kind may be reused if it is properly
processed. A previously used pickle is known
as second pickle. It is prepared for reuse by
heating it to 200° F., skimming and filtering
albuminous substances from the solution, and
adding curing agents to bring the pickle to the
desired strength. Before . it is reprocessed,
second piekle that has become stringy and
oticky because of' bacterial action is called

roppy °pickle. It usually gives off a fetid odor,
which may be caused by warm curing cellars,
nonsterile .picitler and
vats,
unclean
contaminated or slimy meats.
.
10-§: The strength of the pickle is
determined by the degree of salt saturation in
the water. Pure water at 60° F. weizns 8.34
pounds per gallon at sea level and will dissolve
3.03 pounds of salt. The resulting mixture, of
course, makes morethan a gallon of pickle.
.

For general purposes, a saturated solution of

salt in water is considered to contain 21/2
pounds of salt,,or 25 percent by weight. You

can determine the strength of a pickle by
using an instrument called a salometer. The

use of the salometer is based on the principle

of buoyancy. Because 'of the difference in
buoyancy of the two fleids, a floating object

will

sink deeper in pure water than in a

saturated solution of salt water. The
salometer is a floating instrument .with a

calibrated stIm, marked 0 at the point to

which it sinks in plain water and 100 at the
point it registers in a fully saturated salt
solution. The space between these points is
graduated in degrees. Salometers.are made to
read accurately in solutions between the
temperatures of 35° F. and 38° F.
10-6. Even though water is completely

saturated with salt, other curing agents will
still dissolve in it. A 100° plain pickle will

dissolve sugar and sodium nitrate as readily as
pure water will, The normal amount of sugar
and dodium nitrate used in the average

compound pickle increases the buoyancy of
tife solution' to the extent that the salometts
reading will register about 3° higher than t116
actual salt concentration. Therefore, a

compound pickle that measures 78° with ,a
salometqr usually is considered as a 75° salt
pickle.

10-7. The required strength of the picklevaries with the purpose for which it is used. In
acc-oIdance with its use, there are two

kindscuring or cover pickle and pumping
pickle. Pumping pickle, which is forceinto
the meat, is the stronger. Although some

processors use pumping pickle of 100° Galt
strength, a strength of 90° is more often used.
Cover pickle for regular hams usually has
approximately 75° to 80° salt strength. The
degree of cure desired determines the strength
requirements

of the

pickle. For military

procurement, specifications are cited in the

contractual documents.
10-8. As wihave already implied, there are
two general methods of pickle curing,
covering and pumping. When the curing is to

be done by covering, the, meat iG simply
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1,

placed in vats or tierces where it is completely

submerged in pickle. The extent of ewe
controlled by the_strength of the pickle and

is

the length of .time the, meat. is covered. The
temperature f the rneattls6 affect:s the rate
of the curing aFian. However, the
temperature is regulated to control the
growth and action of undesirable bacteria
_...ntrsi the curing process. The

leng..,h of time required for this (irethod is
greater and the curing action is eas evenly
distributed throughout the meat than with
pumping.

1)1-9. "Pumping" is a term that describes a
means of injecting the pickle into the interior
of the Meat. 'this is done by forcing thigs pickle
under pressure into the meat through a
needle, There are two ways of pumpingthe
stitch or spray method, and th artery
method. In the stitch method, the needled are

inserted- into the Meat in many areas, and
several strokes per area may be used. The

amount of pickle injected varies from 21/2 to 7
percent of the weieit of the meat. This
method is uaed to assure distribution of the
curing solution in bacOn and in certain areas
of large hams, particularly thesemitendinous
and semimembranous muscles.
10-10. Artery pumping id' .generally used
for hams: With the ham resting on a specially
calibrated scale, the needle ls inserted into the
large artery near the aitchbone. Then pressure
is used to distribute the pickle throughout the
ham.through the arterial system, An adequate
distribution of pickle cannot be achieved with

less than an 8 percent increase in the weight
of the ham. The usual amounts of pickle

pumped into hams are 8 to 12 percent of
their

weight.

The

practice

of

arterial

pumping can be abused and can produce a
weight increase as high as 20 to 25 percent.
USDA allows an increase in weight of 10 to
12 percent if the product is returned to the

green weight fresh or uncured weight) after it
is smoked.

10-11, Dry-colt curing. The dry-salt curing

method is the simplest method used. It is
referred to at country curing, for it is the one
usuallyaised in home processing. The dry'salt,
or a mixture of curing agents, is rubbed
directly on the surfice of the meat. The meat
is then piled on racks or on the curing cellar
floor. The curing agents extract moisture'

from the meat to form a brine (pickle)
solution. 'The brine is reabsorbed into the
meat by osmosis, thus starting the curing
cyclethe process cont ues by the repeated
extraction and absorpti n of the brine. This
method is expensive a

'presently used in commercial curing almost

exclusively for "salt pork," which is processed
fromlarge sow bellies.
10-12. Dry curing. The dry curing method

is referred-t-a- at times as dry box cure, box
cure

and dry sugar cure. After measured

amounts of the curing agents are applit.1

'the meat in dry form, the meat is itackee

tightly in waterproof boxes. The lids are then
closed on the slightly overfilled boxes with
pressure: Under this condition, the curixig
process c4uses ihe meat to "stev" in, its own

juice. This method is considered to produce a
superior or "premium" product. A variation
of this method is the modified .box,cure.
procedures are basically the same, except ihat
the natural 'liquor is tested so that identical,
uniform solutions are prepared to fill each
individual box or vat,

10-13. To assure that all of the cuts in a
container, art adequately and uniformly
cured,

they may need to

be

rearranged

periodicillly: The meat on top of the
container is placed pn the bottom, the cuts on

the bottom are moved to the middle, and
those in the middle are relocated at the top

and sides. This proeedure is called
helps prevent
overhauling. Overhauling
practice is
the
but
rancidity,
surface

necessarily limited by the cost of the labor
required.

10-14. Curing Trends. A wide variety of
,modifications and alterations in dry and box
cures

have been used through the

y,ears.

However, most of these have been discarded
with the development of new ones, The most
recently ,adopted method is the mechahical

penetration of greeh bellies, sometimes by
injection, of

the ceng solution.

These

y various trade names
such as Injecto-cure and Penetro-cure.

methods are known

10-15, These newer methods allow the

processor ta reduce the size of his inventory
and the time involved in curing. In this way,
production can be increased and the costs can

be reduced accordingly. There has been a
trend in recent years for processors to reduce

the degree and extent of curing. Therefore,
products are comparatively more
perishable and have a shorter shelf-life than
similar products in the past. This situation
poses many problems in military supply lines
if it is not recognized. You must make sure
that the products furnished on military
to
according
cured
are
contracts
the

specifications.
1 0-1 6, In

backpacking
past,
the
incompletely cured cuts was practiced to
retard the curing provess when the supply of
time-consuming. Itas cured meat 7.21.s greater than consumer
4099
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/FT
demand.

Backpacking

means

repacking

partially cured meat in approximately 26

pickle and holclirg it at a temperature of 0° F.
to 15° F. Th e. use of this process has been
rreatly reduced because freezing has become
t:',e practical way to store green cuts.
a_ Hos, ever, only the green cuts may be frozen
before processifig. Cured cuta are never frozen
'ta are sraokiaa because frozen cuts lose meat
Juices anal dehydrate too much. Limitations

time that frozen green cute may be

held is given in the applicable specifications.
1047, Smoking Pork. Although the
sinoking process does contribute to the
preservation of meat, smoking is now

generally applied only to cured meat, The

reduce the aveig
original green weig

or less, as designated by

the applicable spec ficatioN. The extent of
other shrinkage depends upon the character
(fatnesi) of the meat, the aegree of heat
applied, and the length of the smakin4 periud.

The average shrinkage of porl- cu -varies
from 6 to 11 percent, whh le( n meat
shrinking more than fat meat.
10-22. Equipment. Ther- are fou general

types of smoking equipmerrf: the st tionary,
rotary, forced circulation, and electrostatic
types. The "stationary apparatus may zbe a
multistoried brick structure, with ac ess for

loading at each floor level, o4dayJi
only a sb-igle floor, like the facilities of m

processors. The meat is lo; ded on
stationary racks. The smoke i, produced at
the lower levels of the structure, cliculating

most
preservative action of smoking
cdncentrated on the surface of the meat, The

small

removes the moisture that encourages
bacteriai growth, it seals the pores, preventing
kills
it
and
penetration,
bacterial

about the meat as it rises, The rotara: type of
equipment uses racks on endless chain drives
that continually cakry the meat through the
smoke, The operation pf forced ,cbculation
equipment is sometimes referred to as air
conditioned, The smoke/ is circulated over the

is

"smudge" formed by the smoke and heat

approximately 90 percent of the surface
bacteria. The heat involved in the process alsa

aestroys certain microorganisms within the
meat. For example, the specifications require
that temperatures in excess of 120° F. and

meat by time-temperature controllgi fans.

Elettrostatic smoking equipment charges the
product ezand the smoke particles with
electrical opposites. The unlike charges attract
each other, encouraging smudge development
on the surface of the prOduct,
10-23. Inspection ao,f.--Orde and Smoked
Pork, Remember that one of th uric amental
inspection requirements is a goo knowledge
of the applicable specifications. In thiff case,
MIL-H-1287, Ham, Smoked, and 'P-B-81,

137°_,F. be maintained for smoking bacon and
hams respectively. Even trichinae can be

controlled by properly smoking hams above
137 F. With bacon, polringis necessary to
asstike a trichinae-free product,

1

of the product to tits

10-18. An additidnal' preservative action
produced by smoking is the production of
are
antioxidants
These
antioxidants,

combustion products formed when the smoke
is produced. Examples are phenols and
aldehydes, They prevent oxidative rancidity
when they are deposited on the surface, of the
meat.

Bacon, Slab or Sliced, are the important

documents. Any additional specifications that
you may need are identified in the purchaDe
documents,

10-24. Among the common derects of

10-19, Flavor. The flavor given the meat

smoked' products are "drips,': "touchers," and
"drya," Drips occur when Y114 or liciffor from
suapended product is allowed to drop onto
products -hanging below, it. The product that

by the smoke in very popular with consumers,
and is

one of the important reasons, for

smoking cured meat. The kindsof wood used
to produce thesmoke controls the flavor, The
best smoke is furnished by good hardwood or

catches the dripping fluid becomes ex 7eagively

sticky. Touchers can be recognized by light
"bald" spots, which occur when two pieces of

hardened sawdust, with hickory the most

widely used.
10-20. Color, As we previously mentioned,
heat is needed in the color-fixing process. You

peat touch each other during the nnoking
process. Bacteria and mold can penel rate the

product because of an incomqte smoked

will recall that this is the process where
nitrates are converted to nitrites and nitric
oxide myoglobin is changed to
myochromogen. The heat from the smo
prNess, therefore actually stabilizes

covering,- Drys result when to,,iuch heat is
sing facceasive
applied during smoking,
shrinkage.

also serves to remove excess moisture that

10-26. You can often detect product
deficiencies that are diused by faulty, curing
techniques. For Irstarice, a lack of Available
nitrite during th curing proceas produces

'during the curing process, The heat should

there

desired colors in the meat.
10-21. Shrinkage. The smoking procesa

gray or fading pink colors in the neat. If

may have been introduced into the meat

49

much nitrite, exaggerate] brown

ao.

or salmon colors may be evident. Examine the
roducts thoroughly to make sure there was
càmplete penetration of the curing agents. If

1

be link sausag;', it is stuffed or molded into
casings. This raduct requires refrigeration,

has a %limited shelf-life, and must be cooked
'before
it is served. Examples of this product
the frozen cuts are not properly thawed,
are
fresh
pork aausage links and pork sausage,
Oxidation
can
incomplete Penetration results.
country
style.
the
meat.
be detected by a greenish cast on
11-4. Smoked sausage is an all-pork
This is produced by an enzyme called oxidase,
product
with spices added. The stuffed links
Do
not
which reacts with myochromogen.
are
smoked
with hardwood until they have
normal
rconfr.,,,t this green color with the
appearance
and flavor of a smoked
the
refracted
light
from
the
green irridescence of
sausage has a longer
Smoked
product.
product.
shelf-life
than
fresh
but it must be
10-26. You should assure that proper refrigerated and mustsausage,
be
cooked
before it is
maintained
been
have
temperatures
smoked
served.
E
moles
of
this
sausage
are
throughout the curing and smoking processes.
sausage
r
ks
and
Polish
sausage.
If the temperature within hams during the
11-5. S oked and cooked sausage is made
sn4oking process fails to reach 137° F., the
Temperatures
of fresh beef and pork. The purchase order
product can carry live trichinae.
also
critical
e percentage of each of these
during 'the curing process are
"specifies
because they determine the time required for ingredient4 The meat components are mixed,
ground, p cessed in a silent cutter, and
thorough curing.
the
shank
"stuffed into casings. The product is then
10-27. Examine hams along
smoked and cooked. It has a good shelf-life
aitchbone
(loin
bones, the stifle joint, and the
of
the
meat
can
and is ready to eat. Examples of this type of
end). The general condition
be more certainly detected by inspection at sate are frankfurters, bologna, and Vienna
these points. With bacon, the main inspection sausage.
11-6. The meat components for cooked
points are the fkank pocket, featherbone line,
sausage
are fresh chilled pork livers, pork, and
and brisket end.
and
sinoked
pork trimmings. Some varieties contain blood
10-28. In addition to cured
of
sausage
or liver. These sausages have a short shelf-life.
pork, theré are many varieties
procured by the military. Pork and beef are All cooked sausage is ready to serve.
-used in various combinations to produce Examples are liver sausage (Braunschweiger)
sausages suitable to the consumer, and there is and tongue and blood loaf.
11-7. The meat components for cooked
Much to be discussed in- the areas of
sausages
of
and
baked sausage are beef and pork or one of
ingredients
and
processing
the components alone. The components are
procured by the military.
mixed and' ground, processed in a silent
cutter, and stuffed-into pans and molds for
11. Sausage
cooking or baking. The sausage loaves are
types
-of
11-1. Min has developed many,
This is a
saimge to meet the temperature requirements dipped in hot oil to brown and glaze. pickle
ready-to-serve
sausage.
-Examples
are.
for preservation. In southern Europe, dry and pimento loaf, and baked ham.
sausages were developed, wiljah would keep
11-8. Dry and summer sausages. Dry and
without refrigeration. In colder climates, fresh
developed.
Idthis
summer
sausages are found on the market
and semidry sausages were
country today, about 13 percent of all meat under a variety of names. yany varieties
originated in Europe. Each country has its
animals goes into
slaughtered
from
sausage-making, the most profitable segment own meat, spice, smoke, and coloring
of the meat-packing industry. The various formula. Italian sausages are very highly
classifications, components, processing steps, --seasoned, ivhile northern European sausages
and inspection of sausage will be discussed in are heavily smoked. The meat component for
dry sausage must be of high-quality. To kill
the remainder of this section.
must
N.1-2. Classipcation of Sausages. The trichinae, the pork used in dry sausages
137°
F.,
dried
be
cooked
to
a
temperature
of
princiPal sausage classificationa are domestic,
of salt, or
dry, arid summer, based I?n the way this and cured in a high concentration
frozen.
five
categories
product is processed. There are
11-9. After the meat is ground and the
of domestic sausage, and we will discuss each
spices
and curing ingredients are added, the
of them.
meat
for
dcv sausage is pressed intO shallow
pork
11-3. Domestic sausitge. Fresh
The pans are placed in a, room with a
sausage is 100 percent pork meat except for pans.
temperature
of 40° F. for 24 to 72 hours.
spices. The pork is ground through a grinder,
called
pan curing. The pans are
is
and the spices are added. If the product is to This
50
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removed, the meat is mixed for 2 to 3
minutes, and the product

is

separately. Since pork is more tender than
beef and contains a large amount of fat, it is

stuffed into

only onbe. This eliminates the
possibility of its overheating. Beef, however,
is usually ground twicefirst through a coarse

casings. It is then given a cold smoke, which is

ground

controlled tempe

plate, and then through a fine plate. The
ground pork and beef must be weighed

a dense smoke with minimum heat. After
smoking, the sausage is transferred to the
drying room t
finish processing with
ure and humidity.
11-10. Gresim h ging is sometimes used in

separately to determine the proper blend of

L.: pan curin and is a more critical

method of curing. Th
casings immediately

components.
11-15. Silent

cutter processing. After
weighing, the ground meat is transferred to

usage is stuffed into
the grinding

the silent cutter. The bowl of this cutter,
which holds about 500 pounds of meat,

operation. The casings are trans -rred to a
green hanging room where the tem' erature is

held at 52° to 56° F. and the h hgs idity is
from 55 to 65 percent. The sausage is kept in

rotates counterclockwise and carries the meat
to a set of knives. These knives (from three to

smoked and transferred to the drying room.
In this room,, temperature and humidity are
controlled by mechanical units that draw air
through intake ducts and through a spray of

acid

this room for 24 to 72 hours. It is then

nine) are designed to fit the contour of the
boWl and to cut through the meat at right
angler to the bowl. In the silent cutter, the

beef is chopped for several minutes while ice
water are added to control the
temperature. This phase of processing
produces a smooth, viscous mass (emulsion),
which contai
ch soluble protein of beef as
myosin and ollagen. Pork is then added to
the silent c tter, and it is chopped and mixed
with the ef. The spices and the remaining
ice and ter are added to the emulsion as thp
chopping continues.

water to remove dust particles and mold
spores. The air is circulated over warming

and into the drying room at a
temperature of 54° to 60° F. and a humidity
of 65 to 80 percent.
11-11. Composition of Sausage. Beef is
coils

sausage principally for

used in

binding.

Binding refers to the cohesiveness of the
sausage. The meats with the best binding

qualities are hot bull beef, fresh chilled bull
beef, hot lean cow beef, and fresh chilled lean
cow beef. Beef adds Color 'land flavor and
improves the texture of sausage by stabilizing
the, fat globules. Pork contributes flavor,
juicM'ess, and tenderness. Excessive quantities
of pork produce a light color, and may yield a

fat cookout or separation, and a reduced

11-16. Chopping the pork produces tiny
fat globules, which are very unitable when
they are subjected to heat unless they are
.protected. These globules are usually
'protected by a covering of solubilized
proteins spreads throughout the -emulsion. If
the emulsion is chopped too much, the fat
tobules decrease in size and increase in
umber, reducing the protein coating on the
individual fat globules. When this- occurs, the
uncoated fat separates from the meat

sh el f-life.

.11-12. Ice and water are used to control
tempgature during chopping. Ice water also
helps- to bind ' the product and provide a
viscous emulsion to assure a smooth, even
flow during the stuffing operation. An ice
water

and

salt

combination

-emulsion and settles in spaces between the

casing and the meat or in the end of the
sausage during smoking. This produces a

condition called white caps.
11-17. 17,.acuumizing. Vacuumizing is done
to extract ' any excessive air that has resulted

sOlubilizes

proteins to help protect fat globules from

from the chopping in the silent cutter. It is

rupturing during smoking and cooking. Salt
alone acts as a curihg agent and preservative.
It inhibits' bacterial growth and rftcentuates
natural flavors. Spices add flavor, color, and
aroma. Some contt fltibiotics, other
an tioxidants. Sugar is
dimes added as a
flavoring agent, and nitrites fix the color.

done in a vacuum chamber or in a
vaeuum-mixer combination. All sausages are
not vacuurnized.

11-18. Stuffing. The stuffer is a piece of
equipment used for stuffing sausages into

Sausage

casings. It is a large, vertical cylinder with a
piston. Near the top of th
ffer are on or

processing includes grinding, processing in a
silent cutter, vacuumizing, stuffing, and
-grnoking and cooking. Each step of sausage
processing is important, in the production of

open, the sausage emulsi n is forced through
the stuffmg horn into the asing.
11-19. Smoking and cooking. Smoking and

1 1 -1 3 . Sausage

Processing.

more outlet valves, W n thes

an item that is acceptable to the military
service.

val

are

cooking are the last step in sausage processing.
The sausage is placed in the smokehouse and

,

heat is applied. The myosin coagulates and

11-14. Grinding. Pork and beef are ground
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TABLE 11
Defects and Their Causes in Sausage

'I

r'--. Defects

Coarse texture

Causes
Improper triM.
Insufficiint chopping.
"Short meat' lacks binding quality.

-

/---

No vactium drawn.

Air-Pockets

Improper
Improper
Improper
Improper

Fading and shriveling.

,

.

filling of stuffer.
filling of casings.
air pressure.
size of stuffing horn.

Improper chilling.
Storing in cold draft.
Storing in temperature that is too low.

_

Sweating 4nd sliming

Fluctuating temperature.
Storing warm ptoduct in low temperature.

Surface discoloration (greening)

Bacterial contamination after the heat
process.

Internal discoloration

Bacterial contamination of raw materials
before heat processing.
Insufficient heat, processing.
Lack of nitriteS.
,

coats and stabilizes the fat particles. Collagen,
another protein, also stabilizes fat unless heat

to obtain maximum itorage life. The average

or the smokehouse temperature is too high.
Under any of these conditions, the collagen
will convert to gelatin and drain away from
the fat particles. This causes the fat to
separate from the meat emulsion and to settle
into internal pockets, or causes "fat caps" at
the end of the sausage: Both collagen and
myosin are capable of absorbing a
considerable amount of water, but if the heat
in the smokehouse or the cooker continues
too long, the protein coating will shrink and
the fat globules, will expand and squeeze out
the water. With continued heating, the

according to the quality of the raw material
and the processing techniques that are used.
11-22. Inspection. Five important items to
check in sausage inspection are equipment,
laboratbry testing, raw material,
workmanship, and the finished product.
Sanitary inspection of plant practices,
materials, and equipment is very important in
the manufacture of sausage, mainly because
any dirt or foreign material loses identity
when it has been ground. Contaminated raw
material may cause spoilage or discoloration
of the finished product.
11-23. Equipment. You must make sure
that all equipment is cleaned with hot water
or steam at the end of each day's operation.
At least once a week it should be sanitized
with a four-tenths percent Solution of sodium
hypochlorite or other sanitizer after the
equipment has been thoroughly cleaned with
hot water or steam.
11-24. Laboratory testing. Specifications
generally require a laboratOry test for pork

is applied too quickly or continues too long,

protein sac ruptures and the fat separates
from the meat emulsion.

11-20. Generally, frankfurters should be
smoked for 11/2 to 21/2 hours. Larger sausages

such as borogn* require from 6 to 8 hours
smoking time. An internal temperature for
either large or small sausage should reach
155° to 160° F. before the processing is
completed.

11-21. Complete processing, smoking,
cooking, and chilling in a cold water shower
can be done in air-conditioned smokehouses.

shrinkage of sausage during smoking and
cooking is 6

to 8

percent. This varies

sausage, frankfurters, and bologna. With pork
sausage, your main concern is the amount of
fat it contains. Contracts generally do not
allow more than 40 percent fat. However, 1
day's production may contain as much as 42
percent fat if the fat average for the total

Cooking time for small sausages is usually 10
to 15 minutes; for larger sausages, from 1 to 2
hours. After cooking, sausages must be

properly chilled and adequately,refrigerated
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contract does not exceed 40 percent. When

packaging. Direct special ittention to the

shipment are laboratory-tested for moisture

an area where smol

you receive the laboratory report, multiply the\, contract to assure that the raw materials meet
reported percentage of fat by the, total ' the specifications, that no prohibited meat
number of pounds processed in that given lot byproducts such as palivary glands are used,
to get the number of pounds of fat iilthe lot. and that excessive amounts of cereal fillers are
Do this for each lot, and compute the total not used.
pounds of fat. Then divide this total by the
11
Table
11-27. Finished produeL.
total weight of 'the sausage producedThe summarizes defects and their causes in
result, multiplied by 100, is the tOf.al isaps,Rge. Sausage is exaMined from the
percentage of fat for the entire contract.
'exterior first. Looks for "touchers"two
11-25. Frankfurters destined for oversea sausages that have tou hed each other, leaving

fat content. The maximum moisture
content should not exceed 10 percent, and
the fat content should not be less than 24

and

nor more than -30 percent.
Frankfurters for domestic consumption are
tested. only for moisture. Bologna is
laboratory tested for moisture.
11-26. Raw materials ancr workmanship.
The meat components of all sausage must be
fresh, properly refrigerated, adequately
trimmed, and in the proper proportions. You
percent

must begin your inspection in the boning

room. This includes inspecting the equipment
and personnel. Make certain that 'all cuts are'

offered for inspection as they exist in the
carcass. You must inspect each step in the

process, including boning, grinding, chopping,
stuffing, smoking, cooking, chilling, and

has, not penetrated.
Sausages are observed or a uniform, smoked
color. This includes ch cking for oversmoking
and

undersmoking.

Check

for

green

discolOrations from inadequate drying, for
sliminess from poor drying or poor handling

in storage, and for improper or ruptured

casings, air pockets, jelly pockets, and water
pockets. All of these conditions are causes for
rejection.
11-28. Always use a sharp knife when you

are examining sausage internally in order to
keep from tearing and smearing fat over the
entire cut surface. Observe the uniformity of
fat and lean meat and carefully note the odor
and taste. Conditions that justify ,rejection
include green centers, fat pockets,fairpockets,
jelly and water pockets, and the settling of fat
at the end of the Sausage.
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CHAPTER

lq 't

Poultry Inspection

SURVEYS REVEAL that salmonella is 12
times more prevalent in uninspected poultry.
During one 10-year period, over 30 percent of

the reported cases of foodborne illnesses in
United States were associated with
poultry products.. This not only is
justification for us to inspect poultry, but also
for us to acquire the knowledge which will
enable us to perform these inspections

-the

properly':

2. The purpose of poultry inspection is to
assure that all poultry products come from
healthy birds (wholesomeneu) and to
determine, contractual compliance. To
accomplish this purpose, the inspector must
have a knowledge if poultry anatomy and
physiology, poultry classes and grades, and
surveillance inspect4ons. This chapter will
complement the knowledge you have already
acquired and, thereby, better qualify, you to
perform poultry inspection.
,
3. Before further discussion, consider the
term "poultry." In its broad sense it 'deludes
many domestic birds. As you know, we are
primarily concerned with chickens, so our
teit will concentrate in this area, with only a
brief disaussion of turkeys and ducks.
12.

Military Procurement

12-2, Tkpe. Poultry _types refer to their

state of refrigeration:
a. Type ',I, fresh. chilled, must be chickens
maintained at 30° to 40° F.
'b. Type II, frozen chickens, must be frozen
not more than 60 days it 0° F. There must be
no evidence of defrosting or refreezing at the
time of delivery.
c. Type HI, frozen chickens, may be frozen

more than 60 days. Freezer storage must be
limited to 120 days if the product is being

procured for export, and 180 days if it

is

being brocured for domestic purposes.

d. Type IV, frozen special chickens, are

processed after the date of the contract. They
must be graded before freezing. These birds
are eligible for shipment to AF dining halls in
Great Britain. In order for birds to be
imported into Great Britain, they must rheet
very stringent requirements as to vacCinations,

type of vaccine used, the environment they

are raised in, etc. A military veterinariadmust
certify that they meet these requirements.

12-3. Style. Style refers to the degree of
preparation for cooking or to the method of
cutting up the individual birds:
a. Sty
ady-to-coolc(RTC), whole, has
all inedible parf.r,ernoved and the neck is cut

off at the juncture ith the body and placed

Classification.s

12-1. The importance of poultry to the US
Armed Forces is shown by the frequency with
which it is included in menus. For
Department of Defense procurement, poultry
classified in various ways. The initial
classification deals with the species. This
includes primarily chickens, turkeys, and
is

with the giblets in the body cavity.
b. Style 2, RTC, halved (split), is prepared
by making a full-length back and breast split
to produce approximately equal right ana left
sides.

c. Style 3, RTC, quartered, is prit3ared as in

style 2, except that it is cut (transversely)

ducks. To assure a standard product, the
requirements of each species are further
divided intd type, style, class, and grade.
Refer to figure 24, which illustrates the

crosswise at right angles to the backbone to
prod
two forequarters of all white meat
and
hindquaters of all dark meat. These
must . of approximate equal size.
d. Sy le 4, RTC, cut-up, is cut into component
two wings, two drumsticks, two

the following discussion.

thighs, tw. breast halves, two back halves, and
one neck with giblets. These component parts

skeletal structure of the chicken, and keep it
handy for a more complete understanding of
54
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WING TIP
RADIUS COCCYGEAL
VERTEBRAE
ULNA

PYGOSTYLE

HIP JOINT

SHOULDER
JOINT

CL1LVICLE

KNEE JOINT
STERNUM

FIBULA

TIOA
HOCK JOINT
METATARSUS

Figure 24. Skeletal structure of the chicken.

12-3. Class B. Poultry classes are based on
three characteristics: age, weight, and sex.
12-5. Age, Age is determined by the

are packed in the same proportionate number
in which they occur on the carcass.
e. Style p, RTC, parts, is cut as specified in

flexibility of the breastbone. As a bird ages,

style 4 to yield the following parts: win :4., legs

the cartilage on the tip of the breastbone

(drumstick and .thigh intact), breasts, backs,

gradually hardens and becomes firm and rigid.

necks, gizzards, hearts, and livers.
55
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Young birds are usually more rangy, and the

9 L.

g. Class VII, rock cornish game hen.

color and texture of their meat is light and

12-12. Poultry Grading. In Federal poultry
inspection, there are two terms that you must
understand:
a. "US Inspected for Wholesomeness." This
term indicates that the product is acceptable
only from the standpoint of plant sanitation
and product soundness.
.' This term indicates
b. "US Grade

soft. As a bird grows older, it becomes more

blocky, and the meat becomes darker and
tougher. Fat is more evenly distributed in
young birds; in older birds, it is patchy.
12-6. Weight. Weight is specified in each
class of poultry, with minimum and
maximum weight ranges stated., in the

specifications. Normally, the Armed Forces
do not procure the hill range of weights for
each class listed in the specification. For
example, ready-to-cook fryers usually weigh
froth 2 to 2% pounds when they are procured.
Fow} is usually procured at a weight range of
3 to 5 pounds.
12-7. Sex. Sex characteristics in live birds
are the size, shape, and development of the
head, comb and wattles, feathering, and spur
development. However, after a bird is dressed
and eviscerated, a much closer study of the
body, skin, keel, and legs must be made to
accurately determine its sex.

that the quality of the product has been

examined in accordance with Federal grade
standards and has been placed in a specific
quality category.

12-13. In plants under Federal inspection,
birds must be "US Inspected for
Wholesomeness," but the plant has an option

all

as to whether all, some, or none of its
products will be "US Graded." Your first
concern in the grading of poultry is the

document that describes the specific limitations for the various factors to be considered.
This is the Fttieral grade standards, mentioned
above, whidi is entitled Regulations Governing' the Grading and Inspection of Poqf try and

12-8. The male body is generally larger and

more angular than that of the female. The
depth from the keel to the back is greater,

Edible Products Thereof .and Unitell States

and the bones are longer, larger, and coarser.

Classes, Standards, -and Grades with- Respect
Thereto. Grade requirements may also be

The female is fme-boned and the body4is

more round. In the male, ttle back is flat d
box-shaped. In the hen, it is more definitely
rounded from side to side.
12-9. The skin of the male is coarser,
particularly in older birds. The feather folicles
are larger, and there is less fat under the skin
in the heavy feather tracts. In older fowl, the
fat becomes patchy, and excessive abdominal

specified in the contract applicable to the
particular purchase.

12-14. The determination of the quality
(grade) of dressed and ready-to-cook poultry
can be compared to the quality determination

of shell eggs. No individual bird can grade
higher than its lowest individual grading

factor. For example, a bird may be of A

fat is common in heavyweight fowl.

male are relatively long, with the flesh tending
to show lees fullness until maturity in reached.

quality in all aspects except for one quality
grading factor. If this factor is B quality, the
final classification of the bird is B quality.

follows:

usually results in a grade based solely on the
personal opinion of the grader. Refer to table

12-10. The drumstick and thigh of the

Differentiating between borderline cases
(whpther A or B quality) is often difficult and

The drumstick and thigh of the female are
short, and the drumstick tends to be round.
12-11. The classes of chickens are as

12 as you consider the following factors

a. Class I, broiler-fryers: young birds 9 to
12 weeks old of either sex.
b. Class II, roasters: young birds usually 3
to 6 months old, of either sez.
c. Class III, capons: surgically castrated

(extracted from the USDA Poultry Grading
Standards), which are used in determining
quality grades for poultry.

12-15. Conformation. This refers to the
general outline or shrke of the bird and is

male chickens.
d. Class IV, stags: male chickens that have

based primarily on its skeletal structure.
12-16. Fleshing. Fleshing refers to the

not attained full maturity, with coarse skin,

amount and distribution of flesh on the bird,
particularly on the drumsticks, thighs, and
breast. When you are determinirig this factor,
keep in mind the age and species of .the bird

somewhat toughened and darkened flesh, and
considerable hardening of the breastbone
cartilage. Maturity intermediate between that
of a roaster and a cock, or old rooster.
e. Class V, fowl: a hen or stewing chicken
that is a mature female.
f. Class VI, cocks: old males (roosters) that
have usually been used for breeding.

becayse the
accordingly.

degree

of

fleshing

varies

12-17. Fat, covering, Fat covering is an
important gilding factor and should be
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TABLE 12
Summary of Specifications for Standards of Quality for Individual Carcasses of
Ready-to-Cook Poultry and Parts Therefrom

Mod

Normal

C0 .-011MATION.

C QUALITY

3 QUALITY

A QUALITY

/ACTOR

Abnormal

deforuities

,

Seriously curved or crooked

fremebone

Slight curve or dent

Moderately dented, curved or
crooked

Normal (except flight curve)

Moder4Ir crooked

Seriously crooked

heck

normal

Moder4illy sisshemn

Misshape%

PLISnl"Z.

l y long,
Nell (leaked. mod
deep and rounded breast

Moderaiely fleshed, comider.

Poorly fleshed,

PAT comm.

MI1 covered -.ellpecielly

SultIcieatjet on Dreamt and

.),Legs end gloss
"`--........\

ing bind

cIash and part

'

legs to prevent distinCt

homes* Mem feather tracts

Lacking In fat coverInc over
ell ports of carcass

me::::ce of flesh through

oa b aaaaa and considering
kind. cless, end part

PIPIVAATURS
nonprotrudidg pins and heir
Protruding pici

Free

Pm sc aaaaaa d

Pree

Pres

ins

Si

Pres
vil

ZAPOSSO PLSSM.1
,

Smoot

Carcass ileilbe
lissinun

Minims
Mo..
Over IS lb.
Over 0 lb
Over 14 lb.

ad d.

lb,
lb.

Moss

le

grease

Part

gpme.

es0 Takla

lcTET
11

Illewhere

Mesie

Mena

Mose

I

3/4"
I/2"

(Slight
trio on

01 1/2"

dge)

2"
3"

r

2"
3-

7

Slembere 2
3"

(Moder.
ate a*
mourit

5"

of the
flesh
normal.
ly cov.
died)

V
DISGOLORATIOnSl

?ILE

41"

1

1/2"

No

Limit

.

3

None
Over 14 lb.
Over A lb,
OOOr 16 lb.

.

.14 lb,
6 lb.
le lb,

I"

Mem

2"

1

1,1Z"

14
2"

1/2"

2 1/2"
3"

1/2"

2

1/V

2"

1"
1"

1/4'
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

3"

3"
V'

I"

1"

1

1

2 disjointed end no broken

binjoicated hones

1

broken bones

Mose

Missies parts

Sims tips and talli

Ito

Limit4.

1/2"
1/2"

No lieit

Or

Blight d a

?RAZZING DiPICtitt'

I disjointed and 1 a0A.
protruding broken

img over CM beck

Pm mall
aed druosticks.
1/11" pockmarks for poultry
lh,
or
less and
weighing It
l/d. pockmarks for poultry
veighimg more than 10 lb.
Occasional small aaaaa show,
ing layer of clear or

(ekes consumer packaged)

_

No 111111

wing tips, lid ming joint, end
toil

Wing tips, vingh end tail

ModeretO dried aaaaa mot In
excams'of 1/2" in di
May lec\vtigghtness. Moder.
ming Imer of
nee eree
clear; pInkish,or reddish
colored ice,

numerous pockmarks and large
dried 4 aaaa .
.

.

051041 ice,

skin.
ITossl a g aaaaaaa erea of flesh exposed by ell cuts and teems and missing
that so
2A carcass meting the remirmemes of A quality for fleshing my be trimmed to roams skin end flesh defects, provided
mot Meld is not appreciably effected.
sore tam cm...third of che flesh io exposed on eny part end the permitted
Mot more than
on bressLend legs of A quality birds.
sriesh bruises aod discolorseieme suck as "him back" are not
be due to flesh breams or "blue beck" (when permitted). sad skid bruiaes
on...half of tetal aggresses aree of diocolorations sey
do pot rend., my pare of the carcass
In amy coMinatim.
flash bruises If auch
400 111111 a Site end ataatir of areas of discoloration mid
unfit for food,
joint mey be removed, if resoved st the joint and both wings ars so t aaaaa d,
?Is geese. th. parts of the vim homed the second

sufficient to mask the color of the flesh

but have not nec arily formed a "brush."

added a goeci covering of fat.

pinfeathers can be seen, but thiey have not
pushed their way through the outer layer of

12-18. Pinfeathers. There are two types of
pinfeathers considered in grading poultry:

consider both the number and location of
both types of pinfeathers. A bird is

You can insert your fingernail under the ends
of such pinfeathers. Nonprotruding

beneath. As with fleshing, the inexperienced
grader is often too critical on this factor when
he is grading young birds that have not yet

skin. When grading dressed poultry, yOu must

considered free of protruding pinfeathers if it
has a generally clean appearance (especially

protruding and nonprotruding. Protruding
pinfeathers have penetrated through the skin,
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on the breast), and if no more than an

protruding pinfeather
evidence during a more careful examination.
12-19. Vestigial feathers. These are
rudimentary structures. There are two type
developed)
(imperfectly
vestigial
of
feathershair easily removed by singeing and
down (small silky feathers with no web, lying
is

occasional

J

in

independently, grade the bird on the basis of
the lowest factor present. Poultry should be

graded no higher, than the lowest factor

according to table 12. Carcasses with
defective parts may be graded after the
defective parts ilave been removed. The
removal of defective parts does not affect the

grade of the rest of the carcass, provided the
remaining portion is to be used as cut-up
chicken parts in the official establishment

betw,en th.:: main feaLlier lines). Down is very
common on ducks and geese, and is often
seen on fryers. It is difficult to, remove, and

where the chicken is graded.
12-25. The inspection procedure

for
poultry is comparable to that of any prOduct
procured by the military. The specification

when it is wet it clings to the skin and cannot
be easily seen nor removed by singeing. All

Grade A poultry must be free of vestigial

requirements for type, style, and class, as

feathers (both hair and down), and protruding
and nonprotruding pinfeathers.
12-20. Cuts, tears, and missing skin. Cuts,

previously discussed, must be examined. The
Federal grade standards will also be involved

in orifying the grade of poultry procured.

tears, and missing skin dftract from the

The responsibility and procedure for poultry
inspection will be described in the next
section to bring all of these requirements into

appearance of the bird, permit the flesh to
dry out when the bird is cooked (thus
lowering its eating quality), and expose the
flesh to dehydration in storage. The number
and extent of these defects that are permitted
depend upon their location. If the defects are
on the breast or legs, less tolerance is
permitted because these are the most valuable

perspective.
'

parts. Sewn tears are not allowed in any

acceptable bird.
12-21. Discoloration. Discoloration factors
involve the color, the type, and the size of the
discoloration. Certain varieties of chickens
and turkeys have a nqrmal bluish-green color
and a brownish-black pigment, melanin, in the
feather follicles in the abdominal area. Even
such natural discoloration should be
considered as part of the total area of
discoloration.

inspecting the product in storage. We Will

start with your responsibilities at destination,

then consider the elements of surveillance

inspection.
13-2. Destination Inspection. Normally,
deitination inspection includes determination
of condition, identity, piece-count, net

12-22. Skin bruises can be distinguished
from flesh bruises when you move the skin.
Bruises must be removed before grading, and

weight, and temperature. If you encounter

evidence of fraud or substitution, you should
not hesitate to recommend provisional

the resulting cut is considered along with
other

cuts

and

tears.

Consider

13. Destination and Surveillance
InsPections
the
is
inspection
13-1. Destination
inspection of poultry at its destination for the
purpose of final acceptance. Surveillance
of
the inspection
means
inspection
Government-owned poultry, and includes

rejection .

all

13-3. The following problem situation is to,
get you "into the act." (We will not concern
ourselves with the mechanics of verification

discoloration defects to determine the total

area involved. Discolos& on the breasts

and legs are not as tollrable as thoSe on other
parts of the body, ho ver.

inspection because

it

has

already been

disjointed bones and missing parts varies with
the grade, as indicated in table 12. There must
be no related bruise or blood clot. Some parts
of the bird may be removed without affecting
the grade, namely, the pygostyle (free part of

discussed in Volume 1.) In this example, we
will concentrate on what your responsibilities
are at destination. The knowledge you gain in
overall procurement inspections will aid you
performing the various duties of
in
destination inspections, ilere is the situation,
13-4. Problem situation, You are assigned

to be used for cut-up styles can have any
number of parts removed for any reason

30,000-pound shipment
received. According to

12-23. Broken or

isjointed bones and

missing parts, The number of broken or

to the base cold storage facility where a

the tail) and the tips of the wings. Carcasses
whatever.

Cartilage

separated

from

of thicken is
the purchasing

dodument, the chickens are to be US Grade
A, type U, class I, style 1. The authorized
weight range is 2 to 23/4 pounds per carcass.
The total number of wirebound wooden

the

breastbone is not considered a disjointed or
broken bone.
12-24. After evaluating all quality factors
58

boxes in the shipment is 480. The contract
specifies that the "acceptance point" is
destination. How would you conduct the

because torn and loose wrappers expose the
carcasses to freezer burn. After removing the
first layer of birds from the box, examine the

inspection?
13-5. Write your solution, in detail,
starting with the inspection of the carrier, and

bottom (second) layer as you did the top

layer. Chickens are usually packed in double
rows, two layers deep, with the breast up and

follows. If portions of the given solution are
not clear to you, or if you disagree with them,
ellern c ver with your trainer, or

(You should be well versed in the mechanics

the shanks toward the center of the box.

then compare your answer to the one that

of determining net weights at this stage in
your career as a veterinary specialist, so no
time will be devoted to a discussion of this

supervisor.

13-6. Solution to problem situation. To

operation in this text.)
13-10. You realize, of course, that frozen

inspect this product properly, you must first
establish what is meant by type II, class I,
style 1 poultry. With this established, and all

Oerfinent

documents

poultry must be thawed before it can be

properly graded. Note also that an
understandable
mistake
is
provisional
rejection of poultry for short weight, because
you forgot to weigh the giblets. Don't let this

(contracts,

specifications, clauses, articles, etc.) in hand,

you are ready to go to work. As the truck

arrives, place thermometers in with the load
(when applicable), insert others in some of

happen to you. The weight of the carcass
includes the giblets.
.
13-11. The giblets in the sample cases (one

the chickens, and close the doors. After

waiting a few minutes (not more than 5

liver, gizzard, and heart per bird), together

minutes), open the doors, read the
thermometers, and average the temperatures.
As you place the thermometers in the carrier,
check for off-odor and filth. With everything
satisfactory thus far, and with the
understanding that sample cases for
inspection will be selected after the truck 113
off-loaded, begin the unloading. During

be

wrapped

in

authorized paper and placed in the body

cavity. It is permissible to remove some or all
of the skin from the necks, but they must be
clean. The livers should be frm and not torn
or mashed, and the gizzards and hearts should
be properly trimmed. In the -process of
examining the giblets of each individual bird
in the sample lot, place the bird (with giblets)
on a scale and determine that it is within the

off-loading, keep an eye out for possible

damage that you may have missed while the
product was on the carrier. Also, examine the
box markings for contract compliance.
13-7. When off-loading is complete, select
sample boxes at random and have them

2- to 2-pound weight range. Be constantly
on the lookout- for excessive amounts of
water and ice throughout the entire
inspection, particularly when you are
determining the weights of both the

moved to the inspection room, where you
examine the birds in each box for identity,
condition, count, and weight. To dq- this
properly, each sample box must be emptied
and examined separately.
13-8. Pouftry is usually

the neck, should

with

individual birds and the cases of birds. As

economical as poultry is, it c4n be quite
expensive if you purchase excessive amounts
of ice and water with it.
13-12. An inspection is not really
complete until the lot is repacked and

packed -in

wirebound wooden boxes. Since this type of
box varies in weight, you must weigh each
box individually to establish the tare weight.
It is a good idea to record the tare weight on
the top of the l;)ox with a crayon or pencil.

properly stored. You can do this best by

repacking and placing each case in the cooler

or freezer after you have examined it and
before you inspect the next sample case. If

)1

When poultry is being packed for oversee
shipment, box liners are required. They

thawing necessary or takes place during the
inspec n, the birds should not be refrozen.
During the examination, be careful in

should be U-liners, which overlap 4 inches on
the top and 2 inches ori the sides (one U-liner

removing the wrappers to keep from tearing
them. Take the same care in rewmpping the
chickens for reriacking, to minimize, if not
eliminate, freezer burn while the product is in

covers the bottom, ends, and top; another
covers the bottom, sides, and top). Other
types of box liners are acceptable if stipulated
in the current contract.

cold storage.

(
13-13. Did you include
all of the major

13-9. As you open the sample boxes,
examine the exposed surfaces of the top

steps in your solution? Your personal system
of inspection should at the least encompass

layer, and make sure that each bird is 'tightly
wrapped in wet waxed paper' (or other
authorized material). This is important

the areas we have just discussed:Inspection.
13-14. Surveillance
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Our

air seeking to saturate itself with moisture.
Maintaining a constant temperature is an
important factor in preventing deterioration
of stored poultry. Also, poultry should be
properly wrapped to maintain good storage

discussion thus far has concentrated on
the product before final
inspecting

acceptance. Now you are inspecting poultry
that is already Government-owned, including
poultry in storage.
1345. For the moment, we will leave the
.
products in storage and discuss the
surveillance inspection that pertains to
shipping

and

concr-se-.)

receiving.

with

Since

birds

but

still

Goverr.ment-owned
transported, keeping them fit

we

that
must

life.

13-19. Freezer burn is actually localized
dehydration. You, as the inspector, should
remember that boxes on the top and sides of
the lots in storage are exposed to more air

are
are
be

currents and will show more freezer burn than
boxes in the center of the stack. The samples
you select for in-storage inspection should

for use as

human food becomes our main interest. As

you may realize, this type of inspection
involves more than the produlct itself.

come from the areas of ti1e lot that are most

1346. The temperature of the vehicle
transporting the product should be checked.

likely

In addition, this vehicle stiould be inspected

for

cleanliness

and

freedom

from

objectionable odors. Cleanliness and freedom
from objectionable odors are extremely
important. Dirt and objectionable -odors can
contaminiite the product sufficiently to
render it undesirable for consumption.
13-17. To inspect the birds, open the

boxes of your sample lot, and unwrap and

inspect at least two birds from each box. Note
their conclition, especially the degree of

to be affected by freezer burn or

deterioration. If you detect any deterioration,
draw representative samples from the entire
lot to obtain a truer picture of the percentage
of the lot showing deterioration.
13-20. If you have not already been
involved in surveillance inspection of poultry,
you most assuredly will. Whether your -0

responsibilities \involve

inspecting

Government-owned poultry before shipment,
upon receipt, or in storage, your goal should
be the same: to assure that the product is

maintained in a wholesome state until it is

freezer burn, if present. Rewrap the birds,
place them back in the boxes, and close the

consumed.

boxes.

14. Turkeys and Ducks
14-1. The procedures and requirements fox

13-18. Poultry in storage is frozen at a

temperature of 0° F.. or lower. Poultry, like
other stored products, should be inspected
every

30

cllays

to ascertain its current

condition and anVcipated storage life. You
routinely instiFt 5 percent of the total
number of birds stored. If your inspection of
this 5 percent reveals a breakdown in the
product, more must be inspected. If there are

any findings Abet indicate breakdown,
recommend im5iediat,e use of the product, if

possible. Such breakdowns may include,but
are not necewarily limited to, the following

the inspection of turkeys and ducks are

similar to those fo chickens. Therefore, as we
mentioned in the in oduction to this chapter,
inspeetion of turkeys and
we will discuss
ducks only briefly, presenting the procedures
and principles that differ from those for
chickens.

14-2. Turkeys. Current specifications state

that the "types" of turkeys are exactly the
same as for chickens, but the classes are
somesAat different and are listed in the
USDA regulations as follows:
a. Class I, fryers-roasters: young (usually
16 weeks old) immature turkeys of either sex.

conditions:

a. Slime and/or mold. If it is not too

extenSive, slime and mold can be washed off
with a solution of salt water or soda water.
b. Greening, Greening, also known as green
struck, is not considered a health hazard, but
is objectionable because it leaves poultry
visually unappetizing. Birds in this condition
are rejected because of their appearance;
however, the unaffected parts of the carcass
4
may be retained.

Class 11, young hens: young (usually 5
to 7 months old) hens.
c, Class III, young toms: youne(usually 5
to 7 months old) male turkeys.
d. Class IV, yearling hens: fully matured
(usually under 15 months old) hens.
e. Class V, yearling toms: fully matured
(usually under 15 months old) male turkeys.
b,

c. Giblet decomposition. Giblets have a

f. Class

and should be watched closely. This
especially true of the liver.
d.

VI, old turkeys:" mature or old

turkeys (usually over 15 months old) of either

maximum storage life of only 9 to 10 months

sex.

is

14-3, Since we have already explained the

Freezer burn. Freezer burn is caused by
60
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"styles" of poultry (chickens), it should
suffice to state that the styles of turkeys are:
Style 1, RTC, whole.
Style 2, RTC, halved (split).
Style 3, RTC, quartered.
Style 4, RTC, cut-up.

14-4. Turkey grades correspond generally
to those for chickens. Grading factors are the
same except that more tolerance is allowed
for turkeys because of their larger size. You
should already be familiar with grading standards after having studied lable 12. Turkey
packing, and packaging are much the same as
for chickens, with an exception in the placing
of the giblets.
14-5. Giblets may be placed in one of two
places. The wrapped Oblets and unwrapped
neck may be placed eitker in the body cavity,
or under the skin in front of the breast in the
region of the crop. This giVes the bird a more
plump appearance and makes it more
appealirig to the buyer. The second method is
wrapping and packing them in the same way as
chicken giblets.
14-6. Turkeys are packed in solid
fiberboard cases, or in wirebound or nailed

wooden boxes. Of course, these boxes are
larger than those for chickfts, with 30 by 22
by 8Y inches the maximum size. The
maximum allowaVe weight per box is 115
pounds. The boxes packed for export are
strapped or banded.

14-7. Ducks. There aye four duck types
lised in current specifications:
a. Type I birds are fresh chilled and
processed under continuous Government
inspection.

b. Type II birds are solidly frozen for leas
than 60 days and are processed under
con tin u ous Government inspection.

c. Type III birds may be frozen more than
60 days and are processed and frozen in the

same way as type II. Their freezer storage
time is limited to 120 days when they are
procured for domestic shipment.

d. Type IV frozen special birds are proceased and frozen under continuous Government inspection after the date of the contract.

Grading ii done before ireezing, and grade
tOlerances do not apply.

14-8. As duck types differ from those of
turkeys and chickens, so do the classes and
styles. There are three classes:
a. Class I, broiler or fryer ducklings: young
ducks,ftsually under 8 weeks old, of either
sex.

b. Class II, roaster ducklings: young ducks,
usually under 16 weeks old, of either sex.
c. Class III, mature or old ducks: Usually
over 6 months old, of either sex.

14-9. Styles of ducks differ frorn those of
other poultry simply because there are
relatively fewer of them. Chickens have five
'styles and turkeys four, but ducks have only
three. These three styles of ducks are:
Style 1, RTC, whole.
Style 2, RTC, halved (split).
Style 3, RTC, quartered.

14-10. The quality factors aze.exactlY the
same as for chickens. Grading and inspection
are also the same. When you are grading ducks
and looking for defects, such as pinfeathers or

cuts and tears, you should use the same
standards as you use for grading chickens.

14-11. The purchase of ducks for troop
feeding is uncommon. They are primarily

by the commissary for resale.
Packaging, packeand marking requirements
should be in accordance with the purchasing
document, and the current specifications and

procured

clauses that apply,

14-12. Regardless of the product, whether
it is duck, turkey, or chicken, processing of
the product is undercut if the processing
establishment, its equipment, and facilities are
not constructed, maintained, and operated in
a clean, sanitary manner. Further, you must

always remember that all poultry products
must- originate from estiblishments operating

under the supervision of the USDA, or in

state-inspected plants that have been
"certified" in accordance with the Wholesome
Poultry Product Act.
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each
exercise. Immediately after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against the answers for
that set. Do not submit your answers to ECI for grading.
CHAPTER 1-

Objective: To show knowledge of the skeletal and muscular anatomy of btef, litnb, veal, and o
identify their accessory organs.

,

d to

1.

What Federal agency is responsible for the antemortem and postmortem inspect n of meat procured
by the military? (Intro.-1)

2.

What are the smallest units of an animal's body? (1-1)

3.

Give three examples of epithelial cells. (1-3)

4.

What cells hold other specialized cells together to form tissue and organi? (1-4)

5.

What areas of the body does the peripheral nerve system supply? (1-7)

a.

A

.

Explain the difference between the mucous membranes and 'the serous membranes. (1-9)

.

What are the three major subdivisions of the skeletal system? (1-11)

8.

List the vertebrae of the bovine. (1-13)

9. , Which vertebrae do the ribs articulate with? (1-15)

10.

What is the difference between a young animal's aild an old animal's sternum? (1-16)
,
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11.

What group of bones in the bovine skeletal system is.comparable to the bones in the wrist of man? (1-18)

12.

When 4 bovine carcass is split in the middle, the symphysis pubis is exposed. What is this bone called?

(' 20)

13.

What type of joint is formed between the radius and carpus of a cow? (1-21; Fig. 1)

14.

If you were to examine a voluntary muscle under a microscope, what would the muscle look like? (1-23)

-

15.. What is one of the more important muscles to consider when determining the condition of beef? (1-25)

16.

1

.

The nervous system is divided into what two systems? (2-2)

Within what nervous system would you find the spinal cord? (2-3)

18.

What is the function of the chemical reactions in the digestive system? (2-6)

19

Where are the three major salivary glands located ih the bovine? (2-8) .

20.

Name the four compartments of the bovine stomach. (2-9)

21.

What is the main function of the pancreatic juices? (2-12)

22.

What is the fibrous tissue that surrounds the heart called? (2-13)

23.

What are the main functions of the lymph system? (2-16)

3
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Why is examination of the lymph nodes (glands) highly important when you are inspecting animals
that are being processed for food? (2-18)

2

.

26.

Name the main parts of the respiratory system. (2-19)

List four principal parts of the urinary tract. (2-21)

CHAPTER 2
,

Objective: To show an understanding of the processing, grading, and inspection of carcass beef; to demonstrate
knowledge of the production and inspection of fabricated beef.

I.

What publication is the guideline for all USDA inspection of meat and meat products? (Intro.-2)

2.

What publication gove.rns the sanitary requirements for meat processing plants in overseas areas?

(Intro.-3)

3.

What does the term "evisceration" mean? (3-1)

4.

List three advantages of shrouding beef. (3-3)

5.

Assume: (a) chilling time of 18 hours; (b) size of beef sides, average; (c) salt water shroud; (d) cooler
temperature, 34° F.; (e) cooler doors kept closed; (f) sides cooled to 38° F.; (g) sides placed so that
there was maximum air circulation; and (h) humidity of box, 95percent. Describe the condition of the
carcasses removed from the cooler. (3-3-5)

6.

ma

7,

t would you classify beef that is produced from a female bovine which has not attained full sexual
*ty? (3-8)

List the five anatomical sex determination factors. (3-9)

22
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.

9.

FO.

c1

.

or

What shape is the gracilis muscle in female bovines? (3-12)

five styles of beef. (3-14)

List

rips remaln on the hindquarters of a beef carcass that has been ribbed into Style I beef?
How many rematn on both forequarters? (3-15)
crow

Describe Style IV beef. Where is it located on A carcass? (3-18)

12.

What wholesale beef cuts make up the "back"? (3-20)

13.

Describe a square-cut chuck. (3-22)

14.

Describe the brisket. (3-24)

15.

Describe the location of the short plate. (3-25)

16.

Describe the round, prima143-27),

17.

Where is the short loin, regular, separated from the sirloin? (3-29, 30)

11.

You are inspecting a wholesale market cut at destination and find that it has been excessively trimmed
to meet a specified weight range. What would you do with this piece of meat? (3-32)

.

;?

19.

List four characteristics that are required of fresh chilled or frozen beef. (3-33)

223

When preparing beef quarters for shipment on a contract specifying destination inspection only, what
additional marking is the contractor required to make? (3-36)

20.

Who originates the standards for grades of carcass beef ? (4-1)
4;

22.

List the USDA grades of beef. (4-4)

2

Name the two factors which collectively establish the quality (appearance, taste, and tenderness) of meat
and help establish the quality grade of cuts. (4.5)

.

24,

In evaluating various cuts of a beef carcass to establish overall conformation, what are the two prime
consideration factors? (4-7)

25.

How is the age of a carcass determined? (4-10)

26,

What is "marbling"? Why is it important in a beef carcass? (4-11)

27.

What color is the most desirable for a cut of fresh beef? (4-13)

28,

What quality grades are applied to beef from bulls and stags as well as steers, heifers, and cows? (4-15)

29,

What designated grade of stag beef is comparable in quality to a similarly designated grade of beef
derived from steers? (4-18)

22.1
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30.

What g r ade would you apply to a bull beef carcass which has the following characteristics: (4-20)

a. No visible finish.
b. Thin rounds and chucks.
c, Thin and sunken loins and ribs.

a Soft, dark flesh.
e,

Nc. interior or exterior fat.

31.

What characteristics of quality and conformation would you expect to find when inspecting a choice grade
stag carcass? (4-22)

32.

You are to rib a side of beef in order to determine its palatability grade: (4-24)
a, How many cuts are made to partially separate hindquarter and forequarter and thus reveal the ribeye
muscle?
b. Briefly describe where and how the cut (s) is made.

33.

What two limitations are placed on allowing superior conformation to compensate for deficiencies in
quality when grading beef? (4-26)

34.

Summarize in one sentence the relationship of conformation and quality in establishing the final quality
grade of a carcass or wholesale cut. (4-28)

35,

State the four considerations (variable factors) that are used to determine the cutability grade of beef
and tell how each factor is expressed in computations. (4-30)

36.

When determining the cutability of a beef carcass, how is the percent of kidney, pelvic, and heart fat
evaluated? (4-32)

37,

To what extent would a difference of 3 square inches in ribeye area affect the cutability grade of a beef
carcass? (4-34)

7
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38.

When is it necessary to make adjustments in the measurements of 'Variable factors (considerations)
before Winning them into a formula to determine the cutability grade of beef? (4-36)

39.

If you must adjust the chilled carcass weight to hot carcass weight, what numerical calculations must be
made? (4-38)

40.

Explain this formula: (In terms of constants and vanables): (4-40)
Cutability group

41 .

2.50 + 2.50T + 0.20P + 0.0038W - 0.32A

/Given a 490-pound chilled carcass which has one-half inch of fat over the ribeye; 101/4 square inches of
ribeye; and 3% pyrcent of its weight in kidney, pelvic, and heart fat, determine its cutability group.- (4-41)

42.

What is the standard percentage used for kidney, pelvic, and heart fat when determining the cutability
grade for a trimmed forequarter from a USDA grade "Good" carcass? (4-43)

43.

Given a prime grade 20-pound chilled short loin, trimmed, with fat over the ribeye of 0.8 inch and an
area of ribeye of 14.1 square inches, determine the cutability group. (4-46)

44.

What are the three surveillance points (time or place ) for chilled, fresh beef? (5-1)

45,

When performing a surveillance inspection, what are the three indicators that alert the beef inspector
to a lack of wholesomeness and soundness? (5-2)

46,

Why is the hanging tender an area where slime may form on a beef carcass? (5-5)

47,

Why is the jugular furrow an area for rapid spoilage? (5-6)

48,

How would you make an inspection to detect a sourround condition in beef? (5-9)
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49.

Where on a beef carcass would you observe the "eye of beer'? (5-11)

50.

1r you were to find evidence of off...condition or a latent defect while insincting Government-owned
rcass beef, wha! wOuld your course of action be? (5-12)

51

Wh4 ster stiouki you take when inspecting the vehicle that delivers carcass beef? (5-1.4)

52.

When you perform a Surveillance inspection of beef in storage, what are the two things which you
should be concerned? (5-15)

53.

Define "type" and "style" as it applies to fat beef. (6-2)

54.

Last the different styles found in type I, oven roast. (6-4)

55.

Why are grill steaks so expensive in price? (6-6)

56.

Describe the process whereby type MA, grill steaks (formed), are molded into shape. (6-8)

57.

What beef cuts are used in the production of type V, swiss steaks (regular)? (6-11)

58.

What are the weight limits for each piece of swiss steak? (6-12)

59.

What is the main difference between type V, swiss steak, and type VI, minute steak? (6-14)

60.

Can two pieces of minute steaks be knitted together? (6-16)

61,

What is the maximum amount of external fat that any fab beef cut may have? (6-18)

9
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62.

What quality grade and class must be used for the production of ground beef? (6-21)

63.

What is the maximum amount of fat allowed in ground beef procured by the military? (6-22)

64.

What are the cuts that may be used in the production of diced beef? (6-25)

65.

In accordance with the quality assurance provisions of Military Specification MIL-B-43813, the
supplier (contractor) is responsible for performing all required inspections of boneless beef. What
right to perform inspections is reserved by the US Government? (6-27)

66.

What'labeling and.marking of individuallyWrapped or packaged fab beef cuts are required? (6-29)

67.

Where should the category identification be placed on a box of fab beef'? (6-30)

CHAPTER 3

Objective: To show knowledge of veal, Iamb, pork, and sausage processing, including types, styles, and
wholesale cuts, grades and grading factors, carcass inspection, and fabricated veal and lamb processing and
storage procedure; the processing of boneless pork; and the methods, processing, and inspection of cured
and smoked pork and sausage.
I.

From what animal is veal obtained? (Intro,-1)

2.

Most of the sheep marketed for slaughter in the United States are of what age? (Intro.-2)

3.

What is sausage? (Intro.-4)

4.

What is a "vealer"? (7-1)

5,

What advantage is realized from cold skinning of veal? (7-3)
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6,

Upon what is the differentiation between veal and calf carcasses primarily based? (7-6)

7.

Upon what factor are the classes of veal or calf based? (74)

Jae temperature of packaged, chilled veal products must be maintained within 'what range at the time
of shipment and delivery? (7-10)

9.

What is the time limit (after preparation) within which frozen veal products ,7,6,t be reduced to
0° F.?

10.

Under what conditions can veal cuts be trimmed to meet specified weights? (7-13)

II.

List four times when inspection of veal and calf may be conducted. (7-16)
-t
Cti

12.

What grades of veal carcasses can be used to prepare boneless, frozen veal? (7-18)

13.

If the percentage yield for type I, category 2 veal doesn't meet the minimum percent yieid, what can the
contractor do to make the lot acceptable? (7-19)

141

What is the difference between lamb and ovine? (8-1)

15.

Prior to slaughter (while the animal is still alive) how can one differentiate between the ovine age
groups of lamb and yearling mutton? (8-2)

16.

During an ihipection of ovine for military procurement, you look at the distal end of the foreshank,
What types of joints could you expect to fbid? (8-4)

17.

Differentiate between the color and texture of the lean of a Iamb and a mutton carcass. (8-6)

11
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.

gra(r())flamb do the military usually procure? (8-9)

18.

What

19.

Name the three styles of ovine meat. (8-11)

2

What defects should you be especially aware of when inspectinefrozen lamb carcasses? (8-13)

.

21.

What military specification goVerns the requirements for the productio and inspection of the wholesale
market cuts of lamb? (8-14)

22. 'How is telescoped lamb prepared that is different from regular Iamb carcass processing? (8-16)

23,

A Iamb carcass must weigh 65 pounds or less if its market cuts are to be used for boneless Iamb.
What is the maximum weight allowed a hindsacalle derived from this carcass? (8-18)

24.

The Government is purchasing frozen boneless lamb from a contractor, Who is normally responsible for
all in-processing inspection? (8-21)

25.

Why are meat-type hogs more in demand than the lard type? (9-2)

26.

The processing of pork is much the same as 1i1 of beef with the exceptiori of
. (94)
and

27.

What are the two styles of fresh pork? (9-5)

28,

What factors are considered when determining the grade of a pork carcass?)9-8)

29.

What is "backfat"? (9-9)

2

)

2/
O.

Briefly describe the relationship between the percent of lean cuts to fat with regard to the top three
grades of pork caicasses. (9-12)

31.

lrlsc:ibe the separation points for removing the middle portion from the posterior and anterior portions
ct york carcass. (9-14)

32.

What are the two pork cuts that lead in pcunds purchased? (9-15)

33.

What are the forms and classes of cured bacon? (9-17)

34.

Where is the ham separated from the loin in a pork aircass? (9-19)

35.

How may an inspector determine the percentage of skin left on a partially skinlessham? (9-21)

36.

Unless specified otherwise, fresh pork is delivered in what state of refrigeration? (9-24)

37.

Define the temperature limits for chilling fresh pork. (9-25)

38.

From what market cut of pork is frozen boneless pork derived? (9-28)

39.

After the initial chilling of pork for frozen boneless pork, what is the highest temperature allowable
and when? (9-30)

40.

Describe the color of the lean a pork loin must possess to be accept-able for frozen boneless pork.
(9-32)

41.

What carcass portions must be removed from pork loins used for fabricated pork? (9-33)

°
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42.

How may an igspector determinNhether or not type II, poik loin slices, have been sliced so that

they remain intact? (9-1i)

43.

Describe the purpose and use of a binding agent for boneless pork. (9-37)

44.

If a fresh pork product has been inspected at a point other than destination, then the destination
inspection should be only concerned with what factors? (9-40)

45.

To what extent are bruises allowed if found while inspecting Government-procured pork? (9-41)

46,

Although both surface and penetrating molds in pork do not usually impair health, why are they
undesirable? (943)

7
47.

Why has the necessity for curing pork been reduced? (10-1)
4

48,

In pickle curing, what is the difference between a plain pickle and a compound pickle? (10-4)

49.

What instrument can you use to determine the salt content of a pickle solution? (.10-5)

50.

Describe the "cover" method of Pickle curTg. (19-8)

51,

What weight increase is allowed by the USDA in a ham that is to be cured by the artery pump method?
(I 0-10)

52.

While looking over the curing operation in a meat processing establishment, you are told by a
representative of the establishment that their operation includes country curing. What is the more
correct term for country cbring, and what pork product is probably being cured by this method? (1 0-11)

2 3 ,2
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53.

An employee in the "curing cellar" of a 'meat processing establishment informs you he ii going to
overhaul meat undergoing modified box cure. What is the employee going to do when he overhauls
the meat? (10-12, 13)

54.

Why are cured pork cuts never frozen before smoking? (10-16)

55.

Heat resulting from smoking pork destroys certain microorganisms and bacteria. Does the smoking of
baciin kill trichinae? Explain why or w4y not, (10-17)
17*

56.

What controls the smoked flavor in smoked meat? (10-19)

57.

You ask a meat processing establishment _representative what type of equipment is used in smoking
bacon in his establiihmenh.His answer is "air conditioning." Did he perhaps misunderstand your
question? Explain your artswer. (10-22)

58.

What does the term

59.

You are inspecting cured, s
cause of this color? (I 0-25)

60.

In inspecting hams, theloin end, shank, and stifle joint are points we sho'uld examine to determine the
condition of the product. What three main points should we check on slab bacon? (10-27)

61.

What are the three principal classifications of sausages? (11-2)

62.

Frankfurters, bologna, and Vienna sausage are all smoked and cooked sausages composed of both beef
and pork meat and spices. Is the meat cooked before or after stuffing into casings? (11-5)

63.

What varieties of cooked sausages have very short storage lives? (11-6)

s" relate to and what is its ciuse? (10-24)

and note a gray color in the meat. What is the probable

15
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64.

Dry and summer sausages keep well in warm weather because, due to the lack of moisture, bacterial
growth is retarded. Why must the pork in dry sausages be cooked and cured or frozen? (11-8)

65.

For what reasons are beef and pork added to sausage? (I I -I I)

66.

What 'effect does salt have on fat globules and the sausage in general? (11-12)

67.

Why is pork ground only once in the production of sausage, whereas beef is ground twice? (11-14).

68.

Why is the sausage mixture run through evacuumizer before stuffing? (I 1-17)'

69.

What causes "fat caps" in sausage? (11-19)

ifft

70.

What is the purpose of chilling sausage after it is cooked'? (11-21)

71.

What five items are of primary concern when inspecting a sausage processing plant? (11.22)

72.

In conducting inspections for fat content in pork siusage, the contract requires a maximum fat content
of 40 ilercent. The contract is for 160,000 pounds, and 1 day's production is about 32,000 pounds.
The lot on day 1 tested 41 percent fat. Days 2, 3, and 5 produced lots with 39 percent fat. Day 4's
lot contained 42 percent fat. Determine the total percentage of fat and proper disposition for the entire
contract. (11-24)

73.

What are "touchers"? (11-27)

2 3,1
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CHAPTER 4

ObjeCtives: To show an understanding of military procurement distination inspections
and surveillance inspections of poultry.

I.

Whas organism that may cause a foodborne illness is found readily in poultry?
(Intro. -1)

What are the reasons for inspecting poultry that is to be used for food for
military personnel? (Intro. -2)

3.

When speaking of poultry, wha% does "type" refer to? (12-2)

4.

When inspecting packaged poultry, what differences would you expect to
observe between style 4 and style 5 chicken? (12-3)

5.

When inspecting dressed and eviscerated poultry to determine the class, what
characteristics would you notice in older birds? (12-5)

6.

What characteristics are observed in determining the sex of a dressed bird?
(12-7),

7.

During inspection of a dressed and eviscerated chitken, you observe that the
bones are short and rather fine, and the body is definitely rounded from side
to side. What would be the probable sex of this bird? (12-8)

8.

What maturity relationship exists between male chickens of class II (roasters),
class IV (stags), and class VI (cocks)? (12-11)

9.

In a poultry processing plant operating under Federal inspection, what portion
of the birds must be "US Inspected for Wholesomeness"? What portion must
be "US Graded"? (12-13)

17
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10.

Explain briefly the meaning of conformation as related to poultry grading. (12-15)

11.

Regarding the inspection of fat covering of poultry, what general relationship
usually exists with respect to the age of birds? (12-17)

12.

What are the vestigial feathers that are sometimes found on poultry? (12-19)

13.

What determines the number and extent of tears, cuts, and missing skin allowed on
a poultry carcass? (12-20)

14.

List two causes of discoloration which is considered a serious poultry grading factor.
(12-21,22)

15.

What overall gade is given to a chicken if it has been evaluated to have the following
individual grade factors? (a) Conformation; pinfeathers; exposed flesh; discolorations;
disjointed bones, broken bones, and missing parts; and freezing defects are all A
quality. (b) Fleshing and fat covering are B quality. (12-24; Table 12)

16.

Normally, what factors should you be concerned with in the destination inspection of

poultry? (13-2)

17.
.

When making a destination inspection, how do ybu determine the temperature of a
shipment of poultry? (13-6)

When determining the net Weight, during a destination inspection, What consideration
must be given to the usual packing of poultry? (13-8)

19.

When determining the net weight of poultry, one must be sure to weigh what item?
(13-10)

20.

Although a cercain amount of moisture in frozen poultry is highly desirable, what is the

effect of an excive amount? (13-11)

18
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21.

22.

What should be donewith poultry that had been frozen but was thawed during inspection?
(13.12)

When you are performing a surveillance inspection, what irnpodant controlling factor must
be conjdered th4t does not exist when-performing processing and destination inspection?
(13-1',)

23.

How many birds are routinely examined during a surveillance inspection of stored poultry?
(13-18)

24,

When performing a surveillance inspection, where in a stack of frozen poultry would you
select samples to determine if freezer bum exists? (13-19)

25.

How do the types of turkeys rdlate to the types of chickens? (14-2)

26.

What can be said of the tolerance allowed in grading factors for turkeys in comparison with
that allowed for chickens? Why? (14-4)

27.

In addition to wrapping and packing them in the same manner as chicken giblets,
how may turkey giblets be placed to give the bird a more plump appearance? (14-5)

28.

With respect to'the length of time allowed before consumption, how do type II and type
III ducks differ? (14-7)

29.

How many styles of chickens, turkeys, and ducks are purchased by the US Armed Forces?
Why the difference? .(14-9)

30.

.

For what primary purpose are ducks procured by the US Armed Forces? (14-11)

2

ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
CHAPTER 1
1.

USDA.

2.

Cells aie the smallest units of an animal's body.

:4.

Skin, hair, and hoofs.

4.

,

Connective tissue cells.

5.

Skin and appendages.

6.

The mucous membranes open to the outside of the body, and the serous

membranes line the

closed cavities.

7.

The axial skeletoNappendicular skeleton, and joints.

8.

Cervical, thoracic, lumbar, ascral, and coccygeal.

9.

Thoracic.

10.

solid bone in
The sternebrae are separated by cartilage in,the young animal and are fused into
the older animal.

11.

Carpus.

12.

Aitchbone.

13.

Hinge joint.

14.

It would display alternate dark and light bonds which run across the muscle fibers,

15.

Diaphragm.

16.

A central system and a peripheral system.

17.

Central system.

18.

Chemical reactions result in a breakdown of foods by gastric juices and enzymes to make
them usable by the cells of the body.

19.

In the head region.

20.

(1) Rumen, (2) reticulum, (3) omasum, and (4) abomasum.

21.

Pancreatic juices digest protein, carbohydrates, and fats.

22.

Pericardium.

23.

Lymph carries food to individual body cells and removes their waste.

20
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24,

Lymph nodes (glands) may reveal the existence of diseases (such as tuberculosis) which
would render the carcass unfit for human consumption.

25.

Nasal

26.

K,..4i,eys. ureters, bladder, and urethra.

iity, pharyr, x, larynx, trachea, bronchi, and lungs.

CH

Manual of Meat Inspection Procedures.
2.

MIL-STD 1481, Sanitary Standards for Meat Processing Plants in Oversee:

3.

The removal of the internal organs.

4.

a. Reduces meat shrinkage.
b. Reduces incidence of external contamination.
c. Molds the external fat,

5,

Since all other conditions were near ideal, but humidity was too high, the carcasses can
be expected tQ be slimy.

6.

Heifer,

7.

a. Aitchbone.
b. Pizzle eye.
c. Pizzk eye cap.
d. Gracilis muscle.
e. Cod and dug fat.

8.

Bean shaped.

9,

a. Style I, carcass (quartered).
b. Style II, side.
c. Style III, forequarter.
d. Style IV, hindquarter.
e. Style V, wholesale and fabricated cuts.

10.

Two ribs on the hindquarters (both 12th ribs); 24 on the two forequarters (1-12 on eath).

11.

It is the hindquarter and all of the posterior portion of the side remaining after severance
between the 12th and 13th ribs,

12.

The rib, primal, and the square-cut chuck.

13.

That portion of the forequarter remaining after the shank, brisket, short plate, and rib,
primal, have been removed.

14,

That portion of the forequarter remaining after the removal of the short plate, foreshank,
and square-cut chuck.

21
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15.

It is the ventral portion-of the sixth through 12th ribs.

16.

removed.
It is that portion of the hindquarter remaining after the full loin has been

17.

Perpendicular to the lumbar vertebrae and just anterior to the pelvis.

iS.

Refuse to accept ft.

19,

a. Absense of objectionable odors.
b. Free from ragged edges.
c. No evidence of freezer burns.
d: Characteristics of the style, class, grade, and condition specified in the purchasing
instrument.

20.

its
The contractor is required Co number each quarter in a manner which will assure
identification with a specific carcass.

21,

USDA.

22.

a. Prime.
b. Choice.
c. Good.
d. Standard.
e. Commercial.
Utility.

g. Cutter.
h. Canner.
23.

Conformation and quality determine the quality grades,

24.

a. Proportional weights,
b. Relative value of.the various cuts,

25.

By observing the size, shape, and ossificatinn of the bones and cartilages,

26.

It is the intramuscular fat and is the source of much of the juiciness

of a cooked piece of

bee f.

27.

Cherry red,

28,

Choice, good, commercial, utility, cutter, and canner.

29,

None. No grade is comparable between classes,

30,

Canner,

31,

32,

thick
A choke stag would exhibit thick musiling in the round and chucks with moderate
exhibited
by
a
good
exterior
fat
covering;
loins and ribs in conformation. The quality is
the seams;
interior fat in the crotch, breast, and kidneys; a firm flesh with fat found in
and a medium to dark-red color.

a. One.

b. A saw cut, perpendicular to the back, is made between the 12th and 13th ribs,

22
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33,

Superior conformation can only compensate for deficiencies in quality in grades other than prime,
choice, and commercial, and only then to a compensation of one-third.

34,

The final grade is based on a composite evaluation of both conformation and quality.

35,

a.

The thickness of external fat (expressed in inches of fat over the ribeye muscle).
tile amount of kidney, pelvic, and heart Nt (expressed in percent of carcass weight).
c. The carcass weight (expressed in pounds of hot carcass).
a. The area of the ribeye muscle (expreased in square inches).
b.

36.

Subjectively.

37.

One full cutability grade,

38.

When unusual conditions exist,

39.

Multiply the chilled carcass weight b.02 percent.

40,

a. The term "2.50" is a constant (used every time).
b. The term "2.50T" multiplies the constant "2.50" by the variable factor "T" (the thickness of
external Nt over The ribeye muscle, to the nearest tenth of an ,inch).
c. The term "0.20P" is the constant "0.20" multiplied by the variable factor "P" (amount of
lddney, pelvic, and heart fat, expressed as percent of carcass weight).
d The term "0.0038W" is the constant "0.0038"-times the variable factor "W" (weight of hot
carcass, or cold weight times 1.02, in pounds),
e. The term "0.32A" is the constant "0.32" times the variable factor "A" (the cross-sectional
area of the ribeye muscle, expiessed to the nearest tenth of a square inch).

41.

First convert cold weight to hot, or 490 X 1,02 = 500 lb approximately
C. G. 2.50 + 2.50T + 0.20? + 0.0038W 0.32A
therefore:
+ ,0038 X 500 0.32
C. G. = 2,50 + 2,50 X ,5 + .20,X

X 10.5 = 2,50 + 1.25 + 30 + 1.90- 3.36
2.50
1,25

.70

+1.90
6.35

-3.36
2.99

therefore:
C. G.

42,

3.0

2

43.

.2

First, compute hut carcass weight:

20 X 29.10 (chilled weight X established factor) =
582 lb-hot carcass wt.

Second, determine st Qgrd percent for kidney, pelvic, and heart fat; that is, "4.5".
Third, write formula:
Cutability group = 2.50 + 2.50T + 0.20P + 0.0038W

0.32A

FOurrh, substitute for Variable factors:

C. G. = 2.50 + 2.50 X 0.8 + 0.20 X 4.5 + 0.0038 X 582
032 X 14.1

Fifth, multiply constants by variables:
C. G.

2.50 + 2.00 + 0.90 + 2.21

4.51

Sixth, collect terms:
2.50
2.00
0.90
+ 2.21
7.61
4.51

3.10

Seventh, drop fraction:
Therefore: C.O. = 3
44.

Prior to shipment of the product; imniediately upon the product's arrival at destination; and in
storage.

45,

The presence of slime, mold, and off odors.

46.

blood
It tends to deteriorate rapidly because of the amount of exposed muscle tissue, and from
and serum drippings from other parts of the carcass.

47.

Because b!aod and serum seepage in the area promotes the growth of spodage-causing bacteria.

48.

Smell a meat trie immediately after it has been inserted into and removed from the b'all-and-socket
joint; if the sour colidition is present, you will detect a noxious odor.

49.

On the loin end of the hindquarter or the rtb end of the forequarter.

7
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50,

Recommend that the carcass be trimmed of all the unwholesome areas and the remainder be used
for I t intended purpose.

51.

Check for overall cleanliness and Off odor.

52.

Tne product's condition and temperature.

53

ype a the general category or use of the cut of beef. Style refe
certam type.

to the indi3Odual cuts within

54.

Knuckle, mside round, eye of round, and outside round.

55.

Because of their high-quality and palatability.

56.

The unshced boned cut is frozen to 0° F., tempered to 24° F.-28° F., pressed into shape, and then

fro

sliced.

57.

The same as those used for type I, oven roast.

58.

Not less than 5

ounces nor more than 6

ounces.

'59.

Minute steaks have been mechanically tenderized, whereas swiss steaks have not.

60.

No.

61.

One-half inch.

62.

USDA grade "utility' or better and steer, heifer, and cow carcasses,

63.

22 percent.

64.

Primal rib, square-cut chuck, primal round, and full-trimmed loin.

65.

The US Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections indicated in the specification.

66.

None, Only labeling and marking of shipping containers is required,

67.

In the lower left corner of both ends of the box.

CHAPTER 3

I.

Bovine.

2.

Lamb,

3.

It is meat that has been comminuted and further processed.

25
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4.

milk.
An immature bovine which is under 3 months of age and has subsisted largely on

5.

the meat by controlling loss of moisture until it is
The hide hel/sigain a fresh appearance of
presented for sale.

6.

The color of the lean.

7.

The apparent sex condition of the animal at the time it was slaughtered.

8.

30° F. to 40° F.

9.

Four hours.
Never; trimming of cuts to meet specified

11.

(a) During processing,(b) at completion of processing, (c) in transit, and (d) at destination.

12.

Prime, choice, good, and standard.

13.

Obtain4additional wholesale bone-in cuts of the grade stipulated, meeting temperature and condition
requirements.

-14,

15.

,f

ightsis an unacceptable practice.

10:

Ovine (sheep) includes all ages of the species, whereas lamb refers to only the young within
species.

the

Lamb is under 14 months of age has not cut its first pair of permanent incisor teeth, whereas
the
yearling mutton will be between 1 and 2 years of age and will have cut its first but not
second pair of incisor with.

16.

Either break joints, yearling joints, or spool joints,

17.

would have a very
A lamb carcass would exhibit light pink, firm flesh, whereas a m ton carcass
dark red, soft and watery flesh.

18,

Prime, choice, and good.

19.

Style 1carcass; Style 11fabricated carcass, and Style Illwholesale rnarke and

20.

Defrosting, refreezing, freezer burn, and contamination.

21.

PP-L-92.

22.
a

fabricaied cuts.

by its
Telescoped lamb processing is'different from regular lamb carcass processing as suggested
remaining
front
half.
This
name. The rear half is removed, reversed, and telescoped into the
telescoping is performed after slaughter and prior to freezing. '

23.

Thirty-three pounds.

24.

The contractor,

25.

The meat-type hog produces maximum amounts of bacon, ham, and loin whiCh are very popular;
whereas, the "lard" type produces fat cuts of meat and large quantities of lard that are no longer
desired.

26.

Scalding; skinning\

27.

Fc.,.le Atarcasses, and style Bmarket cuts.

2F

1' reii:lonshir between the aver4e backfat thickness, the'carcass length an

eight, and the

amount of muscling.
29,

lt is the fatty layer which covers the loin.

30.

Among other things, these are requir.1iénts forpescent of lean cuts to carcass weight:
US number 1more than 50 percent, US number 2-47 to 50 percent, and US number1

-

3less than 47 percedt.
31,

The posterior portion is removed by cutting, perpendicularly to an imaginary line drawn through the
center of the shank to the tip of the aitchbone. This cyt should be 2 % to 2 % inches lle, low the
aitchbone, or about the width of three fingers. The anterior portion is removed by mak g a cut
along a line perpendicular to the chinebones, leaving no less than one nor morpopan 2 1/2 on the
anterior portion.

32.

Bellies and hams.

33.

Cured bacon forms are form Aslab and form Bsliced. The classes are class I chilled and class

2frozen.
34.

lt is separated 2 ts to 2 % inches anterior to the exposed knob end of the aitchbone.
A

35.. By determining the skin's proportion of the lengthwise measurement from the approximate center
at the edge of the ham butt to the extreme outer tip of the shank end.
36.

Chilled.

37.

Fresh chilled pork must be thoroughly chilied to an internal temperature range of 28° F. to
40° F. at the center of the thickest pieces promptly after slaughter and maintained within
these temperatures until..delivery.

38.

Pork loin.

39,

After boning and until frozen, boneless pork cannot exceed 42° F.

40.

To be acceptable as frozen boneless pork, the lean of pork loins must possess a bright uniform
color, ranging from light pink or greyish pink to bright red, and the flesh must not be dark.

rt.
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41.

bone, cartilage, blood clots, bruises, seinietached fat or
Flank meat, tenderloin, blade meat,
in thickness.
tag ends, and surface fat in excess of one-fourth inch

42.

Lift the entire slice with a fork inserted at the approximate center

of one of the halves after Lt has

been cOoked. The two halves must remain intact as one piece.

4.

It is best applied prior to processing
A binding agent is used to hold the interior surface lean together.
the loin into boneless roasts and slices.
\o,a

44.

Condition and identity.

45.

Surface bruises involving the skin are allowable, but those affecting the lea

fat tissue are mit

acceptable.

46.

Molds in pork are undesirable because they impart undesirable flavors.

47,

be sit1sfactorily preserved
The necesdty for' curing pork has been reduced because pork can now
by chilling and freezing.

48,

compouryPickle contains salt, water, and
A plain pickle is a simple solution of salt and water. A
one or more curing agents.

49.

A salometer.

50.

in pickle.
The meat is placed ivats where it is completely submerged

51.

Ten to 12 percent if the product is returned to the uncured

52.

pork product probably being
The more correct term for country curing is dry.salt curing. The
from
large
sow
bellies,
cured by this method is salt pork

53,

weight after it is smoked.

difference is that the natural
Modified box cure is a variation of dry box cure. The principle
providing
uniform
solutions,
which
are Orepared anciplaced
liquor is tested as the basis for
the position of the individual
in
overhauling
the
meat
will
change
in each box. The employee
be moved to the bottom, those
cuts of meat in the boxes. For example, the cuts on top may
those on the bottom to chi middle of the boxes.

in the middle to the top,Ind

54.

Because frozen cuts lose meat juices and dehydrate too much.

55.

No, because trichinae is only killed at 137° F. or higher. Bacon Ls

56,

The kind of wood used in the smoking process.

onlylooked and smoked to 120° F.

forced with circulation equipmeni
He Ls technically correct in his answer to your question:- Smoke

is referred to as "air conditioned."

.
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58.

"Drys" relates to common defects found in smoked meats. This condition results from excessive
heat during the smoking process, which causes excessive sluinfage.

59.

Lack of nitrite during the curing process.

60,

Flank pocket, featherbone line, and brisket end.

61.

Don.estic, dry, and summer.

62.

After.

63.

Those that contain blood and liver.

64.

TO'kill trichinae.

65;

Beef is added for binding, and pork is added for flavor, juiciness, and tenderness.

-4

-

and ice water combination solubilizes proteins tO helP protect fat globules from rupturig.
du--'ring smoking and cooking. Salt also acts as a curing agent and a. preservative to inhibit bacteNal
.1.,
growth, and it accentuates natural flavors.

66. 5--

saThlt

67.

Pork is more tender than beef and contains a larger amount of fat.

68.

To extract any excessive air that resulted fronjthe chopping in the silent chopper.

6* If the heat in the s okehouse is applied to quickly, for too long, or is too high, the collagerrconverts
to gelatin and drai
settle into fat caps.

way from the fygiticles. This causes the fat to separate from the meat and

70.

To stop the cooking and to stop the groivth of bacteria as quickly as,possible in order to obtain
'
maxbnum storage life.

71.

Equipment, laboratory testing, raw materiaL-workmanship, and the flnishe

72.

Total percentage is 40 percent fat, which is within required limits, making all lots produced acceptable.

73.

Two sausages that have touched each other, leaving an area where smoke has not penetrated.

roduct.

CHAPTER 4

1.

Salmonella.

2.

To assure that all poultry products are derived from healthy birds (wholesomeness) and to determine
contractual compliance.

3.

The state of refrigeration.

247
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4.

With style 5 rJlicken, the legs would include the drumstick and thigh intact, and the pieces would
not necessarily-be packaged in the proportion in which they appear on the carcass, as with style 4.
,

The cartilage on the tip of the breastbone would be firm and rigid; the carcass would be blocky;
the meat would be darker in color and tougher in texture; and the fat deposits would be patchy.
The body, skin, keel, and legs.
7.

Female.

8.

Maturity of class IV (stags) is intermediate between class II (roasters) and class VI (cocks).

9.

All birds must be "US Inspected for Wholesomeness," whereas all, some, or riime of the
products ale "US Graded."

10.

Confirmation refers to the general outline or shape of the bird and is based primarily on the
skeletal structure.

11.

Younger birds do not display fat covering to the,degree that older birds do.

12.

Imperfectly developed feathers of two types: hair and down.

13.

Their location.

14.

Skin pigment characteristics and bruises.

15.

B quality.

16.

Condition, identity, count, net weight'', and temperature.

17.

Several thermometers are used; some are placed throughout the load, and others are placed' in the
poultry products. An average of the readings of all of the thermometers is considered to be the
te_mperature of the shipment.
=

18.

Each individual wirewound wooden box must be weighed to establish the tare.

19.

The Oblets.

20.

The cost of the product is increased because the excess water (ice) adds to the net weight bf the
products.

21.

They should be kept in thechilled state. They should not be refrozen.

22.

Nst

The pidducts under surveillance inspection are Government-owned. Maintaining them in good
condition, rather than rejecting those which are unwanted, is the major objective of surveillance
inspections.
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23.

Five percent.

24.

Boxes ontslie tog. of siaes of the stack.
arz the same.

:s allowed in grading factors for turkeys because of their larger size.

26.

Mo,,.

27

Tr

28.

Type Il buds may be frozen for less, than, and tY'pe III birds for more than, 60 days.

29.

Five styles of chickens, four styles bf turkeys, and three styles of due?. Difference in the number
of styles is caused by the relatively`fewer turkeys and ducks purchased.

30.

To supply the commissary for resale.

r

ib,ets, wiui the unwrapped neck, may be placed under the skin in front of the
rar
breast in the region of the croi).
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1,

Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet 'alternates across from column
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Use on1y medium sharp #1 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
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Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5.
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6.
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If rnandatorily enrolled student, ,process qusstions or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor,
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECT on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:
1.

Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
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2.

Don't mark on the answer sheet except to

fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as

errors.
3.

Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.

IL,

Don't use ink or any marking other than with a #1 black lead pencil.

NOTE: TEXT PAGE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the VRE
is the Text Page Number where the answer to that item can bc located.
When answering the items on the VRE, refer to the Text Pages indicated

by these Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard
which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet
and locate the Text Page Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and
carefully review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire
VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
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-Multiple Choice

(001) What are the smallest units of an animal's body?

1.

c. Arteries.

a. Cells,
b. Veins.

d. Tissues. -

.(00 I) Which of the followingistructures is composed of epithelial tissue?

L.

c. Kidneys.
d. Arteries,

a. Skin.
b. Muscle.

(002) Epithelial tissues.which open to the outside of the bodY are called
c. serous membranes.
& mucous membranes.

a. sympathetic membranes.
b. connective tissuei

(002) What are ti- three major cotriponents of the complete skeletal system?

4.

a. Axial skeleton,`cranial bones, and joints.

-

b. Cranial bones, vertebral column, and pelvic limb.
c. Appendlcular skeleton, irregular bones, and joints.
d. Joints, akial skeleton, and appendicular skeleton.

5.

(002) The sternum of young animals is,

a. solid bone.
b. white fatty tissue.
6.

how.Sliould you classify it?
(004) If you examine a muscle microscopically and rmd that it is striated,

a. Back muscle.
b. Flexor muscle.
7.

c. Central and cranial.
d. Thoracic and sacral.

(007) Where are the three major salivary glands located in the bovine?

a. Near the liver.
b. In the stomach.
9.

c. Voluntary muscle.
d. Involuntary muscle.

(006) Into what two systems is the nervous system divided?

a. Peripheral and thoracic.
b. Central and peripheral.
8.

c. yellow elastic tissue.
d: separated by cartilage_

c. In the esophagus.
d. In the head region.

(007) How many compartments does the stomach of the bovine contain?
a. 2.

b. 3.

c. 4.
d. 5,
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10.

(008) The fibrous tissue that surrounds the heart is called the

.c. endocaidium.
d. pericardium.

a. myocardium.
b. epicardium.

(0";6) Why tk. It Unportant that you thoroUghly examine the lymph glands of animals being p7ocessed'for
food"'

.; ::ve.al the presence of disease.
'le graded for food quality.
They are.important organs of the blood vascular system.
d. They filter the white blood cells in the lymph vessels.
12.

(008) Which O.f. the following groups consist only of parts of the urinary tract?

a. Bladder, kidneys, testes, and ovaries.
b. Kidneys, ureters, bladder, and urethra.
)c. Urethra, ureters, kidneys, and fallopian tubes.
d. Fallopian tubes, prostate, kidneys; and urethra.
13,

(009) The term "evisceration" refers to the
a. skinning of the aitirnil.
b. removal of the intestines.,,

14.

(009-010) Covering the surface of a side of beef with heavy muslin which has been wrung out in plain
hot potabre water or hot salt brine is called

a, chilling
b. shrouding.
15.

.

c. Veal.
d. Heifer.

(012) A female carcass may be identified by the
a, bean-shaped gracilis muscle.
b. pizzle eye cap.

17.

c. ribbing.
d. wrapping.

(010-011) How would you classify beef produced from a female bovine which has not attained full
sexual maturity?

a. Cow.
b. Calf.
16.

c. removal of all internal organs.
d. removal of the heart and lungs.

c. pizzle eye.

d. cod fat.

(012) When separating the forequarter and hindquarter of a beef carcass, the cut is made

a. between the Ilth and 12th ribs.
b. between the 13th and 14th ribs.

c, between the 12th and 13th ribs.
d. between the 12th and 13th lumbar vertebrae.

9
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18.

(013) If the rib, primal, and the square cut chuck are kept in one piece, thescut is referred to as the

a. back.
b. full chuck.

19.

C. loin end.
d. sirloin.

(016) Which of the following two factors collec vely establish the quality grade of meat?

a. Conformation and quality factors.
b. Cutability and quality factors.
22.

c. spareribs.
d. shortplate.

(014) That portion of the hindquarter remaining after the fyll loin has been removed is called the

a. heel of round.
b. round, primal.
-21.

d. cross-cut chuck.

(013) The ventral portion o'f the sixth through twelfth ribs is usually referred to as the

a. brisket.
b. foreshank.
20.

c. full rib.

c. Conformation and cutability.
d. Cutability and cost.

(016) In evaluating various cuts of a beef carcass to establish overall conformation, what are the two
primetonsideration factors?

a. Quality and proportiOnal weights.
b. Cutability and proportional weights.
c. Cutability and relative'value of the various cuts.
d. Proportional weights and relative value of the var;Jus cuts.
(017) What color is the most desirable for a cut of fresh beef?

a. Dark red.
b. Cherry red.
24.

c. Light pink.
d. Cherry pink.

(020) Which of the following characteristics would you expect to find when inspecting a high grade stag
carcass?

a. Thin rounds.
b. Light red colored lean.
c. Thick and heavily fleshed chucks.
d. Small amounts of exterior fat covering.
25.

(020) When ribbing a side of beef, where is the saw cut made?

a. Down the back.
b. Between the 5th and 6th ribs.

c. Across the 12th and 13th ribs.
d. Between the 12th and 13th ribs.
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'26.

(022) To adjust the chilled carcass weight to hot carcass weight, what numerical calculations must be
made?

a. Multiply the chilled carcass weight by 102 percent.
I
Multiply Int hot carcass weight by 102 percent.
c Slibtrac.: tilt: two weights and multiply the difference by 102.
d.
per-ent of the hot carcass weight to the chilled carcass weight.
t

;

.

the

,Ict.t.-..r,'T,es the standard percentage figure used for kidney, pelvic, and heart fat in cakulating

grha for a trimmed forequarter?

a. The sex of the animal.
b The grade of the carcass.
28.

c. The weight of the carcass.
d. The amount of external fat on the carcass.

(0:5) Which one of the\human senses is most often used in determining whether or not a beef carcass
has a sour round?

a. Smell.
b. Taste.
29.

c. Sight.
d. Touch,

(025) If you were to find evidence of off-condition or a latent defect on carcass beef after Government
acceptance, what would your course of action be?
a, Recommend that the beef be issued immediately.
b, Recommend that the product be rejected.
c. Recommend that purchases from that vendor be discontinued.
d. Recommend that the beef be trimmed of all the unwholesome areas and then issued.

30.

(027) In the production of Type IIIA, grill steaks (formed), the slicing process occurs

a. after the cut has been tempered and molded.
b. before the initial fteezing of the cut,
c. after the cut has been frozen but before it has been' tempered.
d, after the cut has been tempered but before it is molded into shape.
31.

(027) Which one of the following cuts is used in the production of swiss steak?

a. Clod

.c. Sirloin butt.

b, Knuckle,
32,

d. Chuck roll (neck end)

(028) The main difference between minute steaks and sviiss steaks is that
a, swiss steaks are smaller than minute steaks,
b, different cuts of meat are used in the production of each,
c. minute steaks have been mechanically tenderized, whereas swiss steaks have not,
,d, swiss steaks have been mechanically tenderized, whereas minute steaks have not.
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33.

(029) Which one of the following cuts of meat may not be used in the production of diced beef?

a. Shank meat.
b. Primal rib.

c. Primal round.
d. Square-cut chuck.

(029) What labeling and markihg of individually wrapped or packaged fab beef cuts is required?

a. The pertinent specification number is affixed to the wrapper.
3pikab1e contract number must be affixed to the wrapper.
b
c. None. Labeling is placed on the container.
cf. The grade of the cut must be Identified.
35.

(031) Meat that has been comminuted and then processed is called
a. sausage.
b. diced meat.

36.

c. ground meat.
d. fabricated meat.

(031) In "cold skinning" of veal and calf carcasses, the skin or hide is not removed until after the carcass
is chilled because the
a. meat is easily contaminated and would spoil.
b. hide allows for inspection and required trimming.
c. buyer judges the carcass on the condition of the hide.
d. hide helps retain the bloom by controlling loss of moisture.

37.

(034) A young ovine under 14 months of age is referred ta as a

a. lamb.
b, mutton.
38.

c. yearling lamb.
d. yearling mutton.

(034) A yearling mutton is an ovine that
is between 3 and 8 months old and has subsisted partially or entirely on foods other than milk.
b. is over 2 years of age and has cut its second pair of permanent incisor teeth.
c. has cut its first pair of incisor teeth and is between 12 and 24 months old.
d. has not cut its first pair of permanent incisor teeth.
a.

39.

(036) The meat from an ovine carcass with spooljoints on the front shanks, wide ribs (not evenly traced
with red), patchy fat, and dark red, coarse-textured lean meat is

a. lamb.
b, mutton.
40.

C. positively yearling mutton.
d. either lamb or yearling mutton.

(039) Who is normally responsible for all in-processing inspection of frozen boneless lamb purchased by
the Government?
a. ,.The USAF Veterinary Service.

b. The contractor.

c. The USDA.
d. DPSC.

38
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41.

(039) What step used in processing pork carcasSes is not used in the processing of beef carcasses?
a. The carcass i5clkilled immediately after processing.
b. The arumal is st,..nned before slaughter.
c The carcass is scalded and straped.
ci, The carczss is washed.

42.

(03' .04(i The 12yer of fat which covers the loin of a pork carcass is called

a. jowl.
b. backfat.
43.

(041) The two pork cuts that lead in total pounds procured are the
a, belly and shoulder
b. h..am and shoulder.

44,

b, the type Of curing.

49.

c, 38° F. or lower,
d. 32° F. or lower.

(045) Boned fresh pork cannot exceed a temperature of 42° F.,
a. until delivery.
b. until the product is packaged,

48.

c. 45 percent.
d. 50 percent.

(044) Fresh pork must be chilled immediately after slaughter to an internal temperature of

a. no higher than 0° F.
b. 40° F. or lower,
47.

c. the style of packaging.
d. whether is has skin on or is skinless.

(044) What is the maximum percentage of the entire back (skinside) surface that 6ie skin collar is
allowed to cover on a partially skinned, thank-on ham?

a. 35 percent.
b. 40 percent.
46,

c. belly and ham.
d. loin and belly.

(043) Bacon is procured in two forms and two cidzses. The class designates the-state of refrigeration. The
form designates
a. if it is sliced or uncut.

45.

caul fat.
d. clear plate.
c.

c, anytime until placed in the freezer.
d, except under the direction of the inspector.

(045) In the production of pork loins, what is the external fat thickness allowed on any cut?
a, 1/8 inch.

ci

b. 1/2 inch.

d, 3/4 inch.

1/4 inch.

(046) Vital wheat gluten is necessary when processing pork loins into boneless roasts and slices to
a, add needed vitamins lost during processing.
b. hold the interior surface of the lean together,
c, preserve the color of the meat.
d, improve flavor as a spice.
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50,

(046) Setect an acceptable condition if found when inspecting pork.
a. Ha lr roots.
b. Untrimmed seeds.

51

(047) A pickling solution which contains salt, water, sugar, and sodium nitrate is commonly referred to

i. o,ain pickle.

b. soapy pickle.
52.

b. degree of cure the meat has obtained.

c. length of time the meat must be cured.
d. specific gravity of the curing solution.

(048) What commercially, cured pork products exclusively use the dry-salt cure method?

a. Hams.
b. Loins.
54.

c. cover pickle.
d. compound pickle.

(047) In the curing of pork, a salometer is used to determine the
a. salt content of the solution.

53.

c. Surface skin bruises.
d. Foreign or sexual odors.

c. Salt pork.
d. Shoulders.

(048) An employee in a meat processing establishment asks you if you would like to watch him overhaul
some pork in the curing cellar. klis procedure is to

a. sort and wash salt pork in preparation for box curing.
b. sort the various cuts into separate categories in preparation for curing.
c, rearrange pork undergoing box cure to insure an adequate and uniform cure.
d. check the pickling solution for proper strength, and replace it if necessary.
55,

(049). A temperature above 137° F, during the smoking process is

a. damaging to hams.
b. a cause of excessive shrinkage.
c. sufficient to render trichinea harmless.
d. used for smoking hams that were frozen after curing.
56.

(050) .The principal classifications of sausages are domestic, dry, and summer, based on the

a, ongin of the product.
b. way the product is processed.
57.

c. moisture content of the product.
d. types of meat and spices added to the product.

(050) Which one of the following sausages would have the shortest storage life?

a, Salami.
b. Bologna.

c. Liverwurst:
d, Frankfurters.

58.' (051) What qualities does pork add to sausage?
a. Stabilizes the fat globules.
b. Flavor, juiciness, and tenderness.

c, Allows for a more complete grinding.
d. 4educes the overall cost of the product.
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59.

(051) To prevent the entrapment of air pockets within the sausage product, the sausage mixture is run
through a
a.

umatic casing machine.

b. silent cutter.
60

c. vacuumizer.
d. stuffer.

(0:-052 Sausage processing includes griniling, processing in a silent cutter, vacuumizing, sniffing. and
srr,

)ol.:r..;. What can cause "fat caps" during the smoking and cooking process?

a. Insufficient vacuumizing of the product
b. Too much fat added during the grinding proce.
.c. Improper stuffing of the product into the casing.
d, Heat is applied too quickiy, excessively, or too long.
61.

(054) Salmonella is especially prevalent in

a, beef.
b, pork.
62,
doev

C. lamb,

d. poultry.

(055-056) When inspecting dressed and eviscerate&peultry to determine the class, which of the following
groups of characteristics would be expected with an older bird?

a. Hard, ngid breastbone; light colored meat; and patchy fat.
b. Soft, flexible breastbone; dark colored meat; and blocky body.
c, Soft textured neat that is light colored; and ranu body,
d. Dark colored meat; rigid breastbone, and blocky body.
63.

(056) During the inspection of a dressed chicken, you note that the bones are short and rather fine and
the body is rounded from side to side. The bird is probably a
a, male,
b, stag.

64,

(056) Conformation of poultry refers to the
a, general shape of the bird
b. distribution of flesh on the bird,

65.

c. female,
d. roaster,

c, fat covering displayed on the bird,

d. degree of finish displayed on the bird,

(059) To determine the temperature of a shipment of poultry at destinatitin, you should
a, insert a thermometer in the middle birl in the middle box and use it as the delivery temperature,
b, place several thermometers throughout the delivery vehicle and poultry product and use the average
reading of arl of them as the delivery temperature.
c, place several thermometers in the middle of the delivery vehicle and take the average reading as the
delivery temperature .
one reading as the delivery
d, place a thermometer near the front of the delivery vehicle and use
temperature,

4I
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66.

(059) When deterMining the net weight, during a destination inspection, what
given the usual packing of poultry?

consideration must bee

a. The net weight should be recorded on the box with crayon or pencil.
b. The gross weight should be recorded on the box with crayon or pencil.
the gross.
c. Each individual wirebound wooden box must be weighed to establish
g ed to establish the tare.
box
must
be
wei
d. Each individual wirebound wooden
67.

water?
(059) What is the result of packing and freezing poultry in large quairtities of

c. Decreased cpnformation.
cl. Increased discoloration.

a. Increased cost.
b. Decreased fleshing.
68.

giblets, how may turkey
(061) In addition to wrapping and packing them in the same manner as chicken
giblets be placed to make the bird more appealing to the buyer?

c. Separately with the bird.

a. In the region of the crop.
b. Separately from the bird.

69.

d. In the botbcavity.

(061) How many styles of chickens, turkeys, and ducks are purchased by the

tISI Armed Forces?

a. Three styles of chicken, gArr of turkeys, and five of ducks.
b. Four styles of chickens, three Of turkeys, and five of ducks.
c. Four styles of chicken's, five of turkeys, and three of ducks.
d. Five styles of chickens, four of turkeys, and three of ducks.
70,

(061) Most of the dressed ducks procured by the US Ariiied Forces are for
a, commissary resale.
b. officer clubs.

c. troop,issue.
e

d. BX use,

-\
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Prefac
THE BROAD SCOPE of the material in this volume shows the diversification of
'knowledge and skiltreqdired of people in the VeterinarKareer Field. Few specialists
get the opportunity to be assigned in sct many different, interesting area.i. On the other
hand, you realize that corresponding responsibilities accompany these opportunities.
Your ability to, assume the responsibilities and ti) perform efficiently can be greatly.expanded by the information presented here.
In the first chapter of this volume you will study animal service pertaining to pri-

vately owned animals.. You will learn procedures related to quarantine and clinic
operation. Diseases related to small animali are also discussed. The second chapter explains the criteria for selecting military working dogs and the principles for maintaining their good health. The succeeding chapters are devOted to ways to assuie that the

fruits, vegetables, waterfoods, and dairy products of Air Force personnel are
wholesome and that they are safely preserved and packaged.
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement, send them to the School of Health Care
Sciences/MST, Sheppard AFB TX 76311.
If you have questions on course enrollment qr administration,, or on any of ECI's

instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Study Reference Guides,
Otapter Review Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consuit your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer
your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS, Alabama 36118, preferably on ECI
Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.
This volume is valued at 24 hours (8 points).
Mateiial in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of August
1974.
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diseases, we must know the clinical symptoms as
well as the modes of transmission. This section
directs its attention to diseases within the following
groups: (1) zoonotic, (2) communicable, but not
zoonotic, (3) noncommunicable, and (4) parasitic.

First though, let's discuss the epidemiology of
diseases.

2-2. Epidemiology. The term "epideiniology" is

derived from the word "epidemic," which
originates from a Greek word "epidemos,"
meaning "among the people." Epidemiology is the
study of all the factors that influence the occurrence

of diseases in a community. Today, the term.
"epidemiology" may also be used to define the
study of all the factors that contribute to the cause
of disease, and to the establishmeht and spread of

both human and animal disease. Now we will
discuss in general, how diseases occur, how they
spread, and how to control them.
2-3. Disease occurrence. The causes of disease

may be classified into primary and secondary
factors. Primary factors are.the specific agents that

cause disease, while secondary factors are
conditions or characteristics that influence the
development of disease.

2-4, First we will discuss the primary factors

which can be either nonliving (physical and
chemical) or living (bacteria, viruses, fungi3Ond
parasites). The physical nonliving iments include
injuries, such as scalding, freezing, and ionizing
radiation. The chemical agents include poisons,
photosensitizing agents, and nutritional imbalance.
Some living agents can reproduce arid multiply

within a host. Others, such as the larvae of the
hookworm, must develop in the soil before a man

or a dog -can become infected. One important
characteristic of the living organisms which
influence disease, is their virulence or diseaseproducing power.
2-5. The number of organisms that attack a host
may determine whether the host will develop the-

disease. If an insufficient number Of infectious
agents attack, the host may be able to combat the
invading organisms through immunity, its own

resistance. Cothmon portals of entry for an

organism into the host are the eyes, skin, respiratory

tract, digestive tract, and. reproductive tract.
Parasites, such as mites or the larvae of hookworms.

create their own portals of entry through the skin.
2-6. Two different species of organisms working
together often produce disease. A bacterial disease
may not be serious by itself, but in conjunction with
a virus i may be severe. An example is brucella
bronchiseptica infection concurrent with distemper
in dogs. When merely the bacteria are involVed,

2. Animal Diseases
2-1. An animal's condition has much to do with
its

ability to resist infection and disease. In

addition, we immunize animals for contagious
diseases and treat animals with diseased conditions

that are not communicable. In order to identify,
, treat, and control diseases, we must understand the
factors that influence their occurrence: the agents
that cause disease, their portals of entry into the

only a mild tracheitis or bronchopneumonia
occurs, but when the organism is found in
conjunction with canine distemper, a fatal disease
may result.

host, and how they are spread. In controlling
11
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and fomites can also serve as a means tiy which

2-7. Sometimes a disease may develop as a result

diseases can be spread.
2-15. When the susoeptii3le population is large,
there is a greaSpossibility for transfer of organisms
from one animal to another. Disease organisms that
multiply rapidly and have a short inFubation period

of one pathogen after another pathogen has been
destroyed. For instance, fungi frequently invade
tissues after bacteria are removed by antibiotics.
Also, antibiotic-resistant strains of organisms may

develop after antibiotics have been used. For

can spread through susceptible pOpulations very

example, ticks can develop resistance to dipe used

quickly. In a large susceptible population an

in treatment or prevention, and mutations can

epidemic may be established in a very short period.

-ocair among some of the virus diseases. CUM of
mutations are known in foot-and-mouth disease
and in infectious hepatitis.
2-8. Now that we have discussed the primary
factors; let's find out about the secondary factors.
Some of the secondary factors in the development

2-16. Preventing or controlling the spread of
diseases is easier than treating diseases that' have
become widespread. Controlling a disease involves
identifying it, carrying out measures to prevent it or

to reduce its spread, ande,finally,'' treating

of disease which we will discuss are sex, age,

individuals affected by it. Disease control agencies,
individuals, groups Of individuals, and State and
Federal Government personnel can participate in
disease control, activities. Diseases, such as foot-

nutritional status, housing, climate, and trauma.
2-9. Some diseases develop more frequently in
one sex than in the other. Leptospirosis is a disease
usuaIly transmitted through urine and is much more
prevalent in the male dog than in the female. Sex is

and-mouth disease, rabies, and tuberculosis, are
usually confront:0 under direction of Federal and
State agencies, principally because of the impact

a factor because the male dog urinates in many
areas and smells and licks the leas of urination of
other dogs.

limy could have on the economy and on the health
of the human population.
2-17. The three basic procedures for controlling

I

240. Young animals are generally more

disease are: (1) to prevent or reduce contact

susceptible to infection than are older animals.
Older animals have usually had more e ...sure to

between infected and noninfected animals and

infectious agents- and have devel..ed some

between infected animals and man, (2) to increase

the resistance of tjps, host, and (3) to treat the

immunity.

infected host.
2-18. The first control procedure, preventing or
reducing contact between infected and noninfected
animals and between infected animals and man, is
usually accomplished'by restricting the importation

2-11. Animals in a good state, of nutritional
health are more resistant to disease than are animals

,which are suffering from malnutrition.

Endoparasites, parasites that liv inside the bodies
of their hosts, usually affect undtrfed animals more
frequently and more severely thftin they affect wellnourished animals.
2-12. Animals subjected to,Jcold, damp, poorly
ventilated, dirty housing bec me very susciptible to

*of sources of infection. We restrict the use of
infected animal products and the movement,
slaughter, and disposition of infected and contact

animals. We also control carriers, vectors, and
intermediate hosts, and we disinfect infected

disease. Climate is a fat r in the growth and

materials.

development of disease o ganisms, vectors, and
intermediate hosts. The a thrax organism will
develop spores at temperatur below 70°F. In dry

2-19. The second control procedure, increasing

the resistance of the host, is done by treating
susceptible animals with prophylactic drugs or

weather, the snails which are ntermediate hosts for

liver flukes become dorma t, and the parasites
cease to develop until rains resume. Disease

vaccines. The last of the three basic procedures,

limited to the same geographic area as are the

treating infected animals, reduces the possibility of
transferring the infection. An example of this third
procedure is treating all dogs that demonstrate live

liCa011.

microfilaria of heartwdrm. Treatment should

organisms that are dependent on insect vectors are

2-13. Spread of disease. The transmission of

greatly reduce the incidence of heartworm infection

in new definitive hosts, because it will tend to

disease involves the transfer of the causative agent
to a new host and the establishment of the disease in
this host. We will discuss some factors which can
influence the transfer of a living disease organism,
' as well as some means by which transfer can occur.

eliminate the reservoir of the infectious agent.
2-20. There are many ways by which man can
contract zoonotic diseases. Infection can occur by
contacting the tissues of diseased animals during
slaughtering operations and by eating improperly

2-14. Diseases can be transmitted by direct

cooked tissues from infected animals.

contact with an infected animal or by a variety of
vectors; the vehicles by which an infectious agent
'(germ) is transferred from an infected animal or
person to a susceptible host. Vectors include
arthropods and intermediate hosts. Water, wind,

Contaminated water and arthropod vectors can also
spread diseases of animals to man. Although there
are many serious zoonotic diseases, we will confine

our discussion to three: rabies, leptospirosis, and
12
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ringworm. Each of these diseases can affect large
numbers of people, and will if proper control
procedures are not used continuously. The best
known, and most dreaded, of these diseases, of
course, is rabies.
2-21. Rabies. The virus that causes rabies exists
in the saliva of affected animals. This infectious
saliva is introduced into the human body through
the infected animal's bite or scratch wounds. The

exhibit widely dilated pupils. Salivation may or may
not be- evident. In this stage, dogs frequently travel

great distances. The furious phase rarely lasts
longer than a day or two and; in some instances,
may ocdur for a very short period or maybe not at
all.

2-25. In the dumb form of rabies, the animal
shows no excitement whatsoever and is sluggish and

morose. Saliva usually drools from its mouth

virus may be present in the saliva of infected

because its throat muscles are paralyzed. In many

symptoms. Therefore, animals may transmit the
disease before they exhibit signs of being infected.
The dog is tht animal that has been chiefly
responsible for spreading rabies to man because of
its close association with humans. However, rabies

the open jaw and the salivation, the owner may

animals for a few days .before the onset of

is not uncommon in felines, and a rabid cat

is

certainly capable of inflicting severe lacerations
with its claws and teeth. Wild animals, such as

skunks, wolves, foxes, and coyotes, can also
transmit the disease to people. These uncontrolled
wild animals lose their natural fear of man when
infected with rabies, and they will often venture
into thickly populated areas. Infected bats can also
transmit rabies. These animals exist in large
numbers in colonies and have been captured while
attacking humans or animals.
2-22. Rabies is an acute, fatal disease which may
affect any warm-blooded animal. Once the virus has
been deposited on or near a nerve of a susceptible

animal, it moves up the nervous system until

it

reaches the brain, where it attacks and destroys the
nerve cells. The virus then travels to the salivary

glands, where the transmission of the disease to

other animals or man is made possible. The
incubation period may vary from 15 days to 1 year,
but it is usually less than 3 months.
2-23. The first symptom of rabies in any animal
may be a slight change in its behavior. Most animals
in the prodromal (beginning) stage of the disease
are nervous and excitable. Dogs in this stage may

cases the animal's lower jaw hangs open. Because of

suspect that a bone or other foreign object is lodged
in the animal's throat. Searching for these objects

with bare hands is a frequent reaction with
concerned owners. Although the animals are not
vicious and usually are not able to bite, this search

is a dangerous practice because the saliva is a
certain source of infection. An animal with dumb
rabies will usually live for only a day or two before
becoming completely paralyzed.

2-26. Although the usual symptoms may be
sufficient to cause suspicion, the animal should be

referred to a veterinarian for positive diagiosis.
This diagnosis involves sending the head of the
suspected animal to a laboratory. At the laboratory,
tissue from the brain is examined 'microscopically,

usually by two techniques. The first and oldest
technique is examination for Negri bodies which
apilear in a specific location in the brain in terminal
stages of the disease and which stain with certain

dyes. The other technique is to demonstrate
fluorescent antibodies which, when present, will
app5ar with a characteristic glow. If, both of the
niques yield negative results, rabies usually is
t
no present, but these tests do not entirely exclude
the possibility of rabies infection.
2-27. As an added precaution, mice are usually
inoculated with a suspension of brain tissue from
the suspect animal and are observed for 30 days. If
rabies virus is present, the mice will die with rabies

within this period, and Negri bodies and

seem overly friendly, and they are attracted to

fluorescent areas can be found on stains of their

groups of people. Although prodromal dogs do not
attack, they resent being handled and will bite those
who attempt to pet or handle them. The first signs
of changes in behavior are difficult to distinguish
from digestive disorders, injuries, foreign objects in

brain tissue. If at all possible, rabies suspects should

be captured and confined and the disease allowed
to progress until the animal dies. Killing animals
too soon may reduce the accuracy of laboratory

the mouth, poisonings, or early stages of many

diagnosis, because Negri body development is

other infectious diseases. The prodromal phase may
last I 'or 2 days; then, the disease takes either the
furious or the dumb (paralytic) form.
2-24, Most people think of rabies only as in the

suspected of having rabies, it should be quarantined

directly related to the length of the animal's clinical
illness with rabies.

2-28. When a dog has bitten someone or is
for 10 days. Because of the rapid progress that

*furious form. This second phase of the disease

rabies makes, signs will probably be observable in

represents the so-called "mad dog" condition. An

the animal within a day or two. If symptoms of

animal that has the furious form of rabies becomes a

rabies start to show during the quarantine period,
there is usually sufficient time to start prophylactic
treatment of the person who was bitten,

vicious, biting terror, completely without fear. It
will bite and attack anything that moves in its path.
An animal victim of this phase of the disease will
show extreme alertness and excitement, and will

2-29. We prevent rabies by immunizing
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susceptible hosts, ifrimarily dogs and cats: Air
Fora Regu Ittion 163-4, Prevention and Control of
Communicable Diseases of Animals, dictates the
types of vaccinz that should be used.
2-30. Leptospirosis. Leptospirosis in dogs is an
acute, infectious disease which is transmissible to

2-34. The appearance of ringworm is variable.
In some cases, no lesions are apparent; only a few
broken hairs may be evident. In other cases, the
lesions may appear as circular, scaly patches with
broken stubs of hair. In more severe cases, large
areas of the body may become bald with crusted
lesions that are filled with pus around the edges:

(spontaneous movement) is the cause of the disease.
This bacteria may exist for many months on dead or
decaying organic material in rivers, lakes, ponds, or
other bodies of water. Garbage, cesspoob, and fish
ponds may become contaminated with urine from

difficult to make merely from the appearance of the
lesion. However, the veterinarian can identify the

man. A spirochete organism of high motility

infected animals and serve as a bearer of the

disease. Infection usually results from entry of the
organism through the mucous membranes of the
nose or mouth. Less frequently, the organism enters

through skin abrasions or through the genitalia:
during breeding activity. Leptospirosis is more
prevalent in male dogs because they smell and lick
areas possibly contaminated by urination of other
dogs more frequently than do femalei.
2-31. The disease may attack suddenly after an
incubatiOn period of 5 to 15 days, with initial body
temperatures reaching 103°F. to 105°F. Weakness,
loss of appetite, vomiting, and mild congestion axe
among the early signs. Because these symptoms are

not definitive, clinical diagnosis in this stage is
extremely difficult. Other symptomi that may

follow the initial infection are a decrease in

temperature, hemorrhages of the skin and mucous
mçmbranes, jaundice, and muscular soreness. The
establishes itself primarily in the liver and

dneys, and causes partial or complete loss of
function of these organs.
2-32. Although the disease is extremely serious,
mortality of dogs from leptospirosis seldom exceeds
10 percent of those infected. Antibiotics given early

in the course of the disease may effect a cure.
Owners should be advised that they can reduce
exposure of their dogs by confining them to their
own premises and by keeping them leashed when in
places frequented by other dogs. These precautions

2-35. A definite ditegnosrs of ringworm

is

disease-causing organism by direct microscopic
examination of hairs or lesion scrapings, or by a
laboratory culture of the scraping. Infected hairs of

one type of ringworm infection will fluoresce when

exposed to ultraviolet light. Be careful to avoid
infection when you are collecting and preparing the
scrapings and hairs for examination under the
microscope.

2-36. The veterinarian must direct medication.
Complete recovery may require several weeks of
treatment. Antifungal dips and shampoos may be
used to prevent spread of the infection to other
parts of the body or to other animals or to man.
Clip the hair in the infected areas because active
fungal elements may remain on and in infected
hairs even after recovery b apparent.
2-37. Communicable Diseases That Are Not
Zoonotic. We will discuss two of the contagious

diseases which frequently attack dogscanine

distemper and infectious canine hepatitis. We will
also describe the characteristics of feline distemper
and feline pneumonitis, two of the most dreaded
diseases of cats.
2-38. Canine distemper. Canine distemper is a
virus disease which has been called the "scourge of
dogdom," because it causes the death of more dogs
than any other disease. It is highly contagious and
its initial effects on a dog are similar to those of
influenza on man. If you suspect that a dog has
distemper, be sure that you isolate it at once. Then,
thoroughly disinfect its runs, sleeping quarters, and

feeding utensils with an agent that is effective

are particularly important, because eventehose

against viruses.

animals that recover from this disease may continue
to shed the organism in their urine for some time.

2-39. You can often diagnose a typical case of
disteiper without great difficulty; however, in the
in al stages you can easily confuse it with
i fectious canine hepatitis or with leptospirosis.
he most evident symptoms of distemper are:
mucous discharge from the nose and eyes. loss of
appetite, depression, coughing, rise in temperature
initially and after secondary iefection, and
convulsions or "distemper fits." You, are always
wise to suspect distemper in sick puppies that come
from dog pounds or kennels.
2-40 The virus of canine distemper is practically
always present in dog populations. For'this reason
most dogs are exposed to the disease early in life,

2-33. Ringworm. A common zoonotic disease
that infects the skin, hair, and nails of dogs and cats
is ringworm. The cOsease is not caused by a worm,
as the name may imtdy, but rather by a fungus. The
small spores which cause the disease can be easily
passed from pets to their owners,as the owners pet

and fondle them. The infection starts in the outer
layer of the skin. From there, the organism grows in

a threadlike manner about halftvay down the hair
follicles. At this point it enters the hair and grows
back to the first layer ot skin. Additional spores are
produced in rows around the hair. The lesion then
spreads in a circular manner from the initial point
of infection; thus, the name -ringworm."

unless they are raised in a completely isolated
environment. Unless they are properly immunized,
14
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the probability of being infected is extremely high.
Transmission of the disease can occur because of
virus-containing droplets that are carried in the air,
as well as by contaminated objects. Once an animal

is exposed, the period of incubation is

approximately 6 to 9 days.

in a period of recovery, the*animal may eat well but
regain lost weight slowly. Of the dogs that recover,
approximately 25 percent develop transient opacity
of the cornea of one or both eyes.
2-45. Feline distemper. Like canine distemper,
feline distemper is a highly contagious disease. It is

2-41. An animal, suspected of having canine

caused by a virus which attacks principally

distemper should be seen by a veterinarian as soon
as possible. Even with immediate attention, there it
no specific cure for the disease, because it is caused

,species outside the cat family known to be

by a virus and does not respond io antibiotics.

Therefore, you can contribute most to a satisfactory

recovery by assuring that good nursing care is

provided. Of utmost concern is that the dog

continues to eat, which at times may require hand
feeding. If the dog does not eat, it loses strength
quickly and becomes more susceptible to secondary
infections. By being in good condition the dog
stands a better chance of recovery.
2-42. Infectious canine hepatitis. Another highly
contagious virus disease of dogs, infectious canine
hepatitis, may attack dogs of all ages; most often,.
however, young animals are affected. It may be

spread from animal to animal through

contaminated feeding and drinking utensils, direct
physical contact, urine, houseflies, or dirt. The
.early symptoms of infectious canine hepatitis are
difficult to differentiate from those of distemper.
Animals are sometimes infected by the viruses of
both infectious canine hepatitis and distemper at

the same time, making diagnosis even more

difficult As the disease progresses, there may be
icterus (yellow color) of the sclera and conjunctiva
of the eye, if the liver and bile ducts are affected,
2-43. Hepatitis in dogs varies from mild cases of
only a slight fever to illness that results in death. It
is estimated that over 80 percent of all dogs have
been exposed to the disease by the time they are E
year old. The first sign of infection, after an incubation period of 6 to 9 days, is a rise in temperature to
about 104° F. Often this initial temperature rise is

members of the cat family; the raccoon is the only

susceptible. The disease is known by such other
names as feline panleucopenia, cat plague, feline
infectious enteritis, and cat fever. Sometimes the

disease appears to be seasonal. However, its

incidence is more nearly related to the number of
susceptible animals in the region. In other words,
any increase in the cat population of a particular

region may be accompanied by an outbreak of

feline distemper. You should suspect any cat that
shows generalized evidence of illness and fever of
having distemper. The veterinarian should examine
the siispected animals as soon as possible.
2-46. Infected animals can spread the disease!
rapidly because all their secretions and excretions
contain the virus. The infection is spread through
direct contact or by virus-contaminated materials
or equipment. The incubation period varies from 4
to 10 days. Infection by the virus initiates a fever.
The animal will then lose its appetite, vomit, and
become depressed and weak. Diarrhea, rapidly

causing extreme dehydration, may occur
approximately 2 to 4 days after the initial

temperature rise. A drastic drop in the white blood
cell count is evident. The disease will usually run its
course in approximately a week. Of the cases of
feline distemper, 60 to 90 percent of the animals
affected may be lost, with kittens being particularly
difficult to save.
2-47. Do not give medication orally during the

early treatment because vomiting will prevent
effective action. The course of treatment should

attempt to correct dehydration, provide nutrients,
and prevent secondary infection. The veterinarian
will perform treatment and prescribe medication to
correct blood conditions of the infected animals.

followed approximately a day later by a drop to

normal for a similar time. A second rise then
.follows and is sustained until recovery or death.

Cats that recover from the disease are immune

The general symptoms include the display of a lack
of emotion (indifference), a loss of appetite, an in-

thereafter.
2-48. Feline pneumonitis. Feline pneumonitis is
one of a group of highly contagious respiratory

creased thirst, and the inflammation of the
membranes of the eyes and nose. Vomiting is also a
--Tign but a rather indefinite one unless it can be considered in connection with other more conclusive
symptoms.
2-44. A dog that exhibits the signs and symptoms
of infectious capine hepatitis should be examined
and treated by i-veterinarian as early as possible if
recovery is to be expected. When the disease exists,
the veterinarian will be able to detect a condition
which interferes with clotting of the animal's blood.

infections. Characteristics of the disease include
sneezing, inflammation of the mucous membrane of
the nose, the secretion and flowing of tears from the

eyes, and inflammation of the membranes of the

eyes. Transmission of the vikus of feline

pneumonitis occurs naturally in droplets in the air.
Incubation requires from 6 to 10 days. Infection of
a cat inay cause an initial temperature rise to 105°

F. before it subsides to fluctuate betwer normal
and 103° F.
2-49. Pneumonitis is more severe in young

Prolonged bleeding time may make control of
hemorrhages difficult. When the treatment results
15
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kittens. In many adult cases it may be limited to

apparent, will usually result in recovç1i. Clipping

sneezing, a slight inflammation of membranes, and
serous discharges from the nose or mouth. It may
rtm its course in 5 to 10 days in milder cases, but

the hair in the affected area nfty promote
satisfactory treatment. $ed Ives can be

may *sin for 3 to 6 weeks when severe. Because
the mortality rate for this disease is quite low, an
infected animal's chances for recovery are usually
good. However, the owner should realize that a

inflicted irritation as a result of scratching and

administered, and protective col
and hobblea
may be applied to prevent the imal from selflicking.

2-54. Conjuttaivitis. The delicate membranethat
lines the eyelid and covers the front of the eyeball'is
the conjunctiva. Inflammation of these membranea

prolonged illness will result in weight loss and other

general complications which contribute to a
weakened condition. Apparently, the virus can exist
in a cat for long periods and all signs can reappear
rapidly in the animal if it is placed under stress.
2-50. You can make a presumptive diagnosis on
the general signs of sneezing, fever, inflammation
of membranes, and serous discharges. For a defmite

is called conjunctivitis. When the conjunctiva is
affected, various signs will be exhibited according
to the cause of the inflammationi The observable

procedures, refer the animal to the veterinarian.
The best protection against infection of a cat with

viruses, foreign material, and chemical agents

symptoms include swelling, minims, and discharge

containing watery secretions or pus. The disease
can occur in one eye otily, or in both.

diagnosis that will guide positive treatment

2-55. Conjunctivitis mily be caused by bacteria,

(soaps, fungicides, etC.) Treatment must first be
directed toward removal of the causative agent. In
order for the veterinarian to identify the cause
correctly, he should examine the animal as early in

feline pneumonitis is to avoid exposure to sick caul,

overcrowding, and area.
2-51. Noscontwicable Diseases. There are a
number of diseases which frequently affect small

the development of the disease as possible.

animals by causing inflammation in certain

Frequent clansing of the affected membranes with

portions of the body. Although these diseases are
not transmitted from one animal to another, they

appropriate solutions, as prescribed by the
veterinarian, promotes recovery in most cases.
Generally, animals suffering from conjunctivitis

often occur as extensions of, or secondary
infections with, communicable diseases. This
condition makes positive determination of the

will be more comfortable and healing will be more

rapid if they are placed in a darkened area.

cause of thise diseases complicated and difficult.
We will consider those noncommunicable diseases

Sedation and restraint are sometimes required to

which cause inflammation of the skin or the

prevent self-injury.
2-56. Otitis. Of the diseases which affect small

membranes of the eyes, ears, gums, stomach, and

animals, it is possible that those of the ear occur

intestines. These diseases are dermatitis,

most frequently. Otitis is one of these diseases. The

conjunctivitis, otitis, gingivitis, and gastroenteritis.
2-52. Dermatitis. Dermatitis is inflammation of

most common oiitis (otitis externa) is an

the skin. Skin conditions that exhibit the

disease is more common in dogs than in other

characteristic signs of this disease vary rather widely

domestic animals. The breeds of dogs, with hanging
ears and longer hair seem more susceptible.

inflammation of the skin within the ear canal. The

and may include redness due to congestion of
capillaries; the presence of excessive fluids as
indicated by blisters, weeping, and excretions;

2-57. An animal with otitis usually exhibits
restlessness, and may scratch or rub its ears. It may
also shake its head or may incline it to the affected
side. The original infection may be aggravated by a

small elevations of the skin that are solid, or are

filled with pus or lymph; and scale or crust

formations. Dermatitis may be produced by a

secondary condition brought on by scraiching,

variety of external irritations. However, it often

rubbing, and head shaking. Examination of the ear
will usually reveal reddened skin and a yellowish

occurs without the apparent existence of any
irritant. In these instances, anything in the animal's
enVirpnment can be suspected. The unseen irritant

discharge,

2-58. Treatment of the ear should be attempted
only by a veterinarian. It may be necessary to clean
the ear if the infection causes an accumulation of

is often one of an exceptionally large number of
allergens that can produce dermatitis. Exposure to
certain light rays can also result in irritations that
de;elop Ithe disease. In addition, dermatitis may
develop in some animals l*cause of hereditary

dried exudate. The cleaning must be done very

gently to prevent further injur`y. In general,
conservative treatment is desirable because

traits.

overtreatment often results in unnecessary probing
and swabbing.
2-59. Gingivitis. Most diseases of the mouth can
cause gingivitis by spreading inflammation to the
gums. Other causes include the secondary action of
systemic diseases, physical injury, foreign bodies,

2-53. Evidence of itching, as indicated by
scratching, calls first attention to infections of the

skin. When this occurs, refer the animal to the

veterinarian, who will determine the proper
treatment. Elimination of the cause when it is
16
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be dark green' or black; bleeding in the lower
portion will give a bloothstreaked appearance.

Also, the feces May be watery and exceptionally
foul smelling.

2-64. Treatment of this disease must be as
directed by the veterinarian. In' addition to any

medication that he, May prescribe, he wili usually
cOange the animal's diet. All food and water can be
withheld for as much as a day. The animal's thirst
can be controlled by alloviing the animano lick ice

cubes. When die animal is again allowed to eat,
only such foods as boiled milk or broth are first

Lorvo slope

Ova expelled in fete;

Figurc 10. Life cycle of hook-wo

included in the diet. This diet is gradually changed,.
using bland foods like oatmeal, soft-boiled eggs,
and cooked rice and milk puddings until the animal
,returns to normal.
2-65. Parasitic Diseases. Many common
diseases of small animals are caused by parasites.

These parasites are of two general types:

endoparasites and ectoparasites. The endoparasites

and dental caries. However, the most common
cause is the accumulation of calculus deposits on

are those which live within the body of the host
(animal) and include hookworms, roundworms,

'the neck of the teeth.
2-60. Gingivitis can be recognized by bright red,

whipworms, heartworms, and tapeworms.

inflamed gingival tissue surrodnding the base of
the teeth. The gums become swollen and ulcerated

Ectoparasites live on the outside of the,body of the
host. Ticks, mites, lice, and fleas are ectoparasites
which infect small animals.

serious condition, do not accept teese signs as

parasites do not usually demonstrate well-defined
signs, except when the disease is in an advanced
form. However, there are observable conditions

in more advanced cases, and they may bleed easily.
Because an inflammation may be caused by a more

2-66. Small animals infected by internal

conclAsive for diagnosis. Instead, the animal should

be examined by the veterinarian so that proper

which indicate the need for more extensive

7

treatment can be applied.
2-61. In any case, oral hygiene in the form of

examinatiorfof the animal by a veterinarian. These

conditions include unthriftiness, dull haircoat,
changeable appetite, weakness, loss of weight,
vomiting, diarrhea, and anemia (pale mucous

mouthwashes is a proper treatment. Where the
infection is secondary, of course, the treatment
must be directed toward the primary disease. If

membranes).
2-67, A definite diagnosis of these diseases can
be made by identifying the parasite or ds eggs. In

calculus deposits or dental caries are the cause of

gingivitis, they must be rejnoved 124 the
veterinarian.
2-62. Giurroenreririr. Gastritis and enteritis are
diseases whiah involve inflammation of the mucous
membranes of the stomach and small 'intestine,
respectively. These diseases may occur separately,
but often both the stomach and small intestine are
affected simultaneously. When this is the case, the
disease is properly referred to as gastroenteritis.
While gastroenteritis is associated with infectious

some cases, adult parasites may be found in the
animal's vomitus or may be voided in its feces.
Usually these adult parasites can be seen with the

naked eye. However, the most consistegt and
reliable identification of parasitic diseases results

from examining the feces or blood using-a
microscope.

2-68. Hookxorms. Mature hookworms, hich
are usually found in the small intestine, may be

diseases such as distemper, hepatitis, and

approximately 1t2 inch long.' The eggs, after being
passed in the feces, undergo a series of changes id
the environment and become infective larvae. Dogs
may be infected in three ways: ingestion of infective
larvae, penetration of the skin by infective larvae,
or prenatal infection of puppies by migration of the

leptospirosis, it can also be caused by overeating.
spoiled food, indigestible food, or irritating drugs
or chemicals.
2-63. Vomiting is the most common sign of
inflammation Din the stomach, while diarrhea is
usually evident with inflammation in,. the lower
intestine. These conditions are often accompanied
by pain as indicate=restlessnesa of the animal
e applied to the abdomen.
and its reaction to
Severe-infections of gastroenteritis may cause the
vomitus to contain blood, lf bleeding °emits in the
upper portion of the small intistine, the feces may

larvae through the tissues of the mother. It is
possible for dog hookworm larvae to penetrate the
skin of humans. The disease in man is known as

cutaneous larva migrans, or more commonly as

"ground itch"' The typical life cycle of the
hookworm is shown in figure 10.
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figure 11. Ufecyde of roundworm.

2-69. Once the parasite is identified, the
veterinarian can prescribe effective treatment with
drugs. Furthermore, preventing the development of
larvae in the soil can aid greatly in the control of
these parasites. This control can be accompliShed
by using chmnicals and maintaining strict sanitation
in the runs and kennel areas. However, handle these
chemicals in strict accordance with directionsL-for
the safety of personnel and animals.

Figure 12, Life cycle of whipworm.

accumulate, but should be collected regularly and
destroyed.

2-70. Roundwoems. Dogs and cats thps,are

2-72. Whipworms. The anterior portion of the
whipworm is long and slender while the shorter

infected with roundworms pass eggs in thei feces.

These eggs undergo a series of developmental

posterior portion is thickened. These worms firmly

changes in the enviromnent and become infective.
Unlike the- hookworm, they do not become free

attach themselves to the wall of the intestine,

larvae until the eggs have been ingested. These
larvae then penetrate the intestine and migrate to

adult whipworm may reach a l'ength of nearly 3

usually the cecum where they grow to maturity. The
inches. When an animal is heavily infected by whipworms, fresh blood may be seen in the feces, with
anemia following. The life cycle of a whipworm can
be seen in figure 12.

the liyer-and other body tissues, and end up in the

lungs. Upon reaching the lungs, the larvae are
coughed up and swallowed. The parasite then
becomes an adult which localizes in the small

2-73, In addition to the4nedieation prescribed
try the veterinarian, the treatment of whipworms
should include action to destroy the eggs and to
prevent development of the larvae. The eggs are

intestine. Figure 11 shows the typical life cycle of

the roundworm. As with hookworms, prenatal
infection is possible try larvae migrating through the
mother's tissue to unborn pups. With certain species
of roundworms, dogs and cats may become infected

particularly susceptible to destruction by the drying
action of desiccants. The infection of dogs can be
greatly reduced by maintaining sanitary conditions
where they are kept and by eliminating moist areas
where the eggs arid laivae may be harbored.

by eating intermediate hosts, such as rodents.
Roundworm infection of young animals may be
extensive and therefore particularly serious. Lack

of growth and potbellied development are

indications of infection. It is possible for humans to

2-74, tipeworms. The tapeworm is the longest of

become infected with dog and cat roundworms,

This infection in man is called visceral larva
migrans and mdy be quite serious when the

the internal parasites that ordinarily infect small
animals. The length of these worms may exceed 2

migrating larvae localize in the nervous system.
2-71, A definite diaginosis of this disease is made
upon detection of eggs do the animal's feces. Highly
effective drugs are available to be used in treating
roundworms when prescribed by the veterinarian.
To prevent spreading the disease, repetition of the
treatment may be required until no eggs are found

worms that we have discussed, is flat rather than

feet amI their appearance, as compared to the other
round. Infection by tapeworms is a greater problem
with dogs which may occasionally eat animals, such

as rabbits or rodents, that serve as intermediate

hosts. Dogs that are fed prepared foods are

susceptible only to tapeworms whose larval stage
develops within the flea. The typical life cycles of
dog tapeworms are shown in figure 1 3.

in the feces. Feces should not be allowed to
18
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Ftgure 13. Life cycle of two tapeworms.

a
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blockages result ih increased blood pressure in the
circulatory vestels of 'the lungs.
2-77. There are four stages in the life cycle of the

2-75. The signs of infection with tapeworms are

those of general unthriftiness; however, the
veterinarian can readily identify the proglottids
(segments) of the tapeworm in the feces of the
animal. He will be able to prescribe the necessary
medication fOr treatment. Preventing reinfection

cheartworm: egg, microfilaria, larva, and adult.
Approximately 8,months pass from the time the
eggs develop in the uterus of the female worm until

can ,be particularly difficult where fleas are the

the adult worms reach maturity. At this time the

intermediate host. Also, the ability of the head of a
tapeworm to regenerate new segments makes their
complete elimination more difficult.

female worms may become 10 inches long. Figure
14 shows the typical life cycle of the heartworrn.
2-78. The microfilaria hatch from the eggs in the
uterus of itie female heartworm and are discharged
into the bloodstream of the animal. From there, the
microfilariae must be ingested try Certain species of
mosquitoes (intermediate hosts). The larvae then

2-76. Heartworms. The first evidence of
infection of an animal with heartworm disease is

usually either a chronic cough or rapid tiring.
Although the wonns mature and live in the right

the lungs usually first reflect damage from the

become infective within the insect's body. The
larvae gain entry to the animal's body from the
mouth of the mosquito when it feeds again. The

pulmonary artery and the lodging of dead wonth is
followed by the formation of fibrous tissue. These

larvae develop and grow into immature worms in
the fatty tissues and muscles beneath the animal's
skin. Finally, the cycle is completed when these

ventricle of the heart and the adjacent blood vessels,
the pulmonary artery and the circulatory vessels of

infection. Inflammation of the inside of the
004
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itself of the ticla.An turn, these raw and bleeding
sores can develop secondary infections.
2-82. Most of the ticks that infect dogs are of the
three-host type. In other words, they may live on the
blood of three different animals during the stages of
their development. After the adult ticks mate on the

Mosquito

inosts

IINV011

first host, the blood-engorged female drops to the
ground to digest the blood and lay eggs. In about 2
weeks, the eggs hatch into 64egged larvae, or "seed
ticks." Th seed tick may ettist a considerable length
of time 'thout feeding but Must obtain a meal of
blood further development is to take place. Once
the seed tick becomes engorged on the blood of the
host, it drops again to the ground, where it molts
and becomes a nymph. The nymph, which is larger
than the seed tick and has four pairs of legs, can
survive several months before requiring blood from
a .second host. Upon becoming attached to and
filled with1the second host's blood, the nymph falls
again to1fhe ground. There, it molts, becomes an
Mosquito inScts infective
lorvoe into host

adult, a1d returns to some vegetation, where it.
awaits th third and final host. On the final host,
mating ocrs and the female drops to the ground
to lay eggs,
figure I 5.

Figure 14. Life cide of hcartworm.

mpleting the cycle, which is shown in

2-83. The first noticeable evidence of infection
with ticks is the animal's aorta to dislodge them.
An animal's head shaking and scratching actions

worms enter the circulatory system and mature-in
the vicinity of the heart.
2-79 Because they areonly about 300 micions
long, micrctfilariae can be seen only with the aid of
a microscope. If detection is to be assured, even

should be reason enough to make a close
examination. If there are any ticks on an animal,
you can find them usually in the area of the ears,
neck, or flanks.

when small numbers are present, we must

2-84. When the ticks are properly removed from
an infected animal, any irritated skin areas usually
heal rapidly without further treatment. There are
several satisfactory dips, dusts, and sprays that the
veterinarian can prescribe for use in removing the
ticks. Once the ticks are removed, he can deteimi

conCentrate the microfilariae, using the Knott's
concentration test. Take a specimen of blood from

a vein of the animal and mit the blood with
formalin. Centrifuge the solution, pour off the
supernatant fluid, and transfer the sediment to a
slide. A drop of methylene blue, when mixed with
the sediment, will dye (color) any microfilariae that
are present and make them easier to see.
2-80. The microfilariae of the heartworm can be
identified try examining ,the prepared slide. Drugs
aA available for successful treatment of both the
adult heartworm and the microfilariae. Pets can be

if further,treatment is necessary. Of cours
treatment ak the animal without regard or
infestation ot' the premises would 'be of limited

protected from infection, to some extent, by

111.11.11111111,

keeping them in screened quarters at times when
,mosquitoes feed most actively. A very impo9ant
factor in the control of heartworm disease consists
of reducing the mosquito population in the area.
When dogynust work where heavy infestations of

Molts I o adult

Molts to
nymph

mosquitoes prevail, apply a repellent to their

Enlorged lemole

haircoat.

lklcs. Like all external parasites, ticks feed
upon the blood of Nina]) animals. While biting and
2'-8 I

Hos blood meol

.

burrowing their heads into the animal's skin to
engorge upon blood, they cause local areas to
become irritated and infected. The condition of .

Hos blood

ond loys eggs

mool

Which

hotch "1111110 Into lorvoe

these irritated areas becomes further aggravated 83
the animal rubs, scratches, licks, and bites to rid

Figure 13 Life cycle of sick.
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preparations to rid them from the animal and its.
environment. With thetleas eliminated, the

6

veterinarian can determine and prescribe treatment
necessary for reiseveinips,irritation and controlling
.
any secondary inf
2-88. Lice. Either sucking or biting lice may
infest dogs or cats. The mouth parts of those which
suck blood resemble probes, while the biting lice
have definite, movable, chewing mandibles. For
this reason, biting limp able to live on products
of the outer layer of skm in addition to blood. Lice
multiply rapidly., less than a month is required for a
complete knefation to reproduce.
2-89, The haircoat of animals that are "lousy is

dry and rough, and it can become matted if the
Infestation is heavy. When inspecting an animal for
the presence of lice, always part the hair in these
matted areas and make a close examination. You
can see biting lice moving through the hair, while
you will find sucking lice with their mouth parts
imbedded in the skin. If ybu find pale, translucent,
suboval eggs glued onto the animal's hair, adult lice
are undouptedly present too.
-2-90. Most lice are transmitted by direct contat
of the host animals. Therefore the most effective

control methods are first concerned with

eliminating the lice on the animal. As with ticks and
fleas, the veterinarian can select a good chemical

1

insegicide and prescribe the best method for
)1'

Figure 16. Sarc Otes (lanais), mange mite

effect. Often yotr.must repeat the treatment of both
the premises and the animal before ..the ticks are
completely eliminated.

2-85, Reas. Both dogs and cats are common

hosts of fleas. Much of the adult life of the flea ks
spent on the body of one of these animals where it'
\can 'readily feed pn its blood. However, the eggs
usually hatch info larvae where they are laid or

where they fall from the host. The larvae can

develop by feeding on organic material existing in
the bedding of the host or in cracks and crevices of
the housing or premises. The mature larvae spin a
cocoon about themselves and, after about a week,
the adult flea emerges from the cocoon,
2-86. In addition to the irritation caused by their
biting, fleas also secrete saliva produas which have
tow or allergenic effects on the animal's, skin. If
the animal's skin is hypersensitive, intense itehing
results. As the animal scratches the itching areas,
further seIf-inflicted irrtation is produced. In this
way% a vicious cyele"of irritation and itching is
maintained.
2-87. A with tick infestation,_ discovery and
identificati n must be the first 'steps- in treating
infestations caused by fleas. Fleas are usually found
in greater numbers around the animal's head or
near the base of its tail. Once fleas are located, the
veterinarian can specify the proper topical or oral

Figure 17 1karo1eA7 crow mange nute
2I

.

skin, causes a mange characterized by itching, hair
loss, thickening and wrinkling of the skin, and in

advanced cases, secondary bacterial infection.
Demodkes mites cause mange, often called red
mange, characterized by reddening and itching of
the skin, hair loss, and often, a secondary bfcterial

infection. The lesions of both types of mange
usually appear first arouna the eyes, lips, ears, or on
the paws, before spreading to the neck and body.

2-92. Diagnosis is usually a simple procedure;
treatment, however, can be quite difficult at times.

Diagnose the disease by deep skin scrapings to
remove the mites for microscopic examination and

positive identification. Treatment of Sarcoptic
mange is rather easy 'With the use of insecticidal.
dips. Demodectic mange, on the other hand, can be

very difficult to treat, so much so that some dogs
never recover. There are a ntimber of treatmen6,
both external and internal, available for use.

Ftgure IS. Otodectopir mite.

2-93. Ear mites. The ear mite, Otodectes, as seen
in figure .18, inVades the ear canals of dogs and cats
and causes a conditicy characterized by irritation in

applying it to the animal. Lice can exist for litile
more than a week after becoming detached from a

substance giving off a foul odor in the
Dogs
suffering from ear mites often shake their cads and
scratch and paw at their ears.

the ears and a buildup of a dark brown ç&rlike

host. However, premises that were previously
occupied by lousy animals can continue to be

2-94. You can diagnose ear mites by

,infested by the hatching of ova for nearly a month.
For This reason, disinfect quarters that have been
..recently occupied by' infested animals before they
are used again.
2-91. Mange mites. Mange, a contagious skin

microscopic examination of the material swabbed
out of the ears,ivith cotton swabs soaked in mineral

disease of small animals, is caused by mites.

2-95. Although this discussion of the diseases of

Primarily you will see two types of mange mites on

small animals has been limited in scope, the

oil. Treat' the animal by administering any of a
variety of insecticidal solutions or creams into the
ear canal.

dogs and cats that are brought into the clinic for
treatment: the Sarcoptes mite, which has a circular
body" with four airs of very short legs
16), and
the Demodectes mite, which has an elon ted body
with four pai
f legs near, the anterio end (fig.
17). The Sarcoptes. mite, which burrows into the

information included should be helpful to you as
you assist the ,ygerinarian. Remember, iv is not
intended that you perform his duties, liat you can
certainly make his efforts more effective if you
become capable of recogniiing some Of, the mote'
important signs of the common diseases.
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resh Frufts and Vegetables

NUrRITIONALLY speaking, the fresh fruits and
vegetables purchased by the Armed Forces are quite

a bargain: an investment in good health. The reason
is that each day these foods supply high percentages
of the body's nutritional requirements: protein, 13

percent; carbohydrates, 15 per nt; minerals, 52

percent; vitamin A, 58 perce t; vitamin B, 48

nt; and vitamin C, 92 per nt. The quality and

ireshness of these prod cts, as well as the
techniques used in their h

dling, directly affect the

nutrient content. Part of your job will be to
determine whether the fresh fruits and vegetables

delivered to your base are fresh, of good quality and
condition, and are being handled in the proper
manner.

2. Your responsi ilities concerning fruit and

vegetable inspection wi I vary depending on the base
to which you are assigned. Rest assured,
though, that all bases have some fruit and vegetable

inspection requirements. We will cover many ..

photosynthesis, transpiration, respiration, maturity,
and ripeness.

6-2. Photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is the
means by which plants, with the use of sunlight,
manufactu e certain essential chemical compounds.
Chloroph ',`'4 a pigment in the green parts of plants,

traps sunllIht and uses the solar energy for
combining t ater, absorbed by the roots, and
carbon dig:LACfr

e air to produce a simple

sugar and o gen, which is given off as a gas. Most
of the sugar is converted into starch (carbohydrate)
which is then stored for use as food for the plant.

Transport tissues carry much of the sugars and

carbohydrates to various storage positions within
the plant, for example, the tubers of potatoes and
the edible tissues of fruits, such. as apples or pears.

6-3. Transpiration. Transpiration is the

process by which excess water, which was absorbed

through the roots, is given off through pores
(stomata) in the leaves.

aspects of fresh fruit and vegetable inspection in
6-4. Respiration. The thousands of cells that
this chapter, including the methods used by thew
Government to purchase produce, the inspection' 'make up the plant or plant part that we know as a
fruit or vegetable carry on living processes.
criteria and steps used in performing the various
classes of fruit and vegetable inspections, the factors
Through the procets of respiration the cells break
that influence the storage life of fruits and down carbohydrates to liberate stored energy
necessary for life. The compounds they break down
vegetables, the grades of produce, and some
(oxidize) are those that were produced in the leaves
condition factors peculiar to the major 'fruits and
by photosynthesis. This respiratory process
vegetables purchased by the Government.
continues after the fruit or vegetable is harvested.
3. Before you can completely understand the
As it continues, heat is released and darbon dioxide
principles of proper_fruit yid vegetable storage or
and water are formed. The speed of the reactions
the criteria for their inspection, you need some
that take place during respiration varies with the
knowledge of the physiology of plants. Therefore,
type of plant and the temperature. The lifespan of a
we will begin our chapter with a discussion of the
vegetable or fruit (after harvesting) is dependent
physiological processes of the plants and plant parts
upon the speed, or rate, of these respiratory
that we call fruits and vegetables.
reactions. Temperature is a factor in controllingthe
rate
of respiration, and proper storage temperatures
6. Physiological Processes of Plants
(36° F. to 38° F.) prolong product life by slowing
6-1. In this section we will look at several life,
down the rate of respiration.
processes characteristic of plants and plant patts
6-5. Maturity. Maturity is reached at the point
(fruits and vegetables) in order to understand the
where growth ceases, thetseeds are fully developed,
changes they undergo, the requirements for thtir
and the item is at the stage of development where
proper storage, and the observable criter.ja on
the ripening process will ensue. Practically
which their inspection is based. We will diicuss
speaking, maturity ,s relative. Different fruits and
44

vegtables have different maturity requirements that
relate to their use and acceptability.

of the warehouses and transport vehicles, and from

the surrounding atmosphere. This ambient
temperature must be carefully controlled in

6-6. Rip2ness. A fruit or vegetable is "ripe" at
the stage of devel..:::rnent when enough of the

refrigeration and storage holding. Lowering storage

starches have bP-r c -verted into sugar to make the

temperatures retards the growth of bacteria and
fungi and slows respiration and ripening. Raising
storage temperatures, has the opposite effect; an
increase of 18° F. will, approximately double the

proluct fi? for use. Inc flesh ordinarily yields to
moce:-L:e
z.ne the pro uct is, in prime
Vic will disct4s maturity and
ripenv,s
viiier: we discuss the factors that
deterr..ne
at;alry and condition of fresh fruits

respiratory rate.

%.

7-6. Storage Practices. If the storage life of
fresh fruits and vegetables is to be lengthened, the

7. Storage o:

plant's rate of respiration must be slowed: The
slowing down of respiration is accomplished by

'ts and Vegetable.

7-1. The propel storage of perishable fruits and
vegetables extends their life and is essential to:

a. Allow distribution before spoilage.
b. Provide seasonal Items for longer periods.
c. Retain surplus items for times of shortage.
d. Provide items in geographical areas where
they are either short or nonexistent.

This extension of life is accomplished by
controlling.the temperature and, to a lesser extent,
the atmosphere. When you attempt to control the

temperature, you should know how different
temperatures affect various fruits and vegetables.
Cold is the absence of heat, so temperature control
(refrigeration) is nothing more than removing heat.

7-2. Heat Effects. The enzymes .contained
within living organisms bring about changes in
color, texture2and chemical composition after
harvest and throughout storage. These changes

controlling the heat through refrigeration,
controlling the timidity, and possibly controlling
the atmosphere.

7-7. Each fruit and vegetable species has an
optimum storage temperature; however, most fruits
and vegetables can be safely stored at 32°F., while
some must be held at about 45°F. We will look at

specific temperature requirements later. The
storage temperatures should not fluctuate.
Fluctuation results in increased evaporation at high

temperatures followed by condensation at low
temperatures. This robs the produce of water,
leaving items in a shriveled and unpalatable state.
Although freezing temperatures retard the growth
of fungi and bacteria, slow respiration, and slo the
ripening processes, certain fruits and vegetabls are
seriously injured by such low temperatures.
fall

of 2°F. or 3°F. below freezing may injure plant
tissue and make the product unfit to eat. For
instance, incompletely ripened tomatoes, though
mature, will develop a water soft rot rather than
ripen if stored at improper temperatures. A typical
vegetable retains its ,sential sweetness for only 1
day when stored at 80°F. but for 14 days when
stored at 40°F.

generate internal heat which hastens ripening and

ultimate deterioration. In your job, you must be
aware of three types of heat and. their effects on
shipping,storage, and distribution of fruits and
vegetabV..field, vital, and container.
7-3. Field heat is externally generated heat. Its
fast removal favorably sets the color; flavor, and

7-8. You are expected to recognize the results of

malpractices in refrigeration. Some objectionable
outcomes of improper heat control areasfollows:
Potatoes stored for a few weeks at temperatures

texture, and also retards enzymatic action.
Preferably, it is removed as soon as possible after

harvest, sometimes during field packing. Two

below 40°F. develop a sweet taste because of

methods of removing field heat are: (1)

enzymatic action which converts the starch to sugar.

hydrocooling (ice and water) in the packing shed,
and (2) vacuum cooling in the shed, car, or crate.

Fried potatoes and potato chips made from such
potatoes will have a dark brown color. Cucumbers
usually develop pits and dark, watery areas if held
10 days or longer at 45°F. Summer squash develop
severe pitting in about 8 days if stored at 32°F. to

7-4. Vital (latent) heat is produced as a
byproduct of respiration and other chemical
changes during transportation and storage. Experts
use this heat to determine the relative temperature
and humidity requirements for different species. For
instance, peaches, lettuce, and peai generate more
vital heat becauie they have higher respiratory rates,
whtle potatoes, onions, and apples generate less
vital heat because of lower respiratory rates. Ways

45°F. Under similar conditions, unripe melons
undergo definite dNmage. Honeydew melons,
cantaloupes, eggplanY; and sweet peppers all may
show chilling injury. Some of the subtropical fruits
(such as pineapples, bananas, avocados, and olives)
are also susceptible to chill, injury. Grapefruit and

of decreasing vital heat and slowing respiration

lemons may develop abnormal skin or flesh if

include refrigeration, waxing, wrapping, and

stored for several weeks at temperatures below

harvesting at a less advanced stage of maturity.

50°F.

7-5. Container heat is that acquired from the

7-9. Heat and humidity are closely related in

actual container material, from the interior surfaces

their importance in storage. Humidity is a general
45
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term descriptive of wetness, or the moisture content
of the air. Relative humidity is the ratio (evressed
as a percentage) of water vapor actually present in
air compared to the greatest amount of water vapor

ROOM POLL 01 All
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possible in the same air at the same temperature.

1 UM! Of MMT1111

Thus a relative humidity (RH) of 100 percent

expresses an atmosphere that is completely

/

saturated (fig. 31).
.7-10. Each degree of temperature change affects
the relative humidit5t--the capability of the air to
hold more or less watIr at the new temperature. A

-1

LIR TeMPRIATUill 40. 1

or 75%
OILATIVE
HUMIDITY
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rising temperature increases both the rate of
evaporalon and the capacity of the air to hold
water.-Ws the temperature rises, more water
evaporates from the plant. This evaporation (or

drying out) affects the quality of fruits and
vegetables during storage. It can cause a loss in

1.1111 TIMPTIOATURI :10 I

weight or a change in. the texture, as evidenced by
shrinkage or winkling. The rate of evaporation is
affected by the relative humidity of the atmosphere

LAMA TOOM ITOM 01 AIR
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in the storage room. On the other hand, if a

ROOM FULL OP AIR

saturated atmosphere cools, condensation occurs;
and the water, once lost, is not reabsorbed by the
plant, but collects and establishes a breeding place
for unwanted mold and bacteria.
7-11. There is no particular relative humidity

COMPLITILY SATORATIO

WITH I LOURS Of WATIR

MM-)
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that is optimum for the storage of all fresh fruits and

or 100%

vegetables. Generally, leafy green vegetables
require a high RH, 90 to 95 percent. White onions,
garlic, melons, and squash need a lower RH, 70 to
80 percent. Most other fruits and vegetables store
well at 80 to 90 percent RH. A good rule of thumb
is to maintain a humidity equal to or slightly above

HUMIDITY

the normal moisture content of the product,
somewhere between 80 and 98 percent. AFM

TIMPIRATORIL 40°,1

145-1, Commissary and Subsistence Depot Operating
Manual, provides information that will serve as a

LAMI ILOOM PULL' Of AIR
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guide for the storage of fresh fruits-and vegetables.
The data in this manual are not to be used as hardand-fast rules, but only as general guides.
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7-12. A refrigerated room that is full of
produce will usually maintain humidity at a

PARTIALLY Plat/RATIO

wits 4
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satisfactory level. An almost empty room needs an

additional source of moisture to overcome
TIMPTIATUIS

evaporation caused by refrigeration, Wet ice and
water spray are methods that help, Since any solid

so
=NMI

Att

5,

or 80%

object, to a degree, will collect or discharge
moisture when sudden changes in temperature
occur, ventilation is a necessary requirement to

ITLATIVI

HUMIDITY

keep this Foisture in the air and off the product.
7-13. A relatively new storage practice is the
controlling of the atmosphere to which the fruit or

vegetable is exposed,."CA," a/controlled-

.1
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atmosphere is commonly called, originally was

I

suited only to apples. CA is a process of replacing
the oxygen in the atniosphere with inert gases. This

LAM ROOM fUlL Of AIR
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replacement reduces the rate of respiration of the

item and decreases degeneration, Some

commodities benefit from low-oxygen atmospheres

and have.extended

Figure 31. Effea of water on relative humidity.
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lif e,

while other items are

2-45'

2.4
harmed and their storage life is reduced. By
extending the fife of a cominodity, storage is
prolonged, and the product can be transported
farther and be disakuuted on markets that were
previously inacet.;i, The Navy uses CA in the
atom *e 1.1^;16.s of ships, thus providing the men

commodity at the time it is graded, including both
quality and condition factors.
8-2. Condition. Since condition defects are of a

progressive nature, the condition of fruits and
vegetables is subject to change in transit or storage.

abroak witii fresh produce, which was
The full potential is yet tt

Condition factors are divided into two

be der,,,a from Ch. Howe Vet, all product, BS

are quite varied in nature, but all of them can

r-

2.

r.ot rmpond equally to low-

o ..ygen atmospr.eres. and some are not suited to this

t-eaunFat,
7-114. Two principal techniques are used to
reduce the percentage of oxygen in CA storage
rooms. The first uses displacement of oxygen by
carbon 'dioxide in the natural respiration of the
fruit. Ir this process, however, provisions are made

to prevent excessive accumulation of carbon
dioxide, which could be harmful. The second

categories--biological and physical. The.factors
reduce a product to very poor condition. You must
continually be on the lookout for poor condition

factors while performing an inspection of fresh'
fruits and vegetables; in many instances, conditiont
will be your primary concern during an inspection.

Let's look at biological and physical condition
factors to see what causes poor condition in fruits
and vegetables.

8-3. Biological factors are a result of living
organisms and physiological processes. Bacteria
and mold can cause the product to decay or rot.
Remember, decay is progressive. Do not overlook

method involves the circulation of an anhosphere

of the desired composition (produced hy
commercial genc:ators) through the storage rooms
to replace normal 'air. By this method, the oxygen
content is lowered sufficiently in a matter of hours,
or at most a few days, much faster than by the first
method.

decay because iris only in small spots on the
fruitafter a time those spots will enlarge and
render the fruit inedible. Insect damage is also an

important condition factor. Most often insect

7-15. Many fruits and vegetables have been
tested in CA storage to determine the most suitable

damage is a readily noticeable condition; however,
you must pay close attention to fruits and vegetables,
because sometimes a tiny hole in the skin will lead

"atmospheric conditions or temperatures for

to a large area of damage on the inside. Never

prolonging their life. As this is being written, the

hesitate to cut open a few of the items in question to
satisfy yourself that they are in good condition.

most successful CA storage is for apples. Each
apple variety differs in oxygen, carbon dioxide,
temperature, and RH required and some varieties
have been successfully stored for 7 to 8 months at
38°F. CA allows growers and others, selling fruits

and vegetables that are adaptable to CA, an
extended period for marketing and more flexibility
in choice of time to market.

8-4, We have already discussed ripeness in the
section on physiological processes. Now let's look

at this fact r as it relates to condition. You will
recall that we said the physiological processes
continue in ruits and vegetables after they are
harvested. We must be well aware of this matter
because it is the basis for many of our procurement

and storage practices. We mttst take into

7-16. Now that you have studied basic plant

consideration the fact that during the tirrre between
harvest and use, many products continue to ripen.
Without considering this point, produce would be
purchased in a ready-to-eat stage but would not be
scheduled for use for several days or a week. The
result would be a product that i's overripe at the time
of use. This problem is solved by buying products .

physiology and have also reviewed the principles of

the storage of fresh fruits and vegetables, you are
y to take up the inspection of fresh fruits and

8. Inspection of fresh Fruits and Vegetables

8-1, Inspection Criteria. There are three

that have not yet reached the usable stage of

inspection criteria with which you should be
farniliarcondition, quality, and grade. There is al
definite distinction between these, and you should"
clearly understand the difference.

ripeness. Then, during storage or shipment, the
ripening pr cess can continue; by the time the

products are
they will be at the desired stage.
For example, omatoes and pears must be picked in
a mature green state if they are to be consumed after
any great time in storage.
8-5. There are many physical condition factors
with which you will need to be familiar, They are
caused by high and lows in temperature, chemicals,
or rough handling. Heat injury (sunbtirn or scald)
primarily affects apples, peppers, and tomatoes. A
scarcity of leaves allows too much sun to penetrate

a. Conditionconcerns such factors as decay,
disease, and internal, unseen factors inherent to
that particular.product.

b. Qualitycan be broken down into

appearance, texture and flavor categories; quality
includes such characteristics as maturity, freedom
from insect damage, color, and surface blemishes.

c. Gradewhen correlated to U standards,
refers to the sum of the charact nstics of the

and results in the damage. Another type of heat
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ctural and physical changes vary as to

injury is caused by high temperatures during
washing process; for example, oranges so wash
develop burnt 1-n1 dried-out skins. On the other
hand, in a row-temperature injury (chill or freeze
damage), ice cry is form wlaich crush cells and

perature, humidity, and the exact cause.
8-10. Quality. Some of the factors that influence

the quality of fresh fruits and vegetables are
appearance, texture, and flavor. These are in turn

determined by the ripeness and maturity of the

r
milt in a lo$.3 of juice.
"-6." Ano-tr physical cause of condition defect
use of chemicals during processing.
is t!

product as well as the surrounding atmosphere. The
effect of each factor on the product is important to
your inspection. An evaluation of those factors will
assist you in determining the remaining storage life

folkwing chemicals are responsible for
nouceabid c,....ss in appearance as stated:

of fruits and vegetables as well as aid you in

a.. Hydrochloric acidlight tan barns on the

advising on the product's acceptability.
8-11. Criteria that figure into the determination
ofquality are the appearance factorscolor, shape,
and surface blemishes. These factors weigh heavily

product's skin.

b. Sodium silicatebrown areas on the
product's skin.

c. Sulfur dioxidegray shem on the product

during the grading of fruits and vegetables.

(If excessively used for fumigation purposes.)

Remember, because most of the time the USDA
will have already graded the items, you will not be
greatly concerned about minor quality defect. If
you should feel, however, that there are enough

8-7. Of the physical factors, veterinary
inspectors most commonly encounter mechanical
injury or damage. Within this area, bruising (crate
pinching and. rough handling) is most frequent.
Through bruising, cells ate mechanically crushed;
thus, the product's barrier to biological disease or
to chemical damage is destroyed.

quality defects to cause you to question the grade of

a lot or shipment, you can request that a formal
review or grade reinspection be performed by the
USDA. Remember that you are concerned with
saving the Government money, and money would
be wasted if US No. 2 potatoes were bought at US
No. 1 prices.
8-12. Grade. The fruit and vegetable market has

8-8. Condition defects may also occur in
combinations. Consider penicillium rot (blue
mold), a common biological disease that affects
apples. The cells beneath the skin carry on their

a definite need for uniformity in inspection
procedures. Buyers and sellers, including

natural processes, even though the blue mold spores

contaminate the skin. These spores are carried by

Government purchasers, even though separated by
thousands of miles, need to know precisely what

the air. Under ideal conditions (temperature of
50°F. to 60°F. and high humidity) the spores
germinate and grow, and within 4 to 5 hours,

each other is talking about. Identifiable grades
permit buyers and sellers to understand each other.

spread across the apple's skin surface. The growth
causes little or no damage to the fresh apple itself,
until mechanical damage occurs. Since food and
moisture are available, a break in the skin implants

.Grading and the initial inspection of fruits and

the organism, and disease in the tissue ensues

individual product were not set up overnight, but

vegetables have been a primary function of the US

Department of Agriculture for many years. The

USDA's guidelines or requirements\ for each

almost immediately. Under less favorable

have been in a continuing process of

conditions, such as lower temperatures, the disease

developmentone that is still changing.
8-13. Its grading system for fresh produce is

requires a longer time to establish itself, As the
disease progresses, cells die and disintegrate and,

based on condition, quality, appearance, and other
factors that affect edibility and waste. The grading
standards were established with the cooper4o'n of
growers, marketers, and technicians throu4put the
industry who are specialists in each coifimodity.,
considered, The grade rules, supplernented by Statekft.
grading regulations, become the basis upon which
trading is conducted in the industry.

thereby, release cell fluids. These cell fluids flood
the spaces between adjacent cells and cause a watersoaked appearance as evidence of the ravages of rot.
This water-soaked appearance requires 4 to 7 days

to develop. A later development of the disease
results in a drying out of the diseased tissues which

then take on a brown appearance. In more
advanced stages, the external mold can' be sten with
the naked eye.
8-9. There are many factors leading to the poor

8-14.. Grades are generally designated by
names, numbers, or a combination of both. US
Fancy (or Extra Fancy) is the top grade reserved for
those products of high color and of practically no

condition of fruits and vegetables, most of which
originate from a combination of causes. The signs
may vary, but rough handling and bruising are too
often the triggering agents. The upset physiological

defects. SinCe little of a crop is free enough of
defects and injury to rate this grade, it demands
premium prices. The basic trading grade is US No.

patterns observed are often similar ,to those
described for bitie-mold.--The Water-soaked
appearance is usudily the first sign noted. The

1,

in general the highest grade of good average

quality that is practicably packed under commercial

conditions. This grade is the one most generally
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purchased by the military, Approximately 50
percent of the crop, under,k, ormal growing

Standards, they should be readily available when
you are performing an inspection of fresh fruits and

conditions, is of this Frade Betw-K US No. 1 and

vegetables.

US No. 2 is an intermediate grade for quality

8-18. DPSC Articles and Clauses. Articles and

for No. 1 but above igo.
2. Thi. :nterrr,diatz .j-ade is US Combination, (US

Clauses are published periodically to furnish

Commerr.: al) arid is nften used to describe the pack
of a crr,7
',..e.;ow average quality because of

these publications you will find supplementary

abnormal growirir wnditions. Consequently, US
Nt
grd.ie
rt.,-4-ments the quality of the
lowest grade tr..r. is practicably packed Under

procedures, inspection certificates, or delivery

standards not hig)-..

normal, conditions. In addition, therc are

additional information and terms for a contract, in

information on such topics as inspection
requirements.
8-19. Purchase Description, We have looked at

several publications that you will need to use to,

miscellaneous grades applying only to particuldr
products. US No. 3, citrus; US Utility, apples; US
Hail Grade, apples and pears; US No.
Bright,
Bronze, or Russetused for citrus; Combination
US Fancy and US No. 1; US Extra Fancy, used for
apples; US Extra No. I used for pears, peaches,
potatoes, and celery. The one thing to remember
about grading is that it is never, except in cases of
specified local contracting, the responsibility of

perform an inspection of fresh fruits and vegetables.

military veterinary specialists; but experience
teaches you to be fairly accurate in recognizing

vegetables are puichased either by DPSC gr under a
local purchase contract. Local purchases can be for

grades as you inspect shipments of USDA graded
products.

single shipments, split shipments, or for an

1

Now let's look at anotherthe Purchase
Description, which is usually found in the contract.
It is use4 to describe qualifying factors that are
unique or that are higher than those incorporated in
the grade specifications. Sometimes the applicable
US Standards is quoted to serve as the purchase
description.
8-20, Government Purchases. Fresh fruits and

extended length of time such as a month, 6 months,
or even a year. The term used for an extended time

8-15. Inspection Directives. In order to
perform a meaningful inspection of fresh fruits and
vegetables ,y9u will need to have on hand and be
familiar witli certain directives used by Air Force
food inspectors. We will briefly discuss the general

contract is "blanket purchase order." Under a

content and use of several of these important

local purchases is generally confined to condition,
identity, and net weight determination procedures.

blanket purchase order, prices may be adjusted each

month to compensate for overall market increases

or decreases. Your inspection responsibility on

publications

8-16. Specifications. Specifications gtive a

DPSC contracts are for large quantities to be

detailed description of the specific requirements for

specifications .for fresh fruits and vegetables list

shipped'to several military installations and allow
three different methods of purchase: street buying,
field buying, and Subsistence Master Solicitation

some of the requirements, but refer the inspector to

(SMS). The first two methods entail an actual visual

the product concerned. Often, though,
the applicable US Standard for a more detailed

inspection of the products, whereas SMS buying

coverage of the specific requirements for that item.
This leads us to the next category of publication we

does not.

should discussthe United States Standards for

buying are alike in that both use a visual selection I

fresh fruits and vegetables,
8-17. United States Standards. These directives,

procedure in which the buyer makes visual

8-21. Street and field buying. Street and field
comparisons between competitive suppliers and.his
award goes to that product of the best value to the

published by the USDA, give Much information
that is needed for the proper examination of a
product. The US Standards for asparagus, for

Government as to price, quality, conslition, and
other factors. In street buying, the procurement

example, list the possible grades for that item. They

agent visits a terminal or local market, as contrasted

describe in great detail the requirements for each

with field buying where he visits growing areas or

grade and give the tolerance allowed for

packing facilities to inspect antobserve je
products being harvested or paned. In both

undergrade items. Some very valuable information
also found in US Standards is a list of definitionsof
many of the terms used to describe grading factors.
For,example, you are inspecting a shipment of US
No, 1 grapefruit, which calls for fairly well colored

methods, the procurement agent contacts as manY

qualified suppliers as is practicable to assure full
and free competition. In both methods, the buyers

carry small looseleaf notebooks and record all

fruit What does this mean? This could be

offerings on DPSC Form 2176.

interpreted differently by different inspectors;
however, the US Standards define -fairly well

8-22. These are the criteria for purchase: (I)
samples selected at, random, (2) assurance that the
supplier has sufficient quantity of product on hand
to meet specific requirements, (3) complete buyer-

colored" m such a manner that everyone would
interpret it the same way. Because of the useful and

often necessary information found in US

seller understanding as to terms and conditions of
49
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issues an inspection certificate to indicate that the
product complies with contract requirements for
grade. The official inspection certificate (USDA or

contract, placing special emphasis on price, grade,

condition, maturity, size, and other qualifying
factors; (4) designation of an acceptance point

Federal-State Inspection Certificate, or officia
copy), when required, must be attached to the
original invoice. The contractor annotates the

where supplies arc to be inspected for compliance
and acceptance; (5) agreanent that if all or part of
the supplies delivered are not in accordance with'
award agrezment, they are subject to rejection.

number of the attached official inspection

certificate on the invoice. Additionally, a copy of

1-23. Prautions are also taken to assure that
products defivered are those actually selected.
T:iese precautions include: (1) buyer annotates

the inspection certificate accompanies each
shipment from the lot.
8-28. In special procurements where the value

DPSC Form 2176 with brand, trade name, or other

of the produce does not justify the expense of

distinguishing marks; (2) buyer identifies a
representative number of containers by stamping,
with a rubber stamp, region, purchase date, and

USDA inspection, agents may inspect their own
products, certify to contract compliance, and issue

other dates; and (3) buyer follows through to

thee
ODC)th. aHtoifwtheveagrad,
a Certificate of Confo
contract must 411;1dd-elft
inspection.
is questioned, the USDA will make

greatest possible degree to insure that the products
delivered are those actually selected and awarded.
8-24, Subsistence Master Solicitation buying.
SMS

If the grade, as determined by the contractor, is

upheld, the Government bears the cost of

buying is kept to a minimum, and in no

instance is it considered proper to use SMS buying
concurrently with street or field buying for the same
item. Solicitations for procurement of fresh fruits

inspection; if the product is out of grade, the

and vegetables are made .to interested qualified
suppliers by the publication of an SMS if time

telegraph message. The SMS lists items to be

been issued is received, it is subject to inspection at
destination for all' terms of the contract. The results
of such destination inspection are final unless the
contractor specifically requests an inspdction by the

purchased, quantities, specifications, delivery dates,
closing time, applicable clauses, and other essential

required COC, the procurement agency is to request

inspection is at the expense of the cchtractor.

8-29. When a shipment on which a COC has

permits, or in emergencies by telephone or

USDA. When a shipment is received without a

inspection by the USDA at the expense of the

information. Interested suppliers submit their
offers by mail, TWX, verbally in person, or by

contractor.

8-30. Air Force Procurement Inspections. We

telephone. All offers are recorded and subsequent
the lowest price. The successful
award is b

supplier mus furniih a USDA certificate of

have looked at some types of procurenient
inspections that are performed by DPSC
Procurement agents; now let's look at some

inspection.
8-25. Since we are looking at buying from the
inspection angle, let's examine some ma.practices

procurement inspections that you, as a veterinary
specialist, may be called upon to perform.
8-31. Class 3 inspections. Class 3, or "prior

inipection to \:)stantiate contract compliance

purchase" inspections are used to determine
compliance with contract requirements and.

connected with buying based on the :owest
responsive price, particularly as it relates to local
purchase of fresh fruits and vegetables for resale,
Condition and abundance of produce are major

wholesomeness. Generally, Class 3 inspections are
per-formed by the USDA, but veterinary specialists.
perform them under the following conditions:

factors in determining price. Items in good
condition with maximum shelf life normally

a. 'On request whenever produce is procured
locally by an AF installation.
b. On request of a central procurement agency
(DPSC or AF procurement),

command a higher price. Deteriorated items are

.

sold at prices in direct ratio to their degree of
deterioration,

8-26. In order to preclude losing money

c.

In exceptional cases where the Surgeon
General Orthe Air Force determines that the
wholesomeness of food can be determined
adequately only during its preparation,

(because of a low bid made in a rising market),

contractors may endeavor to substitute lower
quality merchandise, such as old produce that has

been repacked. Contractors ma resort to
'attempting deliveries at short' weights w di cannot
weigh
be detected unless you are really alert
endor
100 percent of the produce. For e
ns, dump
may take several hampers o
een

.2 4 9

8-32. Class 4 inspections, How is a class 4
inspection (DPSC Contract) at destination
,

performed? The first step in class 4 inspection
(DPSC Contract) for either a less-than-carlot

them, fluff them up and water them just before

(LCL) shipment or less-than.trucklot (LTL)

delivery and get credit for an additional hamper..
8-27. Contract Compliance. Fresh, fruits and
vegetable; for Government purchase are normally
inspected for grade by the USDA, The USDA then

trucklot is 20,000 pounds unless stipulated

shiprpent is to examine the USDA origin inspection
certificate or to check the vendor's COC. A car or
otherwise.
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damage (freeze damage Of up rned crates) should

8-33. The second step is to open the truck or car

be reported to the transportation officer if the

and sec whether products match those on the

shipment is accompanied by a G9vernment Bill of
Lading (GBL).
8-38. Class 8 inspections. Class 8 inspections,
purchase by nonappropriated fund activities, are
very similar to class four inspections. Reasons for
recommending rejection are the same.
a. Contains off-condition or contamination.

inspection certificate. If they do not, or if no
certificate is4 presenteo, halt the inspection and

immediately cont= tr.:: veterinary NCOIC or

OIC. He should in turn notify the Quality
Assuran---e Office, Subsistence Regional
tht Defense Personnel Supply
Headqua;'..t
Center (C AO-SkH-DPSC) and ask for further

b. Does not meet requirement of purchase

inst-ctions Tn-.

.317ect one of three actions:
reje-,1 the load to me vendor, hold the load pending
further investigation, or continue the inspection. In
case the load conforms to the certificate, or if the

documents.

c. Does not come from an approved source.

If you find a reason to recommend rejection of a
class 8 product, you should notify personnel at the
rece6rmg activity. Inform the carrier of the reason

OAO-SRH-DPSC has ordered the inspection
continued, move to the next step.

8-34. In step three, select your sample.

why the product is not acceptable and annotate the

Determine the lot size qom the vendor's invoice.

invoicKr the alivery tickets.

Then select the sa-ple size for condition
inspectionuse MIL-STD-105D,,single or

8-39. Surveillance Inspections. Surveillance
inspections are performed on Government-owned
produce. There are a variety of different types of

multiple normal S-3 level. Draw samples from both
sides of the car, both ends of the car, each layer of
the car, and around The door.

inspections that fall into this category Class 6,
"Prior-to Shipment:" Class,5, "Any receipt except

8-35. Step four is the actual examination for
condition. Examine the representative sample for

purchase:" Class 9, "In Storage:" Class 7,,"At Issue
or Sale," Let's look briefly at each of these types of
inspections. Since many of the procedures are..the
same for several of these inspections, we will stress
only their major points,
8-40. Class 6 inspections. Class 6 inspections are

total damage. including rots, freezing injury,
bruises, soft fruits, wilted or soft vegetables, the
presence of live insects, or any defect listed in the
specifications of US Standards. Compute your
percentages of defects allowable (tolerances) at

destination. If the defects areless than the
maximum allowable, recommend acceptance:4d the

performed on food items immediately prior to
, shipment. They are cOnducted at DPSC Supply

Points and Depots beforc shipment to military
installations, and they are _also conducted at

defects,are more than the maximum allowable,
recommend rejection or acceptance with a price

military installations that are shipping food items in
support of sites or outposts. They are conducted to
advise the accountable property officer (either the

adjustment. This recommendation is to QAO-SR

DPSC, but don't contact them until step five hai
also been completed,
8-36. Step five is the examination of the product

DPSC Supply Point or Depot S ficer or Base

Commissary Officer) as to ompliance or

for net weight and, if more convenient for the

noncompliance of the carrier

inspector, can precede the listed step four
(condition examination). Similarly, use MIL-

th requirements for

proper temperature, loading, etc., and as to the
suitability of the product for i intended use,

STD-.105D, but reference the single normal S-4
level, and select the sample size, this time for net

8-41. DPSC requires that ve les be precooled
is insures that
to at least 50°F. prior to loadi
the refrigeration equipment is operating properly,
and it removes the body heat fr m the vehicle. The
trailer body must be Complete tight when the
doors are cloi,ed and the interior must be free of
foreign odors which could transfer to the products
after loading, Side walls'and racks must be clean,
and blankets or other equipment used as barriers
must be clean and odorles..ki No freight other than
food for human consumption may be included in

weight examination. Refer to paragraph 3 of DPSC
Clause 200a for an explanation of container weight
requirements. If these requirementt are met, along

with the previously stated requirements,
recommend the product for acceptance. If not met,
advise QAO-SRH-DPSC and recommend rejection
or acceptance with a price adjustment.
8-37. Class 4 inspections on linally purchased
produce are performed in a manner similar to the

examination on DPSC contact items. These

the shipment. Loads may not be Nacked Closer than

inspections,also are primarily confined to identity,

condition,sand net weight determination. Of
course, the shipment must originate from, an

10 inches to the ceiling so that proper air circulation will ribt be itnpaired.

approved source. A major difference is that items
going to the commissary will ultimately be accepted
L Or rejected by the commissary officer (rather than
by DPSC). Defects of. the produce due to carrier

consideration of required temperatures, proper
stock rotation from the warehouse, suitability for

8-42. Inspection of the product includes
further storage at the destination, etc. Such
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individual products that you will undoubtedly bet
ra'
required to inspect.

inspections are conducted in accordance wiethe
directives issued by the accountable agency.
8-43. Class 5 inspections. A class 5 inspection is

8-48. The Top Ten. Merchandising and'
arketing organizations of freish fruits and,'

performed on products that are already

egetables refer to various categoric!' of produce ip

Government-owned; therefore, neither a COC nor

different ,ways"The Tonnage Twins" (pqtatois,
bananas); "The Basic Pive" (potatoes, banattas,
tples, oranges, and lettuce); and "TheTop Ten,"
ich consist of the Basic Five plus tomatoes,
grapes, 4apefruit, onions, and celery, The top ten

a USDA inspcction certificate should be
anticipated. Examine the shipment similarly to a

tl. ss 4 inspection unless DPSC regional
headqua,-,ers specifies class 5 operating procedures,

-which diffsr, Remember that a class 4 inspection

represent approximately 60 percent of the sales and
65 percent of the tonnage in today's retail produce

has been performed on the product before you
received it. However, if the products are unduly

departments. We will discuss each of the top ten

damaged and do not meet the minimum tolerance

items and the main methods of identifying the most
popular varieties within each group. We will also

for defects, your sgily recourse is to use DPSC
Forms 2572-1 and .,-2 to report your findings to

discuss those condition factors that you should

QAO-SRH-DP$C. The exception is in cases where

observe durihg your inspection of\the product.
8-49, Apples. There are over 1,000 varieties of
apples grown in the United States of which only
about 20 are considered really valuable. Of these

the contract carrier has been at fault in causing
defects. He can be held liable, and the distressed
products are rejected- to him. An example is a class
5 shipment of fruits and vegetables which arrives at
your 13,1ise in an extremely distressed condition due

20, 8 varieties dominate the market. These 8
leading varieties are: Red Delicious, McIntosh,

to molr refrigeration of the conveyance. Another
example is where the contract carrier's conveyance
was involved in an accident and a damaged portion
of the load is rejected because the containers were
broken open and the products bruised and mashed.

Golden Delicious, Rome 134tauty, Jonathan,
Winesap, York Imperial, and Stayman. The size of
apples is described in terms of the number of apples

contained in a 40-pound box; 48 per box, for
example, are extremely large apples, while 252s are
the smallest that are commercially packed.

In such instances, the transportation officer must be
contacted.8-44. Class 9 inspections. In Storage inspections
are conducted tddetect early signs of deterioration

8-50. The US Standards for grades of apples
specify the requirements of apples as to maturity,
ripeness, shape, size,-and allowable Clefects for

of products stored over 90 days, Fresh fruits and
vegetables are generally not stored long enough to
require a class. 9 inspection; however, Class 9

injury, damage, serious damage, decay, and internal

breakdwn within each grade. Apples of desirable
quality should be firm, have good flavor and color,
and be free of decay and blemishes, The follOwing
definitions of a few apple defects will help you

inspections can be used to detect faulty
temperatures, warehouse facilities, or practices

which may lead to deterioration of the products,
8-45. Occasionally, you may be stationed where
fresh fruits and vegetables are stored for periods
long enough to require a class 9 inspection, The
procedures for an in-storage inspection of DPSC

detect them.

a. Blue Mold Rst. The most common and
destructive rot found in apples In transit or in

storage. Its main characteristic is a soft, mushy,
watery, tan to light brown decay.

controlled stocks are outlined in the DPSC

b. Black Rot. A dark brown decay centering
around worm holes or punctured areas. It grows
much more slowly than blue mold rot,
c. scald. Usually appears in the late stages of
storage. It causes diffuse browning an. 0 killing of

Subsistence Inspection Manual. Procedures for
inspection of Air Force stocks in . the accounts of
commissary officers are go.verned by AFR I 63-2
and by AFM 145-1, Commissary and Subsistence
Depot Operating Manual.

,

the skin.
d, Internal Breakdown. Usually denotes the end
of an apple's storage life. Browning and breakdown

846: Class 7 inspections. The purpose of class 7
inspeations is to insure that no contaminated,
decOmposed, or otherwise unwholesome food is

of the tissue and mealiness are its main

issued or offered for sale. It is performed at the time

characteristics,

subsistence is.issued from the warehouse to troop
dining halls or to the cOmMissary resale st

e.

e. Class

Freezing Injury. Tissues arc ,water-soaked,

rubbery, and b`ruised and the apples have a

7 inspections are performed on 100 percent of all
foods at the time of issue or sale.
8-47 So far we have looked at the inspection

wrinkled, gray surface as a result of freezing injury.

In severe freezing, a 'browning of the tissues is
noticeable.

criteria, the appticable directives, andizsthe
procedures for procurement, destination, and
surveillance inspections of fresh fruits and

f Overripeness Tissues in an overripe apple are
broken down; the flesh is mealy.
8-51. Grapefruit. On the average, a grapefruit is

vegetables, At this time we will discuss some of the
52

over three-quarters liquid. The weight is an

slightly oval variety with a pale orange to yelloworange color. It has smooth or slightly pebbled,
_thin, tough skin, The number of its seeds varies
from 2 to 5,

indication of juice content, with the heavier ones
being more desirable, Any two gi-apefruits of the
same size often vary ir tazte and juiciness, but, as a

genera:, rule, thone that is heavy and firm, has a
smooth ter.ure, and is well-rounded, is better and

8-54. The color of an orange is not a sure guide

desirable grapefruit is more coarse,

to quality. Many of the oranges produced in

puffy, and roupr. these characteristics indicate a
lack lfjuiv as.wt as ie. The color of grapefruit
rang.ts from pale )ellow to russet or bronze.
8-52 There are two principal types of grapefruit:
Duncan, containing numerous seeds; and Marsh
Seedless, which 'has very. , few seeds. The pink-

Florida and Texas have color added. This means

juicier. P'

that the fruit is dipped in", or sprayed with, a
harmless vegetable dye solution at packing time
which has absolutely no effect on the eating quality.
Oranges treated this Way must be stamped "Color

Added" and must have paised very strict maturity
tests. DOn't be rrrisied by a color change in late

meated grapefruit is a cross-bred creation and some
people considsr it somewhat sweeter. Minor surface

season, Valencia oranges turn from a bright grange
hue to a greenish tinge, particularly around the stem
end, which affects only-the outer skin; the oranges

blemishes arniN desirable but do not effect the
eating oquality..Severe truises may indicate some

actually are amNy matured and the inside is fully
ripe, sweet, and juicy.
8-55. As a general rule, quality oranges will be
firm, will have a skin that is not too rough, and will

internal breakdown. The conditio-n factor
definitions stated below will aid you during
inspection of grapefruit,
a. Mechanical Injury. Growth cracks or broken
skins that have not healed charaCteirize this,type of

be heavy for their size because weight is indicative
of their juice content. Oranges, like grapefruit, are

damage.

of the genus Citrus, and are subject to the same
plant diseases and deteriorations. For a list of
defects affecting oranges, use the same condition
factor definitions as for grapefruit. There are three
different US Standards and Federal specifications
for oranges. One is for those from California and
Arizona, another is for those frorn Florida, and the
last is for those from Texas And States other than
Florida, California, and Arizona.

b. Skin Breakdolkh. Firm, sunken, dry,
dikolored areas appear in the skin. They are
usually caused by excessively hot washing.

c. Blue or Green Mold Rot. Characterized by
soft, tirown, wateryspots which are usually covered

with either blue or green mold.
cf. Stem End Rot, Causes brown, water-soaked
tissues in the stem area. The rot gives off a sweet
sickly odor.
c. Brown Rot. A brownisb decay accompanied
by a penetrating, rancid odor,

Grapes. We will discuss four of the leading
varieties of grapes. Thompson Seedless are white or

green, small, olive-shaped grapes. They grow in
very large bunches and are the most popular for

f Internal Breakdown. In this condition, the
rind has water:soaked areas,

household uses. Pie Flame Tokays are large, oval,
red grapes. They grow in medium to large bunches.
The Emperor is a large oval dark cherry-red grape
and is much like the Tokay,. The fourth type is the
Concord which is extensivelYused for juice, jelly,
.and table use, They are large, round, blue grapes.

8-53. Oranges There are five popular varieties of

oranges grown in the United States with Florida,
'California, and Arizona (in that order) making up

our country's principal producers. Texas and
Mexico are becoming increasingly important as
producers of oranges. These are the five popular

8-57. To be desirable, grape bunches should be
of one variety. They should be mature, have a good

varieties.

a. Hamlin (Florida). This orange is a yellow,

flavor, and- be firmly attached to the cap stems.
When ihspecting grapes look for:
a. Mechanical injury, such as grapes that ,are
crushed or split.

smooth-skinned, seedless variety, medium tb small
in size and oval-shaped.

b. Parson Brown (Florida). This type is of
medium size and has an oblong shape. Its color is

b, Freezing injury which gives the grapes a dull,

yellow or yellow-orange, It is smooth and thin

dead appearance; and grapes that are sticky,

skinned and has 10 to 19 seeds.

shriveled, i'fr have a flat fla,;br,

Pineapple (Florida). The size 'is mediurri to
large. The skin is glassy and smooth. The color is
deep, orange with a reddish tinge The seeds are

c. Blue or -green mold rot makes the grapes
watery, mushy, or leaky; and the skin slips from
them.easily. In later stages, a growth of blue or
green mold holds them together.

large and numerous,

d. Naval (California and Arizona). A large,

d Overripeness or poor storage causes the grapes
to become loosely attached to the stem. The grapes
will become brown and brittle You may note many
grapes that are crushed, split, and wet.

round, seedless type with a sniooth, thick skin, and
an orange to yellow-orange color,
e_

Valencia (Florida and California)," A large,
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8-58. Bananas. Bananas are shipped in the green

state and are ripened domestically in a controlled
atmosphere uf ethylene gas. When you receive
:,shem, they rnat be in any one of three stages of
ripeness:

a. Turning-ripe is a stage in which most of the
pe.11 is a paic-yellow banana Color with the tip end

green. The flesh 'is decidedly starchy, with poor,
slightly tart flavor.
i

ripe; that is, before they attain red color, They will

ripen during shipment or can be ripeued by
wholesalers in specially built rooms and then
graded for color defects and size. A mature green
tomato has a glossy green surface with a whitish

overcast. Its seeds are well developed. A pinls
tomato has a slight trace of pink or red t thc
blossom end. A tomato that is fully ripened is
completely red or pink.

b. Firm-ripe is a s,,e in which the peel is a

8-62. A tomato of desirable quality is mature,

with no more tharr a
trace of-green at the tips and no trace of brown

bright-yellow banana

well formed, plump, firm, and free from blemishes.
Defective tomatoes are a poor buy even though they
may cost less. The savings are nullified by the waste.
Insure that the tomatoes you accept do not have
defects that exceed the allowable tolerances. Here
are a few observable defects you should,be familiar
with:
a. Overricieness or softness, Becomes a defect
when more than 5 percent of the fruit is overripe or

specks. The flesh is firm and somewhat starchy with
undeveloped flavor.
c. Full-ripe is a stage in whichthe peel is a typical

yellow, ripe-banana color with flecks of light
brown to dark brown. The flesh is mellow with
practically all starch converted to sugar, and the
flavor is fully developed.

soft.

b. Puffiness. Characterized by a sponu textured

8-50. Often, banana contracts specify that the
bananas are to be hands having not more than X
percent clusters by count and not more than X

flesh which is light in weight and has- large air
pockets in the flesh.

c Drying, rnecanicaI, or, virus injury. These
conditions make tomatoes appear discolored,
mottled, dirty, blotched, or streaked, bruised,

percent loose fingers by count, using random

samples Of 10 percellt of the pounds in the
shipmern: There arç(a few rms used in contracts
for bananas that you ed to know to perform your
inspection.
A banana is called a finger.
Three to seven fingers attached to one another

shriveled, or wrinkled,
d. Worm damage.

e, Shoulder scar, Sunken, dark patches on a
tomato's shoulder.

but removed from the stem are called a
cluster.
A hand consists of eight or more fingers in a
cluster.
A banana bunch consists of not less than eight
hands attached on a stem and weighing not
less than 50 pounds.

8-61.. Celery. There are two distinct types of

j

celery:. Golden Heart, which is bleached white; and

Pascal, which is green in color.,Pascal is favored

because of its distinctive :flavor and almOst
complete lack of stringiness, but either type is
acceptableCelery of good quality has leaf stems or
stalks that are brittle enough to snap easily and that
are Of.,medium length and thickness, The inside of

8-60, In performing a procurement inspection
on bananas, observable defects are split peel, scars or

the stem is snfooth, If it feels rough or puffy

other discoloration, bruises, cuts, punctures, decay,
e of ripeness.
improper ripening, arid incorrect

(spongy) to yqur finger, the celery is likely to be
pithy, a condition that is not desirable.

8-64. Of the defects found in celery, the
following arc the most common*and can be

Additionally, bananai that are o rripe or soft will

have badly discolored skin an'd very soft flesh.
Chilling injury is identified by'a dull colored 'skin

identified by the conditioas listed:
a, Blight is charaCterized by wilted tops having

which is sometimes btown, Anthracnose, a fungus
disease, appears as a brown discoloration, which
slowly turns black, and which may be accompanied
by white mold. Toleranceb for defects are listed in

circular pale yellow spots which turn brown to
ashen-gra* in advanced stages.
b. Blackheart appears as .a brown and black
discoloration. of the heart leaves and is reason for
rejection.

either the procurement document or applicable
specification,

8-61. Tomaroes, The different varieties of

c. Bacterial soft rot produces a water-soaked Soft
tissue, which turns brown and becomes mushy. No

tomatoes available include the red, the hot house,
and the cherry. The red tomato is most abundant,

offensive odor or sliminess accompanies this
condition.
d. Watery soft rot is characterized by light brown

however, the hot house is most desirable because of

its superior taste quality. The cherry tomato is a

decayed areas with pinkish borders. There is

small tomato, popular for use in salads or for
snacks. Tomatoes that are to be shipped any

A

considerable leakage from the affected tissue.
-e, Freezing injury makes the stalks limp and dry.

distance are picked when mature but before they are
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d. Bacterial soft rot. App
as a very mushy
decay which affects the scales in de the bulb.

8-65. Leture. The four popular types of lettuce
are iceberg, Boston', romaine, and ieaf. Iceberg, the

e, Black mold rot, Characterized by black,

most popular of all, .15 rbund and tightly headed
with very crisp leaves. ;: is medium green on the
outside and has a pale green heart. Boston has a

powdery spore masses on or between the scales.

f Fusarium eat. A semiwatery to dry decay,
progressing up the scales from the base, usually

rounder, softer, and lighter head.than the Iceberg. It
is medium .71 5"te, v:L:i light &Jen outer leaves add

covered with a white to 11inkish mold

pale yelbw inner leaves. Romaine has an
8-69,Potatoes, white or Irish. There are many
varieties of potatoes but industry generally classifies
them into five basic types: the Round White, Russet

elonrated, stiff heaal, It is moderately firm with a
coarser leaf and a stronger flavor than the iceberg,
Leaf lettuce is not a head but, as the name implies,
,;is like leaves. It has either a curled or smooth leaf

Burbank, Russet Rural or Round Russet, Round
Red group, and the Long White group. Some are

/with a crisp texture.

best for boiling and baking, others for cooking,

8-66. Head lettuce of desirhble quality is tender',

french fries, potato chips; or ilehydration for

well trimmed, and firm. It should not have an
excessive amount of outer leavet.. Quality leaf

instant potatoes. Most potatoes are harvested from

September to November and require storage

lettuce is crisp, loosely branched frohi the stalk, and
well trimmed. Lettuce of desirable quality is free of

allow year-round availability. The two leading
potato producing states are Maine and Idaho. New
or early potatoes,have a thin, feathery skin arid high

any of the-following defects:

a. Drying or overmaturity. The outer leaves

moisture content at the time, of harvest. Old or

rbecome severely discolored.
b. Tip burn, Dead brown areas along the edges of

storage potatoes have a thicker skin and are more

fully mature. Potatoes that are stored have a

the inner team.

chemical sprout inhibitor applied as a dust or in the
wash water. Potatoes are best stored in a cool, dry,
dark area. If stored in light, the surface of the akin

c. Bacterial soft rot. A soft, mushy consistency of

the decayed tissues. It commonly folio1 tip burn
or wilting.
d. Water soft rot. A wet, leaky, pinkish-brown

will green, due to chlorophyll development. This
greening often occurs as a result of overhead lights
in the display area'at the `retail store or commissary.

decay.

8-70, Potatoes of detirable quality are firm,
relatively smooth, clean, and reasonably well

8-67. Qnions, dry The two most popular
varieties are domestic and Bermuda. The domestic
onion has a glObUlar shape. It is.of medium size,

shaped. They ate niat badly cut, bruised, wilted,
sprouted, sunburned, or lightburned. The size does
not affect quality and is a matter of choice for the
particular use, The following are defects you may
detect auring inspection of potatoes!
a, Improper storage Flabby sprouts over threefourths of an inch long.
b, Scald. Slightly shrunken or discolored areas,
some of whioh are sticky.
c. Mechanical injury Bruises, air cracks, and
cuts are responsible for more than 5 percent of a
potato being wasted.
d. Greening. Green coloration in layers of flmh
next to the skin characterize this condition,
e. Watery soft rot, Wet breakdown and smearing
and wetting of potaotes, sacks, and floors,

and may be red, yellow, or white, The Bermuda
onion is flat and may be either yellow or white. It
has'a milder flavor than the dornestic.,Quality
onions of both varieties are bright, clean, hard, and
well shaped, Their skins are dry and will rustle in
the sack.

8-68 It is difficult to detect onions with internal

rot unless you feel them for softness. Besides
internal rots, there are many defects that, occur in
onions.t.isted below are a few of the more common
defects observed during deliveries:
a

Poor storage and handling. The onions

become soft and flaby. The sprouts are more than
three-quarters of an ikh long in some cases. They
are soggy at the neck and are riot completely free of
doubles, splits, or roots on top,
b Ammonia injury. Causm siaice browning on
yellow onions, deep metallic black on red oniohs,
and greenish yellow on white onions.
c Freezing injury. Slight freezing damage gtves a
water-soaked, grayish-yellow apperance to entire
fleshy scales. Severe injury affecti all scales and
makes them flabby. Scales that are affected have

f Freezing injury Causes browning of the
vascular system of the flmh of the potato,

g Black heart. A dark gray to jet-black area in
the center of the potato No external symptoms are
visible as a rule.
h Bacterial ring rot (dry) A yellow, soft, cheesy
decay of a thin layer of tissue in the vascular ring.

i. Slimy soft rot (bacterial soft rot). The most
common and destructive rot that affects white

opaqf areas.

potatoes.
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CHAPTER 4

Watertoods

oysters, clams, and mussels must also appear on the
U.S. Public Health Service's "Interstate Shellfish

1AS A VETERINARY Specialist, you may be

called upon to perform inspections of fish or

Shippers List/

shellfish (referred to as waterfoods in this chapter).
You may have to inspect a product in a processing

5. FinallY, you will need to understand

packaging of the item. Most likely, you will

principles of inspection of both the procurement
and distribution of all fish and shellfish consumed

perform destination inspections of waterfoods at.
base level. Whatever the case, you need a sound

chapter is to provide you with the knowledge to

plant from the time of off-loading until the final

by Air Force personnel. The objective of this

knowledge of processing procedures, of

complete the task before you successfully.

classifications of waterfoods processed for purchase
by the Armed ForceAand of the correct steps in the
inspection of theie products.
2. In this chapter we will discuss many aspects of

9. Fresh and Frozen Fish
9-1. When performing inspections of fresh and

processing and inspecting waterfoods. Our
discussion of processing will include the

frozen fish, you must be able to identify the product
and insure that it is the item intended for purchase.

classifications of fish procured for use by the
Armed Forces and the procedures involved in

processing and packaging seafoods. In our

To aid you in identification, this chapter includes
the military classification of fish. After you have
confirmed the identity, check the condition. You

discussion of seafoods inspections, we will also

must determine whether parasites are in the product

consider the means of identifying many of the types
of fish and shellfish. We will see how to determine
the condition of these waterfoods from the time of
harvest through processing, packaging, and storage.

and, if so, whether they are a health hazard. This
section contains information that will help you
make these determinations. Also included in a
description of fish processing and an outline of the
proper inspection procedures.
9-2. Identification. When you try to identify
any speciesqf fish purchased by the Armed Forces,
always use constant (unchanging) characteristics.
Characteristics that are not altered by handling or

Finally, we will look at some procedures used to
inspect these food items during processing upon
'receipt at destination and during storage on base.
3. Since you will be required to inspect chilled,
frozen, and canned products, you must be able to
recognize the acceptable and unacceptable quality
and condition factors for the seafoods procured for
military use. You must learn the changes which
waterfoods undergo from the time they are caught

storage of the fish are generally a reliable means of
identifying species because they are not subject to'
much variation. When you use fins as a means of
identification, observe them for structure, number,
type (spiny or soft), and position on the body. You
may also use the position of the lateral line and of
spines on the head.
9-3. When you determine the identity of a fish,
rely upon color only as a last resort. Color patterns
in fish are variable and depend much upon how a
fish was handled after it was caught. Colors such as

until they are consumed. Because waterfoods
deteriorate rapidly, you must know the various

methods of retarding this deterioration and
preserving their 'quality, flavor, palatability, and

desirability.
4. As a military inspector, you should know the

nature and extent of the role that other federal

red, yellow, and blue tend to fade rapidly once a

agencies play in the inspection of military-procured
waterfoods. For example, waterfoods procured by
the Armed Forces must be from establishments

listed in either the "Directory" or in "Guides to

fish is dead; therefore, they are practically useless as
a means of identification. On the other hand, black
and brown pigmentation does not fade rapidly and

Establishments that prockss fresh and frozen

confidence.

generally can be used with a fair degree of

Federally Inspected Fishery Products."
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TABLE 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF FISH
PUTRID FISH

STALE' FISH

' FRESH FISH

Dull and dry

Loss of all brightness and luster;
color ts dull and lifeless. decal'position apparent

Void of odor, or odor is
characteristic of its species

Offensive

Very offensive

Mouth

Closed, unless fish suffocated:
then mouth may be open

Open

Eyes

Prominent and clear

Opaque, dull, sunken

Greatly sunken

Bright, red, no vidence of
off-odor

Pale yellow, dirty or
grayish red, covered with
disagreeable
slime of

Grey or brown, offensive odor

Appearance

Bright (Fish has lost none of its
fieshness or bloom)

Odor

,

Gills

.

ir

.odor

Scales

Shiny and adherent

Dull and easily removed

Loose, covered with a smeary slime
a very offensive odor
which h

Surface Slime

Clear and odorless

Body surface may be
slightly slimy or wwwww y

Dark, v

or abnormally dry.

Soft and is easily removed
from the bone

ous, offensive odor

1
Withered end flabby

Flesh (Melit)

Firm and elastic

Finger Impressions

Will net remain

Easily made and will remain

Abdomen (round)

Horns], firm, and elastic
abdominal walls: no evidence
of bloating or discoloration

Wells soft and.flabby
(abdomen may be starting
to bloat)

Wells soft, pulpy, and discolored;
abdomen of round fish is bloated
and may even burst

Vent (onus)

Flat or normal

may be slightly protruding,

Protruding

Bright red, no odor

Dull-colored in abdomen.
slight offusually with.

Dirty-hrown with an offensive odor

Blood

Held in hand

Rigor holds it firm

In water

Sinks

.

odor

.

Body feels bony and bends
easily (especially et the

Drapes over hand loosely

I

tail end)

Should sink but may float

Floats (gas in poke)

of rigor mortis in the fish industry; for example: Is

9-4. Confirm the identity of a lot by checking the

rigor mortis good? Bad? How long does it last?
What do handling procedures have to do with its

characteristics of the fish presented against the
characteristics described for the specified species. If
deviations appear, the fish presented may be SIF an

occurrence? Let's examine rigor mortis in the light
of our interest.
977. Is rigor good or bad? For the fish industry,
rigor is a very desirable state. The acidification of
muscle that occurs during rigor exerts a beneficial
bactericidal effect. Hence, spoilage from bacterial
action is reduced and held in abeyance. Thus, from
this standpoint, rigor aids in maintaining storage

unacceptable species, and should tentatively be
rejected until positive identification can be made.

9-5. Condition. Deterioration sets in

immediately after fish are caught, and the delicate
, aroma and flavor of freshly caught fish are replaced
in a few hours by a stronger, less agreeable odor and

flavor. This deterioration continues until the
product is no longer acceptable as food. Fish

quality. If of sufficient duration, the fish can be
processed during the rigor stage and will withstand

deteriorate in a progressive manner, going through

longer storage. A prolongation of rigor mortis,

three stages: rigor mortis, autolysis, and finally

consequently, is of great economic importance.
9-8. How long does rigor last? Rigor mortis lasts

spoilage or putrefaction.
9-6. kigor mortis. Rigor mortis is the apparent
stiffening effect caused by the contraction of the

longer when the fish has exerted little muscular

activity prior to death and is refrigerated

skeletal muscles of dead animals. When normal

immediately after being caught. Handling before
metabolism ceases, certain acids accumulate in the
and during rigor mortis should be minimal. Rigor
muicles and cause them to' contract. The presence
of these acids then keeps the muscles in a contracted y can be prolonged by maintaining fish at or near
32°F. for up to 120 hours.
state. Rigor can be identified in fish by applying
9-9. How do handling methods affect rigor?
finger pressure to the surface, forming a dent. When
When
fish are netted, they panic and struggle for a
the pressure is removed, the depressed spot will
relatively long period of time. Fish caught in such a
regain its original shape. Authorities attribute this
manner enter rigor very soon after death, depart
stiffening to biochemical 'reactions within the
from the condition rather quickly, and have a
muscle. While the theories on rigor mortis make
interesting study, your concern is the practical use Yelatively short storage life. If the fish are landed
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we know they are subject to parasitism. We are
permitted to accept fillets of Pacific Ocean perch

with a minimum of struggling or are killed
immediately after boating so that predeath activity

277

with a tolerance of no more than two parasites per"
fillet. If more are present, the fish must be rejected.

is minimal in duration and violence, they have a
longer term of rigor and keep better.
9-10. Autolysis. Autolysis is a spontaneous
disintegration of cells by the action of their own
enzymes; it begins immediately after death. If the
fish in question are eviscerated and beheaded, the
degree of- enzyme-caused spoilage is reduced. If

If the vendor can remove the excess parasites
without mutilating the fillet, we can accept them
when they are resubmitted.
9-15. Processing. Fish procured for the Armed

Forces are primarily frozen fillets, steaks, or

they are left in the round (not dressed) as are ocean

portions, rather than fresh whole or dressed, As a

perch, the .possibility of spoilage is very real.
Chemical methods of testing for autolysis are
complex and haVe not proven to be reliable.

Class 3 inspector, you will inspect the fresh product

and will be 'concerned with sanitation and
specification requirements. First, we' will discuss
the classifications established by'specifications and
then briefly cover filleting, steaking, portions, and
freezing and storage.
9-16. Military classifications. Fish are procured
for military use undtr Federal Specification PPF-381. This document will be your guide to the

Therefore we are forced to fall back on the
organoleptic or sensory means for evaluating the

degree of spoilage. Thus, when inspecting the more
susceptible species, check for autolysis in much the
same manner as for bacterial spoilagesmell them.

9-11. Putrefaction. This is a state or stage of

acceptable quality level and the form of

relative lack of freshness. For a better

procurement. It classifies the fish into two basic
types of preservation. The first of these is Type
1Chilled, which categorizes those fish marketed

understanding of freshness, it is best that we
consider all stages: fresh, stale, and putrid. Table 1

gives you this comparison of observable

in a chilled state and which have not been
previously frozen. The second class is Type

characteristics. What we want is the best quality of

fish !available. We accept fish for processing in
either rigor or early autolysis. We will not accept

IIFrozen. This title tells you that the fish will be
solidly frozen when you see it. Beyond that, you
should know that some fish are frozen following

fish that are in advanced autolysis or that are putrid.
9-12. Oxidation changes and rancidity. Oxidative
changes primarily affect the fat content of the fish
flesh. Oxidation causes a lowering of quality. At the
time of death, fat-splitting enzymes are released and
may free or break down the fat. Unsaturated fish fat

boating, are then thawed for processing in the
cannery, arid are refrozen for supply to the markets.
9-17. The cited specification also lists six forms/
in which fish are supplied to the user.

(1) Form 1Whole or Round (not dressed).

will oxidize even though frozen, and you must
inspect for such an occurrence. Perhaps the first
indication of oxidation is rancidity. Rancidity
results in a bitter flavor which leaves a tallowy,
soapy taste and a strong and pungent odor. The
color of the fat changes from the normal clear to

When a fish is supplied to the market without being

cleaned (gutted) or beheaded, the trade refers to
them as "in the round." This expression means that
the viscera, head, fins, and tail are intact. The buyer
must do his own processing.

(2) Form IIDressed. This form varies in

yellow and then to brown.
9-13. Parasites. The last condition of fresh fish
we art going to discuss is parasitism. Several types

accordance with the type of fish and how it

is

prepared for market. It may not be the same degree
of processing in all cases, because some fish do not
require descaling or skinning.
(3) Form IIIFillets (single or butterfly). This is
the market form for some of the smaller fish. The
edible, meaty part of the fish is sliced free from the
bony structure and is further processed in this form.

of parasites, both internal and external, affect
various species of fish. The internal types include
parasitic worms, their larvae, and cysts. They are
located in the intestinal tract and just under the skin
in the abdominal cavity and are usually removed

during the cleaning process. From our point of

(4) Form IVSteaks. This is the manner of

view, those which infest the ocean perch are most
important because we buy filletsrproduced from
these fish. The perch parasite, a small crustacean
called the copepod, burrows into the flesh and lives
off the tissue juices of its host. Being a crustacean,
just as are shrimp and crabs, it may very well be
edible. However, most of us have an aversion to
eating foods that we feel are contaminated, so such
parasitized fish are rejected as a matter of course.
9-14. In the commercial trade, perch are often
sold without candling. For our purchases, though,
we require routine candling of these fish, because

dividing into marketable portions largo, meaty fish,
such as salmon, cod, etc.
(5) Form VChunks. This is a term you will see

used with tuna, for example: It means that the
edible portions are broken or otherwise divided
into small, irregularly shaped pieces.

(6) Form VIPortions. This is the specification
title for such popular forms of fish as "fish sticks"
or "fingers."
fillet is a 4ide of flesh, cut
9-18. filleting,
away from either side of the fish along the backbone
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waxed cartons, which are made from flat cut blanks

from behind the pectoral fin back to the tail section.

and are shaped by hand,. by manually operated
machines, or by automatic machines. For Armed
Forces purchases, th g zed steaks are usually'.

If the part of the flesh that forms the wall of the
visceral cavity remains with the fillet, the fillet is
called a fullnape fillet. Most high-qtiality fillets do
not contain the nape. Fillets are generally marketet1
in three wayr.
(1) Skin ontne skin of the boneless fish flesh is
left on, as in ocean perch or whiting. (2;

packed unwrapped in waked paper-lined shipping
containers. The steaks are arranged irf layers, one
steak in thickness. Each layer is separated by waxed
paper or unwaxed vegetable parchment. The top

layer is covered by a sheet of waxed paper in

Skinlessthe skin is removed, as in cOd,

addition to the container lining. The steaks may

pollock, and certain flat-fishes.
(3)

Butterflytwo fillets are left fastened

also be individually wrapped.
9-25. Fish portions. Portions are a producc
developed especially for the Armed Forces. Two

together by the uncut skin of the belly, as in
whiting.

important advantages of this product are uniformity

Filleting may be done by hand or by

in size and reduction of waste_ The portions are

machine. Ragged fillets, fillets with bruises, fins,
bones, pieces of skin (if skinless), and other areas,
are trimmed. After the fillets are trimmed, they are
washed in cold brine or cold potable water and

made from pan-frozen blocks of skinless fish fillet.
The blocks are sawed on a bandsaw into portions of
serving size (3" x 33/41'), or into portioned blocks,
each consisting of three portions.
9-26. Preparation for canning. Canned fish may
be prepared from either fresh, or frozen fish. The
fish (thawed, if frozen fish are used) are conveyed to
the butchering table whers the belly wall is slit from

9-19.

cleaned and drained before they are packaged.
Brine isAised to minimize drip formation when the

frozen fish thaws, and to give the fish a better
flavor. Salt, however, may accelerate 'rancidity and

discoloration 'in storage, particularly if the salt

the head to the vent, ant the viscera removed. A

state cannery inspector may grade the fish for
condition by the odor of the belly cavity, The

contains magnesium or calcium.

After being washed, the fillets are
packaged in moistureproof wrappers, The
9-20.

cannery inspector culls stale or tainted fish.
9-27. Specifications usually state that fish for
canning must be precooked until excess moisture

specification or purchase instrument gives detailed

requirements about the packaging and packing

has been removed and the flesh can be easily

materials. Fillets may be wrapped in-units of about
1 pound. Theselunits are then usually packaged in
5- or 10-pound waxed cardboard cartons.
9-21.

separated from the bones. The fish are placed in

steam chests where they are precooked in
preparation for filling into cans. After precooking,

Steaking frozen fish. The steaks most

they are cooled until the flesh is firm enough to

commonly bought by the Armed Forces are those of
halibut, king, and silver salmon. Immediately after
the fish are removed from frozen storage, the dorsal
and vertical fins are shaved away with a large sharp
knife. The fish are than hauled to a bandsaw where

handle.9-28. Next, the cooled fish are dressed. The
heads are removed and the fish are fed into the
machine, tail end first, back down. The tails are
removed, the bellies are opened, the viscera are
removed, and the inner walls of the abdomen are
scrubbed with revolving brushes. The dressed,
cleaned fish are cbnveyed on belts to elevated

the steakinwoperation begins. Two or 3 inches of
the gristle of the nape are removed with the first cut.
9-22. With the second cut, the belly and nape are
removed as one unit. This unit is separated into/two
pieces with the third cut. Large steaks from the loin

storage hoppers. Fish discharged from the hoppers

onto an apron connected to the filling
are divided into smaller pieces for sale, and / pass
machine. The automatic 4iller cuts the fish into
cooking cuts may be diced into two, three, five, or

proper lengths and fills a specific amount of fish
and salt into each can.
9-29. After the can is filled with meat, it passes
under an automatic oil dispenser which ejects a
measured amount of hot oil into the can. The oil
serves two purposes: it replaces the strong, fishflavored natural oil which was purposely removed
in tI4 precook, and it keeps the fish from being

six smaller steaks. The steaks get smaller in
diameter as the tail is approached.
9-23. Salmon and halibut are handled similarly,

except that two saws are often used for salmon.
When steaking salmon, the first sawyer trims away

the fins, saws off the head behind the gills, and
removes the collar or-nape containing the tips.
(These tips are often saved and smoked for sale as
kippered salmon tips.) The setond sawyer cuts the
steaks right down to the tailpiece. Tail steaks that
are too small for a single small serving may be used
for animal food, or they may be sold commercially
as tail fillets.
in
9-24. Fish steaks are packaged

_scorched during further processing.
9-30. In afidition to purchasing fish that are
fresh, frozen, and canned, the Armed Forces buy
cured fish. Among the different methods ofTuring
fish arc salting, pickling, and smoking.
9-31. Inspection. The best inspection is one in
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which you can observe all steps of processing. It is
especially advantageous if you can examine the fish
in the round (whether it is to be faneessed further or
not) and perform an organtileptic examination.

9-32. !luring processing. Freshly dresse4 fish
must be free of bruises and blemishes and in prime
condition. Although parts of the fish that.might be
indicative of quality (eyes and gills, fot% example)
are removed in the dressing process, the inspector
still has several other points to assist him. Blood in
the kidneys must he odorless and bright red; .the
inside of the nape and the belly walLs must be clear
and bright; the flesh must be firmly attached to the

/ rib bones; and the scales, slime, odor, and
.7

appearance must be typical of fresh fish.

9133. Wit= the purchase instrument calls for

veterinary inspection before and/or during
processing and packaging, you will have the

the frozen fish. Determine the condition and
quality by inspecting the frozen fish before, during,

and after the steaking operation. Acceptance ot
rejection is based on the appearance and odor of the
frozen.'product.

9-37. Determine if steaks meet thickness

requirements and if variations in thickness ate
within acceptable specification limits. If individual
cross slices are divided into two or more pieces,
they must be cut on horizontal and vertical lines. Be
alert to detect increased thickness of steaks cut from

the caudal peduncle so that they meet minimum
weight requirements. Determine the tare weight of
the glaze on the steaks.
9-38. Six months is the maximum safe storage
period for most frozen fish. This time is calculated

from the date the fish was initially frozen, with
these ekeeptions:

a. Fillets of Pacific Ocean perch and

opportunity to inspect the fish in the round. If you
are satisfied with the whole fishAhen follow the fish
through processing. Maintain the identity of the fish
during all processing to insure that no substitutions
of the product are made. Check the filletwashing
and brining operations to insure that the brine is

.bocaccio-120 days.

b. Chilipepper, lobe-jawed rockfish, red
rockfish, orange rockfish, and channel
,
rockfish-60 days.
co Atlantic Ocean perch-120 days.
d. Halibut steaks-270 days.

not too strong, and that the fish are properly

washed.

9-39. The Federal specification for chilled and
frozen fish gives the maximum storage limits at the
time of acceptance for the various species. All fish
must be in prime condition regardless of how long

9-34. If the fillets are to be "skin on," the fish
must be scaled and washed before thay are cut. If
skinless fillets are purchased, rag should see that
no pieCes of skin are left on thear.
9-35. Soft, gelatinous fillets should be rejected.
These fillets can usually be distinguished from
normal fillets beause they have a more translucent
appearance. Six other aspects to check are:

they have been or are to be stored. Because of
improper storage conditions, some fillets may
become stale and rancid after 4 months' storage;
they should be rejected in spite of contract clauses
that allow fillets of up to 6 months' freezer age.

9-40. Inspection of canned fish. The state

(1) Processing time. Determine that time is

inspector draws a representntive sample of each

within prescribed limits, and that the product is not
unduly exposed to deterioration before it 'is packed
in ice and/or placed in the freezer.
k2) Candling. See that such fish as ocean perch
and "inshore-caught" Atlantic flounder, cod, and

code packed. Get the results from him and a copy of
the certificate that releases the codes for shipment.

When fish are given an in-process inspection, the

cutout examination is performed soon after the

haddock, which are likely to be parasitized, are

product is packed. Use a predetermined inspection

candled properly, No more than 2 parasites per 100
fillets are allowed except for Pacific Ocean perch,
which may have 2 parasites per fillet.

plan and change the plan for each code. This
method insures a representative sample of each

(3) Trimming. Be sure that the product is

9-41. Hold the samples until their contents are
near room temperature. This allows the oil to rise,

code.

properly trimmed.

causes normal or abnormal odors to be readily
detected, and assists in determining the vacuum.
Usine a vacuum gauge, determine the inches of
vacuum for each of the remaining sample cans.
Enter defects on the inspection record.

(4) Packaging.and packing. Illsure that

packaging and packing conform with contract
requirements, applicable markings are correct, and
net weights are correctly taken.
(5) Scales. Check weighing scales for accuracy
and allow for freezer shrinkage it the product is to
be frozen.
(6) Recording lot numbers. Record lot numbers
or other means of identification so that the identity
of the product can be maintained until time to ship

9-42. Invert the filled open cans on a tray

adapted for quick drainage. The tray should hold
10 or more sample cans adequately and should fit
snugly into fluid-collecting pan. As the cans are

lifted, sniff

em for objectionable odors and

Observe them fo n.crior defects. Examine the solid

it.

contents for flavo odor, and' taste. Break the
product with both hands and quickly hold your

9-36. The inspection of frozen steaks starts with
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hands close to your nose for detection of off-odors.
9-43. Note the condition of the skin and observe
the flesh for honeycombing. watermarking, or pew
marks which detract from the overall appearance.
Look for pieces of gill, fin, viscera, detached skin,

including the weight of the glaze, is determined at
origin.

blood clots, hard rigid bone, pieces smaller than
one-fourth of the volume capacity of the container,
dirt, insects or insea parts, glass, wood, hair, metal
particles, and other extraneous material.
9-44. After the visual inspection, smell and taste

shellfish, which include mollusks and crustaceans.
Shellfish are any aquatic animals with a shell, but
we will discuss only those that are edible and which
are frequently purchased by the Armed Forces.
10;2. Before we discuss mollusks, you should

the tish Texture is examined by feeling and eating a

10. Shellfish
10-1. Oui discussion in this section covers

know that humans may be poisoned by eating

small sample of flesh, Any off-odor or

shellfish. This poisoning is called paralytic shellfish
poisoning. Shellfish may contain poison, which is

objectionable taste must be noted on the inspection

record. Sour or putrid flesh is recognized by its

taken from certain waters. The shellfish that
contain this poison are principally clams and

unpleasant odor, If the cans received insufficient oil

after filling and were cooled slowly, the flavor of

mussels, and are usually found on the Pacific Coast

the flesh may be scorched or burnt.

from Alaska to southern California, and on the

9-45. Inspection of cured fish. The fish must be
properly split and cleaned. No parts of viscera may

Atlantic Coast in the Maritime Provinces of
Canada. Oysters are rarely poisonous. Scallops may

be present (unless cured round), and blood must be
washed off. The flesh should not be excessively cut
or scored as a result of poor workmanship. Sak and

be toxic, but because only the scallop muscle is
eaten, they have less public health significance than
clams.
10-3. The shellfish obtain the poison by feeding

pickle must be of first quality and must not impart
off-flavois to the product. Wood used for smoking
must not give the fish undesirable flavors or odors.

on small planktonic marine organisms (Gonyaltia.x
catenella), which may be ingested without harming
the shellfish. This plankton, most plentiful in the
summer, can become so numerous that it colors the
water red. This condition is sometimes called 'red

9-46. The flesh must be completely cured
throughout. The easiest way to see if it is thoroughly
cured is to cut into the thickest part. There must be

no evidence of rancidity, bacterial spoilage, or

tide," The toxin of the ingested planktonic

other off-conditions. Cured fish should always be
stored in a dry, cool place.

organisms accumulates in the digestive glands and
other internal organs of the shellfish where it may
reach high concentrations. A person who eats such

9-47. Preaward inspection, Because of seasonal
variations and unpredictable catches of various
seafoods, preaward inspections are done so that
seafoods can be stockpiled to the prospective
vendor's account during the flush season, for

shellfish may be severely poisoned, and his
extremities may become paralyzed.
10-4, Mollusks. The mollusks with which we
are most concerned are scallops, clams, and oysters.

probable purchase by the Armed Forces during off-

All are relatively simple life forms, and their

seasons. This system of inspection is highly
advantageous to the Government because products
are inspected before and during processing instead

specific anatomy is not too involved. All three are
classed as bivalves because their covering shell is in

of only after procmsing. Also, the Government

two parts hinged on one side. They spend their lives
on the sea floor, Oysters root to one spot where they
stay; clams, likewise, are found in beds where they
.live embedded in the sand and mud; scallops are the
exception in that can move about or remain in one

assumes no obligation to buy the inspected stock in
storage; moreover, storage charges are assumed by

the prospective contractor and not by the
Government.

spot as the food supply warrants. Scallops are

9-48. Preaward inspections also benefit the

harvested from beds, however, in much the same

contractor because he has in storage a high-quality
product that meets Government specifications 'and
that he can apply to Armed Forces contracts during

mannesi.

10t5. Scallops. Scallops differ from oysters and
clAms in that they retain their mobility throughout

'the off-season. Further, the contractor is not

(heir life (except for the rock scallop, which

obligated to sell the product to the Government, but
may channel it through any oudet he chooses.
9-49. Inspect the product just as if it were being
bought at that time Identify the containers with the

attaches itself to a rock where it remains throughout
its life span), Scallops don't swim in the manner of

fish, but rather are jet-propelled. By rapidly
opening and closing their valves, scallops force
water from within the shells, causing them to recoil
in the oppcisite direction. In this way, they can
move with or to the food supply. Because of their
mobility, they are found in deeper water than are

DOD Partial Inspection Approval Stamp, coded

with the letter -03" indicating -Preaward
Inspection.- The product is test weighed at

destination, after actual purchase and delivery to a

Government installation. The tare weight,
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clams and oysters, and are less likely to be

razor GIIVTI is relatively soft and thin, and diggers
must be tiareful not to damage them.
10-14.. Since clam harvesting is conducted only

contaminated by the pollution fouitd in streams.
10-6. While the entire meaty part of scallops is
edible, the usual procedure is to discard all but the
central adductor muscle. Some eat these muscles
raw and acclaim them delicious, whiWothers prefer

"on the tide," little onboat handling is necessary.
Diggers produce the largest in small increments and

make delivery soon after boating the catch. If the
:lams are clear of contamination when caught, they
will be the same when delivered to a processor.

them cooked. Scallops cannotor rather do

notretain entrapped water; therefore, they die

soon after netting. They must be processed

10-15. Fresh clams for canning are put through a

immediately after being boated. Scallop fisherman
shuck the scallops, clip off the adductor muscle,

steam box. This process causes the shell io open,

and discard the balance of the creatures. The

shell in machines designed for this purpose. Once
out of the shell, the clam meats ate moved to the

and the clam can be mechanically separated from its

muscles are then placed in cold storage in muslin
bags to await delivery to the cannery.

cannery worktables. Here, the workers clip the
siphon tips, slit the siphons operi, separate the

10-7. Scallops are already shucked when they are

delivered to the cannery and need only to be
cleaned and packed. Those Intended for inland

visceral parts, and wash out sand and silt. The meats
are put through grinders and filled into cans. Final
cooking is done in the can.

markets are commonly canned and frozen. Some of
the crop is marketed in the breaded form, either raw

10-16. Clam procurement is controlled by
Federal Specification PP-C-401, which classifies

or precooked.
10-8. Prior to processing, you must insure that
the scallops are in prime condition. Spoilage or

clams as follows:

Type I, Fresh (chilled). This applies
particularly to those clams marketed in the

staleness is usually noted when a characteristic gassy

immediate area.

odor escapes from a bag of scallops. After the

Type II, Frozen. Clams intendla for lengthy

scallops are washed and drained, inspect for pieces

storage and/or shipment inland must be

of shell and adhering grit, which are causes for

frozen to maintain quality.

rejection.

10-9. The best quality scallops are whiteglor

10-17. Fresh clams may take on unnatural
colors. In winter, when water temperatures go

creamy in color, although yellow, orange, pink, or
light gray colors do occur. There are acceptable
limits for colors other than white. Improper chilling
or holding too long before freezing causes scallops

below 50° F., you may see a brownish-orange tint

in the area around the digestive tract when the
clams are first opened. Shucked clams that have
stood for several days may develop a color that

to become dark gray or black. These are not
acceptable. A yellowish tinge in frozen scallops

resembles the color of tomato sauce. The reason for

indicates rancidity or oxidation. When you suspect

this discoloration is not known; however, clams
that develop this color are not acceptable.

this condition, confirm it by defrosting and
checking the odor, or by cooking and tasting.
10-10. Clams. In our discussion of clams, wg

10-18. Canned clams are inspected during
processing at the canning establishment in order to

won't worry about .all the varieties marketed

determine the sanitation, type, freshness, and

commercially. Rather, we will concentrate on the
type used in canned chowders because this form is
more suitable for our use.
10-11. Soft-shell clams are the species harveited
in greatest abundance in the New England States.
This clam lives on tidal beaches for the most part;

quality of the raw product. Clam juice should be
fairly clear. Clams, either minced or whole, should

have a clear, bright color. Clam products are
packed almost exclusively in enamel-lined cans.
10-19. Oysters, Oysters are edible the year round,

and the traditional bad periods reflect only the

diggers gather them with hoes, rakes, or tongs. After

being caught, the clams are often stored in

oyster's condition following spawning, a reduced
seasonal food supply, or the storage and shipping
problems brought on by hot weather. Oysters are

live

boxes or floats because when they are kept in this
manner, the clams purge themselves .of sand and
mud and are then of better quality,
10-12. Hard-shell clams (called quahog, round
clam, littleneck, or cherrystone) live on tidal flats

one of man's best foods. Even the liquid

is

nutritious because it is high in albumin, mucin, and
peptides, which are food fractions essential to ano
adequate human diet. Normally, females are fatter

and in water as deep as 50 feet. On the flats, they are
harvested with rakes and hoes. In deep water, they

and meatier than males. Oysters do not die
immediately after boattng if they are kept cool and

are boated with tongs or power-driven dredges,

clean. Hence, they can be marketed to be served
fresh on the half shell. Other forms are frozen and
breaded. You will be more concerned with these
latter forms, because these are the forms usually
used by Air Force dining halls,

depending on water depth and local regulations.
10-13. Pacific Coast clams (the razor, the pismo,

and the hard-shell) are harvested in a manner
similar to the Atlantic varieties. The shell of the
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meais that are quick-frozen and held in subzero

10-20. Holding market-size oysters on floats in

storage may be kept for a longer time.
10-23. Oysters are classified in three types as
,
follows;

shallow water near shorefis referred to as
to take on
"floating." Floating causes the
water until it is in a bloated con tion. Naturally,

Type IFresh (chilled).

e meantime, the
the water will be lost later, but, i
ayster
prices for sea
...
operator will have
water. The buyer will d up with a gyeatly deflated
product. The trick is llegal and oysters floated in

Type IIFrozen.
Type IIIIndividual Quick Frozen 0Qn.
Classes and sizes of oysters differ between the
Eastern and Pacific Coasts, Table 2 gives the

this manner are not icceptable under Federal
specifications, Federal s- ificationralso prohibit

various sizes by count per container for each type,

dead oysters. When
buying "gapers," the name
oysters die, the adductor muscle relaxes and allows
the shell to open or gape; hence the term "gapers."
10-21. Upon arrival at the processing site, the
oystets are washed by jets of water while passing up
the conveyor and through a rotating screen washer
to the storage bins. Oysters from these bins may be
opened either by steam or by hand. Then the oysters
are moved to the shucking room where the meat is

10-24. It is quite possible that you will see
breaded oysters, Which is the third popular form. In

this case, the shucked oysters are diverted to the

breading facilities, where they are battered,
breaded, frozen individually, and packed into
institutional-sized containers, This product must be
kept in frozen storage, but less tha A%, ntaiher
quantities can be removed from the carto and the
balance can be returned to the freezer.
10-25. Canned oysters are prepared in the same
way as are those intended for use as fresh oysters
except that they receive some additional treatment.
The washed meats are placed in popular-sized cans

removed from the shell, washed free of foreign
matter, graded for size, and placed in containers.
These oyster-meat containers are sealed watertight

because intermediate handlers sometimes place
them in water. If oysters are held in contact with

and are then commercially sterilized in steam-

fresh water for a long period, they will lose much of

their soluble flavoring properties and will absorb . heated retorts. Diced or sliced meats are packed
with all other stew ingredients and are precooked,
considerable quantities of water, This processing is
This canned stew needs only reheating for use,
known as "drinking" or "soaking," and, like
10-26, In addition to floaters and gapers, reject
floating, is prohibited.
any oysters that are spawny, undernourished, sour,
10-22. After sealing, the containers are packed
bloated, pink, elongated, or green-gilled. Fresh
in ice, because they must be kept below 34° F. to
oyster liquor is of a translucent, milky color,
prevent spoilage. Packed in this manner, osyters
Liquor from sour oysters, in which gas, acid, and
will keep for about 2 weeks. Some of the shucked
TABLE 2
CLASSES AND SIZES OF FRESH AND FROZEN OYSTERS

Type

Size
(counts)
.

Class
1

-

(a) Extra.
large
(b) Large
(extra
selects)
(c) Medium
(selects)
(d) Small
(standards)
(e) Very
small

Ial Large
Pacific
(Crassostrea
(b) Medium
gigas) 1'
(c) Small
(d) Extra
small

I

Type II

Fresh

.

Count per quart
Largest Smallest
2f

1/

_

Eastern

or Gulf
(Crassostrea
virginica)

II

(eunt per
gallon

Frozen

Type III

frozen

fIQF)

Count per
pounds

atUlgit!I;rt)r

6 pounds

2/

44

Not more,than 113

Not more than 19

'

161.210

36

58

114-148

19-25

211-300

46

83

149-212

25.35

301.500

68

138

213.352

35-59

112

-

353 and over

59 and over

Not more than 45

Not

46-68
69,101
102 and over

711

160

Over SOO
Not more
than 64
65-96
97,144
More than

p1/4).-J11

1

than 7

11-17

17 and over

144

Least count.

Maximum Count.
each
Largest oyster shall be not more than twice the weight of thc smalleSt ov ter within
size category.
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odop have developed, will be opaque and gray1sh1
in color. You may also notice gas bubbles on thel

green. The last-segment of the tail is keeled on top
and is edged in dark,color.

surface. The Federal specification for fresh or

10-32. The brown shrimp is usually tinted a
brownish or orange hue. Its tail is edged in hues

frozen raw shucked oysters contains allowances for
maximtun pieces.of shell and for broken oysters.
10-27. 'There are tvio more factors peculiar to
oysters: the appearance of small parasitic crabs, and
the use of the pH of the oyster liquor as a means of
determining the edibilitY of the oysters. The crabs
are no problem. They are acceptable for Air Force
purchase and, in fact, are a delicacy themselves. The
pH of the liquor is a different matter. Although an

ranging from red-purple to sky blue. Twci grooves
about Vi inch long are located adjacent to arid on
either side of the dorsal crest of the tail segment.
(See fig. 32.)
10-33. The pink shrimp (also shown in fiw.-32)
resembles the brown shrimp but has a red or brown
spot on each 'side at about the middle of its tail. In
color it sometimes tends to be bluiSh or blue-gray,
and its tail is edged in blue. The last tail segment
bears a groove on either side of the central dorsal
crest.,

oyster has been removed from the water, its
metabolism does not stop. It will live for hours or
days on the oxygen it carries, but all this time it is
accumulating acids and themore acid, the lower the

10-34.0 Shrimp are found in schools and are
efficiently caught using otter trawls. With this

PH. Authorities have set the lower pH limit tpr

fishing device, large quantities can be boated at one
time. The nets are trawled 2 to 3 hours at a time or
until the labor of boating is made worthwhile by the

edible oysters at 5.9. Since freshly shucked oysters
range between pH 6.2 and 7.2, they have to gain

considerable acid to become stale (5.7 to 5.9) or
sour (below 5.7). You determine the pH of oyster
liquor by using a pH meter; for field use, a Taylor

quantity in the catch. White shrimp inhabit
comparatively shallow water (30-90 feet), while the

Slide Comparator is satisfactory. The proper

grooved shrimp are found in deeper water (up to
600 feet). The grooved shrimp are harvested at

Comparator were covered in a previous volume of
this CDC.

night because they are found in much greater

procedures for the use of the Taylor Slide

abundance at that time.
10-35. Sea-roving shrimpers stay out for several
days to several weeks at a time. When a boat stays
longer than 7 days, the catch is usually sent to shore
by collection boats at 7-day intervals. This means
that the catch must be transferred from hold storage
to the other boat. Shrimp die soon after removal
from the sea, and processing must begin at once.
Obviously, there are inspection factors during the
fishing trip.
10-36. As the shrimp are dumped on the deck,
workers separate the shrimp from the trash picked
up by the trawl. The boat crew may segregate the
shrimp by size, but temperatures on the deck force
the crew to work fast to preclude deterioration of
the catch. If shrimp are not processed and placed in
cold storage immediately, they suffer bacterial and
autdlytic spoilage. Another defect is black spot, a
condition which affects the shell and which also
causes unsightly damage to the flesh. Short drags
with the trawl, immediate sorting and beheading,

10-28. Cnistaceans. A crustacean is any of a
class of invertebrates (Crustacea) that usually Jive in

water, breathe through gills, and have a hard outer
shell. All crustaceans are relatively high in protein
and are excellent variations in our diet. The ones

most widely consumed are shrimp, crab, and
lobsters. Shrimp far outdistance the others in total
catch; crab and lobster are becoming more common

in inland markets, but their supply is somewhat
limited. We shall discuss inspection requirements
for each of these three.
10-29. Shrimp. Production extends around our
entire continental coastline but the greater part of
the catch is produced in the Southeastern and Gulf

Coast States. Most shrimp caught for human
consumption are immediately beheaded, and the

edible, meaty tails are placed in cold storage on the
boats. In some instances, the shrimp boat returns to
dock as soon as its catch is boated; these fishermen
do not behead their catch at sea but, instead, behead
the shrimp immediately after unloading them at the-- - thorough washing, and quick icing reduce the
incidence of black spot. Failure to follow these
dock.
practices results in a cargo of substandard quality
10-30. Shrimp fishermen provide thousands of
shrimp
and one which you should be careful not to
tons of several varieties. There are Latin names for
accept.
the individual species,.but the common names are
sufficiently descriptive for most purposes. Brown,
10-371 The shrimp are unloaded from the boat
white, and pink shrimp represent the greater part of
and washed. The unfit shrimp are culled while on
the harvest. Others, such as the Alaskan pink, the
the inspection belt. Heading is done at the picking

side-stripe, and the coon-stripe, are harvested in

tables (if not already done aboard the vessel).

somewhat lesser quantities.
10-31. The white shrimp is whitish in cofor and

ExaMine a representative sample of the load 'to see

that the shrimp are firm and itl prime condition.
Odor is a very good indicator of fresh shrimp. As
you select samples, note any odors that are not

is usually somewhat softer than the brown or the
pink shrimp described below. Its tail is edged in
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PINK

EROWN GROOVED SHRIMP
(PtNAIUS AZ TICUS

Figure 32 External features of common and grooved shrimp.

t,

shrimp on a table so that you will be able to
examine them visually.

typical of fresh shrimp. Bear in mind that a ship's
load usually consists of a catch made over a period
of several days and that, even though a few of the
shrimp are not in prime condition, the rest may be
perfectly sound and acceptable.
10-38. The shrimp are unloaded at the plant into
the receiving wash tank or onto a conveyor belt
leading to the tank. The wash tank is used to wash
the shrimp free of adhering dirt and to separate the
shrimp from doe ice used to refrigerate them.
10-39: Shrimp are sized by count per pound.
There will be 15 or fewer large shrimp per pound,
whereas there are more than 60 very small shrimp
per pound. The purchase documents will specify the
count of shrimp. Most plants now have sizing
machines which sort shrimp into the different sizes.
The purchase documents (including specifications

b, Establish total count per pound (No, of
shrimp/No, of pounds t= count/pound).

C. Refer to examination tables of quality
assurance provisions of the applicable
specification for the category of defects
pertaining to size.

10-41. TherFlre three grades for shrimp stated
in the U.S. Standards for Shrimp. These grades are
based on the numerical total value remaining after
subtracting points assigned to defects found from
100. Here is the way the grading sysiem works.
Individual defects have assigned point values, as

stated in the right-hand column of table 3. You
inspect the product and note all defects. Next you
add all the numerical values assigned to the defects
you found. Subtract this total from 100 and use this
figure to arrive at.a grade as shown below:

or purchase description, DPSC clauses, and

purchase orders) will specify the tolerances for

undersize shrimp. Because the larger shrimp are the
most expensive, you must see that these tolerances
are not exceeded.
10-40, The procedures for determining size and
tolerances are:
a. Select representative samples and spread the

U.S. Grade A or U.S, Fancynot less than
90.

U.S. Grade B or U.S. Goodnot less than
80,
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TABLE 3
SHRIMP GRAD-INGSCHEDULE OF DEDUCTIONS FOR FACTORS RATED BY SCORE POINTS
Deduct

Oescription of quality variation

-Factor

State
.---.

Deslocation of meat

Dehydrated-expos6-;17-ids

,

v 1

Thawed at.t.

Frozen state

a

Thawed state

4

Up to 2.0 percent....

OVOf 15.0 percent.--

4
0
u

(Percent by count of total sample%)
deduction only.

u.

up.

0

Slight...-. ..... .

3
0

Noderate........--

2,1-S.0 percent
Over 3.0 percent

.

0

,..... ......

None

Up to S percent
5.11S.0 percent

Dehyd-ation

73

''' Narked

Apply the on.

11

highest

-

Off-odor, Overall sample'
Slight
Nod
.... ..... ...... .......... ....
Narked
Any excessive, each 1 percent or fraction (percent by count)...

Deterioration

2

,

/

0
21
S

Black spot on shell or
loose embrane only.

Shell affected, but not meat
Not,pver S percent
agog additional S percent, or fraction (percent by count) -- ....

Black spot on meet--

None+

Not over 3 percent.... ..,.....

0
1

-.........
... , ......,

1

4

Each additional S perCont, or (Faction (perCent by count). ..

v

2

.

.
.,
.
Not over 1 percent.....1.1-3,0 percent
Each additional 3 percent, orit.fraction (percent bv weight)

Broken, damaged, and
pieces

a

4

,

r.

Legs, loose shell, and
flippers,

Needs and unacceptable
shrimp.

Extraneous ..... Lai.-1

,r

Uniformity of size--

v

Texture.%. .... .........

0

,

...

2

.,.,. ..... ,

piece
2 pieces
over 2 pieces..
1

......

...

..

...

.

...,.

$

.

., ...... ,
...

t.,

I

.......

1

..

,

2

-. ...

.

/

4

Slightly largo and slightly small Each 3 percent, or fraction-- .
Exceedingly large and exceedinly small Each 3 percent, or fraction
(percent by count. based on actual count per pount of sample),

I

2

roue, dry, Of mushy
,

0

2

.

.

_

\

o

2

0

Not over 3 percent
Each additional 3 percent, or fraction (percent by Count)-..
.
.
--,
Not over 1 percent-- -.-....... ,.
Each additional 1 percent, or fraction (percent by count).

2

..

Moderate

..

2

,

.

4

,

_

Excessive...".

11

_

(a) the contents of
1 This schedule of point deduc ions is based on the etasinetton of.sampl units competed of
an entire package Of (0) sufficient packages to provIdo a saeple unit of 2 pounds or pore, declared not ',eight,

A

they are glazediJsually the open packages of
frozen shrimp are placed on a conveyor which
carries them under a stream or spray of chilled
potable water. After passing under this 'spray, the
packaged shrimp are inverted and are replacedon
the freezer racks or packed in master cartons and

U.S. Grade C or U.S. Commercialnot less
than 70.

This grade is assigned only after the product has

passed a flavor and odor examination

(organoleptically) as required by U,S. Standards.
The military buys only U.S. Grades A and B.
10-42. There are several different specifications
that apply to shrimp. These specifications state the
4,

then returned to the freezer. The purpose of
inverting is to allow the free water in the package to

requirements for headless, peeled, peeled and

freeze on the top of the package; thus, there is a
covering of ice on both the top and bottom of the
pack. If the shrimp are to be,IQF, they are frozen

butterflied or split, portions, and cookied shrimp.

individually in continuous freezing cabinets and are
then glazed before they are packaged,

deveined (P & D), breaded round, breaded
These different classifications of shrimp are

10-44. Cooked shrimp are handled as peeled
(regular or deveined), chilled shrimp. They are
cooked by immersion in a boiling salt solution.

procured as either chilled, frozen, individual quickfrozen (IQF), or canned.

10-43. Most shrimp catches are frozen as
headed, unpeeled shrimp after they have been

After cooking, the shrimp must be quickly drained
and washed in ice water to lower their temperature.
When the shrimp have cooled to 35° F. or below,
they are drained and inspected for broken shrimp,
pieces of shell, and other objectionable conditions.

washed, sized, and inspected. They may later be
thawed for further processing. In freezing, filled
'packages are aced on portable racks and are
jaconveyed to thpl
e freez After, they are frozen solid,
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some are .caught with baited tr)lines, dredges, or
otter trawls. Dungeness and King erab harvests are
made almost entirely by means of pots. In some
fishing 'grounds, particularly the Alaskan, the
number of pots per boat or per fisherman is rigidly

10-45. Breaded shrimp are prepared from

chilled or frozen shrimp. Most breaded shrimp for
Armed Forces purchases are prepared from fresh,

chilled shrimp. The headed shrimp must

be

properly washed, culled, peeled and deveined. TICe
fantail and adjoining shell segment may be left on,
if this procedure is specified,
10-46. The purchase description gives detailed
qualiry requirements for all the coating ingredients
for breaded shrimp. Breading must be added to the
shrimp rrrmrzliont allowed for the specified
coating range. The amount of coating is determined
before the product is frozen by drawing and
examining samples in accordance with the

controlled,
10-50. Crabs *must be kept alive until they are

'kr

processed. Therefore, they arc held in tanks aboard

the fishing boat, with continuous circulation of

fresh seawater to assure an adequate oxygeri supply

until they are unloaded. Live blue crabs arecooked

whole in steam pressure cookers or in boiling
water. Upon removal from the cooker, they are
cooled; then workers remove the shell, viscera, and
claws, and pick the meat from the shell preparvikt

inspection documents and MIL-STD-I 05,

/

to canning. Because cooked crab doesn't store
satisfactorily frozen, some of the blue crab meat is
canned for shipment and storage, but most of the

Sampling Procedures ct Tables for Inspection by
Attributes. Batter and breading-must competely and
evenly cdver the shrimp meats (the fantail need not
be covered).

cannery output is marketed as fresh, cooked crab at
local markets.

10-47. Crab. The crab's exoskeleton is a

'10-51. The Pacific Coast Dungeness crab is

hardened substance which is periodically discarded

"much larger than the Eastern Blue and i,s easier to .
,_,,___as the rab grows in size. When the shell becomes/7
process. The crabs can be butchqréd before
con ning for the growing crab, the shell splits
cooking. Cannery workers cut the caiapace'(body
of
it.
In
this
s, and the crab backs out
pt. It9
and gills.
/denuded stage, crabs are called soft shell and are ,. shell) in half and remove the visceral parts
boiling
water.
Then
the
crab
halves
are
cooked
in
preferred eating, because shell and all are edible.
from
After
cooking,
workers
shake
or
pict
the
meat
For commercial purposes in canning, soft-shell
station
to
the shell and send it 4zyrough a washing
cr4bs tend to be watery and poor in texture; and,
After
inspection,
the
remove bits of shell or debris.
thaEfore, they are marketed only as fresh crabs.
meat, is canned for storage or shipment. The filled
about
by
the
This water absorption is brought
cans must be kept in cold (32°F to 40°F.) storage
necessity for the crab to inflate its size so that the
until they are to be used.
new shell will be large enough for him when It
10-52 The King crab, the last sp-efiSswith bich
with
hardens. The breeding season is synonymous
we
are concerned, gets its name from its size.
the molting period, because the male must inserithe
crabs
may weigh more than 20 pounds an4 span
sperm under the gift shell mantle for the female to
much as 5 feet from tip to tip or their outstretched
she
produces
them.
The
use it to fertilize the eggs as
legs. Only males may be taken legally, and they
female carries the eggs in cluster under her tail until
must be in prime condition and healthy before
they hatch. Since she heads for the Open sea with her
being processedlitecause of the distance between
eggs, and because some States prohibit female take,
'the fishing groullds and the canneries and markets
market crabs usually are males;
be

--)oo1

in the "lower forty-eight," King crab must
processd before shipment. The crabs are

I 0-48. Several species of crab dominate the
market, in the Atlantic and Gulf Coast areas, it is

the blue,crab in both the soft- and hard-shell stages.
On the Pacific side, we find Dungeness, Rock, and

King crabs, with the latter, predominating, l'he

blood9f crabs perfuses the tissui rather than being
confined in vessels, making it next to impossible to
properly bleed the crab during processing. If crabs
are dead or only barely alive when processing starts,
they will not be acceptable as food. Consequently,
they are kept in live wells and are maintained in a ,
completely healthy state before being cooked alive.
Another factor is that it, is difficult to remove crab
meat from the shell if it is not thoroughly cooked.
Cooking doeot appreciably change the nutrient
content.

butchered, cooked, washed, and chilled before
canning, Mechanical equipment, such as/ubber
rollers, breaks the shells 90 that the meat may be
extracted or forced from the shell. The meat is
again washed, inspected, cooked further in boiling

brine, spray-washed, reinspected, and passed to the

packing table. King crab draws a premium price,
and processors work to maintain the high quality of
the product, so that their sales will not suffer in the
9
competitive market.
for
and storage than are other crab species.

10-53. King crab is much more suite
fre

tion for freezing follows much the same
routine as for canning, eicept thit the meat is
Pre

chilled before removal from the shells. This enables

10-49. Crab fishing could be termed a

g) p of the sections.
extraction with 1ms breakin1
After extraction, the meats ar Incorporated into

"piecework" operation because the crabs are not
boated in vast quantities. The greater part of the
blue crab harvest is made by using pots, although

large blocks (250,*nces m at and 24 ounces
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water), inspected, packed in storage containers,
frozen, glazed, and shipped. Users simply saw the
frozen blocks into desired portions for use.

10-54. Crab products are classified under
Federal Specification PP-C-566 as follows:

Type IWhite or body crab meat.
e Type UClaw cr-A meat.,
Type IIIBody and claw crab meat.
-

Beyond these basic classifications, you must know

that soft-shell crabs must be alive and properly
packaged according to the purchase agreement. If
soft-shell is called for, they must be true soft-shell
crabsnot paper-shell nor buckram crabs. Frozen

hard-shell crabs must be dressed and kept at a

10-57. Lobster fishermen lower baited pots to

.the sea bottom and locate their position with .2r7
marker buoys and flags. Some spiny lobsters are
harvested with dip nets by fishermen in small boats. '
After being caught, the lobsters are accumulated in
holding pounds to permit the conditioning of .the
new shell on those that have recently molted, and to

enable the marketing of the others under better

price conditions. Some catches are stored in
floating crates with sea, water circulating freely
through them.
10-58. Lobsters are kept alive in holding wells
until time for cooking. Shippers either tie the claws
with wire or place a wodden peg in the claws, which

temperature of 0°F. or below. The wrapping must

keeps the lobster from cutting the legs off his
bedmates. Lobsters are packed live into barrels

oxidation.
- 10-55. Canned crabmeat naturally his a salty,
fishlike odor. The odor of decomposed crabmeat is

layered With ice and seaweed for shipment to inland

be such, that it will prevent dehydration or'

readily discernible; even the slightest

decomposition produces a penetrating and

nauseating odor. Small orange-yellow globules
resembling fish eggs are somefunes found in canned
crabs. They are eggs and are perfectly wholesome.

Small quantities of a light yellow fat may also.-befound. This fat indicates that the crab was large and
fully makure. Care should be taken to distinguish
both eggs and fat from the entrails.
;0-56. Lobster. The lobster is the most glorified
member of the shellfish family.. There is a notable
difference between the Northern or Maine variety
and the Spiny or Rock types caught along the South

markets. Spiny lobsters are often handled like
shrimp since they have no huge claws filled with
edible meat. The body and tail are separated, and
only the tail is prepared for eating. The lobster tail
may be frozen (either raw or cooked) and shipped
to market.
10-59. Only small lobsters are usually canned.
They are cooked and picked. The meat is cleaned of

clotted blood and other offal, and is then washed
and drained. After the meat has been_ drained, it
may be dipped in, brine which contains a small
amount of citric acid to keep it from blackening in

the can. The meat is manually packed into C-

huge front claws. The Spiny lobster, on the

enameled cans; lining, bag, or parchment paper is
used to protect the meat against blackening. The tail
meat is usually placed on the bottom, the claw meat
on top. Salt or brine, and occasionally spices, are,
added. After filling, the can's are exhadsted of air

contrary, has no suchcrushing claws but grows long
spiny feelers in their stead.

retorted, cooled, and labeled.

Atlantic, the Gulf, and the Pacific Coasts. The
Northern lobster is famous for its proportionately

for, about 10 to 12 minutes, then are sealed,

6
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CHAPTER 5

Daky Products

f

MORE TECHNOLOGY and controls have
implemented for dairy pmducts than for any bth
, natural food. Strict sanitation codas control m6st
milk produced toilay. Automatic milking machines

4

quality aisurance procedures used by the military.

.You should also be familiar with the
'Microorganisms cpihmon to dairy prOducts and the
results of their presence in those items. Finally, you

tnust be familiar with the various laboratory

milk the cow after the udder is sanitized; then,
machines pump die milk to holding tanks; later

examinationt used in the analysis of dairy products
to determine quality, wholesomeness, and contract
compliance.

refrigerated tank trucks take it to a processing plant.
These procedures virtually eliminate environmental

contamination. .At the processing plant, milk is
tested for quality and wholesomenees. Further, jt is
processed under the vigilance of plant, city, State,

11. Quality Controls and Inspection of Fresh
Dairy Products

and Federal inspectors. Few other food products
undergo the rigid inspections required of dairy

11-1. A thorough inspection system, which
begins on the farm and continues through all

,.
products.
14 gg v-Isierz,.q* dairy prodbcts are among the
most IMportant foods used by the armed forces. Let

aspects of milk production, processing, shipping,
and storage, is necessary to insure proper quality
controls on the dairy products purchased by the

us consider the number of dairy products we

military. You could be involved in any of the

consume in a day. If we have cereal for breakfast,
we use milk or cream with it. If we have an omelet,
we may have cheese with it, and the omelet may be
fried in butter, or if we have fe or scrambled
eggs, they may be cooked in butte . we have toast,
hotcakes, the
we have butter with it. If we h

aspects of this overall insppction plan, depending
upon the responsibilities of the Base Veterinary
Office to which you are assigned. Whatever your

job, though, you will need to have 'a good

knowledge of the product requirements set down by
the military. These requirements can be.found in a

batter dontaihs some form of milk. For our

variety of publications, including contracts;

beverage, we may have a glass of fresh, milk, or
coffee with cream, fresh milk, evaporated milk, or
dehydrated milk. For our noon meal, we may have

specifications; the GradeA" Pasteurized Milk OrAFM 74-15, Procurement Occility
-Assurance, Appendix A, Fresh D5N&odiscL as
well as the various contracts let by the military. The
sources of information on product -.requirements
dinance,

a, cream soup, butter, cottage cheese salad,
macaroni cheese casserole, and fresh milk or cream
with our coffee. For supper, we May have fresh milk
again, and ice cream for dessert. As a snack, we May

that you will use most frequently will be AFM

have a malted milk. Not only do we use dairy

74-15, ApPendix A, and the applicable contracts.
We will discuss AFM 74-15 in a later section of this

products directly in such ways as' these, but- we..
also use them indirectly in such foods as pastries,

,

breaded foods, and many other cooked foods.

chapter. Now, let's turn our attention to military
contracts.
11-2. Contracts. We cannot overemphasize the

Milk, then, is a significant component of our daily
diet.
3: You, the veterinary specialist, must not only
insUre that the proper quality 'and quantity of milk
and milk products are procured, but you must also
prevent the use and consumption of unsafeproducts

importance of contracts, or any inspection documents. If you lack an understanding of what constitutes inspection documents or if you can't interpret them, you will fail as an inspector. Contracts
for dairy prodpcts are prepared and awarded by the
purchasing and contracting officer, although some

within the military establishment. To properly
perform these important tasks, you 'must have a

contracts may occasionally be let by DPSC. The
contract uSually consists of the primary contractual

basic understanding of the quality controls placed

document accompanied by and/or referencing

on dairy products, including the procurement
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administration of the procurement quality

other related documents. The primary contractual
document stipulates special requirements, such as
the following:
a. Size of container.
b. Type of container.
c. Grade of the product to be procured.
d. Quantity to be delivered.
e. Time of delivery.

assurance procedures for the contractor(s) for
which he is assigned. He will maintain liaison with
the origin inspector(s), if any (sometimes the ACI

functions as ovigin inspector for a prime
contractor), and the destination inspector(s). Some
of the ACI's specific duties are:

a. Develops a sampling plan for Government

f Place of delivery.

laboratory testing. The ACI arranges for the routine
selection and submission of samples for chemical

g. Other specific requirements.

and bacteriological testing. The frequency of
11-3. Related documents might be referenced in

sampling is derived from AFM 74-15, Appendix
A, and the quality history of the contractor.

a contract (thereby making them a part of the
contract) or may be attached to the contract.
Collectivelythe contract and the referenced (or

b. Arranges for origin andior destination

sampling for laboratory testing. He coordinates his
sampling plan with origin and destination in order
to insure its proper use.

attached) dociments make up the Purchase

Instrument. J..et us consider what documents might
be referenced or attached to a contract.
a. Subsiiience Master Solicitation (SMS).
b. Buyer's guide.
c. Federal and Military Specifications.
d. Amendments.
e. Purchase descriptions.

c: Provides the destination inspector with
current, reliable data on product quality so that he

can fulfill his inspection and sampling
responsibilities at his installation.

d. Determines if any qiality control problems
have been discovered at either origin or destination.

f DOD deviations.

e. Assures that the contractor haa provided

g. DPSC clauses, articles, conditions, and

accurate tare weights and production codes to each
destination.

special provisions.

11-4. Procurement Quality Assurance

11-7. Origin inspector. This inspector is

Procedures. The instructions to assure uniformity
in the administration of the procurement quality
assurance provisions of contracts for fresh dairy
foods are found in Appendix A of AFM 74-15.
This directive outlines concepts and policies as well

responsible for conducting the procurement quality
assurance procedures and coordinating all actions
and results with the ACI. When not acting as ACI,
i.e., when he is origin inspector at a subcontractor's
plant, he will perform the following duties:

as prescribes the procedures and techniques

a. Provides data to the ACI on the contractor's
quality control.
b: Coordinates any necessary changes that the
ACI has arranged in the sampling plan.
c. Assists the ACI with any problems related to
accurate tare weights and production eodes at the
plant.

necessary to perform uniform procurement quality

assurance. Since a large part of the Veterinary
Service's inspection responsibility deals with dairy

'products, you must familiarize yourself with the
information presented in AFM 74-15. Although it
is needless to reproduce all the material in AFM
74-15, we will discuss the general aspects of this

directive and present some of the duties of
veterinary food inspectors who are responsible for

11-8. Destination inspector. The destination
inspector's duties comprise an integral part of the

assurance of fresh dairy products purchased by the
military.

quality assurance of fresh dairy products. His

various aspects of the procurement quality

primary function is to supply the ACI with current,
reliable data on the contractor's quality control. In

11-5. There are three inspector positions
necessary to properly implement procurement

other words, the destination inspector performs

quality assurance:
Administrative Control Inspecter (ACI).
Origin Inspector.
Destination Inspector.

examinations on dairy products, as well as submits
samples for laboratory testing. The frequency with
which the destination inspector performs his duties

is determined by the ACI, and is based on the
quality history of that contractor. Our discussion
will reflect the normal frequency. The number of
samples and examinations will either increase or
decrease in frequency, depending on the reliability
of the contractor's quality control. There are six

You may be required to fill any one or a
combination of these positions. Let 7s discuss them

and learn their function and how they coordinate
their activities.
11-6. Administrative control inspector (AC1). The
ACI, who often serves as the origin inspector at a

main tasks involving sampling and examining dairy

products that the destination inspector must
perform in order to gather the information

prime contractor's plant, is' responsible for the
70
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necessary to evaluate quality and contract
compliance of diary products:
a. Examination of Net Weight and Volume.
Once each week you should examine each line item
(each size container) for net weight. Normally,
dairy products are weighed; however, you, as the

inspector, should occasionally perform a
volumetric examination to chock the accuraty of

the tare weight- used in your net weight

examinations.
b. Determination of Temperature on Delivery.
You should check the temperature of the shipment
daily on each delivery. Be sure to take temperatures

throughout the load to assure it meets the
requirements.

c. Determination of the Age of the Proauct on
Delivery. You should check the code date during

the temperature'examination to assure that the
shipment meets the requirements.

d. Determination of Keeping Qualit)1: You

conduct this examination to determine whether or
not the milk is of sufficient quality to stay fresh for
the stated shelf life. This text provides a valuable
source of feedback information on plant problems
related to excessive contamination of fresh dairy

will discuss some of the common microorganisms,
their importance, and the results of their, presence
'in fresh dairy products. This background information will serve as a basis for a later discussion of the
laboratory analysis of dairy products.
12-2. The microorganisms of dairy products of
most concern to us are: lattic-acid-producing bacteria, spore-forming bacilli, coliform bacteria, and
yeasts. Your understanding of these microorganisms will help you perform inspections on the pro-

ducts, request laboratory analysis, interpret the
results of the lab analysis, and use the lab results to

correct discrepancies in production. Although

some bacteria are necessary to produce such dairy
products as sour cream, buttermilk, cottage cheese,
ana cheese curd, the growth of some bacteria in our
dairy products_ can cause disease or off-odor and
off-taste.
12-3. Lactic-Acid-Producing Bacteria. Lacticacid-producing bacteria are divided into three plain
groups: (1) streptococci, (2) staphylococci, and (3)

lactobacilli. They grow rapidly at temperatures
from 60° F. to 90° F. and inhibit ,flie growth of
many other Organisms.
12-4. Streptococci. These spherical-shaped bacteria, which occur in chains, are the primary cause

products. The product should be stored at a
constant 40° F. preferably, or at 45° F. The product

of sour milk. But their presence in milk isnot all

should be tasted either 7 days after the date of
pasteurization if stored at 40° F. or 5 days after

bad, for these same bacteria are used as "starters" in
making butter, cheddar cheese, and cultured buttert

pasteurization at 45° F. The presence of winey or
fruity flavors is the first indication of spoilage by
psychrophilic organisms.
e. Collection and Submission of Dairy Samples.
You must collect dairy samples on a routine baiis,
as arranged by the ACI, and submit them to the

12-5. Staphylococci. Staph yl o co cci are commonly found in aseptically drawn milk. Some species of this bacteria are thermoduric (heat-resistant)
to the extent that they 'can survive pasteurization
temperatures, particularly high-temperature, short-

appropriate Army medical laboratory for

bacteriological and/or chemical analysis. You

time (HTST) pasteurization. Other species are

accordance with the instructions in Volume 2 of
this CDC. The correct number of DD Form 1222,

pathogenic, and cause boils, wound infections, and
mastitis in cattle. Still others produce a heat-stable
enterotoxin (a biological poison), which is a common cause of food poisoning. Since staphylococci
can survive pasteurization temperatures and are ex-

should pack your specimens in dry ice

in

properly completed, should accompany the
shipment.
f Organoleptic Examination. You should check

the product for off-odor and off-flavor as you

tremely dangerous if not properly controlled, we
must make sure that milk is kept properly refrigerated at temperatures below that at which these bacteria will grow. Temperatures should be no higher

check the temperature.

11-9. The data obtained from the laboratory

than 50° F. before pasteurization and no higher

tests and the examinations performed at destination
are used to help compile the contractor's quality
history file. The ACI uses this file to determine the
frequency of examinations and sample submissions
for the destination and origin inspectors to use. We

than 40° F. after pasteurization.
12-6. Lactobacilli. Lactobacilli are commonly
found in milk. T6y ferment lactose to lactic acid
and are kited in the production of certain cheeses.
One species, L. thermophilus, is a thermophile and
can be found in pasteurized milk.

will not discuss the rules for determining the
frequencies Oere because Appendix A of AFM
74-15'states them in detail.

12-7. Spore-Forming Bacilli. These are rodshaped bacteria, highly resistant to heat, and com-

12. Microorganisms Common to Dairy
Products
12-1. The action of microorganisms results in
deteriorative changes in fresh dairy products. We

monly found in the soil. The presence of sporeforming bacilli in milk is a good indication that the
cow was not properly cleaned before milking, that
dust in the milking barn has gotten into.the milk, or
71
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affect dairy products in may ways. For instance,
catain species of rams, because, of their Meng
fermentative and oxidative abilities to metabolize
carbohydrates, can cause gassiness in sweetened

that the utensils tned in handling the milk west
dirty. Since they are resinant to hen, pasteurization

does sot jrnaally kill theme bacteria. The most
effecdve way so control spore-forming bacilli is to
make certain that the enablishment concerned constandy practices Foper sanitasy proceduns.
Ihnteria. Coliform bacteria are

condensed milk. In addition, yeastiness (yeast
flavor) is comnon in old cream and often carries

over to butter when old cream is used in its
manufacture. Also, some yeasts cause changes in
cheese, such as a yeasty flavor and flat elongated
holes commonly referred to
"slit-era" or "fish

short, pam-neptive, rod-shaped organisms. You
can expect to find them in nearly all raw milk. In
fact, they are so common in raw milk that if you do

eyes." Once again, temperature is important in

not find tbem riu will be wise to suspect that an

controlling this organism. Pasteurization

agent has been added to destroy them. Their
presence in lams numbers is an indication of poor

or faulty sanitation in both raw and pasteurized
milk. The presence of coliform bacteria in raw milk

may be due to 'any one or more of a number of,

temperatures usually destroy yeasts in dairy

products.
12-12. In short, dairy bacteriology is important
"to m for four major reasons:

reasons, such' as:

Q ) Beneficial *microorganisms can develop

a. Poorly sanitized equipment and utensils.
b. Dirt falling into the milk or milk containers.

desirable finfors and other desirable characteristics
in certain dairy products such as milk an cheese.
(2) Pathogenic microorganisms may be spread
throligh dairy products and result in disease to the
consumer. Tuberculosis, typhoid fever, and septic
sore throat are examples.

c. Manure falling into the milk or milk containers.

12-9. Coliform organisms are normally destroyed
by proper pasteurization. How is it possible then
for them to be in milk after pasteurization? It's

(3) Detrimental microorganisms may cause

undesirable changes,"such as deterioration,

undesirable flavors, undesirable odors, or spoilage,
without being pathogenic.
(4) Some microorganisms are neither beneficial
nor detrimental, but add to the total bacterial count

really quite simple: the product has been recontami-

need after pasteurization. This problem could occur in a number of ways, for example:
a. Improper cleaning and sanitizing of equipment, utensils, and piping.
b. Improperly covered containers.
c. Condensation dripping into the product.
d..; Contaminated bottles or bottle cape.
e. Handling of the milk or processing equipment
by employees who do not practice good personal hygiene.

and result in a product that fails to meet sanitary
requirements.

13. Analyses of Dairy, Products
13-1. The analysis of dairy products involves the
product from its early stages of manufacture to the

finished product. You may have alreddy had an
opportunity to request that the laboratory perform
certain analyses, or perhaps you have run some

12-10. the following preventive measure must

be followed if coliform bacteria are to be
controlled. Milk not delivered to the processing

yourself. Regardless of the reason for these

plant within 2 hours must be cooled to at least 50°F.

analyses, we cannot request or perform such tests

and held at a temperature no higher than 50°F.

without first knowingsthe properties of milk and the

until:delivered. If milk is not properly cooled, the
bateria vnll grow very rapidly. Furthermore, the

tests used to analyze these properties and to
determine a wholesome product.

milk may contain the enterotoxin-producing

13-2. Properties of Milk. In order to protect

pasteurization. This enterotoxin is capable of

our milk supply from adulteration and to provide
the best product available, you need to know the
properties of milk. These properties can best be

staphylococci, which are not destroyed by
causing food poisoning in people who consume
infected milk; therefore, proper sanitary procedures
and proper temperatures must be maintained if we
are to control coliform bacteria.

described in terms of color, flavor, odor, and
specific gravity. You submit samples of dairy

12-11. Yeasts. If we were to place a yeast
organism and a bacterium side by side under

product received is of the quality desired. By

products for laboratory analysis to insure that the
knowing the normal properties, you can identify the
bnormal.
13-3. The normal color of milk varies from light

microscope, we would see that the yeast is much
larger. Yeasts are from 10 to 15 microns in size,
while bacteria are from 0.3 to 5 microns in size.

cream to light bluish-white. Milk with a high fat
ntent andehigh carotene content is more creamy

Despite the size difference, the structures of the two
are similar. Yeasts can tolerate a rather high acidity
(pH 3.5), and they use lactic acid for energy. They

in colciiN Other constituents that affect the color of
milk ar4 casein, salts, and riboflavin.
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13-4. Milk is examined orpnokptically for offodor more often than for my other factor. The
reason is that if inspectors tasted raw milk they

would expose themselves to the danger of
contracting a 'milk-borne disease. Inspectors cam
usually taste properly pestanized milk safely, and
they can smell a cao or carton of milk at soon as it
has been opened to check for milk odor. Normal
milk has *pleasant odor and a sweet lactose flavor.
13-5. The normal specific gravity of milk varies
from 1.027 to 1.035, with an average of 1.032 it
UrF. An illStrUMCat called the lacrometer is used
to determine specific gravity. Specific gravity is
determined for the purpose of detecting whether the
milk has been grossly adulterated with water. The
test can alto be used to estimate solids-not-fat and

7-total solids in milk.
13-6. Lihanitory Tests. There are three types

'of laboratory tests that are performed on fresh dairy
products: chemical, physical, and bacteriological.

Far, the mon part, the different tests are =ally
performed by Army Medical Laboratories at tbe
..reeprest of the destination inspector (following the
frequency schedule determined by the ACl) .
However, there are sane base veterinary facilities

that are responsible for performing certain
laboratory examinations on dairy products.

Whatever your responsibility, you will need to

Xtt

know what types of tens are necessary to determine
quality, whoksomenem, and contract compliance;
if yousubmit samples, you will need to know what
tests to request and how to interpret them; if you
perform basic lab tests yourself, this chapter can
serve as a limited procedural reference guide.

13-7. Standard plate count (SPC). This

bacteriological examination (outlined in Volume 2
of this (DC) is a means of determining the number

of bacteria within a food item, for our purposes,
within a sample of dairy products. Each dairy
product has a maximum allowable number of

bacteria (counted as colonies) per unit of

measurement; for example, X number of colonies
pa gram or milliliter of sample. The tolerance for
each `type of product isn listed in the applicabk
specification, and sometimes quoted in military
contracts. The SPC examination can be coed as an

found in dust and soiL
coliforms are usually destroyed by pasteurization,
their preaence in fresh dairy products indicates
postpastairization contamination. The source of
contamination can be any of the following:
hoproper sanitation of equipment.
Contamination of the product with water, raw
milk or other materials contaminated with
coliforma
Improperly covered containers.
Contaminated cartons.
Aerobaaer aesogestes,

Hand contamination of product contact

sutfaces.

1 3-10. Let's look at the procedures for
performing the coliform test:
a.. Equipment and reagenu:
(1) Desoxycholate agar.
(2) Eosin Methylene Blue agar (EMB).
(3) Wire inoculating loop.
(4) Sterile 11-rnl pipette.
(5) Incubator..
(6) Petri dishes.
(7) Distilled water.
(8) Quebec colony counter.
b. Preparation of media. Autoclave the EMB
agar at 121°C. for 20 min. at 15 pounds pressure.
The desoxycholate agar cannot be autoclaved

because excessive heat is detrimental. This agar will
be sterilized if it is heated to boiling, and is stirred
frequently while it is being dissolval in distilled
water.
c. Procedures:
(1) Place 1 m 1 of the sample to be tested into
each of three petri dishes.
(2) Pour about 10 ml of sterile desoxycholate
agar (cooled to 44C to 46°C) into each pctri dish,

rotate to mix, and allow to harden.
(3) After the agar in the dishes has hardened,
cover with a thin layer of desoxycholate agar and
allow it to harden,
(4) Incubate the inverted petri dishes at 35°C. for
24 hours.
(5) Count the colonies in all three plates and

average the total; rerxirt as colonies pef ml or

colonies per gram, depending on whether a liquid
or a solid (semisolid) product was tested. This part
of the test gives you the count for nonspecific
coliforms. Let's continue and see how to determine
if E con is present in the sample.

indication of the quality of the product; a low

quality itan will have a high bacterial count while a
high Cliality item will hove a low bacterial count.
13-8. kfigh SPC leveb are generally indicative of

contamination after tbe pasteurization of the

(6) Select some typical colonies from the
desoxycholate plates and streak them, with wire

product. Often, the product is put into improperly
sanitized containers, or the processing equqxnent

may be dirty; either way, the result is a

contaminated product.
13-9. Conform test. This test is designed to
determine the pretence inicl number of coliform

loops, onto several EMB plates.
(7) Incubate the EMB plates, inverted, at 37°C.
for 18 to 24 hours.
(8) The growth of E coli is demonstrated by the
presence of a green sheen on the plate.

gattrointestinal tract of man and animals, and

13- 1. Babcock test for butterfat content.

organisms in dairy products. The two most
important types are E. colt, found in the
73

Butterfat is an hnportant ingredient of most dairy

products; the percent of butterfat of an item

determines, in part, its cost. For this reason, the

butterfat content of dairy products is of great

concern to meterinary inspectors. The butterfat
requirements for any of the many dairy products

purchased by the military are listed in the
applicable specifications. The Babcock test can be
used to measure the butterfat :went of a dairy
product sample, whether it is liquid or semisolid.
Here are the procedures for testing milk:

spread of a piir of dividers so that one point

a. Equipment and Reagents:

(1) Bottle, butterfat determination, milk test,

Babcock.
'

(2) Burette, automatic, 17.5 ml.
(3) Bottle and pipette, acid, 2-liter.
(4) Sulphuric acid, technical.

(5) Centrifuge, laboratory size, 110-volt, ACDC.
(6) Water bath deep enough to cover fat column.

(7) Dividers (nonstandard, purchased locally).
(8) Pipette, butterfat determination, milk.

coincides with the extreme lower part of the lower

meniscus and the other part coincides with the
upper line of the top meniscus. Set calipers on the
blank side of the bottle neck to ensure utmost
accuracy. Set one point of the calipers at the zero

mark on the bottle, and read directly the percentage

of fat from the scale on the neck of the bottle

coinciding with the upper point of the dividers.
(12) If you use very warm acid (above 21°C..)

which has been in a warm room, add a small
amounj. at a time to the sample; after each addition,
shakeThe sample thoroughly until tip desired coffee

b. Procedures:

(1) Mix the sample thoroughly by pouring it
back and forth several times between thq sample
bottle and a mixing glass of suitable size, 4d adjust
the temperature between 160 and 21°C.
(2) Immediately after mixing the sample pipette,
put 17.5 ml of the sample into a milk-testing bottle
by means of a 17:6-ml pipette (about 0.1 ml will

cling to the inside surface of the pipette). To
remove the drops remaining in the pipette tip, blow
through the pipette after free flow has stopped.
(3) Add 17.5 ml of sulphuric acid (temperature
15* to 20C.X hold the bottle at an angle and rotate
it to wash down any milk that clings to the inside of

the bottle neck. Add the acid slowly in three
portioqs, and shake the Babcock bottle after each
addition.

(4) Shake the bottle in a circle at fairly rapid
speed until its contents are uniformly brown. Then
shake it vigorously for about 30 seconds.
(5) Centrifuge for 10 minutes (1100 RPM).
(6) Add enough hot water (above 60°C.) to raise

AU SAMAL(751202)1300

the level of the contents of the bottle to the base of
the bottle neck.
(7) Centrifuge for 2 minutes (1100 RPM).
(8) Add enough water (above 60°C.) to float the
fat column well up into the neck of the bottle.
(9) Centrifuge for 1 minute (1100 RPM).
.(10) Place the bottle in a water bath at 54° to
60C. (be sure that the water is above the top of the
fat column) and leave it for 5 Minutes.
(11) Remove the bottle from the water bath.
Hold it in a perfectly vertical position, and set the

74

color i3 produced. Preferably, th4 acid should be
cooled in a refrigerator.
(13) If the milk is warm, add acid in the manner
described above.

(14) Both of the above conditions require less
acid than a condition in which the milk and acid are
between 16°C. and 21°CV411 amount of warm

acid may cause charrifir an4floatine of curd
particles in the fat column.

(15) Discard all analyses in which curd or

charred material is in the fat column, or in which
the reading is indistinct.
13-12. The butterfat content makes up only a
portion of the total solids present in dairy products.
The rest of the solids are classified as solids-not-fat.

The Army medical laboratories perform

determinations upon request for solids-not-fat,

butterfat, and total solids when samples are

submitted for testing. But, to properly interpret the
results of the laboratory tests you must check the
contracts and the applicable specifications to
determine the required percentages:
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CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each
exercise. Immediately after completing each set of exercises, check your responses against the pswen for that
set. Do not submit your answers' to ECI for grading.

Objective: To understand the complete operation of the zoonoses control clinic and animal quarantine
procedures related to privately owned animals.

MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has (have) been deleted iff

.adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to

Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Tvchnical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of
military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and Technical education.
32.

Define epidemiology. (2-2)
ttg

33. ,WhatIhre three physical nonliving agents that can cause diseases? (2-4)

34. How might a host combat invading organisms? (2-5)

35. What are the common portals of entry for an organism into the host? (2-5)

36

What can sometimes complicate treatment of a bacterial infection when an antibiotic is used? (2-7)

37. List six secondary factors involved in the development of a disease. (2-8)

4

38.

why
Which sex, male or female, is more likely to transmit leptospirosis more readily between canines and
is this so? (2-9)

39.

State three conditions of animals that make some more susceptible to disease than others. (2-10-12)

40, How does the size of a susceptible population affect the transfer of disease organisms? (2-15)

41, What are the three basic procedures for controlling disease? (2-17)

42.

In reference tt5 controlling disease, how do we increase the resistance of the host? (2-19)

43. Name three zoonotic diseases. (2-20)

44. How is rabies virus normally introduced into the human body? (2-21)

45,

In what phase of rabies do the first symptoms occur? (2-23)

46. After the first phase of rabies, what are the two possible forms of the disease called? (2.23)

47.

List the symptoms of the dumb form of rabies. (2-25)

48, Can man be infected with rabies by a dog in the dumb stage of the disease? (2-25)

49. What are the three techniques normally used by the laboratory in diagnosis of rabies? (2-26-27)

50. Why should rabies suspects be confined and the disease allowed to progress? (2-27)

4
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51.

What is the period of quarantine for an animal suspected of having rabies? (2-28)

52.

What type of microorganism causes leptospirosis? (2-30)

53. Why should animals with leptospirosis be confined or kept away from other animals even after recovery
from the disease? (2-32)

54.

What is the cause of the disease commonly known as ringworm? (2-33)

55.

What are two methods of diagnosing ringworm? (2-35)
S.

56.- What disease is the "scourge of dolidom"? (2-38)

57.

What is the incubation period of distemper? (2-401

58.

What type of microorganism is responsible for causing infectious canine hepatitis? (2-42)

59,

With what other disease are the early symptoms of infectious canine hepatitis often confused? (2-42)

_60.

What condition may result in a dog which is recovering from infectious canine hepatitis? (2-44)
or

61,

In addition to all members of the cat family, what arumal is susceptible to feline distemper? (2-45)

62.

What are to symptoms of feline pneumonitis? (2-48)

63.

What is the best protection for a cat against feline pneumonitis? (2.50)

ci
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64.

What produces inflammation of the skin (dermatitis)? (2-52)

65.

Describe conjunctivitis. (2-54)

66.

What are some possible causes of conjunctivitis? (2-55)

(2-56:57)
67. What is onus and what symptoms would a dog having it di play?

68,

What is the most common causeof gingivitis? (2-59)

69;

What are the symptoms of gingivitis?/(2-60)

70. How can gastroenteritis (inflammation'of the stomach or intesttne) be detected?. (2-63)

71.

What a

two general types or classifications of parasites? (2-65)

72, How is a dermite diagnosis of parasitic diseases made/ (2-67)

73,

How does a dog contract or become infected todth hookworms? (2-68)

74,

What endoparasites are zoonotic and what diseases do they cause in humans? (2-68-70)

75,

If a person were to request information for preventing transmission of tapeworms to his small toy poodle,
which is a house pet, what should you tell hlm? (2-74, 75)
1/4

76, What are the first signs of infection of an animal with heartworms?

(076)

7
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77. What are the four stages in the life cycle of the heartworm? 2-

78. How tan you detect the presence of microfdariae? (2-79)

79. What are the three stages of development in the tick? (2-82)

A'

80. What treatment would be necessary to completely rid an animal of fleas? (2-85, 87)

81. What is the first step in treating infestations by fleas? (2-87)

82. How are most lice transmitted from one host to another? (2-90)

83. What are the names of the two types of mites 'that cause sldn disease in small animals? (2-91)

84: Normally, howls an inflammation of the skin determined to be mange? (2i.92)

85. Describe the characterisitcs of an ear mite infection. (2-93)

86. How are ear mites diagnosed? (2-94)

4
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CHAPTER 3

Objective: To be able to determine the wholesomeness and condition of fruits and vegetables by applying basic
facts concerning plant life and its breakdown, product procurement, certification and shipment, and the
control of product storage environment during inspections.
1.

What is photosynthesis? (6-2)

2.

What is transpiration? (6-3)

3.

What is respiration? (6-4)

13
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4.

When is a fruit mature? (6-5)

5.

Describe "ripeneg." (64)

6.

What are three types of heat that affect the shipping, storage, and distribution of fruits and vegetables? (7-2)
(7-2)

7.

What are two methods of removing field heat? (7-3)

%A.

._

_

8.

What are some ways to decrease vital heat in fruits and vegetables? (7-4)

9.

What is "container" heat? (7-5)

10.

What two temperatures will satisfy the storage requirements,of most fruits and vegetables? (7.7)

I I.

What situation will cause shriveling of fruits and vegetables? (7-7)

12.

What environmental factor is closely related to humidity? (7-9)

13.

Is there one relat4ve humidity that is optimum for the storage of all fresh fruits and vegetables? Explain.
(7-11)

14. Bn fly describe controlled atmosphere (CA). (7-13)

15.

Describe condition factors. (8-1)

16.

Describe quality factors. (8-1)

14
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17. Describe "grade." (8-1)

18.

What are the two categories of condition factors? (8-2)

19.

What is an example of a biological condition factor? (8-3)

20. What is the most commonly encountered physical condition factor? (8-7)

1

enough quality defects to cause you to question
21. What action can you take if You feel that there are
grade of a shipment of freshlfruits and vegetables? (8-11)

22. What is the highest grade a fresh fruit or vegetable can receive? (8-14)

23.

What information could be found in the specification for a particular produce item? (8-16)

24. For what information would you read a US Standard? (8-17)

25. What is the purpose of DPSC Articles and Clauses? (8-18)

26. What is the purpose of a "purchase description" found in a contract? (8-19)

27. What are two ways the government can purchase fresh fruits and vegetables? (8-20)

28. What is the main difference between street and field buying? (8-21)

29. What items are listed in the Subsistence Master Solicitation?

15
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30. What agency issues an inspection certificate indicating the product complies with contract requirements
for grade? (8-28)

31. When may a vendor inspect his own produce for grade? (8-28)

32. Genenlly, who performs the class 3 inspeciion on produce procured by the military? (8-31)

33. What should you do if during a class 4 inspection of produce (DPSC contract) you find that the products

do not match those on the inspection certificate? (8-33)

34. Whd do you notify if yOu want to recommend rejection of a thipment of produce on a class 8 inspection?
(8-38)

35. What is your main concern during a class 6 inspection of produce? (8-40)

36. A shipment of Government-owned produce arrives at your base from a DPSC warehouse. What class
of inspection do you perform? (8-43)

37. When would you perform a class 9 inspect on on produce at the cold storage facility? (8-44)

38.

What is the purpose of a class 7 inspection? (846)

39. What are the "top ten" produce items purchased by the military? (8-48)

40. On apples, what defect is characterized by diffuse browning and killing ofthe skin? (8-50)

41. What defect of grapefruit is characterized by a brownish dicay accompanied by a penetrating, rancid
odor? (8-52)

32.
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42. Why shouldn't you use the

or of an orange as a guide to maturity? (8-54)

43. What are two common types of injury common to grapes? (8-57)

44. How are bananas ripened? (8-58)

45. Describe the injury caused by chilling bananas. (8-60)

46. If tomatoes are to be shipped any distance, at what rtage of maturity and ripeness should they be picked?

(8-61)

47. Celery that has dry,limp stalks has probably been subjected to what type of injury? (8-64)

48. Describe the characteristics of desirable head lettuce. (8-66)

49. HOW can you best detect internal rot in onions? (8-68)

50.

What happens to potatoes that are stored in light? (8-69)

51.

Describe the desirable characteristics of high quality potatoes. (8-70)

CHAPTER 4

Objecth,e: To shoIlOnowledge of how to relate the biological characteristiceof waterfoods to the problems of
handling, processing, and inspecting the products.
1.

What is .the first step in inspecting waterfood products? (9-1)
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2.

If you must use color as a last resort in identifying species of fish, which colors can be used with a fair
degree of sarety becauSe they do not fade rapidly? (9-3)

3.

What are three changes that all animal flesh goes through after death? (9-5)

4.

Why is rigor mortis a desirable characteiistic of fish? (9-7)

S.

How does the method of catch affect rigor mortis in waterfoods? (9-8)

6.

What is autolysis? (9-10)

7.

When does autolysis begin in a fish? (9-10)

8.

When inspecting fish, you note that the appearance is vey dull and the flesh is withered. What state
of freshness do these characteristics indicate? (9-11; Table 1)

9.

What organoleptic characteristics indicate rancidity in fish? (9-12)-

10,

What portion of a fish is affected by oxidative changes? (9-12)

1 1.

What disease in humans is caused by consuming "copepods" (perch parasite% 'which burrow into the
flesh and live off the host's tissue juices? (9-13)

12.

How are most parasites detected in fish fillets? (9-14)

3Or
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13.

Under what circumstances does the military allow frozen flsh to be thawed and then refrozen prior to
purchase? (9-16)
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14. What is Form 111 fish? (9-17)

1

.

List the three -ways fillets of fish are generally marketed. (9-18)

16.

What purpose does washing fish fillets in a brine solution serve? (9-19)

17.

What parts of' a fish are removed during the steakiim process? (9-21, 22)

18.

What are the advantages of fish portions? (9-25)

19.

Are canned fish prepared fresh or frozen? (9-26)

20. Why is oil added to canned ftsh? (9-29)

21. What iS the best method that you can use for inspecting fish processing? (9-31)

22.

What is the tolerance allowed for parasites in cod and haddock? (9-35)

23.

What is the maximum safe storage life for frozen fish? (9-38)

24.

What is the purpose of holding canned fish samples until they reach room temperature? (941)

25.

What catditions of the flesh and skin of canned fish detract from the overall appearance? (9-43)

26 . What should you do after you.,check the appearance of the fish? (944)

27. What is the easiest method of determining whether or not fish have been thoroughly cured? (9.46)

28. What is the purpose bf preaward inspection and how does this obligate the Government? (9-47)

29. What obligation is irtit upon a vendor after a preaward inspection is performed? (9-48)

30. What inspection procedures are to be followed during a prea.ward inspectitn? (9.49)

31.

List the principal shellfish that contain a poisonjesponsible for paralytic shellfish poisoning? (10-2)

32. Why are shellfish that are harvested from "red tide" yeas of public health significance? (10-3)

33. What common seafoods.are

classiflt as mollusks? (10-4)

34. Why are scallops less likely to be contaminated by pollution than clams and oysters? (I 0-5)

35. How do scallops differ from other mollusks? (10-5)

36. Why must scallops be processed immediately after harvesting? (10-6)

37,

What indication do you look for to detect spoilage or staleness in a bag of fresh scallops? (10-8)

38, What condition indicates rancidity in frozen scallops? (10-9)

.

39. Why are soft-shell' clams stored in live boxes or floats after being caught? (10- l 1)
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What is the purpose of steaming fresh clams for canning? (10-15)

41. What effect does a water temperature below 50°F. have on fresh clams? (10-17)

to,

42. What causes clams to become the color of tomato sauce? (10-17)

43. What is the "bad" period of oyster condition? (10-19)

44. What does the term "floating" mean in relation to oysters? (10-20)

45. Why is the amount of exposure to water so important during oyster processing? (10-21)

46. What is "drinking" or "soaking" with regard to oyster proceming? (10-21)

47. If you receive a shipment of Type II, Class 1, Size (d) oysters, how many would You expect to find per

6 pounds? (10-23; Table 2)

48,.

List seven conditions of oysters that make them re ectable besides being floaters or gapers. (10-26)

49,

During a class 4 inspection of oysters, you find many lima parasitical crabs on them; is the presence of
these crabs reason for rejection of the oysters? (10-27)

50. What factor is most reliable in determining the freshness of oysters, and how is it detected? (10-27)

51.

List the crustaceans most widley consumed. (10-28)

52. If shrimp are to be kept at sea for a period df time, how are they processed? (10-29)
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53.

What are the common names of the three species of shrimp representing the greater part of the harvest?
(10-30)

54. How can you distinguish a pink shrimp from a brown shrimp? (10-33)

55. What undesirable conditions can &cur 'in shrimp that are not processed agscl chilled immediately after

harvesting? (10-36)

56. When inspecting fresh shrimp, what factors can you use in determining if they are in prime cOndition?
(10-37)

57.

What is a good indication of shrimp freshness? (10-37)

58. How are shrimp sized? (10-39)

59.

What documents will specify the tolerance for undersize shrimp? (10-39)

60. What is the lowest numerical grade allowable for a mill ry contract on shrimp? (10-41)

operation after the open packages
61, What is the purpose of inverting packaged shrimp during the glazing

pass under a.spray? (10-43)

62.

Where will you find detailed quality requirements for breaded shrimp? (10-46)

63.

What does "range" refer to in breaded shrimp? (10-46)

64. Why are soft-shell crabs not normally used for canning? (10-47)

65. Why are crabs difficult to bleed prior to processing? (10-48)

3'9
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66.

Which species of crab must be processed prior to shipment and Why is this so? (10-52)

67.

Which species of crab is the most suitable for freezing? (10-53)

68.

While inspecting canned crabmeat you Cmd small orange-yellow globules and small quantities of
light yellow substance in the can. What must you do? (10-55)

69.

Differentiate between the spiny lobster and the northern lobster. (10-56)

-

70. Of the two types of lobsters, which one is often handled like shrimp and processed rather than sold live?

(10-58)

71.

Why is lobster meat dipped in brine that contains a small amount of citric acid prior to canning? (10-59)

CHAPTER 5,
Objective: To demonstrate a knowledge of the microor nisms associated with dairy products and the
analyses of dairy products for quality and wholesomeness.

How can proper quality controls on dairy products be insured? (11-1)

2.

What publications list the 9quirements for dairy products set down by the military? (11-1)

3,

Who at base level prepares contracts for dairy products? (11-2)

4.

What makes up a Purchase Instrument? (11-3)

5.

What' 11 blication contains the instructions for procurement quality assurance? (11-4)
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6.

What is found in ARA 74-15, Procurement Quality Assurance,

7. A What are the three

ApPendix A, Fresh Dairy Products? (114)

spector positions involved in Procurement Quality Assurance? (11-5)

\.?
8.

Who is responsible for the achninistration of Procuremest Quality Assurance?(11-6)

9.

Who assures that the contractor has provided accurate .tare weights and production codes? (11-6)

10.

What are the general duties of the Origin Inspector? (11-7)

11.

What is the primary function of the Destination InspectOr? (11-8)

.

What determines if the frequency of sampling dairy products will increase or decrease? (11-8)4

13.

How,do you determine if milk is of sufficient quality to stay fresh for the length of the shelf life? (11-8)

r

14. How long do you keep milk (for a keeping quality test) at a temperature of 40°F.? (11-8)

e serve? (11-9)

15.

What purpose does the contractor's quality history

16.

What causes the deteriorative changes that take place in fresh dairy products? (12-1)

17.

Name four microorganisms of concern toils with regard to dairy products. (12.2)

18.

What three groups of bacteria comprise the lactic

ft-

id producers'? (12.3)

c;6.
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19. What type of bacteria are used as starters ininaking cultured butternifik? (12-4)

"20. Whatype of bacteria will you usually fmdin aseptically drawn milk? (12:5)

2

.

What is the im ortance of lactobacilli? (12-6)

22. What is a common source of spore-forming bacilli in dairy products? (12-7)

23. What bacteria do you expect to find in rakv mfik, so much so that its Absence causes you to suspect
Inhibitors were added? (12-8)

24. What is indicated by the presence of large numbers of coliform bacteria in milk? (12-8)

25., When are coliform organisms normally destioyed? (12-9)

26. To What teMperature musfmilk be cooled

not to be delivered to the plant within 2 hour's? (12-10)

27. What microorganism in milk can tolerate rather high acidity? (12-11)

28. How do yeasts affect dairy products? (12:11)

29. What causes fish eyes in cheese? (1241)

30. Name the general' properties of milk with which yoiishould be familiar. (t3-2)

31. What is the normal cOlor of mfik? (3-3)
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32. Why should an inspectdr test the odor of raw milk and not the taste? (13-4)

33. 'With what instrument do we test the spicific gravity of milk? (13-5)

34, What are we attempting to detect when we measure the specific gravity of milk? (13-5)

N.
35. Why are laboratory tests performed on fresh dairy products? (13-6)

36. What is the purpose of the SPC test? (13-7)

37. Where do you find the tolerance for the bacterial count of a dairy product? (13-7)

10,

38. What does a high SPC level generally indicate? (13-8)

39! What are the two most important coliform organisms with regard to dairy products? (13-9)

40. What is the source of E. colt'? (13-9)

41. What is the source of Aerobacter aerogenes? (13-9)

42. What two types of agar are used to perform the coliform test? ,(13-10)

43. What type of agar used in the conform test must not be autoclaved? (13-10)

44. What type of agar demonstrates E. coli? (13-10)
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45. -What does E. coil look like when growing on eosin methylene blue agar? (13-10)

46. For what purpose is the Babcock test used? (13-11j

47. What makes up the total solids of milk? (13-12)

48. Where would you find the requirements for percent butterfat, solids-not-fat, or total solids in a dairy

product? (13-12)
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES
CHAPTER 1
1.

a. To prevent pets' from becoming health hazards.
b. To prevent animal population control problems in the community.
Immunizations.
b. Parasite treatment.
a.

c. Bacterial and fungal infection* treatment.

3.

By neutering pets.

4.

From either a commercial source or base medical supply using nonappropfiated funds.

5.

Nonappropriated.

6.

The Base Commander.

7.

The Base Commander.

8.

He must present proper identification.

9.

Advise the caller to bring his pet to the clinic for examination.

10.

To record all clinical treatments and immunizations of pets.

11.

Only veterinary service personnel.

12. AFR 1634, Prevention and Control of Communicable Diseases of Animals.

13. DD Form 793 and AF Form 1554.
14. When a new certificate is made or the animal dies or departs the station.
15.

Watch all animals closely.

16.

To prevent emotional stress in the pets' owners.

17.

Clean the area immediately.

18.

It is a normal reaction of an excited animal.

19.

Be sure to practice adequate steril&ation and disinfection p

educes.

20. By autoclaving.

21.

Residual sterilization chemicals may kill the virus in live virus vaccines.

22.

They should be melted, shredded, or sufficiently mutilated to prevent reuse.
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23.

They are accountable to CBF.

24.

a. Order the item and use it immediately.
b. Maintain a running balance of each controlled item on AF Form 579.
c. Maintain an AF Form 582 on each item ordered frOrm commercial sources.

25.

a. Make an AF Fonn 582 for each item.
b. Prepare a prescription for each use and make appropriate entries onthe AF Form 582.
c. Maintain the prescription for 3 years with the AF Form 582.
d. Destroy the AF Form 582 3 years after the last entry disposing of theproduct.

26.

a.

27.

When an animal bite incident is reported.

28.

It is filed in the patient's medical records.

29.

The local civilian quarantine authorities.

30.

a. When the animal is involved in a bite incident.
b. When the animal is transported from one state, or country, to another.

31.

To secure information on rules for quarantine rules, etc.

3.2.

A study of all the factors that influence the occurrence of diseases in a community.

33.

a.

Micioscopic examination of feces.
b. Ear swabbing.
c. Skin scraping.
d Blood sample examination.

Scalding.

b. Freezing.
c.. loniring radiation.
34.
35.

Through inununity.
a.

Eye.

.b. Skin.
c. Respiratory tract.
d. Digestive tract.
e.

Reproductive tract.

36.

Antiobiotic strains of organisms sometimes develop.

37.

a.

Sex.

b. Age.
c. Nutritional status.
d Housing.
e.

Climate.
Traum a.

38.

Male; widespread urination and a tendency to smell or lick areas on which other dogs have urinated.
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Youth.
State of health.
c. Housing conclitions.

3 -1

39.. a.

b.

40. Transfer of the organism is enhanced.

41.

Prevent or reduce contact with infected animals.
Increase the resistance of the host.
Treat the infected host..

a.

b.

c.

42. .Vaccinate the animal.
43.

Rabies.
Leptospirosis.

a.
b.

c: Ringworm.
44. Through 'WI animal bite or scratch.

45. Prodromal (beginning).
46.

a.
b.

Furious.
Dumb (paralytic).

47. The animal is sluggish and morose.
48.

Yes. Through infectious saliva entering a cut or scratch while examining the dog.

49. a, Examine the brain tissue for Negri bodies.
b. Demonstrate fluorescent bodies.
c. Inoculate mice with a suspension of the brain tissue.
50.

To insure accuracy of the lab tests.

51. Ten days.
52.

A bacteria.

53. The animal continues to shed the organism for some time after recovery,

54. A fungus.
55.

a.

b.

c.

,

Microscopic examination of hair or lesion scraping.
Culture the scraping.
Demonstrate fluorescence of the lesion.

56,

Canine distemper.

57.

6 to 9 days.

58. A virus.
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59.

Distemper.

60.

Transient opacity of the cornea of the eye.

6). The raccoon.

62. d Sneezing.

b. Mucous membrane inflammation of the nose.
c. Secretion of tears.
d Eye membrane inflammation.
e. Fever.

63. a. Avoid exposure to sick animals.

b. Don't overcrowd.
c. Prevent stress.

64.

External irritations.

65.

Inflammation of the lining of the eyelid.

66. a. Bacteria.

b. Viruses.
r. Foreign material.
d. Chemical agents. )
67.

Inflammation of tbi skin within the ear canal;festlessness, scratching or rubbing, and head shaking
.or inclining the head.

68.

Accumulation of calculus deposits on the necks of the teeth.

69.

Swollen, ulcerated, and bleeding gums.

70.

Vomiting and diarrhea are general symptoms.

71. Endoparasites and ectoparasites.
72.

3.

By identifying the parasite or its eggs.
a. Ingestion of larvae.

b. Skin penetration by the larvae.
c. Prenatal infection by larvae.
74. a. Dog hookworms; cutaneous larva migrans (ground itch).
b. Roundworms; visceral larva migrans.

75. a. Feed him only prepared food.
b. Keep him "flea-free."
76.

A chronic cough or rapid thing.
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.77.

a. Egg.

b. Microfilaria.
c. Larva.

d Adult.
78. Only with a microscopic examination of a blood sample.
79. a. Larva (seed tick).

b. Nymph.
c. Adult.
80. a. Give an oral or topical preparation to the animal.

b. Deflea the animal's environment.
81. Discovery and Identification.
82.

By direct contact.

83. a. Sarcoptes.
b. Demodectes.

84. By microscopic examination of the mites.
85. Irritation of the ears and a tarlike substance with a foul odor.
86. Through microscopic examination of ear swabbings.

3.a3
MODIFICATIONS
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of this publicatiOn has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of

a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational
nnd Technics] Education."

Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systeMs, etc;

and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

CHAPTER 3

I.

The means b); which plants, with the use of sunlight,-manufacture oxygen and simple sugars.

2.

The process by which excess water is given off from a plant.

3.

The process by which plants break down stored compounds to liberate energy.

4.

When growth stops and the seeds are fully developed.

5.

When enough starches have been converted into sugars to make the product fit for use.

6.

Field, vital, and container heat.

7.

Hydrocooling and vacuum cooling.

8,

Refrigeration, waxing, wrapping, and harvesting at a lets advanced stage of maturity.

9.

Heat acquired from the actual container material, from the warehouse and transport vehicle, and from
the surrounding atmosphere.

10

32°F. or 45°F:

11 .

Fluctuating temperatures.

12.

Temperature.

13.

No. The relative humidity should be close to the moisture content of the item being stored.

14.

It is a process of replacing the oxygen with inert gas.

15.

Such factors as decay, disease, and internal unseen factors inherent to that particular product.
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16. The categories are appearance, texture, and flavor.
17.

The sum of the characte4stics at the time the item is graded, including both quality and condition
factors.

18.

Biological and physical.

19.

Decay or insect damage.

20. Mechanical injury.
21. Request a formal review or a grade reinspection.

22. US Fancy (or Extra Fancy).
23. A detailed description of the specific requirements for the product.
24. The possible gades for that item, the tolerance for undergrade items, and definitions of terms used,to
describe grading factors.
25. Supplementary information on such topics as inspection procedures, inspection certificates, and delivery
requirements.
26.

Describes qualifying factors that are unique or which are higher' than those incorporated in the grade
specification.

27. Street buying and field buying.

28. In street buying, the procurement agent visits a terminal or local market. In field buying, the agent
visits the growing area or packing facility.
29.

Items to be purchased, quantities, specifications, delivery dates, closing time, and applicable clauses.

30. The USDA.

31. When the value of the produce does not justify the expense of a USDA inspection.
32. The USDA.
33. Halt the inspection and notify your NCOIC or your OIC, who will in turn notify the Quality Assurance
Office, Subsistence Regional Headquarters of DPSC (QAO-SRH-DPSC).
34.

Notify the personnel Ate receiving activity and inform the carrier of the reason why the iiroduct is not
acceptable.
4.

35.. To advise the accountable property officer as to the the compliance or noncompliance of the carrier
with requirements for temperature and loading, etc., and as to the suitability of the product for its
intended use.
36.

Class 5.

36
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If it remained in :forage for over 90 days.

38. To insure that no contaminated, decomposed, or otherwise unwholesome food is issued or offered
for sale.
39. Potatoes, bananas, apples, oranges, lettuce, tomatoes, grapes, gr efruii\\onions, and celery.
40. Scald.
41. Brown rot.

42. Many oranges have Calor added.
43. Mechanical and freezing injury.
44. Domestically, in a controlled atmosphere of ethylene gas.
45. Dull colored skin which is sometimes brown.

46. Fully mature, but not yet red in color.
47. Freezing.

48. It should be tender, well-trimmed, and firm, without an excessive amount of outer leaves.
49. By feeling them.
50. They turn green.

They are firm, relatively smooth, clean, and reasonably well-shaped. They are not badly cut, bruised,
wilted, sprouted, sunburned, or lightburned.

CHAPTER 4

I.

Confirm the identity of the product.

2.

Black and brown pigmentation.

3.

Rigor mortis, autolysis, and putrefaction.

4.

The bacteticidal effect prolongs storage life.

5.

Fish allowed to panic and st
short storage life.

6.

The disintegration of cells by action of their own enzymes.

7.

Immediately after death.

e enter ri or.mortis very soon after death and have a relatively

8.

Putrid fish.

9.

A bitter flavor which\Ces a tallowy, soapy taste, and a strong pungent odor.

10.

Fat content.

11.

None.

12.

By candling the fillets.

13. When frozen fish are to be processed in the cannery.
14. Fillets, single or butterfly.

t.

15.

Skin on, sidnless, and butterfly.

16.

Minimizes drip formation when the frozen fish thaws and gives the fish a better flavor.

17.

Dorsal and ventral fins, some gristle at the nape, the nape, Ind the belly.

18.

Uniformity in size and reducticei in waste.

19.

Either fresh or frozen.

20. It replaces strong fish oil and prevents scorching.
21. Observe all parts of the processing.

22. No more than 2 parasites per 100 fillets.
23. Six months.

24.

Allows oil to rise to top, causing abnormal odors to be readily detected.

25.

Honeycombing, watermarking, or pew marks.

26. Smell and taste.
27.

To cut into the thickest part of the flesh.

.28.

Allows the vendor to stockpile seafoods during the flush season for purchase by the Armed Forces
in the off season but does not obligate the Government at all.

29. No obligation at all.

30. The same as if the product was being bought at that time,
31.

Clams, muuels, and scallops.

32. Because of the presence of small planktonic marine organisms (Gongau ax catemella) which cause
paralytic shellfish poisoning.
")
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33.

Scallops, clams, and oysters.

34.

Because of their mobility they are found in deeper waters.

35.

They retain their mobility throughout their life.

36. Since they do not retain entrapped water,:they will die soon after netting.
37.

A characteristic "gassy" odor.

38. A yellowish tinge in color.
39. The clams purge themselves of sand and mud and are then of better quality.
40.

To open the shell.

41.

They will have a brownish-orange tint around the digestive tract when first opened.

42.

Shucked clams which have stood for several days may turn the color of tomato sauce.

43. The traditional "bad" periods reflect the oyster's condition following spawning.
44.

Holding market-size oysters on flats in shallow water near shore which causes them to take on water
and bloat.

45.

If held in contact with fresh water for a long period, they will lose much of their soluble flavoring
properties and will absorb considerable quantities of water.

46. When oysters are held in fresh water for a long period of lime, they will absorb considerable
quantities of water.
47.

149 to 212 meats per 6 pounds.

48.

Spawny, undernourished, sour, bloated, pink, elongated, and green-gilled.

49.

No, they are a delicacy themselves.

Taylor Slide Comparator or any other
50. The pH is the most reliable factor. It is determined by using a
pH meter.
51.

Shiimp, crab, and lobster.

52.

They are beheaded, and the meaty tails are placed in cold storage.

53.

White, brown, and pink.

54,

Pink shrimp have a red or brown spot on each side at about the middle of the tail.

55.

Baogerial and autolytic spoilage and black spot.

56.

Fi rmn ess and Odor.
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57. Odor.
58.

By count per pound.,

59: The purchase documents, including specifications or purchase description, DPSC clauses, and purchase
orders.
60. 80.
61. Allows the free water in the package to freeze on the top of the package, thus foing a covering of ice

on both the top and bottom of the pack.
62.

In the purchase description for breaded shrimp.

63. The amount of breading allowed on the shrimp.

64. They tend to be watery and poor in- texture after canning.
65.

The blood perfuses the tissue rather than being confined in the ves51..

66. The king crab. There is a great distance between the fishing grounds'and the canneries.
67.

The king crab.

68: Distinguith both egg; and fat from the entrails. The eggs and fat are perfectly wholesome and acceptable.
69.

The northern lobster has large crushing clam, while the spiny lobster has long spiny feelers.,

70. The spiny lobster.

7 L To keep it from blackening in the can.

CHAPTER 5

By instituting a thorough inspection system which begins on the form and continues through all aspects
of dairy products production.
The Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk Ordinance and AFM 74-15 Procurement Quality Assurance,
Appendix A, Fresh Dairy Praducri
tf,The purchasing and contracting officer.
"

4.

A contract arid the referenced documents.

S.

Appendix A of AFM 74-15.

6,

It contains concepts and policies as well as prescribed procedures and techniques to perform uffiform
procurement quality assurance.

1 :2
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AdMinistrative control inspector (ACI), oriOn inspector, and destinallon inspector.

.

8.

The administratiVe control. inspector (ACI).

9.

The administrative control inspector (ACI).

10.

Provides data to the ACI in the contractor's qUality control.
Coordinates any necessary changes thast the ACI has arranged in the sampling plan.
Assists the ACI with any problems related to accurate tare weights and production codes at
the plant.

(a)
*(b)

(c)

11.

to supply the ACI with current, reliable data on the contractor's quality control.

12.

The contractor's quality history file.

13.

Perfonjic1ceping quality test.

14.

Seve days.

f

15. The frequency of exaniinations and sample collection and submittals are based on the contractor's quality

history file.
-16. Microorganisms..
17.
.

(a).f Lactic-acisl-producin bacteria.
(b) , Spore-forming bac
(c) Coliform bacteria. ,
(d) Yeasts.

18.

(a)
(b)
(c)

19.

Streptococci.

.,20.

'Streptococci.
Staphylococci.
Lactobacilli.

Staphylococci.

21. They are used in the production of certain cheeses:
22. Soil.

23.

Coliform bacteria.

24. Poor Or faulty sàitation in both raw and pasteurized milk.
'

25,FDuring pasteurization.
26.' >50° F.
j

27. ,Yeaits.

41
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yhey cauie gassiness in sweetned condensed milk.
and ofterrcarries over to butter when i is used in its
(b) Yeastiness is common in old cream
,
Manufacture.
(c) They cause a yeasty flavor in cheese.

28. (a)

t.4

29. Yeasts.

30. Its color, flavor, odor, and specific gravity.
31. It varies from light cream to light bluish-white.
32.

Tasting raw milk subjects the inspec tor to a variety of milkbone diseases.
7

33. A lactometer.
34. Milk that has been grossly adulterated with water.
Li

35. To determine quality, wholesomeness, and contract compliance.

36. TO determine the number of bacteria in a'food sample.
37. The applicable specification.

.
J8. Low quality.
39: Er coli and A erobacrer aerogenes.

40. The cutract of animals and man.

41. Dust and soil.
42. Eosin methylene blue and desoxycholate.

43. Desoxycholate.
44. Eosin methylene bluc

.45.. Agreensheen.
46. To determine the butterfat content of dairy products.)
47. Butterfat and solids-not-fat.

48: The applicable specifications.
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STOP-.

1.MATCH ANSWER
SHE,ET TO THIS
EXERCISE NUM-

2. USE NUMBER I OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

BER.

90850 04 23
VOLUME 'REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:
DO'S:
1.

Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab, against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to EC1 immediately with a
note of explanation.

2.

Note that numerical sequence on ariswer sheet alternates across from column
to columns

3.

Use a medium sharp #1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4.

Circle 'the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer 'them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5.

Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECL

6.

Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7.

If mandatorily enrolled student, process 'questions or coinments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:
1.

Don't use answer sheets other

thig one furnished specifically for each review

4p,

exercise.

2.

Don't Mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. -Don't fold, spindle", stapl , tape, or mutilate the 'answer sheet.
4.

Don't use ink or any mark g other than a #1 or #2 black lead pencil.

'
NOTE: TEXT PAGE REFERENCES 'ARE USED
ON TfiE VOLUME

REVIEW EXERCISE. Inparenthesis after each item number On the VRE
is the Text Page Number where the answer to that item can be located.
When answering the items on the VRE, refer to the Text Pages indicated
by these Numbers. The VRE results will be sent to . you on a postcard
which will list the actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet
and locate the Text Page Numbers for the itbnis missed. Go tothe text and
carefully review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire
VRE again before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
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8.

(011) DD Form 1744, Veterinary Health Certificate, is initiated
a. only for patrol dogs.
b. on completion of the quarantine of a rabies suspect.
c. on anirnali to be transported to another state or country.
d. in none of the above instances.

9.

(011) The most accurate information concerning shipment of pets to a foreign country may be
obtained from the
a. local airline.
b. bast veterinarian.
c. base transportation office.
d. destination country's embassy in Washington, DC.

10.

(012) A secondary factor involved.in the development of a disease is

a. age.
b. speed.
11.

(012) Select a good example of a vector.

a. A fomite.
b. An irthropod.
12.

c. bacteria.
d. antibiotics.

c. Bacteria.
d. A contaminqted pond.

(012) Man can contract a zoonotic disease through

a. arthropod vectors.
b. contacting diseased tissues during slaughter.
c. eating improperly cooked tissues of infected animals.
d. all of the above.
13.

(013) The prodromal stage of rabies is characterized by
a. fearlessness and gauntness.
b. sluggishness and moroseness.
c. furiousness and viciousness.
d. nervousness and excitability.

14.

(013) What is the quarantine period for a rabies suspect?

a. 7 days.
b. 14 days.
15.

c. 10 days.

d. 30 days.

(014) Ringworni can sometimet be diagnosed by

a. exposure to ultraviolet light.
b. microscopic examination of the feces.
c. microscopic examination of the blood.
d. none of the above.

45

(014) Canine distemper' is caused by a

a. virus.
b. bacteria.
17,.

c. rickettsia.

a. mold.

(014) Mucous discharge from the nose and eyes, coughing, and convulsions or "fits" are symptoms of

a. rabies.
b. disOmper.

c. leptospirosis.
d. hepatitis.

18. (015) Twenty-five percent of those dogs recovering from infectious c.anirie hepatitis may be expected to

a. suddenly die for no apparetit reason.
b. be permanent carriers,of the disease.
c. have convulsive seizuresknown as chorea.
d. develop transient ,opacity of the cornea of one or both eyt,
19.

(015) Which statement is not title concerning feline distemper?

It is highly tontagious.
b. It is paused by bacteria.
a.

c. Sixty to 40 percentf infected cats die.
d. It is chara,cterized by general illness and fever.

20. (015) Feline pneumonitis is best characterized as a
a. parasitic disease.
b. respiratory infection.

c. disease of the GI tract.
d. nervous disease.

21. (016) An inflammation of the inner covering of the eyelid is called

a. cystitis.
b. dermatitis.

c. gingivitis.

d. conjunctivitis.

22. (016) An animal which exhibits restlessness, which may scratch or rub its ears, and whith may shake
its head or incline it to one side probably suffers from
a. fleas.

c. gingivitis.

b. otitis.

d. pneumonitis.

23. (017) Bloody vomitus, abdominal pain, and exceptionally foul-smelling feces are often indications of
a. gingivitis.

b. heartworms.

c. conjunctivitis.
d. gastroenteritis.

24. (017) Infection by penetration of the skin by larvae occurs with

a. roundworm.
b. tapeworm.

c. hookworm.
d. whipworm.
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(01-8) Visaeral larvae migrans is a condition of man caused by the larvae of the

b. tapeworm.
d. whipworm.

a. roundworm.
b. hookworm.

26. (018) An internal parasite that usually attaches to the wall of the cecum is the

c. whipworm,
d. heartworm.

a. tapeworm.
h. roundworm.
27.

(018) The rabbit serves as the intermediate host for a type of

c. heartworm.
d. whipworm.

a. roundworm.
b. tapeworm.

28, (019) A dog infected with heartworms will likely exhibit which symptom?
,

a. Vomiting.:
b. Diarrhea.

c. A bloody stool.
d. A chronic cough.

29. , (019) The microfdaria is a stage in the life cycle of the
a. hOokworm.
'b. whipworm.

c. heartworm.
d. roundworm.

30, (020) The stages of development of a three-host tick are

a. egg, seed tick, and nymph.
adult, seed tick, and larva:
c. egg, larva, nymph, and aault.
d. larva, nymph, seed tick, and adult.
31. (021) How are lice normally transmitted?

c. By airborne ova.
d. By an intermediate vector.

a. By direct contact.
b. Through feces.
32, (022) Mange is caused by

c. lice.

a. mites.
b. fleas.

d. ascarides.

9
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48.

(044) Conderning.the process of photosynthesis in green plants, which choice is correct?

a. Produces chlorophyll.
b. Produces simple sugars and oxygem.
c. Breaks down chlorophyll for energy.
d. A process by which sugars are broken down for energy.

49
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49. (044) Transpiration is a process by which

a. plants produce chlorophyll.
b. plants get their energy.
c. excess water is glveh off by plants.
d. dead fniits and vegetables are broken down.
50. (044) Respiration is a physiological process of plants which

a. liberates stored energy.
b. ceases at the time of harvest.
c. cannot be controlled by heat.
d. results in carbohydrate production.
51. (044-045) Which choice is correct concerning maturity of fruits and vegetables?

a. Maturity is the same as ripeness.
b. Maturity reached when the starches are converted to sugars.
c. Maturity is reached when growth stops and the seeds are developed.
d. Maturity is usually reached after the item is harvested.
52. (045) Heat that is externally generated is called .
a. field heat.

b. vital heat.
53,

c. latent heat.
d. respiration heat.

(045) Which choice is correct concerning heat produced by respiration?

a. Called field heat.
b. Called vital heat.
c. Impossible to control.
A
.
d. The same amount for every type of fruit and vegetable.
54. (045) Which choice is correct concerning the fluctuation of fruit and vegetable storage temperature?

Results in extended stor e life.
b. Has no effect on the con Joh of the products.
c. Is allowable if the fluctuation is less than 50
d. May cause the items to shrivel and become unpalatable.
a.

55. (046) In determining the required storage humidity, a good rule of thumb is to

a. have the humidity no higher than 50 percent, or items pick up moisture froin the air and will
increase in weight.
b. maintain a low humidity to retard the growth of microorganisms, thus preventing decay,
c. mainLin humidity equal to or slightly above the nonniti moisture content of the product.
d. keep the humidity at 100 percent.
56,

(046-047) Controlled atmosphere, CA is
a. the same as relative humidity-.
b, achieved by replacing the oxygen in the air with inert gasses,
c, achieved by regulating the temperature,
d. stristly a theoretical situation.
50
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(047) Decay in fruits and vegetables is a factor

a. concerning quality.
b, which is not used in determining grade,
c, concerning condition.
d. which is not considered in determining condition.
.

58.

(048) The physical condition factor most commonly encountered by veterinary inspectors is

a. heat injury.
b. freezing injury.

c. chemical damage.
d. mechanical injury.

59. (048) The grade reserved for fruits and vegetables that have high color and practically no defects is

a, US No. 1.
b. US Grade A.

c. US Extra Fancy.
d. US Choice.

60. (049) A directive that is published periodically to furnish additional information and terms for contracts
is a

a. specification,
b. US Standard.

c. DPSC Article.
d. SMS.

61. (049) Your inspection responsibility on local purchase is generally not concerned with

a. condition.
b, grade,

c, net weight.
d. identity.

62. (049) The type of procurement in which the buyer visits a terminal or local market is called

a, market buying.
h. street buying.

c. SMS buying.
d. field buying.

63. (050) An item not listed on subsistence master solidtations is the

c. closing time,
d. specifications for the products.

a, price.
b, quantity,

64. (050) Generally, class 3 inspections of produce are accomplished by the

c, USDA,

a. USPHS,
b. DPSC.

d. USD1.

65. (051) During a class 4 inspection of DPSC purchased produce you find that the products don't match
those on the USDA Inspection certificate, You should

a. continue the inspection to see if the shipment complies with the contract,
b. ignore the missing certificate since the shipment has not been accepted yet.
c. halt the inspection and contact the veterinary NCO1C Of 01C.
d. reject the load.

51
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66.

(051) If you find reason to recommend rejection of a product on a class 8 inspection, you should first
a. tell the driver to return the shipment to the supplier.

b. notify the personnel at the receiving facility.
c. notify the commissary officer.
d. notify DPSC.
67. (051) You are performing a class 6 inspection on a shipment of fresh fruits and vegetables. One of Pour
main concerns is to determine

a. the acceptabilitypf the product before final payment is made.
b. whether the warehouse and coolers are properly maintained.
c. the suitability of the product for its intended use.
d. the acceptability of the product prior to serving in dining halls.
68. (052) You are performing a class 5 inspection on a shipment of produce and you find that there is no

USDA inspection certificate. What action should be taken?

a. Go ahead with your inspection-there should be no certificate ori class 5.
b. Halt the inspection until the certificate is offered.
c. Notify DPSC.
d. Notify the commissary officer.
69. (052) Products on which a class 7 intpection is performed

a. are not yet Government owned.
b. will have just arrived from a DPSC warehouse.
c. will have been in cold storage for over 90 days.
d. are about to be issued to a dining hall or commissary.
70. (053) According to the text, which of the following condition factors are considered for grapefruit?

a. Brown rot.
b. Black rot.
71.

c, Pithy,
d. Shoulder scar.

(053) Which choice is correct concerning the color of an orange?
a. Always bright orange when ripe.
b. Never greenish if they are of good quality.
c. Not a sure guide to quality.
d. Can never be "added."

72. (054) A banana bunch consists of
a. three to seven fingers.
b. five hands.
c. eight or more hands.

d. over 35 pounds oftananas.
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(054) When inspecting celery, you find theatalks limp and dry. What is the probable cause?
Injured by heat.
b. Injured by freezing.
c. Harvested when overmature.
d. Stored for an extensive length of time.
a.

74.

(055) Which of the following is not a defect of lettuce1

a. Tip bum.
b. Hollow heart.
75.

.

c. Water soft rot.
d. Bacterial soft rot.

(056) Identification of fish species that are beheaded, gutted, and frozen can often be determined by the

a. texture of the flesh.
b. inside covering of the 6ody cavity.
c. geographical area where they were caught.

d. position of the lateral line.
76. (056) Why is the color of fish used Only as a last resort in determining the species?

a. Color patterns vary with processing techniques.
b. Colors often follow the same patterns between species.
c. Some inspectors may be color blind and mistake one species for another.
d. No color standards have been established and inspectors will have varied opinions.
77. (057) Which listed statement identifies the state of rigor mortis in a dead fish?

a. The fish will have a changed odor.
b. When pressure is removed, depression returns to its original state.
c. The fish is stiff and is hard to process.
d. When, acidification sets in, the muscles relax.
78.

(057.058) Which of the following will accelerate rigor mortis and reduce storage life of the fish?

a. Catching fish by handline.
b. Killing the fish immediately after boating.

c. Allowing fish to stni: e before death.
d. Washing fish in cold water immediately after death.
79. (058) To be acceptable, the maximum number of parasites permissible for a single Pacific Ocean perch

fillet is

c. 3.
d, 4.

a. 1.

b. 2,
80.

(059) When fish to be canned are inspected, the state cannery inspector may grade them for condition by

a. the odor of the belly cavity.
b, the texture of the flesh.
c. overall appearance.
deize and shape.
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81. (059-060) Ideally, the first inspection should be perfonned while the fish is

c. freshly cut.
d. being packaged.

a. alive.
la. whole.

/

82. (060) Why must a class 3 inspector who is pe'rforming a cutout exaMination of canned fish hold the

samples until their contents are near rooni temperature?

a. To allow the color to fix.
b. To assure that rigor mortis has ended.
c. To allow the produce to complete its cookirig process.
d. To allow the oil to rise, permitting true odors to be released.
83. (061) A preaward inspection of fish products obligates the Government

in no way.
b. to purchase the fish at a later date.
c. to store the product until purchased.
d. to guarantee a minimum purchase price.
a.

.1111
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84.

(062) A yellowish color in frozen scallops is an indication of

a. autolysis.
b. rancidity or oxidation.
c. delayed freezing.
d. too low a storage temperature.
85, (062) To improve the quality of clams gathered on tidal beaches, they are

a. thoroughly washed.
b. stored in live boxes or floats.
c. kept alive until ready to cook.
d. immediately iced and kept below 50° F.
86, (063) What happens to oysters if they are exposed to fresh water for a long period?

a. They become very soft and will fall apart.
b. They take on a greenish tint, making them less desirable.
c. They take on water, which increases their size and weight.
d. They will purge themselves of sand and mud, and are then of better quality.
87. (063) Which choice is correct concerning fresh oyster liquor?
a. It is of a translucent, milky color.
b. It is opaque and grayish in color.
c. It has gas bubbles on the surface.
d. It is acid, having a pH of'5.9 or lower,

88. (064) Which shrimp is softer in texture than other common shrimp, has a tail edged Ih green with the

last tail,segment edged in a dark color, and has the last tail segment keeled on top?
c. White shrimp.
d. Grooved shrimp,

a. Pink shrimp.
b. Brown shrimp,
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indicator of fresh shrimp?
89. (064) Which of the following is a very good

a. Odor.
b. color.

c. Rigor mortis.
d. Adhesion of shell.

90, (065) In reference to US Standards for Shrimp, the grade is derived from

a. the size of the shrimp.
b. a comparison of the weight and the length of the shrimp. c. an evaluation by an inspector using conformation, finish, and quality.
d, a numerical total value remaining after subtracting defect points from 100.
91. (067) Why are crabs cooked alive?
a. So ley to enhance the flavor?'
b. To soften the shell.
c.- Because we cannot bleed them,'and they become inedible very rapidly othelowise.
d. Because otherWise the meat will tend to be watery and poor in texture, .
92. (067) Which species of crab is most suitable for freezing and storage?

a. Blue.
b. King.

c. Dungenees.
d. Paper-shell.

Northern and Spiny lobsters is that
93. (068) The most apparent difference between

a. the No-rthern lobster has huge front claws.
,
b. only the Spiny lobster has feelers.
c. only the Northern lobster has an exoskeleton.
d. only the Spiny lobster has an edible tall.

-

94, (068) In canninillobster meat, what purpose does citric acid serve?
a, It prevents discoloration.

b. It eliminates spoilage,
c. It helps form a vacuum,
d. It enhances the flavor,
Air Force installation aref normally prepared by the
95. (069) Dairy product contracts awarded at an

a, Base Commissary Officer.
b. Base Veterinarian.
c, accounting and fmance officer,
d. purchasing and contracting officer.

established inspector position for procurement
96. (070) Which one of the following is nor an
assurance?

a. Origin inspector.
b. Destination inspector.
c. Management control inspector.
d. Administrative control inspector.
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97. (079) Determining whei,ther any, quality control problems were discovered at origin is a specific duty of
the

c. management control inspector.
d. administrative control inspector.

a. plant Manager.
b. destination inspeceor.

98. (070) The scliedule for sampling dairy products at destination is arranged by the
c. Cornmissary Officer.
d. destination inspector.

a. Base Veterinarian.
b. administrative control inspector.

99. (71). The administrative control inspector uses the contractor's quality history file to determine
a. corttract compliance of each shipment.
b. the frequency of examinations of dairy products.
c. whether the destination inspector Is performing the required examinations.
d. the tolerance allowable bacteria counts in the products delivered to the base.

100. (071) A common thermoduric bacteria found in pasteurized milk is
c. staphylococcus.
d. streptococcus.

a. E. coll.
b. Aerobacter Aerogenez

101. (072) An indication of poor or faulty sanitation in milk is the presirice of large numbers of

a. molds.
b, coliform bacteria,

c, lactobacilli,
'd, streptococci.

\

_..

102. (072) If milk is not delivered to the processing Plant within 2 hours, it must be cooled to at least
a. 315° F.

b. 40° F.

c. 50° F.
d, 55° F.

103. (073) An inspector should test raw milk for "off odor" instead of "oft'flavor" because
a. he should only judge the finished product.
b. the flavor of milk isnot "set" in raw milk,
c. only an orgartoleptic exammation should be performed on raw milk,
d. he should not expose himself to Mdk-bor6e diseases.
1 04 . (073) An inspector, with aid of a lactometer, can measure the
a. specific gravity of milk.

b. butterfat content of milk.

c. lactose concentration in milk.
d, effectiveness of pasteurization of milk,

105. (073) The solids-not.fat and total solids in milk can be measured wuh the use of
a.

a clarifier,

b. a lactometer.

c. the Babcock test.
d. the Quebec counter.
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106. ',(073) Which of the folloWing wonld be the least likely source of coliform contamination of pasteurized
ts.
milk delivered to yolir base?
a.. Improperly cbvered containers.
b. Improper sanitation of equipment.
c: Feal contamination occurring in the milking Parlor.
d. Hand ,contamination,of product contact surfaces at the dairy.
.

,

,

107. .(073) What two agars are used to perfdrm the coliform test?
a. Eosin methylene blue anthtryptone glucose.
b. Des&ycholate and peptOne glucose..

c. Tryptone glUcose and,desoxycholate.
d. Eosin methylene blue -and desoxycholate.

108. ,(073) E. coli colonies hive a "green sheen" when cultured on
,

.

c. peptone glucose agar.
d. eosin methylene blue agar.

a. "desox'Ycholate agar.

b. tryptone glucose agar.

109. (073-074) The Babcock test is uSed to determine the
a. specific gravity of milk.
b. butterfat content of dairy products.

c., freezing point of milk.
d. percentage of total solids of dairy products.

110. (074) Before you can properly interpret the results of Government laboratory tests for butterfat
content of dairy products, you must first
a. check the contract and applicable specification for stated requirementi.
b. determine the requirements from AFM 74-15,'Appendix A.
c. check the Governmentlaboratory requirements for butterfat.
d. determine the butterfat requirements from AFM 145-1, Commissary Ope:rating Manual.
56
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placed on the effects of disaster upon food supplies and the role cif the veterinary
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C H A 1)-T E R

Medical Aspects of Food Handling
2--N4ANY THINGS happen to food between the

1-2. why do these illnesses occur? Food poi-

time it is prepared and the time that it is con-

sumed. For one thing, it is handled by humans
who are likely to make mistakes. These mistakes

soning or foodborne infection is caused by persons
who prepare and serve food and who fail to apply
known food protection measures. Acts of careless-

could affect the health, comfort, and morale of the
consumer. Therefore, it is very important that

ness or ignorance lead to contaktination of food
with bacteria or with material which causes food-

foodhandlers receive proper training in; and adhere to, sanitary practices concerning food preparation, food service, and equipment maintenance.
2. In this chapter, you will learn about the various illnesses which can be transmitted by carelessly prepared food, or food that is handled by
misinformed personnel. The controls and preventive measures for each type of illness and procedures involved in combatting a foodborne Jillness
outbreak will be explained. You will lea of the

borne illness.

1-3. Most foodborne illness is caused by bacteria, but there are other causes. This discussion
will,present various causes of foodborne illness as
well as related information whick should help you
determine the best course tovMd your ultimate

goalprevention.
1-4. Definition of Terms.. A knowledge of the
language to be used is essential; therefore, we need
to define several common terms.

health standards a foodhandler must m t and

a. Food visoning. Any poisoning, usually a

maintain, and .also of the training require of the
foodhandler. In addition, the sanitation require-

gastroenteritis, of abrupt onset acquired through
food. Foodborne intoxication is characterized by a
grouping of cases in which the severity of disease
is related to the amount of toxic food congumed.
This suggests that it is due to preformed elements.
It is caused by organic or inorgank substances in-

ments for food and beverage vending

01.

achines

and non-Government food-processin plants will
be discussed. Flight feeding is of cóz4èrn to you
and you will learn about diet precautio s for flying

personnel, types of prepared foods far in-flight
use, proper handling, and the servin of foods
aboard aircraft. We will be concerned with food

cluding bacterial toxins.

service facilities, equipment, and sanitary handling
and preparation of food. You will learn methods

microorganisms, such

of conducting an inspection for sanitation of if

infection

food service facility and various tests for cleanliness. Identifying, locating, controlling, and eliminating insects and rodents from a food service facility will be discussed at length. You will learn
proper procedures to follow should you have a
foodborne disease outbreak within your area of responsibility and how to prepare all required reports related to the outbreak.

symptoms and the severity is not necessarily related to the amount of infected .food consumed.
This suggests that it may be due to multiplication

b. Foodborne infection. This indicates illness
caused by ingesting food or drinks which contain
as salmonella,

shigella,

streptococci, brucella, tapeworm, etc. Foodborne
is

characterized by delayed onset of

of organisms after they have been ingested.
c. Contaminated food, Food which contains the
microorganisms or toxins capable of causing foodborne illness.

d. Infective food, Contaminated food in which
the disease-producing organism(s) has increased
in number to the extent of causing a foodborne ill-

1. Foodborne Illnesses
1-1. "One Million Americans Victims of Food-

ness in a susceptible unit.

e. Incubation periOd. The amount of time necessary for symptoms to develop, after ingestion of
contaminated food.
f. Ptomaines. By definition, ptomaines are

borne Illness!" Fantastic? Yes, but this is the
number of persons that the US Public Health Service estimates are affected each year by foodborne
illness. The saddest part of this commentary is that
most, if, not all, of this misery could be prevented.

bases formed under the action of bacteria or of
1
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boils, pimples, and on dirty hands and arms. Boiling usually does not destroy the toxin produced by
staph. The only sure way to prevent staphylococcus food poisoning is to prevent the bacteria from ,

metabolism. Ptomaines are found in decayini-or
putrifying vegetation or animal matter where it
causes much of the stench. Little, if any, foodborne -illness is caused by ptomaines. Ptomaine

getting into food and by storing the food under

poisoning is a term used by many uninformed persons to describe all forms of foodborne illness. In
this sense, it is generally a misnomer.

conditions which will not allow the staph to grow,
even if present.
1-8. Staphylococci grow and reproduce in

g. Vulnerable food. ,Food which is usually
moist, high in protein, and low in acid.
h. Foodhandlers. All persons who will be 15resent in places where unsealed food or drink is handied, processed, prepared, or served and who contact food or food contact surfaces with any part of

warm, moist, high:protein foods. Custards and
cream-filled pastries are especially susceptible to
staphylococcus intoxication. Meats, egg products,
and salads made from meat, eggs, or mayonnaise
are also ftequent offenders. At temperatures between 45° F. and 115° F., food can become toxic
within 31/2 to 4 hours. Cold does. not kill the bacteria, but it inhibits the growth and reproduction
processes. High temperatures kill the organism but
may not destroy the toxin which has already been

their body or their clothing, other than solely as
consumers or purchases of food. This includes
duty in food servicelitchens, bakeries, meat processing plants, and storage warehouses; flight kitch-

produced.

ens; restaurants; food production points; snack
bars; and club bars where alcoholic drinks are

1-9. Prevention is the key to control. Foodhandlers with open sores, boils, cuts, skin rashes, or
gastrointestinal upsets should not be allowed to
work until they are well and have been cleared for
return to duty by a physician. Daily examination
of foodhandlers by their supervisor is especially
necessary to detect these .problems. Education of
foodhandlers, to convince them of the need to
thoroughly wash their hands periodically through-

served. Included in this category of personnel are

cooks, cook's helpers, bakers, bartenders, meat
cutters, waiters, dishwashers, diet supervisors, diet
specialists, mess attendants, food service stewards
and attendents, vending machine attendants, and
all persons who dispense ice cream or milk, such
as base exchange attendants, plus household serv-

ants. The term "foodhandler" also includes personnel assigned such duties on a temporary basis,
except for kitchen attendants (KA), janitors, and
delivery men if they never contact food as de-

out the day and after visits to the latrine, is .1 basic
preventive measure. Use of wholesome products,
clean utensils, proper handling techniques, airi adequate refrigeration are vital. Also, an im; .;tant
rule to teach is "Keep hot foods hot (abovc 140°
F.) and cold foods cold (below 45° F.)."
lel 0. Symptoms of staphylococcus food poisoning may begin'to occur in less than 1 hour and the
illness usually reaches its peak in 3 to 4 hours,
Symptoms may vary from mild nausea to extreme

scribed above.
1-5. Now that the language is understood, we
need information about the types of foodborne
poisoning or foodborne infections often encountered, Also, we should be able to classify foodborne illnesses, and to understand the symptoms
and characteristics of each disease. Finally, we
need to know the proper preventive measures for

prostration with cramps, vomiting, and diarrhea.
Recovery usually occurs within 24 to 48 hours;
deaths have occurred as a result of staph food poi-

each type of illness.
1-6, FQ0ll Poisoning. The most common cause

soning, but they are very rare.
1-11. Botulism. This spore-forming organism,
Clostridium botulinum, grows in an absence of air

of food poisoning or intoxication is bacteria, although poisonous plants and animals,and chemical
intoxication are occasionally the cause of serious

and produces a highly fatal, toxin which affects
man even in very small amounts. C. bondinum

outbreaks. Bacteria cause food poisoning by releasing toxic products into the food; many of these
bacteria are constantly present in healthy individuals. Chemical intoxication is often caused by preparing or storing food in containers made of mate-

lives in decaying animals, soil, silt of lakes, and is
often found in animal intestinal tracts.- Food that
comes in contact with contaminated soil picks up
this organism, then releases a toxin as it grows
under anaerobic conditions. The toxin is destroyed
by boiling for 5 minutes, but the botulinum spores
are much more resistant. They may be killed by
boiling for 5 hours at 212° F. or for 40 minutes at

rials which are toxic to man. Some plants and
animals are naturally poisonous to man, but are
sometimes prepared for food when this danger is
not properly understood.
1-7. Staphylococcal food intoxication.
Staphylococcus organisms are always present on'
our bodies but, luckily. not all types cause food

221° F.

(pressure cooker). This extreme ling

toxin will cause trouble. Toxin-producing staph

requirement explains why underprocessed, homecanned, garden vegetables have been the source of
numerous cases of botulism. Nonacid foock such
as peas, beans, corn, and meat are the worst of-

may be found in the mouth and nose, infected cuts,

fenders.

poisoning. Only those specific types that produce a

2
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1-12. Symptoms of beitulism vary Considerably,

depending. upon the amount *of toxin ingested.
Symptoms may appear at any time between 2

hours to 6 days (usually 18 to 36 hours) after
consuming the toxin. They may include double vision, loss of control of eye movement, and difficulty with speech, swallowing, and breathing.
These symptoms may progress until there is complete muscular paralysis. Mortaiity rate is usually
high (33 to 50 percent) and death may occur within
3 to 8 days after poisoning.
1-13. Prevention of botulism is based upon

proper preparation of vulnerable foods. Homecanned, nonacid foods should be avoided. Inspect
all canned foods and discard bulging cans. When

in doubt, throw it out.. Don't taste to determine
safety.

1-14, Clostridium perfringens, This is a toxinproducing, anaerobic organism which has gained
considerable attention in recent years. It inhabits
the intestinal tract of man and animals and is the
most prevalent spore-forming bacteria in the soil.
It is also a common cause of gas gangrene, The
toxin produced is destroyed by boiling for 5
minutes.
1-15. Meats and poultry have been the chief offenders in outbreaks of foodborne illness involving

C. perfringens. Unrefrigerated chicken broth provides an ideal culture medium. Rolled Meat roasts,
meat pies, and turkey are often the source of outbreaks. These types of foods or conditions afford
the slightly anaerobic conditions which promote

the growth and reproduction of C. perfringens.
Improper handling and processing of poultry and
meat Increase the hazard of contamination. Improper removal of soil from vegetables has also
caused outbreaks. Inadequate refrigeration, improper cleaning, and exposure of food to dust and
air all contribute to the growth of C. perfringens.
1-16. Symptoms of C, perfringens foodborne
illness are generally of short duration, usually
1

day or less, and complete recovery usually follows.
The symptoms, which appear in 8 to 20 hours, in-

clude acute abdominal pain and diarrhea, chills,
and fever. Nausea is mild, if present, and vomiting
is uncommon.
1-17. Controls and preventive measures gener-

ally involve proper preparation and storage of
meat and poultry dishes. You should:
a. Serve hot, immediately after prepafration.

b. Cool ftelow 45° F.) leftovers rapidly and
reheat (above 140° F.) them rapidly.
c. Use a meat thermometer to insure adequate
thorough cooking of thick cuts and interior
portions.

d Limit depth Of stews, gravies, etc., to 4
inches for refrjgerated storage.

e. Insure proper techniques of handling and
cleaning of vegetables and poultry,

1-18. Nonbacterial poisons, In addition to. bacterial poisons, poisonous chemicals from higher
plants and animak can cause symptoms when consumed. Among thc offenders that have caused out-

breaks of poisoning arc fava beans, water hemlock, rhubarb leaves, mussels, somc sfaccies of fish,

shellfish which have catcn poisonous plankton,
and some mushrooms, Tw(1 Npccics of mushrwms,

both of the genus Amanita, arc very dangerous.
Onset of symptoms from these mushrooms may
occur within minutes to 2 hours after consumption

of A. muscarine, or from 6 to 15 hours if due to
toxin of A. phalldides,

1-19. Other types of nonbacterial poisons are
those which do not originate from plants or animals, These arc the inorganic chemical poisons.
Included in this group arc insecticides which have
been used on fruits and vegetables; copper and
cadmium-plated, enameled (antimony), or galva-:
nizcd (zinc) pots and pans in which acid foods arc
prepared or stored; and lead, fluorides, and cyanides. These chemical poisons often cause violent
symptoms which may begin in a very short time
(10 minutes to 2 hours) after ingestion of the poison,

1-20. Foodborne Infections. In contrast to food
poisoning, foodborne infection is caused b organisms which cntcr thc body through thc food chain

rather than by toxins produced by organisms, or
biological or chemical poison. Thcre are numerous
types of organisms which arc capable of causing
illness through foodborne transmission. They in-

clude bacteria, rickettsia, viruses, protozoa, and
various parasitic helminths. Thc majority of cases
are caused by bacteria and the salmonella and
streptococcus groups arc the most prevalent offenders; however, the virus causing infectious hepatitis is high on the list,
1-21. Salmonellosis. There are more than 1400
serotypes of salmonellae; among these k the noto-

1Rous typhoid organism. Salmonella organisms
causc a high percent of all foodborne infections;
they are believec to be thc most common cause of
foodborne inf ion. The salmonella infcctions are
common in nimals and fowls; therefore, infection
may resuWfrom eating improperly prepared, preserved, 1br cooked meats from thcse sources.
Ground meat and sausage are especially vulnerable. Outbreaks often result from contaminatigin of
food from external sources. Foodhandlers, insccts,
and rodcnts may carry and transfer the organisMs
to food produCts Rodents may contaminate flour

and cause outbreaks from pastries and fillings.
1-22. Similar circumstances present in outbreaks of other foodborne illnesses win be found
in an outbreak of salmonellosis These circumstances are:
Contamination of food capable of supporting
growth of salmonella.

Favorable temperature (45° F. to 115° F.).

such as pork:beef, and fish.tapeworms, and other

Sufficient time for organisms to multiply to a
dangerous level (at least 4 hours).

helminths; intestinal virusessuch as influenza;
and bacterial diseasessuch as brucellosis and
TB;'and many otherssuch as the aflatoxin from

1-23. Symptoms occur between 6 and 24 hours

after ingestion (average 18 hours). They vary
from slight nausea of short duration to severe

headache, chills, fever, violent retching, colic, and
diarrhea. Recovery make take from 1 to 3 days up
to a week. Death has occurred but is rare except in
highly susceptible groups such as young children,
the aged, and those otherwise ill.
1-24. Control measures are similar to those in-

volving other foodborne illnesses, and include;
Cleanliness of food and foodhandlers.
Noninfected foodhandlers.
Proper handling, thorough cooking, and adequate storage of susceptible foods.

Use of pasteurized dairy and egg products.

- Use of eggs whose shells have not been,
cracked.
1-25. Streptococcal food

the mold Aspergillus flavus.
1-29. Many of these diseases are 'primarily dis-

eases of animals, but are capable of infecting
human beings through ingestion of the organisms
in improperly prepared or processed foodstuffs, or
by direct transmission from the animal. The source
of infection is often food which has been improperly prepared or processed. Undercooked meats
may contain tapeworms or trichinae; and raw milk
froM infected animals can be a prime source of
brucellosis, diphtheria, Q-fever, or bovine tuberculosis. In most instances, veterinarians control these
diseases through vaccination of herds or slaughter
of infected animals where a cure is not possible or
feasible. In trichinosis control, cooking of raw garbage to be used as hog food is the -primary preventive measure, Veterinary meat inspection both

before and after slaughter further controls the
infection.

The
causative circumstances surrounding a streptococ-

cal foodborne infection generally parallel those of
staphylococcus and salmonella outbreaks. The incidence of streptococcal foodborne infection is less
and the symptoms are milder than those previously

discussed. These symptoms may begin 2 to

18

hours after ingestion of infective food. They often
include vomiting, colic, and diarrhea.
1-26. The infectious agent is Streptococcus py-

which causes sore throats and scarlet
fever, and may be transmitted to food through

transfer of many animal diseases.

1-30. Control of the transmission point in some
instances is the best method of prevention or trans-

fer of many of these diseases. Pasteurization of
milk is the intermediate control in "brucellosis,
Q-fever, and bovine tuberculosis. Pork Must be
cooked thoroughly to prevent trichinosis, and all
other meats should be cooked adequately to control parasites, Thorough cooking (137° F. or
higher) of all pork products is a realistic and satis-

ogenes,

factory positive control,

droplet infection (spread by talking, coughing, and
sneezing). Susceptible foods include poultry and

2. Prevention of Foodborne Illness
2-1. There are many facets to the prevention of

eggs,

potato salad, meat dishes, and low-acid

foods. In addition to the controls for previously
discussed foodborne illnesses, cleanliness, and
health (no upset stomach' or sore throat) of foodhandlers, and proper sanitizing of multiuse eating
and drinking utensils should be stressed.
1-27. Infectious hepatitis. Infectious hepatitis is
a viral disease which occurs worldwide. Man is the
reservoir. Sources of the infection are feces, urine,
and blood from infected persons. The virus can be
transmitted by person-to-person contact, through

the fecal-oral route. It is generally transmitted
through ingestion of contaminated food and water.
Control and epidemiological investigation center
arornd possible transmission by water, food,
blood, or blood products. Special efforts should be
made to improve sanitation and personal hygiene.
Reduction of fecal contamination of foods and

foodborne illness, Foodhandlers, facilities, and
equipment involved in preparing and serving food
are of primary concern. In this section, we will dis-

cuss the education and physical examination of
foodhandlers, and the inspection of establishments
and facilities.
2-2. Responsibilities of Personnel. The respon-

sibilities associated with the prevention of foodborne illness lie to some extent with all personnel
involved in the acquisition, handling, and processing of food. The base commander, of course, has
the ultimate responsibility for sanitary operation
of food service facilities and the enforcement
of directives and standards pertaining to his
organizations. The officer(s) in charge of food

infections.

service facilities are directly responsible for operating the facilities and maintaining, the established
standards, The Medical Service has numerous responsibilities pertaining to food service sanitation
and the prevention of foodborne illnesses. These re-

Many miscellaneous diseases not yet mentioned
are transmitted through the food chain. These do
not qccur as often as those previously described.
Among these are numerous intestinal parasites

sponsibilities include the establishment of health
standards for food service facilities and determining whether or not the facilities and equipment are
adequate to maintain these standards; recommend-

water stiould be stressed.
1-28. Miscellaneous

foodborne
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ing adequate food service sanitation programs
within the command; assisting in training food
service personnel in personal hygiene and food
A

many, has equal or greater value than the perio

medical examination. This procedure, whic
often overlooked, assures that hygienic stan4&rds
and physical health (as best determined by., isual
examination) are maintained by all foodha dlers.
Examinations and constant surveillance should insure that the following requirements are met by all
foodhandlers.
a. Bathe daily.
b. Keep hands clean at all times, They must be
washed with soap and warm water when reporting
for duty, immediately.after each visit to a latrine,
and after handling animals, fish, or fowl, fp areas
where this practice is not ingrained, the foord service officer and supervisors will exercise maximum
ingenuity to accomplish conformance.

Ism-vice sanitation and making recommendations
for maintaining sanitary conditions in food service
facilities on Air Force installations and in nearby

communities. When discrepancies are
found, the medical inspector must be able to submit reports to the appropriate authority and recommend necessary corrective action in accordance
with current directives.
2-3. Exsunination of Foodhandlers. There are
several distinct aspects to foodhandler examinations. Medical examinations are required prior to
employment; periodically as required by the Direccivilian

tor of Base Medical Services (DBMS); and,

33-1
c

if

c, Wristwatches, bracekts, and rings (except

necessary, following illness. Examination by food
service supervisory personnel is necessary to insure
maximum day-to-day hygienic and physical wellbeing of foodhandlers.
2-4, Medical examinations. All foodhandlers
will have successfully passed a medical examination before performing any duties involving food
handling in,appropriated or nondppropriated fund
food service activities. The Major Command Surgeon and the DBMS will determine the necessity,
frequency, and extent of subsequent examinations.
Under certain circumstances in the CONUS, periodic examinations may not be necessary.
2-5. Medical examinations are designed to re-

wedding bands) win be removed prior to and during food preparation and serving.
d. Keep fingernails clean and cut short.
e, Facial hair will be trimmed to 1 inch or less.
f , Wear clean outer clothing, preferably white
in color, while on duty. The upper garments must
cover the armpits. Foothandlers will wear acceptable head covers; persons with hair longer than 6
inches will wear hair nets or strong-holding (lacquer-type) hair spray.

2-8. Kitchen attendants (KAs) used in preparing food to be cooked will be inspected by the supervisor for cleanliness, absence of open wounds,
and obvious infections (such as colds Or boils). If
local extenuating circumstances necessitate the utilization of KAs as servers of prepared foods, supervisors will maintain maxirrium surveillance over

veal chronic illness or medical problems which
may exist at the time the examination is mdde,
Clinical tests are made to insure that foodhandlers

are free from active tuberculosis; to assure that
salmonella, shigella, or Endomoeba histolytica are

each operation in which the KAs are engaged,

not being discharged in the stools; and to determine that pus-forming or other dangerous organisms are not being discharged from chronically
infected ears, nose, skin lesions, mouth, etc. In addition, freedom from parasite ova directly infective to man is not mandatory; however, persons
who are shedding ova of parasites not directly in-

2-9. Food Storage Techniques. Procedurcs and
techniques used by food service personnel in storing, preparing,and serving food rank high in importance when you evaluate the possible causes
and prevention of foodborne illness. Techniques

mentioned here are points of special emphasis.
This discussion concerns you in two respects, i.e.,
improper food handling is conducive to foodborne
illness and/or food spoilage.
2-10. Temperature control, Proper ternperature
cdn'trol is probably the most important aspect of
storage. Time limitation, types of containers used
for storage, ventilation of storage areas, and the
protection of stored food are other important considerations.
2-11. Temperature control encompasses sievoral
aspects of food storage. The previously mentioned
general rule is to keep hot food hot (140° F. or
more) and cold food cold (45° F. or less). In addition, proper handling of frozen foods is important. Frozen foods must be defrosted in a wen-ventilated cooler maintained at a temperature not
exceeding 45" F., or cooked from the frozen state,
Defrosted foods will be used as soon as defrosted,

fective to man may be employed. Determination of

infectious viral hepatitis should be made when
Immuniz.ations for the appropriate
geographical area must be,kept current,
2-6. Resukts of medical examinations are
reCorded in th'e medical records folder, AF Form
535, -Medical CertificateFoodhandler," will be
prepared by the foodhandler's organization. The
medical qualifications will be filled out and signed
by the examining medical officer for each
foodhandler. The certificate of the most recent exarhination on qualified food handlers will be kept
on file where the food handler is employed.
possible.

2-7. Supervisory surveillance Daily supervisory

examination of foodhandlers is a very important
aspect of disease prevention and, in the opinion of
5
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antimony, etc.) which can potentially convey a

or held no longer than 24 hours. Leftovers and/or
defrosted foods will not be frozen.- When it is im*possible to defrost' frozen foodf as stated above,
the frozen food may be held at room temperature
for a maximum of 6 hours and then placed into a
45°-F. cooler to complete the tha ng, during
which time the surface temperature f the food
should never exceed 45° F.
2-12. Time. Time is closely related to temperature control and may in certain instances be the
determining factor in whether or not food is safe
for consumption. Foodhandlers should know and
adhere. to the following time limitations that are
placed on holding food
a. Defrosted foods must be used as soon as de-

chemical poison to its contents. Furtnermore, food
containers must be placed on racks yr dunnage to

all, adequate ventilation. The minimUm space
required fbr proper ventilation is 4 td 6 inches
from fidors and walls in cold storage and 4 to 8
inches for products in dry storage. Stored foods
should always be kept covered.
2-15. The use Of galvanized containers will be

limited to the transportation and temporary storage of water, peeled raw .potatoes in viver, and
dry foods. Meat) fruit, salad, lemonade, tea, coffee, fruit juice, etc., will not be placed in them n
will they be used for cooking food. The container,.
(notlust the lid) should be labeled as to its contents.
2-16. Nonfood products. Detergents, cleaning
agents, and other nonfood products will be clearly
labeled and stored in an area separate from food
products.

frosted; they must not be held longer than 24
hours.
b. Leftover foods will be immediately labeled_
(time and date), refrigerated, and used within- a
24-hour period. Food items which have gone directly from cooking to the refrigerator, such as

2-17. Dishwashing Techniques. All forms of
pathogenic organisms, including the most resistant
spores, are removed from dishes and other eating
utensils, or killed, when proper dishwashing techniques are applied.
2-18. Equipment and utensils. EquipMent must
be kept clean to prevent contamination of fvod.
The best time to clean it is immediately, but not
later than 3 hours after use. Soiled equipment will
be cleaned and sanitized before use, Equipment in
poor condition; chipped or cracked china, glass, or
plastic containers; utensils with cracks, chips, or

large roasts and whole turkeys, may be held for 48

hours. Foods which are rtotably poor growth
media for bacteria such as bread, fruit pies, and
high-acid-content foods may be stored longer than
24 hours but should be used soon enough so that
palatability is not lost (normally 48 to 72 hours).
c. Prewrapped or preprepared sandwiches will
be prepared not more than 36 hours before issue
or sale. They must be consumed witgin 5 hours
after fireparation or, if refrigerated below 45° F
they may be kept not more than 36 hours. In addition, sandwiches prepared with haemeats or other
hot products Twill be for immediate consumption; however, they may be eaten within 5 hours if
they are maintained no lower than 140°F. After 5
hours they will be disposed of as garbage.

pits; or any utensil with roughness which makes
thorough cleaning difficult will not be used.
Cleaned and sanitized glasses, dishes, trays, and
utensils will be stored in a manner to prevent contamination. Glasses, cUps, bowls, etc., will be
stored inverted on racks of suitable design to protect them from dust, dirt, insects, and fingers.
Serving trays may be stacked inverted after they
are properly cleaned and dried. Silverware will be
stored with the handles presented to the user. Cutlery cylinders with perforated sides and bottoms
will be used. These must be kept elevated above

d. Vulnerable foods such as poultry, meat,
water food, dairy products, and egg products will

be prepared in the minimum time before being
served and, Unless kept at a temperature of 140° F.
or more, will be covered and refrigerated until time
of serving and must be maintained above 140° F.

or below 45° F. while on the serving line.
floor level,
2-13. Dangerous. foods, Particularly dangerous2-19. Dirty china and trays are evidence of
foods (hash, creamed soups, gravies, dressings, poor dishwashing and will often bring more combread puddings, certain cheese or egg .casseroles,
plaints to a food service facility than anything else.
creamed meats, etc.) will not be refrigerated in Often, dishes and utensils may appear clean, but
pans over 4 inches deep, since the center of thse
laboratory procedures conducted by medical permass will not be adequately cooled. Large bulky sonnel may reveal large numbers of bacteria on
meat items such as turkeys, hams, and roasts cool
them.
slowly; therefore, they will be placed in a well-ventilated refrigeration unit immediately upon leaving
a 140°

2-20. Mechanical dishwashing Proper dishwashing consists of a combination of a number of
distinct steps. An evaluation of dishwashing must
take into account these steps and their relationship
to the total operation. It is essential to examine not
only the machine's capability, ,but also the work
habits of the percon who operates it. Dishw-shing
operations must comply with AFM 163-8, Food

F. (or %igher) heating unit. Particularly

dangerous foods will be prepared in the Minimum
time before being served (4 hours or less),
2-14. Storage containers. The type of container
.used for storage of food is another important con.
sideration. Containers must be clean, Wee .from
cracks or chips, and not made of a material (zinc,

Service Sanitation,
6
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2-25. The function of the recirculating rinse
cycle is to remove detergent and to heat diihes,
etc., to a sanitizing temperature. The water temperature should not be below 160° F. nor should
it exceed 180° F. Besides the sanitizing tempera-

2-21, On the bussing cart and at the dirty dish
'table, sort the items to be washed. Litre items, requiring the same type of racks, are usually sorted
together. Place the silverware in a hand-dishwashing detergent solution for prqoaking.
2-22. Remove gross soil and rack the dishes at
the same time. Racks will be constructed of non-

ture provided, the increased heat causes the dishes
to air-dry rapidly and tends to reduce water spotting and films caused exclusively by hard water. It
is important to check that the rinse-arm tubes are
open and free of foreign deposits that reduce their

marking Corrosion-resistant welded wire or plastic.

The main problem areas in this procedure are insufficient waste rembval, overloaded racks (dishes
overlapped, stacking of bowls and cups), and use

efficiency.

2-26. The noarecirculating fresh-water rinse

of the wrong racks. Flat items (such as plates)
must be tilted in the rack so that the eating surfaces are sprayed from above and the bottoms

provides the thermal sanitization that is so vital to
the protection of food contact surfaces from patho-

2-23. Each facility is equipped with either a
har4 hose and nozzle or a mechanical prewash

,genic organisms. The water temperature in this
cycle should range between 180 and 195° F. The
final rinse jets, being quite small, are subject to,

uaitXintegral to the machine, where the soil (food
debris) is loosened with a water spray. The need
to empty, clean, and refill the mash tank is directly

sure they are not materially reduced in size by

from below.

..

.

clogging from hard-water scale deposits. These jets
or nozzles should have routine examinations to be

mineral build-up or are not plugged by particles of
scale from the hot-water supply line.
2-27. Only air-drying is authorized. If the
dishes do not dry in about 1 minute, something is
wrong. The finished dishes may not be hot enough
o cause the remaining water to vaporize rapidly,
d't poor ventilation in the dishwashing room may

related to the prewash operation. If the person
using the dishwasher is diligent in removing as
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much soil as possible during this step, he will not
have to change water in the wash tank as often as
he will if not diligent. Spray dishwashers are
designed to remove soil films, not large food deposits, and cannot do the job adequately if large
amounts of food are left on the dishes. The temperature of the prewash water should be between
1)0 and 1200 F,. This temperature range allows
removal of food and grease from dishware
2-24, The washing cycle involves a properly selected detergent solution of the proper temperature
which is sprayed forcefully against all food contact
surfaces to accomplish the washing action. Wash
water temperature should not drop below 140° F.
nor should it exceed 160° F. Detergent activity is

be causing the air to reach such a high humidity
that it will not accept additional moisture. Trays
and silverware are especially bad in this respect,
but a shake of the rack will help dislodge most of
the water droplets and reduce drying time.

2-28. Dishes must be allowed time to dry before they are unlcladed from the racks. If unloading is done immediately upon exit from the dishwasher, wet dishes will result. As the personnel

unload the racks, they should insyect kr dishes
that were improperly cleaned. To aid them in this,

often decreased when the temperature exceeds

an adequate level of light should be 'provided
(50-100 foot-candles), Inevitably, certain dishes
will come through which have not been properly

160° F. One most important factor of this operation is cleanliness of the wash arms. If they are
clogged with food particles, string, lime deposits,

cleaned, These musi be rewashed.

\;t3c., they lose efficiency, and the machine's ability

2-29. Store dishes and,other food contact surfaces in such a manner as to reduce the chance of

wash is impaired. Another important factor is
the concentration of detergent in the washwater.
There must be some means of replenishment to
offset cross-dilution by the final rinse. The best
A ay is by mewls of a detergent dispenser. If this
piece of equipment is not present, a previously determined quantity of detergent should be added
with each rack of dishes to accomplish replenishment. The washwater must ie relatively free of
small food particles which ten to stick to utensils
being washed and to resist rinsing action, The ac. curacy of the installed wash section thermometer

contamination to a minimum, -Bowls, glasses, cups,
and similar items should be stored inverted. Plates

and saucers should be stored in lowerators or in
cabinets.
2-30. Hand dishwashing. The most satisfactory

arrangement for sanitizing food contact surfaces,

other than with properly operated mechanical
equipment, is by the use of a three-compartment
sink. Manual dishwashing involves certain prescribed and important procedures. First, the utensils must be scraped free of gross soil. Next, they

should be checked periodically by removing a

are washed in a 1104o-120*-F, detergent solution,
in the first' compartment sink, until all visible food
particles and grease have been removed. From the
first compartment, the utensils and tableware (in-

scrap tray and testing the water temperature in the
tank with a hand thermometer when the machine
is shut off. The temperature may also be checked
in the power rinse tank,

cluding glasses, cups, trays, and silverware) are
7

passed to the second compartment, which eontains

clear, warm rinse water (usually about 150° F.).
Here the soapy water that clings to them from the
washing process is rinsed 'off. The third compartment is provided for sanitizing the utensils and.tableware, and the hot-water or chemical method is
used.

tions as possible that dcal with the subject. The
following are excellent.

a. AFP 161-22, Sanitary Food Service Instructor's Guide.

b. AFP 161-24, Handout SheetsSanitary
Food Service and Personal Hygiene.

c. AFM 146-7, Food Service Management.
d. ESM 25-4, Exchange Service Food Upera-.

2-31. The hot-water method is just what its

tion's Manual.

name implies. Utensils are completely immersed
for 1 minute or more in hot water maintained at a
temperature of at least 180° F. The 180° F. temperature is not to be guessed at. A thermometer

e.

Quantity Food Sanitation, Karla Longree.
Sanitary Techniques in Food Service, Karla
Longree.

Foodborne IllnessCause and Prevention,

must be used to assure that this temperature is

Kelly Vester.

maintained. Water at this temperature is.much too
hot for a person to, put his hand ia. Therefore, a
dishbasket,- dish rack, flatware container, or other
container with a handle must be used to contain
the dishes, etc., while they are immersed in the hot
water. This permits easy removal of the -utensils
from the sanitizing compartment for drying.
Whenever hot-witer sanitization is not available,
the chemical method is to be used. The most com-

h. Planned

SanitationPrestige and Profit,

Kelly Vester.

2-35, Scheduling of classes. Scheduling o(
classes must be arranged jointly with the supervisory personnel of all food service activities concerned. The classes should be mandatory meetings
approved by the base commander. Remember that
the facilities cannot ceate operation in order to at_tend the classes; therefore, each subject hour must
be presented at least two times. As a suggestion,

mon chemical compounds used for this typE of
sanitation are hypochlorites and iodophors. Chemical sanitization is best accomplished by immersing

dishes etc., into a 200-parts-per-million hypo-

each class session could be given the last

chlorite solution (100-140° F.) for not less than 2
minutes or into a 25-75-parts-per-million iodo-

hours of a morning shift one day and the first 1V:

11/2

phor solution (75-125° F.) for not less than 1
minute, Equipment that is too large to immerse

hours of the afternoon shift" the following day.
Thui, the afternoon shift would arrive 11/2 hours
early, to attend their session; and the morning shift

may be sanitized by a hot-water (180° F,) spray
rinse for 10 seconds, or by spraying or swabbing
*ith a chemical sanitizer of proper strength., Only

would remain 11/2 hours after going off shift, to attend their session. This would then be repeated for
each subject hour,

air-drying is authorized.
2-32. Single-use containers. If proper dishwash-

/ 2-36, Location of classes. You will want a central location, equally accessible to all food service
personnel. Too large a facility can be as unde,irable as too small a facility; therefore, attempt to reserve a location (Service Club, Officer's Club, or
NCO Club) that will accommodate the attendance

ing facilities are not provided at.food establishments, disposable paper cups, paper plates,
spoons, etc., will be used for serving foods.

2-33. Foodhandler Training. Proper and adequate training of foodhandlers in the principles'
and practices of food service sanitation is of vital

and lend adequate effect (sound, light, varailation,
and seating) to the training environment.
s
2-37. Lesson plans. Each lesson should be presented from a well-develoised lesson plan. A lesson
plan should include a stated objective of what the
.

,unportance in the prevention of foodborne illness.
A FM 163-8 requires that instruction inthis subject

be administered to all foodhandlers and super-

student is expected to learn from the lesson and
should be outlined to,show step-by-step develop-

visors. This training will be repeated annually or as
often as the DBMS determines necessary to insure

ment of the lesson, The Instructor Activity column

that all foodhandlers, including supervisors, are
aware of their responsibilities in disease preven-

should be used as a guide and not as a word-forword lecture, After your lesson plans 'are developed, you should try a "dry run" to develop selfconfidence and timing. A foodhandler training
course, comple with lesson plans and caricature
35-mm color slides, is available for use by veterinary personnel. Consult your command veterinarian concerning the availability of this material.
2-38. Upon completion of the course, an AF
Form 1256, "Certificate of Training," will be
signed by the officer in charge of the training program, and will be issued by the DBMS to each in-

tion. The base veterinarian or other qualified
Medical Service

personnel

will

conduct the

program, As a veterinary specialist, you may be
asked to help present this training,
2-34. Prepdraiion. You must make adequate
preparation and k2now your subject if you are to
present a course of instruction. The more research
yOu do to prepare yourself, the more self-confidence and poise you will have. As a result, your
course will- be more effective. If you are asked to
conduct such a course, consult as many publica-

dividual who satisfactorily completes the course of
8
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gressive growth of microorganisms which can

instruction. Minimum requirement for satisfactory
completion will consist of attendance at 75 percent
of the classes during the course of instruction, and
a satisfactory grade on the examination.
2-39, The information presented here has been
aimed at a basic course applicable to all activities.
Your special needs should be determined by a review of the discrepancies frequently noted during
surveys

and

cause food infection or food intoxication. Products
in hermetically sealed containers processed by heat
to prevent spoilage, and dehydrated, dry, or pow-

dered products so low in moisture content as to
preclude development of microorganisms are excluded from the ternis of this deftniti9n.
e. Hot Food or éverage. Liquid food or beverage, the temperat e of which at the time of service to the consurpr is at least 140° F.
f. Product Cóntact Surface. Any surface of the
vending machine, related equipment, or containers

inspections. In developing yo r

course, keep in mind that you are training foo
handlers and not Medical Service personnel.

e

careful of over-using medical terminology. Discuss

which comes into direct contact with ant food,

only that material which the foodhandler has a

beverage, or ingredient.
g. Adulterated. A food is adulterated if:

need for; do not fill the course with material which
is only nice to know. Rememberthe most unpredictable aspect of 'foodhandling is the human ele-

(1) It bears or contains any substance Which
may be injurious to

You must try to conliince the student that
sloppy habits and.faulty techniques on the part of
ment.

the foodhandler, are the most likely causes of foodborne illness. Motivate them to do their work cor-

sumbtion.

(3) It has be

rectly; in this Way, they and the Air Force will

prepared, packed, or held

under conditions wRmh may have rendered it injurious to health.

benefit.
..

alth.

(2) It consists n whole or in part of any substat*e which is it any way unfit for human con-

3. Food and Beverage Vending

(4) The container is composed in whole or in
part of any substance which may rrder the con-

3-1. Whether it be coffee break, lunch, or midnight snack, chances are good that at least once a
day you will take advantage of the Convenience of

tents injurious to health.
h.

Operator. Any person, who by contract,

agreement, or ownership takes responsibility for

a mechanical food or beverage dispensing devicethe vending machine. Depending upon the
size of the base, there are probably some 300 to

furnishing, installing, servicing, operating,
maintaining one or more vending machines.,

500 vending-machines on your base. Insuring the
safety of the food and beverages obtained through
these machines is an important part of the veterinary program. This responsibility has two distinct
-Naspects: First, the machine, operator, delivery veand area in which the machine is located;
an , second, the plant facilities and personnel in-.
volved in preparing, packaging, and storing the
products for the machines,
3-2, Definition of Terms. The USPHS
pamphlet,I Vending Food and Beverages; and
AFM 163-8, Food Service Sanitation, are the
sources of the following definitions of terms that
are pertinent to this section.
4, Vending Machine. Any device which, upon
insertion of a coin or coins, dispenses food or beverage, either in a bulk or package,
b. Catering Point. Restaurant, commissary, caterer, or any other \place in or from which food,
beverage, or ingredients are kept, handled, prepared, stored, or sold for subsequent dispensing

or

3-3. Service and Inspection. The safety of
food or beverages received from a vending machine depends upon a combination of factors. :The
products must consist of unadulterated ingiedients

that are prepared and delivered under sanitary
conditions and are held in a safe environment until
purchased. The catering point must be maintained
and operated in a sanitary manner and must-be in-

spectcd and approved by the %Medical Service.

3-4 Foods Dispensed. All products and ingredients intended for vending must be clean,
wholesome, and free from contamination and
adulter4,tion. Wet storage is prohibited. The following types of food are prohibited for sale in automatic vending machines unless they are :Icidifed
below pH 5.0,

Ham sall.
Egg salad.
Chicken salad.
Cream-filled pastries.

through vending machines.
c. ,Machine Location. The room, inclosure,

3-5. Chilled vulnerable foods.

These foods

must be dispensed to the consumer in the iiriginal
individual container or wrapper into which they
were placed at the catering point, or be dispensed
into single-service containers. Sandwiches and
other food items made of readily perishabk ingredients that are packed for vending machines must
be permanently and conspiciously marked to show

space, or area where one or more vending machines are installed and operated,
d Readily Perishable Foods. Any food or beveragetir ingredients consisting in whole or in part
of milk, milk products, eggs, meat, fish, poultry, or

other food capable of supporting rapid and pro9

3 ,j

the tfla4 and time the item was prepared. These
foodsill be plated, in the vending machine within
12 hours of preparation and rernoved from the
machine within 36 hours. Sinn larly, fresh dairy

that the machine meets construction specifications
of the National Sanitation Foundation, NAMA, or
other agency recognized by the surgeon as having

an equivalent testintprogripe.
3-12. Inspection. Upott entering the base, and
before servicing machines, operators are required
to stop at'the veterinary office to have the products inspected. You should arrange to accompany
the, operator at routine or unannounced intervals
to inspect machines for cleanliness and to insule

products will be"coded and dehvered, to Ihe
machine within 48 hours of pOkaging and will be
removed from the machine /within 7 days from
placement. Frozen foods (ice cream and ice-cream

sandwiches) will be removed from the vending
machine within 90 days of packaging?"
3-6. Readily perishable foods. Readily perisha-

that operators are complying with directives on re-

ble foods or ingredients within the vending machine Must be maintained at a temperature w ich
is less than 45° F. (for cold foods) or mor than
140° F. (for hot foods). Machines mus
nthin
automatic shutoff controls so that any time the
temperature varies above or below the limits, it

moval of readey* perishable food's. These visits
provide an opportunity to observe the conduct,
habits, and appearance of operators and the areas
in which vending machines are maintained.
3-11: Plant Inspections (Military Standards
Evaluation). Products destined for use by military
installations are prepared at numerous food-proc-

will not dispense until serviced by the operator. In
addition, machines must be provided with a thermometei, accurate to -±-2° F., to indicate air temperature of the food storage compartment. While

essing plants. All such plants or establishments
handling,

manufacturing, processing, storing,
freezing, or supplying foods for use by the Armed

in transit, readily perishable foods must also be
maintained at a safe temperature (below 45° F. or
above 140° F.).
The limitations stattsd
3-7. Exempted foods.
thus far do not apply to carbonated beverages or
canned or dried foods vien the Bottle, ,can, or
package is dispensed sealed and subsequently

surveillance Considered necessary .by the. Armed
Forcei.The only authorized exceptions are listed
in AFR 163-2, Veterinary Food Inspction.
Plants are;inspected by medical personnel who, use
an applicable Military Standard as a guide.
3-14, Mikary Standardschecklist. Trt many

opened by the consumer.

instances' thNe are specific Military Standards

Forces are subject to the sanitary approval and

3-8. Machine Location'. Machines must be so

which,:cover individual types of product processing, e.g., poultry 'processing, milk plants, bakeries,
etc. ror ,products for which no specific Military
Standarcrhas been developed, MIL-STD-t,158A,
Military- Standard Sanitary Standards for Food
Plants, will beUsed, Inspection checklists are contained as an appeadiX to the applicable Military
ndards. Local reproduction of thc checklist is
authorized and will be necessary to suply your requirements Appendix A at the end at this yoluine
contains the checklist from 'MIL-STD-668A. "you continue through thc following explanation of
major points and completion of the checklist, use
appendix A as a guide to help you better understand its use

located as to promote cleaning and eliminate insect

and vermin harborage. They must be at least 6
inches from walls and floor, or mounted on rollers,
or be small and lightweight so they may be easily
Moved. If adequate space is allowed between ma-

chines and walls, machines may be sealed to the
floor to prevent seepage and insect and rodent infestations. The immediate surroundings of each
vending machine must be maintained in a clean
condition.

3-9. Food Contact Surfaces. All food conthet
surfaces of vending machines must be smooth,
kept in good repair, and free of breaks, corrosion,
open seams, cracks, and chipped places. All joints
and welds in food contact surfaces must be ground
smooth and polished. All internal angles and cornerg must be rounded td permit proper cleaning.
3-10. .<411 multiuse parts of vending machines
which come into direct contact with readily perishable foods, beverages, or ingredients must be reg moved from the machine at least daily or at each
servicing. These parts musrbe thoroughly cleaned

3-15. Defect points. Individual sanita (Meets
in thc checklist- are given assigned defect points in

column 2. They range in value from 0 -to 5. and
some are designated "critical " You may assign a
numerical rating (0 to 5), according to your iudgmeat-of the magnitude or severity of the discrepancy. These assigned ,yalues are recorded during
the inspection in coludin 3. Line out all defects
and their assigned defect points that are.not applicable to thc plant being inspected. In instances
whdre you consider a defect to be, so gross as to
constitute a serious health h,azard, delete thc nunieri61 rating in' column 2 and write the word
"critical" in columns 2 and 3 Critical defects must

and effectively sanitized each time they are removed. The DOB will determine frequency of
cleaning necesaad for parts which Come in contact
with other than readily perishable foods. A record
of all cleaning and sanitizing should be maintained
at each machine by the operator.
3-) 1. Prior to installation of any machine, yendoreiare required to furnish S certificate declaring

be fully explained in the Remarks section in ,ufficient detail to clearly describe the condition which
10

resulted in such a rating. At the, end of the inspection, total the defect points in column 2 (exclude

( those you lined out) and alsVotal the defect

pbints you assigned in column 3. Any time a critical defect exists, you must complete your inspection, but you cannot total the defect points and the
plant cannot be recommended for approval.
3-16. Sanitary compliance rating (SCR). Using
your totals of columns 2 and 3 on the checklist,
compute the establishment's rating by using the
following formula :
S'um of column 3 X '100 =
Sum of column 2
Sum of column 2

sR

A plant must attain an SCR of 90 or higher to
qualify for listing in the Directory of Sanitarily

A pproved Establishments for"Armed Forces Procurement.
3-,17. Plant inspection can be _silly summarized by eniphasizing the similarity between the requirements Of any food processing plant and your
local dining hall. A etailed requirements con-

cerning building constIcon, employee health

and hygiene requirements, ater supply, utensil
cleaning and sanitizing, etc., are the same. The exception is that health certificate 5 must only comply with ldcal requirements'. You will be working
y4th local health department authorities, but your
recommendations will determine whether or not a
plant is approved or disapproved.

c,
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5. Medical Inspection of Food Service
Sanitation Facilities
5-1. Inspections should be planned and made
with" one broad objective in mindyou are there
,to help! Your main concern is to prevent foodborne illness by revealing major discrepancies in
the food service operation. Your effectiveness will
depend upon your alRility to create and maintain 'a
harmonious, yet firm, relationship with supervisory
personnel of the establishments. Every inspection

should be viewed as an excellent opportunity for
the health education of supervisors ind foodhandlers. Don't just point out discrepancies, but add a
discussion of possible consequences and reasona-ble solutions;

5-2. Egablish Rapport. The importance of establishing rapport with food service 'supervisors
cannot be overemphasized. There will be occasions when you must make cornMents concerning
operations or persOnnel. The comments must be
accepted ts constructive criticism; any attitude to
die contrary will nullify your effectiveness.-

5-3: A good working relationship will depend
to a great extent upon your ability to gain the respect of the food service personnel. The basis for
tilis respect will begin with your first contact.
----Make your first visit a "social" call. Get acquainted with the supervisor; acquaint yourself
with the "facility. Do not make a reportmake a

friend.
5-4. Conducting an Inspection. During an actual

inspection, you must maintain your friendly air,
but this is only a small part of gaining the necessary respect. You must display good manners, military formality, and a firm attitude. You must meet
or exceed the standards of appearance, heahh, and

personal hygiene required Of the foodhandlers.
This includes

valid health certificate, clean clo-

thing, clean hands and nails, haircut, and the
wearing of a cap during the inspection. Know the
job and be able to answer quickly and correctly
questions that may arise regarding sanithry foodhandling practices. The veterinary officer or NCO
should make the actual inspection, and should be

assisted' by an airman% The OIC and NCOIC
should inspect all major food service facilities at
least once a month and every facility each time an
"unsatisfactory".freport is submitted.

5-5. As an inspector, you should arrive at the
faCility with everything necessary fo complete the
inspeCtion. This includes clipboard, report forms,
carbon paper, and pencils. You should also carry a
thermometer and any special equipment you will

need for the particular facility; e.g., finger-plak
culture plates, swab test supplies, ultraviolet light,
etc,

5-6. When you arrive; contact the individual in
charge. State your name and why you are there,
and ask him to accompany you or have someone
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accompany you. Develop an inspection routine

and rodents, and serves to attract them to the vi-

whereby you do not overlook any aspect of the facility; for instance, proceed always in one direction
(clockwise or counterclockwise around the facility); do not ramble haphazardly around thebuilding. Point out discrepancies as you note them; ask
questions as required, and make appropriatenotes
concerning comments on why certain conditions
may exist. Be sure your comments are valid. Don't
nit-pick. Remember there is operational "dirt" and
there are procedural distrepancies. You must use

cinity of food service facilities.

5-13. Tests for cleanliness. A surface free of

visible soil may still be c'apable of spreading disease. Tests have been devised for checking various
surfaces to assure you that the surface is indeed
clean. These include the finger-plate culture; the
rinse test foe bottles; the swab test for equipment
with large, rough, or irregular surfaces; the contact-plate test for small, smooth surface utensils
which can be pressed directly on a small surface of
good judgment in deciding what constitutes a
culture medium; and the fluorochrome-dye test for
major discrepancy and what is a minor condition.
residual soil film. Other less time-consuming tests
5-7. As you make your inspection, set a good
are available for quickly determining the efficiency
example. Wash your hands often if necessary;
of soil removal techniques. They include the Safdon't you spread dirt or disease. Be-Careful how
ranin dye test, salt test, tissue test, finsability tests,
you handle food and utensils. During ,an inspec- _and test for cleanliness of glasses. All these tests
tion, you are the center of attention. You are
are fully explained in appendix B of this volume.
"under the microscope" and -open for criticism if
5-14. Your aim is to prevent fooddorne illness,
you err.
and a dirty floor behind a piece of equiPment is
considerably less of a health hazard than a scrupu5-8. When is the best time to make an inspeclously clean foodhandler with boils, URI, or other
tion? Any time is appropriate. Inspections, may be
infectious
disease. Let this also be° an. occasion to
announced or unannounced; each type has its purdouble-check the food inspection. Inspect food on
pose. Inspection times should be staggered to meet
hand for condition, and make sure it is from an
all situations, all days and all hours including
approved source.
preparation times and serving times. The only time
5-15. Inspection Critique. Before leaving the
to verify that foodhandling techniques and proceestablishment, critique the inspection with the sudures are hygienically adequate and proper is durpervisor. Copies of work order requests or supply
ing the preparation, serving, and "cleaning up" perequests may be on file, which, if tionored, would
riods.
5-9. Facility cleanliness. When Xou are con- , correct discrepancies. In a report of inspection results, such comments should be made to indicate
ducting your inspection, for what d you look?
that efforts have been made to correct unsatisfacFirst, look at the walls, ceilings, windo s, exhaust
tory conditions. Supervisors will appreciate such
ducts, and screens; they should be free from dirt,
reCognition and will generally respond with indust, and grease. The floors of the dining hall
creased cooperation on future visits. .
should be carefully swept, using a sweeping com5-16. Inspection Reporting. Reports can affect
pound or damp mop after each meal. Remember
the value of an inspection. An inspection form'is
that dry sweeping is prohibited. The floors of the
not the most effective method of reporting inspeckitcten should be kept clean by washing or moption results. Forms may serve well as a checklist to
ping with hot, soapy water.
insure
that all aspects of the operation have been
5-10. Observe the steam tables, drip trays, cofobserved.
A copy of an inspection form should be
fee urns, water fountains, and griddles to make sure
left
with
the
supervisor of the facility to help him
that they are cleaned after each meal. Kitchen tain
correcting
discrepancies. The individual who acbles used for foOd preparation will be thoroughly
companies
you
on the inspection should sign your
cleaned and sanitized after each use.copy; this copy should be maintained in your file.
5-11'. As you make your inspection, carefully
On subsequent visits, it may serve to remind you I
check all food contact utensils, includyg meat
of conditions which existed at the time the inspecgrinders, knives, meat slicers, can openers, pots
tion was made. A report should reflect individual
and pans, and other utensils.
effort directed at each establishment; it should not
5-12. The outside area of a dining hall is very
be, a check-off inspection sheet which takes the
important, so don't forget to inspect this area. At
form of a "gig list."
permanent fixed installations, concrete unscreened
5-17. Rating the Establishment. In determining
garbage stands will be constructed at all facilities
results of an inspection, all discrepancies should be
serving food. A curb at least 4 inches high should
considered with regard to their public health sigextend around the entire stand, and the stand
nificance: When applying this significance in the
should have hot and cold running water. The adeform of a "satisfactory" or an "unsatisfactory" ratquate and sanitary disposal of garbage and trash is
ing, youmust determine whether or noi) an immean important factor in 'facility cleanliness because
diate or potential health hazard exists, or if a disthis refuse pr8vides food for houseflies, roaches,
crepancy is due mainly to poor management or to
14
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ing to economic pests, and inspects and determines

careless employees, A point system of scoring is
not generally acceptable in determining results.
This system-too often leads to "unsatisfactory" ratings resulting from a number bf minor discrepancies, whereby one major discrepan may Involve
an immediate health hazard, yet not carry enough
points to rate an establishment unsatisfactory.
-5-18. The Chief of Aerospace Medicine and
the DBMS skauld be wept informed on the conditions of all base food sèrvice facilities. Check with
them to find out which reports they wish to see

the effectiveness and safety of applied control
measures.

,6-7. Preventive Storage Practices. Careful periodic inspection of stored food is essential to the

1

control of insect pests. Indigning shipments should

be carefully inspected, and samples should be
taken from as many different containers as possible. Surface examination will reveal the presence
of heavy infestations, while screening of the material is often necessary to detect lighter infestation.
Inspection of flooqs and areas around storage sites
will often reveal the presence of live insects which
have gotten out of containers, and this is usually
an indication of a very heavy infestation. Spilled
food that has leaked out of torn bags should also
be surveyed, since these spilled products, if not removed, will attract additional insects and the infestation pay increase.

and how frequently. All unsatisfactory reports
should be routed through the DBMS.

6. Insect and Rodent Control
6-1. As a veterinary specialist, your interest in
insects and rodents will center around those which
affect food products. Most of these affect stored
food and are generally called economic pest insects. There are
, others, of course, which may in-

6-8. Loos; materials should not be stored in
wooden storage bins. Instead, these products
should be stored in clean garbage cans with tightfitting lids, as is the standard procedure,. in dining

terest you from a personal standpointsuch as
mosquitoes, bedbugs, ticks, and licehut you generally will not get involved in seeking or control-

halls. Materials which Are subject to insect infestation should be stored on pallets of wood, SQ that
no containers are directly on the floor. This allows
easy rotating of stock so that older material is used
first; otherwise, material which might be highly'infested may become a heavy source of infestation,

ling these tyRes.

6-2. Your main function in control of these

pests is in recognizing signs of their existence, noti-

fying the proper agency, and requesting control
measures. Therefore, you must know who is responsible for the various aspects of control.
6-3. Responsibilities. Responsibilities for vari-

which may spread to the entire warehouse. New
stock should not be placed next to a small amount
of old stock, since this will lead to immediate infestation of.the new material if the old stock is in-

ous aspects of pest control are defined in AFR
91-21, Pest Control; and AFR 161-1, Control of
Vector-Borne Diseases. Major commands, the
Director *Base Medical Services, and the base

fested.

civil engidter have been given specific responsibilities under the provisions of these regulations.

6-9. Ventilation is important in the storage 'of
dried foods such as cereals. These foods should be
stored so that a space of not less than 3 feet sepa-

6-4. Major commands. Major commands (1)
insure that effective preventive and corrective pest
control measures are established and accom-

rates each wooden pallet and each stack and the
wall. High humidity and warmth will increase the
reproduction rate of pest insects. All possible steps
should be taken to avoid these conditions. Ventila-

plished; (2) provide qualified technical supervision for personnel engaged in these operations;
(3) provide for training of personnel engaged in
pest control; (4) insure that field supervisors are
competent; and (5) issue AF Form 483, Certificate of Competency, to those field supervisors

tors should be kept open during periods of dry
weather and closed when the humidity is high.
Dried foods are not affected by cold temperatures,
but the insects which they harbor may be killed or

found qualified.

their reproductive rate may be slowed by cold.

6-5. Director of Base Wdical Services. The

Thus, it is well to keep warehouses as cold as possible if no goods that pray be affected by freezing
are stored there.
6-10. Identification and Control. The economic
pests that infest dried foods may be classified in
one of two categories. There are those that infest

Director of Base Medical Services is responsible
for investigation.of the identity, sotirce, and prevalence of pests whkh affect health, comfort, or efficietcy .,of personnel. He recommends personnel
protective measures; recommends measures for
controlling or preventing breeding of animalsreservoirs and vectors of diseases, and evaluates effectiveness of these,controls; and provides technical
guidance regarding safe use of pesticides.

grains and cereals, and those that infest dried
fruits and vegetables.

6-11. Grain and cereal pests. Grain and cereal
pests include the following:

6-6. Base Civil Engineer. The base civil engineer plans, initiates, and supervises pest control
measures. He insures that pest control personnel

.Cadelle beetlecuts into boxes.

,

Confused flour beetleworst pest of prepared cereals.

are trained and certified, investigates factors relat15
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Indian meal mothattacks grain, cereal,
and crackers.
Rice weevilmost destructive to whole grain
and macaroni.

6-12. Dried fruit and vegetable pests. Dried

fruit and vegetable pests include the following:
Cigarette beetlefound in dried fruits or tobacco products.
Bean weevil.

3c
These are only a few of the mOst common species
of economic pests. For more complete information
on these and ctther economic pests, consult a good
entomology text, such as Insects, the Yearbook of
Agriculture, U.S. Dept. of AgriCulture, available
through the U.S. Government Printing .Office; or
AFM 91-16, Military Entomology Operational
Handbook.

6-13. In addition to these economic pests, two
families of arthropods are of concern because of
4-

Oriental eft cote

Oriental nymph

°MENTAL COCKROACH
Wins twientalis

Gamlen letaele

German nymph

with eta case

)

froonen

German ego cent

GERMAN COCKROACH

bliettoll fetasenke

stetra-leeraliei female

Arnicen famele

Amortises eel.
POWINIJIANDED COCKROACH

AMERICAN COCKROACH:

eapelleetIlim

reclaims's* itienticene

Figure 1.

Common species of cockroaches.
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their attraction to food. They not only are pests,
but are likely to spread many types oL disease
through mechanical transmission. These are the

and basements, or along pipes from other buildings which are heavily infested. Inspection of all
incoming material will help prevent entry of these

pests. However, since egg capsules may be attached to one can in the center of a carton, it is
oldest groups of insects. Specimens have been , often impossible to make adequate inspections. If
cockroaches and the housefly.
6-14. Cockroaches. Cockroaches are one of the

found which were estimated to be 200 to 500 million years old. These insects are among the most
persistent pests of man. They are highly adaptable
and can fit themselves into almost any living condition.

°

all cracks passing through walls or leading to areas
behind baseboards and door frames are filled with
putty or plaster and if all water, steam, Snd electri-

cal pipes are given special attention so that there
are no openings around them, invasion of cock-

6-15. Cockroaches are frequently found asso-

roaches can be cut to a minimum. Thorough

ciated with stored foods, or.with food that is in ac-

cleaning to remove food will also help control the
numbers present. Cockroaches will not normally
stay where there is _no suitable hiding place or

tual use. Cockroaches eat a fair amount of such
food; 'they may, in heavy infestations, impart a
nauseous odor, to it as well. Many disease organisms have been isolated,from the feet and legs of
cockroaches. Cockroaches damage bookbin9dings,
feeding on the starchy paste material with which
such bindings are impregnated. Some damage to

clothing may result .from the inroads of cockroaches, but this is principally due to feeding on
spots of spilled food, rather than on the cloth itself.

6-16. Some of the common species of cockroaches are shown in figure 1. Cockroaches undergo

gradual

metamorphosis,

and

progress

food.

6-19. Control of cockroaches in established infestations requires the use of chemicals as well as
excellent sanitary practices. Insecticides- are applied"as liquids or dusts. Residuals are applied to
surfaces where roaches will run, and to harborage

sites where they remain for longer periods. In
some unusual cases, poisoned baits are useful.
Aerosols are sometimes used in conjunction with.,

other treatment, but are unsuitable when used
alone.

6-20. Roach control is not obtained with,aerosols alone. These cause a rapid knock-down, but
the roaches Will revive. Aerosols are used to irritate and stimulate roaches. This is an effective survey technique to Dual them from hiding. In conjunction with tesiduals, aerosol may also cause the
roaches to run
areas where residuals are present. Aerosols
kill roaches in sewer lines. The
confined atmosphere of sewers makes the thermal ,

through nymphal stages to the adult. There are
about 55 species in the United States, but only a
few are common pests. All of these have wings in
the adult st'age, except ihe female Oriental cockroach. The eggs are laid in capsules. These may be
carried about, protruding from the abdomen of the
female, or they may be glued to the underside of
drawers and cabinets. The eggs in these capsules
hatch and very small nymphs emerge. These nymphal forms have the same habits that characterize

fogs, mists, and aerosols effective.

6-21. Residual insecticides in dust° and liquid
form are used for cockroach control. In some locations, some roaches have developed resktance to

the adults, except that they do not fly and, of
course, cannot reproduce.
6-17. The outdoor species of cockroaches normally live in piles of trash, under the bark of trees,

certain chemicals. When this occurs, othermaterial must be used. A combination of dust following

and in dark places under houses. The species

spray treatment will give much longer and more
effective residual control than deist or spray used
alone. Roaches have developed a general widespread resistance to the chlorinated hydrocarbon

which are of most importance in buildings are es-

sentially nocturnal, but may be seen during the
daylight hours. They frequent various parts of
buildings, being limited in most cases to the lower
floors or basements where there is adequate moisture. They hide in cracks and crevices, in cabinets
and storage areas, and in the spaces between walls.
When disturbed, cockroaches will run very rapidly
to a sheltered area and can disappear very quickly.

insecticides, Therefore, diazinon, DDVP, or Mala1 thion sprays, apd diazinon dust are normally the
insecticides useN
6-22, The housefly, This common pest is a me-

chankal transmitter of many filth-borne diseases,
such as typhoid, cholera, and dysenteries. The
adult is dark gray with four black stripes on its
thorax. It measures 6 to 7 mm. in length, The

The simplest method of making inspections for
cockroaches is to walk quietly into a kitchen or
storage,area at night and suddenly flood the area
with light. They may also be found by examining
cracks and crevices, areas behind door facings,
and openings through the walls for steam pipes.
6-18. Cockroaches usually enter buildings in

mouth is not adapted for biting, only fo; sucking;
therefore, all its food must be in liquid form.
6-23. The female housefly lays about 100 eggs
in a mass on various animal manures, garbage, or

other refuse. The eggs usually hatch within 24

containers brought in from other areas. They may
also enter through cracks in walls, through attics

hours into small white larvae, referred to as mag17

gots. The larval stage lasts from 5 to 8 days and

wastes wil

the larva burrows into the ground a few inches be-

ing aroun

fore pupating. The pupa lasts about 5 days, and
the adult fly must then make its way up opt of the
ground before the wings harden. The &tire life

closed with

oak into the ground and allow breed-

garbage cans. Cans should be kept
tight-fitting lid to prevent access of

flies.

6-29. Any normal-size issue screening will-prevent the entrance of houseflies, but these screens
must be kept in good condition and must be tightfitting, and screen doors should swing outwardy.to

cycle may take 8 to 20 days; however, under optimum conditions of temperature ahd moisture, this
period may be even less.

push away flies which may be clinging to them. An
inward-swinging screen door may admit flies that
areissting on it each time it is opened.
6-30. It} many cases, the source of houseflies is

6-24. There are several means by which flies
transmit disease. Examination of the foot of the
housefly under a microscope reveals a hairy appendage which is well-suited to picking'up mate-

not located on the base, but on nearby farms and
in open privies. Control of off-base breeding must
be coordinated with the local Health Department,
since the Air Force has no authority on private
property.

rial on which the fly walks. Since breeding occurs

in various manures, you can see that if human
manure is the breeding matter, pathogenic organisms present can be picked up. If a fly then lands
on a piece of bread, transfer of the organisms may

6-31. The adult fly, after emerging from the

occur.
6-25. A sec-ond method of disease transmission

pupa, must force its way upward through the sur-

face of the' breeding material. This fact can be

occurs during feeding. As previously mentioned,
flies have only sucking mouth parts. They do not
feed on solid material. Let's assume a fly lands on
a piece of bread. When feeding, the fly forces saliva from its mouth onto the bread. This dissolves
the surface of the bread, which can then be sucked
up as liquid. Vpmitus is also forced up and ejected
during this process. Any viable organisms previously ingested by the fly, may be added to the

used in some cases to effect a measure of control.
In areas where red clay soil predominates, sprinkling of the earth in the morning and then allowing

it to harden under a hot sun, has been used as a
method of fly control. Similarly, the soaking of soil
around privies with a chemical insecticide may be
of some help, but the addition of insecticides to the
contents of the privy is not recommended. Chemi-

cal insecticides may reduce the natural bacterial

bread.
6-26. The fly also has a third method by which
it may contaminate man's food. It has been proved
that enteric diseases taken up by the housefly are
still viable_when defecated by the same fly. Since

activity which,occurs in a privy. Houseflies are attracted primarily to vertical surfaces such as light

cords, and light pull chains. They also rest on
walls and on the ceiling. This characteristic makes
possible control through use of fly cords, fly tapes,
and residual sprays. However, fly tapes and cords
are discouraged, because if proper Steps are taken
to prevent breeding; fly tapes and cords will be unnecessary,
6-32. One pair of houseflies in the early spring
could produce billions of flies by late fall, if all of
their young lived. It is, therefore, important to kill
as manY\ as possible early in the season. A good
early-season fly control program will result in very

the fly, defecates at the same time that it feeds,
transmission of disease may also occur in this way.
6-27. Prevention of entry, into buildings is one
of the best-known and widely used controls.
Screening over windows and doors is the oldest of
these methods. Where screens are not practical or
where they are ineffective due to traffic, air

screens should be installed. The air current must
be of sufficient force to deter flies from entering
through the openings. Screening, however, should
not be used instead of preventive controls. The
best measures for control of houseflies are those
which are directed at the cleaning up or removal

few flies all year long. In discussing the importance of a \fly-control program with troops, effective cooperaiion can be obtained if the filthy habits

of the fly are\stressed. A good point to make is

of breeding sites.

that any time a \fly is seen on food it is well to remember where this fly probably fed last, This

6-28. Sewage control is usually not a problem
on most bases, as far as fly breeding is concerned.
However, garbage control is a problem on all airbases. In addition.to the final disposal of material,
garbage must be properly handled by civil engineering"personnel in order to prevent fly breeding.
Since, in some 4reas, flies can breed quite rapidly,
garbage from mess halls and quarters areas should
be removed at least once weekly. Daily disposal is
preferred. Garbage cans should be kept clean. This
will help considerably in the control of flies.
Spilled garbage, particularly liquid and semiliquid

usually results in' an increased demand for fly
-swatters at supply and incidentally, the fly swatter
is still an excellent tool for individual fly control.
6-33. Rodents, Rats. and mice have followed
man to most of the areas he has settled. Man's indifference and carelessness in handling foodstuff
and refuse have fostered populations of rats and
mice in such proximity to his home and work that
they are called "domestic" rodents. As a result of
this, relationship, plan suffers from rat bites and
rodent-borne diseases. Rodents are reservoirs for
18
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Figure 2,

Common rodent&

diseases that have killed millions of people. These
include murine typhus fever, plague, lePtospirosis
(Weil's disease), rat-bite fever, salmonellosis, and
rickettsialpox.

a. Flarborage: above ground level, indoors in
attics, between walls, and in enclosed spaces

of cabinets and shelving; outdoors in trees
and dense vine growth.
b. Range: frequently 100 to 150 feet

6-34. Rats and mice common in the United

c, Food and water: omnivorous; vegetables,
fruits and cereal grains preferred; daily re-

States are shown and compared in figure 2, Refer
to this figure as you read the following descriptions
of rats and mice.

quirement 1/2 to 1 ounce of dry food and up
to 1 ounce of water.

6-35, The Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) is
predominantly a burrowing rodent. It is the most
common and largest of the domestic rats. It is
found generally throughout the United States and
the tertiperate, regions of the world. Some of the

6-37. The house mouse (Mus musculus) is the
smallest of the domestic rodents, It is widespread
and abundant throughout the United States. It is

found from the tropics to the Arctic region

characteristics of this rodent are:.
a. Harborage; ground level, burrows in ground

throughout the world. Some of its characteristics
are:

and under foundations of buildings and in
rubbish dumps.

a. Harborage: any convenient space in walls,

b. Range: frequently 100 to 150 feet.
c. Food and water: omnivorous; garbage, meat,

cabinets or furniture.
b. Range; frequently 10 to 30 feet.

fish and cereal baits well accepted; daily requirement 14 to 1 ounce of dry food, 1/2 to 1

C.

ounce of water,

Food and water: omnivorous; cereal grams
preferred; mouse is a nibbler, daily require=

ment 1/10 ounce dry food, requiring little
water (1/20 ounce per drink),

6=36 The roof rat (Rattus rattus, Rattus rattus A lexasuirinies, or Rattus rattus frugivorour) is
an agile- climber. It is a middle-sized rodent, confined largely to the south and to the Pacific coast
in the United States. It is found most abundantly
in the tropical or temperate regions, but i rare or
absent in the colder portions of the world. Charac-

6-38, Rats and mice "are habitually nocturnal
and secretive. They are rarely seen except when
heavy infestations are encountered. Therefore, it is
necessary to interp7et signs of their activities properly in order to plan control work. These signs are

found in secluded places such as along walls,
tinder pipes or rubbish, and behind or under

teristics are:
19

boxes, boards, and thick vegetation. From rat
sips, one can tell the speciei concerned and
whether a rodent infestation is current or old,
heavy or light.

6-39. Feces, if fresh,s will be soft, shiny, and
dark. In a few days they become dry and hard.
Old droppings are dull and grayish. They crumble
when pressed with a stick.
6-40. Rats habitually use the same runways between food, water, and harborage. Because of the
keenly developed sense of-touch in their whiskers
and in specialized hairs along the body, rats prefer

continual body contact with at least one vertical
surface, such as a fence or wall. Outdoors these

runways are narrow pathways of beiten earth
swept clear of debris. Indoors, greasy runways are
found along walls, steps, and rafters. Undisturbed

cobwebs and dust in a runway indicate that the
runway is not in use.
6-41. Along regularly traveled runways a dark,

greasy mark usually forms from contact with the
rodent's body. Fresh marks are soft and greasy.
They will smear if rubbed. With age, the grease
dries, gathers dust, and will flake off when
scratched with a fingernail. Norway rat rubmarks
are most commonly found along walls near gound
or floor level. Roof rat rubmarks are most commonly located overhead as swing marks beneath
beams or rafters where they connect to the walls.
Mice seldom leave detectable rubmarks.
6-42. The Norway rarprefers burrows for nesting and harborage; the r f rat burrows only occasionally. Burrows are fou'hçi m earth banks, along

walls, under rubbish, under oncrete slabs, and in
similar places. If being used, the burrow entrance
will be free of cobwebs and dust. Fresh rubmarks
on hard-packed soil at the opening indicate a
well-established and presently used burrow. Fresh
food fragments or freshly removed earth at the
burrow entrances also indicate current use by rats.
6-43. Rats must gnaw daily to keep their teeth
short enough to use. They gnaw to gain entrance
to obtain food. When fresh, gnawings are light in
color and show distinct teeth Marks. Small chips of
wood or other materials indicate recent gnawing.
With age, the wood around gnawed holes becomes

dark and smooth from frequent contact with the
rodent's body,

6-442 Fresh tracks appear sharp and distinct.
Old tracks are covered with dust and are less
tinct. The tracks of the 5-toed rear paws are mor

commonly observed than are the 4-toed front
paws, but both may be present. Smoot
patches of any dust material such as ur or trat,
placed along runways, are of value in.checking for
rodent activity. To see tracks in dust, hold a flashlight at an angle to the tracks and it will cast disstinct shadows.

6-45. The best control for rodents, as for insects, is prevention. Physical meaSures and sanita-

.20

3
tion practices are foremat in this area. The best
preventive measures include:
Prevention of entry into buildings.
Frequent and thorough cleanup of trash and
debris.
Proper waste disposal.
Proper food storage.
Elimination of food sources.
Elimination of harborage.

6-46. Floors should be swept frequently to remove rodent food and to permit ready detection of
fresh rodent signs. A white band, 6 inches wide,
painted along the floor next t
food-han-

dling locations speeds scovery of
ngs,
tracks, and other signs that indicate the presence
of rodents.
6-47. Thorough inspections should be regularly
scheduled to detect any new evidence of rodent in-

festation. Effective and permanent control of rats
and mice can be attained only through a continuous sanitation program.

6-48. Established rodent populations can be
eliminated by combining the sanitation meth9ds
with a killing program. Killing methods are most
effective:

a. Before sanitation or cleanup programs are
begun: This will prevent mass movement and
spread of rodents.
b. After dusting with an approved pesticide for
flea control. This is to suppress plague and murine
typhus by reducing rodent populations. If rodents
are killed and fleas are not, fleas will leave the

dead rodents and may cause widespread disease
outbreaks.
c.

After vent stoppage work to eradicate ro-

dents in buildings.

6-49. Rat killing as well as insect killing, without good sanitation, is ineffective for several reasons. Insects and rodents rapidly regain the original population level through their high birth rate
and survival of young. The cost of labor and materials in a continuous killing program is high. Baitshyness and insecticide .0sistance may del,elop
from continued use of most poisons. For these reasons, it is a waste of your time and effort to have a
killing program which is not supplemented with a
sanitation program.
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APPENDIX' A
0

Food Phud &windy Compliance ChecIWWd

Sanitary Inspection of

(Name of Plant)
(Phone Number)

(Address)

Inspection of this plant was accomplished on
by

(Date)

(Inspector)

Plant is owned by

and the inspector was accompanied
on the inspection by

(Name and Title)

plant produces

(General Types of Items)

J.

Assigned
Defect

Sanitary Defects
(1 )

1.

PREMISES
A. Not clean..
B.
C,

Not well-drainecL_

Surroundings not free I

Defect
Points

(2)

(3)

nuisances and sources of
5

contamination

2. RAW MATERIALS
A, Not free front adulteration...,

Critical

Shows evidence of insanitary conditions or deterioration._
Not processed, stored, or delivered under sanitary conditions
D. Packaging materials not protected by sanitary boxes, cartons, or other means
B.
C.

3,

Pats

3
3

..

5

4

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS
A. Design, materials, or construction of walls, floors, or4eilingt prevent their maintenance in a sanitary rn,:ar
.
Exterior
openinp not clean and in good repair
B.
C. Exterior openings, where practicable, not equipped with
,

D.
E.
F.

screens or other effective means to prevent the entrance
of insects, rodents, and other animals .
Insect and rodent control not effective in those areas where
screening of exterior openings is impracticable .._
Screen doors nnt outward opening and self-closing
Processing area opens directly into living quarters, garage,
,
or heavy maintenance sbop
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3

laves

4

4
3
4

At

Assignid
Defect
Points

Sanitary Defects

(I)
4.

LIGHTING
Insufficient lighting.

A.
B.

(2)

(

...

c

4

371-/

Insp.%
,Defect

*lints
XS)

4

Lights in processing areas not equipced with protective

5

5.

VENTILATION
A. Preaence 4-dr objettionable odors
B. Presence of mold in processing
or storage areas
C. Accumulation of condensates in processing
or storage areas
6. WATER SUPPLY
A. Inadequate in quantity
B. Not eaaily ,accessible...
.
C. Potability certificate wit current Or not
available or water
supply found to be nonpotable
D. Crosseonnection vista between safe
water and unsafe water
E.

supply or sewale disposal system

3

5,

Critical
Critical
Critical

Nonpotable water oudets not identified

A.

Not made from water that is of a safe saniiary quality, approved by State oris local health authority
B. Not manufactured, handled,
stored, or used in a sanitary
8.

DISPOSAL OF WASTES
A. Liquid wastes not dis
of in a sanitary manner
B. Floor drains not funcPtgi3Z1
nor properly trapped
C. Dry wastes not collected in suitable
containers conveniently
located throughout the plant
D. Product waste rich collected in suitable
containers which are
E.

9.

3

covered when not in use
All waste not collected and disposed of at frequent intervals Or in a sanitary manner

3

TOILET, DRESSING ROOM, AND HANDWASHING FACILTTIES
A.

Sufficient number of toilets or privies not provided
Toilet rooms not conveniently located nor constructed of Critical
materials that are easily and satisfactorily cleaned
4
C. Toilet rooms open directly into processing
area
D. Doan not self-closing *and tight-fitting
3
P. Abaence of sign directing employees
tti, wash hands
3
F. Privies not separate from processing building
Critical
0. Privies not of sanitary type. location, and construction
5
H. Absence of hot or cold water, soap, or hand-drying faB.

I.
I.
10.

Wastes accessible to insects
Toilet rooms not separately vented to the outs*
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OP EQUIPMENT
A. Pro abr t-contact surfaces of all
equipment not constructed
of
toxic material . ...

B.

C.
D.

.

.

Design of equipment is such that it cannot be readily cleaned
and effectively sanitized ...
.
_.

Equipment not in good repair
Not constructed so that all product-contact surfaces aro
accessible for cleaning, maintenance, and inspection

11.

5

3

.

3

C ritical
5
3

5

CLEANING AND SANITIZING TREATMENT
A. Product-contact surfaces of equipment,
crintainers, and
B.

utensils not thoroughly cleaned after use
Product-contact surfacet not sanitized prior to each usage

i NOTE TO STUDENT Do cbol count tams 7*. 79, or 9,0 whin adding coiurnn 2
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Sanitary Delects

Defect
Points

Inspr's
'Defect
Points

(1)

(2)

(3)

Assigned

Chemicals used in cleaning and sanitizing treatments not
properly labeled or stored
D. Rooms and areas used for receiving, processing, and storing of raw materials and finished product not maintained
in a clean, sanitary manner..
C.

12.

METHODS
A.
B.

'

13.

Methods permit contamin ion of product ...
Methods permit deterioration of pioduct_

SANITARY CONTROLS

15.

(

A.

Rodent harborages or insect-bifeeding places present

4

B.
C.

Insects, birds, or animals present in the plant

5

Insecticides or rodenticides are handled so as to contaminate
the product_

B.

materials or finished product in a refrigerated or frozen
state as required
Design of equipment permits contamination or adulteration

C.

Acceptable thermometer not present in warmest area

5

Critical
3

STORAGE FACILITIES
A. Storing methods do not minimize deterioration nor conC.

18.

Critical

COOLING AND REFRIGERATION FACILITIES
A. Facilities do not adequately cool nor maintain the raw

B.

17.

5

CONTROL OF INSECTS, BIRDS, AND ANIMALS

of product

16.

Critical

0

Records of examinations and tests of raw materials and finished
products not available.
14.

5

tamination
Storage facilities not clean, sanitary, or in good_repair
Shelves, cabinets, or dunnage not used where necessary to
prevent contamination or deterioration

5
3

5

VEHICLES AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
A.

Not constructed or operated to protect contents from conCritical
tamination or deterioration

B.

Not properly maintained or not clean

3

PERSONNEL
A. Not free of communicable or infectious diseases

Critical
Not free of infected cuts, open sores, or other lesions on
Critical
exposed parts of the body
3
C. Not wearing clean outer clothing or head covering
D. gating, smoking, chewing tobacco, or expectorating in
B.

product-handling areas
E.

3

When required, records of Preemployment or periodical
physical examinations not on file

4

SCORE

.REMARKS

RE6OMMENDATIONS

(Inspectar's Signature and Title)
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APPENDIX B
Tests for Cleanliness of Surfaces
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Other Tests
Tests for Evaluation of Dishwashing Machines
Finger-Plate Culture Technique
1, Principle:

The "finger-plate" culture technique is a simple procedure for detection of
coliform bacteria, especially Escherichia coil strains on the hands of Food Service personnel. Since the presence of these organisms is indicative of fecal contamination, the technique can be effectively used to determine whether a given
foodhandler is washing his'hands after defecation. Although an individual may
be a carrier of Salmonella or Shigella sp., the possibilities of. spreading these organisms are reduced or precluded if the hands are kept clean. For this reason,

the "finger-plate" culture techniqte serves as a valuable preventive medicine
tool.

2. Materials:

Eosin Methylene Blue (EMB) agar prepared in standard petri dishes or 2ounce ointment tins. For medium preparation, see DIFCO Manual, 9th Ed.,
1953 (Difco Laboratories Inc., Detroit, Michigan).
3. Procedure:

"Finger-plate" cultures are taken by having the foodhandler gently press the
fingers of each hand on the surface of EMB agar. The medium is then incu-

bated at 37° C. for 24 to 48 hours. Following incubation, frank evidence of
fecal contamination is the presence of larlge, smooth, glistening colonies with

maroon, purple, or black centers and a greenish-yellow metallic sheen. Metallic sheening is usually evident both on the colonies as well as On the surface
of the surrounding medium. Such growtk is tyPical for Escherichia coil; and with
little experience, nonlaboratory-trained individuals are able to recognize positive
results from this organism. Greater sensitivity may be added to the technique by
having all "finger-plate" cultures containing growth of colored colonies with no
metallic sheening examined by experienced laboratory personnel, since certain
Escherichla coli strains occasionally fail to develop a metallic sheen on EMB
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agar. It is emphasized that only the cultures containing the characteristic colored colonies -with metallic sheening be regarded as "positive" for fecal bacteria
unless further laboratory study reveals the presence of Escherichia coli.

4. Possible Errors:
Certain lots of EMB agar fail to yield typical metallic sheening of E. colt.,
Therefore, a control culture known to produce sheening should be inoculated to
a plate from each batch of EMB agar useti and incubated along with the finger
culture. Citrobacter (Escherichia) freundi strains are rarely encountered on the
fmgers of foodhandler. Since these organisms may originate from fecal material
or soil, their presence is still indicative ,of improper handwashing. When the
true identity of a sheening colony is in doubt, E. coli or C. freundi cultures can
be verified by subculture to triple sugar iron agar and IMVIC media. Positive
results will be high when such cultures are first- taken, but as health education
and supervision increase, the percentage of positive handlers should be low.
Chronic repeaters will need additional supervision or training and may even need
transfer.

THE RINSE TEST
11. Materials Needed:
a. Transfer pipettes, sterile
delivery 10 ml.
b. Dilution pipettes, sterile
delivery 1.1 ml.
c. Petri dishes, sterile.
d. Plate count agar; omit addition of skim milk.
e. Tap or buffered distilled water, nontoxic, sterile (tubed in 20 ml. amounts).
J. Sodium thiosulfate solution, approximately 0.1N which should be incorporated in buffered rinse medium if a chlorine disinfectant was used on item
to be tested. Not necessary if nutrient broth is used.
g. Hypodermic syringe and needle, sterile
delivery 20 ml. (optional).

2. Procedure:
a. Introduce 20 ml. of sterile tap or buffered distilled water into bottle to be
wsted.

b. Cap bottle aseptically with sterile cap.
c. Grasp bottle by neck and while holding upright, swing it 25 times in a
small circle to rinse bottle thoroughly.
d. Follow.by holding bottle horizontally and vigorously shake lengthwise 25
times, each shake being a to-and-return thrust of almost 8 inches. Turn bottle
slightly at end of each shake and make eight cOmplete rotations of bottle during
shaking operation to rinse sidewalls thoroughly.
e. Plate immediately, if risme operation is performed in the laboratory. If
samples are to be transferred to a laboratory, transfer rinse solution to sterile
containers aseptically and keep at 32° F. to 40° F. until plated,
I. Pour appropriate controls (agar, petri dish, pipette, and rinse solution).
3. Plating:
a. If contamination is believed to be light:

(1) Distribute 10 ml. of the 20 ml. used for the rinse test about equally
among three sterile petri dishes and incubate for 48 hours, at 35° C.
(2) -To obtain total count, multiply the sum of the number of colonies on the

three plates receiving 10 ml. of rinse solution by 2, which will give the estimated number of colonies per bottle.
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b. If contamination is believed to be heavy:
(1) Transfer 1 ml. of rinse solution to each of two petri dishes.
(2) To obtain total count, multiply the average numlier of colonies on the
plates by 20, which will give the estimated number of colonies per bottle.
c. If desired, with contamination considered great enough w t'esult in mefe
than 300 colonies per plate, 0.1- and 1.0-ml. portions of the rinse solution may
be plated directly. In such instances, if the 30-to-300-colony range is obtained
on the 0.1-ml. plate, multiply the count by 200. If the plate counted is the
1.0-ml. plating, then the count times 20 will, result in the estimated number of
colonies per bottle.
d. When information on higit-count bottles is required, dilutioni may be madeof the rinse solution. Here the count per plate is multiplied by the dilittion, followed by multiplication by 20. to obtain the estimated number of colonies per
bottle.
4. Important Consideration:

a. If chlorine or iodine disinfection of bottles is practiced, a neutralizer such
as sodium thiosulfati, 0.1N, contained in the rinse solution should be used in
order to prevent the continued germicidal action of residual chlorine in the test
bottle on the organismsrinsed off the container by the rinse solution, thereby
giving a false indication of tile bacterial condition of the container. Not necessary if nutrient broth or skimmed milk is used as rinse medium.
b. If quaternary disinfection is practiced; an inactivator such as sodium napthuride or Tamol N should be used in the rinse solution in a 200-p.p.m. concentration, followed by plating the test rinse solution in tryptose glucose extract
Asolectin agar (100 p.p.m.) in order to minimize or
Tween (1 percent)
eliminate bacteriostatic carry-oVer of quaternary.
5. Interpretation of Results:

Colony estimates by the agar plate method (rinse test) not exceeding:
1000
500

Per quart bottle
Per pint bottle
Per one-half pint bottle.
are considered satisfactory.

250

These standards are derived on an allowable basis of one colony per 1 ml.
capacity of the container and are- applicable to all rinse test methods- involving
the rinsing of closed containers.
THE SWAB TEST
This test is adaptable to equipment where size and irregularity of surface will
not permit satisfactory use of either rinse or contact plate methods. However,.
it may be applied to milk cans and other similar equipment. It is the method
generally used in determining food utensil sanitization.
1.

Materials Needed:

a. Sterile petri dishes.
b. Sterile I ml. pipettes.
c. Plate count agar (omit skim milk).
d. Sterile forceps or scissors.

3
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e. Sterile cotton swabs (nonabsorbent cotton) on standard wooden applicator
sticks (or sterile alginate swabs) in cotton-plugged test tubes.
1. Sterile containers, screw-cap swab bottles, size 23 x 70 mm. or 16 x 100
mm., with 4 ml. buffered distilled water.
g. Buffered distilled water (See Standard Methods for Examination of Dairy
Products). (If chlorine, iodine or quaternary disinfection is practiced, use appropriate inactivator and proceed in accordance with instructions under rinse test
section above.)
h. Use sufficient sterile buffered distilled water sblution that will provide exactly 1.0 ml. for each utensil to be examined by swab technique. Thus, for
successive swabbings of four utensils, using one swab and diluent container, use
4 ml. of rinse solution.

2. Collecting Samples:

a. Utensils to be examined shall include at least glasses, cups, and spoons, and

four of each should be selected at random from the shelves or other places
where clean utensils are stored.
b.

In direct checks of dishwashing methods, select utensils from those re-

cently washed. Prevent contamination by handling during sampling.
c. Use one swab for each group of four similar utensils.
3. Swabbing Procedures:

a. Dip a sterile swab in dilution water and squeeze it against the inside of the
container to remove excess water, leaving the swab moist but not wet.
b. Rub the swab slowly aV firmly three times over the significant surfaces
of four utensils, reversing the Zirection each time. Significant surfaces of utensils
consist of:
(1) The upper 1/2 inch of the inner and outer rims of cups and glasses.
(2) Entire inner and outer surfaces of the bowls of spoons.

(3) Entire inner and outer surfaces of the tines of forks.

(4) Inner surfaces of platesswab three times, reversing the direction ,of
each stroke. Swab across each of two diameters at right angles to each other.
(5) Inner surfaces of bowlsswab three times, reversing the direction of each
stroke around the inner surface at a level at which the swab will hug the surface of the bowl about half-way between bottom of bowl and rim.
c. After swabbing each individual similar utensil, return the swab to the container of dilution water. rotate (whip-rinse) the swab in the dilution water, and
press out Che excess water against the inside of the container before swabbing
the next of the four utensils in the group.
d. On completion of the swabbing of the group of utensils, break off the
swab in the container or dilution water under aseptic conditions. Use a new
swab container for the next group bf utensils.
e. Keep containers iced while intransit to the laboratory. Plate the dilution water samples preferably within 4 hours of swabbing, but when this cannot be done,
samples must be properly refrigerated and analyzed within 24 hours of swabbing.

4. Plating Procedure:
a. Shake the swab container rapidly, making 50 round-trip excursions of,44 to
6 inches with the container in one hand, striking the palm of the other hand at
the end of each cycle and completing the whole in about 10 seconds. NOTE :
Groups of samples may be shaken in test tube, holding blocks with similar

stroke, speed, and abrupt ending of strokes. Shaking machines may be used
for the time interval found to disintegrate the cotton swab in a manner equivalent to the prescribed hand method.
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b. Tranafer 1 ml. of the dilution water to a sterile petri diSh.
c. Add approximately 10 mi. bf melted standard plate count agar (without
skim milk), mix and incubate for 48 hours at 37° C. and count as in making standard
plate count.

d. Make appropriate controls (agar, petri dish, dilution,water, pipette).

e., Report the count as the average plate gaunt of organisms removed per
utensil surface examined.
Example:

4 glasses swabbed.
1 ml. of the 4-ml. dilution water plates.
60 colonies are cpunted after incubation.
Record average elate count per glass surface as 60.

I. .If, under the same conditions, the 4 ml. are plated by distributing eqiial

portions into each of three petri dishes, the sum of the counts on each plate divided by 4 would give the average plate count per- glass surface.
5. Interpretation:

The most commonly 'accepted standard is not more thin 100 colonies per
utensil. The most commonly accepted basis for this is 100 organisms per S.
square inches swabbed, or 121/2 organiims per sqtlare inch.

CONTACT PLATE TEST
.1. Materials Needed:
a. Sterile disposable contact plates, often called "Rodac" plates, available from
Falcon Plastics, 55000 W. 83rd St., Los Angeles 45, California, and some.other
laboratory equipthent suppliers. This plate differs from petri plates in its shape,
as seen below.
b. Transfer pipettes, sterile, 10 ml.
c. Plate count agar, omit addition of milk.
2. Procedure:
a. Carefully and aseptically introduce enough sterile agar (usually 15.7 nil.)
into the sterile plate so the agar meniscus is slightly raised above the plate rim.
Allow to solidify without moving.
b. To test a surface, remove the lid, inver: plate, and' gently press the raised
agar iurface onto test site. Carefully lift tin plate after several seconds and replace lid.
c. Incubate, normally, for 48 hours at 32° C. or,3.5°C.

3. Interpretation of Rim its:
a. Number of colonies gives a direct count of the surface area tested for the
4 square inches of the plate surface.
b. Divide count by 4 and ipply available st9indards for count per square inch.
ULTRAVIOLET TEST FF(R RESIDUAL SOIL FILM

1, This is a very simple and accurate test, requiring only a fluorochrome dye
(any soluble color) and an ultraviolet 'light (WoOds lamp).
2. When surfaces, whether dishes or steel tables, are exposed to a solution
containing dye, the fluorochrome absorbs to any porous surface, usually the
soil, and then fluoresces under ultraviolet light.

3. Mix a 1:1000 solution of dye. in water, The dye may be mixed directly
into the wash tank of a dishwashing machine to check its efficiency, or may be
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Mind in a container and the small items to be tested- lipped therein, or the
solution may be used as a spray for surfaces of large items.
4. Procedure:

a. Whether dipped, sprayed, or washed, the test items should be exposed to
the dye solution for 30 seconds.
.
t,
b. Then rinse well in running cold or warm water for several minutes. A
machine's rinse cycle will do this automatically.
c.

Examine undersIthraviolet light in dark or semidark room. '

5. Interpretation:

a. Large spots usually indicate poor washing.
b. Small spots usually indicate poor rinsing.
c. Diffuse fluorescence indicates carryover of dye info rinse tank (which is a
discrepancy within the machine), a long-standing buildup of grime or minerals
due to poor washing, or extremely inadequate washing.

IA

\6. Discussion:
a. If you hilve never performed this test, it would be wise to have a dry run,
using a spotlessly clean item for a comparison.
b. Remember, porous surfaces such as' aluminum, crazed china, dull plastics,
etc., will pick up dye.
c. This is an excellent test for all utensirbut especially for sieve, colanders,
beaters, grinders, pitchers. etc.
OTHER TESTS

I. Safranin Dye 74st:
a. Make a powder, mixture of £35 percent by weight talc (U.S.P,, not face
powder) and 15 percent by weight safranin and place sin a salt shaker,
b. Dust onto dry test surfaces from a height of 2 inches.
c. Rinse the surface with cold water until no red color is rinsing off.
d. Organic matter, mainly grease, will be stained a deep red due to the adsorption of the talc onto the surface, but water spots will not be affected.
so
2. Salt Tam
Wet a dish in cool water and hold it so water can drain off forieveral seconds. Then sprinkle the surface with ordina*lable salt. The surface of a clean

dish will be evenly and completely wet with salt adhering overall. Areas 4/ith no

salt adhering are areas of "water break" due to a grease film which the water
was not able to "wet."
3. Test for Clean Glasses:
a. Fill a glass with regular soda water. Any evidence of bubbles clinging to
the sides or bottom indicates.inadequate cleaning. A clean glass will show very
little or no bubbles adhering anywhere. Try it sometime, Pour the soda from a
clean glass into a dirty glass and observe bubbles reappear from what had looked
like uncharged water.
b. Partially fill a glass with wster and observe the meniscus, If it is perfectly smooth and even, the glass is clean; if it is slightly wavy, the glass is
dirty. Pour the water out and water drops will cling to the dirty glass but not
to the clean one.
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4. Tissue Test:
Rib surface to be tested vigorously with white tissue, filter cloth, or cheese
cloth and note whether the tissue remains spotlessly clean.
5. REFL.:ability T

(to see if all detergent was rinsed off):
a. Add 2 drops isopropyl or methyl alcohol to surface and allow it to evaporate. If no,white deposit forms, the rinsing was good.
b. Wet e surface to be tested with a small amount of distilled water and
drop onto ç I drop of phenophthalein. A change to any' shade of red indicates
alkalinity anIhice, poor removal of the detergent.
TESTS FOR EVALUATION OF DISHWASHING MACHINES

1. The following steps should be followed to periodically determine the efficiency of machine operation.
a. Determine that the dishes are clean (see previous tests).

b. Determine, using a calibrated maximum-registering mercury thermomeit\
the temperature of the water in the wash and power rinse of a multiple-tank
machine by immersion in the water in the respective tank(s). Either recalibrate
the thermometer provided on the machine or record,the corrective differential
for the thermometer in an appropriate place.
c. The temperature of the water is extremely sidnificant in providing effective
sanitizing of thkdishes. Wash water temperature less than those prescribed will
result in an indifective sanitization of dishes even when the final rinse temperature is properly'maintained. Sanitization results from the cumulative temperature
effecis of wash, power rinse (if applicable), and final rinse waters-.
d. Remove from the Wet manifold the thermometer or sensing bulb used to
indicate the temperature of the final rinse water. Check the removed thermometer or sensing element against a calibrated maximum registering mercury ther-

mometer by immersing both in a container (glass, pan, or can) of hot water.
Tile calibration should be conducted at approximately the use range (180° F.).
Recalibrate the machine thermometer if possible or record differential correction.
Nom: The sensing bulbs in certain machines are of such construction or are so
located that they cannot feasibly be removed. 'There are three accurate alternatives which will permit the determination of the final rinse-water temperature in such instances. They are as follows:
(1) The access plug, located in the final rinse line, which permits determination of the flow pressure may be removed and a maximum registering therrnometer inserted in the opening by means of a compression-type connector,
Operate the final rinse and recalibrate the machine or record the differential correction.

(2) Using a modified version of a standard capillary tube, dial-type thermometer (such as U.S. Gauge, Design 8000, range 100° F. to 220° , with a preformed, coiled, test bulb, 3-foot system or capillary, available fro 1LS Ga
Division of Ametack Industries, Sellersville, Pa.), place the bulb pa
the
direction of the rinse jets and 1/2 inch from the jets. Operate the final .riloe
*from 10 to 15 seconds, record the temperature on both the calibrated test thermometer and the final linse thermometer of the machine, Recalibrate se machine thermometer 'or .record the differential correction. A 50 tempera
variation may be expected between the water temperature at the water location
on the machine and the water at the rinse jet, depending on the design and construction of the individual machine,
(3) Attach the "leads" (sensitive elements) of an electronic pyiometer to
dishes and allow them to complete the dishwashing cycle, recording the tem68
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peratures for each. If the dish surface temperature reaches 161°' P., the final rinse
temperature is satisfactory.
e. Check that all spray nozzles in the wash, power rinse, and final rinse spray
arms are open and unobstructed.

f. Determine that the flow pressure of the final rinse supply line is 20 ps.i.
(15 to 30 p.s.i. range is permissible).
g. Operate the machine _and determine .the wash, power rinse, and final rinse
temperatures (corrected), and time periods.
h. U the above six steps are taken for the wash, power rinse,. and final rinse
cycles, and if temperatures and time perrods are being observed, it can then
be reasonably assnmed that adequate sanitization of dishes is being accomplished.

2. By allowing a maximum-registering thermometer, to pass through a machine, you will receive a good "ball-park",,figure on which to base judgments.
Do not rely on its reading as entirely accurate, since most of these thermometers' response time is too slow to positively show the highest temperature experienced. Follow the steps in paragraph 1 d, (I) and (2), for accuracy: Remember, the dish surface temperature should'reach 161° F.; but the water within the
rinse spray arm should be a minimum of 180° F., to assure the surface temperature of
161° F.
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CHAPTER REVIEW pERCISES
The following exercises are study aids. Write your answers in pencil in the space provided after each
exercise Immediately after cojnpleting each set of exercises, check your responses against the answers for that
set. Do not submit your answers to Ea for grading,
CHAPTER 1

Objectives: To show a knowledge of the veterinary specialist's job as it relates foodborne diseases to
various environmental factors, such as water supply, waste ctiposal, insect and rodent control, and food
service;and to show an understanding of food service sanita on as it relates to foodhandlers and to
the investigation of outbreaks of foodborne 'illness.
.

Why do foodborne illnesses occur? (1-2).

2. Compare food poisoning with foodborne infection. (1-4, a,b)

3. How do bacteria cause food poisoning? (1-6)

4. In what kinds of food and under what.conditions would you -expect staphylococcus to develop?
(1-8)

5.

What is the key to control of staphylococcus? (1-9)

($)

6. What characteristics of the spore-forming organism, clostridium botulinum, Make it particularly
difficult to control in foods? (1-11)

to

7. On what is the prevention of botulism based? (1-13)

.

9.

What kinds of food would you first suspect as contaminated in an outbreak of food poisoning
where clostridium perfringens is involved? (1-15)

List five measures which are used in preparation and storage of meat and poultry dishes to prevent
foodborne illness by clostridium perfringens. (1-17)

2
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10. In addition to those produced by bacteria, what- other kinds of poisons may contaminate food?
(1-18, 19)

11. Of the organisms which cause foodborne infections, which is the most common? (1-21)
41

,:12. List five control measures which are effective with salmonella as well as with other foodborne
illnesses. (1-24)

13. Streptococcal foodborne infections that are usually associated withifoodhandlers. are generally

caused in what manner? (1-26)

14. What is the reservoir of the viral disease infectious hepatitis, and What are the sources cif the
infection? (1z27)
-c6Pr

15, What food product is a-prime source of brucellosis, diphtheria, Q-fever, or bovine tuberculosis?
(1-29)

16. What 3 primary facets involved in the preparation and serving 4f food are of primary concern
in preventing foodborne illness? (2-1)

17. What kind of examinations are given foodhandlers?'(2-3)

18. What are medical examinations of foodhandlers designed to reveal? (2-5)

19. What condition 05 foodhandlers is assured by 441ily supervisory examination? (2-7)

20. If local circumstances necessitate the useof kitthen attendants as servers-of food, what plocedure
riCust be maintained? (2-8)'

3
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21. What is probably the most important aspect of food storage? (2-101

, 22. What are the time limitations within which leftover foods must be used? (2-12, b)

23: List eight foods that are considered to be particularly dangerous in regard to foodborne illnesses.

(2-13)

24. What limitations are placed on the use of galvanized containers for food products?'(2-15)

25. Which pathogenic organisms are temoved or killed when proper dishwashing techniques are used?
(2-17)

26. How may bacteria be detected on dishes and utensils that appear to be clean? (2-19)

27. When evaluating a mechanical dishwashing operation, what factor must be considered in addition
to the machine's capability? (2-20)

28. What important dishwashing procedure is usually accomplished when racking dishes?.(2-22)

,29. During the washing cycle, why should the wash water tempera u1Qt exceed 160° F? (2-24)

30. What is the purpose of the nonrecirculating fresh-water rinse in mechanical chwashing? (2-26)

31. lf, after being washed mechanically, dishes do not become air dry in abOut

1

minute, what two

conditions may be at fault? (2-27)

32.. After washing, why should bowls. glasses, cups, and similar items be stored inverted? (2-29)

4
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33. When hand dishwuhingis accomplished by the hot-water method using a three-compartment sink,
at what temperature must the water in the third compartment be maintained? ,(2-31)

34. Who conducts the training of, foodhandlers int, the principles and practices of foot service
sanitation? (2-33)

35. Wheri could a 1-hour training class for all foodhandlers be effectively scheduled that would
coordinate well with two operational shifts? (2-35)

36. In addition to 2%step-by-step development of the lesson, what other inforrna on should be stated
9

in a lesson plan for training foodhandlers? (2-37)

37. When training foodhandlers, what two human elements Q.11/4ist be presented as the most likel); causes
of foodborne illness? (2-39)

38., What are the two distinct aspects of responsibility of the veterinary program in insuring the safety
of. food .and beverages dispensed from vending machines? (3-1)

,

39. List four food products that ialre prohibited for sale from automatic vencling machines unless they
are acidified below pH 5.0. 0-4)

O.

Readily perishable foods or ingedients within vending machines must be maintained at what
temperatures? (3-6)

41. If vending machines are located so there is adequate space between the machines and walls, what

can be done to prevent insect and rodent infestation? (3-8)

42. When inspecting a vending machine for sanitary condtion, how can you determine when it was
last serviced? (3-10)

5
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43. Upon entering the base, what is required of vending-machine operafOrs with respect to their
products? (3-12)

44. Where may checklists be located to serve is standards for inspecting vending-machine products?
(3-14)

45. If the sum of the points in column 2 of an inspection checklist for a vending-machine product

plant is 50 and the sum of the points in coluMn 3 is 10, what would be the sanitary compliance
rating of the plant? Is this satisfactory rating? (3-16)

3 1 2.

58. When you make an inspection of food service sanitation facilities, what should be your one broad
objective? (5-1)

59. Upon what does your having a good working relationship with food service personnel depend? (5-3)

facilities,*
60. In addition to maintaining a friendly air while conducting an inspection of food service
what other characteristics should you display? (5,4).

61. When you arrive at a food service facility to make an inspection, what should you do first? (5-6)

62, At what time should foodhandling techniques and procedures be verified as hygienipally adequate
and -proper? (5-8)

63. When and how should the floors of the dining hall be cleaned? (5-9)

64, When should kitchen tables thatare used for food preparation be cleaned? (5-10)

7
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5. What are the results of inadequate disposal of garbage and trash? (5-12)

66. List some tests you may use to check for cleanliness of various surfaces. (5-13)

67. Why should you, before the inspection critique, check the files for copics of work order requests?
(5-15)

68. How should you use a form during an inspection? (5-16)

69. During inspection, how, or with what regard, should you consider disccepancies? (5-17)

70. As a veterinary specialist, in which insects and rodents are you particularly interested? (6-1)

71. What is your main function in controlling economic pest insects and rodents? (6-2).

72. Where arethe responsibilities for varioiis aspects of pest Control defmed? (6-3)

73. Who,supervises pest control measures? (6-6)

74. What is one indication of heavy insect infestation? (6-7)

75. What is the advantage of storing materials on wood pallets instead of directly on the floor? (6-8)

76. How are economic pests ciassiiied? (6-10)

77. How may you use the book, Yearbook of Agriculture, US Dept of Agriculture? (6-12)

'et
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78.

In what manner are cockroaches adaptable? (6-14)

79. Where are cockroach eggs laid? (6-16)

80. What is the simplest method of making inspections for cociCroaches? (6-47)

81. What is the mOst common cockroach entry into a building? (6-18)

cockroaches in established
82. Other than excellent sanitary practices, what is required to control
infestattons? (6-19).

resistance? (6-21)
83. To which type of insecticides have roaches developed widespread

84. Why are houseflies harmful? (6-22)

of disease .by the housefly. (6-24-26)
85. List three methods of transmission

86. What are the best measures for control of houseflies? (6-27)

81. Why should screen doors swing outward?' (6-29)

88. How can off-base fly breeding be controlled? (6-30)

flies could one pair of houseflies produce from early
89. If all of their offspring lived, how many

spring to late fall? (6-32)

9
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90. List some rodent-borne killer diseases. (6-33)

91. Which is the most common and, largest of the domestic rats? (6-35)

92. Where does the roof rat harbor? (6-36)

,

93. What is the range of the smallest of-the domestic rodentsthe house mouse? (6-37)

94. What habit that rats have makes it easy to determine if they are present in the vicinity? (6-40)

95. You see-a greasy rubmark along a regularly traveled runway on a low wall beam. Is this runway
most probably that of mice or rates? (6-41)

96. Rats must gnaw. Why? (6-43)

97. What may yoii do to determine rodent activity of a particular runway? (644)

98. List the best rodent-prevention measures. (6-45)

99. How can an effective and permanent control c)( rats and mice be attained? (6-47)

100 How can rodents be eliminated? (6-48)

10
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ANSWERS FOR CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES

CHAPTER I
1.

2.

Persons who prepare and serve food fail to apply known food protection measures.
Food poisoning develops abruptly due to preformed elements (either organic or inorganic, including
bacterial toxini) whereas foodborne infection has a delayed onset from infection by
microorganisms.
The severity of food poisoning is related to the amount of toxic food consumed, whereas the
severity of foodborne infections may develop by multiplication of the organisms after ingestion.

3. By releasing toxic products into the food.
4. Staphlycocei grow and reproduce rapidly in
warm, moist, high-protein foods, such as custards,'

cream-filled pastries, meats, and eggs; and in salads made from meats, e

5.

s, or mayonnaise.

Prevention.

6. The organism grows under anaerobic conditions, and must be boiled for 5 hours at 212° F. or 40
minutes at 221° F. (pressure cooker) to be killed,
7.

Proper preparation of vulnerable foods.

8. Meats (including poultry), and products prepared from meat.

,

9,

a: Serve hot immediately after preparation.
b. Cool (below 45° F.) leftovers rapidly and reheat (above 140° F.) them rapidly.
c. Use a meat thermometer to insure adequate thorough cooking of thick cuts and interior portions.
d. Limit depth of stews, gravies, etc., to 4einches for refrigerated storage,
e. Insure proper techniques of handling and cleaning of vegetables and poultry,.
4
10. Chemical poisons (organic and inorganic),

r
I L Salmonella.
12,

a. Cleanliness of food and foodhandlers,
b, Nqninfected foodhandlers.
,
c. Proper handling, thorough cooking, and adequate storage of susceptible foods.
d. Use of pasteurized dairy and egg products.
e. Use of eggs whose shells have not been cracked.

13. Streptococcus causes sore throats and scarlet fever in foodhandlers, who
can transmit the organisms
,to food through droplet infection when talking, coughing, and sneezing.

14. Man is the reservoir of infectious hepatitis, the feces, urine, and blood of infected
persons are the
sources of the infection.

15. Raw milk.
16.

Foodhandlers, facilities, and equipment.

17. Medical examinations and examination by food servicl supervisory personnel.

18
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18. Chronic illness or medical problems that exist at the time the examination is made.
.19. The hygienic standards and pnysical health are maintained.
20. Supervisors must maintain maximum surveillance over the operations in which they are engaged.

2E Temperature control.

22, Within a 24-hour period.
23. Hash, creanied soups, gravies, dressings, bread puddings, certain cheese or egg casseroles, and creamed
meats,

24. The use of galvanized containers is limited to the transportation arid temporary storage of water,
peeled raw potatoes in water, and 'dry foods.
25. All pathogenic organisms, including the most resistant spotes.

26. By using laboratory procedures

27. The work habits of the person who operates the machine.
28. Rejnoval bf gross soil.
29. Detergent activity is decreased if the water temperature exceed 160° F.
30. It provides thermal sanitization that protects food contact surfaces from pathogenic organisms

31, The finished dishes may not be hot enough, or poor circulation of air may be causing high
humidity,

32. To minimize the chance of contamination.
33.

180° F.

34. The base veterinarian or other qualified Medical Services personnel.

35. The last hour of the- morning shift (for those working on the afternoon shift), and the first hour
Yof the afternoon shift (for those working on the morning shift).

/36.

An objective of what the student is expected to learn from the lesson.

37. Sloppy habits and faulty techniques,.
38. First, the machine, operator, delivery vehicle, and area in which the machine is located; and, secOnd,

the plant facilities and personnel involved in preparing, packaging; and storing the products for the
machine.

39. Ham salad, egg salad, Chicken salad, and cream-filled pastries,

40. At less than 45° F. (for cold foods) or more than 140° F. (for hot foods).

19
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41. The machines may be sealed to the floor.
42. A record of all cleaning and sanitizing should be maintained at each machine by the operator.
43. Upon entering the base, operators are required to 'stop at the veterinary -office to have their
products inspected.
44. Inspection checklists are contained as an appendix to the applicable Military Standard for the

product..

45. Eighty (80); no, the rating would not qUalify the plant for listing in the Directory of Sanitarily
4Ajproved Establishnwnn for Armed Forces Procurement.
46. Preflight, in-flight, and postflight feeding.
47 They should be well-cooked and low in residue, and they should not contain excessive fat or
spices.
48. Flight attendants.

49. Three hours.
50. Three years.

51. Four months at 0° F.
52. The hour, date, and "year prepared.
53.

If not refrigerated, bread could act as a warm blan4et which would promote growth of organisms
which might be present on the filling material.

54. Five hours.

55. A dial thermometer, flashlight, disk comparator for chlorine residual, 611pboard, inspection forms,
carbon paper, and ballpoint pen.
56. Insure that they have a cunent medical examination and are able to pass an inspection pertinent

to personal hygiene.

57. Recommend that the aircraft be delayed until the correction is made.

58. To help.
59. Upon your gaining the respect of food service personnel.

60. Good Manners, military formality, a firm attitude, and meet or exceed the standar& of appearance,
health, and Tsonal hygiene required of foodhandleh.
61. Contract the individual in charge.
62. During the preparation and serving periods.

63. They should be carefully swept, using a sweeping compound, or mopped with a damp mop after
each meal.

Ci
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64. They should be thoroughly cleaned and sanitized after *each
65. The presence of flies, roaches, and rodents.

66. The finger-plate culture, the rinse test for bottles, the swab test, the contatt plate test, arfd the
fluoroduome" dye test.
,

work order
67, They may show that efforts have been made .to correct unsatisfactory conditionithese
requests should be mentioifed in your report.

68, Only as a checklist to insure that you have observed all aspects of the operation*
69. With regard to their public health signifitance,
70.- Those which affect food products.
/ I. To ,recognize signs of their existence, notify- the proper $ency, and request control measures.

72. In AFR 91-21 and AFR

161i:

73. The base civil engineer,

74 Live insecti in the areas around

sites.

er

75. This allows easy rotation of stock so that the older material is used first*
4.

76. Those that infest gains and cereals, arid those that infest dried fruits and vegetables.

77. You may get complete information relative to economic pests.

78. They ca

themselves into almost any living condition.

undersidel oLdrawers and cabinets.
79. In capsules, and they may be found glued to

80. Walk quietly Into a kitchen or storage area at itight and ruddenly turn on the lights.
81. They are usually in containers brought in from other das.
1,1

82. Chemicals,

83. To the chlorinated hydrocarbon type,

84. They transmit many flith-borne diseasessuch as typhoid, cholera, and dysenteries,
85. By carrying the germs on their feet, by vomitus ejected during feeding, and by defe442...
86. Those cfirected at cleaning up or removal of breeding sites,

87. To push away flies which may be clinging to the screen instead of admitting them into the house.

88, Only through the local flealth Department.
89. Billions!
21

90. Murine typhus fever, plague, leptospirosis, rat-bite fever, salmonellosis, and rickettsialpox.

91. The Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus)a buirowing rat.
92. Above pound; in attics and walls; in enclosed spaces of cabinets and shelving; and outdoors in
trees and dense vine glow*.

93. 'Frequently 10 to 30 feet.
94. They habitually use the same runways between food, water, and harborage.

95. Rats.
96. To keep their 'teeth short enough to use.
97. Put tracldng patches of a dust material 'such as flour or talc long the runway.
98: Prevention of entry into building, cleanup of trash and debris, proper .waste disposa and food
storage, and elimination of food sources and harborage.
99. Only through a -continuous sanitation program.
100. By combining sanitation methods with a killing program.
101. The Director of Base Medical Services 'and his staff.

102_ To determine the cause of the outbreak and to break the chain of infection.
103. To prevent further cases resulting from the immediate offending food, to get pertinent information
from the patients as quickly after the incident as possible,,and to investigate while the infective
or toxic food is still available.
104. What organism probably caused the outbreak; what foods were affected, and why; who prepared the
food; and how could the outbreak have been prevented?

105. You look for the common denominatorthe ohe meal common to all patients, and the one food
or drink from the meal that all of the victims ate.
106. "Food Poisoning.OutbreakIndividual Case History."

107. Follow the directive in AFM 161-6.
108. AF Form 432.
109. Have a laboratory- bacteriological analysis performed on it and, if possible, on all of the food
present at the offending meal.

110. Obtain a menu, thoroughly inspect the dining hall, interview and inspect dining hall personnel,
and obtain f6od samples if they are available.
a
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1. MATCH ANSWER

STOP-

SHEET TO THIS

2. USE NUMBER 1

EXERCISE NUM-

PENCIL.

BER.

908 50 05 21
VO L.TME REVIEW EXERCISE

Carefully read the following:
DO'S:
I.

Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2.

Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3.

Use only medium sharp #1 black lead pencil for marking - answer sheet.

4.

Circle the correct answer in this test booklet After you are sure of your
answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5.

Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECL

6.

Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and eference.

7.

If- mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.

mments through your

If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
C.
Form 17.
:
DON'TS:
1.

Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2.

Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking bled& Double
marks or excessive markings Which overflow marking blocks will register as

Mtn.
3.

Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.

4.

Don't use ink or any marking other than with a #1 black lead pencil.

NOTE: The 3-digit number in parenthesis immediately following each item number in this Volume Review Exercise represents a Guide Number in the
Study Reference Guide which in turn indicates the area of the text where

the answer to that item can be found. For proper use of these Guide
Numbers in assisting you with. your Volume Review Exercise, tead carefully the instructions in the heading of the Study Reference Guide.
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Multiple Choice

Chapter 1
1.

(500) What is a major reason why foodborne illnesses occur?

a. Food protection measures are unknown.
b. Carelessness of foodhandlers.
c. Certain bacteria cannot be controlled.
d. Growth of bacteria is promoted by good food preparation methods.
2. (500) How do bacteria ,cause food poisoning?

a. By entering the individual's body with food.
b. By destroying the nutritional elements of food.
c.- By -releasing toxic products into the food.
d. By infesting root type foods while they aregrowing.
3. (500) Whkh of the following is a characteristk of Clostridium botulinum spores?

a. Aerobic.
b. More prevalent in acid foods.
c. Destruction requires boiling 5 minutes at 212° F.
d. Destruction requires boiling 5 hours at 212° F.

4. (500) What is the most suitable mediums for staphylococcus organisms to grow and reproduce?
a. CoOl, dry, low-protein,foods.
b. Warm, moist, high-protein foods.
c. Cold foods at temperatures below 40° F.
a. Hot foods at temperatures above 140° F.
4'5.

(500) What kinds of fOod should you first suspect in an outbreak of food poisoining where
Clostridium perfringens is involved?

a. Meats.
b. Vegetables.

c. Milk.
d. Eggs.

6. (500) Which of ,the following is not an effective measure for controlling salinonella?

a. lñilre cleanliness of food and foodhandlers.
b. Insure
t foodhandlers are noninfected.
c. Use non kiirized dairy products.
d. Use eggs hose shells have not been cracked.

7. (501).Which or

e following facets of food preparation and handling is not one of the primary
inspection objectives for the prevention of foodborne illness?

a. Origin of food.
b. Foodhandlers.

c. Facilities.

d. Equipment

28
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8. (500) What is the reservoir of the.viral disease, infectious hepatitis?

c. Rodent.
d. Food.

a. Housefly.
b. Man.

9. (501) Medical examinations of foodhandlers are designed to reveal

a. hygienic habits of'the foodhandler.
b. foodborne illness infection of the foo6andler.
c. medical problems which exist at the time of examination.
d. state of i73unity of the foodhandler tci foodborne diseases.
10. (501) Galvanized con

ers can satisfactorily be used as a container for

a. temporary storage of water.
b.-lemonade.
11.

c. meat.
d. fruit.

(501) What is the general tune limitation within which leftover' foods should be used?

a. 4 hours.
b. 8 hours.

c. 12 hours.
d. 24 hours.

12. (501) What important dishwashing step should be accomplished when racking dishes?
c. Rinsing of dishes.
d. Thermal sanitizing.

a. Sorting of dishes.
b. Removal of gross soil.

13. (501) During the washing cycle of a mechanical dishwashing operation, why should the wash

water temperature not exceed 160° F?
a. Detergent activity would be decseased.
b. Detergent activity would be increased.
c. Water hotter than 160° F. will cause dishes to break.
d. The dishes would be sanitized.

14. (501) The purpose of the nonrecirculating fresh water rinse in mechanical dishwashing is for
c. thermal sanitization.
d. acceleration of detergent activity.

a. removal of gross soil.
b. removal of detergent.

15. (501) When would a 1-hour training class for all foodhandlers be most effectively scheduled to
coordinate well with two operational shifts?
a. After iphe end of each shift.
b. Before the beginning of each shift.
c. During the hour before the first shift (for the first shift), anil during the hAour after
the second shift (for the second shift).

d. During the lut hour of the fuit shift (for the second shift), and during the first hour of
second shift (for the first shift).

29
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16. (501) When hand dishwashing,is accomplished by the hot-wate
sink, what is the minimum temperature at which the wa er

ethod using a three-compartment
e third conipartment must be

maintained?

a. 180" F.
b. 190" F.

c.2000 F.
d.40212" F.

17. (501) When training foodhandlers, what two human elements must be presented as the most likely
causes of foodborne illness?
a. Deliberate mistakes and sloppy habits.
b. Deliberate mistakes and faulty techniques.
c. Sloppy habits and faulty techniques.
d. l.ack of training and deliberate mistakes.
-18. (502) Where are checklists for inspecting food-processing phints contained?

a. InAFR 163-2.
b. At the command veterinarian.
c. At the US Department of Agriculture.
d. In the appendix of the applicable Military Standard.

19. (502) When inspecting a vending machine for sanitary condition, how can you determine when It
was last sanitized?

a. Examine the record maintained by the operator.
b. By making a white-glove inspection.
c. Estimate the time by assessing the physical condition.
d. Make laboptory tests of specimens taken from the machine.
20. (502) Who is responsible for preparing and serving inflight meals on troop-transport aircraft?
a. Aircraft crew.
b. Airline hostesses.

c. Flight attendants.
d. Base foOd service personnel.'

21. (502) At' ej., what is the recommended safe storage life for precooked frozen meals?...
a. 1 month.

c. 6 months.

b. 4 months.

d.

1

year.

22. (502) Why must the bread, as well as the ingredients, used in making sandwiches be refrigerated?
a. Refrigeration improves the taste of bread.
b. Warm bread serves to prevent growth of organisms.
c. Warm bread serves to promote giowth of organisms.
d. To allow for using bread that would otherwise be too old.

467
23. (502) Which of the following items are necessary when performing a thorough sanitary inspection
of an aircraft?
a. Dial thermometer, flashlight, disk comparator for chlorine residual, and inspection forms.
b, Microscope, flashlight, disk comparator for chlorine residual, and inspection forms.
c. dial thermometer, microscope, disk comparator for chlorine residual, and inspection forms.
d. Dial thermometer, flashlight, microscope, and inspection forms.

24. (302) What should you do if, during an aircraft sanitary inspection, you find a discrepancy that
is a health hazard which cannot be corrected immediately?
a. Allow the aircraft to proceed to a location where the discrepancy can be corrected.
b. Recommend that the aircraft be delayed until a correction is made.
c. Make the best correction under the conditions', allow the aircrafi to proceed.
d, Recommend extreme precautions to be taken but do not delay the aircraft.
25. (502) When you arrive at a food service facility to make an inspectidn, what should you do
first?

a. Make a quick survey, utilizing the element of surprise.
b. Proceed to inspect in first one direction, then another; do not use a set pattern.
c. Carefully check the outside area before contacting anyone.
d. Contact the individual in charge of the operation.

' 26, (502) Which of the following groups of tests can be used to check for cleanliness of surfaces?

a. Safranin dye test, salt test, tissue test, and disk comparator test.
b, Safranin dye test, salt test, disk comparator test, and rinsability test.
c. Safranin dye test, salt test, tissue test, and rinsability test.
d, Safranin dye test, disk comparator test, tissue test, and rinsability test.
27. (502) When should the floors of the dining hall be cleaned?

J

a. After each meal.
b. Before each meal.

c. At the end of each day.
d, At the beginning of each day.

28, (502) The significance of discrepancies found while inspecting a food service facility should be
based on
a, the number of discrepancies found.
b. their health hazard potential.
c, the causes of the discrepancies.
d. the attitude of management toward relieving the discrepancies.

29. (503) What is your main function in controlling economic pest insects and rodents?
a. Recognizing signs of pests and destroying them.
b. Notifying the proper agency, requesting permission for control measures:and destroying the pests.
c. Recognizing signs of the pests, notifying the proper agency, and requesting control meaSures.
d. Recognizing signs of pests,-notifying the proper agency, and destroying the pests.
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30. (503) Into what two groups are economic pests classified?
a. Those that infest grains and cereals, and those that infest dried fruits and vegetables.
b. Those thatinfest grains and cereals, and those that infest meat and meat products.
c. Those that infest dried fruits and vegetables, and those that infest meat and meat products.
d. Those that infest dairy products, and those that infest meat and meat products.
31. (503) To which type of insecticides have roaches developed widespread resistance?
c. Malathion sprays.
d. Chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides.

a. DDVP.

b. Diazinon dust.

32. (503) Rodents may serve as reservoirs for all of the following diseases except for
c. salmonellosis.

a. botulism.
b. leptospirosis.

d, murine ty?hus fever.

33. (503) In which instant are rodent-killing methods the least effectiveT
a. Before sanitation or cleanup programs are begun.
b. After dusting.with an approved pesticide for fleas control.
c. After vent stoppage work to eradicate rodents in buildings.
d. When good sanitation methods are not used.

34. (503) You see 'a greasy rubmark along a wall beside a regularly traveled runway at floor level.
What kind of rodent probably has used the runway?

c. Roof rat.
d. Field rat.

a. Mice.

b. Norway rat.

35. (503) Which of the following is not a recommended procedure for rodent prevention?
c. Placing talc along runways.
d. Elimination of food sources.

a. Proper waste disposal.
b. Proper food storage.

36. (503) What is your objective, as a veterinary specialist, during a food poisoning investigation?

a. To determine the cause and break, the chain of infection.
b. To determine the mutat, and treat those infected.
c. To break the chain of infection and treat those infected.
d. To treat those infected and provide a basis for educating those involved.

37. (503) Who can furnish the information required to complete AF Form 431, "Food Pciisoning
OutbreakIndividual Case History"?
c. The Food Service supervisor.
d. The person who: prepared the food.

a. The physician.
b. The infected person-.
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38. (503) How can you oonfirm that the suspected food is the, carrier of the infection?
a. Make an odor test of the suspected food.
b. Make a taste test of the suspected food.
c. Make a random laboratory analysis of the foods served'.
d. Make a laboratory analysis of all the foods served.

No-

I.
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